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ADDENDA ET COERIGENDA.

PAGE
70, line 20, /or propodos read dactylos

73, line 8 from bottom, /or Philongria read Philougria

77, line 12, /or pleon read pereion

79, line 6, for ? Montaguana read ? Montagua

93, line 11 from bottom, /or fuscate read furcate

140, line 15, for mangei read maugei

148, line 11 from bottom, /or small read same

149, line 8 „ and elsewhere, /or Philongria read Philougria

162, line 14 ,, /o^- Lezdig read Leydig

166, line 7 »,
' after part dele semicolon and insert a comma

175, line 1,/or ascil read axil

175, line 4, for limbs 7'ead lines

175, line 7 from bottom, dele Theraphosides

, 176, line 9, /or ascils read axils

177, Une 6, for clumps read culms

177, line 11, /or Thomisides read Salticus

188 and 190, in title, /or 6th April read 30th November

194, line 13, /or interior read exterior

198, line 12 from bottom, for ansonii read ausonii .

200, line 6 „ for Saprolignia read Saprolegnia

209, line 4 „ for here read where

221, line o.for vasculan read vascular

221, line 18 from bottom, /or nitrata read nitrate

221, line 8 „ for this read their

224, line 19, after being insert eleven

226, line 2 from bottom, after loc. cit., p. insert 58 and 60

227, line 11 „ for epidymis i^ead epididymis

228, line 7, for coelum read ccclome

228, line 21, /or on read as

228, line 7 from bottom, /or cerebellan read cerebellar

230, line 3, for like read between

231, line 4, /or Mechelian read Mcckelian

233, Une 3, for as read in

235, line 4 from bottom, /or the read two ^

235, line 3 „ for this read their

273, line 6, before plants insert naturalized

277, line 8 from bottom, /or larva read lava

282, line 19, for E. and L. read E. and Z.

283, line 18, for eeptophyllum read leptophyllum

283, line 24, /or Larum read Carum

284. line 18, for Pakari read Pabiri
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PAGE
284, line 3 from bottom, /or Hnask. read Haask.

236, line 6, /or Cincus read Cnicus

287, line 25, for Polemoinaceas read PolemoniacesG

289, line 2 from bottom, /or acinus read acinos

298, line 3, /or latroplia read Jatropha

302, line 17, for Montague read Montagne

303, line 18, /or iridis read viridis

303, line 4 from bottom, /or Fragillaria read Fragilaria

303, line 2 „ for pectinale read pectorale

306, line 13 „ for 2-4 feet read 2 feet 4 inches

318, line 20, /or axils read arils

319, line 3,/or-H.B.K. read Handbook

333, line 9, /or ring read rind

341, line 15 from bottom, /or Triceratrum read Triceratium

342, line 5 „ for Eucyonema read Encyonema

343, line 4 „ for Eucyonema read Encyonema

343, line 14, /or elliptrica read elliptica

372, under " Hydro-carbon," line 2, /or 35-22 read 35'42

3S0, line 7, for four-sides read four-sided

384, line 13 from bottom, /or Tohataim read Tokatapu

337, line 7, /or Tamata read Tomatea

387, line 19, /or tetrahedral read tetartohedral

397, line 12, for down read from

403, line 22, /or Si^ read Si^

406, line 5 from bottom, /or Purabauui read Purakanui

line
• *

409, line 13 from bottom, /or silicate read silicates

411, line 10 from bottom, for Siphonaria read Sipbonalia

425, lint) 12, /or boy. All read boy, all

430, line 2, /or Eahigihoua read Eangihoua
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Section I.

Incorporation of Societies.

1, No Society shall be incorporated with the Institute under the provisions of '' The

New Zealand Institute Act, 1867," unless such Society shall consist of not less than

twenty-five members, subscribing in the aggregate a sum of not less than fifty pounds
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3. The bye-laws of every Society to be incorporated as aforesaid sliall provide for the

expenditure of not less than one-third of its annual revenue in or towards the formation
m

or support of some local public Museum or Library ; or otherwise shall provide for the

contribution of not less than one-sixth of its said revenue towards the extension and

maintenance of the Museum and Library of the New Zealand Institute.

4. Any Society incorporated as aforesaid which shall in any one year fail to expend

the proportion of revenue affixed in manner provided by Rule 3 aforesaid shall from
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5. All papers read before any Society for the time being incorporated with the
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tions of the Board of the Institute regarding publications :

Regulations regarding Publications,

(a.) The publications of the Institute shall consist of a current abstract of the

proceedings of the Societies for the time being incorporated with the Institute,

to be intituled, "Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute," and of transactions

comprising papers read before the Incorporated Societies (subject, however, to

selection as hereinafter mentioned), to be intituled, " Transactions of the New
Zealand Institute."

(6.) The Institute shall have power to reject any papers read before any of the

Incoi-porated Societies,

(c.) Papers so rejected will be returned to the Society before which they were read.

(d.) A proportional contribution may be required from each Society towards the cost

of publishing the Proceedings and Transactions of the Institute,

{e.) Each Incorporated Society will be entitled to receive a proportional number of

copies of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Institute, to be from time to

time fixed by the Board of Governors.

(/.) Extra copies will be issued to any of the members of Incorporated Societies at

the cost price of publication.

6. All property accumulated by or with funds derived from Incorporated Societies

and placed in the charge of the Institute, shall be vested in the Institute, and be used

and applied at the discretion of the Board of Governors for public advantage, in like

manner with any other of the property of the Institute.

7. Subject to " The New Zealand Institute Act, 1867," and to the foregoing rules, all

Societies incorporated with the Institute shall be entitled to retain or alter their own

own
own affairs.

8. Upon application signed by the Chairman and countersigned by the Secretary of

any Society, accompanied by the certificate required under Eule No. 1, a certificate of

incorporation will be granted under the Seal of the Institute, and will remain in force as

long as the foregoing rules of the Institute are complied with by the Society.

Section II.

For the Management of the Property of the Institute,

9* All donations by Societies, Public Departments, or Private Individuals, to the

Museum of the Institute, shall be acknowledged by a printed form of receipt, and shall be

duly entered in the books of the Institute provided for that purpose, and shall then be

4ealt with as the Board of Governors may direct,
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10. Deposits of articles for tlie Museum may be accepted by the Institute, subject to

a fortnight's notice of removal to be given either by the owner of the articles or by the

Manager of the Institute, and such deposits shall be duly entered in a separate catalogue.

11. Books relating to Natural Science may be deposited in the Library of the Insti-

tute, subject to the following conditions :

(a.) Such books are not to be withdrawn by the owner under six months' notice, if

such notice shall be required by the Board of Governors.

(&.) Any funds specially expended on binding and preserving such deposited books,

at the request of the depositor, shall be charged against the books, and must bo

refunded to the Institute before their withdrawal, always subject to special

airangements made with the Board of Governors at the time of deposit.

(c.) No books deposited in the Library of the Institute shall be removed for temporary

use except on the written authority or receipt of the owner, and then only for a

period not exceeding seven days at any one time.

12. All books in the Library of the Institute shall be duly entered in a catalogue

which shall be accessible to the pubHc.

13. The public shall be admitted to the use of the Museum and Library, subject to

bye-laws to be framed by the Board.

Section III.

11. The Laboratory shall, for the time being, be and remain under the exclusive

management of the Manager of the Institute.

Section IV.

Of Date 23rd Septembee, 1870.

Honorary Memhers.

Whereas the rules of the Societies incorporated under the New Zealand Institute Act

provide for the election of Honorary Members of such Societies ; hut inasmuch as such

Honorary Members would not thereby become members of the New Zealand Institute,

and whereas it is expedient to make provision for the election of Honorary Members of

the New Zealand Institute, it is hereby declared

1st. Each Incorporated Society may, in the month of November next, nominate for

election as Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute three persons, and

in the month of November in each succeeding year one person, not residing in

the colony.

2nd. The names, descriptions, and addresses of persons so nominated, together with

the grounds on which their election aB Honorary Members is recommended,

shall be forthwith forwarded to the Manager of the New Zeahind Institute, and

shall by him be submitted to the Governors at the next succeeding meeting.

3rd. From the persons so nominated, the Governors may select in the first year not

more than nine, and in each succeeding year not more than three, who shall

from thenceforth be Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute, provided
r

.i__j. i.!.^ x„j.^i «.,™Vyi* ^f x^r^^^r\Tav\I TnAmHprs shall not exceed thirty.
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'

DATE OF INCOEPOEATION.

Wellington Philosophical Society - - - 10th June, 1868*

Auckland Institute 10th June, 1868.

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury - - 22nd October, 1868.

Otago Institute -

Westland Institute

18th October, 1869.

21st December, 1874.
1

Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute - - - 31st March, 1875.

Southland Institute 21st July, 1880.

WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,

Office-bearers for 1882 :—Preside7it—W. T. L- Travers, F.L.S. ; Vice-

presidents—Hon. G. E. Johnson, Dr. BuUer, C.M.G., F*E.S. ; Council—A.

K. Newman, M.B., M.R.C.P-, J- P. Maxwell, A.I.C.E,, K. Govett, M.

Chapman, James Hector, M.D., C.M.G., F.E.S,, S. H, Cox, F.G.S., F.C.S.,

T. King ; Auditor—OHver Wakefield ; Secretary and Treasurer—E. B. Gore.

Office-bearers for 1883 :

—

President—The Hon. G. Eandall Johnson,

M.L.C. ; Vice-presidmts—Dx. Buller, C.M.G., F.E.S., A. K. Newman, M.B.,

M M. Chapman, James Hector, M
3.S., T. King, W. T. L. Travers

B. Hutchmson, M.E.C.S.; Auditor—H. F. Logan ; Secretary and Treasurer

E. B. Gore.

Extracts from the Rules of the Wellington Philosophical Society.

5. Every member shall contribute annually to the funds of the Society the sum of

one guinea

6. The annual contribution shall be due on the first day of 'January in each year.

7, The sum of ten pounds may be paid at any time as a composition for life of the

ordinary annual payment.

14, The time and place of the General Meetings of members of the Society shall be

fixed by the Council and duly announced by the Secretary.

AUCKLAND INSTITUTE.

Office-bearers for 1882:

—

President—E. A. Mackechnie ; Council—G.

Aickin, J. M. Clark, Et. Eev. W. G. Cowie, D.D., His Honom- Mr. Justice

Gillies, Hon. Colonel Haultaiu, Neil Heath, J. Martin, F.G.S., T. Peacock,

J. A. Pond, Eev. A. G. Pnrchas, M.E.C.S.E., S. Percy Smith, F.E.G.S.

;

Auditor—T. Macffarlane ; Secretary and Treasurer—T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.
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Offioe-beabers for 1883 ;

—

President—^Rt, Rev. W. G. Cowie, D.D.

;

Vice-presidents—E. Mackechnie, T- Peacock, M.H.R. ; Council—G. Aickin,

J. L. Campbell, M.D., W. D. Campbell, F.G.S., Mr. Justice Gmics, Hon.

Colonel Haultain, Neil Heath, J. Martin, F.G.S., J. A. Pond, Rev. A, G.

Purchas, M.R.C.S.E., H. G. Seth Smith, S. Percy Smith, F.R.G.S. ;

Secretary and Treasurer—11 . F. Cheeseman,FX,S. ; Auditor—T. Macffarlane.

Extracts from the Rules of the Auckland Institute.

Any

writing by two members, and shall be ballotted for at the next meeting of the Council.
.

um
subscription of one guinea, the annual subscriptions being payable in advance on the first

day of April for the then current year.

5. Members may at any time become life-members by one payment of ten pounds ten

shillings, in lieu of future annual subscriptions.

10. Annual General Meeting of the Society on the third Monday of February in each

year. Ordinary Business Meetings are called by the Council from time to time.

PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBURY.

Office-bearers for 1882 :

—

President—Professor J. von Haast, F.R.S.;

Vice-presidents—E. W. Fereday, Professor F. W. Hutton ; Hon. Secretary—
G. Gray; Bon. Treasurer—'^. M. Maskell ; CoundU-E. Dobson, J. Inglis,

Professor A. W. Bickerton, T. Crook, T. S. Lambert, H. E. Webb;

Auditors—Q. E. Blakiston, W» D. Carruthers.

President—Professor F. W. Hutton ; Vice-BEARERS

presidents—E. W. Fereday, E. Do

tary—^Geo, Gray ; Council—Profess

T. Crook, J. Inglis, T. S- Lambert.

W
Sym

Extracts from the Rules of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury.

21. The Ordinary Meetings ol the Institute shall be held on the first Thursday of

each month during the months from March to November inclusive.

35. Members of the Institute shall pay one guinea annually as a subscription to the

funds of the Institute. The subscription shall be due on the first of November in every

year. Any member whose subscription shall be twelve months in arrears, shall cease to

be a member of the Institute, but he may be restored by the Council if it sees fit.

37. Members may compound for all annual subscriptions of the current and future

years by paying ten guineas.

BEARERS

M

OTAGO INSTITUTE.

2:—Preside7U—W. Arthur, C.E.; Vice-presidents

(t. Joachim: Hon. Secretary—J^rofcs^or Parker;

Hon. Treasurer—B. Petrie, M.A.; Auditor—D. Brent, M.A.; Council—Bight

Eev. Bishop Nevill, Eev. Dr. Eoseby, Professor Mainwaring Brown, Profes-

sor Scott, W. N. Blair. C.E.. A. Montgomery, R. Gillies, F.L.S.
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BEAKERS —President—A. Montgomery
W. Arthur, C.E., Eev. Dr. Eoseby; Hon. Secretary—Prohssor Parker;
Hon. Treasurer—D . Petrie, M,A. ; Auditor—J). Brent; Council—Bv. Hocken,
Professor Scott, G. M. Thomson, F. Chapman, R. Gillies, G. Joachim,
Professor Mainwarinsr Brown.

Extracts from the Constitution and Rules of the Otago Institute.

2. Any person desiring to join the Society may be elected by ballot, on being proposed
in writing at any meeting of the Council or Society by two members, on payment of the

annual subscription of one guinea for the year then current.

5. Members may at any time become life-members by one payment of ten pounds and
ten shilUngs in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

8. An Annual General Meeting of the members of the Society

January in each year, at which meeting not less than ten members must be present,

otherwise the meeting shall be adjourned by the members present from time to time,

until the requisite number of members is present,

(5.) The session of the Otago Institute shall be during the winter months, from May
to October, both inclusive.

shall

WESTLAND INSTITUTE.

TiCE-BEAREKS FOR 1883:

—

President—W- A. Spence ; Vice-presideni

W. Croft ; Hon. Treasurer—J. P. Will ; Secretary—Eichard Hilldrup

Extracts from the Rules of the Westland Institute.
"

3. The Institute shall consist :—(1) Of Hfe-members, i.e,, persons who have at any
one time made a donation to the Institute of ten pounds ten shilHngs or upwards; or

persons who, in reward of special services rendered to the Institute, have been unani-
mously elected as such by the Committee or at the general half-yearly meeting. (2) Of
members who pay two pounds two shillings each year. (3) Of members paying smaller

sums, not less than ten shillings.

6. The Institute shall hold a half-yearly meeting on the third Monday in the months
of December and June,

HAWKE'S BAY PHILOSOPHICAL
AEERS President—The Eight Rev. the Bishop of

Waiapu
; Vice-prcside7it—'DY. Spencer ; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—ILr.

Colenso; Council

de Lisle, F. W
BEARERS

er, J. G, Kinross, F. J.

T, K. Newton.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of

Waiapu; Vice-president—^. I. Spencer (Mayor) ; Hon. Secretary and Trea-
surer^—^\. Colenso ; Council—T. W. Balfour, J. N. Bowerman, H. E.
Holder, T. K. Newton, F. W, C. Sturm, C, H. Weber ; Auditor—H. K.
Newton.
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3. The annual subscription for each member shall be one guinea, payable m advance,

on the first day of January in every year.
^„„^« tpn

4. Members may at any time become life-members by one payment of ten pounds ten

shillings in lieu of future annual subscriptions.
, -, . ^t.

• .i..

(4 ) The session of the Ha.l.e's Bay Philosophical Institute shall be unng the^
months from May to October, both inclusive ; and general meetmgs shall be held on the

second Monday in each of those six months, at 8 p.m.

' w

yOUTHLAND INSTITUTE.

OrricE-BE.^ERB FOE 1882 :-Fresident-3. T. Thomson, F R.G.S.
;
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Eev. P.Yice-i> resident—

Thomson ; Council

Bobertson, and Scandrett.
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Dr. Galbraith, Messrs. Carswell. Denniston, Hamilton,
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OF

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE
18 8 2,

I.—ZOOLOGY.

Art. I.

—

Descriptions of New Zealand Micro-LepicToptera.

By E. Meybick, B.A.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 4tli May, 1882.]

The present paper is the first of a series, which I hope to publish from

time to time, describing the whole of the Micro-Lepidopiera of New Zea-

land
; including under that term the Pymlidina, Pteropliorina, Tortricina

and Tineina. My intention is to take a family at a time, and monograph
it as completely as is at i)resent possible, prefacing each with some general

remarks on its classsification and affinities, and the inferences which may
be drawn from its distribution with relation to New Zealand. For the sake

of convenience and expedition, I shall not take the families in their natural

order, but according as for various reasons they are easiest treated.

The most essential character for classification is the neuration, and it is

absolutely necessary that this should be investigated for the accurate deter-

mination of genera. It is not, however, by any means always necessary

that a specimen should be denuded of scales for the purpose ; with the aid

of a lens the veins can generally be made out by inspection of the under-

surface of the wing, where they are more prominent, especially if one has

previously examined types of the prmcipal groups and learnt what to look
LB

for. The terminology employed hereafter is that generally in use on the

Continent of Europe, and fi^om its simplicity and adaptability is far superior

to the awkward and confusing nomenclature sometimes adopted. The

veins are all numbered, starting from the one nearest the inner margin,

and ending with the one nearest the costa. Typically, there are in the

forewings twelve veins, 1 and 12 being free, and the other ten springing

from the margins of a central cell, consisting of an upper, lower and hind-

margin, often called the sub-costal, median (or upper and lower median),

and transverse veins ; sometimes there is a partition-vein in the upper part
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of the cell, forming a secondary cell j there are, also, two free false veins,

often obsolete, one on each side of vein 1, Imowu as la and lb. The

structure of the hindwings is the same, except that there are only six veins

rising from the cell, or eight altogether. Any two veins may coincide

XmrtiaUy, when they appear to rise from a common stalk ;
or wholly, when

their number appears diminished. In the lowest groups of the Tineina the

venation is commonly very incomplete, without any distinct cell. The

other points of structure to be especially noted are the form of the labial

palpi, the absence or development of the maxillary palpi, the antennse, the

scaling of the head (in the Tineina), and some minor details. The legs and

abdomen very rarely afford any characters worthy of notice. It must, also,

be especially borne in mind that the form of the wings is in general almost

valueless for generic distinction and should never be relied on
;
but excep-

tion may be made iu the hindwings of some of the Tineina, which from

their great diversity often furnish serviceable points of distinction. The

measurements in the following descriptions are given in millimetres (for

practical purposes, 25 = 1 inch), which have the advantage of being com-

prehensible without confusion in all countries, and are now very commonly

adopted.

Little need be said of what has been hitherto done in the investigation

of the 21icro-Lepidoptera of New Zealand. Doubleday and Zeller have

incidentally described a very few, only about a dozen altogether ;
their

descriptions are excellent and all easily recognizable. I am indebted to

Prof. Zeller for sending me his original figures of the New Zealand

species of Cramhus described by him, to ensure their accurate determin-

ation. Felder has figured a small number of species, but as his figures

are commonly poor and hard to identify, and his classification wholly

conjectural, it would have been better if he had left them alone. Walker,

in his British Museum Catalogue, has described a good many ;
but his

work, as I have elsewhere sufficiently pointed out, is useless for

scientific purposes. His descriptions are strictly, almost always quite,

unidentifiable ; but I have adopted his specific names from a comparison

of the types, when it appeared that the specimens standing as types are

really those intended hy the description, and when the types are, also,

themselves recognizable, which is by no means always the case. But as

genera are not realities but abstractions, I have conceived it to be impos-

sible to adopt his generic titles, unless the characters given really indicate

the distinctive points of the genus, which hardly ever happens. Latterly

Mr. A. G. Butler, of the British Museum

aronna. but. I grieve to sav. with most ur For example,

three
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Cramhm and referred them separately to the Galleridce, PhycidcB^ and Cliilonidcr,

three groups which do not even, so far as is known, occur in New Zealand at all.

In the same paper he has described the sexes of one of the Tortricina as two

distinct species, and placed them in tw^o distinct genera in difTerent families,

when in fact the species was not in the least allied to either, of those genera,

and the sexes, though slightly differing in appearance, arc precisely iden-

tical in structure. I could multiply instances, but they will be referred to

in their proper place, and I desire now only to point out clearly that Mr.

Butler's authority on these groups is as unreliable as that of Walker.

The Cram-bidiB, which form the subject of the present paper, are repre-

sented in New Zealand, so far as is at present known, by 29 species, of

which 16 are here described for the first time. The character of this fauna

is very interesting. Seventeen species, or more than half, belong to the

genus Cramhits; this cosmopolitan genus is nearly equally plentiful throughout

the world, but it is very remarkable that it is almost entirely absent from

Australia, whence are known only two species, of which certainly one, and

perhaps both, do not belong to the indigenous fauna, and neither is related

to the New Zealand species. These latter form a single connected group,

diverging from a common centre, which appears to be G. vilfellics, the com-

monest and most variable species of the group, and very similar to some

European forms. From the unity of the group, and its connection with the

rest of the genus at one point only, it is natural to infer its common origin

;

but it seems hardly probable that this origin should have been by way of

Australia, or representatives would have been found there, as they are uni-

versally elsewhere. Nine species belong to the peculiar and very distinct

genus DiptychojyJiora ; besides these there are as yet only four other species

of the genus known, three being from South America, and the fourth from

Australia, The South American species are nearly allied to most of those

inhabiting New Zealand, so that we have here another very clear illustra-

tion of the affinity between the fauna of South America and that of New

Zealand, which is indicated in several other groups of animals and plants.

Not much stress can be laid on the single Australian species, though it h

of a rather pecixliar type, differing markedly from any other. The remain-

ing three species of the family are referable to three different genera, one of

these being Thinnsotia, very largely represented in Australia ; the New

Zealand species is very distinct, yet perceptibly allied to a Tasmanian

species form

tional links between Thinasotia and Diptychophora^ so that they may perhaps

be regarded as approaching in cliaracter the common progenitors of these

two very distinct genera. In connection with the above may be noticed the

entire absence of the large nearly-allied family of the Fhycida, which occur
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in tolerable plenty throughout the whole world, the Australian species heing

numerous and in the main very similar to those found elsewhere. The

Gallerichdy a small family of world-wide distribution, are also not found, and

the cosmopolitan genera Schcenohius, Scirpophaga^ Chilo, and PrionopteryXj

are similarly remarkable by then- absence.

The above remarks are not intended to express final conclusions, but

only to call attention to inferences which seem'faii'ly deducible from the

facts Ivuown, as a means to the rational classification of the group.

I desire to acliuowledge my great indebtedness in the preparation of

these papers to Mr. Fereday, whose very valuable and extensive collection
r

has been freely placed at my disposal in the interests of science ; without

his assistance it would have been impossible for me to have treated the

subject with any degree of completeness.

CEAMBID^.
Labial palpi porrected, generally long. Maxillary palpi triangular,

porrected, conspicuous. Forewings with 12 veins (rarely fewer, but not

in New Zealand genera), vein 1 simple, 8 and 9 stalked, 7 sometimes from

same stalk. Hindwings with 8 veins (rarely 7, but not in New Zealand

genera), 4 and 5 often stalked, 7 and 8 stalked, lower median vein pectin-

ated at base.

In the absence of the Phycidcs, this family is not likely to be confused

with any other in New Zealand, except with the group of Scoparia and its

allies ; some of these latter approach nearly to Cramhiis in superficial

appearance, but may be invariably recognised by the absence of the basal

X^ecten, or fringe of hairs, on the upper surface of the lower median vein of

the hindwings. Care must be taken to note the right vein, as the other

veins often bear basal pectinations which are not of the same importance.

Five genera are represented in New Zealand, which may be thus dis-

tinguished :

A. vein 7 of forewings separate.

L vein 11 of forewings coalescing with 12 before costa .

.

• II. „ n n separate.

4. Diptychophom

a, forewings with raised tufts of scales on surface » . . . 2. Crijptomima.

6. „ smooth.

1. female with abbreviated wings 3. Scenoploca.

2. „ fully developed .

.

. . '
.

,

<^a^HtdC^^^^
B. „ „ „ rising out of stalk of 8 and 9 5. Craml» „ „ risiii'^ out oi siaiK oi » ana y 5. Urambus,

Antennae of male finely ciliated. Labial palpi long, attenuated. Fore-

wings with 12 veins, 8 and 9 stalked. Hindwings with 8 veins, 4 and 5

stalked or from a point, 6 widely remote at origin from 7, 7 and 8 stalked,

cell closed.
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This genus is largely rei)reseuted in Australia, but very little elsewhere

;

I have only one New Zealand species. None of the larvae

from the habits of the imago there can be no doubt that they feed on

grasses, probably amongst the roots. The imagos are commonly large and

handsomely marked, but the New Zealand species is one of the dullest in

colouring.

1. jKfej«. leucophtJialma, n. sp.

Male, female. ~19-2B mm. Head light greyish-ochreous, sometimes

fuscous-tinged. Palpi light greyish-ochreous, strongly mixed with blackish-

fuscous, labial palpi very long. AntennsB greyish-fuscous. Thorax light

greyish-ochreous, more" or less strongly mixed with blackish -fuscous.

Abdomen whitish-ochreous, suffusedly irrorated with dark fuscous. Legs

whitish-oolireous, irrorated with dark fuscous ; anterior and middle tibiae

and tftrsi suffused with blackish except at apex of joints, posterior tarsi

dark fuscous towards base of joints. Forewings moderately broad, trian-

gular, costa very slightly arched, somewhat bent before apex, apex obtusely

pointed, h.mdmargin moderately oblique, rather strongly sinuate below

apex; ochreous-whitish, when fresh slightly pinkish or purplish-tinged,

thickly and coarsely irrorated with dark fuscous, towards inner margin

slightly more ochreous-tinged, and towards disc more or less strongly

suffused with light ochreous-fuscous ; a small irregular black spot on inner

margin almost at base, and a similar one below costa almost at base
;
an

irregular sinuate longitudinal black streak, attenuated at extremities, extend-

ing llmost from base along submedian fold to i from base ;
an elongate-

ovlte black spot in disc rather above and beyond posterior extremity of the

smuate streak, anterior end rather acute; a rather ill-defined dark fuscous

transverse line, preceded by a pale line, from costa at f to middle of inner

^ most distinct on costal half, twice dentate beneath costa, bent

round posterior extremity of the black spot, and again twice dentate above

; a short suffused inwardly oblique dark fuscous mark on

costa beyond middle ; a sharply-defined obliquely transverse elongate white

black-margined spot in disc at f , upper part slightly greyish-tinged
;
a

double inJistinctly dentate dark fuscous transverse line, enclosmg a pale

line, from about f of costa to inner margin a little before anal angle, npper

third rather inwardly oblique, lower two-thirds strongly outwards-curved,

forming indistinct spots on costa and in middle : cilia ochreous-whitish,

with two ill-defined dark grey lines. Hindwings whitish-fuscous-grey, with

an indistinct darker band along hindmargin, not extending to anal angle,

closely preceded by an indistinct suffused dark line ;
ciha ochreous-whitish,

margm

,

inner marprin

fainter

teriorly.
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Nearest to T. impletella^ Walk., and T. longipalpella, Meyr., and someTivhat

intermediate between these two species, btit not capable of confusion with

them or any other ; the black markings towards base are a sufficient dis-

tinction.

. I have only met with this species in one place on the grassy volcanic

hills near Christchurch, where it was sufficiently common in March.

2. Cryptombia, n. g.

Antennae of male shortly ciliated. Labial palpi long, attenuated. Fore-

win

stalked. Hindwings with 8 veins, 4 and 5 stalked, 6 widely remote at

origin from 7, 7 and 8 stalked, cell closed.

Nearly allied to Thinasotia, from which it can only be distinguished by

the tufts of scales on the forewings, though in superficial appearance and

habit very dissimilar ; in these respects it approaches Diptycliophora^ but

differs considerably in venation. The larva probably feeds on moss or

lichens. The genus is probably confined to New Zealand; I have only

one species.

1. Crypt, acerella, Walk.

{Gadira acerella. Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat. SuppL, 1742 ; Botys mahanga, Feld., Keise der

Novara, PL CXXXVII.. 27.)

Male, female.—17-18^- mm. Head light greyish-ochreous, mixed with

white on crown, with a white stripe along anterior margin of eyes. Maxil-

lary palpi pale greyish-ochreous, with a dark fuscous band, apex white.

Labial palpi pale greyish-ochreous, mixed on side with dark fuscous, and

above and internally with white. AntennEe pale greyish-ochreous. Thorax

pale oclireous mixed with dark fuscous, and on back with white. Abdomen

ochreous-whitish, suffused with ochreous-fuscous except at apex of segments.

Legs dark ochreous-fuscous, middle and posterior tibiae banded with ochreous-

whitish, all tarsi with ochreous-whitish rings at apex of joints. Forewings

broad, triangular, costa at first straight, slightly sinuate in middle, strongly

arched towards apex, apex obtuse, hindmargin sinuate above and again

below middle, moderately obHque ; dull ochreous-fuscous, with scattered

black scales; veins on basal half of wing marked by white lines; some

whitish scales towards basal third of costa ; a short suffused white streak

along costa beyond middle ; a very inwardly oblique white line from costa

at f to submedian fold near base, obliterated on veins, only distinct at

extremities
; a straight double white line from middle of costa to before

middle of inner margin
; a blackish 8-shaped mark in disc beyond middle,

omid

mi
curved double white line fi-om J of costa to f of inner margin, inner edge
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preceded by an obscure whitish suffusion ; an irregular dentate suffused

white mark at apex ; an irregular white line along hindmargin, tending to

form a spot in middle, and two confluent spots below middle ;
hiud-mar-

ginal edge blaclvish : ciha greyish-ochrcous, more whitish at anal angle, with

two suffused darker fuscous lines, and with a white spot above apex. Hind-

wings whitish-fuscous-grey, with a dark grey spot before middle, a narrow

irregular well-defined grey band close before hindmargin, and a sinuate

grey line closely preceding band ; an interrupted blackish-grcy hind-mar-

ginal line ; cilia grey-whitish, with a grey line near base.

Peculiar in facies, readily known by the two double white transverse

lines.

Tolerably common at Christcliurch on fences and old Trails in January,

and I have also taken it at light ; occurs also at Dunedin. Mr. R. W.

Fercday informs me that the imago has the same habits as Dipt, elaina,

whence it is probable that the larva feeds in the same way.

3. SCENOPLOCA, n. g.

Antennae of male crenulate, ciliated. Labial palpi moderately long,

terminal joint slender, exposed, hairs of second joint produced beneath into

an obliquely projecting tuft. Wings in female much abbreviated, incapable

of flight. Forewings with 12 veins, 8 and 9 stalked. Hindwings with 8

veins, 4 and 5 from a point, 6 widely remote at origin from 7, 7 and 8

stalked, cell closed.

This genus is nearly alHed in venation and other respects to the two

preceding, but is distinguished from all by the abbreviated wings of the

female ; the palpi also afford a noticeable character, for the long projecting

hairs of the second joint, instead of being apprcssed to the terminal joint,

are sufadently depressed to form a very distinct oblique tuft, but some

species of Thinasotia show traces, though less marked, of a similar structure.

The larva is of the normal type, and feeds on lichens. Only one species is

as yet known to me.

1. Seen, petraula, n. sp.

Male.—10,1-10 mm. Head grey-whitish, forehead blackish. Palpi

blackish, apex of maxillary palpi, and of second and terminal joints of

labial palpi, gi'cy-whitish. Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax grey-whitish,

shoulders mixed with blackish, back wholly suffused with blackish. Abdo-

men ochreous-gi-ey- whitish. Anterior and middle legs black, tarsi with a

white ring at base of fii-st three joints, middle tibia? with a suffused whitish

median band; posterior tibiae grey towards base and at apex whitish, tarsi

ochreous-white with a dark grey band on each joint. Forewmgs triangular,

moderate or rather narrow, costa vei-y slightly arched, somewhat more

before anex. anex rounded, hindmargin regularly rounded, oblique ;
white.
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more or less slightly greyisli-tingedj closely but irregularly irrorated with

blackish; a suffused curved blackish spot extending frora inner margin near

base to base of costa ; an irregular oblique blackish patch in disc at ^ from

base, extending suffusedly to costa, and suffusedly connected beneath with a

small blackish spot on inner margin at ^, its posterior edge bordered by a

pale oblique outwardly curved line from I of costa to before middle of inner

margin, shortly dentate at ^ from costa, posteriorily margined by a blackish
m

line, forming a small spot on costa and a rather larger one on inner margin;

a small oblique transverse clear white spot in disc beyond middle, surrounded

by a blackish suffusion, forming a black spot below middle, and a black spot

on costa at § ; an indistinct obscuj:ely-dentate pale line, margined on each

side indistinctly with blackish, fr^om costa at | to inner margin before anal

angle, somewhat angulated inwards below costa, thence gently curved,

anterior black line forming two small confluent black spots towards inner

margin, posterior line forming a blacliish wedge-shaped spot on costa : cilia

ochreous-white, with a regularly-interrupted blackish-grey line towards

base, and another towards extremities, costal cDia white, with a blackish-

grey spot above last transverse line. Hindwings grey, rather darker

posteriorily, with a faintly indicated pale line a little before hindmargin

;

cilia ochreous-grey- whitish, with two light grey lines.

Female.—9^-11 J mm. Forewings very narrow, oblong; hindwings

proportionately shorter, rounded ; markings as in male, but cramped and

obscured.

Superficially the male of this species rather suggests a small dark Thin,

leucophthahna, especially by the similarity of the white discal spot, but the

black basal markings of the latter species afford a ready distinction.

I found this species plentifully, sitting on the face of the bare volcanic

rock which projects in many places from the soil of the hills near Christ-

church
; it was reluctant to take wing, perhaps owing to the prevalence of

high winds. The female, when disturbed, ran with considerable activity,

but was quite incapable of flying.

Larva moderately stout, cylindrical, wrinkled, very sluggish ;
rather

dark gi-eyish-fuscous on back, much lighter on sides; spots minute, blackish,

obsciire ; head fuscous. Feeds beneath a light shelter of silk on lichen-dust

on rocks, living m a crevice, and issuing forth beneath its shelter to feed. I

found the imago in fresh condition in March, and at the same time I

discovered the larva in all stages, so that there is probably a succession of

broods.

4. DlPTYCHOPHORA, Z.

Antennae of male very finely ciHated. Labial palpi rather short, some-

what triangular. Forewings with hindmargm twice indented on upper half

;
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with 12 veins, 8 and 9 stalked, 11 coalescing with 12 before costa. Hind-

wings with 8 veins, 5 from ahove angle of cell, 6 moderately approximated

to 7, 7 and 8 stalked, cell closed,

A very distinctly characterized genus, of the general type of Thinasotia,

but with vein 11 of the forewings running into 12 before reaching costa,

vein 5 of the hindwings rising from the transverse vein above the angle of

cell, and the hindmargin of forewings twice indented above middle. The

venation of all the New Zealand species is perfectly constant. Three

species have been described from South America, and one from Australia ;

nhie are here given, so that the genus apparently reaches its maximum of

development in New Zealand. The species are all rather small insects,

with broadly triangular forewings, generally rather elegantly marked, the

markings consisting typically of two slender transverse lines, a white or

metallic discal spot, and generally three black spots on lower part of hind

The larva feeds in moss. The imagos are often overlooked, and

probably many more will be discovered.

The species here described may be thus distinguished :

—

A. Discal spot obsolete . . . . • .

B distinct

margin.

1. pyrsopliancs

»> »»

1. Discal spot black • • ^'
^'"'«'^-

2. „ „ -wholly white

a. Hindwings dark fuscous »• helioctypa.

b. „ grey or white

i. Discal spot with three projecting teeth 3. mtrosema.

ii. „ „ „ one projecting tooth

• Hindwings grey *• l^P^della.

„ clear white 5. leucoxantha.

3. Discal spot more or less leaden-metallic

a. Hindwings white 6. metalli/era.

b. „ grey

i. First transverse line strongly dentate above inner

. . 2. chrysochyta.
naargin ». v ^ ^

ii. ^^ ,, „ regularly curved 7. auriscriptella.

1. Dipt. pyrsopTianes, n. sp.

Male, femaU.~-\h\-lQ mm. Head ochreous or brownish - ochreous.

Palpi Hght yellowish-ochreous, externaUy more biw\Tiish. Antennae dark

fuscous. Thorax rather dark purplish-fuscous. Abdomen dark purplish-

fuscous, with a light yellowish ring near base. Legs clear whitish-ochreous.

Forewings triangular, very broad posteriorly, costa very gently arched, apex

roundedr hindmargin oblique, indentations moderately deep; ochreous-

brown, almost whoUy suffused with dark purplish-fuscous except narrowly

along hindmargin and more broadly at apex and anal angle, and finely

irrorated with grey, especially towards costa and disc beyond middle
;
a
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very small triangular yellow spot on inner margin at J ; an equally small

rather suLquadrate yellow spot on inner margin at f , with a pale yellow dot

rather ahove and heyond its apex ; a very faintly perceptible darker trans-

verse line from costa at J to first dorsal spot, sharply angulated outwards

beneath costa ; a suflfused darker spot in disc above and beyond middle ; a

small outwardly oblique triangular pale yellow spot on costa at f , some-

times closely preceded by a faint oblique yello"V\dsh costal mark ; a very

small suffused pale yellowish spot on costa before apex ; a dark fuscous dot

in apex, preceded by a clear white dot; sometimes a white dot on hind-

margin in upper indentation ; a slender dark fuscous hindmarginal line

:

cilia whitish ochreous, with a dark grey line near base, on indentations

wholly clear white, a dark grey spot at apex, another between indentations,

a third above anal angle, a fourth on anal angle. Hindwings fuscous-grey,

with a vei-y indistinct darker line posteriorly ; a dark fuscous hindmarginal

liue ; cilia grey-whitish, with a grey line near base.

Very distinct through the dark purplish-fuscous suffusion of the fore-

wings, causing the discal spot to be obsolete, and throwing the yellow
4

marginal spots into sharp relief; the spotted cilia also afford a good

character.

WeUm
Wakatipu

2. Dipt. chrysocJiyta^ n. sp.

Male.—lli-12 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous. Palpi ochreous-

yellow, with a dark fuscous spot at base and apical half dark fuscous, in-

ternally whitish-ochreous. Antennae whitish-ochreous. Abdomen whitish-

ochreous-grey. Legs pale whitish-ochreous. Forewings triangular, very

broad posteriorily, costa very gently arched, apex rounded, hindmargin

oblique, sinuations moderately deep; light yellowish- ochreous, apex and

hindmargin narrowly suffused with brownish, in one specimen basal half

wholly suffused irregularly with brownish ; a well-defined double dark

fuscous transverse line from costa near base to inner margin before middle,

very strongly curved outwards, dentate inwardly a little above inner margin,

enclosing a pale line becoming almost clear white on inner margin ;
an

obhque dark fuscous mark on costa beyond middle, giving rise to an indis-

tinctly dentate suffused brown transverse line to middle of inner margin,

which it hardly reaches ; this Hne bounds the brown suffusion in the darker

specimen ; on it, rather above middle, is a small transverse 8-shaped spot,

upper half leaden-metallic, lower half clear white ; a slender rather irregular

dark fuscous transverse line fi:om costa at f to inner margin at f ,
upper

two-thirds very strongly cm^ed outwards, lower half nearly followed by a

similar line, diverging a little on inner margin ; this line is i:)receded and
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followed on costa by a pale yellowish spot, and the space between it and

the suffused median line is more distinctly yellow, especially helow discal

spot ; an oblique pale yellowish mark on costa before apex, termmatmg m

a rather metallic white dot ; three slender longitudinal leaden-metallic

streaks extending from discal spot to hindmargin, lowest one not reachmg

discal spot ; a leaden metallic hne within the second double tranverse Ime

fi-om below middle almost to inner margin ;
three small quadrate black

spots on hindmargin near together below middle :
cilia Yiolet-metallic-

grey, with a deeper hasal line. Hindwings grey, with a dark fuscous

hindmarginal line : ciha grey-whitish, with an indistinct darker hne.^

The smaller species of the genus ; it is a rather brightly-marked nasect

with considerable affinity to D. auriscriptella, but darker, and with the farst

line strongly dentate beneath.

Two specimens taken at Anckla^dJ^on^^u^an^^^_^ ^ , ^

MaU.-lS^l6 mm. Head white, ochreous-tinged behind. Mpi daak

fuscous, internally and l-oneath white , apex of maxillary palpi .vln ..

Antenna whitish-ochreous. Thorax light ochreous, with a few whito scale .

Abdomen and . legs whitish. Forewmgs triangular, broad c-'^ »1™ *

straight, somewhat arched towards apex, apex rounded hmdmargm

cblic^ie, sinuatious moderate ; light rather bright -l'-°--'»;™' ^^^

with darker in disc and towards apex; a small very soused wh.t spot

beneath base of costa ; a triangular snow-white blotch m d,sc toward ba ,

its apex touching base of wing, its sides parallel to costa "nd 'nner ma.,

gin , Us base resting on first transverse line ; first transverse hno slend r^

i
i

blotch, thence snai-piy neuv mnoi^o —
i,™„„a

a moderately large oblong snow-white dartmargmed spot - "^^^
,, , 7 1 •

;i
-^ Ua m^iipr extremity sending a ratncr long

middle, parallel to hmdmargm ^^s uiU^er extrem y
^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^dmarg

I
tremity sending a tmra tuwuxua ^--. „^t,- »

~
,

of costa to I of inner margin, slender, almost obsolete,

^^''^^^f.^^''^^^^^
a suffused ;hite triangular spot, beneath which .s a smaU whi uff n

on anterior side of line ; a small white spot in apex and

^J^^^^^^^^^
rather indistinct leaden-metallic longitudmal lines

in anal angle : four

hindmargibetween aiscai spuv auv^ x^xx^-i-—»-- .

i
• • „ ^\^;ta with n.

near together on hindmargin below mid^e :
c:ha sh.mng w te w.h

blackisli-grey line. duU whitish, shglitly gre

with an indistinct grey

near base.
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Very distinct tlirougli the peculiar three-tootbed discal spot and tlie

white blotch towards base ; aUied to D. Jepidella and D. leucoxantha^ and in

respect of the hiudwings intermediate*

Three specimens taken by Mr. E. W. Fereday at Christchurch, Nelson,

and Akaroa respectively, in January,

4. Dipt, lepidella^ Walk.

{Eromene lejndella, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat. SuppL ; Crainhiis gracilis, Feld., Eeise der

Novara, PI. CXXXVII., 26.)

Male
^
female

.

—19J-20jmm- Head, antennse and thorax pale ochreous.

Palpi dark fuscous, at base white beneath. Abdomen whitish-grey-ochreous.

Legs whitish-ochreous. Forewings triangular, broad, costa slightly arched,

apex rounded, hiudmargin obhque, sinuations moderate
;

pale yellowish-

ochreous ; costa somewhat suffused with brownish towards base ; a very

slender sometimes indistinct dark fuscous transverse line from costa at ^

to inner margin before middle, costal third straight, outwardly oblique,

thence irregular, rather strongly bent inwards a little above inner margin
;

a small longitudinally-placed semicircular silvery-white spot in disc

beyond middle, its anterior angle shortly and narrowly produced up-

wards ; a short linear dark fuscous mark along middle of costa ; a

very slender sometimes indistinct dark fuscous transverse line from

costa at f to inner margin at f, suddenly bent outwards beneath

costa, thence moderately outwards-curved, lower third sinuate ; some-

times a triangular brown patch on costa immediately beyond first

transverse line, extending suffusedly to beneath discal spot ; a small suf-

fused brown spot on costa a little beyond second transverse line, sometimes

giving rise to a brown suffusion extending to beneath discal spot where it

meets the first suffusion, but both these are sometimes wholly obsolete ;

three short linear longitudinal leaden-metallic streaks crossing second

transverse line above middle, and three very short similar streaks below

middle ; a dark fuscous hindmarginal line ; three small roundish black

spots close together on hindmargin below middle : cilia shining grey, with

a dark metallic-grey basal line. Hindwings fuscous-grey, with an indis-

tinct darker posterior line, and a dark fuscous hindmarginal line ;
cilia

grey with a faint darker line.

Most allied to D. leiicoxanthay which it resembles in the character of the

discal spot, but is immediately known by the duller ground-colour and grey

hindwings ; in superficial colouring it is very similar to P. auriscriptellaf

but is considerably larger, and the discal spot is wholly different. The

brownish suffusion in this species is very variable, as in D. chryso-

chyta .
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I took four specimens at Dunedin at liglit in January; W
Wakatip

month

.

Dipt

Female.—19 mm. Head and thorax light orange-ochreous. Palpi

ochreous-orauge, base, apex and upper surface mixed with dark fuscous.

AntennsB whitish-ochreous. Abdomen ochreous-whitish, posteriorly suf-

fused with grey. Legs whitish-ochreous. Forewiugs triangular, very

broad posteriorly, costa very gently arched, apex rounded, hindmargin

oblique, sinuations moderate ; light ochreous-orauge, becoming deeper

orange posteriorly, especially towards apex ; transverse lines obsolete,

second faintly perceptible, slightly darker, sinuate and outwards-curved,

from about f of costa to | of inner margin ; a comparatively rather large

oval snow-white spot in disc beyond middle, suffusedly margined with dark

fuscous, anterior extremity produced upwards into a blunt tooth
;
a trans-

verse series of eight very short slender longitudinal leaden-metallic

streaks on second hne, second and third from costa considerably longer

than the rest : cilia ochreous-white, with a dark grey spot at apex and

another at anal angle, and a deep grey brassy-metallic basal line.

Hiudwings white, towards hindmargin faintly yellowish-tinged; cilia

white. /

A very beautiful and distinct species, resembling D. lepidella in the

character of the discal spot, but differing from all in the orange forewings
;

the clear white hindwings, and absence of the black hindmarginal spots

are also reliable points ; the obsolescence of the transverse lines is perhaps

not constant.

W. Fereday near Lake Wakatipu

in January.

etalUfera, Butl.

3oL Soc, Lond., 1877, 401, PI. XUI

" 19 mm. Allied to D. auriscrlptella , but forewings rather brighter in

wide

with brown

lines between the veins ; hindwings white."

I saw Butler's type in the British Museum and noted it as a distinct

species, but have been unable to obtain a specimen for description. The

above is the only description that Butler gives, (I have taken the liberty of

altering his terminology), and I consider it hardly accurate. The trans-

verse lines are represented in the figure as in their usual position, and

it may be conjectured that Butler has mistaken a central suffused line,

which is also represented on dorsal half, for one of the usual two ti-ansverse
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lines ; the discal spot is edged with brown in D. auriscriptella also, and is

not curved at all in that species, though the posterior edge is concave, and

the anterior as well ; the series of longitudinal metallic lines is also present

in Z). anriscripteHa ; and I believe the size given is too large. However, the

white hindwings and the almost wholly leaden-metallic discal spot consti-

tute in themselves a sufficient distinction.

The specimen is stated to be from Dr. Hector's collection ; which I

Mr
hood of Mount Hutt.

7. Dipt, auriscriptella
J Walk.

{Eromene auriscriptella^ Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 976.)

Male^ female.—14-15 mm. Head and thorax light yellowish-ochreous.

Palpi rather long, ochreous-orange, base and apical third dark fuscous.

AntennsB whitish-ochreous. Abdomen pale ochreous-grey. Legs ochreous-

grey-whitish. Forewings triangular, very broad posteriorly, costa gently

arched, apex rounded, hindmargin oblique, second sinuation slight
;
pale

yellowish-ochreous, deeper ochreous on disc, and towards apex and hind

margin ; costa dark fuscous towards base ; a slender double dark fuscous

transverse line from costa at \ to middle of inner margin, strongly and

regularly curved outwards, inner line obsolete on upper half, diverging

somewhat on inner margin, enclosing on lower two-thirds a leaden-metallic

line, becoming shining whitish on inner margin ; a very small dark fuscous

spot on middle of costa ; a small elongate transverse spot in disc beyond

middle, narrowed in middle, upper half leaden-metallic, lower half white; a

slender double dark fuscous transverse line from costa at f to inner margm

a Httle before anal angle, rather obsolete on disc, upper two-thirds strongly

outward-curved, lower third sinuate, included space indistinctly shining

whitish ; two longitudinal leaden-metallic streaks betw^een discal spot and

hindmargin, nearly reaching both, a much shorter streak below them, and

rest of second transverse line sx^otted with leaden-metallic on intersection of

veins ; a leaden-metallic dot in apex ; three small subquadrate black spots

near together on hindmargin below middle : ciHa rather dark grey, with a

deep grey brassy-metallic basal line. Hindwings grey, with a dark grey

hind-marginal line ; ciUa grey.

Distinguishable from all but D. chrysochyta by the discal spot, which has

the upper half leaden-metallic and the lower white ; it is a duller and paler

insect than D. chrysochyta^ without indentation on the first transverse line.

Crambus gracilis ^ Feld., is not a synonym of this species, as stated by Butler,

but of D. lepidella.

amongst scrub

WeUingt
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8. Dipt. Jieliocti/pa, u. sp.

Male, female.—li-15 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax rather dark greyish-

fuscous mixed with whitish-ochreous, palpi white at base beneath. An-

tenna dark fuscous. Abdomen fuscous-grey, irrorated with ochreous

towards base, apex whitish-ochreous. Legs grey, posterior pair whitish-

grey. Forewings triangular, moderate, not very strongly dilated, costa

nearly straight, shghtly sinuate in middle, apex rounded, hindmargin

oblique, both sinuations shght ; very pale whitish-ochreous, almost wholly

irregularly suffused with ochreous-fuscous, except an ill-defined patch in

disc before first line, another on costa beyoud middle, 'and a third extending

along lower two-thirds of hindmargin ; a well-defined slender dark fuscous

transverse line from costa at f to inner margin before middle, hardly curved

irre

fuscous transverse line from costa at f to inner margin a little before anal

angle, followed by a pale line of the ground-colour, margined posteriorly by

the ochreous-fuscous suffusion, upper half irregularly curved outwards, lower

half curved inwards, slightly sinuate above inner margin ; a small irregularly

oval clear white spot in disc beyond middle, suffusedly connected above

with the pale costal patch ; three small dark ochreous-fuscous spots near

wi
"^^o — *^

fuscous line near base, and an ill-defined white spot in each sinuation.

Hindwings dark fuscous-grey ; cilia grey-whitish, with a dark grey line

near base.

A very distinct species, not particularly allied to any other, differing

from all in the dark fuscous-grey hindwings, and the slightness of both

hindmargmal sinuations ; there are no metallic markings.

Taken commonly by Mr. E. W. Fereday, near Lake Wakatipu, in

January.

9. Dijit. elaina, n. sp.

Male, female.— 12-U mm. Head, palpi, and thorax ochreous-grey-

whitish, irregularly mixed with dark fuscous. Antennae whitish-grey.

Abdomen whitish-grey, apex more whitish. Legs grey-whitish. Forewings

triangular, broad, costa very shghtly arched, apex rounded, hindmargin

rather strongly obUque, second sinuation slight; ochreous-grey-whitish,

rather closely irrorated with dark fuscous, and.with a slight irregular pale

yellowish suffusion, causing a faint greenish tinge ; the fasoous irroration

is closest and darkest near base, along hindmargin, and on an indistinct

median band ; a dark fuscous transverse hne from ^ of costa to -| of inner

margin, very shghtly outwards-curved, thrice u-regularly dentate, preceded

by an indistinct pale line ; a small black linear transverse spot in disc

middle

2
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m

spot on costa ; an irregularly dentate dark fuscous transverse line fi-om

costa at f to inner margin at f , followed by a pale line, suddenly bent out-

\vards beneath costa, upper two-thirds rather strongly outwards-curved ;
a

pale obhgue mark on costa before apes, and a pale mark on anal angle

:

cilia grey-whitish, with two dark fuscous Imes. Hindwings grey, with a dark

g^e}

Very distinct by its small size, grey colouring, and black linear discal

spot.

Welhngt

scrub in January. Mr. E. W
furnished

on the larva, which he finds in the same position. They are specially

interesting, as this is the first larva of the genus which has been discovered.

" The full-grown larva about 9 lines in length, slender, rather flattened,

^mulded, of nearly uniform width, much contracted at the segmental

divisions ; the ground-colour varying fi-om pale stone to ash-colour ;
down

the middle of the back, on the fifth to the ninth segment inclusive, a series

of dark purplish-brown or maroon marks, wedge-shaped, with the point of

each wedge cleft, and somewhat resembhng a W with the iuternal space

filled up, and having the base of the wedge abutting on the anterior and

the cleft end on the posterior extremity of the segment ; a cream-coloured

tubercular dot at the point of the cleft, and on the base of each dark mark

a pair of similar but rather smaller dots ; head dark, with a pale longi-

tudinal stripe.

" Feeds on moss on damp walls ; when at rest hes stretched out flat on

the moss, and entirely exposed ; forms in the moss a cocoon covered with

dust and moss, hardly distinguishable."

Ckambus, F.

Antennffi of male finely ciHated, rarely pectinated (not in New Zealand

species). Labial palpi very long, attenuated. Forewings with 12 veins

(rarely 11 through obsolescence of vein 9), 8 and 9 stalked, rising out of 7

(rarely 6 also rising out of 7). Hindwings with 8 veins, 4 and 5 usually

stalked or from a point, 6 approximated at base to 7, 7 and 8 stalked, cell

open.

Distinguished from all the other New Zealand genera of the family by

the origin of the stalk of 8 and 9 out of 7, the close basal approximation of

G and 7 in the hindwings, and the open cell. The genus is a very large

one, being plentifully represented all over the world except in Austraha,

where it is almost absent. The larvae feed amongst the roots of grass, and

the perfect insects frequent dry grassy situations, and when met with are

. often very abundant.
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I am acquainted with seventeeu New Zealand species, which may be

thus separated :

—

I, Forc^Yings witli a sharply-defined white longitudinal streak from base to hiudmargin.

A. Streak above middle ; costal area dark fuscous , . . . . . 12. flexuoseIlu.i,

B. „ central; costal not darker than ground-colour

1. Forewings blotched with dark fuscous •

,

. . . . 2. corruptus,

2, „ not blotched

a. Hindwings dark fuscous ., ., ,. ., .• 1. (Zthoncllm,

b. „ light grey or whitish

* Head light ochreous

t Hindmargin dotted with black . . .

.

. . G. haplotomus.

tt „ not dotted •• ., ,, .. 8, simplex.

** Head white

f Cilia grey barred with white • « . . . . . . 11. vittelhts.

tt M vvholly white or whitish

i. Costa with a rather broad wliite streak through-

out 9. sirieUus,

ii. „ „ a slender white streak throughout . • 7. callirrhous.

iii, „ ,, a slender white streak from near base,

posteriorly dilated .. .. ..5. dicrenellus.

iv, „ ,, a curved white streak from before

middle to before apex .• ..10. apicellus,

XL Fore^ving3 with no well-defined white longitudinal streak reaching

hindmargin.

A. With two slender longitudinal ferruginous streaks . . . . 17. xantliogrammus,

B. Without ferruginous streaks

1. With a blackish or dark fuscous streak from base

a. Forewings pale ochreous or whitish . . , , • • 3. ramosellus.

b. „ grey

* White basal streak hooked downwards in middle of

disc . . 15. harpophoTUi,
» r '

** White basal streak straight beneath 16. »%H§o^m .^T^^^
2. Without blackish basal streak

a. Forewings whitish with a pale ochreous submedian streak 4. angxistipennh,

b. „ greyish . . 14. cyclopicm.

0. „ brownish, with white and dark fuscous mark-

ings 13. tuhnaUs,

1. Cr. (ctJtonelliis, n, sp.

Male.—18-19 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax deep oclireous-brown,

sliouldors with a small yello'«'i;sli-white spot
;
palpi rather short, beneath

ochreous-white towards base. Anteuufe dark fuscous. Abdomen dark

fuscous, gradually suffused Tvith pale ochreous posteriorly. Anterior and

middle legs dark fuscous; posterior legs whitish-ochreoas, apex of tarsi

infuscated. Forewings short, moderately broad, costa almost straight, apex

almost acute, hiudmargin very slightly sinuate, nearly straight, moderately

oblique ; rather bright deep ochreous-brown; costal edge narrowly ochreous-
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wliitish, becoming gradually more ochreons towards "base ;
inner marginal

edge sometimes very narrowly ochreous-whitisli ; a straight moderately

broad centi-al longitudinal oclireons-wbite streak from base to hindmargin,

attenuated on basal third and before hindmargin, more or less distinctly

gined with

grey, with
Hindwings dark

fuscous ; cilia ochreous-white or whitish-ochreous, with a grey basal ime.

Easily distinguished from all the other New Zealand species by the

nearly uniform dark fuscous hindwings with whitish-ochreous cilia. In

form and general characteristics it is closely allied to C. corruptus, but

differs widely in the deep ochreous-brown colouring, and the absence of the

dark fuscous blotches. These two species are shorter-winged, more stoutly

built, and more densely scaled than usual, but the veuation is typical.

A mountain species ; taken commonly by Mr. E. W. Fereday about

Porter's Pass and Mount Hutt in January.

2. Cr. corruptus, Butl.

XLIII

suffused

Male.—IS-ld mm. Head dark fuscous, face and back of crown

ochreous-whitish. Palpi moderate, dark fuscous mixed with greyish-

ochreous, beneath whitish towards base. Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax

dark fuscous, sides more ochreous-fuscous, shoulders with a few ochreous-

whitish scales. Abdomen dark fuscous, suffused with pale greyish-ochreous

posteriorly. Legs whitish-ochreous, anterior and middle pair

greyish-fuscous. Forewing short, moderately broad, costa almost straight,

slightly sinuate in middle, apex almost acute, hindmargin very slightly

rounded, rather strongly obhque ;
ochreous-brown ; extreme costal edge

suffusedly ochreous-whitish, towards base and apex dark fuscous
;
a slender

very ill-defined white streak beneath costa from middle to apex
;
inner

margin rather narrowly suffused with dull ochrcous-grey-whitish, towards

base very narrowly and margined above by a short dark fuscous streak
;
a

straight rather narrow central longitudinal white streak from base to hind-

margin, considerably attenuated towards both ends, lower edge indented

beyond middle ; a broad dark fuscous streak along each margin of central

streak from near base to middle, attenuated anteriorly; a dark fuscous

blotch on each margui of central streak about f , extending above to the

subcostal white streak, and beneath to the dorsal whitish suffusion; a

rather narrow dark fuscous band along hindmargin, interrupted by central

streak, dilated towards costa : ciHa grey, tips paler, with a rather darker

grey basal line, on upper half of hmdmargin more or less scaled with

ochreous-white. Hindwings fuscous-grey, with a narrow dark fuscous

hindmarginal band ; cilia grey-whitish, with a grey basal line.
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Very distinct through the combiuation of the dark fuscous blotches and

white median streak. It has not the slightest aflSnity to Hypochatcia, which

belongs to another family.

Taken commonly by Mr. E. W. Fereday on Mount Hutt in January.

Butler's note would give the erroneous idea that the* species was generally

common. His figure is- not good.

8. Cr. ramoselliis^ Dbld.

{Cramhus ramosellus, Dbld., DiefE. New Zeal., Vol, IL, 283 ; Cramhus rangona, Feld., Reise

der Novara, PL CXXXVIL, 25.)

Male, female.—23-27 mm. Head white, with an ochreous-brown spot

behind eye. Maxillary palpi white, at base ochreous-brown. Labial palpi

long, white, externally and towards apex beneath ochreous-brown. Antennae

dark fuscous. Thorax brownish-ochreous, with a broad central longitudinal

white stripe. Abdomen whitish-ochreous. Legs whitish-ochreous, anterior

and middle pah' brownish-tinged. Forewings elongate, moderately broad,

in female rather narrower, costa moderately arched, apex acute, hind

margin strongly sinuate, rather strongly obhque
;
pale brownish-ochreous,

more ochreous-brown towards base ; a very slender white luie immediately

beneath costa from base to middle, sometimes obsolete; an ill-defined

white central longitudinal streak from base to hindmargin, attenuated

towards base, lower margin indented beyond middle, basal two-thirds

margined beneath by a suffused dark fuscous streak, upper margin often

suffused into ground-colour; between this streak and costa on posterior half

of wing the veins are suffusedly marked with white, and sometimes whole

costal half of wing suffused with white except margins ; a broad ill-defined

white or whitish suffusion along inner margin ; in female sometimes whole

dark

•ansT

middle, intersecting median streak, often obsolete, first from middle of costa

to below middle of median streak, not reaching inner margin, second from

costa at f to before anal angle, rather sinuate beneath; a hindmarginal

row of dark fuscous dots : cilia whitish-grey, slightly shining, with a darker

ochreous-grey line near base. Hindwings grey-whitish or whitish-grey,

towards hindmargin and especially apeic darker grey; cilia whitish or

whitish-ochreous, with a very faint darker Hne near base.

The dark fuscous submedian streak, together with the oclireous or

whitish ground-colour, sufficiently distinguishes this species from all others

;

it, however, varies considerably in depth of colouring, in the extent of the

whitish suffusion, and the distinctness of the transverse series of dots. In

general northern specimens seem to be smaller, darker, and more distijictly

marked than southern.
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A very common and generally distributed sj^ecies ; taken at Hamilton,

Wellington, Xelson, Mount Hutt, Akaroa, Christcliurch, and Dunedin

;

probably universally common ; in December, January, February, and April.

Doubleday's descrli^tion is very clear and unmistakeable. Zeller, not

being awai-e of this desciiption, later described a totally different species of

tlie genus from Europe under the same name, which cannot stand.

4. Gr, anfjitstipennis, Z.

{Chilo angttstipennis, Z., Hor. Eoss, 1877, 15, PL I., 3; Chilo lexicanialis, Butl., Proc.

Zool. Soc. LoncL, 1877, 401.)

Male, female.—29-44 mm. Head white, sides of crown pale brownish-

ochreous. Maxillary palpi white, towards base light brownish-ochreous.

Labial palpi very long, white, externally light brownish-ochreous. Antenna

whitish-fuscous. Thorax pale brownish-ochreous, with a broad white central

longitudinal stripe, and margms of shoulders very narrowly white. Abdomen

and legs ochreous-wMtish. Porewings elongate, narrow, in female very

m lemaie snsfntiv "*

arched, apex in male very strongly, in female moderately produced, acute,

liiudmargin sinuate, very oblic^ue; very pale dull oclireous ;
all veins on

upper half of wing Lroadly suffused with white, nearly confluent, so that

the whole costal half appears whitish ; a rather broad white streak along

inner margin from hase to anal angle, suffusedly margined above at base

with dark fuscous, and bordered on inner marginal edge by a slender fus-

cous streak from i to anal angle, strongest in middle : cilia white. Hind-

wings white, sometimes slightly ochreous-tinged ; cilia white.

Very distinct by its large size, narrow forewangs, produced apex, and the

white suffusion of the forewings leaving only a narrow longitudinal sub-

median band of the ochreous ground-colour. Zeller is certainly wrong in

referring this species to Chilo on auperficial grounds, since in venation it

is a true C?-flm6z<s, and its peculiarities of appearance are only exaggerations

of essentially similar points in G. ramoselliis, which is its nearest ally.

Not uncommon in the neighbourhood of Christchurch in December,

January, and March, h'equenting undoubtedly the toi-grass [Animlo con-

spicua).

ZeUer's name has the priority, having been pubhshed 1st April, 1877,

May

year

5. Cr. dicrenellus, n. sp.

Male, female.—2S-d2 mm. Head white, sides of crown and anterior

margin of eyes brownish-ochreous. Maxillary palpi white, towards base

ochreous-fuscous. Labial palpi moderately long, rather dark ochreous-

fuscous, white internally and beneath at base. ' AntennaB dark fuscous.
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Thorax ochreous-brown, with a suffused white central longitudinal stripe.

Abdomen pale wliitish-ochreous. Anterior and middle legs dark oclircous-

fuscous
;
posterior legs ochreous-whitish. Forewings moderate, posteriorly

dilated, costa very slightly arched, somewhat sinuate before middle, apex

almost rectangular, hindmargin rather oblique, very faintly sinuate
;
rather

light greyish-ochreous-brown, with a marked brassy-yellowish reflection ;

extreme costal edge very narrowly white throughout except at base, dilating

into a broader iU-defined white suffusion at about f ; a rather narrow sharply-

defined white central longitudinal streak from base to hindmargin, rather

attenuated towards base, very slightly curved near hindmargin. lower edge

very indistinctly split a little before hindmargin; hindmarginal edge

generally very naiTowly white between central streak and costa
;

inner

margin very narrowly and indistinctly suffused with whitish throughout

more or less of its length : cilia whitish, base clear- white. Hindwings pale

whitish-fuscous-grey, hindmargin ochreous-tinged ; cilia whitish.

Most allied to C. vittellas and C. simplex, resembling them in form of

wing ; from the former it differs by the costal edge being white nearly

throughout, more brassy tint, larger size, and absence of distinct blackish

hind-marginal dots, as well as by the whitish cilia ;
from the latter by the

much darker colouring, more sharply-defined white markings, and absence

of white suffusion on veins.

W
6. Cr. haplotomvs , n. sp.

Male, /^»i(f/c.—29-33 mm. Head light brownish-ochreous, with a

narrow ill-defined whitish longitudinal stripe on each side above eyes,

meeting above palpi. MaxiUaiy palpi brownish-ochreous, apex whitish.

Labial palpi moderate, brownish-ochreous, internally and at base beneath

white. Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax Hght brownish-oclireous. Abdo-

men pale ochrcous. Anterior and middle legs greyish-fuscous ;
posterior

legs grey-whitish. Forewings rather narrow, posteriorly dilated, costa at

fir" t very gently arched, more strongly on posterior half, faintly sinuate in

middle, apex nearly rectangular, hindmargin moderately oblique, rather

strongly rounded ;
greyish-ochreous, somewhat deeper on disc, with a slight

brassy tinge ; extreme costal edge very slenderly white from near base to

apex ; a very slender white line close beneath costa fi-om base, merged in

costal edge before middle; three or four slender indistinct short white

streaks on veins towards posterior half of costa and apex
;
a narrow tolerably

well-defined central longitudinal white streak from base to hindmargin, very

sli^'htly sinuate in middle and very slightly curved posteriorly, attenuated

towards base ; seven minute black dots on hindmargin : cilia whitish-grey.

Hindwines pale grev, somewhat darker towards hindmargin ;
cilia whitish.
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*

This species and (7. callirrliom differ somewhat in form of mug from
M

those most nearly allied to them, the forewings heing somewhat less dilated

and the hindmargin less perceptibly sinuate and more strongly rounded.

C haplotomus differs from all its nearest allies in the absence of the broad

white thoracic stripe (only in the much paler 0. simplex is this occasionally

obsolete), and in the presence of a complete hindmarginal row of minute

black dots.

Mr Wakatip

January

7. Cr. callirrhous, n. sp.

Male.—24-27 mm. Head white, with a pale brownish longitudinal

spot on face, and posterior margin of eyes ochreous-brown. Maxillary

palpi white, towards base externally ochreous-brown. Labial palpi long,
L

white, externally ochreous-brown. Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax brown-

ish-ochreous, a broad central longitudinal stripe and margins of shoulders

white. Abdomen ochreous-whitish, more ochreous towards base. Anterior

and middle legs gre}ish-fuscous, posterior legs white. Forewings moderate

or rather narrow, costa at first very gently arched, more strongly on pos-

terior half, distinctly sinuate in middle, apex nearly rectangular, hind

margin moderately obhque, slightly sinuate below apes, strongly rounded

beneath
;

greyish-ochreous, rather deeper on disc, with a more or less

distinct brassy-yellowish tinge ; a slender white streak along costa through-

out ; veins on posterior two-thirds of wing above median streak indicated

by slender white Hues, partially suffused and confluent on costa about f

;

a slender almost straight central longitudinal white streak from base to

hindmargin, shghtly sinuate in middle ; sometimes a slender white streak

along vein 2 towards hindmargin ; a narrow white streak, very slender at

extremities, along inner margin from base, leaving inner margin at about J

and continued very near it to anal angle, posteriorly suffused : cilia shining

whitish. 'Hindwings whitish-grey, somewhat darker posteriorly, hindmar-

gin slightly ochreous-tinged ; cilia white.

Distinguished from all its allies by the distinctness of the slender white

streaks on the veins ; from C. haplotomus^ which it most nearly resembles,

also by the smaller size, and broad white stripe on thorax.

I have met with this elegant species only on sandhills near Christchurch;

in February and March ; Mr. E. W. Fereday has taken it, with other

species usually frequenting coast sandhills, at Lake Guyon.

8. Cr. simplex^ Butl.

{Ghilo simplex, Butl., Proc. ZooL Soc. Lond., 1877, 400, PI. XLIII., 12.)

Male.feinale.—27-32 mm. Head pale ochreous, anterior margin of eyes

and a spot on crown more or less whitish. Maxillary palpi white, towards
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base externally brownish - ocbreous. Labial palpi long, white, externally

greyish-ochreous, more fuscous towards apex. Antennae dark fuscous.

Thorax light ochreous, with a more or less distinct suffused white central

longitudinal stripe, sometimes obsolete. Abdomen ochreous-whitish, more

ochreous towards base, apex white. Anterior and middle legs whitish-

oohreous, suffused beneath with dark fuscous ;
posterior legs whitish.

Forewings moderate, in female narrow, costa moderately arched, less

strongly in female, slightly sinuate in middle, apex acute, m female

rather produced, hindmargin rather strongly oblique, slightly rounded

;

pale ochreous ; a very slender white streak from base close beneath costa to

apex, on posterior half broader and more suffused, in female broader and

extending to costa ; veins towards hindmargin between median streak and

costa more or less suffused with white, more strongly in female ;
a rather

narrow central longitudinal white streak from base to hindmargin, rather

attenuated towards base, very slightly curved towards hindmargin
;
some-

times a slender white streak along vein 1 towards anal angle ;
in female,

veins somewhat suffused with white towards hindmargin beneath median

streak; a very slender white streak along inner margin from base to beyond

middle, posteriorly* suffused : cilia shining white. Hindwings very pale

whitish-grey, in female white, hindmargin faintly ochreous-tiuged ;
cilia

white.

Differs from all the aUied species by the clear pale ochreous gi-ound-

colour ; the white markings (except the central streak) are more suffused,

the cilia clear white, and the hindwings paler, bemg quite white in female.

In this and the allied species the central streak appears dark-margined

in part, but the effect is illusory, and due to the presence of deep

folds

.

February

March

9. Cr. siriellm, n. sp.

Female.—2Q-30 mm. Head white, sides of crown dark brown. Maxillary

palpi white, towards base externally brown. Labial palpi moderate, white,

externally brown. Antenna dark fuscous. Thorax dark ochreous-brown,

on sides posteriorly paler and whitish-tinged, with a broad white central

longitudinal stripe. Abdomen ochreous-whitish. Anterior and middle legs

whitish-ochreous, beneath suffused with dark fuscous ;
posterior legs whitish.

___ ^ arched,

dark brownhindmargin nearly straight, moderately oblique;

ochreous towards' the inner and hindmargins ; a narrow silvery-white costal

streak from base to apex, attenuated on basal half, posteriorly suffused,

extreme costal edee sometimes brown about f ; a moderate nearly straight
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central longitudinal silvery-white streak from base to hindmargin, rathex*

narrower towards base, lower edge slightly indented beyond middle ;
faint

indications of whitish lines on veins towards hindmargin ; a whitish suffu-

sion along inner margin from base to anal angle, very narrow at base,

posteriorly indistinct or obsolete: cilia white. Hindwings whitish-grey,

towards apex and hindmargin fuscous-grey ; cilia white.

A distinct species, immediately known by the dark brown ground-colour,

and narrow silvery-white costal streak extending fi'om base to apex. It is

perhaps this species which Butler speaks of (Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1877,

Walk

and

own

of distinction.
w

Two specimens taken in a swamp near Hamilton in January.

10. Cr. apicellus, Z.

{Cramhus apicellus, Z., Men. Cr., 31.)

Male.—24-25 mm. Head snow-white, sides of crown ochreous-brown

Maxillary palpi white, towards base externally reddish-ochreous-brown,

Labial palpi moderate, white, externally reddish-ochreous-brown. Antennae

dark fuscous. Thorax ochreous-brown, posteriorly on sides paler and

whitish-tinged, with a broad central longitudinal white stripe. Abdomen

whitish-ochreous. Legs whitish-ochreous, suffused with dark fuscous

beneath- Forewmgs moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently-arched,

apex rounded-acute, hindmargin rather oblique, distinctly sinuate ;
red-

dish-ochreous-brown, much hghter towards inner margin ; a slightly curved

naiTOw white streak from costa before middle to costa a little before apex,

enclosing a slender brownish-ochreous costal streak ; a small triangular

white spot on hindmargin above median streak ; a moderate central longi-

tudinal snow-white streak from base to hindmargin, rather attenuated at

base, slightly sinuate in middle, and very slightly curved towards hind

margin, lower edge somewhat irregular beyond middle ; a whitish suffusion

along inner margin from base to beyond middle, very narrow at base, pos-

teriorly indistinct; three elongate ill-defined black dots on hindmargin

beneath median streak ; a fuscous hind-marginal line, bordering the white

markings : cilia shining gi-ey-whitish, at base white. Hindwings fuscous-

grey, towards base suffused with whitish-ochreous ; ciKa whitish-ochreous.

A handsome species, very distinct by the peculiar form of the costal

streak, and the sharply-defined small white triangular spot on hind-

margin.

Occurs at Hamilton, Christchurch, and at the foot of Mount Hutt,

frequenting swampy places in January.
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11. Cr. vittellus, Dbld.

(Crana>usvittellm, mid., JyieS. New Zeal., Vol. II., 289 ; Cmm6». n^xa^i., Walk.. Brit.

Mus. Cat., 178; Cra,nhus transcissalis, ibid., 178 ; Crambus sublicellus, Z., Mon. Or.,

31; Cramius bisectellus, ibid., 32; Crambus incrassatcllus, ibid., 32; Cramhus

vapidus, Butl., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1877, 399.)

Male,female.-20-^5 mm. Head white, a spot on face and posterior

margins of eyes very pale greyisb-ochreous. Maxillary palpi white, towards

base externally greyish-ochreous. Labial palpi moderately long, white,

externally greyish-ochreous or brownish-ochreous. Antenna) dark fuscous.

Thorax white, more or less ochreous on sides. Abdomen ochreous-whitish

more ochreous towards base. Legs whitish, beneath suffused with dark

fuscous. Forewings moderate, in female rather narrow, costa gent y

arched, apex rounded-acute, hindmargin nearly straight or very shghtly

sinuate, moderately obliaue ;
greyish-ochreous or brown, darkest on costal

half • sometimes irrorated with whitish scales towards inner margin and

posterior half of costa ; often a more or less distinct suffused white streak

extending along more or less of posterior half of costa, broadest at f ;
a

moderate nearly straight central longitudinal white streak, rather attenuated

at base, extending to hindmargin, sometimes attenuated posteriorly,

margins often irregular on posterior half, sometimes suffusedly margined

with dark fuscous on basal half beneath and on posterior half above, often

irrec^ularly interrupted by the transverse lines ;
extremity of median streak

produced upwards into a narrow white projection along hindmargm nearly

to apex ; sometimes two transverse darker Imes or series of spots, more or

less distinctly cutting median streak, first from middle of costa to * of

inner margin, very acutely angulated above streak, second from | of costa

to before anal angle, less acutely angulated ;
inner margin sometimes white

towards base ; three or four tolerably distinct black dots on hindmargm

below middle ; a tolerably distinct slender dark fuscous hindmargmal line :

cilia shining-grey or whitish-grey, with a somewhat darker basal line, three

or four slender white bars on upper half, sometimes confluent a base, and

another above anal angle. Hindwings whitish-fuscous-grey, paler towards

base, darker at apex ; ciHa ochreous-grey-whitish.

This very common and very variable species, which may be regarded as

the type of the New Zealand representatives of the genus may m all its

forms be sufficiently well distinguished from those with which i is mos

likely to be confused, by the white bars of the ciha and the blackW
marginal dots below median streak. It most aPFoaches C ..^^^^^^^

/
din

the ^Yhite sti'eak, and the paler costal area.
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Occurs at Hamilton, Cambridge, Christcburch, Asliburton, and at the

foot of Mount Hutt, from January to March, generally in abundance ; it is

probably universally distributed.

Prof. Zeller kindly forwarded to me his unpubhshed figures of the

specimens from which his descriptions quoted above were taken, enabling

me to decide that they were all truly referable to varieties of this

species.

12. Cr. flexiiosellus J Dbld.

{Cramhus Jtexuoselhts, Dbld., Dieff. New Zealand, Vol. II., 289 ; Feld., Eeise der Novara,

PI. CXXXVII., 32.)

Maley Female.— 20-24 mm. Head and palpi rather dark ochreous-

fuscous ; labial palpi moderate, white beneath. Antennae fuscous-grey.

Thorax ochreous grey or light greyish-fuscous. Abdomen whitish-grey-

ochreous. Legs whitish-ochreous, more or less wholly suffused with dark

fuscous. Forewings moderate, somewhat dilated posteriorly, costa gently

arched, very slightly sinuate m middle, apex obtuse, hindmargin* little

oblique, slightly sinuate ; rather light greyish-fuscous, sprinkled with dark

fuscous, costal space above white streak dark fuscous ; a well-defined

straight moderately broad longitudinal white streak above middle from base

to hindmargin immediately beneath apex, upper edge very near costa on

basal |-, thence twice sinuate to apex, lower edge twice irregularly dentate

beyond middle ; an indistinct dark spot on lower edge before middle, and a
F

dark fuscous spot in first indentation, indicating first transverse line

;

second transverse line tolerably distinct, dark fuscous, closely but indistinctly

dentate, from costa at f to inner margin at f , angulated outwards on lower

edge of white streak, obsolete on costa, where it is often followed by a

suffused ochreous mark ; a slender dark fuscous hindmarginal line ; three
ft

or four minute black dots on hindmargin below middle : cilia shining-grey,

with a dark-grey line near base, and a white basal line on upper half, pro-

duced into a white bar at apex. Hindwings dull whitish-ocln-eous, apex

fuscous-grey, hindmargin more or less suffused with light fuscous-grey;

cilia whitish-ochreous, with two faint grey lines.

Very distinct by the ochreous-fuscous head and palpi, the position of the

white streak above middle, and the dark fuscous costal space.

Occurs at Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin, and probably

everywhere, abundantly from December to April.

13. Cr. tuhiialisy Feld.

{Cramhus tuhualis, Feld., Eeise der Novara, PI. CXXXVII., 18 ; Crambus vulgaris, Butl.,

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1877, 400, PL XLIII., 7.)

Male, female.—20-25 mm. Head brownish-ochreous or fuscous. Palpi

e^revish fuscous or dark fuscous, labial nalni moderate, beneath whitish.
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Antenna fuscous-grey. Thorax greyish-fuscous. Abdomen whitish- ochre-

greyish

fuscous. Forewings moderate, somewhat dilated posteriorly, costa moderately

arched, hardly sinuate, apex rounded-acute, hindmargin oblique, straight or

grey

dark fuscous ; more or less irregularly ii-rorated with white on costal half,

and towards base and hindmargin ; a naiTOW irregular suffused white

streak above middle from base to disc before middle, posteriorly obhquely

truncate, sometimes almost interrupted at J ; a rather broad irregular suf-

fused often nearly obsolete white transverse line from middle of costa to

before middle of inner margin, passing through extremity of streak from

base ; an elongate-oval longitudinal white spot In middle of disc, almost

connected with basal streak ; above and rather beyond this the obsolescence

of the white irroration causes a dark blotch on costa
;
a broad suffused

white closely dentate transverse line from costa at f to inner margm at f

,

anteriorly finely edged with dark fuscous, somewhat bent inwards beneath

costa and angulated outwards above middle ; a suffused white somewhat

triangular blotch on hindmargin immediately beneath apex, margmed

above by a dark spot, and suffusedly and indistinctly produced downwards

towards anal angle ; lower veins towards hindmargin indistmctly dark

fuscous ; four minute black dots on lower part of hindmargin
;
a slender

grey

very indistinctly barred with white, with a slender white basal Ime on upper

half, produced into an apical bar. Hindwings whitish-grey-ochreous, hmd

margin narrowly suffused with hght fuscous-grey ;
ciHa whitish-ochreous,

with a faint grey line near base.

fl
din

Common on the bills near Christcliiu-cli

;

Wellingt

on the Kaikoura range, and in the Eakaia district; in February

Marcli.

Felder's and Butler's figures are about equally poor, but can hardly

refer to any other insect.

14. Cr. cyclopicus, n. sp.

Male, female.-m-25 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax whitish, coarsely

with fuscous-grey labial palpi long. Antenna dark fuscous.

with some
Abdomen whitish-ochreous. Legs dark grey, middle tibis

white scales and a white apical ring, posterior tibi^ white with a few grey

scales, middle and posterior tarsi with white rings at apex of jomts. Fore-

wings rather narrow, more or less distinctly dilated posteriorly, costa gent y

arched, apex almost acute, hindmargin gently roimded, rather strongly
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oblique; white, closely and finely irrorated with dark grey; generally a

slight brownish or ochreous tinge along basal two-thirds of costa, some-

times extending over whole wing; sometimes a dark grey suffusion on

middle of costa ; a small dark fuscous elongate mark on inner margin close

to base; a double indistinct dentate dark grey line from costa before middle

to inner margin at f , often wholly absent or obsolete ; a dark grey circular

ring in disc slightly beyond middle, in centre of which is a dark grey

elongate dot, both often absent, or the dot only visible ; a double often well-

defined dentate dark grey line from costa at | to inner margin before anal

angle, shortly angulated inwards immediately beneath costa, and outwards

above middle, often wholly absent ; a dark fuscous hindmarginal line
;
a

row of from six to eight small black dots on hindmargin : cilia light shining-

grey, more or less distinctly narrowly barred with white, with a darker grey

line near base, and extreme base white. Hindwings ochreous-grey-whitish,

hindmargin narrowly suffused with light fuscous-grey; ciHa ochreous-

whitish

.

Very variable, but very distinct by the narrow wings, grey colouring,

and entire absence of white markings or longitudinal streak.

Abundant on the hiUs round Christchurch in March ;
I have also seen

specimens from Lake Guyon, which were somewhat larger, with the dark

markings more intense.

15. Cr. harpophorns, n. sp.

Mule.—26-27 mm. Head whitish, with a faint ochreous spot in middle

of face, and posterior margin of eyes greyish-ochreous. Maxillary palpi

white, towards base externally dark fuscous mixed with ochreous. Labial

palpi moderate, fuscous-grey, mternally and at base beneath snow-white.

Antenna dark fuscous. Thorax grey, with a whitish spot in middle of

anterior margin. Abdomen grey-whitish, posteriorly suffused with pale

ochreous. Legs light fuscous-gi-ey, posterior pair more whitish. Fore-

wings rather narrow, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly sinuate in middle,

gently arched posteriorly, apex rounded, hindmargin moderately obhque,

rounded; grey, very shghtly brownish-tinged; a slender ill-defined central

streak of white scales fi-om base to beyond middle of disc, its extremity bent

downwards and then sharply turned inwards to form a strong hook
;
upper

edge of this streak margined by a very slender dark grey line, forming an

abrupt spot on extremity, lower edge margined by a dark fuscous-grey

streak, filling up the hook ; a slender ill-defined sinuate longitudinal streak

of white scales in disc from i to f , its anterior extremity resting on upper

margin of basal streak, its lower edge broadly and suffusedly margined with

dark fuscous -grey until it touches basal streak, its upper edge marked with

o ,l«vt fn«r>niis dnt. bfiforfi extremitv. surrounded with a few whitish scales ;
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a transverse series of tolerably distinct elongate dark fuscons dots crossing

wing from f of costa to inner margin before anal angle, strongly angulated

outwards in middle ; veins posteriorly indistinctly marked with lines of

whitish scales ; a very fine dark grey hindmarginal line
:

cilia grey, uidis-

tinctly barred with whitish, and with extreme base whitish. Ilindwmgs

grey-whitish ; cilia whitish, with a faint grey Ime.
_

Easily known from G. stngosus by the hook on the lower margm of the

central streak, and the much narrower forewings.
•

. , ,. .

Mr. E. W
^™^-' •^^nfs:,.±±r^"''^^ >^>c > ^ ?

Fore-

{Aphomla strigosa, Butl., Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1877. 398. PI. XLIIL. 10 )

Male.-21-BO mm. Head, palpi, and thorax light greyish-ochreous,

thorax sometimes mixed with blackish-fuscous ;
anterior margin_ of eyes

very slenderly whitish ; labial palpi moderately long, mixed with dark

fuscous externally, beneath whitish at base. Antenna fiiscous-grey.

Abdomen ochreous-whitish, apex more ochroous. Legs ochreous-grey-

whitish, anterior and middle pair suffused above with dark fuscous. "-

wings rather broad, considerably dilated posteriorly, costa gently ax;ched.

very faintly sinuate before middle, apex rounded, hindmargin oblique,

strongly rounded ; rather light brownish-grey, more browmsh m disc,

irregularly ii'rorated with black and white scales ;
veins postenorly m-

distinctly lined with white scales ; a short slender suffused blackish streak

beneath costa at base; a straight thick longitudinal black streak beneath

Biiddle from base to middle of disc, much attenuated at base lower edge

suffused towards extremity ; a short thick veiy obliaue black streak in disc

above extremity of basal streak._ unithig with it to form a 1- e ^^ ;

ally

suffi

ataost to C03ta, somrfimcs almost obsolete ; » very clongate-c l,pt.cal

riender blaclrish ring in disc above middle, often partmlly obsolete
;

a

blackish suffusion between branches of submedian vem at base
;
a strong y

La regularly dentate outwards-cu.-ved slender blaclush transverse Ime from

, of costa to t of inner margin, sinuate beneath P-^orly ma^^me
J^

a

wliitisTi sufTusion

mixed mth light grey, faintly barred. Hrndwrngs S'^-'*';'-"'^"^"'''

suffused posteriorly with fuscous-grcy ; a cloudy grey hue towards hrad-

Ir" n blw apex ; hindmargin narrowly and suffusedly darker fuscous-

grey-whitisn.

^;cfir»r»f. RTificies. with

the preceding.
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Not uncommon at light in Cliristchurcli during March ;
Mr. E. W.

Fereday has also taken it commonly at Mount Hutt in January.

The species does not bear the slightest affinity or resemblance to

ApJwnim, which differs widely in venation, belonging as it does to another

family, and further has entirely different, very short, ascending palpi m the

male, a character of which Butler, though describing a male, was evidently

unaware.

17. Or. xantliogrammtis^ n. sp.

MrtZ<^—22-24 mm. Head

anterior margin of eyes, lower part of face, and a small spot on crown

)

whitish. Maxillaiy palpi whitish, towards base externally reddish-ochreous.

Labial palpi rather long, reddish-ochreous, internally whitish, beneath white

at base. Antenna dark fuscous. Thorax light grey, somewhat mixed with

whitish, with a spot on each shoulder and centre of back reddish-ochre-

ous. Abdomen grey-whitish, suffused with light ochreous. Anterior and

middle legs dark grey, apex of middle tibia and of first joint of tarsi

whitish
;
posterior legs whitish, tarsal joints suffused with dark grey except

towards apex. Forewings moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly

arched, somewhat sinuate before middle, apex rounded, hindmargin rather

oblique, strongly rounded ; whitish, becoming clearer white towards costa

and grey towards inner margin posteriorly ; a short dark brownish-grey

mark on inner margin at base ; an oblique irregularly oval dark brownish-

grey blotch in disc towards base, its anterior extremity connected with base

by a short streak, its posterior extremity almost touching inner margin at

I ; a slender dark brownish-grey transverse fascia from middle of costa to

middle of inner margin, becoming much thicker on lower half, suffused on

costa, upper half irregularly dentate above middle, sending a sharp tooth

inwards in middle ; a second slender dark brownish-grey transverse fascia

from costa at f to inner margin at |, strongly and abruptly dilated on lower

third, upper two-thu-ds twice curved inwards, sending a sharp tooth out-

wards between the curves, anterior edge below middle emitting two or three

slender hues along veins to centre of disc ; this fascia is margined posteriorly

by a suffused white fascia, beyond which is a brownish-grey hind-marginal

band irrorated with whitish ; a straight slender bright ferruginous streak

along submediau vein from base to second fascia, indistinct towards base

;

a more conspicuous straight slender bright ferruginous streak from base to

anal angle ; both these streaks intersect all the dark markings they meet

;

lower half of liindmargin tinged with ferruginous : cilia grey, with a white

basal line on upper half of hindmargin. Hiudwiugs grey-whitish, with a

grey

line : cilia whitish
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A peculiar and very elegant species, not nearly allied to any other, and

immediately recognizable by the ferruginous longitudinal streaks ; it has more

the general appearance of some of the Phycidmy but it is a true Cramhns,

Two specimens taken by Mr. E. W. Fereday in March near Lake Coleridge.

Note.—Cramhus sahulosellas. Walk., G, trivirgatas, Feld., and C rotuellus, Feld., do

not belong to this family at all, and are therefore not referred to above.

[Bead before the Philosophical Institute of Ganterhury, 7th Septemher, 1882.]

II.—TOETRICINA.

The Tortridna of New Zealand are less numerous tlian at first sight

they appear to be, or than would be inferred from a study of authors.

Walker described 40 species, but after the removal of synonyms, and un-

identifiable descriptions of which the types have been lost, these are redu-

cible to 12. Zeller has added one new species. Felder has described 9,

out of which (excluding Pddisca inahimia, which is unknown to me, but

perhaps not a New Zealand species) only one is new. Butler has, also,

described 7, of which only two are new. I have previously described 9

others, and now give descriptions of 11 additional species, which, with two

naturalized European insects, bring up the entire number to only 38.

I have been led by a fuller acquaintance with the New Zealand species,

which are presumably in the main of old types, to modify the views ex-

pressed in my paper on the Australian Tortridna (Proc. Linn. Soc. of New

South Wales, 1881) as to the process of development of the TortricidiB.

The genus Harmologa and the additional species of Proselena furnish so

strong a connecting link between their own group (or that of Acropolitis),

and that of Tortrix and Cacoecia, that I see no other way of accounting for

it, except on the supposition that this group is the oldest of the three

principal ones, and that the groups of Dichelia, on the one hand, and of

Tortrix, on the other, both sprang from it in diverging lines. The genus

Prothelymna further supplies the nearest approach known to me in these

regions towards the type from which this oldest group must have arisen.

It is impossible to arrange a linear- order so as to clearly show these rela-

tions, but I think them quite apparent. The history of the special dis-

tinguishing character of the AcropoUtis group, the separation at oiigln of

veins 3 and 4 of the hindwings, is thus satisfactorily made out; the group

originates from the ChimahaccMdm, a small fjimily specially characterized by

this same structure, but in the Depressarid(e and (EcophoridiB, which are

very extensive families, and the parents of the Chimabacchid^e, this character

is entirely absent; the tendency to reversion in this particular has evidently

been very strong, since in all three families of the Tortridna the character

has disappeared from all but the oldest types. So marked is this result,

8
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that out of about 650 European Tortricina only about a dozen, or two per

cent, possess tliis structure ; tliougli in Australia the proportion is sixteen

per cent, and in New Zealand thirty-six per cent.

The New Zealand Tortricina are of a very fragmentary sort
;
even tlK>se

that are congeneric are very rarely at all closely allied specifically,

fauna certainly strikes one as not having been developed on the spot from a

few types, but as being the broken remains of a much more extensive one
;

thou-h it might possibly have been derived by scanty immigration from

different sides. Unfortunately there is practically little or nothmg known

of the South American Tortncina, nor of those of the South Pacific Islands.

The affinity with AustraHa is, however, clear.

The Tortncid^ are represented by 11 genera ;
of these 4 are cosmo-

politan, 4 Australian, and 3 (so far as known) endemic. Of the cosmopolitan

genera, the single species of Capua, and three species oiTortnx, are closely

allied to Austrahan forms. Two. however, of the endemic genera, viz.,

Froihelymna and Eurythecta, are widely remote from any known Austrahan

...... The enthe absence of Teras and SciapJdla, a marked characteristic

of Austraha, is here eanally noticeable. Eight genera of Graplwhihichs

occur ; but of these, two are not indigenous ; and a third, Strepsiceros, is

represented only by two species, which both also occur in Austraha, being

the only two Tortricina apparently native to both countries. As this genus

is considerably developed in Australia, of which it is peculiarily character-

istic, and as there are no known species peculiar to New Zealand I_ am

disposed to think that both of these must have been in some way artificiahy

introduced.* Of the remainmg five genera, four are isolated and endemic,

containing each a single species, three of them having some apparent

affinity with Strepsiceros ; the fifth, PcEilisca, is the solitary representative

of the large group of genera closely alHed to GrapJiolUha, dominant m

Europe and North America, but absent from Austraha, so that this species

is locally quite isolated. The ConchylidcB are represented by only one

genus, found also in Australia, and of a group charactei-istically Australian;

there are structural reasons for supposing this genus to be one of the oldest

types of its family. On the whole, therefore, it will be seen that the fauna

genera

inexplicable exceptions. __^_
. ^ith regard to the introduction of tlie two species of Strej^siceros here mentioned,

I may suggest that it is sometimes stated, (I know not with what truth), that tte leaves

of the Leinospermum, on which the larv^ of hoth feed, were used by the sailors of Captain

Cook as a substitute for tea ; and it is therefore conceivable that, when leaving Poit

Jackson, where the plant and both the insects in question are found, they, being ignorant

that the plant was equaHy common in New Zealand, might have brought a supply oi

branches vdt\^ them. S. ejectana is so abundant near Sydney, that a small consignment

of these could hardly fail to introduce it successfully.
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A striking feature is the extreme variability of most of the species. Of

those of which I possess sufficiently extensive series to form any judgment,

two-thirds are highly inconstant in colouring, and frequently also in size.

By a careful selection of types, and exclusion of intermediate forms, some

of these, such as Adox. conditana and Pad. ohUqiianay could easily be made

to do duty as a dozen species m the estimation of those who had not

observed them at large, and, in fact, to this variability is due in part the

large number of synonyms attached to them. It would seem from this, (in

conjunction with the fact that such larvte as are known are mostly poly-

phagous, and have readily adapted themselves to introduced European

plants), that there have been no sufficient causes in operation to fix special

types ; it is possible that this may be in some measure due to the broken

character of the fauna, and absence of closely allied species. It has also

occurred to me, that, considering the very large number of new stations

available for these insects on European plants, which have very rarely

introduced any of their own Lepidoptera with them, and considering also the

great pliability of character evidenced by the variability of colouring and

larval habit, we have here every natural facihty offered for the production

of new species. It is very desirable that attention should be directed to this

at once, since the process could only be detected by careful and continuous

observation.

Some species were wrongly classified in my paper cited above, owing in

most instances to the want of material for a proper examination, my New
Zealand specimens there described havuag been all obtained in a month's

tour. I have given descriptions here of all the species, in order to afford a

sufficient base of operations for the New Zealand student, without other

works ; but in the case of species which I have already described elsewhere,

I have not given quite the amount of detail which is necessary m a first

description.

TOETRICINA.

Head rather rough ; ocelli present ; tongue short (rarely obsolete).

Anteimae short. Maxillary palpi absent. Labial palpi rather stout, more

or less pon-ected. Wings usually broad. Forewings with 12 veins (rarely

II or 10, by coalescense of 7 and 8, and further of 3 and 4), 7 and 8

sometimes stalked, rest separate, vein 1 furcate at ba^e (rarely one fork

obsolete). Hiudwings with 8 veins (sometimes 7 by coalescence of 3

and 4), 3 and 4 often stalked, sometimes separate, 6 and 7 often

stalked.

Fam 1.—TORTRICID.E.

Lower median vein of hindwings without basal pectination ; vein 2 of

forewines risincr before posterior third of lower margin of cell.
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1

The following is a tabulation of the New Zealand genera =—
>j^ P-J^.^.^jrh^^^

I. Forewings with 12 veins.

A. Veins 7 and 8 of forewings stalked.

1. Forewings with costal fold in male.

a. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings separate.

i. Thoias crested

W6V.V// k Ik ^
m

3. Pyrgotis. r

u. »» smooth '.". *.'. '.! .... .. ^, Adoxophyes.^UUff^^^'^'^^

b. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings from a point 2. Capwa. Vt^ 7^ /TT . ^/
2, Forewings simple # 9

1. Dichelia>

B. Veins 7 and 8 of forewings separate.

1, Forewings with costal fold in male.

a. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings separate 6. Harmologa.

b. „ „ „ from a point 7. Cacoecia.

2. Forewings simple.

a. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings separate.

i. Antennae shortly and simply ciliated 5. Proselena.

u. „ biciliated with long cilia 11. Prothelymnn

b. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings from a point.

i. Veins 6 and 7 of hindwings separate . . - - . . 8. Tortrix.

stalked 9. Dipterina.

.,10, Exirythecta.

n. .» n "

II. Forewings mth 10 veins

DiCHELIA

1. Dich. luciplagana^ Walk.

Walk

N.S.W., 1881, 470.)

Media, alis ant. dilutissime ochreis, triangulo costse magno saturate

inn

ciliisciue saturate fuscis
;
post, albidis, apice leviter ochreo.

Male, female.—18-19^ mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous. Fore-

wings moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa arched towards base, faintly

sinuate in middle, hindmargin sinuate, oblique ; whitish-ochreous, finely

strigulated and sometimes suffused with darker ; a moderately broad dark

reddish-fuscous outwardly oblique streak from costa at ^, and a similar

inwardly oblique streak from costa at f , uniting on disc below middle so as

to foi-m a triangle enclosiuor a semi-oval white or pale ochreous patch ;
a

i

Thorax smooth (rarely cre'sted). Antennae shortly ciliated in male- ^

Palpi rather short, porrected, densely rough-scaled above and generally

beneath, often tufted beneath. Forewings with costa simple in male.

Hindwings hardly broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and

8 stalked, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 fr'om a

point or stalked, 5 approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 stalked.

Immediately distinguished from the other genera with veins 7 and 8 of

the forewings stalked, by the absence of the costal fold in male. Only one

New Zealand species is known, but the genus is well represented in Austraha.

%

I

I

p

I
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cloudy elongate semi-oval fuscous blotch along hindmargin from apex to

anal angle ; all these markings sometimes very faint : cilia dark fuscous,

mixed with paler towards anal angle. Hindwii

faintly ochreous-tinged, towards inner margin coarsely spotted with grey

;

cilia whitish,

^^^^^ SfrTZ/^^
^ ^^'^y distinct species, apparently allied to the Australian D. isoscelana,

sJUUcJ^ Meyr.
ItL

\

%

Cliristcliurcli

and February.

2. Capua, Stpli.

Thorax smooth or slightly crested. Antennae ciliated in male. Palpi

moderate, porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Forcwings in male

with strong costal fold, often concealing an expansible tuft of hairs. Hind-

somewhat broader than forowinefs. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8Winers

stalked, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 vems, 3 and 4 from a point

or stalked, 5 somewhat approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 stalked.

Differs essentially from Dichelia only by the costal fold. Bather numer-

ous in Australia, but there is only one New Zealand species.

2. Caj). semiferana, Walk.

{Teras semiferana, "Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 306, {Capua) Mcyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W.,

1881, 453; Sciaphila detnfana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 3GC; Tiiua adDiotella, Md.,

485; GraphoUta abnegatana, ibid., 991.)

Parva, alis ant. griseo-ochreis ruiisve, striga disci obliqua prope basim

nigrescente, fascia media angusta perobliqua saturate fusca, strigam disci

uigram mcludente, macula costaB ante apicem triangulari fusca cum fascia

sa?pius conjuncta, omnibus interdum obsoletis ;
post, gnseis.

Male, female.— 11-15 mm. Head and thorax greyish-ochreous or

fuscous, face and palpi internally pale-ochreous. Forewings moderate, in

male dilated, costa moderately arched, hardly bent, hindmargin nearly

straight, oblique; varying from light greyish irrorated with fuscous, to

reddish-ochreous or reddish fuscous, often closely and irregularly strigulated

with dark fuscous; costa and inner margin coarsely strigulated with

bhickish ; outer edge of basal patch often represented by an irregular

inwardly obhque blackish mark in disc near base ; often an ill-defined dark

spot on inner margin before middle ; central fascia moderate, irregular,

nearly evenly broad, from before middle of costa to before anal angle, dark

fuscous, containing a blackish longitudinal mark above middle, lower half

often wholly obsolete, upper half often confluent posteriorly with a dark

fuscous elongate-triangular patch on costa towards apex, so as to form a

larger triangular blotch ; an irregular dark fuscous streak near hmd-

margin, often absent ; sometimes all markings absent, or the wing streaked

1^.-
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with

ciul pale ocTireons or reddish-oclireous. mixed ^^-itb blackish round apex,

often with a blackish

HindwinRS OTey ; cilia

intensity

form

Meyr
ywhere al>midant ; occurs at Hamilton, Wellin

church, Akaroa, and Dunedin, either in bush, on open grassy places, or on

coast sandhills, from November to April. I have also found worn speci-

mens in August, probably hybemated.

8. Pyrgotis, Meyi".

Thorax crested. Antennae in male ciHated. Palpi moderate, poiTected

strong costal

Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and
triangularly scaled. Forewin

fold. Hindwin

8 stalked, 7 to hmdmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 separate at

origin, 5 closely approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 stalked.

"separated from Capua by the distinct origin of veins 3 and 4 of the

hind^^dngs, and fi'om Adoxophyes by the thoracic crest. There are two New

Zealand species, besides which there is only one other known, from Austraha.

3. Pyrg. plagiatana, Walk.

(Conchiilis plagiatana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat.. 370. (Pyrgotis) Meyr., Proc. Linn Soc

NSW., 1881, 441 ; Conchylis recusana. Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 371 ;
Grapholitlia

Minor

lata prope basim, altera obliqua ante medium, tertia a costa ante apicem

in alteram inferius percurrente, macula^ue marginis postici inferior! oclireo-

fuscis, triangulo cost^ medio incluso pallidiore
;
post, albidis. apice leviter

—15-19 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous. Fore-
ochreo.

female

arched

with pale ochreous-yellowish

coarsely strigulated with darker ochreous ; markings ochreous-fuscous or

dark fuscous, irregularly variable in intensity, a sharply angulated fascia

near base, upper half often nearly obsolete ; inner margin sometimes

suffused with daris: luscous ; cenuai inbuia auxaigiat, ^^xxw,., -— ^

to f of inner margin ; an inwardly oblique narrow streak from costa before

dilated

near inner margin, so as to enclose a large pale costal triangle, sometimes

white ; a large irregular roundish blotch on lower half of hindmargin,

sometimes
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before hindmargin : cilia pale oclireous, with a darker line near base, tips

at apex blackish. Hindwings whitish, at apex ochreous-tiiagcd, coarsely

spotted with grey ; cilia whitish.

Variable in intensity of colouring, the female apparently darker than the

male ; easily known from the next species by its larger size and much

lighter ground-colour.

Larva moderate, cylindrical, slightly tapering at each end
;
pale whitish-

grey-greenish, becoming darker smoky-grey ou back ;
head and plate of

second segment, when young, black, when full-grown greenish-ochreous.

Feeds between joined leaves of oak fQuercus robur), gnawing numerous

holes, and forming a loose silken gallery for shelter. Pupa in a thui silken

cocoon in same position. I found these larvae plentiful in April, and bred a

female indoora in June. The food-plant being imported, the lai-va is pro-

baby polyphagous.

Common at Dunedin, Christchurch, and Wellington, probably very

generally distributed ; in January, and again in April and May.

4. Pyrg. zygiana, n. sp.

Minor, ahs ant. brunneis, plumbeo-strigulatis, partim nigro-suffusis,

striga obscura albida posteriori m apicem percurrente
;
post, griseis.

3Iale, 14 mm.—Head, palpi, and thorax reddish-fuscous mixed with

dark fuscous. Antenna grey, annulated with blackish. Abdomen grey.

Legs grey-whitish, anterior and middle tibiae and tarsi and apical joints of

posterior tarsi suffused with dark fuscous, except at apex of joints. Fore-

wings moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa moderately arched, hindmargin

sinuate, oblique; rather dark reddish-ochreous-fuscous, mixed with dark

fuscous, and coarsely strigulated throughout with leaden-grey ;
costa and

inner margin shortly strigulated with blackish ; an indistinct blackish suf-

fusion in disc near base, and another in disc towards apex ;
an indistinct

near

angle to apex, where it is suflfusedly dilated : cilia reddish-fuscous mixed

with dark fuscous. Hindwings grey ; cilia whitish-grey, with two indistinct

darker lines.

ground-colour

dwing

One specimen taken amongst bush near Christchurch in March.

4. Adoxophyes, Meyr.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male ciliated. Palpi moderate or rather

long, porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Forewings in male with

strong costal fold. Hmdwiugs broader than forewings. Forewings with

12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3

and 4 separate at origin, 5 approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 stalked-
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Differ Of the three

known

not closely approaching the Australian species. In all the sexes differ more

or less conspicuously.

5- Adox. lotinana, n. sp.

]\Iedia, alis ant. dilute ochreis, costae dimidio anteriori dorsoque

anguste fuscis, naargine postico late fusco-suffuso, plumbeo-strigulato,

fascia media perobhtjua fusca dimidium non superante, ciliis albis;

post, griseis.

Male, 17 mm. ; female, 21 mm.—Head and thorax light ochreous. Palpi

ochr

o

sous, externally suffused with dark fuscous. Antennae

t-ply annulated with dark fuscous. Abdomen wbitish-

ochreous. Legs whitish-ochreous, anterior and middle tiHse and tarsi suf-

fused with dark fuscous, except at apex of joints. Forewings moderate, in

male triangular, in female more oblong, costa gently arched, hindmargm

straight, rather obHqne, rounded beneath ; light ochreous ;
inner margin

and anterior half of costa narrow suffused with dark fuscous, mixed with

reddish-fuscous ; hindmargin broadly suffused with reddish-fuscous, indis-

tinctly strigulated with leaden-grey, the veins remaining pale-ochreous

:

posterior half of costa strigulated with dark fuscous; a very oblique

moderately broad ill-defined reddish-fuscous streak from costa before

middle, hardly reaching half across wing : cilia white, with a dark fuscous

basal line. Hindwings grey, lighter in female ; cilia whitish, with a grey

basal line.

Separable from the nest species by the darker hindwings, almost wholly

white cilia of forewings, and larger size.

The larva feeds on Arundo compicua (" toi grass "), but I do not know

in what manner. Mr. E. W. Fereday informs me that he bred the species

from conspicuous firm white cocoons, attached openly to the surface of the

leaves.

Mr. Feredav obtained several specimens in this manner near Christ-

3d to him for my types.

6. Adox. conditana, Walk.

{Teras conditana. Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 306; Pandemis gavisana, ibid., 312; Conchylu

marginana, ibid., 371 ; ? Rhacodia rureana, Feld., Eeis. Nov., pi. CXXXVU., 47
;
Teras

Jlavescens, Butl., Proc. Z. L. S., 1877, 402 ; Pyrgotis porphyreana, Meyr., Proc. Linu.

Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 443 ; Capua aoristana, ibid., 446.

Minor, alis ant. dilute vel satui-ate ochreis griseisve, interdum fusco-

suffusis, linea transversa angulata prope basim, fascia media obhqua,

maculaque costali saturatioribus, ciliorum- dimidio basaH nigrescente ;
post.

M. griseis, F. albis.
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Male, 12-15 mm ;
female, 15-lG mm.—Head, palpi, aiid tliorax in male

whitish-ochreous, oclireous, fuscous, or grey, in female whitish-oclireons

;

palpi elongate. Antenna whitish-ochreous or greyish, in male sharply

annulated with dark fuscous. Abdomen whitish-ochreous or grey. Legs

varying from whitish to dark fuscous. Forewings in male triangular,

moderate, costa moderately arched, somewhat bent in middle, hindmargm

almost straight, rather oblique ; m female rather oblong, dilated posteriorly.

costa strongly arched towards base, sinuate beyond middle, apex somewhat

produced, hindmargin somewhat sinuate, rather oblique; m male pale

whitish-ochreous, whitish-grey, ochreous, fuscous, or dark fuscous-grcy,

more or less distinctly strigulated or reticulated with darker
;
m female

whitish-ochreous, reticulated with darker ochreous ;
one whitish-grcy ma c

has posterior half of wing reddish-fuscous, and one grey male has whole

win- except basal patch suffused with blackish-grey ;
outer edge of basal

patch, central fascia, and costal spot generally ochreous-fuscous or fuscous.

colour

obsolete in male ; outer edge of basal patch in male from i of costa to i of

inner margin, sharply angulated above middle, in female irregular, from J

of costa obliquely outwards, angulated above middle, thence irregulaily

concave, ending in middle of inner margin ;
central fascia rat :er narrow,

straight, from middle of costa to inner margin before anal angle, generally

obsolete beneath, posterior edge dilated outwards into an abrupt suffused

rniddle

semi

projection of central fascia ; costal space between central fascia and costal

spot often conspicuously paler than ground-colour :
cilia in male wktish

or whitish-ochreous, basal half blackish-grey, sometimes

blackish-grey, in female whitish-ochreous, towards base dark ochreous-

fuscous. Hindwings in male varying from grey-whitish to dark grey, when

light spotted with darker, cilia paler, with a darker basal line
;
m female

white, apex very faintly ochreous-tinged. cilia white.

The variabihty of this species is extraordinary, the sexes bemg also very

forms

tion. From the preceding species the female is immediately distmgmshable

by the white hindwhigs and different form, the male by the conspicuous

dark basal half of the ciha of forewings, the usuaUy perceptible basal patch

and costal spot, and the much smaller size.

tapermg

gx-een. spots concolorous ; head pale greyish-oclareous, lateral margms dark

greenish-whitish

with
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small oclireous-tinged plate. Feeds in a light silken tube amongst spun-

together leaves of Genista in garden hedges. Pnpa in a thin firm white

silken cocoon in same place. Probably the larva is polyphagous, the food-

plant not being native.

Occm-s commonly at Christchurch, Nelson, Dunedin, Wellington, and

Auckland, in January, and again in March and April ; during the latter

months I also found the larv^ feeding, from which imagos emerged in

April. The species flies abundantly over its food-plant for a short time

about sunset, and I have also taken it at light. It is to be regretted that I

should"have fallen into the error of adding to the already too numerous

synonyms of the species, misled by its extreme variability. I was also

wi'ong in imagining the existence of a thoracic crest, often a difficult char-

acter to observe ; the species is therefore not referable to Pyrgotis.

5. Proselena, Meyr.

Thorax smooth. Antennse in male shortly ciliated. Palpi moderate,

porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Forewings in male with costa

simple. Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7

and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 sepa-

rate at origin, 5 parallel or approximated at base to 4, 6 and 7 stalked.

Differs from the preceding genera by the separation of veins 7 and 8 of

the forewings, from Harmologa by the absence of the costal fold, fi'om

Tortrix by the separation of veins 3 and 4 of the hindwings. I have

thought it best to widen the original definition of this genus, (founded on a

single species), by not insisting on the parallelism of veins 3, 4, 5 of the

hindwings ; these differ much in relative direction, but the differences are

probably mcapable of definition, and insufficient for generic distinction.

As thus established the genus includes two described Australian species,

(I have a third unpublished), and three are now added to it from New

Zealand, of which number one was formerly erroneously referred to Tortrix.

These three species may be thus tabulated

:

A. Forewings whitish-grey

B. „ ochreous.

1. Forewings unicolorous 9. siriana

2. ,, with basal thiid much paler than remainder . - . - 8. hemionaria.

7. Pros, aspistana, n. sp.

Parva, alls ant. albido-griseis, macula basali trianguloque costae magno

castaneis, fusco-marginatis
;
post, griseis.

Male.— 13 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax whitish-grey, somewhat

« *

with fuscous (but damaged). Antennae whitish-grey (?). Abdomen
* whitish-grey. Legs whitish-grey, anterior and middle pair suffused with

dark fuscous except at apex of joints. Forewings oblong, rather narrow.
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slightly dilated posteriorly, costa moderately arched near base, thence

nearly straight, somewhat sinuate beyond middle, hindmargin rather

strongly oblique, nearly straight, very slightly sinuate ;
whitish-grey, with

some scattered spots of dark fuscous scales; basal patch reddish-brown,

exterior edge sharply marked, broadly dark fuscous, from i of costa to i of

inner margin, m-egular, hardly angulated ; a large reddish-brown triangular

costal patch, extending on costa from ^ to near apex, reaching rather more

than half across wing, apex broken and partially suffused, anterior and

posterior edges sharply marked, broadly margined with dark fuscous, costal

edge marked with three small dark fuscous spots; a similar small dark

fuscous spot on costa before apex : cilia grey-whitish, with a dark grey

basal hne. Hindwings grey, with a pencil of long whitish-yellowish hairs

on costa at base ; cilia pale grey.

Immediately known by the whitish-grey forewings, with reddish-brown

basal and costal patches.

Two specimens, in poor condition, taken by Mr. J. D. Enys, at Porter s

Pass.

8. Pros, hemionana , n. sp.

Parva, ahs ant. dilute ochreis, pluscjuam dirnidio posteriore post-lineam

obliquam fusco, antice saturatiore ;
post, griseis.

Male.—\1^1^ mm. Head, palpi, and thorax whitish-ochreous ;
palpi

rather elongate, externally fuscous. Antennae whitish-ochreous, annulated

with dark fuscous. Abdomen light grey. Legs grey-whitish, anterior and

with Forewings

moderate, posteriorly somewhat dilated, costa rather strongly arched near

base, thence nearly straight, hindmargin nearly straight, oblique; pale

whitish-ochreous, with scattered obscure ochreous-fuscous strigulse ; base

indistinctly suffused with ochreous-brownish ;
posterior |, beyond a straight

sharply-defined Hne from | of costa to shghtly beyond middle of inner

margin

fuscous towards anterior edge, more broadly towards costa, and on a small

very ill-defined costal spot towards apex : cilia whitish-ochreous or light

brownish-oclneous, with a broad dai-k fuscous basal line. Hindwings

grey ; ciUa grey-whitish, with a darker basal line.

Eendered conspicuous by the contrast of the pale basal and dark pos-

terior areas.

Six spec: W
Meyr

(Tortrix siriana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 521.)

Parva

puncto disci nigro ;
post. M. uigrescentibus, F. albidis.
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Male, lOi-12 mm. ;
female, 14 mm.—Head and thorax in male deep

brownish-ochreous, in female reddish-ochreoiis. Forewiugs narrow, costa

moderately arched, hindmargin almost straight, rather strongly oblique ;

in male deep brownish-ochreous, mixed with dark fuscous, especially pos-

teriorly, in female reddish-ochreous, with a few dark fuscous scales; a

tolerably distinct dark fuscous dot in disc beyond middle : ciHa ochreous,

towards anal angle in male greyish, in female whitish. Hindwings and

cilia in male blackish, in female whitish.

Markedly distinct by its unicolorous forewings, and the strongly-con-

trasted hindwings.

Taken in plenty in January amongst long grass near Hamilton, on the

skirts of the forest. This, as well as the other species, appears to be very

local.

6. Hakmologa, n, g.
F

Thorax smooth or rarely crested, Antennse in male ciliated. Palpi

moderate or rather long, porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Fore-

in male with forewin

Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings

with 8 veins, 8 and 4 separate at origin, 5 approximated at base to 4, 6 and

7 stalked or separate.

Separated from Proselena by the costal fold, from Cacoecia by the separa-

tion of veins 3 and 4 of hindwings. To this genus belong some of the

species formerly referred provisionally to Cacoecia ; I have at present five

New Zealand species, but have not observed the genus as occurring else-

where. These species, which are very various in superficial appearance,

may be separated as follows :

—

A. Forewings whitish in ground-colour.

1. Hindwings ochreous-whitish ,. 14. amplexana.

2. „ grey

B. Forewings fuscous or grey.

1. Hindwings ferruginous-yellow or whitish-yellow 13. rnnea.

2. „ grey.

a. Forewings with a whitish hind-marginal blotch 12. zatrophana.

h. „ without whitish blotch H- ohlongana.

10. Harm. sisyranUy n. sp.

Media, alis ant. dilute griseis, nigro-strigulatis, area basah obscura,

fascia media obliqua, maculisque costse posterioribus quatuor parvis

saturatioribus ;
post, griseis.

Male, 17* mm; ft

10. sisyrana

whitish

mixed with fuscous-grey and blackish
;
palpi rather short ; thorax crested.

Antenna grey. Abdomen whitish-grey. Legs grey-whitish, anterior and

middle Forewings
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moderate, in female more elongate, costa moderately arched, hindmargin

obUquely rounded, in female very faintly siimate ;
whitish, mixed with

grey, with fine scattered irregular blackish strigulse throughout; basal

patch greyer, ill-defined, outer edge irregularly augulated in middle, marked

by a somewhat stronger black strigula ; central fascia moderate, ill-defined,

fuscous-grey, running fi-om before middle of costa to f of inner margin,

edges very irregular, anterior edge rather deeply emarginate above and

below middle, towards inner margin partially obsolete ;
four^ small^ sub-

quadrate fuscous-grey spots on costa towards apex, in female giving rise to

confused very irregularly reticulated fuscous -grey lines proceeding obliquely

to hindmargin: cilia grey-whitish, basal third within a dark grey line

whitish barred with dark grey. Hindwings grey, paler in female, spotted

with darker ; cilia whitish, with a grey basal Hne.

This species appears to be the only one with a crested thorax, but it

does not seem necessary at present to separate it on that account ; it can-

not be confused with any other.

A pair taken on sandhills near Christchurch, in March; I have

several others from the same locaHty, taken in November and
seen

December.

11. Harm. oUongana, Walk.

W
1881, 489 ; Teras inajptana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 304 ; Teras cuneigera, Butl.,Cist.

Ent., II., 559.)

Minor, alis ant. griseis, interdum ochreo-suffusis, area basali, fascia

media abbreviata cum macula costse triangulari confluente, macula anguli

analis, alteraque marginis postici parva satm-atioribus, striga disci nigra
;

post, griseis.

female.—15-19 mm. grey

palpi rather elongate. Forewings moderately broad, posteriorly dilated in

male, costa moderately arched, hindmargin sinuate, slightly or not oblique

;

grey or ochreous-grey, with indistinct darker strigula ; basal patch some-

what darker, outer edge marked by a dark strigula, very irregularly angu-

lated above middle ; central fascia moderate, varymg from grey to dark

reddish-fuscous, running from before middle of costa to | of inner margin,

generally obsolete on lower half, anterior edge well-defined on upper half,

ill

form

angular blotch ; often a slender blackish longitudinal line in disc on central

mi

ochreous, especially above this hne ; a very indistinct blotch on anal angle,

sometimes eonfiuent with the costal blotch : a small dark spot on hind
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margin above middle: cilia grey or greyish-ochreous, with a darker line.

Hindwings light grey, sometimes partially ochreous-tinged, spotted and often
suffused with darker grey

; ciHa whitish-grey, with a darker basal line.

Eather variable in colour and considerably in intensity of marking ; but
easily separated from all the other species of the genus by its dull grey hue.

Occurs rather commonly at Christchurch, Dunedin and Blenheim, in
December, January and March, seeming attached to Leptospermum. But-
ler's ciuieigera is founded on a light-coloured specimen with strongly-marked
costal blotch, received from Blenheim ; I have seen two similar specimens
from the same locality, but can find no rehable point of distinction and
have no doubt of their identity.

12. Harm, zatrojyhana^ n. sp.

Minor, alis ant. rufis, griseo-mixtis, macula magna posteriori albida

ochreo- mixta
; post, saturate griseis.

Female,—lA mm. Head, palpi and thorax reddish-ochreous-brown,

mixed with whitish-grey
;

palpi moderate, grey-whitish internally and
beneath. Antemia9 grey, annulated with black. Abdomen dark grey.

Legs grey, anterior and middle tibiae and all tarsi suffused with dark

fuscous, except at apex of joints. Forewings rather narrow, oblong, costa

gently arched, apex nearly rectangular, hindmargin sinuate, not oblique

;

reddish-ochreous-brown, thickly mixed with dark fuscous-grey ; a tolerably

well-defined large whitish blotch on hindmargin, almost reaching costa and

anal angle, extending in disc to f from base, containing two small pale

ochreous spots mixed with grey scales, one on its upper and the other on

its lower margin, almost uniting in middle, so as to bisect the blotch : cilia

reddish-ocln-eous-brown mixed with grey. Hindwings dark grey, apex

blackish-grey
; cilia whitish-grey, with a dark grey basal line.

Very distinct by its deep colouring and^the posterior whitish blotch.

One fine specimen taken at light at Christchurch in March. The male

being uuknowQ, the generic location is not absolutely assured, but I have

little doubt the species is correctly x^laced.

13. Harm. (Btiea^ Butl.

{Teras anea, Butl., Proc. Z.L.S., 1877, 402.)

Major, ahs ant. fuscis, M. flavo, F. ochreo-sufiusis, costa F. alba
;
post.

M. saturate flavis, posterius nigro-mixtis, F. albis, posterius dilute flavis.

Male^ 27 mm.; female, 30 mm.—Head, palpi and thorax in male brown-

ish-ochreous mixed with fuscous, in female ochreous -whitish suffused with

pale ochreous
; palpi rather long. Antennae in male fuscous, in female

whitish-ochreous. Abdomen in male yellowish-ochreous mixed with fus-

cous, in female ochreous-whitish. Legs ochreous-whitish, anterior and

middle pair more or less suffused with fuscous-grey, posterior tibiae in male
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suffused with yellowlsli. Forewings oblong, hardly dilated, in male moder-

ately broad, in female naiTower, costa moderately arqhed, hindmargin not

oblique, in male gently rounded, in female sinuate beneath apex; dull

greyish-fuscous, irregularly suffused in male with golden-ochreous-yellow,

in female with light yellowish-ochreous ; in male extreme costal edge

whitish except near base, in female costa narrowly white throughout :
ciUa

in male ochreous-grey-whitish, basal half suffused with yellowish, in female

white, base ochreous-tinged. Hindwings in male deep ferruginous-yellow

mixed with dark grey, especially posteriorly, so as sometimes to form a

broad dark hindmarginal band, and an obscure discal spot beyond middle,

costa towards middle broadly paler, cilia whitish-yellow, at base and on

anal angle ferruginous-yellow ; in female dull white, becoming broadly pale

yellow posteriorly, cilia white, at base pale yellow.

Conspicuous by its large size and distinctly coloured hindwings..

Common at Porter's Pass and Mount Hutt, in January, but probably

confined to the mountain districts. . I owe my specimens to the kindness of

Mr. J. D. Enys, who also furnished Butler's original type.

14. Harm, amplexana, Z.

(Idiographis (?) amplexana, Z., z.b.V., 1875, 222, {Cacoecia) Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc.

N.S.W., 1881, 494 ; Cacoecia vilis, Butl., Proc, Z.S.L., 1877, 402, pi. XLIII., 15.)

Minor, alls ant. albidis, angulo revolucrum amplectcnte, fascia media

obhqua, M. superius obsoleta, maculaque costaj triangulari satiu-atc fuscis

;

post, albidis, apicem versus leviter ochreis.

Male, female.—15-17 mm. Head and thorax whitish; palpi elongate,

externally mixed with dark fuscous. Forewiugs moderate, oblong, hardly

dilated, costa in male slightly arched, bent before middle, in female strongly

arched towards base, slightly sinuate beyond middle, hindmargin not

oblique, rather strongly sinuate beneath apex ;
whitish, indistinctly strigu-

lated with fuscous ; basal patch represented in male by a sharply-marked

blackish-fuscous nan-ow fascia proceeding from costa at J obliquely inwards

to disc, thence abruptly to base beneath costa, in female by a dark fuscous

fascia from costa before ^, irregularly augulated below costa, bent inwards

in disc as in male, but less defined ; central fascia rather narrow, dark

fuscous, from costa before middle to inner margin beyond middle, in male

obsolete towards costa, in female distinct throughout, anterior edge dark-

margmed, posterior edge suffused ; a rather ill-defined fuscous triangular

patch extending on costa from middle to before apex, its lower extremity

usually connected with central fascia and anal angle by two irregularly

curved cloudy lines ; a cloudy fuscous spot on middle of hindmargm, its

anterior edge marked with from two to four blackish dots
;

hin

scmetimes dotted with black : cilia grey-wliiush, becoming dark

dm
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towards base, especially round s.^ex. Hindwings whitish, faintly yellowish-

tinged posteriorly, and spotted with grey ; cilia whitish, with a grey basal

line.

Remote from all its congeners in superficial appearance ; the peculiar

angulated subcostal mark at base, (differing in the sexes), is unique in its

way, but only conspicuous in the male.

Common at Christchurch, Wellington, and Dunedin, generally in

gardens, in January, February, March, and August.

7. Cacoecl\, Hb.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male ciliated. Palpi moderate or rather

long, porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Forewings in male with

strong costal fold. Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with

12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins,

3 and 4 from a point, 5 approximated at base to 4, 6 and 7 separate (rarely

stalked).

Distinguished from Hminolorja by the origin of veins 3 and 4 of the

hindwings from the same point, from Tortrix by the costal fold of male.

Of the species which I originally referred here, four have been satisfactorily

determined to be mere varieties, three have been transferred to the neigh-

bouiing Harmolocja, one (of which the male had been unknown) to Tortrix,

and one is removed to the Grapholithidm, the basal pectination of the hind-

wings liaving been overlooked. I have now only two true species oi

Cacoecia from New Zealand; the genus is numerously represented in

Australia.

15. Cac. excessana. Walk.

(Teras excessana, "U'alk., Brit. Mas. Cat., 303, {Cacoecia) Meyr., Proc. Linn, Soe. N.S.W.,

1881, 491 ; Teras Uguttana, Walk.. Brit. Mus. Cat., 305 ; Tortrix taipana, Feld., Beis.

Nov., pi. CXXXVn., 46; Cacoecia inana, ButL, Proc. Z. S. L., 1877, 403, pi. XLIII.,

13.)

Media, alis ant. ochreis fuscisye, interdum purpureo-suffusis, area basali,

fascia media obliqua inferius dilatata, macula costfe triangulari alteraque

marginis postici parva vix satnratioribus, s^pe obsoletis
;

post, albido-

griseis.

Var. a. Alis ant. macula disci ante medium parva albida.

Male, female.—19-28 mm. Head and thorax varying from ochreous to

dark fuscous or purple-fuscous (sometimes discolorous) ;
palpi rather long.

Forewngs moderately broad, i)osteriorly dilated, less in female, costa

moderately arched, in female straighter posteriorly, hindmargin sinuate,

not oblique ; varying from ochreous to dark ochreous-fuscous, finely strigu-

lated with darker, sometimes wholly suffused with purple ; markings very

ill-defined, hardly darker than gi'ound-colour, often wholly obsolete ; outer
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edge of basal patch strongly angulated above middle, beneath connected

with a spot on inner margin before middle ; central fascia from before

middle of costa to inner margin at f , narrow above, strongly dilated on

lower half, margins very irregular ; a triangular patch on costa about f ; a

small spot before middle of hindmargin (sometimes conspicuously darlicr)

:

cilia ochreous or ochreous-fuscous, with a darker basal lino. Ilindwings

whitish-grey or almost whitish, more or less spotted with darker grey,

towards apex sometimes ochreous-tinged ; cilia grey-whitish or ochrcous-

whitish, with two darker lines,

Var. a. Forcwings with a small round whitish or whitish-ochreous spot

in disc between basal patch and central fascia.

A very variable species, but always characterized by extreme Indefinite-

ncss of marking, and broader-winged than the following. The var. a

(described by Walker as distinct under the name of biguttana) I also sup-

posed at first to be a good species, but have since seen transitional forms,

which leave little doubt that It is merely a varietal development. The

purple variety is also very striking and handsome.

Larva rather stout, cylindrical, somewhat tapering behind, with scat-

tered short whitish hairs ; whitish-green, spots hardly darker ; dorsal very

distinct, slender, dark green ; head very pale greenish-ochreous. Feeds

between joined leaves of Panax arbormvi ( Araliacea) in April
;
pupa free In

same position. This larva produced a specimen of the purple variety in

June (indoors). The larva is certainly not confined to this food-plant, and

is probably more or less polyphagous.

Wellingt

May

16. Cac, enoplana, n. sp.

Media, alls ant. dilute fuscis, costa, llnea antica transversa, fascia

saturate

albidis.

Male.—20 mm. Head, antennsB, thorax, abdomen, and legs whitish-

brown
;
(palpi broken) ; anterior and middle tibia? and tarsi suffused with

dark fuscous except at apex of joints. Forcwings moderate, posteriorly

dilated, costa moderately arched, hindmargin sinuate, hardly oblique ; light

brown

i

margin ; central fascia dark fuscous towards costa, towards inner margin

hardly darSer than ground-colour, but margined by dark fuscous lines,

running from before middle of costa to before anal angle, very narrow on

very

gular dark fascous spot on costa about f

4
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ligbt brown, with a darker basal line. Hindwings grcy-wliitisb, very slightly

ocbreous -tinged, thinly spotted with grey ; cilia whitish, spotted with grey

at base.

Characterized by the clear well-defined markings ;
superficially rather

resembling the Australian C. mnemosijnana, Meyr., but removed from it by

the strong costal fold.

^ 5cimen taken at WeUington in February.

8. ToETKix, Tr.

Thorax smooth. Antennte in male cihated. Palpi moderate, porrected,

second joint triangularly scaled. Forewings in male simple. Hindwings

broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to

hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 from a point, 5 approxi-

mated at base to 4, 6 and 7 separate.

Separated from Cacoecia by the absence of costal fold in male, from

Proselena by the origin of veins 3 and 4 of the hindwings from a point,

from Dipterina by the simply and shortly ciliated antennae of the male.

Well renresented in Australia ; thpre are six known species from New

Zealand, thus distinguishable :

A. Head and thorax wliite . •

B. „ „ „ grey

1. Fore^vings moderately broad ,

17. charactana.

» •

,,
narrow

18. demiaiia,

22. aerodana.
• • • •

C. Head and thorax ochreous

1. Central fascia wholly absent 21. leucaniana.
r

2. „ „ partly indicated or entire

a. Posterior costal spot distinct 20. pMlopoana.

b. „ „ » absent 19. pictoriana

17. Tort, charactana, Meyr

{Cacoecia charactana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 492.)

Miuor, alls ant. albis, fascife mediae dimidio superiore angusto nigres-

ceute ;
post, albis, raro albido-griseis.

Male, female. —14-18| mm. Head and thorax dull white
;
palpi rather

elongate, externally mixed with dark fuscous. Forewings moderate, shghtly

dilated posteriorly, costa moderately arched towards base, thence nearly

straight, faintly sinuate beyond middle, hindmargin slightly sinuate, not

obUque ; dull white, faintly strigulated with pale ochreous-grey, and with a

few scattered blackish scales ; outer edge of basal patch irregular, angulated

above middle, partially indicated by blackish scales or obsolete ;
in female

an indistinct grey spot on inner margin before middle, shading into edge of

basal patch ; central fascia from before middle of costa to inner margin

before anal angle, upper third very narrow, blackish, or ochreous-fuscous

mixed with black, lower two-thirds strongly and hregularly dilated, almost
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wholly obsolete and faintly outlined ; two or three ' small blackish dots

before middle of hiudmargin ; sometimes a faint greyish triangular costal

patch before apex, contahiing two or three blackish costal dots : cilia

whitish, base dotted with black, on upper half dark fuscous towards base.

Hindwings white (in one female whitish-groy), spotted with grey ; cilia

with grey, round apex grc\

ground

wing

fold.

Originally described from one specimen taken near Auckland in

Januaiy. I lately obtained five fine specimens near Christchurch in

April, and have seen four others from the same place ;
the species is very

distinct, and has no affinity with ohllquana, Walk., as suggested.

18. Tort, dcmlana, n. sp.

grey

oratis
;
post, griseis.

Male.—llit mm. Head, palpi, and thorax dark fuscous-grey, mixed

with whitish-ochreous
;
palpi rather elongate, internally whitish-ochreous.

AntennsB dark fuscous. Abdomen ochreous-grey, anal tuft pale greyish-

ochrcous. Legs ochreous-whitish, anterior and middle pair suffused with

dark fuscous except at apex of joints. Forewings moderate, hardly dilated,

costa moderately arched towards base, posteriorly nearly straight, hind-

margin shghtly sinuate, somewhat oblique; dark fuscous, densely mixed

with whitish scales, and very obsoletely ochreous-tinged on small spots:

cilin, whitish mixed with dark fuscous. Hindwings fuscous-grey ;
cihs

whitish, with two very suffused fuscous-grey lines.

A veiy obscure-looking, yet very distinct species, in fonn approach ling

the preceding.

One fine specimen, kindly presented to me by Dr. W. H. Gaze, who

took it near South Eakaia in March, amongst rough herbage.

19. Tort. 2>ictoria)ia, Feld.

{GraphoJitha pictoriana, Feld., Reis. Nov., pi. CXXXVII, 55)

Media, alis ant. ochreis, interdum fusco-suffusis, costa flava, triangulo

ad basim magno saturate fusco vel etiam subviridi, fascia obli(iua nigre-

scente, his ssepe obsoletis
;
post, albidis.

Male, female.—20-24: mm. Head, palpi, and thorax varying from pale

ochreous to reddish-ochreous-brown ;
palpi moderate. Antennae whitish-

grpv. Abdomen whitish-ochreous or whitish. Legs whitish, anterior pair

suffused with dark fuscous except at apex of joints, middle tibiaj more or

less suffused with reddish-fuscous. Forewmgs moderate, posteriorly rathor

dilated, narrowed towards base, costa gently arched, somewhat sinuate in

middle, hindmargin indented beneath apex, not obliciue ; varying from very
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pale whitisli-oclireovis to reddish-ochreons, sometimes finely strigulated pos-

teriorly with dark fuscous; sometimes wliolly suffused, except towards

costa, with smoky-grey or light greenish-grey ; costal edge orange-yellow or

ochreous-orauge ; hasal patch represented by a large triangular dark fuscous,

dark reddish-fuscous, or sometimes dull green blotch, varying from very

sharply defined to wholly obsolete, base near and parallel to inner margin,

anterior side near and parallel to costa, posterior side outwardly oblique,

anterior angle resting on base of wing, posterior angle connected with inner

margin, apex confluent with central fascia ; central fascia moderate or

rather narrow, nearly evenly broad, margins slightly irregular, running

from before middle of costa to f of inner margin, blacMsh-fuscous or dark

reddish-fuscous, sharply defined throughout, or partially or wholly obsolete

except anterior edge towards inner margin : cilia whitish-ochreous, with an

ochreous-orange basal line, tips becoming dark fuscous round apex. Hind-

wings whitish, slightly tinged with greyish towards base and with reddish-

ochreons posteriorly, spotted with grey ; in male with a pencil of long

wliitisli hairs at base of costa ; cilia white.

A haudsome aud exceedingly variable species, very distinct from any

other. The pencil of hairs in the male is similar to that of Pros, aspistana,

but I attach no generic importance to this character.

An autumnal insect, occurring commonly at Porter's Pass, Lake Guyon,

South Rakaia, and Christchurch, in March and April.

20. Tort. jjhiJojJoana , Meyr.

{Tortrix philopoana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 515.)

Minor, alis ant. dilute ochreis, area basali, fascia obliqua inferius dila-

tata, trianguloque costaB posticae parvo ochreo-fuscis ;
post. M. albido-griseis,

F. albis.

Mule, female.—1^-11 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous ;
palpi

moderate. Forewiugs moderate, in female more elongate and narrower,

costa moderately arched, hindmargin slightly sinuate, obhc[ue, in female

more oblique
;
pale ochreous, with a few scattered blackish scales ;

basal

patch ochreous-fuscous, rather ill-defined, especially in female, outer edge

from \ of costa to \ of inner margin, angulated above middle; central fascia

ochreous-fuscous, from before middle of costa to anal angle, narrow towards

costa, lower | rather dilated, margins slightly irregular, generally with a

blackish dot on posterior margin below middle ; a rather small triangular

ochreous-fuscous spot on costa midway between central fascia aud apes

;

sometimes a small ill-defined ochreous-fuscous spot on middle of hiud-

margin ; markings m female usually more reddish-ochreons aud less well-

defined : cilia whitish-ochreous. Hiudwings whitish-grey, in female often

whitish ; cilia whitish, with a faint grey basal line.
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Allied to the Australian' T. (jlaphijrana, Meyr., but not to be confused

with any other New Zealand species.

Taken abundantly at Hamilton amongst long gi'ass on the slvii'ts of the

forest, in January.

21. Tort, leucaniana, Walk.

{Corichylis leucaniana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 370, (Tortrix) Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc.

N.S.W., 1881, 617; GelecMa intactella, Walk., Brit.Mus. Cat., 652; Teras pauculaiia,

ibid., Suppl., 1781.)

Minor, alis ant. dilute ochreis, sL[uamis paucis conspcrsis punctoquo

disci nigris, sa^pius striga disci brevi longitudinali grisea ;
post, albis.

Male, fe7nale.—U-18 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous
;

palpi

moderate. Forewings moderate, in female more elongate and narrower,

costa moderately arched, hindmargin slightly sinuate, oblique, in female

more oblique; pale ochreous, sometimes deeper in female, often rather

darker between the veins posteriorly ; some irregularly scattered blackish

scales; generally a rather more conspicuous black dot in disc beyond

middle, usually preceded by a short longitudinal cloudy greyish streak

above middle : cilia whitish-ochreous. Hindwings Tvhite, posteriorly some-

times faintly greyish ; cilia white.

4

wing

devoid of the usual transverse markings.

Very common and widely distributed, occurring in grassy places at

Auckland, Hamilton, Cambridge, WeUington, Nelson, and Christchurch, in

January, Februaiy, September, and October.

22. Tort, acrodana, Meyr.

(Tortrix aerodana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 520.)

Parva, alis ant. griseis, albido nigroque conspersis, M. interdum fascia

angusta obliqua maculaque costee ochreis; post. M. saturate griseis, F.

albidis.

Male—10-11 mm.
;
female—U-Ui mm. Head and thorax grey ;

palpi

moderate. Forewings narrow, costa moderately arched, hmdmargin slightly

rounded, very oblique ; rather dark grey, irrorated with gi-cy-whitish
,
and

with scattered blackish scales, in female paler ; in male sometimes a dis-

tinct slender ochreous fascia from before middle of costa to before anal

an ochreous costal spot, but these are often ma

grey dwings

grey

with

Immediately known by its small size, grey colouring, and narrow

wings

Eight specimens taken amongst heathy scrub at Hamilton in January
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9. DiPTEKiNA, Meyr.

Tliomx generally ^vitli a very small crest, or smootli. Antennae in male

biciliated -witb fine long cilia. Palpi moderate, porrected, second joint

triangularly scaled, Forewings with costa simple in male, Hindwings not

broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to

hindmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 from a point, 5 slightly (or

rarely strongly) approximated at base to 4, 6 and 7 stalked (rarely separate).

Distinguished from Tortrix by the long fine biciliations of the antenna,

and usually by the stalking of veins 6 and 7 of the hindwings. There are

several Austvalian species. Of the three given hereafter, D. imbnferana is

a typical species of the genus. D. incessana differs in some respects, having

veins 6 and 7 of hindwings separate, and more elongate palpi, for which

reasons I formerly referred it to ArotropJiora, but it is without the charac-

teristic antennal dentations of that genus, and the antennae appear here to

furnish the most rehable characters. D.jactatana also diverges in respect

of the separation of veins 6 and 7 of hindwings, and in having vein 5

closely approximated to 4 at base ; acquaintance with the male shows its

former conjectural position to have been erroneous. The three species are

very dissimilar and easily distinguished

:

... ,, ..25. imbHferana.
A. Forewings whitish

B. „ ochreous or fuscous.

1. A sinuate black streak in disc V •

2. No black streak

23. factatana,

24. incessana.

Walk

{Batodes jactatana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 317 ; SciapMla flexivittana, ibid., 353

;

cxxx\

Minor, alis ant. ochreis, ssepe fusco-suffusis, postice fusco-maculatis,

striga disci antica sinuata nigra
;
post, griseis.

Male,feinale.—l%-\% mm. Head, palpi, antenna©, and thorax brownish-

ochreous or fuscous
;
palpi rather elongate, externally dark fuscous. Abdo-

men ochreous-grey. Legs whitish-ochreous, anterior and middle pair

suffused with dark fuscous, except towards apex of joints. Forew^ings

moderate, somewhat dilated posteriorly, costa moderately arched, hind-

margin slightly sinuate, not obhq^ue ; varying from light brownish-ochreous

to fuscous, paler tow^ards anterior half of costa; a sinuate blackish streak

in disc, reaching from neai' base to middle, anterior extremity obscurely

bent downw^ards to inner margin ; five or six small dark fuscous spots on

costa, the two last coalescing below costa ; a small dark fuscous spot in

disc beyond middle, another on middle of hindmargin, and a third on anal

angle ; all these spots obsolete in darker specimens : cilia light ochreous,

with a fuscous line near base. Hindwings grey; cilia whitish-grey, with a

grey basal line.
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r ^

Peculiarly characterized by tlie strong siuuate black discal streak.

Three specimeus taken near Dunedin.

24. Dipt, incessana, Walk.

{Trras incessana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat.. 304, {Arotrorlwra) Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W.,

1881, 529.)

Minor, alis ant. fuscis, fascia media directa, macula costa) triangular!,

altcraque anguli analis angnsta erecta saturatioribus ;
post, griseis.

Male, female.—13-10 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous
;
palpi rather

long. Forewings moderately broad, subtriangular, costa moderately arched,

hiudmargin sinuate, obliciue ; duU reddish-fuscons, strigulated with darker,

with dark reddish-fuscous markings ; outer edge of basal patch mdicated by

an indistinct rather irregular line ; central fascia moderately broad, not

oblique, from middle of costa to middle of inner margin, anterior edge

straight, well-defined, posterior edge suffused, connected with a cloudy spot

in disc beyond middle ; a triangular spot on costa at J ;
a short erect streak

from anal angle, reaching nearly half across wing : cilia pale rcddish-fnscous

with a strong blackish basal Hue. Hiiidwings grey, indistinctly spotted with

darker ; cilia pale grey, with a darker basal line.
, . , ,

Considerably broader-winged than the following species, and widely

distinct by the fuscous colouring and straight perpendicular central

fascia. W
two others, taken at Christchurch in November and December.

25. Dipt, iynbriferana, Meyr.

{Dipterina imbriferana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 527.)

Parva, ahs ant. albidis, area basali, fascia media angulata, macula costse,

alteraque anguli analis griseis ;
post, griseis.

, . . x

Mule, fcmale.-9^n mm. Head and thorax whitish ;
palpi moderate.

Forewings rather narrow, not dilated, costa moderately arched, hmdmargm

obliquely rounded ;
whitish, sometimes faintly clouded with grey, obscurely

strigulated with fuscous-grey ; basal patch more or less fuscous-grey, on er

ed^e irregularly angulated in middle; central fascia suffuscdly fuscous-grey,

obscurely margined with dark-fuscous, moderate, rather narrower owards

costa. running from middle of costa to middle of inner margin, angu^^t d m

middle ; apical portion of wing more distinctly strigulated with fuscous-

ly stri.L generally coalescing to form a spot on costa at *, a smaller
grey, bUioUic^ gc j _:j;j1„ „f V.;T,;ir,-inrfrin ! Clllft

spot on anal angle, and sometimes one

whitish, with a grey basal line. Hind^nugg g

grey, with a darker basal line.

hindmargm

frrey

An inconspicuous species, yet not hke any other.

Taken at Auckland and Wellmgton in January.
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EimYTHECTA

Thorax smooth. Antennse Palpi moderate,

porrected, second joint triangularly scaled. Forewings with costa simple in

male. Hiudwings broader than forewings, cilia long. Forewings -svith

10 separate veins, vein 6 to costa, (normal veins 3 and 4, 7 and 8 being

probably coincident). Hindwings with 7 veins, 2, 3, 4 remote at origin,

short and nearly parallel, 5 and 6 rising near together, 7 free, cell long,

transverse vein bent, rather outwardly oblique, (normal veuis 3 and 4

coincident).

The only hnovra genus of the gi'oup possessing only 10 veins in the

forewings ; and the venation of the hindwings is also peculiar. The type

does not, however, appear ancestral, but rather as an eccentric development

from Tortnx.

26. Eur. rohmta, Butl.

{Zelotherses robitsta, Butl., Proc. Z.S.L., 1877, 403, PI. XLIII., 17; Steganoptycha negli-

gens, ibid., 404, PL XLIH., 18.)

Parva, alis ant. albis, ochreis, vel rufis, fasciis duabus obliquis perfractis,

maciilis costae marginisque postici septem nigrescentibus ;
post, griseis.

Male, female.—9^10 mm. Head white, often suffused with ochreous

or reddish-ochreous, face and a longitudinal line on crown generally re-

maining white. Palpi white, externally generally suffused with ochreous.

ng from white to reddish-ochreous, back sometimes dark

fuscous. Antenn© grey. Abdomen elongate, stout, whitish-grey or

whitish. Legs white, anterior and middle pair suffused with dark fuscous

except at apex of joints, Forewings very narrow, costa in male almost

straight, in female slightly arched, hindmargin very oblique, nearly

straight ; white, grey-whitish, ochreous, or reddish-ochreous-brown, the

white specimens often partially suffused with pale ochreous; markings

sharply defined, dark fuscous or blackish ; a narrow very oblique fascia

vary

near

mim
moderate oblique fascia from before middle of costa to inner margin at

evenly broad, generally interrupted beneath costa, margins sometimes

irregular ; three small subquadi-ate equidistant inwardly oblique spots on

costa between central fascia and apex, often separated by white scales, a

fourth at apex, and three others on hindmargin : cilia whitish, whitish-

ochreous, or grey, base barred with black and white. Hindwings fuscous-

grey, darker posteriorly, thinly scaled towards base ; cilia whitish or grey,

with a darker basal line.

A rather handsome and very distinctly marked species, extremely vari-

able in colour.
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Mr. E. W. Fereday formerly took this species in abundance amongst

grass near Christcliurch, whence it seems now to have disappeared, probably

owing to the extermination of native by English grasses.

11. Prothelymna, n. g.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male biciliatod with fascicles of long fine

ciliations. Palpi moderate, porrected, second joint roughly scaled above

and beneath. Forewings with costa simple in male. Ilindwings as broad

as forewings. Forevnngs with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin.

HindAvings Avith 8 veins, 8 and 4 widely remote at origin, nearly parallel,

6 slightly approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 long-stalked, transverse vein

very oblique.

Differs from Frosdena especially by the x^cculiar ciliations of the

antenna}. An interesting genus, apx^roaching more nearly to the com-

mon ancestral typo of the Tortrichia, than any other native to New Zealand.

It has considerable affinity both with Proselena and Bipterina^ the very

oblic^ue transverse vein of the hindwings being found in some species of

both those genera (as Pros, annosana and Dipt, imhriferand),

27. Proth, 7iephelotauay n. sp.

Minor, alls ant, dilute griseo-ochreis, fusco-nebulosis, area basali

fasciaque media subobliqua obsoletis vix saturatioribus
;

post, dilute

griseis.

Male.—18 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax brownish-ochreous sprinkled

with dark fuscous. Antenuc^ gi'ey. Abdomen whitish-grey- ochreous.

Legs whitish, anterior and middle pair suffused with dark fuscous except

at apex of joints. Forewings moderate, costa moderately and evenly

aixhed, hindmargin obliquely rounded ;
pale greyish-ochreous, mixed with

fuscous, and strigulated with dark fuscous ; basal patch and central fascia

fuscous, more ochreous towards disc, very ill-defined ; outer edge of basal

patch nearly straight, rather oblique ; inner edge of central fascia running

from before middle of costa to middle of inner margin, rather irregular,

outer edge wholly suffused and obsolete ; a longitudinal slender blackish

line in central fascia below middle, above which is an ochreous patch ; faint

traces of a cloudy fuscous costal spot about f : ciha ochreons-whitish, with

an indistinct grey line near base. Hindwings rather light grey, apex

darker ; cilia whitish, with traces of two grey lines.

A very obscurely marked insect, yet very different in appearance from

any other.

Christch

Fam. 2. GEAPHOLITHID^
Lower median vein of hindwings pectiuated with hairs towards base ;

1 2 of forewings rising before posterior thkd of lower margin of cell.
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I. Fore^\'ings with 12 veins.

A. Veins 3 and 4 of l^ind^Yings fi'om a point.

1. Thorax crested

2. „ smooth.
C^.---f^^f^.

a. Forewings in male with costal fold

b. .. ., „ simple .. •• --%;3f^ ^^^7^^^'^^
B. Veins 3 and 4 of hindwings stalked or coincident. TCrtrm v>6«^v

14.
^<^^'*^^^^-^^'^j^l*\j^^

^
s

1. Forewin^^s in male with costal fold.

a. Antennae

b .. .. .. entire 16. Frotithona.
if » »»

2, Forewings in male simple.

a. Hind%vings m male with discal groove and ridge near

- 15. Carpocapsa

b, „ M » simple 19. Exoria,

II. ForeTvings with 11 veins. • • •

Epalxiphoea

18. Hendecasticha, ^^j-rTyjiL

Thorax with a vei^ large erect crest on each side of back,' and a small

double crest behind. Antenna in male thinly ciliated. Palpi moderate

straight, porrected, second joint with appressed scales. Forewmgs with

costa in male simple, apex falcate. Hindwings broader than forewmgs.

Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hmdwmgs

with 8 veins, 3 and 4 fi'om a point, 5 moderately approximated to 4 at base,

6 and 7 stalked.
-j. t. a

A very peculiar genus, remote from any other known to me
;

it contams

only one species.

28. Fpalx. axenana, Meyr.

{Epalxipliora axenana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. See. K.S.W., 1881, 648.)

Media, ahs ant. ochreo-albidis. dilute rufo-nebulosis, fascia angusta

dentata antica, duabus ahis ad costam confluentibus, signo disci trirami

macula cost^ triangulari, strigaque postica sinuata saturate ruhs
;

post.

griseo-albidis.

Male.—^Q mm.
with

and dark fuscous. Forewings oblong, moderately broad, costa rather

strongly arched, dilated before middle, apex falcate, hindmargin obhquely

sinuate ; whitish-ochreous, irregularly mixed and clouded with brownish-

ochreous ; veins posteriorly slenderly dark fuscous ; .
markings ochreous-

fuscous, becoming darker reddish-fuscous on costa and inner margm ;
outer

ed-e of basal patch represented by a slender irregular, twice deeply dentate,

inner

sented by similar slender irregular fasciae, both starting together from ^ ot

iting immedia

;nner margin
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below middle, terminating immediately before anal angle ;
an elongate spot

in middle of disc, interrupting anterior edge of central fascia, its upper

edge emitting a sharp inwardly obliaue tootli in middle ; a very flattened-

triangular spot on costa, extending from near middle to a little before apex;

a sinuate longitudinal streak before middle of hiudmargin : cilia ochreous-

white, with a dark fuscous basal line, and barred with ivddish-fuscous.

Hmdwings whitish, posteriorly suffusedly mottled with grey
;

cilia white,

with a basal row of grey spots.

A curious and rather elegant species, perhaps of South American

affinity.

I took one specimen at rest on a tree-trunk at Wellington in January,

and Mr. E. W. Fereday has a second from the same locality, taken in

February. }fi^o^J-r^ <icm 1 4 'L.

13. A#KBWA, Stph. '^

Thorax smooth. Antennte in male shortly ciliated. Palpi moderate or

elongate, porrected, roughly scaled. Forewings with costa simple in male.

Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 yems, 7 and 8

separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings wiih 8 veins, 3 and 4 from a pomt,

5 very closely approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 stalked.

This genus cannot be considered truly indigenous to New Zealand, but

I am not aware whether it could have been artificially introduced. The

larva is believed to feed in the stems of Jumm, bat is hardly known. The

species here described is now cosmopolitan ui range.

29. .^^ lajiceolana, Hb.

Minor, alls ant. ochreis fuscisve, siepius vitta media saturate fusca,

4 * » ^ •

gnseo

/ 14-20 mm. Head and thorax varying from whitish-

ochreoTs' tJ'ochreous-brown ;
palpi variable in length, sometimes very long.

Forewings narrow, not dilated, costa gently arched, hindmargin nearly

straight, obliaue ;
pale ochreous, often suffused with fuscous, sometunes

wholly fuscous mixed with reddish-ochreous ;
costa generally with numerous

very fine oblique darkei- strigula. ; sometimes a straight ill-defined dark

fuscous central streak from base to apex, entire or interrupted so as to form

two or three irregular spots, or visible at apex only, or wholly absent: cilia

varying fr-om wbitish-ochreous to fuscous. Hindwings grey-whitish. apex

sometimes darker ; cilia grey-whitish, sometimes with a darker Ime.

Yery variable, some of the varieties tending to be locahzed.

Taken near Hamilton in January. ,. ^g^ ^4i,.^'^'H'>'^^''^'^^--^ ^^
P^i^scA]

Y
^'/ V tf

'

Thorax smooth. Antenna 'in male shortly ciHated. Palpi moderate
' '^6

porrected. second joint roughly scaled. Forewings with sU-ong costal fold

^.^.^^ ^ CL^-^e^'cL^
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in male. Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7

and 8 separate, 7 to binclmargin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 from a

point, 5 approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 separate or stalked.

This gemis belongs to a group very extensively represented in the

northern hemisphere, but practically absent from Australia. The single

New Zealand species stands quite alone ; I at first erroneously referred it to

Cacoecia, which it closely resembles in most respects, but the basal pectina-

tion, which I had overlooked, is strongly marked, and I have now no doubt

of its true position. Q^ii^^^^^^^^ ,W V"(rt />^'/.A '^ ^

PW
iTeras ohliqiuaia. Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 302 ; Teras sjpurcatana, ibid., 305, {Cacoecia)

.W

Mus. Cat.. 354 ; SciapMla turhidentana , ibid., 355 ; Teras euneiferana, ibid., Suppl.,

CXXXVII

52 ; ? Teras congestana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 308.)

Media, alls ant. griseo-ochreis albidisve, fusco-strigulatis vel suflfusis,

linea angulata prope basim, fasciae obliquse marginibus ac parte superiore,

macula costse alteraque marginis postici saturate fuscis
;

post, griseo-

albidis.

Male, female.—lG-22 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous or almost

with Forewinofs moderately

broad, in male posteriorly dilated, costa moderately arched, hindmargm

sinuate, not oblique
;
pale greyish-ochreous or sometimes whitish, generally

strigulated, and more or less irregularly suffused with fuscous or dark

fuscous, sometimes wholly fuscous; costa shortly strigulated with dark

fuscous ; markings fuscous or dark fuscous, darkest in the paler specimens,

nearly obsolete in the darker; outer edge of basal patch indicated by a

darker line, sharply angulated above middle, lower f in male thick, generally

conspicuously blackish-fuscous ; central fascia from before middle of costa

to before anal angle, costal third generally conspicuously darker fuscous or

blackish-fuscous, moderate in male, very narrow in female, lower two-thirds

strongly dilated, not darker than ground-colour except on edges, anterior

edge more distinct, very irregular, posterior edge angulated near inner

margin ; a very ill-defined triangular costal spot about f, and a small spot

towards middle of hindmargin, often connected by an obHque strigula ;
the

r H

large triangular space between basal patch and central fascia in male often

conspicuously paler than rest of wing : ciha whitish-ochreous, with a fuscous-

grey

cilia

grey

coloured

of the female in colom- and form approach the female of Cacoecia excessana

and are only separated with ease by the family characters.
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Larva rather stout, cylindrical, attenuated at both ends ;
rather light

dull green, bluish-tinged towards back, yellowish-tmged on sides and on

segmental divisions ; spots hardly lighter ; head (when full-grown) pale dull

ochreous, spotted with brownish-ochreous on crown. When younger (until

last moult), head small, black, deeply incised behind, second segment

greenish-whitish, transparent, hindmargin and posterior angles suflFuscd

with blackish. Feeds amongst spun-together shoots and leaves of Veronica,

Lonicera, Rumex, etc. ;
probably very polyphagous. Tupa in same position,

without cocoon. Larvro were found plentifully in February and March,

from which moths emerged in April, but probably they are feeding

during most of the year. The species is very liable to the attacks of

a large solitary dipterous parasite, which destroys nine-tenths of the

larvsB.

Very common, and probably universally distributed, occurring at Auck-

land, Hamilton, WelHngton, Christchurch and Dunedin, from November to

April, and occasionally in June and July.

15. Carpocapsa, Tr.

• Thorax smooth. Antennao in male simple. Palpi moderate, ascending,

appressed to face, second joint shortly rough-scaled beneath. Forcwiugs

with costa simple in male. Hiudwlngs broader than forcwings, in male

with a short membranous ridge on lower median near base, and a grooved

channel below it. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hind-

margin. Hindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 stalked, 5 nearly parallel to 4,

6 and 7 separate,

Very distinct from any indigenous genus; represented only by one

species, imported fi'om Europe with the apple tree, on the fruit of which

the larva feeds.

81. Carp, pomonella, L.

Minor, alis ant. grlseis, striguHs transvcrsis saturatioribus, macula

magna postica fusco-cuprea, metallico-cincta, antice nigro-marginata

;

post, fuscis.

Male, female.—16-lS mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous-grey,

sprinkled with whitish. Forcwings moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa

hardly arched, hindmargin oblique, sinuate ; ashy-grey (scales dark grey

with
^ from base ; ft

moderately broad elongate-ovate coppery-fuscous patch on anal angle, ex-

tending along hindmargin nearly to apex, preceded and followed by a

metallic line, and containing two small metaUic spots on anal angle; the

anterior metaUic Hne is preceded by a blackish streak, extendmg from

inner
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base, with a strong blackish line. Hindwiugs fuscous-grey, apex rather

darker ; cilia grey-whitish, with a dark fuscous line near base ; discal groove

in male furnished with a pencil of hairs.

The hindmarginal coppery patch makes this species immediately re-

cognizable.

Taken at Wellington, but probably widely spread, though hitherto little

noticed.

16. Peotithona, n. g.

Thorax smooth. Antenna in male shortly ciliated. Palpi moderate,

pon-ected, second joint roughly scaled. Forewings with strong costal fold

in male. Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins,

7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 7 veins (normal veins

8 and 4 coincident), 4 somewhat approximated to 3 at base, 5 and 6

separate.

Intermediate between Holocola and Strepsiceros, agreeing with the former

in the entire antenn99 of male, with the latter in the separation of veins

7 and 8 of the forewings, in other characters harmonizing with both. The

single species has the superficial appearance of a small Holocola.

f'

nnn

gentibus nigris, spatio intermedio ochreo-albido
; post, griseis.

Male.—8 mm. Head, palpi, thorax, and abdomen pale greyish-ochreous,

mixed with fuscous. Antennae dark fuscous. Legs whitish-grey-ochreous,

anterior and middle tibiffi and all tarsi suffused with dark fuscous, except at

apex of joints. Forewings narrow, costa moderately arched', hindmargin

very obhquely rounded ; hght greyish-ochreous ; a suffused elongate blackish

patch in disc above middle ; an inwardly oblique suffused blackish mark on

inner margin before middle, before which the ground-colour is somewhat
mixed with blackish ; an outwardly oblique slightly curved broad blackish

spot from inner margin before anal angle, extending suffusedly to apex

;

the space between these three blackish marks is oclireous-whitish, which
colour is suffusedly produced along submedian fold to base ; three small

suffused dark fuscous spots on costa towards apex : cilia ochreous-wliitish,

mixed with dark fuscous towards base. Hindwings fuscous-grey; cilia

ochreous-grey-whitish.

markings somewhat recallmg Hoi thalassinana, Meyr.
Oue specimen taken near Lake Coleridge in March.

17. Steepsigeros, Meyr.
Thorax smooth. Autennse in male ciliated, with an excavated notch a

little above basal joint. Palpi moderate, porrected, second jomt roughly
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haired, sometimes tufted beneath. Forewings with strong costal fold iu

male. Hindwings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7

and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwhigs with 8 veins (or 7 by coinci-

dence of 3 and 4), 8 and 4 long-stalked or coincident, 5 closely approxi-

mated at base to 4, 6 and 7 separate.

A characteristic Australian genus ; both the New Zealand species are

found in Australia, whence ifc seems probable- they may have been intro-

duced.

33. . Streps, ejectana^ Walk.

{Sciaphila ejectajia, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 350, {St7*epsiceros) Meyr., Proo. Linn. Soc.

N.S.W., 1881, 681 ; ? SciaphUa abscondItana, Walk., Brit. Mus. Cat., 351 ; Sciaphila

servilisana, ibid., 356 ; Sciaphila saxana, ibid., 357 ; Conchylis lignijeranay ibid., 363.)

Minor, alis ant. griseis, albido-sparsis, vitta longitudinali post medium

deflexa, trianguloque marginis postici saturatioribus, nigro ochreoque

mixtis
;
post, saturate griseis.

MaUy female,'—12^15 mm. Head and thorax grey mixed with ashy-

whitish, shoulders ochreous-tinged. Antennae of male notched at |- from

basal joint. Forewiugs moderate, slightly dilated posteriorly, costa gently

arched, hindmargin nearly straight, oblique ; light-grey, more or less

sprinkled irregularly with whitish, and mixed with darker grey, disc in

female sometimes longitudinally w^hitish ; costa strigulated with blackish
;

in male a tuft of raised scales on submedian fold before middle ; a cloudy

irregular somewhat sinuate broad dark fuscous longitudinal streak in disc,

mixed with ochi'eous and blackish, extending from near base to beyond

middle, thence bent downwards to inner margin before anal angle ; an ill-

defined triangular dark fuscous blotch on upper half of hindmargin, some-

times ochreous-tmged, its apex extending inwards to disc at f , generally

containing tAvo or three longitudinal black streaks ; in male these markings

are lighter, less defined, and mox'e or less obscured by a general grey

mottling ; cilia grey, mixed with whitish points, irregularly and indistinctly

barred with blackish. Hindwings dark grey ; cilia grey, with a dark-grey

line near base ; veins 3 and 4 long-stalked.

Easily known from the following by the broader wings, only partial

coincidence of veins 8 and 4, and greater remoteness of the antennal notch

from the basal joint ; the marldngs are usually very different, but both

species vary so much, and are sometimes so obscm-ely marked, that the

structural points furnish the readiest means of distinction.

Larva active, cylindrical ; dull green, more yellow^ish-tinged on sides

and towards extremities, spots paler ; head black ; second segment, or

posterior haK only, black. Feeds in September in spun-together shoots, or

m a loose tubular web amongst leaves, of Leptospermiun scopaninn ; in

Austraha on other Myrtacciv,
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Common at Hamilton, Wellington, and Christchurch, in January and

March.

84. Streps, zopherana^ Meyr.

(Strepsiceros zopherana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1881, 688.)

Parva, alls ant. griseis, albido-sparsis, vitta snbcostali nebulosa inter-

rupta nivea, subtus partim nigro-marginata, macula parva supra angulum

analem nigra
;
post, griseis.

Male^ female.—11-12^ mm. Head and thorax grey irrorated with

white, head sometimes almost wholly white. Antennae of male notched at

I from basal joint. Forewings very narrow, costa slightly arched, apes

produced, hindmargin sinuate, very oblique ; dark grey, irrorated with

whitish, sometimes strigulated with dark fuscous ; costa very obliquely

strigulated with blackish-grey ; a rather broad ill-deJB.ned white streak

beneath costa from base to apex, crossed by an obUque dark grey fascia-like

streak before middle, and three or four slender dark grey very oblique

strigulae between that and apex ; middle of disc somewhat suffused with

blackish; an ill-defined black spot above anal angle; a short black line

bordering subcostal streak beneath towards apex
;
generally a row of about

three ill-defined black dots above anal angle towards hindmargin, preceded

and followed by an obscure silvery-metallic hue : cilia dark grey, paler

towards anal angle, with a blackish apical spot, costal cilia white. Hind-

wings thinly scaled, grey, darker at apex ; cilia pale grey, with an indistinct

darker line near base ; veins 3 and 4 coincident.

Variable in distinctness and intensity of marking.

Generally abundant amongst Leptospermiim scopariiim, on which the

larva doubtless feeds; at Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch, andDunedin,

in August, September, January, and March.

18. Hendecasticha, Meyr.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male ciliated, with an excavated notch

near base. Palpi moderate, porrected, second joint densely rough-haired

above and below. Forewings with strong costal fold in male,

broader than forewings. Forewings with 11 separate veins (n

Hindwings

7 and 8 probably coincident), 7 to costa. Hindwings with 7 veins (normal

veins 3 and 4 coincident), 4 approximated to 3 at base, 6 and 6 stalked.

Nearly allied to Strepsiceros, but differing in only possessing 11 veins

in the forewings. The genus contains only the one New Zealand

species

35. TIend. (Bthaliana^ Meyr.

{Hendecasticha athaliana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W,, 1881, 692.)

Parva, alis ant. saturate fuscis, striguhs transversis albidis obsoletis

;

post, saturate fuscis.
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Male, female.—9-lOJ mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous, sprinkled

with ashy-whitish. Forewings narrow, costa Jiardly arched, hindmargin

sinuate, very obhque ; dark fuscous, irrorated with grey and ashy-whitish

scales, especially on basal half and before apex, tending to form irregular

transverse lines ; sometimes an indistinct ochreous suffusion towards inner
w

margin before middle, and above anal angle ; cilia dark fuscous, extreme

tips and base ashy-whitish. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia dark fuscous,

with a darker basal line.

Taken rather commonly amongst rough herbage near a swamp at

Hamilton, in January.

19. ExoRiA, n.g.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male ciliated. Palpi moderate, porreoted,

second joint roughly haired. Forewings with costa in male simple. * Hind-

wings broader than forewings. Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 sepai^ate,

7 to hindmargin. Hindwings with 7 veins (normal veins 3 and 4 coinci-

dent), 4 parallel to 3, 5 and G separate.

I cannot affirm for certain that this genus is correctly located ; it is

impossible to make out on the single specimen whether the lower median

is truly pectinated or not, but in other respects it seems to have some

affinity with the group of Strepsicerosy though the antennsB are not

notched.

8G. Ex'or. mochlojyhorana, n, sp,

Parva, alis ant. dilute griseo-ochreis, fascia antica subcurva, altera

postica inferius dilatata, tertia subapicali, macula costa9 media alteraque

apicis saturate fuscis
;
post, griseis.

Male.—lOJ mm. Head, thorax, and abdomen fuscous, mixed with pale

greyish-ochreons. Palpi grey-whitish, externally suffused with fuscous.

Antennae dark fuscous. Legs dark fuscous, posterior tibiae grey-whitish,

apex of joints obscurely pale. Forewings very narrow, costa hardly arched,

hindmargin nearly straight, extremely oblique
;

pale greyish-ochreous,

obscurely strigulated with grey, and with scattered dark fuscous scales

;

base mixed with dark fuscous ; two small dark fuscous spots on costa near

base; a moderately broad slightly curved dark fuscons fascia from i of

costa to f of inner margin ; a small dark fuscous spot on middle of costa; a

dark fuscous fascia from f of costa to anal angle, npper half narrow, lower

half very broadly dilated ; a narrow somewhat uregular dark fuscous fascia

from ^ of costa to middle of hindmargin ; a small dark fuscous apical spot

:

cilia ochreous-whitish mixed with grey. Hindwings rather dark grey ; ciUa

grey, tips paler.

A very distinct species, in form and marking somewhat resembling

Euryihecta robiista.

5
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Oi^e fine specimen, kindly presented to me by Dr. W. H. Gaze, wlio

informs me that Lg took it, with a second, at South Eakaia amongst rough
I

herbage in March.

Pam. 3. CONCHYLID^.
Lower median vein of hindwings without (rarely with) basal pectina-

tion; vein 2 of forewings rising from posterior fourth of lower margin

of cell.

20. Heterocrossa, Meyr.

Thorax smooth. Antennae in male with long fine cilia. Palpi moderate

or long, second joint roughly haired above and towards apex beneath.

Forewings with costa in male simple, surface with raised tufts of scales.

Hindvdngs broader than forewings, lower median pectinated towards base.

Forewings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to hindmargin. Hindwings

with 6 veins, 8 and 4 stalked from posterior angle' of cell, 5 from upper

angle of cell to slightly above apex, 6 free.
T

Eemarkablc as being the only known genus of the family possessing the

basal pectination of the median vem, probably an ancestral character. The

group to which it belongs, characterized by the peculiar neuration of the 6-

veined hind^vings, is almost confined to Austraha.

37. Het. adreptella, Walk.

[GelecMa adre^tella, Walk,, Brit. Mus. Cat., 654, (ParamorpJia) Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc.

N.S.W., 1881, 69S.)

Minor, alis ant. griseo-ochreis, saturate griseo-sparsis, pimctis plerisque,

macula disci postica parva. serieque punctorum postica transversa nigris

;

post, albidis.

Male, female,—14-17 mm. Head and thorax grey, more or lessirrorated

with whitish
;
palpi in male moderate, in female very long, lower half dark

fuscous ; antenna in male whitish-ochreous. Forewings very narrow, costa

moderately arched, slightly bent before middle, hindmargin straight, very

oblique
;

greyish-ochreous or grey, sometimes mixed with whitish, espe-

cially towards base of costa, and more or less densely irrorated with

blackish-grey ; costa with about seven small suffused blackish-grey spots

;

a suffused blackish-grey spot in disc at f from base ; between this and base

are about eight black dots in upper half of wing, irregularly arranged,

tending to be followed by raised scales ; a large raised tuft on the discal

spot, and another on submedian fold at i from base ; an angulated trans-

verse row of blackish dots from f of costa to anal angle ; a hindmarginal

row of similar dots : cilia dark grey, with whitish points. Hindwings

whitish, apex sometimes greyish ; cilia whitish.

Narrower-winged than the following, with dark grey and ochreous

colourincc, and othervdse verv distinct.
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Eatlier common amongst bush at Clirlstcliurcli, and at Hamilton and

Cambridge, in September, January, February, and March.

38- Het. gonosemana^ Meyr.

{Heterocrossa gonosemana, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1882.)

Minor, alis ant. albis, costse basi, macula disci antica cum altera costaB

paene confluente, punctisq[ue costae quinque nigris, punctis disci (juinque

ochreis nigro-marginatis, serie punctorum postica transversa nigra ; post-

albidis.

Male, female.—17-19 mm. Head and thorax white; palpi in male

moderate, in female elongate, lower half dark fuscous. Forewings narrow,

costa gently arched, somewhat bent before middle, hindmargin straight,

oblique ; white, with scattered grey scales ; a short thick black streak along

base of costa, followed by a black dot ; a small oblique blackish spot in disc

at ^, preceded by a small fuscous-grey suffusion, and followed by two raised

tufts, half black and half white ; a small rather inwardly oblique blackish

spot on costa at ^, almost connected with discal spot ; these black markings

are somewhat mixed on edges with AvhitistL-ochreous ; some raised scales

towards inner margin at base and |-; five equidistant short blackish marks

on costa between ^ and apex, rather oblique inwardly ; five small spots of

raised whitish-ochreous. scales arranged in an oval in disc, each with a few

black scales on margins ; between these, and above posterior ones, is an

ill-defined grey suffusion ; a very ill-defined cloudy grey irregular dentate

transverse line from second of the five costal marks to inner margin at |-,

angulated above middle ; a more distinct similar line from third costal mark

to inner margin before anal angle, containing a series of blackish dots ; a

hindmarginal row of blackish dots : cilia white, mixed with grey. Hind-

wings and cilia whitish.

Three specimens taken at Dunedin in February.

The remaining descriptions of Walker, not quoted here, are all unidenti-

fiable in themselves, and unrecognizable from the loss or original bad

condition of the types. It is probable, however, that all are merely

synonyms of species given above. A list of them is given in my paper

cited above.

In the following indices the number refers to the number prefixed above

to each genus and species. The names italicized are synonyms only

:

i

Adoxophyes, Meyr,

Aphelia, Stph.

Cacoecia, Hb.

Capua, Stph.

Carpocapsa, Tr.

Pichelia, Gn.

Index of Gexera.

• • 4. Dipterina, Meyr.

. . 13. Epalxiphora, Meyr.

. - 7. Eurytbecta, n. g.

2. ' Exoria, n. g.

15. Harmologa, n. g.

• • 1. Hendecasticba, Meyr.

9.

12.

10.

19.

6.

18.
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IxDEX OF Geneha—continued.

Heterocrossa, Meyr.

Pffidisca, Ld.

Proselena, Meyr.

Protlielymna, n. g. .

.

*

•

20.

5.

11.

Protitbona, n. g.

Pyrgotis, Meyr.

Btrepsiceros, Meyr,

Tortrix, Tr. , .

Index of Species.

ahnegatana, Walk. .

ahsconditana^ Walk.

admotellay Walk,

adreptella, Walk. ,

senea, Butl. .

.

aerodana, Meyr.

sethaliana, Meyr.

amplexana, Z.

aoristanay Meyr,

• •

• *

2.

33.

2.

37.

13.

99

35.

14.

6.

aspistana, n. sp. ,-. . . 7.

axenana, Meyr.

higuttana^ Walk,

charactana, Meyr.

conditana, Walk.

congestanay Walk.

cuneiferanay Walk.

cuneigeray Butl.

demiana," n. sp.

detritana, Walk,

ejectana, Walk.

enoplana, n. sp.

excessana, Walk.

flavescenSy Butl,

flexivittana^ Walk,

fugitivana, n, sp.

gavisana, Walk,

gonosemana, Meyr.

hemionana, n. sp.

herana^ Feld,

imbrHerana, Meyr.

inanaj Butl. .

.

ina;ptana, Walk,

incessana, Walt

intactellat Walk,

jactatana, Walk,

lanceolana, Hb.

lencaniana. Walk.

« *

» *

» 9

« *

• •

• «

• m

» •

t
#

%

• •

* •

28.

15.

17.

6.

30.

30.

11.

18.

2.

33.

16.

15.

6.

23.

32.

38.

8.

30.

25.

15.

11.

24.

21.

23.

29.

21.

ligniferana, Walk,

lotinana, n. sp.

luciplagana, Walk.

marginana. Walk.

mochlophorana, n.

negligens, Butl.

nephelotana, n. sp.

otliqnana, Walk,

oblongana, Walk.

paiiculaiiay Walk,

pliilopoana, Meyr.

pictoriana, Feld.

plagiatana, Walk,

pomonella, L.

porphyreana, Meyr.

privatana^ Walk,

punana, Feld.

recusana. Walk,

robusta, Butl.

ropeana, Feld.

rureana, Feld.

saxana, Walk,

semiferana, Walk.

servilisana^ Walk,

siriana, Meyr.

sisyrana, n. sp,

spurcatanay Walk.

taipana, Feld.

transtrigana. Walk.

turbulentana
i
Walk.

vilis, Butl. .

,

volutUj Feld. .

.
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Ab '/

Chables

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 7th September, 1882.J

Plates I,-III.

BEACHYURA.
Hymenosoma lacustris,

Elamena(?) lacustris, Chilton. (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xiv,, p. 172.)

This species was described from a single specimen, a female. I have since,

through the kindness of Professor Hutton, received seven others, all males, so

that I am now able to describe it more fully and to refer it to its proper genus.
r

In the Catalogue of the Stalk- and Sessile-eyed Crustacea of Australia

Mr. Haswell has replaced the genera Hijmenicxis and Ilalicarcinus by

Leach's original genus Hymenosoma ; and my species will also come under

this genus as it is defined m Mr. Haswell's catalogue. Its name will

therefore be Hymenosoma lacustris.

Specific description :—Carapace nearly circular, rather broader than

long ; flat, naked, or with a few scattered hairs. Eostrum broad, strongly

depressed, its upper surface concave from side to side, extremity in the

form of an obtuse angle. Antero-Iateral margins of the carapace with two

obscure teeth. Chel^ of male small, propodos only slightly broader than

the carpus, hairy. Ambulatory legs somewhat densely covered with long

hairs, tarsi long, slender, compressed, densely-haired. Last pair of legs

somewhat shorter than the preceding. Abdomen of male of five joints

snbequal in length, third rather narrower than the first and second, fourth

nearly as wide as the third, last broadly rounded at the end ; margin

fringed with ybvj short hau'S, some longer ones being scattered on the sur-

face. Abdomen of female with a slight median ridge along its whole length.

Hab. Lake Pupuke. {Fresh water.)

The hairs on the legs and carapace appear to be somewhat variable.

The third (external) maxillipedes are shown in pi. I., fig. 2 a. On them

are found setae of several kinds ranging fi-om the ordinary plumose setae (c)

to others strongly serrated on each side [b). v

This species is remarkably near Hymenosoma australe^ Haswell, from Port

Phillip. From this, however, it differs in the chelae of the male which are

small, while in H. australe they are " extremely large.'*

ISOPODA.
Genus Scutuloidea, (novum).

Generic description :—Body not very convex. Pereion much broader

than the cephalon, increasing regularly in breadth up to the fourth segment

and then decreasing again.
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Pleon with last segment large and triangular, emargiuate at apex.
^^^^^^^ r

Last pair of pleopoda single-branchedj consisting of a single broad squami-

form plate.

This genus I have made for an Isopod of which I took several specimens

at Timai-u, and since then at Lyttelton Harbour. It will, I think, come
nearest to Cassidina, Milne-Edwards ; however, it does not resemble (7. tfjpa

so much as it does C. latishjlis, Dana,* the figure of which I have been able

to see through the kindness of Professor J. von Haast. Accordmg to Mr.

Miers, C. latistylis is the same as C. emarginata^ Guerin-Menev., and is

found at Kerguelen's Island.!

From Cassidina, however, my genus differs in having the last pair of

pleopoda unibranched. In Cassidina the outer branch is present, but is

almost rudimentary, while the inner and basal one is large and broad ; so

that Cassidina appears to be truly intermediate between Scutuloidea and
some genus such as Zuzara^ which has the two branches equally developed.

Scutuloidea inaculata, sp. nov. PL I., fig. 1.

Head moderately large, transverse, about twice as broad as long, pro-

duced obtusely between the bases of the antenna. First thoracic leg short

and stout, second long and slender, the rest more like the first though not

quite so stout, all having the propodos ending in two strongly curved claws.

Segments of pereion subequal in length. Pleon of two segments, last large,

triangular, with a wide shallow notch at apex. Last pair of pleopoda each

consisting of a single broad squamiform plate, more than twice as long as

broad, narrowing posteriorly, the inner edge conterminous with the side of

the last segment of the pleon, and reaching very nearly to the end of pleon.

, Colour—pale yellowish-brown, whole body thickly covered with small

purple spots.

Length about ^ of an inch.

Hub. Timaru, among seaweed at north side of the breakwater ; Lyt-
^

telton Harbour.

Additional remarks on structure :

The eyes are moderately large and i)laced wide apart at the postero-

lateral angles of the head.
r

The upper antenna (fig. la) is considerably shorter than the lower ;

the three joints of the peduncle decrease in size distally and pass insensibly

into the flagellum, which consists of but few joints. On the distal portion

of it "sensory setae" are found. These at first appear to be egg-cup
shaped bodies, having a stout base from which arises all round a curved
portion forming the cup. But careful focussing will show that there is

*̂ U.S. Exploring Expedition, 1852, XIV., Crustacea, part II., 784; pL 52, fig. 12.

t Trans. Eoyal Society, vol. 168 (extra volume), p. 204.
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another portion stretching out of the part already described, lil^e a greatly

elongated egg ; this portion is exceedingly delicate and transparent ;
the

small dot which marks the end of it is often more easily seen than the rest.

(Fig. 16.)

The mandible bears a three-jointed appendage ; the first and second

joints bemg equal in length and longer than the third ; the last two bearing

stout set^ which increase in length -as they approach the distal ends of the

joints on which they are situated (fig. Ic).

The first maxilla consists of two nearly straight lobes, the inner one

tipped with slender plumose setae, the outer one longer and larger and

bearing strong serrated setae at the extremity (fig. 1 d).

The second maxilla consists of three delicate overlapping plates
;
the

two outer ones of which bear similar long simple setae which appear to be

transversely ribbed (fig. 1 /). On the third and inner lobe are seta3, two of

which bear dehcate filaments near thQ base only ; the others bearing fila-

ments on one side only throughout the whole length of the seta (fig. 1,

The maxillipedes have the basal portion long and straight, tipped at the

end with several moderately strong setae. This basal portion hears a four-

jointed ai^pendage, the joints of which decrease in size distally; the first

with

(Fig. 1 h.)

Tlie first pair of legs (fig. 1 k) is short and stout ; the meros is short

and expands greatly at the distal end, carpus very short, the dactylos is

large and bears at the end two claws, the terminal one larger than the

other which bears a small piece projecting on its inner side (fig. 1 I).

The large claw appears to be more or less articulated to the rest of the

dactylos. The second leg (fig. 1 m) is much longer and slenderer ;
the

basos has its inner side fringed with short setse, the meros is longer than in

the first and expands distally, the cai-pus is slender and as long as the

propodos; the dactylos ends with two claws (fig. 1 "), the smaller with

several stiff projections along its inner edge, one towards the base of the

claw being much stouter than the others. The remaining legs are some-

what like the first, though not so stout, being thus more or less interme-

diate in form between the first and the second.

The pleopoda or branchial plates have the basal joint broad and sup-

porting two large branchial plates, the inner one being longer than the

outer and broader at the base than at the end ; both abundantly supplied

with long plumose setae (fig. 1 o). The pleopoda all rest in a cavity formed

by the excavation of the under side of the segments of the pleon, much in

the same way as in Spharoma.
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Genus Anthnra, Leach.

(Bate's and Westwood's Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust., vol, ii., p. 157.)

Anthura affinis, sp. nov. Plate I,, fig 4.

Segments of pereion suLequal, cylindrical. Head somewhat shorter than

the first segment of pereion. Antennae short, not quite so long as the head;

upper much smaller than the lower, consisting of four joints, of which the

basal one is the largest, and a very small fifth joint bearing a small pencil

of setse ; lower antennae thick and strong, basal joint large, broad, with a

groove above in which the upper antenna rests, the inner edge of this basal

joint is straight and in close contact with that of the antenna on other side,

along the median line ; basal joint followed by three subequal joints, and a

short, thick, rudimentary flagellum, the joints of which bear setse thickly

set on one side.

First pair of legs very strong, not reaching beyond the head ; basos very

thick distally, ischios also thick and strong, meros short, carpus subtri-

angular, produced along the side of the propodos, and bearing set^ on its

distal extremity; propodos thick, ovate, in contact with both meros and

carpus, palm short with a strong projection against which the dactylos

impinges ; dactylos short, strong, and curved. Eemaining legs all similar,

not subchelate, propodos longer than the carpus and meros together. First

five segments of the pleon united so closely that the lines of suture cannot

be distinguished, sixth segment distinct bearing biramous appendages

;

outer ramus of a single joint, half as long as the inner, semicylindrical

surrounding the inner ramus, its upper inner edge serrate and fringed wdth

long setse very delicately plumose; inner ramus of two joints equal in

length and breadth, broad, edges fringed with long setsB ; telson broad,

round at end, with several long setae near the centre.

Colour—pale yellow with blotches of black on the head, segments of

pereion, pleon and telson. Length about
-J

of an inch.

Hah. Lyttelton Harbour, Found on seaweed at low tide.

This species is a true Anthura, coming apparently near to A. gracilis^

from which however it is sufficiently distinct.

The first pair of legs only are chelate, all the rest are simple ; they

have the dactylos large and strong, the end forming a claw distinct from

the basal portion ; at the base of this claw three or four simple set^

arise laterally, and a short stout one on the inside. There is also a

short stout seta on the inner distal angle of the propodos (i^l. I., fig. 4 c

and d).

The pleopoda are of the usual form, having a short basal joint bearing

two equal oval plates with the distal margins setose. Each of these bran-

chial plates is slightly constricted on each side, half way between the two
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ends. The first pair of pleopoda are modified so as to form an operculum

covering the others; one of the plates, the outer I think, is long and broad

so that it extends along the whole of the under side of the pleon ; the inner

plate appears to perform no special function, it is small and narrow, ap-

parently becoming rudimentary (fig. 4/). The setae on the pleopoda are

long and fringed on each side with long plumes, which are exceedingly

deHcate.

Cubans rugulosiis, Miers. (Oat. Stalk- and Sessile-eyed Crustacea of N,Z.,

p. 96.)

This species was described by Mr. Miers from specimens in the collec-

tions of the British Museum. His specimens appear to have been imperfect,

for he neither describes nor figures the antennae. I have found it abund-

antly at Eyreton, and also in the bush at Oxford. The inner antennse are

very small and composed of three joints, the basal one stout, second short

and narrowing distally, third about twice as long as the second, much
narrower, with a few short setae at the end (pi. I., fig. 3 a). The outer

antenna consist of seven joints. The basal one is short, the second and

third subecjual and rather shorter than the fourth ; the fifth joint is the

longest, and is longer than the flagellum, which consists of two joints, the

first short, very slightly longer than broad, the second more than three

times as long as the first and followed by a minute terminal joint which
i

bears two or three short setae ; the whole antenna, but more especially the

distal portion, is finely hirsute, the hairs being short and delicate, much
more so than can be shown in the figure (pi. I,, fig. 3 b).

In describing the last segment of the abdomen, Mr. Miers says :
" ter-

minal segment much the broadest at the base, with the sides at first eon-

verging and then parallel," In my specimens the sides after converging

usually diverge slightly.

The colour varies considerably. It is usually yellowish-brown with

darker patches, but some specimens are uniformly black.

Over the whole body the integument is covered with peculiar scale-like

markings, each scale being usually more or less pointed at the end (pi. I,

fig. 3 c).

Philongria rosea, Koch. (Bate's and Westwood's Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust.,

vol. ii., p. 460.)

In a previous paper I have identified specimens found at Christchurch

and Eyreton as this species, and at the same time adduced reasons for

believing -that it could not well have been introduced from Europe. Since

then I have fouud specimens precisely similar in the bush at Oxford, so

that I think there can be little doubt that it is really a native of New
Zealand and has not been introduced.
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I find that my specimens differ from those described by Messrs. Bate

and Westwood in one small point, which I had previously overlooked. In

theirs the upper surface of the body '^ is tuberculated, each tubercle emitting

a minute seta at its top." In my specimens the tubercles are not very well

marked, and the setse, though certainly very small, are perhaps rather too

large to be called minute, as compared with the "animal itself.

I do notj however, consider this difference sufficient to warrant its

removal fi'om the European species.

Genus Plakarthriumj [novum).

Body much depressed, almost flat. Both antennae having some of the

basal joints expanded, flat ; outer antenna with a flagellum. Coxae veiy

largely developed. Last pair of pleopoda biramous, lamellar.

Plaharthrium typicxtm, sp. nov. Plate L, fig. 5.

First two joints of inner antenna much expanded, first sub-rectangular,

second sub-triangular, bearing on its posterior border the third joint, which

is small and not expanded and is followed by a very small joint bearing

two or three auditory cilia. Outer antenna with peduncle of five joints

;

the first two small and cylindrical, the third expanded, triangular, fourth

.expanded, transverse, fifth cylindrical, followed by a slender many-jointed
k

flagellum reaching to the posterior border of the third thoracic segment.

Eyes small, placed in the centres of the two rounded lateral portions of

the head. Head transverse, about twice as broad as long, entirely enclosed

by the expanded joints of the antennae and by the coxae of the first thoracic

segment. Thoracic segments sub-equal in length, the central ones being

rather broader than the first and the last. Coxae very large, lamellar, more

than half as broad as their segments ; coxa of last- thoracic segment reaching
Fi

nearly to the extremity of the last pair of pleopoda. First two pairs of legs

slender, three following pairs short and stout, last two pairs slender, similar

to the first two, all ending in strong curved claws. Abdomen sub-rect-

angular, showing indications of three segments, the last larger than the

first two together; posterior border concave. Last pair of pleopoda

apparently arising right at the posterior end of the abdomen, basal joint

short, flat, about as long as broad, inner branch oblong, inner margin

straight, outer branch broader, expanding distally.

Colour—light-reddish brown, with a few small scattered dots of a darker

brown. Length about i of an inch.

Hah. Lyttelton Harbour. On stems of a brow^n seaweed, probably

Ecklonia radiata,

I do not know where tliis peculiar Isopod should be placed. In some
respects it is Hke Amphoroidca, but it differs very greatly from it in others.

As yet I have only found it on one kind of seaweed, probably Ecklonia
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radiata. It affords a very good example of protective resemblance, for the

body being very flat and of a brown colour can scarcely be distinguished

from the seaweed, to which it closely adheres. It has several appliances

which enable it to cling tightly to the seaweed ; iu the first place all the

legs are furnished at the ends with powerful hooked claws, then on the

under side of the basal joint of last pair of plcopoda and round the proximal

edge of the outer branch are strong hooked setse, and besides this, on the

basal joints of all the legs, on some parts of the under surface of the head

and in one or two other places, are small projections of the integument

which may possibly be hooked setae, though their nature is not veiy

apparent, but which certainly appear to have the same function. They

are shown on the basal joints of the legs in fig. 5 d and /.

In the mouth parts the luaxillipedes appear to have the same form as in

Splmroma, etc., consisting of a long slender basal portion bearing an ap-

pendage of four joints, none of which is produced into a lobe at the distal

end. The maxillfe I have not made out satisfactorily. The mandible is

long and slender and has a sharp cutting edge of four teeth, and below two

set£e with stout bases. There is no appendage unless a rounded protuber-

ance on the mandible itself is to be regarded as such (fig. 5 c).

The branchial plates—pleopoda—rest in a slight hollow formed by the

arching of the abdomen. There appear to be two distinct kinds, the first

(fig. 5 c/) consists of a short basal joint bearing two long subequal joints,

each of which bears several long plumose setfe ;
in the second (fig. 5 h) the

basal joint is about twice as broad as long, the inner branch is short and

triangular, the inner edge straight and the outer one shghtly curved, it has

no setsB except a few exceedingly delicate ones along the inner edge
;
the

outer branch is of the same length as the inner, and is curved so as to fit

along the curved outer edge of the inner branch, it bears short plumose setfe

along its outer edge, these start about half-way aloug the joint; and are at

first very smaU, but gradually increase in size till the end where they are

largest.

When viewed from above the last pair of pleopoda appears to be articu-

lated on to the abdomen at its posterior edge, but when seen from below it

"

will be found that the basal joint extends anteriorly along the under side of

the abdomen, and no doubt belongs as usual to the sixth segment of pleon,

which is, together with the others, completely united to the terminal one or

telson.

At the end of the abdomen, in the centre, there is a small opcmng

• formed by the posterior edge of the abdomen being slightly arched and thus

raised a little above the inner branch of the last pleopod ;
at this opemng is

,.,-.. - .1 1 __ .-J. j-T ^r.+/^^r^^• ni^fTi^ nf flifi abdomen and
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on the inner anterior angle of the inner joint of the last pair- of pleopoda.
Its function, doubtless, is to admit water to the hranchial plates, and at the
same time to prevent the ingress of sand or other extraneous matter, the
flow of water is no doubt kept up by the movement of the branchial plates

themselves.

All round the outer edge of the cox^e, the expanded joints of the antenna
and the last pair of pleopoda, two distinct parallel borders are to be seen,

the outer part of the integument being apparently produced beyond the
inner and more opaque parts. From the inner line numerous short sette

ai-ise, these seldom reach much beyond the outer line. (See figs. 5 a, h, k.)

Genus Limnoria, Leach.

(Bate's and "Westwood's Britisli Sessile-eyed Crustacea, vol. ii., p. 349.)

As this genus is new to New Zealand I quote here the generic characters.

Oblong-ovate, depressed; antenna subequal, cylindrical, not longer
than the cephalon. Pereiopoda nearly alike, slender. Pleon six-jointed.

Branchial plates naked. Terminal segment large, semicircular, with a
lateral appendage on each side bearing two terminal slender styles."

Limnoria secjnis, sp. nov. PI. II., fig. 1.

Body covered with short set®. Eyes large. Neither antenna longer
than head, inner one stouter and longer than the outer, consisting of three

joints, of which the second is the shortest, followed by a short flagellum of

about three joints bearing set® and long simple auditory ciHa. Lower
(outer) antennae of four joints, the third and fourth subequal and longer
than the first and second ; followed by a short flagellum of three joints

bearing simple setae. Mandible strong, appendage small, apparently of

only two joints, the last tipped with a few set®. Maxillipedes similar to

those of L. lignorum, but having the plate at base much longer, narrower at

base than towards the distal end, extremity rounded, whole margin fringed

with short setc^. Terminal segment of the tail entire rounded and flattened,

without central dorsal carina and with the margins not raised. Last,
pleopoda with the inner branch strong, about twice as long as broad, the
end and outer margin supplied with set^e about as long as the joint ; outer
branch small pointed at the end, and with two or three seta on the outer
edge near the end.

Length—A of an inch.

Colour—white, opaque.

Hah. On seaweed, Lyttelton Harbour.
This species is very near Limnoria lignonm, the dreaded " Gribble

"

of Europe, but it differs in several small points akeady mentioned. It also
differs m habits

;
L. lignorum burrows into the wood of piers, piles, etc.

;

but L. segnis I found on the roots of Macrocystis. It is very sluggish and
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does not move when taken out of the water, even if it is touchecl, and a

good deal of extraneous matter is usually found among the short setge which

cover the body,

AMPHIPODA.
Genus Nicea.

(Cat. Amphip. Cms. Brit. Mus., p. 51.)

Nicea egregia, sp. nov. Plate II •, fig. 2.
r

Female.—Body much compressed dorsally ; each segment of pereion

raised into a crest which projects backwards over the succeeding segment

;

first three segments of jpleon produced dorsally into crests rather more pro-

minent than those on the segments of pereion. Crest of first segment of

pleon extending along the dorsal surface of the cephaloii and rising abruptly

therefrom. Eye moderately large, round.
^
Cei)halon produced slightly up-

wards at the base of the upp6r antenna. Upper antenna shorter than the

lower, peduncle of three joints nearly equal iii length, decreasing shghtly in

size distally ; flagellum about as long as the peduncle, each joint bearing

long auditory cilia on its under side at the distal end. Peduncle of lower

antenna with three joints visible, last two equal in length and considerably
4

longer than the first, flagellum longer than the peduncle, setae in short tufts

at the end of each joint. First and second guathopoda equal in size and

similar in form ; carpus long, sub-triangular, with setae on its inner distal

angle
;
propodos oblong not broader than carpus, palm slightly oblique,

defined by a stout tooth, hairy. Coxa3 about as deep as their respective

segments. Pereiopoda subequal rather stout ; meros expanded distally and

produced anteriorly in the first two, posteriorly in the last three pereiopoda,

each pereiopod with dactylos long strong and curved with a short seta

arising on the inner margin towards the end. All the pereiopoda nearly free

fi-om seise. Of the last three pairs of pleopoda, the first two reach to the

same point slightly beyond the extremity of the body ; the rami are about

equal in length to the peduncles, and are provided with short strong teeth

at the extremity and on their upper margins. Last paur of pleopoda

apparently rudimentary, consisting of two joints rounded and perfectly free

from set®. Telson concave below, subrectangular, about as broad as long,

rounded posteriorly, cleft about half-way down.

Male.—DiSevs in having the crests on segments of pereion not so

prominent ; first segment not produced so much along the head ;
second

gnatJiopod when fully developed chelate, basos long and narrow, ischios and

meros short, carpus apparently united with propodos, which is large and

produced distally into a fixed finger against which the dactylos impinges,

dactylos strong, rather blunt at end ; the ends of both fingers setose. The

fircf nflir of ornfltTinnndfl. samfi fts those of female.
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Colour—various, greater part of body usually tinged with rod but some-

times ^vitli blue, integument thick and more or less opaque.

Length about } inch.

Hab. L}i;telton Harbour. On seaweed, usually at roots of Macro-

cystu.

This species is veiy peculiar in appearance and presents several points

of interest.

The maxillipedes are shown in PI. II., fig. 2 d. Both the basos and

ischios bear plates, that of the former ending in two rounded teeth, that of

the latter rounded at the end and with its inner edge setose, the meros has

its distal portion produced externally in a rounded lobe past the extremity

of the carpus, the propodos has its distal and inner margins setose, the

set^ on the inner margin being minutely serrate ; the dactylos is broad,

Bubtriangular, and nearly free from set^e.

The peculiar chelate character of the second pair of gnathopoda of male

appears to be acquired only in fully-developed individuals ; in smaller

specimens they are subchelate, with the palm transverse, as shown in

fig. 2^; intermediate forms between this and the fully-developed form

shown in fig. 2/ are also found. At first sight the carpus appears to be

absent ; I believe that it is joined on to the propodos, but the evidence of

this is not quite satisfactory. The sixth segment of the pleon appears to

be absent, unless the part that I have described as the basal portion of the

last pair of pleopoda represents the sixth segment itself; if this be the case,

the last pleopod will be represented only by a single rounded joint; in

either case it certainly bears the appearance of being rudimentary and

useless.

Genus Montaguana.
{Montagua, Spence Bate, Cat. Amphip. Crust. Brit. Mas., p, 54.)

As the name Montagua was long ago used by Fleming for a genus of

Nudibranch MoUusca, I have altered the name of Mr. Spence Bate's genus

to Montagtiana

.

Generic characters :
—" The superior antennae are as long as the inferior,

and not furnished with a secondary appendage. The mandibles are not

furnished with an appendage. The maxillipedes are pediform, unguiculate,
^^ r

and witliout, or with only rudimentary, squamiform plates. The first pair

of gnathopoda are small, subchelate, the coxas not developed into a squami-

form plate. The second pair of gnathopoda are larger than the first, and
have the coxae very large, sqiiamiform, deeper than the body, and produced
anteriorly, so as to cover the organs of the mouth ; the propodos is de-

veloped upon the same type as in the first pair. The pereiopoda are

subequal ;
the coxae of the two anterior pairs are very largely developed,
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cleeper than the body, and produced posteriorly, so as to cover that of the

following pair of pereiopoda. The posterior pair of pleopodg. are styliform,

unibranched, the ramus biarticulate. The telson is simple and squami-

form."

Montrtguana miersii?

(? Montaguana vuersii, HasAvell, Proceedings Linu. Soc. N.S.W., vol. iv., p, 323,

pi. XXIV., fig. 4, and Cat. Australian Crust., p. 226.)

" Coxffi of the posterior gnathopodx and the two first pah's of pereiopoda

much deeper than their respective segments. Superior and inferior antenna?

suhequal in length, equal in length to the cephalon and first three segments

of the pereion ; the peduncles stout, rather shorter than the flagella. An-

terior gnathopoda small, the propodos subquadrate, the palm nearly

transverse. Posterior gnathopoda with the propodos large/ cordiform

;

the palm oblique, undefined. Pereiopoda suhequal, rather stout. Colour

yellow with brown markings.- Length about ^ in.
»>

Hah. Timaru and Lyttelton Harbour.

Mr. Haswell obtained his specimens at Port Jackson. Mine differ from

the description and figures given by him in some small points so that I am

rather doubtful whether they are really the same species or not.

The first pair of gnathopoda has the palm more oblique than shown in

Mr. Hasweirs figure. In the second gnathopoda the specimens obtained at

Timaru differ somewhat from those obtained at Lyttelton, though much too

close in other respects to be considered as distinct species. The Lyttelton

specimens are nearest to those described by Mr. Hasw^ell. The palm,

thouf^h it can hardly be called defined, yet has tw^o stout setae at the place

where the end of the finger reaches to, one on each side ; on the under-side

of the propodos towards the base are a few rather long setae, not shown in

Mr. Haswell's figure ; and in the centre of the palm is a small sharp pro-

jection. In the Timaru specimens the propodos is much stouter, palm less

oblique, and without the small projection at its centre.

In
In the figure of M. miersii the

draw

a slip of the artist's.

Cyproidia

tinn,

** Body broad. Pereion and pleon of equal length. Coxffi of gnatho-

poda very small. Coxre of the first and second pairs of pereiopoda enor-

mously developed, and cemented together to form broad and deep lateral

shields, concealing almost entirely the gnathopoda and pereiopoda, and

extending forwards to the sides of the cephalon, and backwards as far as
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the posterior border of the sixth segment of the pereion, excavated poste-

riorly for the shallow coxae of the thu-d pereiopoda. Coxas of last two pairs

of pereiopoda very small. Antenufe subequal superior without an appen-

dage. Mandibles with a palp. Maxillipedes unguiculate ; both basos and
ischium armed with small squamiform plates. Gnathopoda subchehform.

Pereiopoda slender. Posterior pleopoda biramous. Telson single."

Cyiyroidia (?) crassa, sp. nov. PL III., fig. 1.

Eyes large. All the mouth parts and nearly all the lower antenna
concealed by the coxfe of the two pahrs of gnathopoda and the first pair of

pereiopoda. Coxfe of first pair of gnathopoda triangular about as deep as

its segment, extending anteriorly over the mouth parts, posterior edge

slightly cm-ved. Coxse of second gnathopod and first pereiopod deeper than
their segments, rather narrow, slightly curved. Coxjb of second pair of

pereiopoda enormously developed, much deeper than its segment and ex-

tending posteriorly as far as the posterior border of the seventh segment
of pereion, excavated above, posteriorly for the shallow coxa of the third

pereiopod. Cox^ of last two pairs of pereiopoda rudimentary, hidden.

The coxffi of the two gnathopoda and the first two pereiopoda united

together to form deep broad lateral shields which enclose all but the ends
of the pereiopoda. Upper antennae with first two joints of peduncle stout,

subequal, the second produced above into a strong tooth, third joint small

and indistinguishable from the flagellum ; flagellum nearly as long as

peduncle bearing on its under surface long auditory ciha. First joint of

peduncle of lower antenna3 large, second joint shorter, articulated to the

first by a geniculate joint, third joint longer than second but not quite so

long as the first followed by a short flagellum about as long as the third

joint of peduncle. Two paks of gnathopoda equal in size and similar in

shape, meros and carpus both having the inner distal angle produced into a
lobe setose at the end, propodos rather small, hairy, some of the hairs on
the palm strong, plumose at tip, dactylos rather small, slightly curved at

the tip; the gnathopod appears to be but very imperfectly subchelate.

Pereiopoda subequal, set^e few, short. Of the last three pairs of pleopoda
the first is the longest, peduncle rather slender, rami slender, lanceolate,

nearly equal, almost naked, second similar but with rami more unequal,
last stouter, rami unequal, naked. Telson oval, slightly narrower towards
the end than at base, margins entire, no setae. Colour—brown.

Length, about \ inch.

Hab. Lyttelton harbour.

As will be seen from the figure and the description already given, this

differ

will most probablv form
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i

of a new genus, but, as I have only liad two specimens, both of the same

species, I prefer to leave it under Mr. Haswell's genus for the present.

The details (fig. 1 a-d) were taken from a small specimen, and hence may

not represent quite accurately their form in more adult specimens.

Genus Moera, Leach.

(Cat. Amphip. Crust. Brit. Mus., p. 187.)

Moera spinosa, Haswell. (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., iv., p. 2G8, pi. x.,

fig. 5 ; and Cat. Aust. Crust., p. 257.)

" Posterior margin of the five anterior segments of the pleon armed

with a few acute teeth or spines ; fourth and fifth segments armed behind

with acute spines. Cox® much shallower than their respective segments.

Lateral plate of the third segment of the pleon serrated posteriorly. Eyes

long, oval. Superior antennfe more than half the length of the body
;

first

segment of peduncle as long as the cephalon and first segment of the

pereiou ; second rather longer ; third very short ; flagellum as long as the

peduncle ; appendage nearly half as long as the flagellum.*

"Liferior antenna more than half as long as the superior pair; third

segment of peduncle equal in length to the first segment of the pereion ;

fourth twice as long as the third, fifth as long as the cephalon ;
flagellum

as long as the fifth segment of the peduncle. Anterior gnathopoda hairy,

carpus rather longer than the propodos ; the latter ovate ;
palm oblique,

notched. Posterior gnathopoda with the propodos large, ovate, more

dilated in the male than in the female, palm defined by a strong acute

tooth, and armed in the male with two other prominent teeth. Two anterior

pairs of pereiopoda sub-equal. Third pair rather shorter than the fourth

and fifth ; basos of the three posterior pairs produced at its postero-distal

angle; meros, carpus, and propodos serrated and hairy. Fifth pair of

pleopoda much shorter than the fourth. Sixth pair large, with a stout

protopodite and two broad-lanceolate rami, the latter serrated and armed

with setjB. Telson double, each half ending in a sharp spine, and armed

with a bundle of stiff setae. Length 8 lines."

Hah. Auckland.

Of this species I have two specimens, a male and a female, for which I

have to thank Professor Hutton. He found them in a collection of Mollusca

sent him from Auckland. Mr. Haswell's specimens were from Tasmania.

In my specimen of the male the second gnathopod of the right side only

has the two promiment teeth on the palm, and these are rather larger and

more blunt at the end than those shown in Mr. Haswell's figure ;
the

second gnathopod of the left side is like those of the female, having the palm

slightly convex, and without the two teeth. (See plate II., fig. 3a.)

* In the Catalogue this is bj an error printed '* appendage nearly as long as the flagellum."

6
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Moerapt't,id,G. M. Tiiomson. (Trans. N.Z. Inst., xiv., p. 23G,pl.xviii.,fig.8).

This species was described by Mr. Thomson from specimens obtained

at Port Pegasus in the dredge. I have found it pretty abundantly in Lyt-
telton Harbour at low tide. The female differs from the male in the form
of the second pair of gnathopoda. In these the carpus is much longer than
in the male, being slightly longer than broad; it is densely haired, the hairs

being chiefly arranged in rows ; many if not all these hairs are serrated

;

the propodos is only very shghtly broader than the carpus, having tufts of

setae along both sides and also along the middle, those on the under sur-

face being the most numerous and the thickest. Palm imperfectly defined

by several strong sette at the point where the tip of the dactylos impinges.

Dactylos slender, very acute. (See plate II., fig. 4a.)

lu the male my specimens have the propodos of the gnathopoda less

haii-y than the one drawn by Mr. Thomson, and the dactylos is more blunt,

being quite rounded at the end.

The two acute sphies on the postero-dorsal margin of the fourth seg-

ment of the pleon are invariable in both sexes.

Genus Harmonia, HasweJI.

(Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., vol. iv., p. 330, and Cat. Aust. Crust., p. 250.)

Generic characters : —" Coxse not so deep as their respective segments.
Superior antenna with an appendage. Inferior antennre longer than the

superior pair. Mandibles with a palp. Maxillipedes unguiculate, sub-

pediform, provided with a squamiform plate on the hasos only. Gnatho-
poda subchelate, unequal, posterior pair very large. Pereiopoda stout.

Posterior pleopoda biramous, the rami short, conical. Telson single.

elongate."

Of this genus Mr. Haswell says :
" This genus, of which I have as yet

observed but one species, has affinities with Enrystheus and Amathia, but is

distinguished from the former by the form of the telson and the stoutness
of the pereiopoda, and from the latter mainly by the large size of the poste-
rior gnathopoda."

Before noticing Mr. Haswell's genus I had found the following species,
and had begun to describe it as a new species of Enrystheus.
Harmonui crassipes, Haswell. (I.e., p. 330, pi. xis., fig. 8.)

" Superior antennae as long as the cephalon and°first six segments of
the pereion, first and second segments of the peduncle subequal, the second
narrower than the first, third scarcely disthiguishable from the articuli of
the flagellum

;
flageUum rather longer than the peduncle. Inferior an-

tenniE longer than the superior pair
; peduncle and flagellum subequal.

Anterior gnathopoda small
; propodos ovoid

;
palm obHque, undefined.

Pu.4enor gnathopoda much larger than the anterior pair ; carpus sub-
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triangular; propoclos irregularly ovoid, palm oblique, excavate, d^'fiaed by

a triangular tooth, and armed with another of similar form near the distal

end. Two anterior pairs of pereiopoda subecjual; three posterior pairs

with the basa oblong twice as long as broad, the other joints very broad,

the dactylos very stout; fourth pair smaller than the fifth and sixth.

Eami of fourth pair of pleopoda as long as the protopodite ; those of the

fifth pair shorter ; those of sixth pair very short, couical, armed with a few

straight setae. Telson simple, conical, compressed. Colour brown. Length,

/^ inch."

Hah, Lyttelton Harbour ; Timaru.

This species is moderately common at Lyttelton Harbour ; Mr. Has-

welFs specimens are from Port Jaclcson. The female differs from the male

in the form of the second gnathopoda. The first gnathopoda are like those

of male, and are shown in pi. II,, fig. 5 a. They are very hairy, and at

the inferior edge of the palm are two stout seta?. The second gnathopoda

of female are much smaller than those of the male, the carpus is sub-

triangular and larger than the carpus in the second gnathopoda of male, it

has its distal and inferior borders setose
;
propodos only slightly broader

than the carpus, long ovate, with small tufts of setae on the two sides and

on the middle, palm oblique unperfectly defined by a stout seta on each side

at the end of the dactylos.

Genus Moera.

Moera incerta, sp. nov. PI. IIL, fig. 3.

None of the segments of pleon or pereion pi^oduced into teeth. Coxae

shallower than their respective segments. Basal joint of upper antenna

stout, narrowing distally, second joint only slightly longer than the first,

third joint short ; fiagellum shorter than peduncle, about as long as the

basal joint and half the second ; secondary appendage rather more than

half as long as the flagellum ; set® on the antenna short and very fine.

Lower antenna shorter than the upper, slender
;
peduncle as long as that

of upper antenna, last joint of peduncle slightly shorter than the preceding

joint, flagellum short, not quite so long as the last joint of the peduncle,

set^ short and delicate. First pair of gnathopoda having the carpus about

as large as the propodos ; its outer edge with a shallow notch towards the

distal end, inner edge densely fruaged with setae, small tufts of seta3

scattered over the joint; propodos ovate, not very hairy, palm slightly

convex, fringed with short set^ne, imperfectly defined by one or two

stout short setae; dactylos slender acute, with one or two long setaD at its

base. Second pair of gnathopoda very large, carpus rather small sub-

triangular, propodos very large, subrectangular, slightly narrowed at

the bfi'^e, inner margin slightly sinuous, with a few small tufts of seitc
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chiefly on tlie proximal half ; on the outer margin mostly toAvards the

distal i^art are also a few small tufts of setae, but these lie close along the

joint and are very easily overlooked. Palm transverse defined by a short

stout tooth and having short stout setae along the whole palm. Dactylos

thick and strong, not longer than palm. First two pairs of pereiopoda sub-

equal, rather slender, last three broad, increasing shghtly in size posteriorly,

basos moderately large subrectangular, anterior edge with a few small setie,

posterior edge minutely serrate, a very minute seta arising at each serration,

meros broad serrated, with moderately long strong set^, carpus expanding

somewhat distally, setose
;
propodos setose on anterior side only, numerous

strong setae arising at the base of the dactylos ; dactylos considerably nar-

rower than propodos, ending in two sharp points, the principal one longer

and more carved than the other. Inferior edcjes of first three se'^ments of

pleon supplied with several small setpe. Posterior pair of x>leopoda only

reaching very slightly beyond the two preceding pairs, of which the first

pair is slender, having the pedimcle considerably longer than the rami,

rami with long strong seta? at their extremities ; second pair stouter, rami

with similar long strong set^ at end ; third pair having the rami broad

and setose more especially on the outer edge- Telson double, each half

concave posteriorly wdth two long setae arising from the hollow, and having

another hollow on the outer side towards the distal end w^ith a single seta

springing from the hollow.

Length, about ^ of an inch.

Hab. Lyttelton Harbour.

This species is very close to M. qiiadrimanuSj Dana, M. f/rosshnanusy

Montagu, M. viridis^ Haswell, if. truncatipes^ Spinola, but differs from all

in the form of the second pair of gnathopoda. In this respect it closely

resembles Jf. Uanchardi^ Spence Bate, but differs in having the basa of the

three posterior pairs of pereiopoda dilated, in having the secondary appen-

dage of upper antenna not so long as the primary flagellum, and in other

points. It also resembles M. tenella^ Dana, but that species has the base

joint of upper antenna " not stout, second very long ;
" the two species also

appear to differ somewhat in the form of the second gnathopoda, and also in

the length of the posterior pair of pleopoda. ,

Genus Podocerus, Leach,

(Cat. Ampbip. Crust. Brit. Mua., p. 252.)

" Eyes small, situated on a lobe between the superior and inferior

antenna?. Superior antennm having a secondary appendage, which is

generally very minute. Inferior antennae robust, the flagellum consisting

of but few articuli and as stout as the peduncle, the hairs towards the

extremity being developed into spines, which increase in strength as they
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approach the apex, where they become curved. Second pair of gnathopoda

having the propodos (in the male) much larger than that of the first pair.

Two anterior pairs of pereiopoda short, having the hasa very broad. Pos-

terior pair of pleopoda having two rami, one of which is armed with one or

more hooked spines. Telson sq[uamiform."

Podocerm freqiiens, sp. nov. Plate III., fig. 2.

Eye moderately large round. Superior antenna as long as the inferior
;

fiirst joint of peduncle stout, next two joints longer, equal in length, slender,

flagellum considerably longer than the last joint of peduncle, secondary

appendage of two or three joints ; the whole of the inferior margin of

antenna thickly fringed with long setffi. Inferior antenna) slender, last

two joints of flagellum equal and longer than the preceding one, flagellum

considerably longer than the last joint of the peduncle, inferior border of

antenna fringed with long setae ; spines on flagellum even at the end are

not much curved and not very strong. First pair of gnathopoda long but

not very stout, carpus longer than propodos, hairy
;
propodos ovato hairy,

dactylos with proximal half of inner edge serrate, distal half smooth.

Second gnathopod with carpus short, triangular, propodos largo, p-oduced

inferiorly into a strong tooth against which the dactylos impinges, dactylos

strong proximal half of inner edge serrated. First two pairs of pereiopoda

. subequal, stout. Last three pairs stout, third smaller than the foiu-th aud

fifth. Last three pairs of pleopoda short all reachirg to the same point

;

first pair the longest, rather 'slender, peduncle longer than the rami and

produced between them into a sharp slightly curved spine which is about

two-thirds as long as the rami ; rami with short teeth on upper margins

curving upwards ; second pair with stout peduaclc, rami more sleuder than

pediwicle, curved teeth on upper margins of peduncle and rami
;
last pair

with stout peduncle narrowing at apex, rami smaU slender, nearly naked.

Telson with two cmved spines, and anterior to these one or two simple

setae.

Female.—D\S.ets from above in having the propodos of second gnatho-

poda less stout and wanting the strong process, but with two stout scta3

towards the end of the palm.

Length about ^'o ^^ ^^ '^^'^^•

Hah. Lyttelton Harbour-.

This species appears closely to resemble P. validus, Dana, from Eio

Janeiro, but that species has the inferior antenmr) " very stout."

The process on the propodos of second gnathopoda of male vanes in

size in different specimens, and is often longer and more distinct than

shown in fig. 2b.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 4

EXPLANATION OF PLATES L—m.
Plate L

Fig. 1. Scutuloidea maculata X 12 ; a, inner antenna x 40 ; h, auditory seta from same,
more highly magnified

; c, mandible x 40 ; d, first maxilla X iO; e, second
maxilla x 74; /, seta from outer lobe of same highly magnified

; g, inner lobe
of same x 160

;
h, maxiUipede x 40 ; k, first thoracic leg x lo ; I, end of

same x 40 ; m, second thoracic leg x 15; n, end of same x 40; o, one of the
pleopoda x 30

; j>, abdomen from below x 12.

Hymenosoma lacustris; a, third (external) maxillipede x 10; 6 and c, different
forms of seta) from the same, more highly magnified ; d, chela of male x 8

;

«, abdomen of male x 15.

Fig. 3. Cubans nigulosus ; a, inner antenna x 40; b, outer antenna x 10"; c, scale-like
markings on the integument x 120.

Anthura affinis ; a, antenna from above x 23; ^ first thoracicleg x 15; c, second
thoracic leg x 13 ; d, extremity of same, more highly magnified ; e, abdomen,
with telson and last pair of pleopoda, from above, x 30 ; /, first pleopod x SO.

Fig. 5. PlaJcarthrium typicum x 12 ; a, inner antenna x 18 ; &, outer antenna x 18;
e, mandible x 12Q; d, first thoracic leg x 18; e, extremity of same x 75;
/, third thoracic leg X 40 ;

gr, one of the pleopoda X 30 ; h, another form of
the pleopoda X 30 ; h, last pair of pleopoda X 24.

Plate 11.

Fig. I. Limnoria segnis; a, antenna; from above x 60 ; b, mandible X 120; c, maxilli-
pede X 120

; d, appendage of sixth segment of pleon X 40,
Fig 2. Nicea egregia, female x 6; «. portion of flagellum of upper antenna with audi-

tory ciha X 40
; 6, portion of flagellum of lower antenna x 60 ; c, mandible

X -LO; d, maxillipede x 60 ; ^, first gnathopod X 30 ; /, second guathopod of

.
fully developed male x 13 ; g, second gnathopod of young male X 13 ; h,

transverse section through one of the segments of pereion of male X 15

;

k, extremity of pleon x 30 ; I, telson, from above X 40.
Fig. 3. Mocra spinosa; a, second gnathopod of female, which is the same as second

gnathopod of left side of male x 13.

Fig. 4. Moera petriei ; a, second gnathopod of female X 13.
Fig. 5. Hannonia crassipes ; a, first gnathopod of female X 35 ; 6, second gnathopod of

female X 35.

"Plate III.

Fig, 1. Cgproidia (?) crassa X BO ; a, upper antenna, and b, lower antenna, in position,
X 70

;

c. first gnathopod X70;d, telson and three posterior pleopoda from
above X 120.

F

Fodocerns freqnens X 30 ; «, first gnathopod X 40 ; ft, sebond gnathopod of male
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

X 30 ; c, extremity of pleon x 70

3Ioera incerta X 13
;

a, first gnathopod X 30 ; fc, second gnathopod X SO ; c
fifth pereiopod x 30

;
cf, dactylos of same x 120 ; ., telson and last pair of

pleopoda from above X 30.
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Art. Ill- ^/

'haeles

\_Read before the PhilosopJiical Institute of Canterbury, 5th October, 18S2.]

Plate IV.

Corrections and Additions to previous Paper.'-'

In my previous paper I have stated that the well from >yhich the Crustacea

were obtained was " not more than twenty-five feet deep." I have since

found that this is considerably too much, it is really only sixteen or seven-

teen feet deep; since then, however, the well has been filled m, so that it

is now practically the same as though the pipe had been simply driven mto

the ground as in an artesian well.

The Crustacea still continue to come up, though not so frequently as

before, and they now vary more, sometimes coming up pretty abundantly

while at other times they are very scarce; and while previously CaW^a^^e

suhterranea (female) used to be much more abundant than any of the other

species, it now, though still more abundant than the others, does not pre-

ponderate over them nearly so much as before. Next come Cranoonyx

/'

/
From another pump about two or three chains from the first, I have

obtained a few specimens of Calliope suhterranea (female), and from a tlm-d

pump about a mile and a half distant I got a single specimen of Gaonnancs

fraaiUs, and I have heard of similar animals being seen from another pump

about a mile distant from the first one, but I have not seen specimens from

this well. These facts seem to show that the Subterranean Crustacea arc

fairly well distributed in the district.

All these wells are sunk in a bed of gravel which hes immediately under

the surface soil. Through this gravel water continuaUy percolates, and can

always be found at the depth of a few feet from the sm-face, the depth vary-

inr^ according to the situation, the dryness of the season, the state of the

neighbouring Eiver Eyre. etc. I do not think that there is anywhere any

lar.e connected quantity of water, but I believe that the Crustacea live in

the°water which percolates through the interstices between the stones m

the bed of gravel.

With regard to the origin of these Crmtacea one can as yet only conjec-

ture Their nearest alUes appear to be marine in their habitat. Cru

fontanus would, but for the absence of the last pair of thoracic legs, cuza«

under the genus Paranthura, the species of which, as well as of the aUied

'eyens

gemis Anthura, are all mariue. fontanus

Subterranean
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another Isopol (described in the latter part of the paper) whose ncarc.4

alHes are marine. Calliope suhterranea is iuconckisive, for we have in New
Zealand one marine and one fresh-water species ; it is, however, not at all

near to C. fluviatilis the fresh-water species, and certainly has not arisen

out of that species.

Gammarusfragilis, again, does not prove anything, for thoiTgh in New
Zealand we have only one species, a marine one, in Europe some species

are marine and some fresh-water. The genus Cramjonyx contains only two
species besides C. compactus, mihi, one G. suhterraneus from a well in Eng-
land, the other C. ermanni from warm springs in Kamschatka ; its nearest

alHed form, however, is a marine genus, Gammarello.

On the whole, both the Isopoda and the Amphipoda are so distinctly

marine and their fresh-water representatives in New Zealand so few, in

fact only two, Calliope fluviatilis and Idotea lacustris, that it is difficult to

beheve that the subterranean fauna, which, so far as at present known,
contains five species, could have arisen from any other than the marine
fauna.

Crurcrjcns fontanus.—^incQ writing my previous paper I have obtained a
great number of specimens of this species—between 40 and 50—and they
all agree in having the last thoracic segment small and without appendages,
so that there can no longer be any doubt that the form I have described is

the adult form.

In living specimens the heart can be distinctly seen through the trans-

parent integument. It is elongated and extends from the middle of the
fifth abdominal segment anteriorly, reaching nearly to the middle of the
sixth thoracic segment. The anterior end of the heart is narrower than the
posterior part, and the posterior end is rounded. There appear to be three
openings through which blood flows into the heart ; one is on the left side

in the second abdominal segment ; the other two are on the right side, one
m the seventh (last) thoracic segment, and the other in the thbd abdominal
segment. These openings appear to be provided with valves of some kind.
Blood passes out through the anterior end of the heart, in the median line

of the body, and flows forwards to supply the various parts of the body.
In my previous paper I have stated that the only blind Isopoda inhabit-

ing wells or caves that I could find mention of were two species of a genus,
Ccicidotea, found in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky and in the Wyandotte
Cave

;
since then I have found two others mentioned, but I have not been

able to get descriptions of them ; they are Titanethes albus, Schiodte, which
inhabits caves of Carniola* and TypMoniscus steinii.j

J

• See "Nature," 18th April, 1872, p. 484.

t See "Trans. Lmn. Soc," 2nd ser., vol. L, pt. i., p. 24 (footnote).
Others are mentioned in the Zoological Eecords for 1879 and 18"80.
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I have now to add another obtained ft'orn the same well as the other

Subterranean Crustacea that I have described.

Genus Phreatoicus, (novum).

Body long, sub-cylindrical, laterally compressed. Ui)per antenna

short, lower long, with flagellum. Mandible with an appendage. First

pair of legs subohelate, others simple ; first four pah'S articulated to

body at the anterior ends of their segments and directed forwards,

last three articulated at posterior ends of their segments and directed

backwards. Abdomen long, of sis distinct segments, last joined to

telson. Sixth pair of pleopoda biramous, styliform. Telson large, sub-

conical.
4

Phreatoicus ti/pieus^ sp. nov. PI. IV.

Eyes not visible. Upper antenna about half as long as the peduncle of

the lower antenna, consisting of about eight joints, peduncle not distinguish-

able from the flagellum, last three or four joints thicker than the preceding.

Lower antenna about three-fourths as long as the body, peduncle of five

joints, first two short, third longer but not so long as the fourth, fifth

nearly as long as the thkd and fourth together. First pair of legs subchelate,

propodos rather small, palm oblitjue, defined by densely haired knob

;

finger strong, hairy ; next three pairs of legs subequal, rather stout ; last

three longer, setose, increasing regularly in length from before backwards.

First segment of pereion only about half as long as the second, remainder

subequal. Pleon two-thirds as long as pereion, first segment small, next

three subec^ual, fifth large, about as long as the preceding three together,

the second, third, fourth and fifth segments having the integument pro-

duced inferiorly, and the inferior edge fringed with short stout setae. Sixth

segment joined to telson and bearing a pair of biramous pleopoda
;
peduncle

longer than rami, outer ramus shorter than inner. Telson large, sub-

conical, deex^Iy concave below, inferior edge irregularly serrate and fringed

with very short setae ; regularly rounded above, extremity projecting back-

w^ards, with short set^e on tip, and a stout one on each side of the

base.

Colour—transparent.

Length, about half an inch.

Uab. Pump at Eyreton.

Additional remarks on structure

:

The upper antenna (pi. IV,, fig. 2) is peculiar in having the last three

or four joints considerably thickened, the thickening being chiefly due to

the increased thickness of the integument. Small simx)le auditoiy ciHa are

fomid on the under side of the antenna (fig. 2 a).

Tbe lower antenna (fig. 8) has already been sufficiently described.
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The mouth parts are shown iu position in fig. 4. In front is the

labrum (a), the end of which is densely beset with fine setfe projecting

radially from the tip as centre. When dissected out the labrum

consist of two plates each more or less triangular (fig, 6).

The mandible is strong, it bears a three-jointed appendage, second joint

the longest, third fringed on one side with setae projecting perpendicularly

to the joint and increasing regularly in size towards the distal end of the

joint. There is a large molar tubercle, the end of which seems to bear

rows of short sette.

The cutting end of the mandible consists of two sharp teeth, one longer

than the other; below this there is a movable portion also ending in sharp

teeth, and below this again a double row of strong set^. (See fig. 5.)

The first maxilla (fig, 7) consists of two. plates, the outer longer than
the inner, bearing at the end strong setas, some of which are branched, the

w

outer edge and inner portion thickly covered with long very fine setfB ; the

inner lobe bears on the rounded end several long setae, somewhat separated

from each other, each plumose more especially towards the end ; the distal

and inner portions thickly covered with fine setae similar to those on the

outer lobe.

The second maxilla (fig. 8) consists of a stout basal portion bearing

three overlapping plates : on the outer plates are long seta, each bearing

short pieces projecting at right angles to the seta. (See fig. 8a.)

On the third and inner plate are long plumose setje, and on the inner

edge of the base is a row of long plumose setffi similar to those on the inner

lobe. The whole of the inner lobe, the inner portions of the two outer

lobes, and some parts of the base, are covered with fine setaj similar to those

on the first maxilla.
w ~

The maxillipede (fig. 9) bears at the base an irregularly rounded plate

(fig. 4/) which probably is homologous with a similar plate found in Idotea

and Limnoria; the basal joint is long, its inner edge towards the distal

end is fi-inged with long plumose setje, and there is a lobe apparently con-

nected with the first joint ; this lobe bears plumose set® on the inner edge,

and simple set® on the outer side and distal end. The other joints of the
maxillipede present nothing remarkable, and their form can be best under-
stood from the figure.

The coxae of all the legs can be readily seen to be simply the basal joints
of the \eg^. In the first four pairs of legs the coxa projects slightly for-

wards, and is tipped with a few short set®; in the last three pairs it projects
backwards similarly. (See fig. 11.)

In the first pair of legs the distal end of the meros is produced
anteriorly and is fringed with set®, the carpus is longer than broad and
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lias a tuft of setae on the inner edge, the propodos is not veiy large ; in

the centre of the palm are a few short hairs set on the tip of small teeth-

like projections. The other legs present nothing remarkable ; the last

three are abundantly covered with long stout sctse (see fig. 11) ; in all the

dactylos is slender and the end forms a distinct claw having setae arising at

its base (fig. ll^).

In the pleon a somewhat remarkable feature is presented by the seg-

ments (excex^t the first) having the integument produced downwards as in

the first three segments of the pleon in Amphipoda, thus forming lateral

shields protecting the pleopoda. The first pair of pleopoda differs from the

others ; it consists of a small basal joint bearing two oblong plates, the

large one having a few setsa at the end (fig 12). It appears to form an

imperfect operculum for the other pleopoda. In the others there is a basal

joint as before; from this spring two lobes, the smaller oval with margin

entire, the larger sub-oblong, inner edge fringed with simple setfe and

bearing at the end another small joint fringed with plumose seta? (fig. 13).

The sixth segment of pleon is united to the telson, its inferior edge

bears four strong slightly curved seta?. The sixth pleopod is more like one

of the last three pairs of pleo])oda in Amphipoda than anything I know of

among the Isopoda ; the upper surface of the peduncle is broad and slightly

concave, the outer upper edge fringed with setse, while the inner u^jper edge

is straight. At the end of the peduncle there is one strong seta below and

two or three above, the rami are sharply pointed and bear both stout setns

and longer fine hairs (fig- 14),

Throughout the whole of the body and the appendages the integument

is covered with very- short set^o arranged more or less regularly in inter-

rupted rows. These setae are very small and can scarcely be seen without
w

a J-in. objective (fig. 15). Besides this along the doi'sal surface are scattered

a few long fine hairs.

The alimentary canal is generally full of black matter of some kind,

—

food, I suppose,—and hence can be readily seen through the transparent

integument. It is shown in fig. 1,

The animal I have thus described is interesting and important, because

it combines characters belonging to different groups. In the elongated

form of the body, in the antennae and in the plate at the base of the maxilli-

pede, it resembles Idotea^ it difi*ers very much from this genus, however,

in the form of the abdomen and in the fixct that the mandible has an

appendage. In this latter respect and in the cylindrical elongate body it

resembles Aiithura and Paranthitra, and it thus to a certain extent serves

to connect the Anthuridw "with the Idoteida. In the long abdomen com-

posed of separate segments it difi'ers both from the Anthundrr and the
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IdoteidiB and approaches the Tanaidce. The legs consist of an anterior

series of four, and a posterior series of three, and this, according to the

figures given by Bate and Westwood, appears to he the case with the

TanaidiB. This pecuharity is also possessed by the Amphipoda to which

Phreatoicus has a considerable superficial resemblance due chiefly to the

flattened form of the body, best seen in the abdomen, and to the fact

that the segments of the pleon have the integument produced downwards,

but also to the Amphipodan facies of the legs and the last pair of pleo-

poda.

The precise place of Phreatoicus in any system of classification cannot

as yet be indicated with certainty, but one thing is made clear by the dis-

cussion, viz., that Phreatoicus^ possessing as it does affinities to several dis-

tinct groups, must be of very considerable antic^uity.

The occurrence of this species has been somewhat remarkable. Ever

since January, 1881, I have collected or had collected for me all the

Crustacea that were observed to come np ; nothing new was found until

the beginning of September, 1882, when a single specimen of Phreatoicus

was obtained, and in the short time since then six other specimens have

been found.

DESCEIPTION OF PLATE IV.

Phreatoicus typicus.
4

Fig. 1. Lateral \iew of the animal x 5.

2. Upper antenna X 30 ; a, auditory cilium from the same, more highly magnified.

3. Base of lower antenna X 13.

4. Side view of the head, showing the mouth organs in position, X 15 ; a, labrum

;

6, mandible with appendage ; c, the two lobes of first maxilla ; rf, second max-

illa
; e, maxillipede with/, the rounded plate at its base.

5. Mandible, view of inner side x 30.

6. Labrum x 30.

7. First maxilla x 30.

8. Second maxilla X 30; a, seta rom middle lobe of same, more highly magnified

9. Maxillipede X 30.

10. Distal portion of first thoracic leg x 30.

11. Seventh thoracic leg X 13 ; a, end of same X 30.

12. First pair of pleopoda x 13.

13. Second pair of pleopoda x 15.

1-i. Extremity of abdomen, side view, X 14.

15, Portion of the integument X 120.
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Abt 0)1 the New Zealand Coi^epoda. By Geo. M. Thomson, F.L.S.

(Head before the Otago Institute, 9th May, 1882.)

Plates V. to XI,

In the N.Z. Inst. Trans., Vol. XI., pp. 258-259, I described two species of

Entomostraca belonging to the Order Copepoda—viz., Cyclops novm-zea-

landi(B and Arpactims bairdiu I had numerons other forms in my collec-

tion at the time, but, from want of text-books on this little-known order,

was unable with any certainty to work them out. This difficulty having

been in great measure overcome, I am now^ enabled to contribute

a little information to our knowledge of this interesting group of

animals.

The forms described in this paper have been obtained from only a few

situations, the marine species being either from rock-pools or shore-kelp

along the coast, or taken by the dredge in Otago Harbour at a maximum
depth of 6 fathoms. Small as the number of species already identified is,

they show a remarkable approximation to European forms. As the litera-

ture of the subject is not readily accessible to members of the N.Z. Institute,

I make no apology for introducing generic characters. The classification

follo^ved is that adopted by Brady in his beautiful '* Monograph of the

British Copepoda," recently issued by the Ray Society.

Of the 8 families represented in the British fauna, I have only met with

representatives from 4—namely, Calanidc^, Cyclopid^, Harpacticidae and

Artotrogidse.

(Note.—Four species of Copepoda were obtained by Dana near New Zealand, and are

described in the " Crustacea of the U.S. Exploring Expedition (1855) ;" they are Pontella

valida, Pontellina simplex, Sapphirina gemma and Miracia gracilis).

Fam. CALANID-^.

Sub-fam. Calanin^, Dana.

Eye single, composed of several lenses ; thorax and abdomen long and

slender ; rostrum (if present) slender, and usually fuscate ; anterior an-

tennae 24~25-jointed.
^

Genus Boeckia/' gen, nov.

Body elongated, comjpressed ; head not distinct from thorax. Abdomen

consisting of five segments in the male, and of three in the female. Eight

anterior antennae of the male geniculated. Posterior antenna two-branched,

the secondary branch having four small intercalated median joints. Man-

dibles large, with a sharply toothed cutting portion, and a broad palp ; the

latter bears two branches, one four- and the other three- (or two-) jointed.

Maxillae furnished with numerous strong marginal plumose set«. Anterior

* In honour of Axel Eoeck, author of several works on Copepoda*
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footjawB broad, setre numerous; posterior pair much elongated, terminal

portion five-jointed, and furnished with several set^e of moderate length.

Five pairs of swimming feet, all two-hranched, and each branch of the first

four pairs three-jointed and almost simihxr ; fifth pair with both branches

three-jointed in the female, but outer branch two-joiuted in male, with a

long terminal curved (apparently prehensile) claw, inner branch some-

what rudimentary, one-jointed. Ovisac single, borne in front of the

abdomen.

It is with some hesitation that I advance this new genus, but as the

chief systematists who have studied the Calanidce treat the structure of the

inner branches of the swimming feet as of primary importance in the classi-

fication of the genera, no other course w^as open to me. The genus belongs

to the same section as Isias (Boeck), and Centropages (Kroyer). The former

is its nearest ally, but differs in having the inner branch of the fifth pair of

feet in the female one-jointed, wiiile m the male the outer branch consists

of two, and the inner of one or two joints. In Centropagesy the strong

bristles on the anterior footjaws point to its affinity with the sub-family

PonteUhm, and the outer branch of the fifth pair of feet in the male is

developed into a powerful grasping claw on the right side only, while the

inner branch is normally three-jointed,

1. Boeclda triarticidata, sp. nov. PL VI., fig. 1.

Body elongated, rounded above, last thoracic segment produced into a

strong spine on its infero-posterior margin. Anterior antennae almost as

long as the body : that of the male on the right side swollen in the middle,

hinged between the 19th and 20th joints, and bearing denticulated plates

on the inner face of the 18th and 19th joints above, and on the 20th joint

below the hinge ; spines and setae rather few. Fifth pair of feet in the

female somewhat similar to preceding pairs, but with the middle joint of

the outer branch produced internally into a strong toothed spine (in this

respect resembling to some extent Centropages typiciis)^ inner branch rather

reduced in size ; in the male the outer branch is distended and two-jointed,

with a long terminal curved claw, which is longer and more slender on the

left than on the right side. Caudal segments about as long as last abdo-

minal segments, and bearing five densely plumose rigid setiB, which are

shorter than the abdomen.

Length (including caudal setie) -^-^ inch ; spread of anterior antennae,

1 inch.

Hah. This interesting species was obtained in shingle-pits (fresh

water) at Eyreton, in the North Canterbury District, by Mr. Chas. Chilton.

Most of the specimens are reddish in colour, but the colouration is very

variable both in intensity and localization.
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{P^S.—The generie name BoecJda was, I find, originally proposed b}^

Dr. Brady for a species of Lichomolgiis (L. arenicolus), but as it lias lapsed

for that species, it may staud for the above. lu suggesting it, I was quite

unaware that it had been already employed).

Fam, CYCLOPID.E.

Genus Thorellia, Bocck.

Body expanded in front, tapering posteriorly. Anterior antonno) many-

jointed, much shorter than cephalothorax
;
posterior pair 4-jointed, without

a secondary branch. Mandibles dilated at the extremity; palp tubercular,

bearing t^vo filaments. Maxilla bearing several strong apical teeth and

marginal setae. First pair of footjaws 4-jointGd, slender, armed wiih

long marginal spines and setae. Second pair 4-jointod, prehensile,

terminating in tw^o hooked claw^s. First four pairs of feet 2-br;inchod,

each branch 3-jointed. Fifth pair rudimentary, reduced to a single

branch.

1, Thorellia hriomea, Boeck, var. anlaretiea» PL V., figs. 15-10.

Cephalothorax as broad as long, rounded in front ; rostrum short,

obtuse, Sei2:ments of thorax rounded at the sides, much broader than long

;

abdomen very long and nalTow^ Anterior antennae about two-thirds as

long as cephalothorax, 21-jointed, first joint the largest, as broad as long,

next 8 much broader than long, 11th to 19th about as broad as long, 20th

longer, and last about twice as long as broad ; the first about three times

as broad as the last ; set^ numerous on the first nine joints. Posterior

antenna 4-joiuted, about half as long as the anterior pair. Mandible with

numerous teeth on the dilated apex. Anterior footjaws 4-jointed, bearing

numerous curved spines and seti© ; 3rd joint with a branched appendage.

First four pairs of feet furnished with peculiar lancet-shaped sx>ines on the

outer margins and extremities ; fifth pair with a minute basal joint; second

joint elongated, with one lateral and two teiTuinal spines. Caudal setx

densely plumose ; middle one as long as the abdomen ; outer about three-

fourths as long.

Colour—semi-transparent, except the caudal segments which are tinged

with dark red. A
Hab. Dredged in Otago Harboiu^ in 7 fathoms.

This differs from the figure of Thorellia hrunnea in Brady's Monograph

(vol. i., pi. IG) in a few immaterial points. The anterior antenna is not

so continuously setose throughout its length, and the fifth pair of feet has

ure

Brady. In all other respects, except colour (which is a varying feature of

no value in this species), our form agrees with the common European

one.
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Genus Cyclops, Mi'dhr.

Anterior antennas forming hinged clasping organs in the male. Pos-

terior antennae 4-jointed, without a secondary branch. Mandible dilated

and toothed at the extremity, palp minute bearing two long setsa. Maxillae

strongly toothed. Swimming-feet with both branches S-jointed.*

a.

—

Anterior antenna' ll-jointcd.

1. Cyclops gigas, Claus. PL IX-, figs. 8-10.

C, gigas, Claus. Die freilebenden Copepoden (1863), p. 100.

Anterior antenna reaching to third segment of the body, tapering in

width somewhat uniformly, relative length of joints as follows:

—

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

16. 15. 3. 8. 5. 3. 6. 3. 3. 3. 4. 4. 3. 4. 5. 8. 8.

last joint terminated by about six setre. Posterior antennae strongly

developed. Mandibles strongly toothed. Set?e of the swimming feet

densely phmiose ; spines pectinately toothed. Fifth foot 2-jointed ; basal

joint broad, bearing a single long seta at the outer angle ; second joint

longer, narrow, with a long and a short seta. Abdominal segments

pectinately toothed on their posterior margins. Caudal segments about

8 times as long as broad, slightly exceeding in length the three preceding

abdominal segments. Central caudal setae longer than abdomen ; outer

three-fourths the length of central ; inner very short. Length ^^inch.

Hab. Tomahawk Lagoon, near Dunedin.

Our form agrees in all respects with the European sjpecies, and the

description is almost a reproduction of that in Brady's Monograph, vol i,,

p. 105.

/3.

—

Anterior antenncB 14:-jointecL

2, Cyclops novcF.'Zealandice, G. M. Thomson. (Trans. N.Z. List., voL xi.,

p. 258.)

Numerous specimens (all males) were sent to me from Canterbury by

Mr
y.

—

Anterior antennm 12-jointed.

3. Cyclops serriilatus, Fischer. PL XL, figs. 19-22.

Cej)halothorax oval, not greatly exceeding in length the rather slender

abdomen. Anterior antenna) reaching to the middle of third body segment,

tapering gradually to the extremity ; the relative lengths of the joints being

about as follows

:

h % 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

20 1. 5^^ 12^ a sl io 16^ 13^ 17^ 23^ 22~

Fifth pair of feet very small, 1-jointed, subtriangular, dilated outwards,

bearing 2 setae and a ciliated lancet-shaped spine. Caudal segments much

' See « Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. xi., p. 258,
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(4 to 6 times) longer than broad, about as long as two last abdominal

segments
; outer margin fringed with a row of fine teeth. Innermost tail

setse considerably longer than abdomen.

Length -^ of an inch.

Hab. TomahaAvk lagoon, near Dunedin.

My specimens are rather larger than the European form, but in all

structure

S,—Anterior antennm 8'jointed.

4, Cyclops cJdltoni, n. sp. PI. IX., figs, 11-19.

Cephalothorax narrow-oblong in form, last segment hardly wider than

abdomen
; first segment three-fifths of the length of the whole ; rostrum

very short. Abdomen slender, subequal with cephalothorax in length,

segments about as broad as long, surrounded by rings of mmute comb-like

teeth. Anterior antennse three-fourths as loner as the first segment of the
J3

^^KJ U^^V^ J^J.>^U w.^^

body, rather stout, joints tapering to the extremity, first about four times

as broad as the last ; relative lengths as follows :

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

18. 10. 7, 16, 7. 6, II. 10.
'

setaB tolerably numerous on the first four joints, last joint with 4 (sometimes

5 or 6, some very small) terminal setae. Posterior antennae large ; the long

seta on the basal joint almost smooth. Mouth organs very small. First

four pairs of legs with strong spines. Fifth foot very small, 1-jointed (?),

bearing 3 spines, the lower one of which is plumose. Caudal segments

about 3 times as long as broad ; central caudal setse three-fourths as long

as abdomen. Length, -^^ inch.

Hub, Numerous specimens obtained in gravel pits at Eyreton, by Mr.

C. Chilton, after whom I have named it.

Quite distinct from the two other species characterized by the 8-jointed

anterior antennae, viz., C. crassicornis, Miiller, and (7. magniceps^ Lilljeborg.

Anteiior antenn(B 6-jointed,

5. Cyclops (Equoreiis, Fischer. PL XI., figs. 16-18.

Body gradually attenuated from before backwards. Anterior antennae

much shorter than first segment of thorax, stout at the base, and only

slightly tapering towards the apex ; 1st and 2nd joints stout, subequal, 3rd

short, 4th the longest, 5th short, 6th about twice as long as 5th ; the fol-

lowing represents the relative lengths of the joints in the majority of my
1 O ^ A. K t\

specimens (females)
^J xo 5 16 7 11

' ^^^^^^'^^^^^ dilated at the apex and

divided into several slender sharp teeth. Maxillae strongly toothed. Feet

of the 1st pair short, and furnished with rather short set^. Fifth feet bear-

ing a triangular joint, dilated towards the extremity, and furnished with 3

7
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spiaes and a short seta. Abdomen slender, first joint about eqnal in length

to the two following : last segment much shorter than preceding ; caudal

segments nearly as broad as long. Longest caudal seta equalling the abdo-

men m length ; outer and inner very short. Length, ^ of an inch.

Hah. Tomahawh Lagoon, near Dunedin (several specimens).

The above description is almost that of Dr. Brady ; my specimens

differ from his in hardly any respect but the form of the caudal forks.

Any other differences are unimportant,

Fam, HAEPACTICID^.
Sub-fam. A:MT:MOMrN\E.

Genus Amymome, Clans,

" Body much compressed. Dorsal margin veiy convex. Head and last

thoracic segment very large," produced ventrally and approximating so as to

give a more or less circular outline to the animal. Abdomen very short.

Head united with the first thoracic segment. First pair of antennse elon-

gated, 6- or 8-jointed ; second pair S-jointed, and bearing a small 1- or

2-jointed secondary branch, last joint clawed. Mandible palp 1-branched
;

maxillar palp elongated, 2-jointed. First foot-jaw slender, 3-jointed

;

second mucli elongated, 2-jointed, and forming a strong grasping hand.

First pair of feet not prehensile, 2-branchod, each branch consisting of a

single joint ; second, third, and fourth pairs with both branches 3-jointed.

Fifth foot in the female composed of two, in the male of one, joint. Integu-

ment excessively tough and coriaceous, usually cellular or areolated."

The animals forming this genus differ from all others of the family to

which they belong in being laterally compressed. In fact their appearance

is so remarhable that, until their structure is examined in detail, their

affinities would never be suspected. Other prominent characteristics of the

genus arc the relatively large posterior foot-jaws, and the strongly-marked

punctations of the integument. The occm-rence of the genus in these seas

is very interesting, as hitherto it has not been observed, as Brady remarks,

outside the European area.

1. A. claiisii, n. sp. PI. Y., fig. 1.

First segment of body greatly produced downwards and posteriorly to an
almost acute point on each side ; four succeeding thoracic segments only
about one-fourth the depth of the first, and together hardly exceeding it in

length
; two anterior abdominal segments large, produced downwards, the

first foi-ming a wide expansion, which nearly meets the first body segment,
the second ending in an obtuse point ; remaining abdominal segments very
much abbreviated

; caudal setae minute. Eye large, very difficult to dis-

tinguish satisfactorily. Anterior antenna 6-jointed, about as long as the

first segment of the body ; first and second joints subequal, third about half
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as long, remainder short ; all more or less setose. Posterior antennae

about two-tliirds as long as the anterior, slender, 3-jointed, terminating in

long claw, somewhat like an elongated fourth joint ; sette few. Mandible

tout, strongly toothed; palp 2-jointed, with two setae at the articulation of

the second joint, and three at its extremity. Maxillae (?) not satisfactorily

made out. First jmir of foot-jaws 3-jointed, rather stout, last joint
^

2-branched, each branch furnished with several setse. Second foot-jaws

very long, terminating* in a x^ow^i'fi^^l chelate hand, which is directed for-

ward ; this hand is articulated almost at right-angles with the previous

joint, and is furnished at its lower proximal end with 5 comb-like teeth
;

palm minutely serrated ; claw as long as the baud, strongly curved. First

pair of thoracic feet shorter than succeeding pairs; branches 1-joiuted,

furnished with sctse of nearly er[ual length with themselves ; three succeed-

ing pairs long and slender, branches 3-jointed, ciliated on their anterior

margins, furnished posteriorly with long somewhat plumose Beta3 ; last

pair with the inner branch coiisiderably distended. Fifth pair (?) l-jointed,

conical, terminating in a single seta. Length, ^ inch.

Colour—pale brown ; integument closely punctated, particularly on the

cephalic and dorsal portions.

Hab. Numerous specimens were obtained by the dredge in Otago

Harbour in about 5 fathoms.

This species cannot be mistaken for any other hitherto described ; it is

nearest A. spheiica, Glaus, but is sufficiently distinguished by the remark-

able form of its abdominal segments, by the 6-jointed anterior antennae, and

by the form of the chelate hand of the second pair of foot-jaws.

Sub-family Canthocamptine^, Brady.

Genus Diarthrodes, n. gen.

Anterior antennae 9-jointed ; secondary branch of the posterior antennse

1-jointed. Mandible-palp simple 2-jointed. Second foot-jaw forming a

prehensile clawed hand. Outer branch of the first foot very short, 2-jointed
;

inner branch 8-jointed, the first joint greatly elongated, second and third

very short ; second, third, and fourth pairs of feet with both branches

8-jointed ; fifth pair 2-jointed.

1. Diarthrodes nova-zealandies^ n. sp. PI, VIII., figs. 15-22.

Body somewhat tumid ; abdomen much narrower than cephalothorax.

Anterior antennse tapering, rather densely setose, the relative lengths of the

joints being as follows :

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9-

16. 16. 12. 10. 5. 6. 6. 7. 4.

Posterior antenns3 2-jointed ; last joint bearing five terminal and two

small lateral set©: basal loint with a small 1-iointed appendage bearing
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three seta?. Mandible rather stout, palp 2-jomted, last joint small with

4 terminal set«. Anterior foot-jaw terminating in two rather feeble parallel

claws. Posterior foot-jaw 2-jointecl, terminated by a long, nari'ow, curved
claw. Inner branch of first feet with a long slender basal joint, with
a few comb-like spines at the extremity of its outer margin, second and
third joints coalescent, short, terminated by a long, straight, slender
claw

; outer branch with a " strong spine on the basal, and four- on the

terminal joint. Three following pairs of feet somewhat similar, with both
branches 3-jointed

; outer branch the longest, furnished with stronger
spines and setfe than the inner. Fifth pair of feet with the basal joint
much dilated, and bearing six setae on its truncated extremity ; second joint
small, with five setae. Caudal segments short and broad ; inner tail set®
longer than abdomen; outer about one-fourth shorter than inner. Length,
g*^ of an inch.

Hah. Otago Harbour, dredged in 7 fathoms among kelp.

Genus Merope, n. gen.

Body slender, elongated, posterior margins of the segments fringed with
fine teeth

; abdomen only slightly narrower than thorax. Anterior antenna
short, few-jointed. Posterior antenna without a secondary branch. Mouth
organs (?). Anterior foot-jaws small, with several digitiform processes

;
pos-

terior pair forming a slender clawed hand. First pair of feet with both
branches 3-jointed

; middle joint of inner branch very long, terminal joint
bearing two slender claws ; next three pairs with the inner branch formed
of one joint, bearing two slender setae. Fifth pair as long as preceding, 2-

jointed.

This genus approaches very near Cletodes (Brady), but differs in the
structure of all the swimming legs. I advance it only provisionally how-
ever, as it has been founded on the examination of a single specimen.

Mei PI. X., figs. 22-27.

Body about five times as long as broad, much constricted between each
segment.

times
succeeding ones, front almost truncate, posterior margins produced into
hook-like wings. Anterior antennae 6-jointed, rather stout, not so long as
first segment of body, sparbgly setose, second joint longest and stout°est

;

posterior pair rather long and slender. Inner branch of first pair of feet,

with the basal joint minute, middle joint very long and unarmed, terminal
short and slender

;
outer branch only about one-third as long as inner,

joints subequal, last bearing five geniculate set£e. Outer branch of next
three pairs normal, inner very short in second pair, about twice as long in
fourth. Fifth pair strongly curved, the basal joint bearing two branches,
one normal, foUaceous, bearing about 6 marginal and terminal set^. the
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other rudimentary, l-jointed, -with a single terrainal seta. The caudal seg-

ments are short, and the set^ single, hardly longer than their segments.

The general colour of the animal was a rather deep shade of pink, which

was most pronounced at the sides of the segments. Length, ^ of an inch.

Hab. A single specimen taken by the dredge in Duncdin Harbour.

Genus Laophonte, PhiUppi.

Body slender, elongated; posterior margins of the segments usually

pectinately toothed. Anterior antennae 4-8-jointGd
;
posterior pair with a

small 1-jointed secondary branch. Mandibles with a small 1-jointcd palp
;

maxilla with a . well-developed digitate palp. Anterior foot-jaws strong,

with several marginal digitiform processes; posterior pair forming a clawed

hand. Feet of 1st pair with the outer branch short, 2- or 3-jointcd, and

with few, feeble setas; inner branch 2-jointed, first joint very long, second

in a lonff movable claw. Next three pairs with theterminating

outer branch 3-, the inner 2-jointed (more rarely 3-jointed). Fifth pair

2-jointed, basal joint largest.

1. Laophonte australasica , n, sp. PI. XI,, figs. 1-10.

Female.—Body slender, segment rings showing the characteristic tooth-

hke margins only faintly. Anterior antennae short, 4-jointed, furnished

with numerous short set^, and an auditory seta at the extremity of the 3rd

joint. Posterior antennae stout, 2-jointed; basal joint bearing a 1-jointed

secondary branch furnished with 4 setae, tenninal joint having 4 stout

curved marginal spines and 3 set^e, which are finely annulated towards

their extremities. Mandibles, maxilla, and foot-jaws normally developed.

Feet of the 1st pair with the mner branch greatly elongated, second joint

short and ciliated on its outer face, claw long and strong ; outer branch

with three nearly equal joints, each bearing a marginal spine near its distal

end, and the last having in addition 3 terminal setae. Three following

pairs of feet with the outer branches stout, 3-jointed, and strongly spined,

inner branches much shorter, 2-jointed (probably 3-jointed, but the basal

joint is nearly quite anchylosed in the peduncle), last joint with 3 long

feeble set^e. Fifth pair of feet with the second joint quadrangular, bearing

about 5 terminal setae. Caudal segments only about half as long as last

abdominal segment; setae not quite half as long as abdomen. Length -^-^

of an inch.

Hab. Two specimens (both females) taken by the dredge in Dunedin

Harbour.

This may be L. {CIeta)forcipata, Glaus (Die Copepoden Fauna von Nizza,

p. 23, taf. II., figs. 9-11), but Dr. Clans has given so short and incomplete

a description, and has besides only described and figured males, that identi-

fication is not possible until the male of our species has been obtained.
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Sub-fatQ. Hakpactine^.

Genus DactylopuSj Clans.

Body elongated, cylindrical. Anterior antennae 5-9-jointed, geniculate

in tlie male
;
posterior pair with a ratlier small 2- 3-jointed secondary branch.

Mandible-palp composed of a basal joint, with two 1-jointed branches.

Posterior foot-jaws forming a clawed hand. Four anterior pairs of legs

with both branches 3-jointed ; first pair having the inner branch elongated,

first joint very long, second and third very short, and ending in two claws,

outer branch shorter, endmg in four claws ; fifth pair 2-jointed, foliaceous.

1. D. tishoides, Glaus. (Die fi-ei lebcnden Copepoden, p. 127 ; taf. xvi.,

figs. 24-28.

Eostrum short and conical. Anterior antennae 8-jointed (9-jointed,

Brady), tapering from the base in the female, bearing numerous setae.

Inner branch of posterior antennae 3-jointed. Posterior foot-jaw with an

elongate-oval hand, with a single long seta near the middle of its inner

margin. Outer margins of both branches of the first pair of feet with

pectinate set® ; inner branch with the first joint longer than the whole outer

branch, bearing a long plumose seta on the inner margin; outer branch

with the middle joint thrice as long as the first or third, cihated on both

margins, and with the ciha of the outer margin usually strong and spinous.

Next three pairs of feet have the branches nearly equal, bearing long

plumose set^, and ciliated on tbe external margins ; the second pair in the

male has the second and tbirJ joints coalescent, the outer margin excavated

al)ove and below the middle, and bearing one large crooked spine and

several strong short setae, and at the apex two stunted spines, the inner

margin bears three setae two of them very long and plumose. Fifth foot

having both joints subequal, broadly ovate, and bearing several rather long

apical setae. Caudal segments short ; inner caudal setae about two-thirds
F

as long as body. Length, -^V of an inch (-^^ Brady).

The above description, which is chiefly taken from Brady's Monograph

(Brit. Cop., voL ii,, p. 106), agrees very closely with the form commones

here, except in size.

I have also got a second form, which for convenience may be termed

var. a, differing in some respects. The anterior antennae have the first fom"

joints stout and broad ; the foot-jaws with the hand stout, wanting the seta

on tlie inner margin, but bearing a short, curved, plumose spine on the

wrist ; the inner branch of the first pair of feet destitute of the long seta on

its inner margin ; and the fifth pair of feet with the outer joint broad, and

only bearing five setae.

Hab. Both forms occur in Dunedin Harbour, the normal type most

abundantly ; in shore kelp.
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Body conical, rounded in front. Anterior antenna 7-jointed, geniculate

in the male
;
posterior pair with a small 3-jointed secondary branch. Man-

dibles with a large 2-branched palp. Anterior foot-jaws small, posterior

rather large and hearing an elongated claw. First pair of feet with the

inner branch 2-jointed ; outer 3-jointed. Next three pairs with both
.

branches 3-jointed ; fifth pair 2-jointed.

Perhaps this genus should only rank as a sub-genus of Dactylnpus, to

which it is most nearly allied, but besides being very different in its general

appearance, it differs in the structure of the mandibles, and of the first and

fifth pairs of feet.

1. Xoutlious nova-zealan dice, n. sp, PI. X., figs. 8-15.

Body rather short, narrowing posteriorily ; abdomen not very distinctly

separated from thorax. When seen laterally, the body is flat on the ventral,

but convexly arched along the dorsal surface. Head merged with first

segment of thorax. The integument is very dense and opaque, except at

two spots in the front of the thorax, where it becomes diaphanous, and pre-

sents the appearance of two lateral eyes. A red spot at each of these

lateral eye-spots probably marks a rudimentary eye, while the median eye

appears to be wanting : if present, it would be useless, on account of the

opacity of the carapace. The anterior antenn® are much shorter than the

cephalothorax and lie in a groove on its under surface ;
m the male they

are strongly geniculated and swollen, and the terminal joints act like an

opposable thumb or claw ; in the female, they arc stout at the base and taper

to the extremity.

The posterior antennae are strongly developed, as large as the antenor,

and bear a small, 3-jointed, secondary branch, which is terminated by two

long slender setffi. Mandible-palp forming a two-branched appendage, the

larger branch bearing two stout plumose spines and two terminal set^.

Maxilla small, (?) palp apparently slender, and bearing two long setse.

Anterior foot-jaws small, bearing several marginal setose processes. Pos-

terior pair 2-jointed, terminated by a strong claw ;
basal joint with a strong

spine. First pair of feet with inner branch elongated, 2-jointed, first jomt

large, broad at the base and bearing a very long seta, second very short and

narrow, carrying two long set^, which are jointed near their apex
;
outer

branch 3-jointed, considerably shorter than first joint of inner. Second and

third pairs of feet with both branches 3-jointed, inner branch the longer,

the individual joints broader and less setose than those of the outer.

Fourth pair of feet with both branches 3-jointed, subequal. Fifth pair

2-branched, outer branch 2-jointed (?), terminaljoint bearing five subterminal

spine-like setffi ; inner branch subquadi-ate, with five setae on its lower margin

:

similar in both sexes. Caudal setae very short.
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Integument very strong, smooth, opaque-brown in colour. Length,

of an inch. Ovisac single*

Hah. Dredged in Dunedin Harbour ; not rare, but easily overlooked

on account of its colour.

Genus Thalestris, Clans.

Body usually slender and elongated. Anterior antennae 8- or 9-jointed

;

inner branch of posterior pair 2- or 3-jointed, Mandible-palp large, 2-

branched. terminated

in

claw. Anterior foot-jaws ending in a strong claw, and bearing several

setiferous marginal processes. Posterior pair forming "a strong prehensile

hand. First pair of feet with both branches 3-jointed, and furnished at the

extremities with strong prehensile claws ; first joint of inner branch much
elongated, second and third very short; first and third joints of outer branch

short, middle greatly elongated. Second pan-

joint of the inner branch wanting or very much reduced in size, and con-

verted into two or three strong spines. Fifth pair of feet 2-branched,

foliaceous
; much reduced in size in the males. Ovisac single.

1. T.forficula, Clans. PI. X., figs, 16-21.

{ThaUstris forficula, Claus. Die frei lebenden Copepoden, p. 131, taf. xvii., figs. 7-11).

Body rather slender; abdomen long, narrowing very gradually, poste-

rior margins of the segments pectinated with rather long teeth ; rostrum

acute, of moderate length. Anterior antennae 8-jointed; in the female

tapering gradually, and furnished with numerous set^e, the basal joint

about four times as broad as the apical, fourth joint bearing a long auditory

seta
;
in the male the joints are irregularly swollen and bent. Posterior

antennae rather strongly spined on the lower margin; secondary branch

small, 2-jointed, and bearing 4 set^. The posterior foot-jaws have a short

basal joint, and a rather stout hand, furnished with a single long seta in

Idle of the inner mardn : termmal claw lona and slender. Firstmi

pair of feet with both branches long and slender ; the outer, which is much
the longer of the two, has the basal joints greatly elongated, and the second

and thu'd very short and apparently anchylosed, the basal joint bears a single

rather short seta on the inner margin above the middle, while the terminal

joint carries two nearly straight claws of unequal length; inner branch
with the middle joint very long, toothed along the outer margin, terminal

joint bearing four slightly curved and toothed claws. Feet of fifth pair

with the outer joint large and oval in the female, and extending to half the

length of the abdomen. Caudal forks short, and somewhat divergent.

Central caudal set^ nearly as long as body, swollen just beyond their basal

articulation, and marked along the greater part of their length with annular
articulations

;
outer setae about half as long as inner and lying very close to

it. Length, ^ of an inch.
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Hab. Taken abundantly with the dredge in Dunedin Harbour.

This species was originally described by Dr. Clans from the Mediter-

ranean (Messina) ; the specific name refers to the scissor-like appearance of

the caudal forks and set^. The European specimens appear to be smaller

than ours, being only 0-8 mm. {-^^ of an inch) in length, but in other

respects are yery similar.

Genus Harpacticus, Milne-Edwards

,

"Body elongated, or broad and depressed. Head united with the first

thoracic segment ; first and second abdominal rings coalescent in the

female. Anterior antennae 8- or 9-jointed ; fifth and sixth joints swollen in

the male. Mandible-palp 2-branched, large. Posterior foot-jaws strongly

developed. First pair of feet with outer branch 3-jointed, first and second

joints elongated, third rudimentary ; inner branch S-jointed, terminal joint

very short. Three following pairs of feet with both branches 3-jointed;

in the male, the inner branch of the second pair modified by having the 2nd

joint produced into one or more spines, while in the third foot the outer

branch is converted into a stout clasping organ, which is bent across the

inner branch, and has its last joint armed with several strong spines.

Ovisac single,

1. Harpacticus chelifer, Miiller. PI. VI., figs. 12-16.

(Arpacticiis bairdii, mihi, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 259.)

In the description already given of this species I have made one or two

errors, which in the absence of a clear description of H. chelifer, led me to

consider my specimens to belong to a new species. The anterior antennae

are 9- (not 10-jointed), and the relative length of the joints (in the female)

is as follows

:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9,

IL 18^ 20 20^ 1. sT 4^ 3^ ^

In the male, the anterior antennae are hinged between the fourth and

fifth joints, the fifth and sixth being swollen and corrugated. The hand of

the posterior foot-jaw is subtriangular, and externally very convex, its inner

margin being somewhat abruptly angled, strongly excavate and fm-nished

with numerous spines ; its apex bears one (or two) falciform claws.

The first pair of feet have the inner branch 2- (not 3-) jointed, and ter-

mmating in two claws. The second foot in the male has the median joint

of its inner branch externally produced into a long spine, which greatly

exceeds in size the small third jomt. The outer branch of the tlikd foot

in the male is furnished with three strong spines at its apex, and is bent

across the inner branch. In the fifth foot of the male, the basal joint is

obsolete.

This species is common in the European seas, and is by far the most

abundant of our littoral Copepods.
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It occurs in Dunedin Harbour, in roct pools along the beach from Otago

Heads to Taieri Month ; and I have specimens from Patorson Inlet.

Genns Zaus, Goodsir.

Body broad and depressed ; head distinct from ccplialothorax ; rostrum

broad and truncate. Anterior antennae 9-jointed; posterior 2-jointed, with

remarkable comb-like spines at the apex, inner branch slender, 2-jointed.

Mandible small, palp slender, 2-branched, second foot-jaws strongly clawed.

First pair of feet 2-branched ; outer branch indistinctly 3-jointed, the median

joint very short; inner branch 2-jointed, short, last joint rudimentary.

Ovisac large, single.

1. Zans contractus^ n. sp. PL X., figs. 1-7.

Body oblong, not much narrowed posteriorly. Cephalothorax nearly

half as long as body, rounded in fi'ont; rostrum short, blunt. Abdomen

less than one-fourth as long as body, broader than long. Anterior antennsB

short, tapering gradually ;
joints having the following relative lengths :

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10. 14. 14. 8. 3. 4. 2. 2. 3.

Posterior antenna 2-jointed; first joint broad, bearing internally a 2-

jointed appendage and a single seta externally; second joint elongated and

furnished with two or three curved setae, and two curved plate-like organs

pectinated on their outer margin
;

(one of the setae, which is jointed near

its apex, appears to act as an opposable clasping organ). Mandibles small,

bearing a 2-branched palp. Maxillfe very small. Anterior foot-jaws small,

normally formed
;
posterior with an ovate or somewhat pyriform hand and a

strongly cmwed claw, which impinges against a deep groove in the palm of

the hand. First pair of feet with the outer branch elongated, apparently

only two-jointed (from the coalescence of two of the joints ?) ; first joint

pectinately setose on its outer margin, terminating in a single seta ; second

joint ending in four curved blunt claws, furnished with comb-like teeth

:

inner branch httle more than half as long as outer, 2-jointed; first joint

pectinate-spinose on the outer margin ; second joint very small, bearing a

strong curved claw, minvitely toothed on its inner margin. Three following

pairs of feet 2-branched, each branch 3-jointed, rather slender; outer

branches strongly spined on the outer margin and apex, spines furnished

with pectinated plates or flanges on their outer (upper) margins. Fifth

pair with each branch 1-joiuted, inner branch rounded and bearing four

^ ir, and also furnished with four

setsB. Posterior abdominal segments shortly spined at their posterolateral

margins
;
caudal segments nearly square ; caudal setse short.

Length ^ of an inch.

Hah. Dredged in Otago Harbour
; 5 fathoms.
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F

Sub-family Poecellidiin^ .

Geuus Porcellidium, Claus.

" Body oval, depressed, iu the female G-, ia the male 7-jouited. An-

terior antenriffi 6-jointed, in the male obtuse, laiotted, and adapted for

clasping
;
posterior 4-jointed, secondary branch of moderate size, 1-joiuted,

attached to apex of second joint. Mandibular-palp large, forming an

irregularly-shaped oblong lamina, beset with numerous stout ciliated

filaments. Maxilla composed of a toothed masticatory branch, with a

complex 4-digitate palp. Anterior foot-jaw not formhig a prehensile hand,

divided at the apex into short digits, which bear slender, terminal, claw-hko

setffi; posterior foot-jaw 3-jointcd, elongated, simple, with two small,

crooked, apical claws, and a laminar appendage. Outer branch of first pah-

of feet short, 3-joiutcd ; inner branch composed of one excessively broad

triangular joint, which is clawed at the apex, claws bearing delicate laminar

expansions. Second third and fourth pairs with both branches 3-jointcd,

branches subequal, except in the second pair, which has the outer

branch very short ; fifth pair laminar, subtriangular ;
caudal segments

lamellar."

1. PorcclUdiiun fulvum, n. sp. PI. VI., figs. 10-11
;
PI. VII., figs. 8-13.

Female.—Body nearly a perfect oval, hardly more than half as long as

broad, rounded both anteriorly and posteriorly. Anterior antennas very

short, iu length not ecjualling half the width of the body, G-jointed; joints

diminisliing in size progressively, last very small ; setic numerous. Feet

of first pair with the inner branch forming an elongated triangle, the

terminal claws long and straight. Fifth pair of feet subtriaugular, acute at

apex, falcate in outline (when seen from above), with a longitudinal crest

or ridge ; caudal segments quadrate, ciliated at the extremity. Length

inch.

Male—Body proportionately much broader, nearly square in front, and

narrowed posteriorly. Anterior antennae (apparently 6-jointed) greatly

swollen and knotted. Fifth pair- of feet subquadrate, curved, widely ex-

panded at the extremity and fringed with (about G) sharp spines
;
caudal

setae as in female. Length ^\ inch.

The two sexes are so different in general form that they might almost be

taken at first for distinct species ; the specimens however from which the

figures were taken were iu the act of copulation when captured. One of the

m°ost singular points of difference is their size, the females being in almost

all cases half as large again as the males. The integument in this species

is thickly marked with circular depressions or pits.

The colour is most commonly a uniform clear yellow, but is sometimes

nearly transparent, or banded with red.
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Hah the i

dredged in tlie harbour in

Mr. C. Chilton on seaweeds in Lyttelton Harbour.

2. Porcellidium interruptum, n. sp. PI. XI., fig. 15.

Body very broadly oval, width nearly equal to three-fourths of the

length
;

first segment about half as long as body ; last thoracic segment

produced behind into long pointed lamellae, -which nearly meet posteriorly

in the median line behind the caudal segments, the outer margin of each is

finely ciliated and produced about the middle into a short spine. Inner
branch of the fii-st feet triangular, veiy broad at the base ; outer branch
nearly as long as inner. The second pan- of feet have the outer branch
short, hardly exceeding in length the first joint of the inner branch. Fifth

feet form two somewhat curved lamellae, the kiner of which almost extends
to the extremity of the caudal segments : these last are rather longer than
broad, then: sides are nearly parallel, and theh: posterior margins fringed

with a few short teeth. Length, JL of an inch.

Hah. Two specimens (both females) taken by the di-edge in Dunedin
Harbour.

This is a very remarkable form and quite different from any hitherto

described.

Sub-fam. Idyin^,

Genus Idya, PhilippL
Cephalothorax broad and somewhat depressed ; abdomen narrow, 5-

jointed.
segment. Anterior antennae

7- or 8-jointed, elongated; posterior 3-jointed, with a large 4-jomted
secondary branch. Mandible long and strongly toothed

;
palp 2-branched,

basal joint short, branches 1-jointed, long and slender, setiferous at the
apices. Maxilla armed with several slender terminal teeth

;
palp well de-

veloped. First and second foot-jaws nearly alike, hooked; first paur 2-,

second 3-jointed. Inner branch of the first pair of feet 2-jointed, clawed

;

outer branch short, 3-jointed ; three following pairs with both branches 3-

jomted. Fifth pair elongated, 2-jointed. Ovisac single.
1. Idijafurcata, Baird. PI. VIII., figs. 1-8.
^or synonymy of this species, see Brady's Mon. Brit. Cop., vol. ii, p. 172.)

Body elongated, somewhat pyriform ; rostrum short and obtuse. An-
terior antennae 8-jomted, first four joints much stouter than last four ; their
comparative length is tabulated by Brady as foHows :

il h g^ 4, 5, 6. 7. 8.

^ 10- 18. 13. 18. 3. 3. 2. 8.

J — "^j, v^xcuuis anu Ulcers to vary consiaerauiy, uuu
the following taken from my own specimens shows almost the same relative
lengths except in the fourth joint, viz. :

h h__I^__^, 5. 6. 7. 8,

12. 19. 15. 12. 4. 5. ~3^ ^.
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All the joints are somewliat setose, and the fourth bears a long curved

seta (the olfactory appendage?). In the male there is usually a distinct

geniculation at the fourth and fifth joints, which are more or less swollen

and coalescent. The posterior antennae are furnished with 5 geniculated

setae at the extremity, and 2 on the inner margin of the terminal joint

;

the 4-jointed secondary branch is also furnished with a few set©. Both

pairs* of foot-jaws slender, second pair the strongest. First pair of feet

with the inner branch consisting of two long joints, the first of which is

dilated above the middle and bears a plumose seta near its extremity, the

second is straight, bears a plumose seta on its inner margin, is pectinately

ciliated on its outer margin and terminates in two claws ; the outer branch

is much shorter, its first joint bears a plumose seta at its apex, the second

is furnished with two setae at the extremity, one of them being similar to

the fringed seta? of the terminal joint, third joint very short and bearing six

setae, four of which are somewhat flattened and furnished with terminal

fringes of close-set cilia, while the other two are longer and plumose.

Three following pairs of feet almost similar, each branch 3-jointed. Fifth

pair with a short basal joint, with a seta at each angle of its apex ; second

joint flattened, cihated on both margins, and bearing 5 long setae at its apex.

Caudal segments about as long as broad. Brady states that the fourth and

fifth abdominal segments are very short, in the specimens examined by me

the fourth was very short, but the fifth was very much longer, nearly as

long as broad. He also states that '' the inner tail-setae are nearly as long

as the body of the animal, outer about half as long, both finely aculeate in

their entire length." In the specimen figured by me the inner seta is not

much more than half the length of the body, and this proportional length is

very general in the individuals examined by me. The animal is usually

colourless, or according to Brady also ** pale milky-white, often yellowish,

and sometimes distinctly banded with pale lilac or purple. Length,

Dunedhi
inch [i^ in. Brady).

Hah. Common in shore kelp and rock-pools near

kelp in Paterson Inlet.

An abundant species in European seas : occurring in the httoral

aM laminarian zones, and often *' taken by the tow-net in the open

sea."

Scutellidium

Body depressed, snbovate. Anterior antennse 9-jointed, with very short

median joints
;
posterior 3-jomted, the inner branch short, 1- (? 4-) jointed.

Mandible palp large and complex, bearmg numerous stout setiferous fila-

ments ; maxillary palp provided with two very long and stout cihated

setiB. Both pairs of foot-jaws formmg clawed hands. First pair of feet
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preliensile
; inner branch 2-jointed (or indistinctly 3-joiiited), clawed

;

outer brancli short, 3-jointed. Three following pairs have both branches

S-joiutod. Fifth pair foliaceous, the outer branch much elongated.

Ovisac single.

1. ScutelluUum tisboides, Claus. PI. YII., figs. 1-7.

Scutellidium tisboides, Glaus. Die Copspoden-fauna von Nizza, p. 21, taf. iv., figg, 8-15,

Scutellidium tisioides, Brady. Monograpli of the Brit. Copepoda, vol. ii., p. 175, pi. Ixviii.,

figs. 1-10.

Cephalothorax broad, rounded in front, first segment oue-and-a-half

times as broad as long ; the postero-lateral angles of the succeeding short

segments somewhat produced backwards; abdomen narrowed. Anterior

antenna
' shorter than first segment of body, 9-jointed, and becoming

slender towards its apex ; first three segments large, next five much shorter,

terminal joint longer and very slender. Foot-jaws short and stout ; last

jomt of the first pair slender, and bearing two curved apical claws ; hand of

the second pair dilated at the base, subpyriform, ending in three strong

claws. Both branches of the first pair of feet 3-jointed and thick : the

inuer branch is much the longest ; the first joint dilated near the base,

ciliated on both margins, and bearing about the middle of the inner margin
a large plumose cilia

; second joint with a stout short curved seta ; last
«

or

jomt very small, and bearing two flattish blunt appendages, which are

thickly fringed on their lower margins with fine cilia : outer branch short

;

first joint cihated externally and furnished with two apical spinous set©;
second and third joints much shorter, each with one plumose seta ; ter-

minated by four curved obtuse claws. Three following pairs of feet

2-branched, each brauch 3-jointed ; external margins of the joints fur-

nished with short stout spines, which are pectinately fringed on their

upper margins. Fifth pair of feet 2-jointed, the basal joint marginally
ciliated, elongated, and 2-cleft, each lobe terminating in one (or more) Ion
setae

;
second joint much elongated, marginally cihated. Inner tail-set©

considerably longer than the abdomen. Ovisac large, circular, extending
considerably beyond the extremity of the abdomen. Length, ^-g inch,

exclusive of the caudal set®.

• The foregoing description, taken in part from Brady's Brit. Copepoda, is

verified in all the points indicated by my own examinations. In all my
specimens the segments of the abdomen were finely pectinated with short
setse on their posterior margins. The following characters given by Brady,
I have not been able to identify : '« the first abdominal segment is formed
by the almost complete union of two segments, the pomt of junction being

on each side. Eye consisting of one central and
two lateral lenses."

line
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The anterior autenuae iu the male have the third and fourth johits some-

what swollen and bent, a character specified by Clans, thouijh it is not as

distinctly shown in his figures as in the specimens examined by me. The

secondary branch of the posterior antennae is stated by Clans to be 4-jointed,

while Brady considers it to he 1-jointed, though he admits that in some

specimens ifc appeared to be very indistinctly 4-jointcd. I ahould say the
r

four joints were present, but they can only be made ont by a high-power objec-

tive of good definition. The terminal joints of these antcnnne arc furnished

with six setpe (^of which four are long and geniculated), and t^Y0 short pectinate

spines. The mandibles terminate in four rather blunt apical teetli. There

appears to be no essential difference between the fifth pair of feet in either

sex ; the figures of this organ in both Claus's and Brady's worlcs are

slightly different from mine. Tlie same remark applies to a certain extent

to the figures of the entire animal, as well as of the first pair of legs, but

the differences are so slight, that I have not the slightest doubt of the

correct identification of our species with the European one.

Originally described fi-om specimens found at Nice in the Mediterranean;

also found (but sparingly) in tide-pools, among Lamuiana, etc., on the

British coasts.

Hab, It occurs abundantly among seaweed, in rock-pools, etc., both in

Otago Harbour and along the ocean beach, Duncdin; also on kelp in Pater-

son Inlet.

AETOTEOGID^
Body broad, depressed, rounded or subovate, composed of 10-12 seg-

ments, first segment very large, and composed of the coalescent cephalic

and first thoracic somites, abdomen short, distinctly separated from the

cephalothorax. Anterior antennae short, 9-20-jointed, alike, or nearly alike

in both sexes; posterior short, 3-4-jointed, secondary branch (when pre-

sent) 1-jointed. Mouth produced into a siphon composed of the elongated

labrum and labium; mandibles stilet-shapcd, simple or provided with a

slender, filiform palp; maxillae usually 2-branched and setiferous; first

and second pair3 of foot-jaws simple, prehensile, 2-4-jointed, usually clawed

strongly at the apex. First four pairs of feet usually 2-branched, each

branch 2- or 3-jointed. Fifth pair small and 1- or 2-jointed, or altogether

wanting.

Genus Conostoma, n, gen.

Body flattened, broadly ovate ; abdomen very short. Anterior antennae

few- (about 9-) jointed; posterior 4-jomted, secondary branch wanting.

Mouth siphon rather slender and short. Anterior foot-jaws 2-, posterior

4-jointed. Feet of the first pair with both branches only 2-jointed ; next

three pairs almost similar. Fifth pair rudimentary.
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This genus is nearly allied to Artotrogits^ but differs completely in the

swimmiiag

1. Conostoma eWptiea, n. sp. PI. V., figs, 9-14.

Body broadly elliptical, rounded in front, width more than two-thirds of

the length ; first segment short, hardly separated from the second, except

by a slight lateral constriction, the two together form a broad cephalo-

thoracic carapace which is more than two^hirds as long as the whole body;

two last thoracic segments much curved inwards posteriorly ; abdomen

greatly abbreviated, only two segments being apparent. Anterior antenna

rather short ; eighth joint the longest, and furnished at its extremity with

a long (auditory?) seta
;
posterior antennae feeble, bearing one or two ter-

minal set^. Mouth siphon slightly ciliated at its extremity. Anterior

foot-jaws with the basal joint broad, and apparently furnished with a

hollow groove on its inner margin to receive the subequal second joint

which is curved and sharply pointed at its apex: posterior pair 4-jointed,

second joint large, third very short, last eiiding in a sharp claw, and

furnished with two sharp teeth on its inner margin. Swimming legs

furnished with numerous rather short plumose set^e. Caudal seg-

ments rather broader than long, terminated by 4 plumose set^, the

longest being about one-fourth the length of the body. Length, -^^ of

an inch.

Hah. Only one specimen of this peculiar form was obtained by the

dredge in Otago Harbour.

In the figure, two coiled organs are shown near the posterior end of the

body ; these have been rather prominently brought out by Mr. Buchanan ;

they are probably cement-glands.

Genus Artotrogus, Boeck.

Body broad, suborbicular or pyriform ; cephalothorax broadly ovate

;

abdomen of four segments, first and second of which are coalescent in the

female. Anterior antennaB 9-20-jointed, shorter than the cephalothorax;

posterior 4-jcinted, with a strong apical claw, without an appendage or with

only a very small one. Mouth produced into a siphon which reaches to

about the hinder margin of the first body-segment. Mandibles elongated,

filiform, without a palp. Maxillae 2-branched, setiferous at their apex.

Footjaws simple, bearing a strong apical claw on each ; first pair 2-jointed;

second 4-jointed. Fii'st four pairs of feet 2-branched, each branch 3-

jointed ; fifth pair rudimentary, 1-jointed.

" Animals living in the branchial sacs of simple Ascidians or on the

integument of various marine Invertebrata" (Brady).

All my specimens have been obtained by the dredge, apparently swim-

ming freely, or crawling on kelp or on Sertularians.
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1. Artotrofjus boecJdi, Brady. PI. IX., figs. 1-7. (Monogr. Brit. Cope-

poda, vol. iii., p. GO).

First segment less than a third as long as the whole body ;
breadth one

and a half times its length ; succeeding segments very much broader than

long. Abdomen short and narrow. Anterior antennfe 20-jointed
;

first

the largest, next eight much broader than long, succeeding joints longer

than broad; set^ rather numerous. Posterior antennae with a small

1-jointed appendage, bearing two small setffi on the second joint. Mandible

in the form of a long filiform seta. Siphon lobes very narrow and slender.

First four pairs of feet normally formed. Fifth pair ciHated on the mar-

gins, fiu-nished with two apical setae. Caudal segments about as long as

broad ; middle seise about as long as abdomen, finely plumose.

Length (including caudal setae), ^V ^f an inch.

Hab. Taken (free) with the dredge in Otago Harbour.

Originally taken by M. ThorcU from an Ascidian ; also obtained, but

only two or three specimens, by Dr. Brady, amongst weeds, and by a

surface -net in the west of Ireland.

2. Artotrogus ovatus, n. sp. PL XI., figs. 11-14.

Female.—Body ovoid, first segment twice as long as the three following

ones, last thoracic segment very short ; abdomen slender, elongated, about

half as long as thorax, segments subequal in length. Anterior antenna

short, 8- (? 9-) jointed, furnished with numerous setae ;
first and second

joints longest, rest subequal ; a long auditory seta from extremity of sixth

joint. Posterior antennce with a small 1-jomted secondary branch, ter-

minated by a single long seta ; last joint bearing two terminal lance-like

spines, and a short sub-termmal seta. Mouth siphon very short, conical.

Mandibular seta not reaching to second thoracic segment. Swimming feet

with both branches 3-jointed and normally developed. Fifth feet consisting

of a very short ovate lobe, with three setae. Caudal segments nearly as

broad as long ; set® all plumose, central rather longer than abdomen,

outer about three-fourths as long. Ovisacs two, containing each foui'

rather large ova.

Hah. Two specimens taken on kelp in Paterson Inlet.

Genus Acontiophorus, Brad}/.

Body suborbicular or sub-pyriform. Anterior antennae 11-jointed (or 6-

first

bearin

or without a small secondary branch. Mouth produced into a very long

slender siphon, which exceeds the cephalothorax in length. Mandible

elongated, filiform, without a palp. MaxiUae 2-branched, setiferoua at the

8
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apex. First and second pairs of foot-jaws simple, bearing a strong apical

claw, first of two, second of four joints- First four pairs of foot having

both branches 3-jointed : fifth pan* 2-jointed.

1. AconiiopJiorus scutatus, Brady and Eobertson. (Monogr. of Brit.

Copepoda, vol. iii., p. 69). PL VIII., figs 9-14.

The following description is taken from Brady's Monograph, and agrees

exactly with our form :

''Body sub-pyriform ; cephalothorax broadly ovate; head united with

the first thoracic somite, the segment thus formed being very large and

equal to nearly half the entire length of the body; abdomen ol the female

3-jointed (of the- vude 4-jointed), the first segment large, and composed of

two coalescent somites. Posterior angles of all the body-segments rounded

off, or only very slightly produced. Anterior antenna very short, scarcely

one-third as long as the first segment of the body, stout at the base, and

gradually tapering to the apex, densely clothed on the outer margin and

apex with long fine hairs, some of which are plumose; to the seventh joint

is attached a long curved olfactory appendage. The relative lengths of the

various joints is represented by the following formula :

1. 2, 3, i, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

9^ 7^ 2l L 2. 5^ 2i. % 3^ 3. iT
" Posterior antennae 4-jointed, with two strong lancet-shaped spines at

the apex of the last joint, together with one long and four or five very short

seise
;
at the base of the external margin are also a few small setsB ; the

second jouit gives origin to a 1 -jointed secondary branch, which terminates

m a long plumose seta. Mandible simple, consisting of a short stout ped-

uncle bearing a very long plumose seta." (Mr, Brady adds, " Probably also

a filiform palp, though I have not seen this." I have not been able to detect

any trace of a palp either, but have not had a sufficient number of speci-

mens to examine.) " ]

processes), one of which bears three, the other four stout, curved, and
densely plumose seta." Basal joints of both pau-s of foot-jaws stout, ter-

minal claws elongated, curved—" Outer and inner branches of the swim-
ming.feet nearly equal in length, 3-jointed, all the joints much constricted

at the base, first and second joints dilated at the apex, third elongated and
narrow

;
the distal margins of the first and second joints are strongly

dentated, and m the inner branch are, at the outer angles, produced down-
wards into sharp spines ; the marginal spines of the outer branch are long
and dagger-shaped, the last joint of both branches bearing a long subulate

and much attenuated apical spine. Fifth pair of feet stout, 2-jointed, first

joint shorter than broad, and bearing one long seta, second longer than broad,

and furnished with five long, subequal, termmal setae. Caudal segments

two
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about thrice as long as broad, and nearly equal in length to the last two

abdominal somites ; terminal setae five, finely plumose, three short and two

of moderate length, the longest being more than ecjual to the length of the

abdomen. Length, ^ of an inch."

Hab. One specimen obtained by the dredge in Otago Ilabour in

7 fathoms; its length was only -^ of an inch, but in all respects except

size it conforms exactly to the above description. This species occurs in

the Biitish seas, but has apparently only been recorded by Messrs. Brady

and Eubortson,

EXPLANATION OP PLATES V.-XI.

(The i^mall figures indicate the number of times the figures have been magnified.)

Plate V,

Pigs. 1-8, Amymome clausii.

1. Adult animal; 2. anterior antenna; 3. mandible; 4. maxilla; 5. leg of

the first pair; 6. leg of the third pair; 7. leg of the fourth pair ; 8. in-

tegument.

Figs, 9-14. Cono^toma elUpticn,

9. Adult animal; 10. anterior antenna; 11. mouth-siphon; 12. anterior

foot-ja^v ; 13, posterior foot-jaw; 14. leg of the first pair.

Figs. 15-19. ThoreUia hrunnea, var. antarctica.

15. Anterior antenna; 15. posterior antenna; 17. posterior foot-jaw;

18. foot of fifth pair; 19. caudal lamellae and setie.

Plate YI.

Figs. 1-9. BoecJcia triarticiilata,

1. Adult female; 1, adult male; 2. anterior antenna (male), right side;

3- posterior antenna; 4. mandible and palp; 5, maxilla; 6. anterior

foot-jaw; 7. posterior foot-jaw; 8. leg of fifth pair (female); 9. leg of

fifth pair (male).

Figs. 10-11. Porcellidium fulviim.

10. Leg of first pair ; 11. extremity of abdomen and fifth pair of feet (female).

Figs. 12-16. Harpacticus chelifer.

12. Anterior antenna (female) ; 13. anterior antenna (male) ; 14. posterior

foot-jaw ; 15. leg of first pair ; 16. leg of second pair.

PULIE VII.

Figs. 1-7. ScutelUdittm tishoides,

1. Adult female; 2, anterior antenna (female); 3. anterior antenna (male);

pair

7, posterior foot-jaw.

Figs, 8-13. Porcellidiujn fulvum.

8. Adnlt female; 9. adult male ; 10. anterior antenna (female) ;. 11. anterior

antenna (male) ; 12. posterior antenna ; 13. portion of integument.

Platjs VII.

Figs, 1-8. Idya furcaia.

1. Anterior antenna (fem.), (a) rostrum ; 2. posterior antenna ; 3. mandible;

4. anterior foot-jaw ; 5. posterior foot-Jaw; 6. foot of first pair; 7. foot of

fifth pair (fem.) ; 8, adult male.
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Figs. 9-14. Acontio^liorus scutatus.
. • * i

9. Adult female, (a) mouth-siphon, {b) anterior foot-jaw, (c) posterior foot-

jaw ; 10. anterior antenna (fern.); H. posterior antenna; 12. mandible;

13. anterior foot-jaw; 14. posterior foot-jaw.

Figs, 15-22. Diarthrodes miniita.

15. anterior antenna; 16. posterior antenna; 17. mandible; IS. anterior

foot-jaw; 19. posterior foot-jaw; 20. foot of first pair; 21. foot of second

pair ; 22. foot of fifth pair.

Plate IX.

Figs. 1-7. Artotrogus lioecMi.

I. Adult female; 2. anterior antenna; 3. posterior antenna; 4. mouth

siphon; 5. mandible; 6. anterior foot-jaw; 7. posterior foot-jaw.

Figs. 8-10. Cycloi)s gigas [ievcidle).

8. anterior antenna; 9. foot of fifth pair; 10. extremity of abdomen and

caudal setas.

Figs. 11-19. Cyclops chiltonL

II. Adult female; 12. anterior antenna of male; 13. posterior antenna;

14. labrum; 15. mandible; 16. anterior foot-jaw ; 17. posterior foot-jaw

;

18. foot of first pair ; 19. foot of fifth pair.

r

Plate X.

Figs. 1-7. Zaiis contractus*

1. Adult female (?) ; 2. anterior antenna ; 3. posterior antenna ; 4. posterior

foot-jaw; 5, foot of first pair ; 6. foot of third pair (external branch) ;
7,

foot of fifth pair.

Figs. 8-15, Xotithmis novcE-zealandicE.

8. Adult male ; 9. anterior antennae, (a) male, ih) female ; 10. posterior an-

tennae ; 11. mandible; 12. posterior foot-jaw; 13. foot of first pair; 14.

foot of third pair ; 15. foot of 5th pair.

Figs. 16-21. Thalestris forfic^ila,

16. Anterior antenna (male) ; 17. anterior antenna (female) ; 18. posterior

antenna; 19. posterior foot-jaw; 20. foot of first pair; 21. foot of fifth

pair (female).

Figs. 22-27. Merope haviata.

22. Adult female; 23. Anterior antenna ; 24, posterior foot-jaw ; 25. foot of

first pair ; 26. foot of fourth pair; 27. foot of fifth pair.

Plate XI.

Figs. 1-10. Laophonte australasica.

Anterior antenna ; 2. posterior antenna ; 3. mandible ; 4. maxilla

;

5. anterior foot -jaw; 6. posterior foot-jaw ; 7. foot of first pair; 8. foot

of fourth pair ; 9, foot of fifth pair ; 10. abdomen.

Figs. 11-14. Artotrogus ovatus.

1. Adult female; 12. posterior antenna ; 13. mouth-siphon; 14. foot of fifth

pair.

Fig. 15. PorceUidium inturniptum.

Figs. 16-18. Cyclops ceqiioreus.

16. Anterior antenna (female); 17. foot of fifth pair; 18, abdominal seg-

ments.

Figs, 19-22. Cyclops serrulatus,

19. Anterior antenna (female); 20. posterior antenna ; 21. foot of fifth pair

;

22, caudal segments and setm.
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Aet. Y.—Notes 071 the Structure of Struthiolaria papulosa.

By Professor F. W. Hutton,

[Bead before the Philosophical Institute of Canterhiiry, 1th September, 1882.]

Plate XII.

Last year Mr. J. D. Enys kindly gave me two specimens, male and female,

of Struthiolaria papulosa which he had collected at Nelson and preserved in

sph-it. All that is known at present of the structure of Struthiolaria is con-

tained in the description of the animal of S. crenulata (= S. australis) in

the Zoology of the Voyage of the Astrolabe (vol. ii., p. 430, pi. 31, fig. 7-9),

in which a female is figured, and a description of the lingual dentition in

the Trans. N.Z. Institute, vol. siv., p. 163, pi. vi., fig. h. A few remarks

on the specimens collected by Mr. Enys will, therefore, be interesting.

The oesophagus is long, expanding gradually into the stomach (fi

3 m.) ; the intestine turns abruptly forward to the heart, passes

through a loop of the anterior aorta, and proceeds at once to the anus,

which freely projects from the mantle. The odontophorc is very small and

easily overlooked. The liver is large and greenish or greenish-brown, it

lies on the lower side of the spiral portion of the animal, the upper side

being occupied by the reproductive organs ; the hepatic duct opens at the

pyloric end of the stomach, just where the intestine begins. The heart is

large, and pale-yellow in colour. The gill is single attached to the mantle

along the left side, the plates being very long, stiff, and free ; they appear

to me to be simple, and not '^ boutonnees'' as stated by Quoy. The renal

organ lies at the base of the gill, and a duct, formed by a fold of skin,

leads from it over the anterior portion of the body inside the rectum

(fig. 1-3 y) ; in the male it opens at the base of the penis ; in the female,

between the right tentacle and the anus. The male reproductive organs

consist of a scarlet-lake testis and a long vas-deferens formed by a fold of

skin ninning along the anterior part of the body, inside the renal duct, to

the base of the right tentacle aud ends in a long slender non-retractile

curved penis (fig. 1-2 d). In the female the ovary is of a cream

colour; the oviduct is like the vas-deferens, but it ends behind the right

tentacle in an expanded fold of skin.

In my paper of last year I figured the different teeth isolated from each

other, I therefore append to this paper a sketch of the teeth in their natural

position (fig. 4.) I have also added a figure of the operculum (fig. 6), as

it is incorrectly given by H. and A. Adams in their Genera of Recent

Mollusca, and also an outline of the animal of 5. australis from the Voyage

of the Astrolabe.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XH.

Fig. 1. Stnithiolaria papulosa, Male.

Fig, 2. „ „ tt Branchial cavity laid open.

Fig. 3. „ „ Female. Branchial and abdominal cavities laid open.

All three drawings are taken from spirit specimens.

um

g, renal duct; hy mantle; f, branchia; k, columellar muscle; l, siphon;

771, stomach ; n, anus ; o, heart.

Fig. 4.' Stmthiolaria papulosa. Dentition magnified 160 times.

Fig. 5. „ „ Operculum magnified two diameters.

Fig. 6. „ australis. Living animal, after Quoy. (Female.)

Art. \1.— Notes on some BrancLiate Gastropoda.

By Professor F. W. Hutton.

[Bead before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 3rd August, 1882.]

Plates XIII.-XVI.

Aplysia tryoni, Meinertzliagen, PL XIII., fig. a.

Dentition, 13-1-13. Teeth quadrate, witli basal and reflected portions.

Eeflexed portion of central tooth trilobed, with a single cutting-point on

the median and two small ones on each of the lateral lobes. Interior

laterals three-lobed, the interior one the largest, each with a smooth

cntting-point. Outer laterals one-lobed, with a toothed cutting-point.

The three outer marginals reduced to plates.

The teeth figured are from a dried specimen collected at Napier, and

given me by Mr. Tryon.

Calliop^a felina, Hutton. PL XIII., fig. b.

Radiila consists of about eleven blunt oval teeth placed in a single

series, and getting gradually smaller.

The specimen figured came from Lyttelton.

MuKEx ocTOGONus, Quoy and Gaimard, Ph XIII., fig. c.

Dentition.—Central tooth with five nearly equal and equidistant cusps,

the anterior surface concave, and the sides rounded. Operculum ovate, the

nucleus subapical.

I am indebted to Mr. T. F. Cheeseman for specimens from Auckland.

Trophox paiv.e, Crosse. PI. XIII., fig. b.

Animal white, speckled with dead white. Foot slightly expanded and

rounded in front, obtusely pointed behind. Tentacles approximated, the

eyes on their external sides about two-thu'ds up from the base ; siphon

short, barely protruding from the canal. Dentition,—Central tooth with

five pointed cusps, the middle one the largest, and those on each side of it
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smallest; the anterior surface straight, and the sides truncated. Operculum

ovate, "VN^th the nucleus subapical ; horny, transparent round the margin,

the middle portion chestnut red, deeply trilohed on the inner edge.

The specimens figured were collected at Lyttelton.

Teophon dxjbiuSj Hutton. PI. XIII., fig. e.

Animal of a hright salmon-red colour. Dentition.—Odontoglossate, the

lateral teeth not being versatile. Central tooth small, rectangular, longer

than broad, with three small acute rather distant cusps; lateral teeth

broad, curved, with seven cusps ; the inner small, the next five subec[ual

and close together, the outer small and distant from the others. Operculum

ovate, suhconcentric.

The specimens figured were collected in Auckland. The dentition shows

that this species belongs to the Fusidce, while its smooth columella and

fusiform shell put it into the Fusincs: the operculum, however, is quite

different from any other species of the family, and it must therefore be

placed in a new genus, which I propose to call Taron,

Neptun^a dilatata, Quoy and Gaimard. PL XIII., fig. f.

Dentition.—Central tooth arched with four rather long cusps with

rounded points of which the two inner are slightly the larger
;
posterior

margin deeply concave. Lateral teeth with three curved cusps, the outer

longer and distant from the other two. Operculum oblong, rather unguicu-

late, nucleus apical.

I am indebted to Mr, T. F. Cheeseman for specimens in spirit from

Auckland.

Professor Troschel has given a figure of the dentition of this species

(Das Gebiss der Schnecken, ii. taf. vi., fig. 17) which differs very much

from mine, and I cannot account for the difference.

NeptUxN^a nodosa, Martyn. PI, XIII., fig. g.

Dentition.—Central tooth quadrate, the breadth three times the length,

with four subequal triangular cusps placed close together. Lateral teeth

as in the last species, but the cusps more curved. Operculum like that of

the last species.

The specimen figured was sent me from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheese-
r

man.

EuTHRiA LiNEATA, Chcmnitz. PL XIIL, fig. H.

Dentition.—Central tooth deeply curved, and the ends bent backward

;

a single tricuspidate cutting-point in the centre : laterals with tln-ee sub-

equal and equidistant cusps- Operculum oval, the nucleus apical.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton. The dentition of this

species is quite different from that of its supposed variety C, figured in the

Trans- N.Z. Inst., xiv., pl.vi., fig. i>. This latter must therefore be
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considered as a distinct species ; it may, however, be the same as E, Uttori-

noidesy Eeeve, I have collected at Lyttelton a single living specimen of E.

striata
J
Hntton (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vii., p. 458), and find that its denti-

tion exactly resembles that of E. Hneata here figured, the shell is quite

colourless, but the animal is spotted with maroon brown.

EuTHRiA viTTATA, Quoy and Gaimard. PL XIII., fig, r.

Dentition.—Central tooth nearly as long as broad, flat in front, convex

behind, with three acute denticles ; lateral teeth with the outer cusp very

large, the two inner small and close together. Opercidinn oval, sub-ungui-

culate, nucleus apical.

The specimens figured were collected at Auckland.

COMINELLA VIRGATA, AdamS. PI, XIII., fig, K.

Dentition and operculum normal.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

CoMixELLA MACULATA, Martyn. PI. XIII., fig. L.

Dentition and operculum normal.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

CoMiNELLA MACULOSA, Martyu. PL XIII., fig. M.

Dentition and operculwn normal. Animal,—Foot emarginate in front;

yellowish white, reticulated with bluish black, and margined anteriorly with

yellowish white. Siphon moderate, tapering, black (drawn too long by Quoy,

Voy. AstroL, pi. 30, f. 8-10). Eyes half-way up the tentacles. Tentacles

black above the eyes, and slightly tipped with white ; below the eyes they

are longitudinally streaked with black.

The specimens described were collected at Lyttelton.

COMINELLA TESTCDINEA, Chcmnitz. PL XIII., fig. N.

Dentition and operculum normal.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

PoLYTROPA HAusTRUM, Mavtyn, PL XIII., fig. O.

^7ima/.—White
; tentacles short and blunt, the eyes situated more than

half-way up. Dentition.~Ceni.x^\ tooth broad, shghtly curved with five sub-

equal triangular contiguous cusps. Operculum oval, the nucleus sub-lateral.

The specimen figured was collected in Auckland.

This species has usually been put into Purpura, but its operculum is

sufficient to remove it from that genus, and the aperture has no posterior

canal.

Purpura textiliosa, Lamarck. PL XIII., fig. p.

Dfwfttio?/.—Central tooth sligbtly sinuous, with three long triangular

cusps, the median of which is the largest. Opercuhm semi-cordate, the

nucleus lateral, on the exterior side.

The specimen figured \\as collected in Auckland.
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The operculum and the posterior canal show that this species belongs

to Purpura, and not to Polytropa where it is usually placed.

PoLYTEOPA QTJOYi, Eceve. PI. XIII., fig. Q.

Dentitioji.—Ceutval tooth convex in front and straight behind, with five

narrow pointed, separated, denticles the external and median subequal, the

intermediate two much smaller. Ojjcrcuhim ovate, the nucleus sub-apical.

The specimen figured was sent me from Auckland by Mr, T. F. Cheeseman.

The columella in this species is rounded and the operculum is muricoid.

It is evidently not a Pohjtropa but a Trophon.

PoLYTROPA STRIATA, Martyu. PI. XIII., fig. R-

Dentition.—CentvaX tooth arched with a convex sinuatioa in the middle

of the anterior margin. Cusps five, the median one isolated from the others

and sometimes much longer. Operculum ovate, the nucleus sub-lateral.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

PoLYTROPA scoBiNA, Quoy and Gaimard. PI. XIII., fig. s.

Dentition resembles that of P. haustrum. Operculum oblong, the nucleus

sub-lateral.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

PoLYTROPA ALBOMARGINATA, DcshayeS. Pi. XIII., fig. T.

Dentition resembles that of P. haustrum, but the cusps are broader.
r

Operculum oval, the nucleus sub-lateral.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

The species is the same as P. triatU, Dunker.

VoLUTA PAciFicA, Lamarck. PI. XIII., fig. u.

Dentition.—TQeih arched, with three large subequal triangular cusps

occupying the whole of the posterior margin. Operculum none.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Ancillaria australis, Sowerby. PI. XIII., fig. v.

Dentition.--CmiriA tooth slightly arched aud square at the ends with

three rather distant cusps, the middle one of which is the smallest. There

are no denticles : lateral teeth hke Purpura. Opercuhm oval, the nucleus

sub-apical.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Coriocella ophione, Gray, {Lamellaria ?). PI. XIII., fig. w.

Shell as described by Gray. Length -25, breadth -15 inch, resembles

that of Oryptocella latens, Adams (Gen. Moll., pi. 21, f 4, b), and covers

the whole animal. Animal with the mantle smooth covering the whole

shell, not fissured on the back, notched in front ;
yellowish, marbled with

grey ; foot small, square in front, tapering behind, entirely covered by the

mantle. Top of the head dark grey, or purple ; eyes at the outer bases of

the tentacles, which are large, and separated. Dentition, 1-1-1
;
central
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with

tooth with the base produced into two long processes, the anterior end

sHghtly reflected and trilobed ; lateral teeth versatile, broad, situated at

some distance from the central tooth, their apices acute, uncinate, and den-

ticulated on the inner side.

Several specimens of this little mollusc were sent me by Mr. T. F.

Cheeseman from Auckland, where, I believe, it is not uncommon. The

animal much resembles the Coriocella noire, Blainville, Malacoh, t- 42,

f. la, figured by Gray in Figures of Molluscous Animals, pL 104, f, 3. I

take it to be Gray's LameUaria opJiione^ because it is said to be not uncom-

mon at Auckland, but Gray's description would do for many species of dif-

ferent genera, and by itself is unrecognizable.

The animal mentioned by me in the Manual of New Zealand Mollusca,

p. 59, as perhaps LameUaria ophione is quite different, and may be called

LameUaria cerehroides.

Ceypta costata, Deshayes. PI. XIV., fig. a.

Dentition.—Central tooth nearly as broad as long, the reflected portion

with three denticles on each side and a long median cutting-point ;• the

first lateral has seven denticles, the second and third are nearly smoth,

four or five obsolete denticles on the outer side. There is a papillate

horny jaw on each side of the mouth.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.
Ceypta monoxyla, Lesson. PL XIV., fig. b.

Dentition.—Qenii-dl tooth considerably longer than broad, with a single

lobe or denticle on each side of the reflected portion. Fii-st lateral Tvith

the reflected portion sharply denticulated on both sides, about two den-

ticles inside and five outside the large apical denticle ; second and third

lateral strongly denticulated on the outer side.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland,
TuRRiTELLA ROSEA, Quov and Gaimard. PI. XIV., fig. c.

Dentition.—LengiXi of central tooth rather more than half the breadth,
the reflected portion finely denticulated on each side, and with a larger
median cutting-point. First lateral finely denticulated on the outer side

;

second lateral much broader than the third and spoon-shaped at the tip;
both are finely denticulated on the outer side.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.
Cerithidea bicarinata. Gray, PL XIV., fig. n.

Dcntition,-J.Qngih of the central tooth about two-thirds of the breadth
;

the posterior corners with a sharp cusp, which carries a single denticle at
Its mner base

; reflected portion trilobed, the middle lobe larger and with a
cutting-point. First lateral broad, produced at the outer basal end into a
short stalk, reflected portion with a broad denticle and four or five smaller
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ones outside it ; second lateral ungniciilate, Tvith four denticles ;
third

lateral broader than the second, and with five denticles. Opercnlnm multi-

spiral, with a ragged edge.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

Cerithidea nigra, Hombrou and Jacquenot. PL XIV., fig. e-

Animal black, sparingly spotted with yellowish ; head-lobes marked

with yellowish ; tentacles black, with three or four rings of white.

Dentition,—Jjen^ih of central tooth rather more than half the breadth,

reflected portion with five cusps, otherwise like C. hicarinaia. Fu'st lateral

like hicarinata, but the broad denticle often bifid ; second and third laterals

like bicarinata, but the third with six denticles.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland,

Melanopsis trifasciata, Gray. PI. XIV., fig. f.

Dentition.—Central tooth subquadrate, broader than long, the posterior

angles sharp, the posterior margin wtth a convex, and the anterior margin

with a concave sinuation ; reflected portion with three denticles on each side

and a broad and pointed cutting-point, that extends under the denticles.

First lateral broad with three or four denticles. Second lateral rather

broad with a spoon-shaped tip provided with three blunt denticles, a clavate

accessory piece attached to the outer posterior corner. Third lateral narrow

expanded into a denticulate spoon-shaped apex. Operculum oval with the

nucleus subapical.

The specimen figured was sent by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman,

Janthina exigua, Lamarck. PI. XIV., fig. g.

Dentition.—Similar to that of J. communis.

The specimen figured was given me by the Hon. G. McLean.

Nerita atrata, Lamarck. PI. XIV., fig. h.

Dentition.— Central tooth rather small, quadi-ate, longer than broad,

posterior margin concave with a cutting-point in the centre. First lateral

very broad, the breadth nearly three times the length, expanding outwards,

and with a cutting-point on the inner posterior angle. Second and third

laterals minute plates ; fourth lateral with a breadth twice the length,

arched, with a broad dark brown opacjue cutting-point. Marginals numer-

ous with smooth points.

Tlie specimen figured was collected at Auckland,

There are only four laterals, and the dentition seems to connect the

TrochidcE with the Chitonidtr, although decidedly rhipidoglossal.

HUTTONIA BELLA, HuttOU [Exiclielus), PL XIV., fig. I.

Dentition,—Central tooth trilobed at the base, the central lobe smaller

and not projecting beyond the lateral lobes, reflected portion denticulated

on the sides. Laterals five, similar, getting longer as they are further away
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from the central tooth, denticulated on each side. Marginals denticulated

on the outer side, those near the margin very naiTOW and sigmoid. Oper-

culum horny, of few (3 or 4) whorls ;
pale in colour and transparent, the

nucleus central.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland hy Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Mr. T. W. Kirk, in the Trans. N.Z. Inst., xiv., p. 282, has proposed a

new genus, Huttonia, to include this and two other species which he there

describes, and the operculum proves to be very different from that of

y

Exichelxis.

Anthora tuberculata, Gray. PI. XIV., fig. k.

Animal yellowish-brown, foot reddish-brown or purplish-brown; side

lappets and head-lobes margined with white : proboscis reddish- or purplish-

brown, margiued with white : filaments white, three on a side. The head

lobes are smooth and rounded and joined together over the head. The

eyes are on rather long white peduncles. Dentition similar to thatof ^.

tiaratiis, but the central tooth not so broad. Opercxihivi horny, multispiral.
r

The specimen figured w^as collected at Lyttelton.

ZizYpmNus sELECTus, Chcmnitz. PI. XIV., fig. l.

Dentition like that of Z, pnnctidatus^ but the first marginal appears to

be short and broad
;
possibly this may be a broken specimen.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland.

GiBBULA OPPRESSA, Hutton. PI. XIV., fig. M.

Dentition.—Central tooth with the posterior margin straight. Fifth

lateral w^ith several short cutting-points. All the cutting-points smooth.

Operculum horny, multispu'al, with radiating striae.

The specimen figured was sent by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman from Auck-

land.

Margarita (?) inconspicua, Hutton. PI. XIV., fig. n.

Dentition similar to Cantharidus. Central tooth wdth a slight median

lobe on the posterior margin ; the first four laterals similar, the cutting-

point denticulated on the inner side ; fifth lateral with a large cutting-

point on the inner side and two small ones outside it.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Cantharidus purpuratus, Martyn. PI. XIV., fig. o.

Aniwal pale yellowish ; foot pointed behind, speckled with brown and

transversely banded m front with reddish-brow^n or brown, and bordered

with pale yellowish ; rostrupa greenish-yeUow ; head-lobes smooth ; ten-

tacles yellow or pale purplish ; eye-peduncles yellowish-white, short and

slender ; filaments three on a side. Dentition normal, the central tooth

rather broader than high.

The specimen figm-ed was collected at Lyttelton,
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Calcar cookii, Cliemnit2. PI. XIV,, fig. p-

Dentiiion.—Centred tooth elongated, anterior half with parallel sides,

posterior half expanded ; winged on each side near the middle, posterior

margin straight ; no cutting-point. First to fourth lateral similar, broad,

without cutting-points, with two wings on the exterior side which receive

between them the inner side of the next tooth. Fifth lateral with the

outer posterior corner produced into a long stalk, the reflexed portion

tricuspid. First marginal very large, produced anteriorly and reflected at

the margin, a strong triangular cutting-point arising from the middle of

the tooth. Marginal teeth with smooth cutting-points.

The specimen figured was sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

The dentition is so very different from that of Calcar mperialis (as figured

by Hogg) that the two cannot be placed in the same genus, and the name

Calcar cooldi will have to be altered to Cookia sulcata, Martyn.

DiLO-MA JETHiops, Gmoliu. PI. XV., fig. A.

Dentition.—QQniyaX tooth broader than long, oblique, sloping posteriorly

to the left, reflexed portion without cutting-points, but sen-ated on both

sides at the base. Lateral teeth with cutting-points which are denticulated

on both sides, those on the outer side being stronger. Outer marginals

denticulated on both sides, the inner marginals denticulated on the outer

side only.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

DiLOMA NiGEEEiMA, Chcmnitz. PI. XV., fig. B.

Animal black : head with a narrow transverse baud of yellow near

the front margin ; rostrum margined with white : tentacles long and taper-

ing, longitudinally striped with black and yellowish. Filaments blue-black,

three on a side, sometimes a fourth on the left side.* Foot white, closely

and finely marbled with blue-black, and broadly margined with yellow

veined with black. Dentition .—Q^nival tooth much broader than long,

obhque, sloping posteriorly to the right, the reflexed portion serrated on

both margins, cutting-points of lateral teeth denticulated on both sides, but

more strongly on the outside. Cutting-points of marginal teeth strongly

denticulated on both sides.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton. The movements of

this species are very rapid, quite different from those of the other species of

the genus.

DiLOMA TJNDULosA, Adams. PI. XV., fig. c.

Animal brownish-black ; rostrum narrowly margined with yellow
;
ten-

tacles margined with white ; eye-peduncles broad and short ;
head-lobes

pectinated ; the right side lappet smooth, the left pectinated between the

\ -., ._
' ^ i.i J

* I have noticed the same in D, athiops.
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filaments and the eye peduncles : filaments three on each side. Dentition.

—Central tooth rather broader than long, not oblique, reflexed portion ser-

rated on both sides at the base. Cutting-points of laterals and inner mar-

ginals denticulate on outer edge only, those of the outer marginals denticu-

lated on both sides.

The specimen figured was collected at Sumner.

DiLOMA coEROSA, Adams (= D. hectori, Button). PL XV., fig. d.

Animal the same as D. undulosa. Dentition.—Central tooth much
broader than long, oblique, sloping posteriorly to the right. Cutting-points

of laterals and inner marginals denticulated on the outer edge only, those of

the outer marginals on both sides.

The specimen figured ^^as collected at Sumner. It is, I think, only a

variety of the last species.

DlLOilA PLUMBEAj Sp. nOV. PI. XV., fig. E,

Shell turbinate, imperforate, rather depressed, rough, sometimes with a

few obsolete spiral ribs ; whorls four or five ; spire acute but usually eroded;

colour bluish-purple, the eroded apex whitish. Interior white, iridescent,

the throat with shallow grooves, aperture margined with a black band

;

columella impressed, curved, sometimes with a small anterior tooth. Axis

•5; breadth -63. Animal like i>. cethiojjs, the foot being margined with

a baud of black and white transverse stripes. Dentitmi.—Centval tooth as

m D. corroHu. Cutting-points of lateral teeth denticulated on both sides.

Cutting-points of inner marginals denticulated on outer edge only, those of

the outer marginals on both edges.

The specimen figured was collected at Sumner. The shell is not easy

to distingush from some varieties of D. nncMosa which has the same
station, and the central tooth is like that of D. corrosa, but the animal and

the lateial and marginal teeth are like D. (Bthiops. It is found usually in

sheltered bays or estuaries, but sometimes on exposed rocks. I have

collected it at Sumner and the Ocean Beach, Dunedin, and I have also

seen specimens from Campbell Island,

DiLOMA ExcAVATA, Adams. PL XV., fig. f.

Dentiiion.—Central tooth broader than long, not oblique, the reflexed

portion denticulated all along the edge ; the cuttmg-points of the laterals

and all the marginals are denticulated on both edges.

The specimen figured was collected by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman at North

Manukau Heads,

DiLOMA (?) suBRosTEATA, Gray. PL XV., fig, G.

De«^/^/ow.—Central tooth broader than long, not oblique, the reflected

portion strongly denticulated on each side and eared. Cutting-points of

lateral teeth slightly denticulated on each side ; those of the injier marginals
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denticulated on tlie outer side only, those of the outer marginals strongly
1

denticulated on both sides.

The specimen figured was collected at Auckland, on Zostcra. The ,
I

cared central tooth differs from all the other species of Diloma.

Haliotis ieis, Martyn. PI. XV., fig. ii.

Animal sooty-black ; foot deeply notched in front. De7ititio}7, x -5-1-5- oo.

Central tooth about as broad as long, rounded posteriorly, and eared, re-

flexed portion without cutting-points, a long process projecting backward

and upward on each side below the reflexed portion. First lateral broader

than long, subquadrate, without cutting-points. Second lateral oval,

longer than broad, without cutting-points. Third lateral long and narrow

with a clavate process extending from the exterior side, and the whole of

the interior side occupied by a large cutting-point. Fourth lateral like the

third but shorter and broader. Fifth lateral oblong, transverse, with a

blunt cutting-point on the inner side. Marginals slender, denticulate on

both edges.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

Paemophorus unguis, Linne. PI. XV., fig. i.

Dentition.—Central tooth subquadrate, broader thau long, the reflexed

portion without cutting-points. First to fourth laterals similar, oval, the

length three times the breadth, without any cutting-points. Fourth and

fifth laterals large with two strong cutting-points.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

AcM^A coNoiDEA, Quoy and Gaimard. PL XV., fig. k.

AnimaL—Margin of the mantle not fringed. Dentition.—Length of the

teeth more than three times the breadth, the recurved portions moderate

;

basal plates subrectangular, much longer than broad. No accessory teeth.

The specimen figured was collected at Sumner.

ACM^A CORTICATA, HuttOU. PI. XV., fig. ^*

Animal.—Margin of the mantle not fringed. Dentition.—Teeth rather

broad, the recurved portions very broad and blunt ; basal plates imbricating,

the anterior margin straight, the posterior and exterior margms deeply

siuuated, the Ulterior margm concave ; a pair of accessory hooked teeth on

each side.
' *

The specimen figured was collected at Dunedin.

Acii-EA piLEOPSis, Quoy and Gaimard. PI. XV., fig. m.

De^xtition.—'Lmgii]! of teeth more than haK the breadth, the recurved

with

longitudinal groove. No accessory teeth.

The specimen figured was collected at tb

Jennings, and sent me by Prof. T. J. Parker.
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Quoy PI. XY., fig. N.

.4„;„.a; .ith tlie mavgin of the mantle Mngod. P«m»o„.--Teeft much

lito those of A. rileopsis. b„t they are .eak i. the middle

-^."^^^^f
.hen detached, so as to divide the anterior from the posterior recur ed

portion, thus approaching Paull.. .here the anterior and pos enor p rtron

are always separated. Basal plates subreetangular, the length about t™

the breadth, and divided by a longitudinal Une into two porhons. No

accessory teeth.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

Patella MAGFXL^NiCA, Martyn (?). PL XVI., fig. A.
_

jnimal-ln this species, and in all the other of our Patdhdc. tl^at Ihave

examined, the gills do not extend beyond the head, and the mou h is en ire

below, thus putting them into the genus Nacdla, but the shell m all^

thick and all live on rocks. In all the mantle is fringed. DentUion

Inner teeth simple, pointed; outer bidentate on the outer ^i^^.^; ^^^^^^^

plate cuneate, divided down the centre ;
marginal plates rhomboidal large.

The specimen figured was collected at the Auckland Islands by Mr. ii..

Jennings, and sent me by Prof. T. J. Parker.
vxrr fl ^

Patella denticulata, Martyn (= P. hictuosa, Gould, PI. XVi., tg- b;.

Dentition.-lunev teeth simple, pointed, set near together ;
outer teetn

with two denticles on the outer side, the lower often semi-detached ;
cen ra

plate lenticular, divided down the middle ; marginal plates distant witli a

hooked anterior and jagged posterior end, a small detached plate a little

above the hooked termination of the larger plate.

The specimen figured was collected at Dunedin.

Patella illtjminata, Gould. PI. XVI., fig. c.
^

Dmtition .-Innev teeth with a single denticulation on the outer sia ,

outer teeth with two denticulations on the inner and two on the outer si ,

the lower outer denticle detached ; central plate lenticular ;
marginal plate

linear forming a double series on each side.
, i p fpssor

The specimen figured was collected at Macquarie Island by rroie

Scott, and sent me by Prof. T. J. Parker.

Patella olivacea, Hutton. PI. XVI., fig. d.
, i i-^nq

D.,mVro. .-Inner teeth simple, pointed ; outer with two denticulations

on the outer edge, the lower almost detached; central plate hneai,

^^^

slightly cuneate, divided longitudinally into two, each half with a t>ug^^^

oval spot at the anterior end ; marginal plates similar to those of
•

^^

ticidata, but the intermediate plate is much larger, and occupies mos

the space between the hooked plates.
^^^

The specimen figured was collected at Dunedin; in the figure ttie

teeth are shown too widely separated.
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Patella argyropsis, Lesson (= P. radimu, Gml). Plate XVI,, fig. e.

Dentition.—InnQv teeth simple, pointed ; outer with two denticulations

on the outer side, the lower sometimes semi-detached, more often rect-

angular ; central plate lenticular, divided longitudinally ; marginal plates

like those of P. olivacea, but the posterior margins smooth, and the inter-

mediate plate sometimes hooked.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton. P. pholidota, Lesson,

has the same dentition, and can only be considered as a variety.

Chiton pellis-serpentis, Quoy and Gaimard. PL XVI., fig. i.

Dentition.—7-1-7. Central tooth with a narrow neck and expanded

base like some of the Trochidccy the reflexed portion without cutting-points.

First lateral hke the central, but longer. Second lateral placed obliquely

with a long stalk and an opaque blunt cutting-point like Nerita. First

marginal trilobed : second Avith a projecting anterior process from the

inner angle of which proceeds a peltate tooth on a long stalk : third and

fourth marginals oval ; the fifth subquadrate.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

Chiton glaucus, Gray. PL XVI., fig. f.

Dentition.—7-1-7. Central tooth spoon-shaped ; first lateral like Tro-

chid(B, with an unarmed reflexed portion : second lateral ovate with a large

claw-shaped cutting-point on the anterior end, and an accessory plate below

it : first and second marginals uTegular ; the third subtriangular, with a

large ladle-shaped tooth arising from the inner side : fourth suboval ; fifth

subquadrate.

The specimen figured was collected at Dunedin.

AcANTHOcmiES zEALANDicus, Quoy and Gaimard. PL XVI., fig. g.

Dentition.—6-1-6. Central tooth quadrate, the reflexed portion with-

out cutting-points : first lateral like the central but smaller : second lateral

oblique, with a long stem and a recurved portion bearing three opaque

dark-brown cutting-points : first marginal sub-quadrate ; second, third, and

fourth oval ; from between the first marginal plates springs a spoon-shaped

tooth.

The specimen figured was collected at Dunedin.

Cryptoconchus pokosus, Burrow. PL XVI., fig. h.

Dentition.—6-1-6. Central tooth subquadrate, longer than broad, with

a simple refiexed portion : first lateral curved round the central, the front

portion reflexed : second lateral oblique, the stalk broad and rather sigmoid,

the reflexed portion bearing three dark-brown opaque cutting-points : mar-

ginals ovate : from the first marginal there arises a spoon-shaped process,

and from the second a large falcate pi-ocess.

The specimen figured was collected at Lyttelton.

9
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XIIL—XYI,
Plate XIII.

A. Aplysia tryoni. Teeth.

B. Calliopaa felina. Eadula.

C. Murex octogonus. Teeth, a, operculum,
D. TropJwn paiv(B, Teeth, a, operculum.
E. Taron diiMus. Teeth, a, operculum.
F. Neptun<sa dUatata. Teeth, a, operculum.
G. Neptuncea nodosa. Teeth, a, operculum.
H. Euthria lineaia. Teeth.

L Eiitliria vittata. Teeth, a, operculum,
K. Cominella virgata. Teeth, a, operculum.
li. Cominella maculata. Teeth, a, operculum.
M. Cominella maculosa. Teeth.

N. Cominella testudinea. Teeth.

0. Polytropa haustrnm. Teeth, a, operculum.
P. Purpura textiliosa. Teeth, a, operculum.
Q. Trophon quoyi. Teeth, a, operculum.
R. Polytropa striata. Teeth, a, operculum.
S. Polytropa scobina. Teeth, a. operculum.
T. Polytropa albomarglnata. Teeth, a, operculum.
U. FoZwfa pacifica. Teeth.

V. Ancillaria attstralis. Teeth, a, operculum.
W. Coriocella opMone. Teeth.

Plate XIV.
A. Crypta costata. Teeth.

B. Crypta monoxyla. Teeth.

C. Turritella rosea. Teeth.

D. Cerithidea bicarinata. Teeth and operculum.
E. Cerithidea nigra. Teeth.

F. Melanopsis trifasciata. Teeth and operculum.
G. Janthina exigua. A tooth.

H. Nerita atrata. Teeth, a, a marginal tooth.
L £«c;ieZ«s teZZus. Teeth and operculum, a, an outside ma
K. ^nfTzora fu6ercwZa«a. Teeth and operculum.
L. Zizyphinus selectus. First marginal tooth.
M, Gibbula oppressa. Teeth.
N. Margarita inconspicua. Teeth.
O. Cantharldus purpuratus. Central tooth.
P. Calcar cookii. Teeth.

Plate XV.
A. Diloma ceihiops. Teeth.
B. Diloma mgerrima. Teeth, a, a marginal tooth.
0. Diloma undulosa. Teeth,
D. Diloma corrosa. Teeth.

B. Diloma plumbea. Teeth.
F. Diloma excavata. Teeth.

G* Diloma subrostrata. Teeth.
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H. Haliotis iris. Teeth, a, a marginal tooth.

I. ParmopJionis xinguis. Teeth.

K. Acmcca conoidea. Teeth, a, plates ; 6, side view of tooth,

L. AcmcBa corticata. Teeth, a, plates.

M. Acm^a pileopsia. Teeth, a, plates; 6, side view of tooth,
H

N. Acmma Jiavimea. Teeth, a, plates.

Plate XVI.

A. Patella viagellanica. Teeth (removed on one side).

B. Patella denticulata. Teeth, a, plates.

C. Patella illuminata. Teeth.

D. Patella olivacea. Teeth.

E. Patella argyropsis. Teeth.

F. Chiton glaucus. Teeth. "^

G. Acanthochites zealandiciis. Teeth,

H. Cryptoconchus porosits. Teeth.

I. Chiton pellis-serpentis. Teeth,

Art, VII. of New

W
[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury , 2nd March, 1882.]

w

J

POLYTROPA CHEESEMANI, Sp, DOV,

Shell small, fusiform, Tvhite, spirally ribbed, and between the ribs finely

transversely lirated, "Whorls five, those of the spire small, with a single

smooth spiral rib ; body-whorl large, with five spiral grooves between the

ribs ; ribs broad and smooth, grooves narrow and transversely lirated-

Aperture moderate, contracted in front iflto a short, open, slightly-twisted

canal; four or five short well-developed teeth .inside the outer lip. In-

terior bright purple, without any white margin ; columella slightly tinted

with the same colour.

Length *6
; diameter '35 inch.

Waikato

I have^seen a considerable number of specimens, and they exhibit very

little variation. The species is easily distinguished from P. striata by the

small number of grooves on the body-whorl ; and from P. squamata by the

smooth ribs, and the colour of the interior. From P. propinqua, Tenison-

"Woods, it differs in having the grooves narrower, and one less of them, and

in the outer lip not being smooth.

Pleurotoma (Drillia) awamoaensis, Hutton. Cat. Tertiary MoUusca of

New Zealand (1874), p. 4.

Not uncommon at Waiwera, near Auckland (Cheeseman).

Shell small, thin, fusiform, turretted, white ; whorls 8^, the first three or

three-and-a-half smooth and convex, afterwards slishtlv carinated. spirallv
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lirated and trausversely ribbed. Hinder parts of the wborls not concave

;

twenty whorl, and about the same
number on the body-whorl, but difficult to count because partly obsolete,

especially anteriorly; spiral lir^ about seven on the spire whorls, subequal,
body-whorl with fifteen or sixteen. Canal moderate ; aperture elongately
oval, posterior sinus very slight.

Length -53
; diameter -2 ; length of aperture -17 inch.

This species is distinguished from P. huchanani by the whorls being less

cannated, not concave posteriorly, and the suture not margined ; the recent
specimens are not much more than half the size of the fossils from Awamoa.

Adeokbis (?) PETTERi^, Brazicr {Fossarina). Jour de Couch., 1864.
I have received a specimen from Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, who informs me

that he found four individuals at Waiwera, and that Mr. C. Mathews had
also collected it at Omaha and Matakaua. It is common in Tasmania.

Shell depressed, of three or four rapidly-increasmg whorls, rimate,
smooth, very faintly spirally striated ; white, with zig-zag brown markings

;

aperture broader than long; yellowish, and not pearly inside. Operculum
multispiral. Dentition rhipidoglossal.

I have examined an animal sent me from Tasmania by Mr. Petterd, and
find that it belongs to the TrocUnce.

AcM^A FLAMMEA, Quoy and Gaimard. Voy. Astrolabe, Zool. iii., p. 354,
pi. 71, f. 15-24 {Patelloida)

. Tenison-Woods, Pro. Eoy. Soc. Tasmania,
1876, p. 51.

Shell small, oval, depressedly conical, finely radiately striated ; apex
about one-fourth the length of the shell from the anterior end, pointed and
hooked: shell thin, semitransparent, pale yellowish-brown, ornamented
with irregular, usually more or less radiating, lines of brown ; interior
silvery.

Length -25 to -3
; breadth -2 to -23

; height -08 to -1 inch.
Animal white, the margin of the mantle fringed.

This species is common on rocks and on other shells throughout New
Zealand. It is also found in Tasmania, AustraHa, and the Island of Guam.
Mr. Tenison-Woods describes the shell as " soi

is always very dehcate and thin.

Ac.1^ coNoiDEA, Quoy and Gaimard. Voy. Astrolabe, Zool. iii., p. 355,
pi. 71, f. 5-7 {Patelloida).

Shell smaU, broadly oval, high, conical, smooth ; apex rather anterior,
blunt usually rounded. Colour usuaUy brown, but sometimes nearly white
mth brown radiating streaks

; interior above the muscular impression dark

with

brown

own
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Length -2 to '25
; breadth -15 to -17

;
height -1 to -2 in^":.

Not uncommon with Littorina on the roch:^ at Sumner. Common in

Tasmania. Q
King George's Sound in Australia, where it is said to he very rare ;

these

specimens are much larger than ours, but I cannot malce out any other

difference. The margin of the mantle is not fringed.

Patella olivacea, sp. nov.

Shell ovate, narrowed in front, very finely radiately ribbed, about 70,

often with included strict ; ribs crossed by faint and irregular lines of

growth; apex between one-third and one-fourth of the length from the

anterior end, usually eroded. Colour uniform olive brown ;
interior bright

silvery greyish with a narrow black line round the finely crenulated margin.

Length 1-3
; breadth 1-0 ; height -55 inch.

This species is distinguished from P. argyroims by its numerous, nearly

uniforni ribs, and from P. phoUdota by the apex being more central ; from

both of them and from P. earlii it is also distinguished by its uniform

colouring, and the black line round the margin. I have collected it at the

Bluff, and at Dunedm.

Calliopjea felina, sp. nov.

Small head, upper surface of oral tentacles and branchiae, black ; lower

surface and tips of oral tentacles, and a spot behind each, yellowish-white;

a prominent eye in this white spot. No tentacles. Back sooty brown,

lighter than the branchi^. Branchi<Te very large, unequal, two rows on

each side, about seven in a row. Foot square in front, but not produced

;

tail pointed. Length, '4 inch.

Lyttelton harbour.

CalliopcEafelina , Hutton.
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Aet. \lll.—Descriptions of new Land Shells. By Professor F. W. Hutton.
[Read before the Fliilosopldcal Institute of Canterbury, 19th Octolcr, 1882.] '

During the last six months I have received many land shells from several

friends, but especially from Mr. T. F. Cheeseman of Auckland and Mr. E.
Helms of Greymouth, and amongst these shells are the following new
siDecies. The most interesting are a species of Strobila, a genus hitherto,
I believe, knoT\Ti only in America and the West Indies, and two species of

Leptopoma, a genus of operculated land shells that occurs in New Guinea,
Borneo, and the Philippine Islands, but not hitherto recorded from New
Zealand.

The dentition of these new species, together with others already de-
scribed, wiU form the subject of another paper which I hope to read to the
society next year.

Sec. AULACOGNATHA.
nov. P. coma, Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst., xiv.,

p. 130, pi. 3, fig. L (not of Gray).

Shell subdiscoidal, broadly umbilicated, closely ribbed ; colour horny-
brown, sub-radiated with reddish spots. Spire very slightly elevated, flat :

whorls 5i-6, slowly increasing, rounded, ornamented with narrow oblique
nbs, about 16-20 in the tenth of an inch, the interstices indistinctly striated
with growth-Hnes

;
suture impressed: umbihcus about one-fourth the dia-

meter of the shell, funnel-shaped, gradated, pervious : aperture subvertical,
rotundly lunar

;
peristome thin, upper margin rapidly advancing and then

then regularly arched;

Patula

with

columellar margin not reflected. Greatest diameter 0-19, least 0-16, height
0-07 inch. Dentition, 13-1-13.

Hah. Dunedin.

true
Auckland I find_ that it is different, being more closely ribbed, but less

ifeeta

ifecta. The right lip advances, as

almost

light, and an inch objective.

MiCEOPHYSA (?) PUMILA, Sp. UOV.

Shell minute, subdiscoidal, umbilicated, thin, translucent, smooth,
scarcely shmmg, with distant plait-like ribs : colour horny-brown. Spire
slightly convex

;
whorls 4, increasing rather rapidly, rounded, with regular,

distant, membranous ribs, about 20 to 25 in the tenth of an inch, the
msterstices finely reticulated

; suture impressed ; umbilicus rather large,
about one-fourth the diameter of the shell, gradated, pervious ; aperture
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large, rather oblique, subcirciilar, broader tlian high; peristome thin,

regularly arched, the columellar margin slightly reflected. Greatest

diameter 0-07, least 0-055; height 0-03 inch.

^nma^.—Body short, eye-peduncles long and thick, tentacles short

;

mantle rather posterior, enclosed ; foot narrow, without locomotive disc,

pointed behind, not extending beyond the shell ; no caudal gland. Colour

pale grey, eye-peduncles and a stripe on each side of the head dark sooty-

brown. Dentition 13-1-13.

Hab. Eyreton, Nortl

J. F. Armstrong).

rMr

Genus Gerontia, g. n.

taif

a mucous pore but no papilla. Jaiv smooth, striated. Shell depressed,

umbilicated, of about five gradually-increasing whorls ; apertm-o oblique.

This genus differs from Patula in having a mucous gland on the tail.

Gerontia pantherina, sp. nov.

Shell subdiscoidal, broadly umbihcated, striated, horny brown. Spire

shghtly convex, whorls five, slowly increasing, rather flat, with rather close

but irregular oblique strife, which are membranous on the upper surface,

interstices not reticulated ; suture impressed ;
umbilicus more than one-

fourth of the greatest diameter of the shell, perspective ;
apertm-e oblique,

rotund, slightly flattened below
;
peristome thin, the margins rapidly con-

verging ; columellar margin not reflected.

Greatest diameter 0-37, least 0-33 ; height 0-16 inch. Teeth, 18-1-18.

Animal—To-p of the head yellow
;
peduncles and a line on each side of

the head blaclc, rest of the body pale grey spotted with dark grey, the spots

often collected into groups, a regular line of dark grey spots runs along each

side, and they meet on the tail just over the mucous pore ; below this line

the side of the foot is marked with oblique dark stripes ; sole white, the

margin with grey spots.

Hab. Greymouth (Mr. E. Helms).

Strobila leiodus, sp. nov-

Shell miiiute, subdiscoidal, umbilicated, ribbed; colour horny witli

longitudinal bands of pale rufous. Spii'e almost flat, but very sliglitly con-

vex ; whorls five, very slowly increasing, rounded, with numerous oblitjue

narrow ribs, about thirty m the tenth of an inch, the interstices finely

striated with growth-lines ; suture impressed : umbilicus rather narrow,

about one-sixth the diameter of the shell, nearly cylindrical, margined with

brown : aperture vertical, rather narrow, lunate
;
peristome simple, thm,

the right lip at first ascending, then descending and sweeping forwards,

leaving a shallow posterior sinus, afterwards regularly arched, columellar
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margin shortly ascending, rather straight, and slightly reflected over the

umhilicus : interior of the aperture strengthened with seven spiral plaits on
the body-whorl, and another, rather distant, on the columella

;
parietal wall

with ten spiral plaits. Greatest diameter 0-08, least 0-07 ; height 0-05.

Animal—Bo^j elongated, narrow ; eye-peduncles long and thick, ten-

tacles moderate
: mantle subcentral, rather anterior, enclosed : foot very

long and narrow, with neither locomotive disc nor caudal gland. Colour
pale grey, eye-peduncles and a stripe on each side of the head purplish

;

foot pale brown. Dentition, 12-1-12.

Hah. Greymouth (Mr. E. Helms).

Amphidoxa cornea, sp. nov.

Shell thin, depressed, imperforate, striated, translucent; colour pale

homy. Spire slightly convex; whorls 2+, rapidly increasing, rounded,
smooth, polished, finely striated with growth-lines ; suture impressed

:

aperture very oblique, transversely oval; peristome thin, regularly arched,

columellar lip slightly reflected. Greatest diameter 0-25, least 0-2. Denti-

tion, 17-1-17.

Hah. Auckland (Mr. T. F. Cheeseman).

From A. compressivoluta this shell may be distinguished by the whorls
being convex instead of flattened ; from the other New Zealand species of

Amphidoxa by being imperforate, and of a pale horny colour without mark-
ings and without ribs. The mantle of the animal is marbled with black,

which shows through the shell.

Abiphidoxa costulata, sp. nov.

Shell small, subdiscoidal, umbilicated, shining but not polished, ribbed

;

colour pale horny, longitudinally banded with reddish, the bands absent
on the last half of the last whorl. Spire almost flat ; whorls 3*, rapidly

increasing, rounded, ornamented with fine spiral striatulations and close

ribs, about 40 to 45 in the tenth of an inch, the interstices very finely

reticulated; suture impressed; umbilicus a narrow perforation at the
bottom of a broad funnel-shaped depression, which is ribbed like the rest of
the whorls

; aperture oblique, transversely ovate
; peristome thin, regularly

arched. Greatest diameter 0-14, least 0-1. Dentition, 14-1-14.
Bah. Auckland (Mr. T. F. Cheeseman).
This species is easily distinguished by the ribbing and spiral striatulations.

Phrixgnathus, gen. nov.

Mantle subcentral, protected by an external shell,
heliciform

over which it is reflected anteriorly. No locomotive disc to the foot. Foot
rounded posteriorly and without caudal gland. Jan- papillate, imbricately
folded. Teeth quadrate, the laterals bicuspid. Shell conical or turbinated,
of five or six gradually increasing whorls : neristomp tlnn shnial.t,
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This genus includes Helix fatua, Pfr. (see Trans. N.Z. Inst., xiv., p. 15dJ

and the following species.

Phkixgnathus maeginatus, sp. nov.

Shell small, conical, umbilicated, striated: colour pale horny-brown

regularly longitudinally banded with reddish-fulvous, the fulvous bands

becoming obsolete near the mouth, base pale horny-brown. Spire conical,

slightly acute ; whorls 5^, flattened, sharply keeled ; the first and a half

whorls smooth, but spirally striated, the rest longitudinally striated with

growth-lines ; base slightly convex, radiately striated, and very dehcately

spirally striatulated; periphery sharply keeled; suture marginated; umbili-

cus narrow, about one-tenth of the diameter: aperture vertical, rhomboidal;

peristome thin, the outer and inner margins nearly parallel, columellar mar-

gin slightly reflected. Greatest diameter 0-15, least 0-13
;
height 0-1 inch.

Animal small, eye-peduncles long, the tentacles moderate ; body elon-

gate, foot slightly produced behind beyond the shell. Colour pale-yellowish

;

peduncles, a stripe on each side of the head, and another short stripe in the

middle on each side of the foot purplish gray. Dentition, 40-1-40.

Hah. Greymouth (Mr. K. Helms).

Sec. OXYGNATHA.
Thalassia

Shell depressed, striated, narrowly umbilicated ; colour pale-horny with

numerous narrow zig-zag red bands, which are often broken up into a series

of spots. Spire convexly conoidal, apex obtuse ; whorls 4-5, rather flat-

tened, the first two smooth, the rest very strongly striated with oblique

growth-lines ; last whorl cariuated, the base rounded ; suture impressed

:

umbilicus narrow : aperture oblique, rotuudly lunate, anteriorly subangled

;

peristome thin, the columellar mai-gin reflected. Greatest diameter 0-24,

least 0-2, height 0-16 inch. Dentition, 21-1-21.

Hah. Weka Pass (C. Chilton).

Allied to T. Zealandio'. but IsSS nnntftlv k-pplpd. mm-p. sfrnnrrlv nfrinf.arl

differently

HELMSI

Shell depressed, umbilicated, finely ribbed, rather shining; colour horny-

longitudinally Spire

convex, depressed obtuse ; whorls 5i-6, slowly increasing, rounded, broader
than high, ornamented with thin rather distant ribs, about 10 to 15 in the

tenth of an inch, the insterstices finely reticulated ; suture impressed ; um-
bihcus narrow, about one-seventh of the greatest diameter of the shell,

open, perforate : aperture oblique, lunately rotund; peristome thin, regu-

lai-ly arched, the columellar lip scarcely reflected. Greatest diameter 0-35,

least 0-3, height 0-23 inch.
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Animal—Body elongated, the eye-peduncles long and thick, tentacles

moderate
;
foot very long and narrow, compressed, not tapering, truncated

posteriorly and with a caudal gland ; mantle slightly reflected. Colour
variable—(a.) Entirely slate-grey, or reddish-brown, (b.) upper parts slate-

grey, foot yellowish speckled or marbled with grey, (c.) white with a few
black spots, the upper anterior parts of the body, except a pale band on the
top of the head, slate-grey.

Dentition, 25-1-25. Jaw ribbed.

Bab. Greymouth, sent by Mr. E. Helms, after whom I have much
pleasure in naming it.

FXJLMINATA

^

Shell depressed, very narrowly umbilicated, striated ; colour pale horny
with numerous longitudinal zig-zag red bands on the body-whorl, which
Bhow only as irregular radiating bands on the spire. Spire slightly convex

;

whorls 6|, slowly increasing, rounded, smooth, with a fine striation of
growth-lines

;
suture impressed

; umbilicus very nan-ow, almost covered up
by the reflected columellar margin of the peristome ; aperture subvertical,
transversely Innately rotund

; peristome thin, regularly arched, columellar
hp callous, reflected. Greatest diameter 0-34, least 0-27, height 0-23.

Dentition, 38-1-38. Jaw ribbed.
'^ '

_

These two species differ from Zonites in the jaw, T propose to put themm a new genus to be called Phacussa.

This species appears to approach H. vennlata, Pfeifif., which I have not
seen

;
but that shell is said to be imperforate, downy, and differently

coloured from this one.

Hab. Stewart Island (Mr. T. Kirk, a single specimen).

Ehytida patula, sp. nov.

Sec. AGNATHA.

Shell depressed, umbilicated, thinnish, translucent, scarcely shining,
finely malleated

;
colour brown, yellowish at the apex. Spire rather convex,

obtuse
;
whorls 3M, rapidly increasing, rounded, the first 2i transversely

plaited, he remamder with numerous small longitudinal depressions, and a
few obsolete broad spiral grooves near the periphery; under the lens finely
spirally stnated

;
last whorl very large, the last quarter occupying more

than half the diameter of the shell, the base evenly rounded; suture im-
pressed

: umbihcus rather narrow : aperture very large, oblique, oblong-
oval

;
peristome shghtly thickened, the right margin descending, columellar

margin i.flected over the nmbihcus, but not covering it. Greatest diameter
0-9, least 0-63

; height 0-4
; breadth of aperture 0-5.

^

Ammal-Foot broad, flattened, and acutely pointed behind, the margin
minutely crenulated, tail extendmg beyond the shell ; no caudal gland, nor
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locomotive disc. Mantle subcentral just reflected over the peristome. Eye-

peduncles separated at their bases, they and the tentacles long, stout, and

cylindrical. Head, peduncles, and anterior part of the foot dark grey

closely reticulated with blue-black lines, and with scattered minute white

specks ; sole of the foot dark-coloured ; mantle under the shell pale yellow,

with blotches of blue-black which show through the shell. Dentition, 18-0-18.

Hab. Greymouth (Mr. K. Helms).

When the animal is alive the peristome of the shell is yellow, but it soon

fades.

Ehytida citrixa, sp. nov.

Shell depressed, umbilicated, malleated, thin, translucent, shining;
4

colonr pale yellow, sometimes witli a spiral brown baud on the middle of

the upper portion of the whorl. Spire very flatly convex, apex obtuse

;

whorls three, rapidly increasing, rounded ; the first two whorls slightly

longitudinally plaited, the last above with numerous small irregular inden-

tations, below rounded, smooth, striated with growth-lines in the umbilicus;

suture impressed : umbilicus rather narrow : aperture oblique, broadly oval;

peristome very thin (not adult?), with the columellar margin reflected.

Greatest diameter 0-31, least 0.24; height 0,24; breadth of aperture

0.16 inch. Aniwal pale brown, the upper svnface with the peduncles and

tentacles dark sooty black, with a pale band on the top of the head ; sides

of the foot marbled with sooty black. Dentition^ 17-0-17.

Hab. Greymouth (Mr. E, Helms).

It is hardly possible that this shell can be the young of i?. patula^

because the markings on the shell, the colours of the animal, and the

dentition all differ.

Ehytida australis, sp. nov.

Shell depressed, umbilicated, rather thin, translucent, malleated; colour

pale horny-brown, the umbilicus darker, the first 2^ whorls yellowish
;

sometimes a i>ale spiral yellow band on the base. Spire flatly convex,

obtuse ; whorls 8J rapidly increasing, rather flattened ; above with nume-

rous u-regular shallow mdentations sometimes arranged in oblique lines,

the first 1| whorls smooth, the next obliquely plaited, the plaits gradually

djnng away but remaining longest at the sutm-e ; base rounded, smooth,

shining, striated in the umbilicus with growth-lines ; suture impressed :

umbilicus rather narrow : aperture oblique, oval
;
peristome very slightly

reflected over the umbilicus (nob quite adult). Greatest diameter 0*43,

least 0.33 ; height 0-25 ; breadth of aperture 0.2 inch- Dentitwn, 16-0-10.

Hah. Stewart Island (l^Ir. T. Kirk).

The shell can be distinguished from that of R. greenwoodi by the base

being rounded.
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Testacella vAGANS,n. B.^Daudebardia novce-zealandicE, Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

xiv., p. 152 (not of Pfeiffer).

Shell auriform, subspiral, depressed, imperforate ; elongately oval, the

sides nearly parallel, the anterior end rather broader than the posterior

;

columellar margin callous ; apex subspiral, posterior
;
pale horny, striated

with growth-lines. Length of aperture 0-37; breadth 0-22. Teeth, 15-0-15.

Animal (in spirit) above slate grey, gradually passing into yellowish

white on the sides ; sole yellowish white ; the sides rather marbled with

grey.

Hah. Auckland (T. F. Cheeseman), and Waiuku (T. Kirk).

The specimen described in the Trans. N.Z. Inst, for last year was with-

out its shell, and consec[uently I thought that it was Vaudehardia nova-

zealandia, the shell but not. the animal of which species I know, but Mr.
Cheeseman has sent me a specimen with the shell on, and it proves to be
quite different. The shell is much like that of T. mancjel, but the dentition

appears to be different.

Sec. NEUEOBEANCHIATA.
Leptopoma pannosa, sp. nov.

Shell conical, subcarinated, umbilicated, brown, covered with a dark
fuscous, ragged epidermis. Spire acutely conical; whorls six, rather
flattened, the last convex below and rounded at the angle ; apical whorls
showing close oblique growth-lines; base flattish with close growth-lmes
crossed by dehcate spu'al stris ; suture impressed: epidermis forming
ragged oblique, rather distant plaits on the whorls, and at the periphery
produced into triangular pointed processes : umbilicus narrow, open : aper-
ture rather oblique, broadly ovate

; peristome thin, regularly arched, or
slightly angulated at the periphery, slightly patulous, margins not meeting.

Height 0-13, diameter 0-11 inch.

Operculum thm, transparent, horny, yeUow, subcircular, of five gradually
enlarging whorls ; nucleus subcentral.

Animal Uke Cyclostomus ; pale grey, the tentacles darker; rostrum
whitish. Tentacles short, rather stout, pointed ; eyes large, at their outer
bases. Dentition, 3-1-3.

Greymouth, under very damp logs and earth (Mr. E. Helms).
In shape this species is much like Hydroccena ruhens, Q. & G. (Ct/cfo-

stoma) fi'om Mauritius, figured in Adams' Genera of Mollusca, pi. 87, fig. 2,

Hab

diff

Leptopoma

thin
peripheiy

;
spire acutely conical ; whorls 6^, rather flattened, the last con-

vex below and rounded : epidermis smooth, forming numerous fine oblique
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growth-lines ; suture impressed : umHlicus very narrow, but open
:
aper-

ture, peristome, operculum and dentition like the last species. Height 0-13,

diameter 0'08 inch.

Hab. Greymouth, with the last species (Mr. E. Helms).

More acute than the last and not carinated, hut perhaps only a variety.

Art. IX.—Ow the New Zealand Siphonariidse. W

very

[Read before the Philosophical Imtitute of Canterbury, 1st June, 1882.]

Plate XVn.

In this paper I have attempted to give descriptions of the shells and denti-

tion and some notes on the anatomy of all the New Zealand species of

Siphonaria and Gadinia known to me, that is four species of Siphonana

and one of Gadinia : it will I hope form a basis for a comparison with the

species inhabiting Tasmania, Australia, and Polynesia.

Genus Siphonaria, Blalnville.

Shell conical, with an internal siphonal groove on the right side. Head

with a frontal bilobed disc ; eyes none ;
pulmonary cavity with a gill lying

transversely across the middle ; respiratory orifice covered by a ^ol^^^fjhe

mantle. Jaw homy. Eadula

slit^htly curved transverse rows.

°Ova in white gelatinous rope-like masses from an inch to an mch-and-

a-half in length, attached to rocks in semicircles or irregular curves.

Larva a veliger in a nautiloid operculated shell.

Ova laid early in February.*

SiPHONAMA OELIQUATA. Plate XVIL, figs. A to D.

Siphonaria obliquata, Sowerby, Cat. Coll. Earl of TankerviUe, 1825, app. p. 7.

Eeeve, Conch., Icon., fig. 56.

Siphonaria scutellum, Deshayes in Guerin's Magasin de Zoologie, 1841. pi. 35.

Shell large, oblong, rather depressed, mth numerous rather undulating

ribs ; apex posterior, uncinate. Exterior brown ;
mterior hver-brown, often

mottled with yellomsh-brown. Length 1-6, breadth 1, height -5 mch.

Dentition, ??^. Jaw arcuate, expanded at each end with abou

five rounded transverse ribs in centre ; anterior margm papil ate, he rest

smooth. Central tooth broad, the brpadth being more than half the length

,

laterals 30 with a unidentate cutting-point on the principal cusp, and a

small cutting-point on the outer side which is placed on a small cusp on

the more central laterals ;
marginals nearly square with ^l^-'^ '^"H-.-

pomts, the median one large and rounded at the end.

ttmg

• Tic folic™, .p«cl« „e o»i..ed .."o^^^^fZ^^^
S, cancer y Keeve ; inhabits Formoaa* Beeve ; habitat unknown
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Animal.

(EsoDhn

with

thick

iopLagus long and narrow, suddenly expanding into the stomach.
The intestine, starting a little above the fundus of the stomach, passes
anteriorly to the left, crosses over to the right, bends backward, and again
crosses over the stomach to the left, and, having reached the fundus, turns
sharply forward as a rectum to the anus. The hepatic ducts enter the
fundus of the stomach. The sahvary glands open into the buccal mass,
which is of a blood-red colom-, while the salivary glands are yellow. The
stomach is pale yellow, with a dead white caecum at the cardiac end. The
liver is yellow-brown. The penis is large and
at the end. The ovotestis is yellow-brown, the hermaphrodite duct blue-
black, the albumen gland and uterus pale yeUow, and the spermatheca red.

Numerous particles of calcite are found about the reproductive organs.
Hab. Dunedin; Banks Peninsula; Wellin

Islands.

Sowerby originaUy gave Tasmania as the habitat, but it is not men-
tioned in the Eev. J. Tenisou-Wood's Census of Tasmauian Shells. Eeeve
gives New Zealand as the locahty. The identification of 5. scutellum with
this species is due to Dr. E. von Martens ; I have not seen Deshayes'
description.

SiPHON.ujiA AusTEALis. Plate XVIL, figs. E to G.

Siphonaria australis, Quoy and Gaimaid, Toy. Astrolabe, Zool. ii., p. 329, pi. 25,

figs. 32-34 (1833) ; Gray, Figures of Molluscous Animals, pi. 76, fig. 5.

Shell ovate-oblong, rather conical, with numerous unequal rather un-
dulating ribs

;
apex posterior, not uncinate. Exterior reddish-brown, the

ribs white
;

intei-ior liver brown, the margin generally marked with white
at the termination of each rib. Length -75 ; breadth -5 to -6

; height

Dentition,
^^=ff^. Jaw arcuate, of ec^ual thickness throughout,

rounded at each end, concave margin papillate, remainder of surface
obliquely cross striated in two directions. Central tooth rather narrow,
Its length being nearly three times the breadth of the base. Laterals about
19, they and the marginals much like those of S. obUquata.

head.

ellowisl
• -^ - '^-^t^'.-**. \JXA UJ-aW OJ.l_tCO \J± VXl^ A-WWV WJAAv*

AUmentary system like the last species, but the oesophagus is short
and passes gradually into the Stomach, which is yellowish-white. The Uver
18 pale yellow. The penis is long and naiTow, the gland pale yellow. The
ovotestis IS brownish-yeUow, and the spermatheca narrow.

Hab. Abundant on rocks in the south as far as Banks' Peninsula

;

rare m Cook's Straits. Quoy's specimens were obtained on the roots of
kelp.
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Quoy

may prove to be a variety of it ; in which case I would ask Australian

couchologists to retain our name, as the more appropriate. Further notes

on its anatomy and development will be found in the Annals of Natural

History for 1882.

ZEALANDICA PI. XVII., figs. H to M.

SipJionaria zealandica, Quoy and Gaimard, Voy. Astrolabe, Zoologie ii., p. 311,

pi. 25, fig. 17-18 (1833).

Shell ovate-oblong, depressed with numerous ronnded ribs, of which
^

about foui-teen are usually much larger than the others, two of these close

together form the siphonal groove, and are separated by a considerable

space from the other larger ribs. Apex obtuse, submcdian. Exterior ash-

brown, the ribs sometimes lighter ;
interior liver-brown, the apex often

yeUowish, a narrow margmal line, or often only the tips of the projecting

ribs, yellowish. Length -75 ; breadth -G ;
height -15 to -2 mch.

T)p,itifimi
83 to 40-1-33 to 40 j^^^. ]^]^q that of S. australis. Central tooth

L/enuiiun, ion tn 140 _ . ^ , i i

narrow its lengtrthi'ee times the breadth at the base. Laterals about

thirteen, the cutting-point bidentate. and a small cutting-point on the out-

side ;
margmals with three cutting-points, the median the largest, and

bidentate on the inner marginals, simple and rounded on the outer ones.

A^iimal like S. australis, but the ovotestis is pale yellow.

Hab. Auckland, Nelson, and Wellington ;
comparatively rare and very

small at Banks' Peninsula, which is the most southern locality at which I

have found it. Chatham Islands (?).

This species is usually easily recognized from the last by its large pro-

jecting ribs, but sometimes the sheUs cannot be distinguished, and the bi-

dentate cutting-points of the teeth is the only rehable character. S. tncuUa,

Gould, is probably the same, but I have not seen the figure t..... ..«Eeeve has

Indian

pelago ;
perhaps he is right, but untU the dentition of S. npho is known it

will

SiPHONAKIA Plate XYIL, figs. n. to e.

Siphonaria redimicuUm, Eeeve, Concliologia Iconics, Siphonaria, fig 24

Shell ovate-oblong, depressed, rather thin, with about twenty-five dis

uncinate

uniform

Length -B-'Q ; breadth -65 ;
height -2.

Dentition, ^^. Jaw arcuate, tapering to each end; surface covered

with minute papS^. Central tooth very narrow, its length being four times

the breadth. Laterals about twenty, the cutting-point bidendate and con-

tinued down on each side of the cusp ; interior marginals with two cuttmg-
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points, the inner larger and simply rounded at the end ; exterior marginals

with three cutting-points, the median the largest and rounded at the

end.

Animal dark blue-hlack, sole of the foot yellowish, (Esophagus long,

narrow, and expanding suddenly into the stomach; the intestine turns

forward to the left and passes round the aorta as in other species of the

genus, and its folds are much the same as in 5. zealandica. The salivary

glands are elongated and connected together below the oesophagus. The

heart is pale yellow and situated on the left side. The penis is thick : the

ovotestis pale yellow. The nerve-collar is asymmetrical, the pedal, and

more especially the parieto-splanchnic ganglia being drawn over to the

right side
; there is an auditory vesicle on each of the pedal ganglia.

Hah. Auckland Islands,

Eeeve gives no locality for this species, but it has since been identified

as coming from Kerguelen's Land ; our species may prove to be distinct.

Genus Gadinia, Gray.

Shell conical, with a slight internal siphonal groove in front of the right

Bide of the muscular impression. Head distinct; tentacles, expanded funnel-

shaped
; pulmonary cavity with a gill placed obliquely across the back of

the neck. Jaw none. Eadula rather short, teeth quadrate, arranged in

angled transverse rows.

Gadinia nivea. Plate XVII., figs. s. to v.

Gadinia nivea, Eutton, Jour, de Conchyliologie, 1878, p. 36.

Shell ovate, depressed, white, with about forty radiating ribs ; apex

rather posterior, shghtly uncinate.

Length -75 or -8, breadth -7, height -15 to -2.

Dentition, -^^~, transverse rows forming an angle of about 90°, re-

entrant anteriorly. Jaw none. Central tooth with the reflexed portion

somewhat rectangular with four minute denticles on the oblique posterior

edge. Laterals about twenty-one, each with a long pointed cutting-point

and a small denticle on the inner side. Marginals with a long median
cutting-point and two small denticles on each side.

Animal probably wliite, but the only specimen I have had, had been for

some time in spuit and was not in good condition. Buccal mass very large

and oval
; oesophagus short and as broad as the stomach, which turns

sharply to the right and passes gradually into the intestine. The intestine

passes backward, then curves to the left, then forward and to the right

passing over the pyloric end of the stomach, it then makes a complete

circle forward and to the left, and then passes straight to the anus which is

on the right side of the head. The reproductive orifice is situated between

the anus and the mouth. The penis is long, narrow, and straight, lying
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obliquely across the bodj^ its retractor muscle is attached to its posterior

end and arises from the left posterior portion of the foot. The ovotestis

and spermatheca were not seen, but the peduncle of the latter is long and

opens into the vagina at some distance from the reproductive orifice. The

vas deferens leaves the oviduct ahout half way down, passes forward almost

as far as the reproductive orifice and then bends sharply hackward opening

into the posterior end of the penis.

Hab. Dunedin and Shap: Point, on rocks and on the roots of D'Urvillcsa

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII

A. S'lphonana obliquata. Alimentary system.

B. „ „ Reproductive system.

C. .. .. Jaw X 6.>» »»

D. „ „ Teeth x 190.

E. Siphonaria australis. Jaw x 13.

F. „ „ Portion of radula x 11.

G-. „ ., Teeth x 315-

H. Siphonaria zealandica. Alimentary system.

I. „ „ Reproductive system,

K. „ „ Jaw X 22 (small specimen).

L. „ „ Eadula x 11.

M. „ ,. Teeth x 315.»» If

N. Siphonaria redimiculum. Alimentary system.

O, „ „ Reproductive system.

P. „ „ Nervous system.

Q. „ „ Jaw x 8.

R. .. „ Teeth x 315.*> Ji

S. Gadinia nivea. Alimentary system.

T. „ „ Reproductive system (portion only).

U. ,* ,. Radula x 10,

V. „ „ Teeth x 315.

Reference to Letters on Iteproductive Systems.

a, Penis.

—

b, accessory gland.—c, vas deferens.—d, retractor of penis.

—

e, ovotestis.

-/, oviduct.—^, spermatheca. The numbers under the teeth signify the number of the

tooth from the central one, which is marked c.

Art. X,

—

Additions to the Isopodan Fauna of New Zealand.

By Charles Chilton.

[Read before the Philosophical Ivstitute of Canterhurj^ 6th April, 1882.]

Plate XVin.
While staying for a few days at Timaru during tlie last Christmas liolidays

I contrived to collect a few small Crustacea from amongst the seaweed that

is exposed at low tide, just at the north side of the breakwater.

10
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Among these was one belonging to the very remarkable genus Apscudcs,

Of this genus there are two species given in Bate's and Westwood's *' British

Sessile-eyed Crustacea," and Mr. Haswell has lately described one from

Australia/'' but the animal I have does not belong to either of these three

species.

For the sake of those who may not be able to consult Bate's and West-

wood's book, I transcribe the generic characters.

Genus Apseudes, Leach.

(Bate's and West^vood's "British Sessile-eyed Crustacea," vol. ii., p. 144.)

'* Body elongated. Head and first segment of the pereion confluent.

Upper antennae longer than the lower, with the first joint of peduncle long

and robust, the flagellum consisting of two elongated articulated filaments.

First pan- of guathopoda chelate ; second pan- having the propodos trans-

versely dilated. Pleon terminated by a large segment bearing two long and

two short slender filaments."
i

Apseudes timaruvia, sp. nov. PL XVIII.

Front of cephalon broad, with a slight projection in tlie centre, and pro-

duced into a sharp point immediately in front of the eyes. Eyes small.

Upper antenna with the basal joint of peduncle very large and strong, with

a prominence on the inside ; second joint fully twice as long as the third.

Flagellum not so long as peduncle, secondary flagellum rather more than

half as long as the primary. First pair of gnathopoda very large and

strong, fixed finger with a prominence on its inner surface, and having the

end tipped with hairs. Propodos of the second pair of gnathopoda not

dilated. Pleon short, sixth segment not longer than the rest together.

Terminal tail-l

Colour, light brown.

Length, about i of an inch.

Hah, Timaru.

Of this species I have obtained a single specimen only, but I have

examined it with considerable care and made as much as I could out of it,

because it belongs to a very remarkable genus of Crustacea. Bate and

Westwood in their book on the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea say ** this is

one of the most interesting genera of Crustaceous animals." This is be-

cause it possesses both Isopodan and Amphipodan characters, and also

some that belong to the Macroura; the union of the head with the first

thoracic segment mto a ** carapace," and the great chelate gnathopoda

make the dorsal view very like that of a Macrourous Decapod.

The animal I have described differs from the other species of the genus

in some points, as will be seen from the fuller description given further on,

* Proceedings Linnsean Society of New South Wales, Vol. YI., Part the Second, p. 193
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but it so evidently belongs to the same gi'oup, that I have thought it better

that the genus should be widened than that matters should be complicated

by the addition of a new genus.

In the upper arftenim (pi. XVIII., fig, 2) the basal joint of the peduncle is

very large, and ou the inner side, at about one-third of its length from the

base, there is a projection (p), the edge of which is crenulatcd. There is a

somewhat similar structure in Apseiules talpa, but it is not so well marked.

The two projections of the two antennae appear to fit with one another and

form a grasping organ of some kind. The second joint of the peduncle is

only one-third the length of the first and is shghtly expanded distally ; it

is followed by the third joint, half as long as the second, bearing the two

flagella. It is, I beheve, only in this gonus of Isopoda that the upper

antenna has two flagella, though it is common enough among the Amphi-

poda.

The secondary (inner) flagellum is half as long as the primary one, and

consists of about six joints, the primary flagellum having about fourteen.

On the primary one several of the joints bear longish simple setie, and a

single auditory cilium at their distal ends (fig. 2 a).

In the second antenna (pL XVIII., fig. 3) four joints can be distinguished

in the peduncle, possibly there is another joined to the head. From the

first of these joints there sprijigs a small projection ending in a veiy long

seta ; this may possibly correspond to the *' olfactory denticle " of Spence

Bate, which is so common among the Amphipoda. The last joint of the

peduncle is about as long as the two preceding together and is followed by

the flagellum, which contains about eight joints bearing long ciliated setae.

In other species of Apsendes the inferior antenna bears a small oval squa-

mose plate on the peduncle, something like that found in the Macroura,

but I have not been able to find any similar structure in my species.

The mandible (pL XVIII,, fig. 4) is large and powerful, besides the teeth

on the fixed portion there are also some on the end of a large piece which

projects from about the middle and appears to be movable. The appen-

dage consists of two joints, though there may also be another close down to

the mandible itself. The second last joint is the longest and bears several

short set®, the last joint narrows towards the end and bears several short

and two or three long setas.

As I have only had a single specimen I have not been able to make out

all the mouth-parts satisfactorily ; the one represented in fig. 5 I believe to

be the second maxilla, or perhaps only part of it. It consists of two pieces,

one narrows towards the distal end, which bears a crown of strong setse
;

the other springs as an appendage from the base of the first, it also narrows

foTT-oi-rlc flip oTifl ihifliu nnvprr^d with verv short hairs and bears four verv
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long divergent sete. This appendage to the second maxilla appears to be

the homologne of a similar appendage to the second maxilla of Tanais, as

described by Fritz Muller" and figured by Dr. MacDonald.f

The nmxilhpedes (pi. XVni.,fig. 6) are rather long: the first jointis short,

the next is much larger and longer and, I believe, bears an appendage.

The third joint is broader than long, while the fourth is much longer than

broad aud has the inner side fringed with setae. The two terminal joints

are seen partially in profile in fig. 6, but in fig. Ga. they are seen full on

;

they both bear several long setae, each of which is serrated on one side only.
r

The first thoracic segment is so closely joined to the head that the line

of junction cannot be seen ; the second thoracic segment is more closely

united to the '' carapace" thus formed than the other thoracic segments are

to one another.

In the other species of Aj-fseudes the eyes are pedunculated like those of

the Podophthalmous Crustacea, but in this species they are very small, and

there is no sign of any peduncle.

The^rs^^mV of(jnatlwpoda (pi. XVIII., fig. 7) are verj^ large. The carpus

and propodos are the two largest joints, the propodos being especially large

;

it is produced into a strong blunt finger, which has a rounded prominence

at the middle of its inner side, and bears several short stiff-looking setas at

the end. The movable finger is strong, curved, tipped with brown at the

end, and somewhat roughened on the inside. In conjunction with the

fixed finger it forms a very powerful chela.

In all other species of Aj)seudes that I know of, the propodos of the

second gnathupod is transversely dilated; this is, indeed, given by Mr. Spence

.Bate as a generic character, but in my species the second gnathopod (ph

XVIII,, fig. 8) differs from the other thoracic legs only in being very slightly

larger. The carpus is broader than the propodos ; both bear stout spines

on their inner edge, aud there is one spine and two or three long hairs at

the base of the terminal finger. The third pair of thoracic legs differ from

the second only in being very slightly smaller and in having a few more

spines and hairs. The hairs are plumose. Fig. 9a shows the arrangement

of these spines and hairs. The succeeding legs are of the small general

shape, but the spines gradually disappear, until in the last pair (fig- 10)

there are none at all; the terminal finger also differs in having pro-

minences on its inner edge.

The pJeon is very short, I have not been able to make out the divisions

between the segments, but it is evident that the first five segments must be

* " Facts and Ai-guments £or Darwin," p. 17.

t " On the External Anatomy of Tanais tj/f^aizi*."—Transactions of the Linnffian

Society, Second Strles, Zoology, vol. i., p, 67, pi. xv., fig. vi.d.
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very short, almost linear transversely, and altlaough the sixth is larger, it

also is, I think, broader than long and not so long as the others together.

Ill other species of Ajmudes the sixth segment of the pleon is longer than
the preceding five together.

The tail-piece is triangular and is tipped with two or three short seta3.

In the terminal tail-legs the outer branch is one-half as long as the inner
and both bear long straggling set®.

The other appendages of the pleon appear to be about midway in structure

between the first three i^leopoda of the Amphipoda and the branchial pleopoda
of the Isopoda. They (pi. XVIII., fig. 11) are small and each consists of a
narrow basal-joint followed by two eqiml branches, the whole bearing long

ciliated set^. They differ from the first three pairs of pleopoda of the

Amphipoda only in the fact that the branches are not divided into many
joints, in fact they resemble them so much and differ so mnch from the

branchial sacs of the typical Isopoda that I think they cannot be used
as respiratory organs. Tlie possession of the . appendage to the second

maxilla points to the fact that respiration must be carried on at the

sides of the head, as is stated by Fritz Muller 'to be the case with

Tanais.

I have taken, both on the banks of the Avon, Christchurch, and at

Eyreton, specimens of a small terrestrial Isopod that I at first took to be
an Oniscus, I have however found that it cannot be distinguished in any
specific character from Philongria rosea; I have therefore to record the

occurr

I give the generic and specific descriptions.

Genus Philongria, Kinahan,
r

(Bate's and Westwood's ** British Sessile-eyed Crustacea," vol. ii., p. 45i.)

Generic character.—''Ovate, subdepressed. Cephalon without frontal or

lateral lobes. Outer antennae 9- or 10-jointed, with the second joint

cylindrical ; terminal joints subulated, Coxfe of fir^t and sixth rings of

pleon obsolete. Uropoda entirely exserted ; basal portion trigonate. Outer

ramus elongate, pointed, and exserted obliq^uely. Inner narrow, extending

beyond the middle of outer, pointed."

Philongria rosea (loc. cit., p. 460)

Specific character.—** Ovate scabrc with

small. Inner antennae consincuous. Outer antennae with the fla^ellum

four

except under a strong lens ; tipped wath a pencil of hairs. Terminal seg-

with whitish spots and dorsal line.

truncated straight. Colour reddish,

" Length, thi-ee-twentieths of an inch/'
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Ha6. Cliristcliurch and Eyreton. In damp situations, under decaying

leaves, etc.

This species must, I suppose, have been introduced in some way from

England, though there are difficulties in this belief, for I have found it

abundantly at two places several miles apart, separated by rivers over

which animals of this Mnd cannot easily cross, and, moreover, it does not

appear to be widely distributed in England, for Bate and Westwood say

(p. 461) :—
*' We believe that this species has only hitherto been found in

Mr. C. Spence Bate's courtyard and cellar, and that of the neighbouring

houses, at Plymouth, where it is tolerably abundant."

I have, however, no doubt that my specimens cannot be distinguished

specifically from Fhilonfjria rosea, and we must therefore await further in-

formation before we can decide whether it has been introduced or not.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIH.

Apseudes timaruvia.

Pig. 1. Dorsal view x 14.

2. Upper antenna x 3^. p, the crenulated process on the basal joint, a, seta? and

auditorJ cilium from one of the joints of fiagellum, more highly magnified.

3. Lower antenna x 60.

4. Mandible x 34.

5. Second maxilla x 40.

6. aiaxillipede x 60. «,'last two joints seen full face.

7. First gnathopod x 14. *^» P^^'* oi the same showing the shape of the fingers.

8. Second gnathopod x 24.

9. Third thoracic leg x 10. a, end of the same x 40,

10. Last (seventh) thoracic leg x 10.

11. Pleopodum x 60.

Art. XI.

—

On some Points of Difference hetxveen the English Cranfish (Astacus

fluviatilis) and a Neiv Zealand one (Paraneplirops setosus). By Charles

Chilton, M.A,

[Read before the Fhilosophical Inatitute of Cauterhury, &th July, 1882.]

Plates XIX.-XXI,
The following paper is an attempt to contrast the structure of the New-

Zealand crayfish, Paranephrops setosus, with that of the English one, Astacns

fiudatilis, as it is described by Professor Huxley in his recent book *' The
Crayfish." ^'

In Miers' '' Catalogue of the Stalk- and Sessile-eyed Crustacea of New
Zealand '* three species of Paranephrops are described as belonging to New
Zealand. These are P. planifrom, P. setosm, and P. zealandicns. Of these

* International Scientific Series, vol. xxviii\
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I have seen P. setosiis only. P- jjlanlfrons is a perfectly distinct species,

and is found abundantly in many places in the North Island of New Zea-

land. P. setosus is not known to occur in the North Island, but it is widely

distributed in the South Island, being found in the River Avon, Christ-

church, from which the specimens for this paper were obtained, and also in

the rivers near Invercargill, at the south of the island. Tlius P. phmifrons

appears to be confined to the North Island, and to be represented in the

South Island by P. setosus.

P. zealandicus was described as belor^ging to New Zealand by White in

1847, "^^ but it does not appear to have been since recognized. Professor

Hutton, who at the time when he described P. setosus in 1873f had no

opportunity of consulting White's description, tells me that he thinks it

very prohahle that P. zealandicus is nothing more than a young specimen of

P. setosus. From the comparison of the two descriptions in Miers' Cata-

logue, and from the figure in the Zoology of the Voyage of the Erebus

and Terror, this appears very hkely to be the case, and it also agrees well

with the small size of P. zealandicus (3 inches) as compared with that of

P. setosus (5| inches).

With regard to P. zealandicus, Mr. Miers says :l
" This species is cer-

tainly distinct from P. setosus, Ilutton. In P. zealandicus, of which the

type specimens are in the British Museum Collections, the hands are

clothed externally with tufts of hair arranged in longitudinal series, and

are armed with spines only upon the superior margins, and the sides of the

carapace are smooth. In P. setosus there are spines arranged seriately

upon the external surface as well as the upper margin of the hand, and the

branchial and hepatic regions of the carapace are armed with numerous

inequal conical spines." The first point will certainly not serve to distin-

guish the two species, for there are tufts of hair on the hand of P. setosus,

there having been a slight mistake in Professor Button's description (see

below). With regard to the other points they are certainly subject to some

variation in P. setosus, and it is quite possible that the spines on the hands

and on the sides of the carapace may be developed only in the older speci-

mens, but I have not been able to examine a sufficiently large number of

specimens to give a decisive answer on this point. However, there are

certainly only the two species, P. planifrons and P. setosus, kiioy^ii to New

Zealand collectors, and this leads one to think either that P. zealandicus is

not a distinct species or that the locality given is wrong, and that it belongs

to Fiji, where a species of Pai'anephrops is found,

§

* Proc. Zool. Soc
, p. 123.

t Ann. tt Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, xii., p. 402.

XVUl

§ Huxley, " The Crayfish/' p. 306.
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The most important resvilt arising from fclie examiuation of Paranephrops

setosus is that its affinity to Palinurus now seems to he placed heyond douht.

Paranqylirops and the Pavastacid<je generally resemble the Palinurida^ in

that they have no appendages upon the first abdominal segment ; in this

they differ from the crayfishes of the Northern Hemisphere, and from

Homants and Nephrops. The PalimiridcB and the Parastacidce also agree in

having hooked seise,^' while in the Potawobiida^ and in the lobsters the

setffi are not hooked. Moreover the branchial formulae of Palinurus and

and Paranephrops are almost identical. Taking the presence or absence of

the first abdominal appendages as the basis of his classification, Professor

Huxley placed the Palimiridm and the Parastacida together as the Astijla,

while the PotarnohiidcB, Homaridce, etc., together form the Stylophora. This

classification is confirmed by the structure of the male reproductive organs

in Paranephrops setosus, for these agree in every essential particular with

those of Palinurus vul(ja}is as described by Brocchi.t In both the testes

consist of two long tubes united towards their anterior ends by a commis-

sure ; both have long convoluted vasa de^rentia ; and in both the extremi-

ties are greatly expanded. This w^ould appear to be the oldest and most

generalized form of the male reproductive organs of crayfishes, New Zea-

land having preserved the old form in this as in many other cases. In

Aataciis Jinviatilis the testes are very different in shape; they are trilobed,

two lobes being directed anteriorly, and one posteriorly : thus the two pos-

terior portions, which in Paranephroj}S and Palinurus are C[uite distinct,

appear in Astacus Jluviatilis to have coalesced into a single mass. The vasa

deferentia of Astacus are much convoluted, but their extremities are not

expanded or at least only slightly so. Professor Huxley gives them without

any expansion, | but in Mihie-Edwards' figure they are slightly expanded.
F

The male reproductive organs of Howarus vulgaris appear to be intermediate

between those of Paranephrops setosus and of Astacus Jiuviatilis^ for in them

the two posterior portions are close together and apparently confluent,

though not so perfectly coalescent as in Astacus ; the vasa deferentia are

curiously enough not convoluted, though their extremities are considerably

expanded.

In accounting for the origin and present distribution of the crayfishes

Professor Huxley says :
—*' Let it be supposed that, at some former period

* Huxley, " On the Classification and Distiibution of th^ Crajfishes." Proceedings

of the Zool. Soc. 1878, pt. iv., p'. 776.

t Annales des Sciences Natiirelles, Se. VI., ii,

{
'* The Crayfish," p. 130.

§ Hist. Nat. des Crust., Atlas, pL 12, fig. 14 ; or the artic e *' Crustacea" in Todd's

Encjclopjedia of Anatomy and Physiology, p. 783.

11 Milne-Edwards' Hist. Nat. des Crust.. Atlas. d1. 12. fia. 15.

§
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of the earth's history, a Crustacean, similar to Parancphrops or Astacopsis m
vn

formed, which we may call ,provisionally Protastacus, inhabited the ocean,

and that it had as wide a distribution as PaJa^mon or Penmis at the present

day. Let ns suppose, further, that the northern form of the genus tended

towards the assumption^of the Potmnohiine, and the southern towards that

of the Parastacine type. Under these circumstances it is easy to under-

stand how such rivers as were, or became, accessible in both hemispheres,

and were not akeady too strongly tenanted by formidable competitors,

might be peopled respectively by Potaivohiine or Parastacine forms, w^hich,

acquiring their special characters in each, great river-basin, would hring

about the distribution w^e now^ witness. As time went on, the Protastaais

stock might become extinct, or might be represented only by rare deop-

w^ater forms, as the Homaridcc are represented in the Indian Ocean only by
4

Nephropsis,'"^

The comparison of the male reproductive organs in PaUnurus, Para-
w

nephrops, Hovtams, and Astacus, appears to lend every support to this hypo-

thesis, and I have only to add that the Protastacvs stock appears to have left

Palinurns, w^hich has lost the chelate limbs possessed by its ancestors, as its

marine representative in the Southern Hemisphere.

Though Paranephrops is thus in all probability more nearly akin to

Palimirns than it is to Astacus^ yet it is curious to notice that in general

appearance it resembles Astacus much more nearly than it does Palinurus.

I am not referring to the absence of chelate limbs in Palinurus^ for they

must obviously have heen lost after the Parastacida: branched off, but to the

size, the colour, the shape of the antennules and antenna? and their size

relatively to that of the animal, the narrow thoracic sterna, the movability

of the last thoracic segment and the shape of the abdominal appendages.
w

Some of these points, such as the size and colour, are no doubt due to mere

adaptation to surrounding circumstances, but it seems difficult to believe

that the other resemblances to Astacus can be due to the same cause.

My observations with regard to the gastroliths or '* crah's eyes '* of

Par.anq>hrops do not agree with those given by Professor Huxley for

Astacus in " The Crayfish," and I therefore mention it here referring to the

body of the paper for the details. He states that the Gastroliths ** are

found fully developed only in the latter part of the summer season, just

before ecdysis sets in,'' and that they '• are cast off with the gastric arma-

ture in general." I have, however, obtained specimens in September and

October {i.e. in the" Spring) with gastrohths present. Some caught in

September had very small gastroliths, but one caught in October had them
^

^— -i i^^^^^^^^^^^i ^^^^^^^^^^mm^^^m^^ m il

* Proc. ZooL Soc, 1878, pt. iv.. p. 787.
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very largely developed ; and I have also had two specimens in wliicb ecdysis

had evidently taken place some little time hefore their capture and yet the

gastroliths were very largely developed in both. The conclusion I have

therefore to draw is that the development of the gastroliths in Paraiiephrops

differs from that in Astactts.

ParanepJirops setosiis was first described by Professor Hutton in 1873.*

The various" parts mentioned in his description will be more minutely

described in their proper places, but there is one small point that needs

amending. This is with regard to the hairs on the great claws. These

are described as '* distant long stiff hairs, the tips of which are often split,"

but these are in reality small tufts of hairs each containing from six to

twelve separate hairs. In each tuft thej-e are two lands of hairs, one naked

and jointed the other plumose and without joints (see under integument).

The hairs in each tuft become closely united together in dried or spirit

speciinens, and thus appear very like single stiff hairs, and this is no doubt

the cause of the mistake.

The thoracic sterna in Paraneplxrops setosm are quite narrow, and those

corresponding to the first four pairs of ambulatory legs are firmly united

together, while that of the last thoracic segment is separate, so that this

segment is more or less movable. In this Paranephrops resembles Astacus

and differs from Palmurus,

The inferior edge of the pleura of the third abdominal somite is

rounded; the anterior portion is slightly more convex than the posterior

part and is fringed with several plumose setse ; the posterior portion is

almost or quite naked (pi. XXL, fig. 9).

The rostrum (pi. XIX., fig. 9) has been already well described by Professor

Hutton. The end projects slightly upwards. On the under surface there

are two large, median, rather blunt teeth. These teeth and likewise the

four teeth on the two sides are subject to some variation, for in one speci-

men there were four teeth on one side and only three on the other, and in

another specimen there was only one tooth underneath.

The telson (pi. XX., fig. 4) consists of a single piece, there being no

transverse hinge. On each side about one-third of its length from the end

there is a strong single spine. The extremity is rounded and fringed with

plumose setae.

Intei/iiment

.

—The integument is completely calcified throughout, except-

ing such portions as must necessai*ily remain soft and flexible to allow of

the movements of the various parts of the body. The telson and the

appendages of the sixth abdominal somite arc hard and not semi-membran-

aceous as in Palinnrus. The hardest parts are the anterior portion of the

* Ann. and ]vlag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, xii., p. 402.
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cRvaimce and the great c]aA\^s. In both of these, but more especially in the

latter, the integument is very thick and hard and is beset with many strong

sharp spines.

By maldng sections of x^arts of the integument it was found to be much

the same as that of Asiacus figured on page 191 of '* The Crayfish." It

showed the epiostraann (pi. XXI., fig. 8 a), the ectostracum (/>), and the

endostracum (c), the last being much thicker than the other two together.

In the inner part of the ectostraciun there were numerous rectangular pro-

jections extending from the endostracum about half-way into the ectostracum,

but tliese were veiy iiTcgular, no two sections being alike as far as these

projections were concerned.

Setce.—There are two kinds of setae found abundantly on various parts

of the body. The first (ph XXI., fig. 8) consists of a central stem which

bears numerous filaments on it, so that it is densely plumose. The stem is

all in one piece and is not jointed. In the other kind (ph XXI., fig. 7) the
i

stem has a kind of joint about the middle. The basal half is quite naked

but the terminal half is minutely serrate towards the end, which is usually

slightly curved. Both kinds are lodged in a sort of socket in the integu-

ment at their base.

The plumose setae are found on almost all parts of the body, but they

are thickest on the telson, the abdominal a^^pendages, the chelae and the

antennae. The jointed setae are found chiefly on the chelae and the an-

tennae. On the chete both kinds are found together forming little clusters

each containing about five or six phimose setse and two or three jointed

setje. Modified forms of these setae are found in the respiratory organs, in

the stomach, and on the antennae, and are described in their proper places.

Appendafje.'i.—The antemnde (pi. XIX., fig. 1) has the peduncle formed

of three joints. The first or ba-^al joint is somewhat longer than the other

two together and is broader at its base than at its distal end. On the

imier side towards the distal end there is a single, strong, sharp spine.

The outer edge is thickly beset with plumose cilia. The aperture of the

auditory sac is on the upper side of this basal joint. The next two joints

are slightly narrower than the first, but they are much broader in com-

parison than the two corresponding joints in Astacns, Both bear numerous

plumose setae on either side. The third joint supports the two flagella

which represent the exopodite and endopodite. The outer one, exopodite

(ex), is larger and longer than the inner one, endopodite [en). In both of

the flagella each joint bears some of the two kinds of set^e, the plumose

setffi beiufT the more numerous on each joint. In addition to these most of

the joints of the endopodite bear a tuft of olfactory filaments (see olfactory

organs).
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The protopodite of the antenna (pL XIX-, fig. 2) is two-jointed. The

basal joint is small and bears the conical opening of the green gland [gg)

and just above it a strong spine. The other joint of the protopodite is large

and broad and is divided into two parts more or less movable upon one

another. There is a strong spine on the outer side at the base of the scale

and another on the inside ; and there are three or four other spines on the

under surface of the protopodite. The exopodite {ex) is represented by the

sq^uame or scale, which reaches beyond the basal joints of the endopodite.

Its inner edge is curved and fringed with plumose set^e. The base of the

endopodite is composed of two joints of about equal size, each of which

bears sette abundantly on the inner side. Each joint of the flagellum bears

some of both kinds of setae.

Mandible (pi. XIX., fig. 3).—The protopodite appears to be essentially

the same as in Astarus. The palp is 3-jointed but the first two joints are

not movable upon one another and the joint between them is somewhat in-

distinct. The third joint is freely movable upon the second, it is slightly

bent near its proximal end, its extremity is rounded and provided with

many setse.

In thefirst maxilla (pi. XIX., fig. 4) the endopodite {en) is better developed

than in Astacus ; it consists of a basal joint followed by a short indistinctly

segmented flagellum. The basipodite {bj)) is pear-shaped while the coxo-

podite {cxp) is comparatively small and narrow. Both have their extremi-

ties fringed with short styliform set^.

The second maxilla (pi. XIX., fig. 5) closely resembles that of Astacus in

general appearance, but the scaphognathite {sg) is small compared with the

rest of the appendage. The endopodite [en) is small and undivided. The

coxopodite {cxp) and basipodite {bp) are lamellar and are subdivided by

deep fissures into four portions which are much narrower than the cor-

responding parts in Astacus. Their extremities are fringed with setas.

In the Jirst maxilUpede (pi. XIX., fig. 6) the coxopodite {cxjy) and the

basipodite {bj)) are broad thin plates with setose edges ; the basipodite

is considerably larger than the coxopodite. The endopodite {en) is small

and consists of a short basal joint and an indistinctly segmented flagellum

slightly longer than the basal joint. The basal joint of the exopodite {ex)

is long and is followed by a flagellum about as long as itself. The epipo-

dite {ep) is a soft membranous plate rounded at the extremity and bearing

numerous branchial filaments.

Second maxilUpede (pi. XIX., fig. 7).—The exopodite {ex) is large com-

pared with the rest of the limb ; the basal joint is long, thin and fringed

with setae, the flagellum is very well developed, being as long as the basal
r

joint. The coxopodite {cxp) is large and broad and bears the podo-
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braiicliia {ph) which has no lamella. The anterior arthrobranchia {ah)

(attached to the membrane uniting the base of the limb to the part of the

thorax to which it is articulated), also often comes away with the limb.

The basipodite [hp) and ischiopodite (?» are both short and of nearly equal

length, the latter is broader than long. The meropodite (???;j) is the

longest joint in the endopodite, it is about twice as long as broad. The

inner edge of these three last-mentioned joints is abundantly supplied with

setfB. The carpopodite [cj)) is small and narrow. The protopodite {pp) is

subtriaugular, expanding towards the distal end, the dactylopodite {dp) is

small and rounded. The last two joints are fringed with setae on both

sides.

Third maxillqiede (pL XIX., fig, 8),—In this appendage the exopodite

{ex) is small compared with the rest of the limb, it reaches to nearly the

end of the ischiopodite of the endopodite. It is composed of two parts,

the undivided basal joint and the flagellum, the former being slightly

the longer. The coxopodite {cxp) bears the podobranchia {j)h) and also the

corresponding anterior arthrobranchia {ah) ; at the base of the podobran-

chia is a small tuft of coxopoditic setae {cxs) [see under Eespiratory

Organs] . The basipodite ihp) is indistinctly divided from the ischiopodite

[ip) which is the longest joint of the endopodite. There are three or four

spines on its inner edge, and the outer edge is produced distally into a long

sharp spine. The meropodite [mp) ia little more than half as long as the

ischiopodite, on its inner edge are three spines. The carpopodite (cp) is

narrow at its proximal end, but expands considerably at the distal end, the

inner corner of which bears a sharp spine. The propodite {j>2>) is about as

long as the ischiopodite, it narrows towards tlie distal end ; the dactylopo-

dite {dp) is narrow, being about three times as long as broad. The inner

edges of the basipodite and succeeding joints are fringed with setse.

The great claws each bear a large podobranchia and a small tuft of coxo-

poditic set^- The various jomts of the limb are abundantly supplied with

strong spmes arranged as follows :—The ischiopodite has two strong sharp

spines on the inside, and two short blunt ones on the outside ; the meropo-

dite has on the inside two rows containing six and four spines respectively,

and at the distal end a single spine placed between these two rows, on the

outside is a row of four spines, and there are one or two other spines at the

distal end ; the carpopodite has three large spines on the inside, one large

one on the outside, and smaller ones scattered over the joint ; on the under

side of the propodite there are two rows of three and four spines respectively

and one spine irregulai'ly placed. On the side on which the movable finger

is there are five large spines in a row, and one large one more to the out-

side, on the other side are two rows extending right up on to the fixed
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finger, each row containing about twelve spines. On the outside there is a

central row, and also several other spines more or less irregularly placed.

On the outer edge the dactylopodite bears two rows of spines, six in one

and four in the other, and there are two small spines at the tip. Each

finger ends in a strong spine pointing towards each other, and on the inside

of the fingers are three or four rounded prominences. There are numerous

tufts of setse on most of the joints, but most abundantly on the propodite.

The four jjosterior pairs of amhulatory legs are somewhat slender ; in all

except the last the coxopodite bears a podobranchia and a small tuft of

coxopoditic setffi.

The first pair of ahdominal appfmdages are entirely absent both in the

male and female.

The s^cont/, third, fourth and fifth ahdominal appendages are all alike, and

are rather simpler than those of Astacus. The coxopodite (pi. XX., fig. 1

cxp) is very short, and is followed by the long cjdindrical basipodite (hp)

which supports the exopodite (e.v) and the endopodite (jm). In the male

these are of about equal length, and are imperfectly articulated through

their whole length, neither of them having an undivided basal joint as in

Astacus. Their edges are fringed with long plumose setse. In a female

with the eggs attached under the abdomen the appendages (pi. XX., fig. 2)

w^ere found to differ somewhat from those of the male. They were much

slenderer and the exoskeleton was much softer ; the endopodite (en) was

considerably longer than the exopodite (ex), and in both the articulations

were very indistinct ; the set^e were long and did not appear to be plumose.

In a young female, however, in which the eggs were still in the ovary, the

abdominal appendages were much more like those of the male, and were

supplied with plumose set®.

The appendages of the sixth abdominal somite have the coxopodite (pi.

XX., fig. 3, cap) broad and indistinctly divided into two or three parts. The

exopodite (ex) is in the form of a broad oval plate divided into two parts by

a transverse hinge, the basal part ends distally in a row of short spines of

which the outside one is the longest. The terminal portion is rounded and

fringed with plumose setse. A median ridge runs from the coxopodite

through the whole length of the exopodite. The endopodite (m) is of

similar shape, but consists of one piece only, the median ridge ends in a

sharp spine at some distance from the edge.

Rcsjnratory organs,—These differ considerably from those of Astacus^

and closely resemble those of Astacopsis ."^ The epipcdite of the first maxil-

lipede is in the form of a broad more or less oval-shaped lamina, the end of

which bears numerous branchial filaments similar to the filaments of the

"The Crayfish," p. 264
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true branchi^. Hence this epipodite must be looked upon as forming part

of the respiratory organs. The next six appendages, viz., the second and

third maxillipedes and the first four pairs of ambulatory legs, each bear a

podobranchia. These are larger than any of the other branchise, but they

have no lamina or epipodite corresponding to that of Astacus^ and many

though not aU of the branchial filaments have hooked apices (pi. XXI,,

fig, 5). Each of these six appendages also bears on its interarticular mem-

brane an arthrobranchia. These correspond to the anterior arthrobranchia

of Huxley. They are all well developed, but are considerably smaller than

the podobranchisB. To all these appendages except the first, the second

maxilla, there is also the corresponding posterior arthrobranchia. These

are all of small size, the largest being composed of comparatively few fila-

ments, and they become smaller from before backwards. In fact the last

one is almost if not quite rudimentary, though evidently subject to some

variation, for, in one specimen, on the left side it was composed of a single

short filament, while on the right the filament was longer and bore a short

filament branching from it. Four pleurobrauchim are attached to the

epimera of the four hindmost thoracic somites. They are all of moderate

size.

These facts may therefore be tabulated thus

;

BiuKCHiAiv FoRMtJiiA OF Parauephrops setosus

Somites and their

Appendages,
Podobraucliias.

vn.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

xn.

XIII.

XIV.

ep. r

1

ArtLrobranchiiB.
X

Anterior 'Posterior

1

1

L

PleurobrancliisB

1

1

1

1

1 or r

1

1

1

1

ep. r,

3

8

8

4

4

4 or 3 + r

1

6 + ep.r. + 6 + 5 or 4 + r + 4
21 + ep. r., or

20 + r + ep. r,

four

limbs

considerably from those of Astacus. Tiiey are few in number and much

shorter and straiirhter than those of Astaam. The setae of which each tuft
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is composed appear to be modifications of the naked jointed set^ already

described. There is a joint about the middle (pi. XXL, fig. 4 a). The

basal part is qtuite nailed, the distal half is naked until some httle distance

past the joint, but is then thicldy covered with short simple filaments.

These filaments extend nearly to the end of the seta, which is hooked (6).

In the concave portion of the hook there is often a slight projection (c).

The inner surface of each brauchiostegite is thickly covered with jomted

sets. In these the filaments on the distal half are less conspicuous than

in the coxopoditic sets ; in this point they are intermediate between the

coxopoditic seta) and the ordinary jomted set^ found on the chelae, etc., but

they resemble the coxopoditic set® in having their extremities hooked. On

the inferior edge of the branchiostegite there is a row of setfe hangmg

downwards. These are similar to those found on the inner surface of the

branchiostegite except that the extremities are not hooked. I am qmte

ianorant of the function of all the hooked setee that I have described
;
they

ya

those in immediate connection with the respiratory organs that are booked.

Circulatonj system.—The circulatory system, as far as could be seen

differ

from that of Astacus. The heart is of similar shape and Hes behind the

stomach and above the intestine and reproductive organs. The, abdommal

artery was readily seen running along the dorsal surface of the abdomen

and giving off branches in each somite. The sternal artery was also seen

passing vertically downwards to the ventral surface of the animal, where it

divides into an anterior and a posterior branch. The arteries arismg from

the anterior portion of the heart are smaller and are not so readily seen.

Alimentary system.—The general course of the alimentary canal is, as

might have been expected, very much like that of Astacus. The oesophagus

is large in section and expands almost immediately into the capacious

stomach. The stomach consists of two parts, the cardiac and the pyloric,

the former of which contains a gastric armature, which is fully as compli-

cated as that of Astacus. It is formed on the same type, so that the same

names can be used in describing the various parts. The anterior edge ot

the cardiac ossicle (pi. XX., figs. 5 and 6 c) is much more convex than m

Astacus ; and the remaining part is divided into four portions, as shown m

ficr. 5. The urocardiac process (uc) is more or less oblong, not quite twice

as long as broad, with the sides slightly concave, at the posterior end are

two rounded prominences. The median tooth {mt) is dense and hard
;
the

„„;} ;„ u;f,.^r.^tc.;^ «+, +>>« summit. The urocardiac
forwards

process and the median tooth are united by the prepyloric ossicle {pp)to

the pyloric ossicle (p) in the same way as in Astacus. The pterocardiao
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ossicles {jic) have much the same shape and position as in Astacus. The

lateral teeth {It) are large and reddish-yellow in colour. Anteriorly the

teeth are large and distinct and there is one large tooth placed on one side

of the row
;
posteriorly the teeth decrease greatly in size, but there are two

or three rows so that they form an efficient grinding apparatus. Beneath

the lateral teeth on each side there is a small, single, sharp tooth at the

end of a long, thin, calcified bar. In a side view of the stomach (fig. 6) this

tooth is seen to be also supported by a broad plate, the inner sui'face of

which is thickly covered with short, stiff, plumose setse. On the raised

edge of this plate, projecting from either side into the interior of the

stomach, there is a row of setae similar to the others except in length.

These stretch across and meet in the centre and appear to be for the

purpose of stopping the food and forcing it to pass through the gastric

armature already described. They (pi. XXI., fig. 6) are very long and

slender, of the same size throughout almost the whole of their length,

often slightly curved towards the end. The stem is unjointed and is

covered with filaments, which are not much longer than the diameter of

the stem itself.

The pyloric portion of the stomach seems to be essentially the same as

in A&tacus. The coecum (pi. XX., fig. 6 ca) appears to be variable, for

though I have seen it quite distmctly in some specimens, I have been

unable after careful search to find it in others. The cai'dio-pyloric valve

{c.pv) is present as in Astacus, and the transverse section of the pyloric

region is so very much like that of Astacus that I have not given a figure of

it.* At the opening of the pyloric sac into the intestine there are valves,

one median, one above, and apparently only one on each side.

From the pyloric end of the stomach the intestine passes direct to the

anus on the ventral surface of the telson. There is no coecum in connection

with the rectum as there is in the lobster, Homarus vulgarisA

At the sides of the stomach gastroUths were found in some specimens.

These evidently differ much in shape according to their state of develop-

ment, and when fully developed they differ considerably from those of

Astacus. The side turned towards the stomach is either flat or shghtly

concave. The part which forms the convex side is doubled over so as to

join with the flat or concave side, the junction between the two forms a well-

marked nearly circular indentation. The flat or concave portion inside this

ring is ijuite smooth. The convex side is more convex than the correspond-

ing part in the gastroUths of Astacus, and it also differs in being quite

• See " The Crayfish," p. 53, fig. 9 e.

t See Huxley and Martin's " Practical Biology," p. 133.

11
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smootli while that of Astacus being '* rough with irregular prominences, is

something like brainstone coral.'* The gastroliths of ParanepKrops are

usually pale blue in colour.

The facts with regard to the occurrence of the gastroliths in the speci-

mens oi Paranephroiys setosits that I have examined are as follows :—First

specimen, male, caught October, 1880 (i.e. in the Spring), ecdysis had

taken place shortly before this animal was caught, for the shed gastric

armature was found in the stomach, the exoskeleton, however, was moder-

ately hardened—the gastroliths were very large : second specimen, male,

caught about the middle of April, 1881, gastroliths rather small: third

specimen, female, caught shortly afterwards, gastroliths absent : fourth

specimen, female, caught May, 1881 ; in this specimen ecdysis had taken

place shortly before its capture, the integument was thin and scarcely

hardened and the shed gastric armature and membrane were found in the

stomach, gastroliths very large : fifth specimen caught later on in May, no

gastroliths. Three other specimens were obtained in September, 1881

{i.e. early in Spring), of these in two the gastroliths were present though

very small, in the third there were no gastroliths. It is therefore evident

that the development of the gastroliths in Paranephrops setosus must differ

from that in Astacics Jluviatilis.

The liver is large and yellow in colour, but it does not appear to differ

essentially from that of Astacus.

The green gland as in Astacus consists of two portions, first the gland

which is green in colour and communicates with the second part, the sac,

which has extremely delicate whitish walls and opens at the base of the

antenna (pi. XIX., fig. 2, gg). When examined microscopically the gland

is seen to contain granular cells, but I did not make out the *^ much convo-

luted tube " of Lezdig.*

NeiroKs system and sense organs.—The main portion of the nervous

system, viz., the chain of ganglia on the ventral aspect of the body, appears

to closely resemble that oi Astacus.

Eye.—As in Astacus the cornea of the eye is "divided into a great number
of minute usually square facets, by faint lines, which cross it from side to

side nearly at right-angles with one another/'f I have not studied the

internal structure of the eye.

The auditory sacs, which are situated in the basal joint of the antennules,

closely resemble those of Astacus, and the auditory hairs from them are ex-

ceedingly like the one fisrured bv nrofessor Huxlfiv.t

See " The Crayfish," p. 353.

t " The Crayfish," p. 118-9.

I "The Crayfish," p. 117, fig. 27, B and C,
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Olfactory organs.—These are borne on the exopodite of the antennnle.

The various jomts in the flagellum differ in shape from those of Astacus^

for the distal end of each is considerably enlarged ; this enlargement is

chiefly on the under side, for, while the upper edge is nearly straight, the

under edge curves so as to form a rounded protuberance towards the distal

end (pi. XXT., fig. 1). On these protuberances are situated the tufts of

olfactory setce {c), thus there is only one tuft of olfactory setse on each

joint, while in Astacus there are two on each joint. Each tuft arises

from a slight cavity in the joint and consists of usually five or six olfactory

Ret?e.

The olfactory setae are similar in shape to those of Astacus, Each con-

sists of two parts (pi. XXI., fig. 2), which at first sight appear to be divided

by a joint, but on more careful observation it appears that this is not really

so, but that the walls of the two parts are continuous, and that the appear-

ance of a joi]it is caused by the basal part being filled with opaque granular

matter while the distal part is clear and transparent. This opaque gran-

ular matter extends up the sides further than it does in the middle of the

seta.

Reproductive organs.—Male (pi. XX., fig. 7)- The testes (t) consist of

two long tubes united towards their anterior ends by a transverse portion or

commissure. The two parts in front of this commissure lie between the

heart and the posterior portion of the stomach, and are somewhat directed

upwards towards the dorsal surface of the body. Immediately in front of

the commissm-e they become considerably narrower. Tlae portions of the

tubes behind the commissures are narrow at first but they soon widen and

then soon contract again at the origin of the vasa deferentia. After this they

again widen out and at their posterior ends are more closely approximated.

Thus a httle behind the commissure a considerable space is left between the

two tubes, and in this space the heart rests. The vas deferens {vd) ai'ises

as a very fine tube. The first part differs from the remainder in being

smaller and less boldly curved. The remainder is exceedingly convoluted

and increases only very slightly in size until it comes to the portion which

proceeds directly downwards to the aperture on Jhe bases of the last pair of

ambulatory legs. This (a) is enormously expanded and is not quite

cylindrical, being somewhat laterally compressed. In the figure the con-

volutions have been separated. I have not been able to observe the

spermatozoa, but I have seen in some specimens the other substance

which Professor Huxley mentions as filling the vasa deferentia together

with the spermatozoa. As in Astacus it was of a viscid material and

and

vermicelli
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Female. (PI. XX.; fig. 8.) In the article on "Crustacea," in Todd's

Cyclopfedia of Anatomy and Physiology, M.-Edwards says that there is a

striking analogy between the male and the female reproductive organs in

the Crustacea. This is certainly true as far as Paranephrops setosus is con-

cerned, for the female reproductive organs are formed on the same plan as

the male. They differ very much in appearance, however, for the ovaries

(ov) are much shorter and thicker than the testes. The two anterior por-

tions are but slightly separated at their anterior ends, and they approach to

one another and soon coalesce, so that there is no part which can properly

be called a commissure. Behind this they are at first widely separated, so

that a hollow is formed in which the heart rests. Posteriorly they rapidly

become narrower and approach closer to one another, so that they lie one

on each side of the intestine. From about the centre the two oviducts arise

and proceed without any convolutions direct to the openings on the basal

joints of the second pair of walking legs.

I have not had an opportunity of observing how the young are

^attached to the mother after birth, but according to Mr. Wood-Mason'*'

they fix themselves to the swimmerets of the mother by the hooked

ends of their hinder ambulatory legs, and riot by the chelae as in

Astacits fliiviatilis.

DESCEIPTION OF PLATES XEX.—XXI.
Plate XIX.

In all the figures, ex^ exopodite; en, endopodite ; cxp^ coxopodite ; &p, basipodite;

tp, ischiopodite ; mp, meropodite ; cp^ carpopodite; pp, propodite; dp, dactylopodite.

Fig. 1. Antcnnule of left side (x 2).
~

2- Antenna of left side (x 2) ; gg^ opening of green gland.

3. Mandibles of left side (x 2) ; j?, palp,

4. First maxilla of left side (x 2),

5. Second maxilla of left side (x 2) ; sg, scaphognathite.

6. First maxillipede of left side (X 2) ; ep, epipodite,

7. Second maxillipede of left side (x 2) \ph, podobranchia ; ah, arthrobranchia.

8. Third or external maxillipede of left side (X 2) j cxs, coxopoditic set©; pb,

podobranchia
; a6, arthrobranchia.

9. Rostrum, side view (X 2).

Pirate XX.
Fig, 1. Thir

ex, exopodite ; en^ endopodite.

2. Third abdominal appendages of female (x 2). Letters as in figure 1.

3. The sixth abdominal appendage (X 2) ; cxp, coxopodite; ex, exopodite; en

endopodite.

4. Telson (X 2).

Ann
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Fig. 5. View of roof of cardiac portion of the stomach from below, the stomach being

laid open by a longitudinal incision along the ventral wall; c, cardiac ossicle;

pc^ pterocardiac ossicles ; uc, urocardiao process ; mt^ median tooth ; It,

lateral teeth.
r

6. Longitudinal section of stomach ; ces, oesophagus ; c, cardiac ossicle
; j?c, ptero-

cardiac ossicle; uc, urocardiac process; p^, prepyloric ossicle; p, pyloric

ossicle; mt, median tooth; It, lateral tooth; cpv, cardio-pyloric valvd ; cce,

Cfficnm ; hg, hindgut.

7. The male reproductive organs (x 2); t, testis; vd, vas deferens; a, expanded

extremity of the vas deferens.

8. The female reproductive organs (X 2) ; ov, ovary; od, oviduct.

Plate XXI.

Fig. 1. Portion of exopodite of antennule much enlarged, showing

—

a, plumose setae ; 6,

naked set« ; and c, olfactory setae.

2. One of the olfactory setse (x about 200).

3. Portion of a transverse section of the integument of chela (x about 45) ; a, epios-

tracum ; h, ectostracum ; c, endostracum.

4. One of the coxopoditic setffi (x about 200); a, middle joint; &, hooted extre-

mity ; c, another showing peculiar form of the hook.

5. Extremity of a branchial filament from a podobranchia showing the hooked

extremity.

6. Seta from the stomach (x about 45) ; a, a portion of the same more highly mag-

nified.

7. Naked seta from forceps (x about 45).

8. Plumose seta from forceps (x about 45).

9. Third abdominal segment, side view.

Art. XII.

—

On some newly-discovered Neic Zealand Arachnids.

By W. CoLENso, FX.S-

[Bead before the Haicke's Bay Fhilosophical Institute^ 11th SeptemheVy 1882.]

In bringing before you this evening the few curious and fine Arachnids^

forming the subject of my present paper (of which I also exhibit specimens),

I would first, by way of introduction, call your attention to their systematic

position in the great Animal Kingdom. I am the more especially inclined

to do this for two reasons:—1. Because of the youthful part of my audience;

and, 2. Because these animals (with many of their congeners and allies)

are popularly, though erroneously, included under the one general term of

Insects, These animals, however, do not belong to the class Insectay but to

the allied one of Arachnida, which is also a large and vai'ied one, and in-

eludes all Spiders, Scorpions, Mites, etc., etc.

My subject and specimen No. 1, will, I think, be found to belong to the

family of Phalangida, or to the next one of Pseudoscorpionida,-^or, what is

not unlikely a Hnk connecting both. As far as I know, hitherto only one
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species of tliis last-mentionecl family has been detected in New Zealand
;

and that is a small species of the genus Chelifer^ (one closely allied to C.
n

cancroides) which, I think, I first detected in the neighbourhood of the Bay

of Islands, in 1838-1840, and of which early mention was published in

1843.'^' This animal, however, I now bring before you, making the second

found in New Zealand of that or some closely-allied family, is a very differ-

ent animal from that former one ; and although naturally allied to that

genus can scarcely belong to it as it is now constituted; and is a very

puzzling creature. Indeed I do not know exactly to what known genus to

refer it, hence I have pi'ovisionally given it the rather peculiar name of

Phalangiuvi {Phrynus) cheliferoides ; as, under the old Linnsean classifica-

tion, this animal would be placed in his genus Phalangium ; but I have

good reasons for doubting its being placed there now ; the more modern

genus Phrgnus (of all the genera taken out of the Linn^an genus Phalangimn

known to me) seems to be pretty near to it, but of this I am not quite

certain from lack of the necessary books of reference.

PnALANGiuii (Phrynus) cHELiFEnoroEs,

Body 3|^ lines long, 2 Hnes broad, broad-oval, smooth, firm
;
posterior

extremity roundly-obtuse, terminating in a produced point ; anterior ex-

tremity truncate ; cephahthorax and abdomen in one, no perceptible separa-

tion; shield ^ l^ieval and posterior margins thickened; abdomen cylindrical,

elevated, thick, slightly marked above and below with five transverse seg-

mental markings
; colour (general) when fresh, black ; after immersion in

spirits, dark brown-black.

Eyes, 2, globular, small, prominent on an elevated cylindrical ridge on

the top of caput, but nearer to posterior margin of shield, one on each side

of the elevation, which is divided in the centre and muricated; clypem broad,

studded with minute elevated black points.

Falces very long, first joint 5 hnes and second joint 6 lines long, stout,

cylindrical, largely chelate, thickly muricated, swollen, clavate or sub-

pyriform for 2 lines towards top ; claws (chel^) two-thirds of a line long,

arcuated, with a single large tooth in each, superior one overlapping, tips

black; maxillary palpi 5-jointed 5 lines long, finely hairy throughout,

mostly so at the upper part ; colour pure white, red-pink at the bases and

blackish at tips, which are blunt and each bearing a single minute black

hook
;
mouth underneath, nearly central, promment ; viaxilU semi-chcular ;

hwer lip notched and both slightly hauy.
Legs, 8, very long, 2^ inches and upwards, cylindrical, and finely filiform,

each with a single minute curved black hook at the tip, second pan: of legs

* In " Taamaniau Journal of Natural Science/' vol. ii., p. 300.

#
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the longest, measuring nearly 3 inches. Colour (after keeping in spirits)

brown, variegated with many small white spots and rings which under a

lens present a subtesselated appearance, those white rings are swollen and

appear as if jointed, each bearing two (or more) minute black spiaos ; coxm

large, prominent, slightly hairy, hairs patent ; trochanter very short, smooth
;

femur 7 hnes long, beset with short spinous hairs ; tlhla (genual joint) 1

line long, smooth ; metatarsus of the second pair 6 lines long, (in the other

three pairs this joint is only 3 lines long,) with a few short and scattered

hairs, and four equidistant white rings ; tarsus 1 inch and 8 lines long,

hairy particularly towards tip, very finely annulated in the upper part and

very flexible : this last joint of all the legs is exceedingly fine and flexible

and curved at tip ; when the animal is taken out of spirits for examination

it is very difficult to keep this long last joint steady.

Sternum very small ; anus produced.

Hab. In dark forests, among long mosses and Hepatica^ on the trunks

of living trees 6-8 feet from the ground, ** 70-mile Bush," between Norse-

wood and Danneverke, 1879-1881.

This curious and strange animal has greatly puzzled me, not knowing

of any genus, or even family, to which it might rightly be referred. In its

peculiar and prominent characters it seems to partake of more than one

family of Arachnida, as they are at present constituted. In its body and

long filiform legs it agrees with Fhalangium, in its long chelate falces with

Pseudoscorpionid<B (CheliferidiB) ; it evidently has also some relationship to

Thebjplionidm through Phri/nus, particularly in its extra long and fihform

(antennae-hke) second pair of legs ; while its large and bent maxillary palpi

bear close analogy, if not affinity, with those organs in our endemic genera

(of Orihoptera) Deinacrida and Hemideina. There may, however, be some

known genus to which it can be hereafter rightly referred; at present I

have done my best here (without modern scientific works on Aracknida)^

and by naming it as I have done I have placed it near to its proper place in

the Natural System,

Beheving this Arachnid to be very scarce, and having but one perfect

specimen, I have not cared to break it up so as to examine it more narrowly,

especially as to its buccal apparatus. I have only seen four specimens in

the woods, throughout three years, although from my first seeing one in

1879 (which I failed to capture), I have sought most diligently for speci-

mens. In the following year I accidentally, and most unexpectedly, saw

another in the same forest, and though I tried long and arduously to secure

it without smashing, I failed to do so ; it spread out its long flexible legs so

prodigiously, that in the end it escaped among the thick vegetation. Its
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movements, however, were not fast ; but it wore such a strange appearance

•black, with its pure white palpi, and its uplifted threatening chelse, that

I, bearing in mind our" small blackish katipo spider, was on my guard
;

r

perhaps too much so.*

In that same year, however, I found, in the evening, among my thick

long mosses in my vasculum, one of these Arachmhy or rather the anterior

half of one without its abdomen, etc.; it was still living and could crawl

sloAvly. Subsec[uently, in 1881, I secured another and a perfect specimen

ft'om among the thick-growing and long Plagiochila subsimilis (and then not

on the surface, but within !) How the creature can possibly manage to crawl

through such fine and dense vegetation is a marvel to me. It generally

keeps its long falces upright, or inclining towards its back, and bent at a

sharp angle, and sometimes moves them forward alternately in progression,

much like a hand or a foot: and sometimes, like its congener CheUfer (sujyra),

holding them up with distended claws in a threatening attitude*

My second lot belong to the family AraneidcB (or True Spiders), and

contain three fine species ; two of them are, I believe, quite new, and

one has been already described in the Trans. N.Z. Inst., but is still little

known.

You will, no doubt, remember that at our ordinary meeting held here in

August, 1881, I had the pleasure of bringing before you specimens of a fine

spider I had then recently received from one of our country members ;
at

that time I promised to lay before you a paperf containing its description,

habits, etc., and this I now do.

From that kind country member, Mr. J. Drummond, who resides at Te

Ongaonga, I learn (in answer to several letters) that in July, 1881 (our wet

season and mid-wintei*), while engaged in making a drain in some low-lying

swampy land, he noticed several large spiders, which were dug up fi'om

about twenty inches to two feet under the suiface, and though amongst

black swampy soft soil, they always came out of the mud quite dry and

clean, with their skins looking like velvet.

Having here alluded to the bite of the katipo spider, I should also say (lest I should

misuuder

think

recorded in the early volumes of the Trans. N.Z. Inst.). In past years I had several cases

of persons bitten by the katipo brought to my notice, including Europeans and Maoris :

some of them I had also to attend to medically, and so watched the cases ; and while the

effects of the bite are generally pretty severe at first, they are transient, being completely

over by the second day, leaving no after effects ; and never, I believe, caused death, or

anything like it.

t See Proceedings, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xlv., p. 566.
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The spot seems to have ])een a remarkably soft one^ of a loose spongy

muddy nature ; for early in the following month (August) he thus writes:

'* I found these four spiders, nov^ SQnty from one to two feet under gi'ound

;

but what was black swampy soil last month, is no^v mtid since the heavy

rains. This mud seems to boil up through craclcs in the upper stratum of

clay. I put a bar of iron down sixteen feet, and found soft mud only, and

no bottom."
%

On the 19th of August he again writes :
'* In further carrying out your

wishes I have again been a-spider-hunting, and I give you the result* I

found a round hole ^-in. in diameter in the elevated side of the drain. In

carefully cutting into it I first came upon thousands of ants ! I never

before found so many in one spot. This hole ran nearly horizontally, and

was about 6 in. in depth ; it was lined throughout with spiders' web, and

its bottom was also covered with web ; two spiders of small size wez-e in the

bottom of this hole. I also found two wings of an insect with the spiders

at the bottom; these I also send you with them. The clay, etc., on the

outside of the entrance to the hole was excavated from within and thrown

down. Another similai" hole had a blue-gum leaf fastened down with web

across its entrance, but there was nothing in it. Another hole, which ran

8-9 inches vertically, had a big spider reposing in the bottom. I could not

find any more large spiders, but there are plenty of small ones left. None

feigned death on being captured; on the contiary the}^ always ran nimbly

away, endeavouring to hide themselves by getting tinder anything. They

run very quickly with their legs spread out all round. One of the largest

(of those I first sent you) w^ien dug out fell from off the shovel into the

drain, and immediately dived under the liquid mud ! I plunged the shovel

in after it and brought up a shovel-full of mud, and the spider was among

it, looking as clean and dry as if it had never been in it, wliich quite sur-

prised me. Their colours, I find, are much darker after being immersod in

the spirits ; the yellow stripes are not near so bright as when they were

living, and their velvety appearance wholly gone,"

Since receiving the foregoing communications, I have had at various

times down to the present, several letters from Mr, Drummond, but

nothing additional of consequence has been discovered. I much wished to

obtain a specimen of a male ; for, although I have received several specimens,

both large and small, they are all females ; and I regret to say that I have

not yet succeeded. This, however, is no uncommon occurrence among the

Araneid<ey as it is well known that the males are everywhere fewer in num-

ber than the females and consequently much more rarely met with ;
besides,

I believe it is pretty well ascertained, that among the TerriteJarur, or trap-

door spiders, the male is never found within those holes or tubes. And as
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there are at least two distinct divisions or families of trap-door spiders

inhabitiug Europe, (the one with a hung-like or cork-door lid fitted into

its nest, and the other with a wafer or flapdoor lid to fall down over its

entrance ; some of these last-mentioned having also a second door of thick

web fitted on a kind of hinge within the tube), I greatly wished to know, if

possible, under which division this one should be classed ; but down to the

present have learned nothing more respecting the lid, or door, though Mr,

Drummond has zealously sought after it. Moreover, there is yet another

closely-related family (or division) of spiders, living in holes and cracks,

which, while they also spin a web within, do not make any door to their

nests or holes : these are called TuhitelariiB.

The Order of AraneidcB (or True Spiders) is an immense one ; it is

largely represented here in New Zealand, and is daily increasing in books

from everywhere. I have noticed in vol. xxx. of the " Linnsean Trans-

actions" (pubhshed in 1874), that the Eev. 0- P- Cambridge has given a

corrected and enlarged Ust of the number of British spiders alone, con-

taining 78 genera and 467 species, while the number of the foreign ones is

legion ! This extensive Order has been from time to time subdivided into

families and genera, which have been often altered, insomuch that it re-

quires an expert—and a highly-skilled one too—to pronounce certainly on

any species. Therefore I have concluded not to attempt to fix on any

known genus of Araneidce as being that to which this spider (and another I

shall also this evening bring before you) properly belongs, for I have not

that special knowledge requisite, neither have we here the modern scientific

seai'ch. This, however, willour

not prove to be a very formidable hindrance to our shortly knowing some-

thing more definite about these two spiders, for I intend sending specimens

by an early mail to England, to the Rev. 0. P. Cambridge (one of our

greatest modern British araneologists) for his judgment and determination.

This gentleman has akeady described some of our large New Zealand

spiders in the Trans. N.Z. Inst.,* and among them is also a trap-door

spider from Otago, sent him thence by Professor Hutton and Mr. Gillies;

different one fi'om our two contained in this I

although it may be not distantly and naturally allied to them. From the

disposition of the eyes of these two spiders, I doubt their belonging to the

same genus as the trap-door spider from Otago described by him.

No. 1.
, spider firom Te Ongaonga.

Description.

Adultfemale, length 10 hues, exclusive of falces.

Cephalothorax broad-oval, truncate at each end, posterior extremity

much the broader, finely and velvety hairy ; upper part of shield smoothj

* VoL vi., p. 187, and vol, x., p. 281.
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thoracic portion ratlaer fiat ; head slightly rounded above, with a few erect

black bristles about the eyes ; very hairy on lateral edges, and a slight line

of hairs running down the indentation and increasing at the base ; colour^

rich umber-brown, with three longitudinal lines of light yellow-brown, one

narrow down the back central, and two broader down the sides, all with

irregularly crenated margins ; lateral edges of shield below the line of a

lighter brown,

Eyes^ 8, unequal in size, in two rows (their position slightly resembling

those of the genus Philodromus)^ 4 anterior in a line in front, and 1 pos-

terior in a curved line above, with the convexity towards face, and the

largest at the four corners.

Legsy strong, hairy ; colour brownish, but lighter than the shield, with

scattered black bristles above running somewhat in lines, none below

;

metatarsus and tarsus clothed with blackish hairs ; relative length of legs

4 12 3, the fourth pan* 13 lines long ; sternttm small, almost circular or

deltoid-cordate, a little broader in front than behind, convex, very hairy,

colour dark brown.

Palpi stout and strong, 4| lines long, very hairy, increasing in hairiness

forward ; radial and digital joints densely clothed with black hairs ; falces

strong, prominent, black, and shining, with black and brown haurs about

their bases ; rnaMlhe large, hairy.

Abdomen about equal length with cephalothorax, oval, slightly convex

above, and a little higher than cephalothorax ; colour bz'own, same as legs

but darker, and still darker below; veiy finely and densely hairy ; three

longitudinal yellow-brown stripes (in continuation of those on cephalothorax)

runnmg half-way towards posterior end aud vanishing, and two lines of

distant sunken black dots, 8-4 in a line, running downwards.

I think the old females change their colour, losing their light yellow-

brown stripes, and becoming nearly wholly brown.

No. 2, , spider from Napier,

This species I have found here in my garden on several occasions, and

always in a sinailar situation—viz., in a hole in the earth below the surface.

In plungmg a large flower-pot (of hyacinths, &c., after flowering) into the

earth u^) to its rim, and leaving it there till the following early spring, I am
pretty sux'e of finding one of these spiders in a large hole or bm-row under-

ground by the side of the pot. The hole is oval, and as large as a pigeon's

egg, about 3-4 inches under the sm-face, and dark, without any apparent

outlet (though such may exist), and devoid of a vestige of web within and

without. When taken out and exposed to the light this spider feigns death,

and quietly allows itself to be taken up and removed. I have only found

them solitary, and (as in the former cas>e) have not yet met with a male.
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Description.

Adult female, length 11^ lines, exclusive of falces.

Cephalothorax broad oyal, truncate at both ends, posterior extremity

much broader ; 6^ lines long, and 4 lines wide at the widest part ; ilioracic

portion raised, convex, bare of hairs on top ; head slightly rounded above
;

clypeus very truncate ; largely hairy around eyes and face ; three slight

thoracic segmental markings running down each side ; indentation sunk,

smooth ; colour rich dark red-brown, with light-brown and greyish coarse

hairs, and a narrow light-coloured continuous stripe along the lateral and

posterior borders of shield, with the hairs immediately above it of a shade

of darker brown.
F

Eyesj 8, uneq^ual in size, in two rows, (their position, etc, resembling

those of the genus Tegennaria,) 4 anterior, smaller and equal in size, 4 pos-
F

terior, the two central ones large, but the two corner ones largest, and more

prominent and laterally inclined.

Palpi moderately stout, 4 lines long, hairy, with a single large black

spine at end of the radial joint
; falces prominent, black, shining, and (with

maxill(^) bearing long shaggy hairs.

Legs medium stout, colour rich dark red-brown, hairy with black hau's,

increasing in hairiness towards the tips, and having a few scattered black

spines, and two black hooks at the tips ; coxm very large, smooth and

shining in the gibbous parts; femora stout and but slightly hairy; two

longitudinal rows of strong black spines on tibia and metatarsus below ; the

joints white, with small black spines ; relative length of legs, 4 12 3; the

fourth pair 14 lines long ; sternum red-brown, medium size, broad oval,

almost flat, slightly hairy, hairs adpressed.

Abdomen, 6 lines long, 4 lines wide, broad oval, hairy, convex above and

higher than cephalothorax, the ground of a brownish colour, mottled or

irrorated throiighout, and very finely dotted with light yellow-brown ;
two

lines of light-brown circular spots equidistant, and five spots in each line,

running down towards posterior end ; spiracles large central, close under

base of sternum ; spinners produced, long.

As I found it imx^ossible to describe wholly and minutely the falces,

palpi, and buccal organs of these spiders, without breaking up my speci-

mens and gumming their parts severally down, I forbore to do so, prefer-

ring to leave those parts partly undescribed for the time, and so send my
perfect and best specimens to England.

No. 3. Macrothele HuxxoNn, Cambridge.

This large spider is also from my garden, and is one of those I men-

tioned as having been described by the Eev. 0. P. Cambridge; and I merely

bring it before you to exhibit it, and to say a few words respecting its habits

and economy : which. I believe, were unknown to its describer.^'

* For the full description, and a drawmf; with dissections of this spider, see Trans.

X.Z- Inat,, vol vi., p. 200.
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This j&ue spider is by no means uncommon with me ; its habitat is often

inside an unused and empty inverted earthen flower-pot ; if such has been

standing in the garden untouched for a year or so, one is pretty certain to

be found within it, quietly and snugly ensconced in the midst, or beneath a

very large web, spun thickly across the pot in all directions, yet leaving a

large and somewhat tortuous passage for the spider ; the web itself is of a

bluish cast. In the pot are also sure to be found the elytra of pretty large

Coleopterous insects, which, no doubt, enter through the hole in the in-

verted bottom of the flower-pot. Another fine resort for these spiders is

under the large wooden cover of my concrete underground water-tank
;
this

cover is scarcely ever removed oftener than once in two years, and there,

beneath it, they are to be found, sometimes three or five, but always dwell-

ing apart, in darkness, and concealed in their large extensive bluish webs.

This spider also feigns death on its being captured. I have only hitherto

detected one male, which, as the Eev. 0. P. Cambridge states (and as is

generally the case), is smaller than the female.

In one of those specimens of this spider now exhibited (all being females)

you will notice that it had formerly lost a leg, which is being supphed by a

new (and, at present, a smaller) one. Some of the female specimens of this

spider that I have taken, are considerably larger than those described by the

Eev. 0. P. Cambridge ; in all other respects, however, they agree with his

scientific description.

Addendum.

A few days after the reading of my paper on some New Zealand Arach-

nicJs (the same having been noticed m one of our local papers). I received by

train a small tin box from a friend in the country, 60 miles distant south,

"containing," as he said, "two fine livmg specimens of my big spider"

{MacrotheU huttonii). On opening the box there was but one of them alive,

the other not only being dead but completely dismembered !-every leg torn

off at the coxal joint, and the cephalothorax separated from the abdomen.

These two spiders were both females, and were of a very large size
;
the

livmg one was the largest specimen I had ever seen, and was wholly

uninjured and very Hvely. There was nothing put into the little tin box

them, neither moss nor paper. That they would fight and kiU, cooped

up as they were in such a narrow space, was certain, but that the victor

should proceed to such extreme lengths as to tear the concjuered one into

pieces was new, at least to me. And as this incident seemed an addition to

our knowledge of the animal's habits and economy, I have added it.

with
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Art, XIII.

—

On the Protective Besemhlances of the x^raneidea in Neiv Zealand.

By A. T. Urquhart.
-

,
[Read before the Auckland Institute^ 2&th June^ 1882.]

Although a large amount of valuable work has been done by naturalists in

New Zealand, the Araneideay as far as I am aware, have been comparatively

neglected
;
yet it is an order that will repay careful research. The protec-

tive resemblances are of considerable interest, and the conformity of tints,

which exists between most forms of animal life and their habitations,

obtains in the spider fauna. Although more or less conspicuous on webs,

when resting beneath boughs, foliage, amongst fragments of rock or loose

earth, there is a general similarity of colouration between them and their

surroundings, which not only affords them means of concealment, but

assistance in entrapping their prey. A large proportion of our spiders are

dull-coloured, many possess imitative tints. "What the transforming causes

are which produce animal colouration cannot be actually determined, as

there are apparent difficulties, especially in some individual cases. Owing

to the pugnacity of the Araneidea, systematic experiments are attended

with considerable difficulties.

As most spiders, when it is advantageous to them, habitually select, as

their resting-places, leaves, parts of leaves, patches of bark, etc-, whose

colouring corresponds with their own, there can be no doubt that their

protective colouring is largely influenced by the survival—through escaping
r

the observation of their enemies—of those spiders to whom their own par-

ticular colouration is most attractive. They appear to possess the instinct,

the inherited habit, of discerning resting-places that will render them the

least conspicuous; for often the concealment, derived from the spot selected,

merely consists of the more or less perfect assimilation of form and colour

between the spider and its immediate environment. Some species that

may be considered nocturnal—as it would be of no advantage to them—do

not possess this habit, but conceal themselves beneath closely-spun webs, in

crevices, etc. ; their usually black, or dark-grey colouring rendering them

inconspicuous when they sally forth at night in search of prey.

The most perfect examples of protective colouring met with in the

OrUtelance have been amongst the Epeirte that frequent dead shrubs—as

might have been inferred from their greater need of concealment, owing to

the absence of foliage. ^My attention was more especially drawn to them in

1874, when I carefully searched through upwards of forty acres of manuka
(Leptospermum) —burnt two years previously. I found, with very few excep-

tions, that their colours corresponded with the charred shrubs; being of

various shades, ashy-giey, marked with black. Some spiders are a pale ash-
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gi-ey and black, and when crouching in the ascil of a bleached branch, it

takes close observation to detect them, there being, in some instances, not

only no perceptible difference in the shades of colour, but owing to the

peculiar mottHng and little u:regular limbs on the abdomen, the rugose bark

itself is closely imitated.

The generahty of spiders found amongst burnt manuka, before it

colour

ment, which causes them to be almost imperceptible at a very short

a greater variety of spiders are to be seen ;
the

distance.

green

majority are of various shades of grey or brownish-grey, the legs marked

with reddish-brown ;
green are occasionally met with ;

brown or greenish-

brown spiders are not uncommon; variously marked with white, buff,

purple, yellow, or reddish tints ; colours which are all reproduced in the

bark, young wood, fading leaves, and lichens. I recently met with a spider

of special interest ; it had an unusual purple tinge, and was covered with

soft white hahrs, which made it closely resemble the silky pm'ple shoots of

the Leptosperrmm on which I found it. Occasionally a spider of consider-

able interest will be met with amongst the capsules of the Leptospermum

which is a favourite resort-the abdomen has a rough uneven surface
;
the

furrows formed by the peculiar arrangement of the impressed spots give it

the appearance of being valvate ; a dark grey penetrative tint appears

beneath the outer and lighter one, which causes the abdomen to resemble

a bloom-covered capsule. Although the spider only possesses four not very

clearly-defined pseudo-valves, the deception is still very striking, and affords

an interesting example how some of the wonderful cases of protective re-

semblance or mimicry may have arisen.

On the Cordyline australis smaU spiders are to be met with which not

only assume the colour of the trunk, but, owing to their flat sometimes

angular figures, and largely-developed tubercles, imitate the muricate bark.

These spiders are difdcult to detect when resting in the mterstices of the

If quite different plants are examined-rushes, for example-they will also

be found to be frequented by specially-adapted forms ;
the most numerous

is a species {Theraphosides) with a narrow cyhndrical brownish-yellow abdo-

men, and long slender legs, which it extends in a manner that renders it

hardly perceptible. _^, .

Many of our geometrical spiders frequent the furze {Ulex europ^is),

where they mostly take the tints of the decaying vegetation-which, owing

to their habit of conceaUng tiiemselves amongst the fading leaves and

flowers, must be advantageous to them. The Ught brownish-yellow and
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greenish

grey—especially when covered with whitish hairs—are not unUke the pods.

Of the few hrightly-coloured spiders we possess that may be considered to

W3

yellow blossoms, whicli harmonize well with its bright dark-green body and

yellow and white tubercles ; the latter might pass off for small flower-

buds. Little greenish-buff or light stone-coloured spiders, with pointed

abdomens, will sometimes be mistaken for the buds, owing to their habit of

crouching in the ascils of the leaf-spines.

Hedges of kangaroo acacia {Acacia annata) are inhabited by reddish-

brown or greenish-brown spiders, according to the prevailing tints of the

wood.

This autumn I foxmd on the fading petals of a yeUow dahlia a rather

large dark-brown and orange-yellow spider, possessing such perfect assimi-

lative hues, that by an untrained eye it was mistaken for a part of the

blossom. This, however, is not an exceptional case, so accurately do the

tints blend, and so adapted are their attitudes to their particular haunts

that spiders are often undistinguishable at a few feet distance.

On fruit trees interesting forms are occasionally met with, although spiders

are comparatively scarce, except in the winter and spring months, when they

are inhabited by numerous young Epeirides, which are worthy of attention,

for although many of them are very minute, the faculty of discerning the

own The little

reddish spiders are, as a rule, on red-barked trees ; the browns and greys

in branches with similar hues. They also derive protection from the special

form and colouring of the figure on the abdomen ; the dull white spot on

some of the smaller spiders is not unlike a scale insect ; the heart-shaped

pattern on the larger spiders is by no means a bad imitation of a bud

covered wdth greyish tpmentum. Crouched on the diseased boughs of pear

trees small spiders will sometimes be found possessing the colounn
'

blighted bark and lichens. Amongst other naturalized plants, interesting

examples are to be found on the Conifem and Eucalyptu

The beautiful Httle quasi-parasitic spiders found on the webs of the large

Epeirids, owing to their silvery hemispherical abdomens and habit of sus-

pending themselves by their slender legs, may possibly derive some protec-

tion through bemg mistaken for dew-drops. They fall to the ground when

rr of theo

threatened*

The majority of terrestrial spiders are earth-coloured and other dull

colour

which, no doubt, from their habit of hunting amongst herbage and ^^^^^^^

bark, yield them the same protection as similar stripes do many of e
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higher forms of life. The numerous Lycosidtc are mostly of sombre colours,

well adapted to their habits and haunts. Amongst the jumping spiders

{Salticides) the colouring ranges from earthy tints to a whitish-yellow. The

brighter tiuts, if seen in captivity, would be pronounced conspicuous ; but

natural O "V""^"^ "o

so well the dried clumps and leaves of grass, etc., that it taxes the collector's

eyesight to follow them as they jump and run through the low vegetation.

One small earth-coloured species affects loose earth, where it is not easily

observed unless carefully searched for ; another species, living apparently in

small communities, inhabits dry banks : it is a light brown. Of one species

[Thomisides) that hunts amongst the leaves of low plants, the cephalothorax

is brown, the cylindrical abdomen pea-green, resembling a bud. The Bras^

sidcB that live under decayed debris, water-ditches, etc., have earthy and other

dull tints. In giving these examples of dull colouring, I do not mean to

assert that they are entirely due to protective influences. There is one

point of interest in regard to protective colouring, especially dull tints, that

is, the comparative powers between our own vision and that of the spiders*

enemies—especially birds—for many of the so-called dull tiuts of our

unaided vision are by no means so under a lens of low power.

The assimilation of hues between spiders and their environment is often

increased by the specific pattern, formed by dashes of colour which match

the brighter tints of the vegetation they frec^uent. It is not unusual to find

the tubercles apparently overgrown with minute Uchena. The pattern on

the abdomen sometimes has the form and colour of a lichen {Parmelia)
;

which tends to give the abdomen, when seen in a favourable position, the

appearance of a lichen-grown knot. Very good specimens are to be found

under tufts of Usnea on old fences or trees. The most wonderful ex-

ample of protective resemblance that I have met with, was a light-brown

spider,—abdomen 10 mm. long,—the specific pattern, glaucous-white, 8 mm.

long, took the perfect form of a lobulate thallus, which was only attached

to the abdomen by its base, close to the pedicle. For nine years I have

searched In vain for a similar specimen ; no spider was ever met with

which had the pattern detached to any extent from the integument.

It may be of interest to mention that, when black forms distinctive

marks on the abdomen, it always has the form of patches, bands, or little

irregular lines which pick out the lighter tints, causing the integument

often to resemble rugose bark,—it never (?) imitates foliaceous lichens

;

such mottling is composed of Hchen colours—i.^., the prevailing tints of the

foliaceous lichens growing about the haunts of the spider.

The special adaptation of form and colouring to the particular condi-

great

n
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studied, the more evident it becomes that it is not what it was once thought

to be, but that it is determined by various causes, the most potent of wliich

un

It may be as well to bear in mmd that, although these few notes have

the pretentious title "in New Zealand," they only refer to my own district.

Art. XIV.

—

Remarks upon the Distribution tvithin the ISew Zealand Zoological

of the Birds of

Columbse, Galling, Strutliiones, ayxd Grallse. By W. T. L. Tray£R3,

F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington PJiihsopliical Society, 21st October, 1832.]

A VERY cursory examination of the avi-fauna of New Zealand is sufficient to

show that it presents some of the features especially characteristic of all forms

of life in oceanic islands, namely,—that an order is often represented by one

or two families only ;—that the number of families is large in proportion to

the number of forms ;—and that, in the great majority of cases, the genus is

represented by one or, at most, two species.

This feature is naturally most observable in the cases of the land birds

and waders, to which alone I purpose calling attention in this paper.

In preparing the annexed tables (compiled from Dr. BuUer's recently-

published handbook, with certain corrections which I have found it neces-

sary to make) I have adopted the limits assigned by Mr. Wallace, in his

work on the geogi'aphical distribution of animals, to what he terms the New

Zealand zoological sub-region, but I purpose to deal very shortly with the

case of its more remote outlying districts, inasmuch as the few birds

common to them and to the main islands are all of sufficiently powerful

flight to account for their occurrence at points far apart.

Since the publication of Mr. Wallace's work, the investigations of the

*< Challenger" scientific expedition have shown that a very great gulf lies

between New Zealand and Australia, a gulf so great, indeed, as to lead irre-

sistibly to the conclusion, that whatever may have been the former exten-

sion to the eastward of the lands of which the main islands of New Zealand

and the Chatham and Auckland groups are the remnants, no land connec-

tion has existed between New Zealand and the Australasian Continent

within, at all events, the Tertiary period. Strange, therefore, as it may

appear, we can only account for the presence in New Zealand of existing

Australian birds by assuming that they must have winged their way hither

tKe

powers of flight of the majority

This feat is quite within the

are
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habitats, and of such occasional visitants as Hirnndo nigricans, Eurystomiis

pacijicus, Platelia regia, and others, but certainly appears to be a heavy task

for Nycticorax caledoniensis and Zosterops lateralis. Mr, Wallace hhnself;

however, calls attention (in the work above referred to) to the fact, that

small and weak birds are often carried accidentally across great widths of

ocean by violent gales, and instances the case of the large number of North

American birds which are from time to time found on the coasts of Europe

during the prevalence of westerly winds. The occurrence in New Zealaud?

of forms common to it and Austx'alia is, therefore, explicable without resort-

ing to any supposition of a former land connection ; and the discovery in

New Zealand, within the few years which have elapsed since the colonization

of the islands, of no less than eight instances of occasional visitants frox]i

Australia and Tasmania, gives strength to the supposition that they were

aided in their transit by strong north-westerly winds. In this connection

I may mention that the common sparrow has recently found its way to the

Chatham Islands without man's intervention, no doubt assisted across the

intervening waters by a nox'th-west gale, and although both Mr. Wallace

and Dr. BuUer treat Zosterops lateralis as a true New Zealand form, I think

it pretty certain that we OAve its presence here and In the Chathams to ft

similar cause. The enormous increase in the numbers of this bird which

has taken place both in Australia and New Zealand, is evidently due to ft

corresponding increase in the quantity of suitable food provided by the in-

troduction, into both countries, of various kinds of succulent fruits, and of ft

great variety of foreign insects. The Maoris, who now capture the Zosterops

in thousands for potting-down, and who are very shrewd and intelligent

observers, unhesitatingly assert that it is a stranger and of comparatively

recent appearance in these islands.

Mr. Wallace is in error, moreover, in supposing that the Zosterops foun^

in the Chathams differs from the form which occurs in the main islands.

Eeverting now to the principal objects of these notes, I find from the

Hand-book that the seven orders which I am dealing with comprise (exclu-

sive of occasional visitants from Australia) 19 families, 47 genera, and 88

species, the occasional visitants from Australia and Tasmania numbering

8 species belonging to 6 families and 7 genera.

Of the 47 genera, 25 have only one species each, 10 have two species, 7

have three species, 8 have four species, and 2 have five species.

Of the 88 species (excluding, as above-mentioned, the occasional visi-

tants) (jQ^ are peculiar to the main islands the Chathams and the Auck-

lands together, 18 are common and peculiar to both the main islands, 8ftf^

common and peculiar to the main islands and the Chathams, 8 are coxi^'

inon and pecuhar to the main islands and the Aucklands, 22 are coauno^
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to the main islands and habitats ontside of them and of the Chatham and

Auckland Islands, 9 are peculiar to the North Island, 16 to the South

Island, 6 to the Chathams, 2 to the Auchlands, 1 is common and peculiar

to the North Island and the Chathams, 2 are common and peculiar to the

South Island and the Chathams, and 1 is common and peculiar to the

main islands and the Chatham and Auckland Islands. In making this

analysis I have assumed that Dr» Buller has seen good reasons for reaffirm-

ing PlatycercKs alpimis as a species, notwitlistanding the remarks on the

subject in his larger work, and that there is also good ground for including

the bird called called Plalycercus roideyi as a species ; it seems, too, that

Dr. Buller does not accept Finsch's views in relation to Apterijx australis and

Apteryx manlelli^ Assuming these points, and looking, in the first place, at

the species peculiar and common to both the main islands only on the one

hand, and those peculiar to the North Island on the other, it will be seen

that there is only one instance in which any genus represented amongst the

latter is represented by species amongst the former, namely, in the case of

Apteryx^ there being only one species, out of the four belonging to that

family, which is common to both islands, namely Apteryx oweni, unless we

accept Dr. Finsch's views that Apteryx mantelli is only a variety of Apteryx

australis; and then, looking at those species which are i:)eculiar and common

to both the main islands only on the one hand, and those peculiar to the

South Island on the other, it will be seen that there are four instances in

which a genus represented amongst the latter is represented by species

amongst the former, namely, in the cases of Zenicus^ Sphenmicus^ Nestor^

and Apteryx^

Of the species peculiar to the North Island there are seven, namely

OrtJionyx albicilla, Petroica toitoi^ Petroica longipes^ Turnagra hectori,

Glaucopis ivilso7iiy Apteryx mantelli and Ocydromiis earlij which have

representative species in the South Island, namely, Orthonyx ochrocephala^

Petroica albifrons, Turnagra crassirostris^ Glaucopis cinerea, Apteryx atistralis,

Apteryx haastii^ and Ocydromiis australis, fuscus and brachypterus , whilst

the remaining two of those which are pecuhar to the North Island, namely

Pogonor^nis cincta, and Heteralocha acutirostri^^ although each belongs to a

family of which there are genera in each island, have no special representa-

tives in the South Island. In like manner two of the species peculiar to

the South Island, namely Gerthipants novm-zealandicB and Notornis man-

telliy although each belongs to a family of which there are genera in both

islands, have no special representatives in the North Island, whilst the

genus Notornis is represented by Notornis alba in Norfolk Island, one of the

most distant of the outlying districts assigned to the New Zealand zoological

sub-region.
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I have already mentioned that the North Island possesses nine species

peculiar to itself, of which Orthonyx alhicilla is represented in the South

Island by Orthonyx ochrocephala. The latter is a very different-looking

and somewhat more robust bird than its North Island congener, but not-

withstanding this difference in size and the greater differences which the

two forms present in external characters, they both have precisely tbe same

habits and notes. The differences between the external characters of the

species of Pelroica, TardidcB, Apterygida;, and Ocydromus peculiar to each

of the main islands, though less manifest than in the case of the two species

of Orthonym, is very weU marked, but in each of these instances also the

habits and notes of the bu-ds are the same. In the case of the Corvida,,

the North Island species is only distinguished from the South Island one

by its shghtly larger size and by the colour of the wattles, but m this

instance also the notes and habits of the birds are identical. It will have

been observed by those who have seen them in their natural state, that,

with the possible exception of Pogonomis cincta, all the birds of flight

peculiar to the North Island, and with the exception of the two species of

Nestor, all those peculiar to the South Island, which frequent forest habitats

in the respective islands, are birds which never voluntarily rise above the

level or move outside the Hmlts of the forests in which they dwell, and the

chances are, therefore, very remote that any of them should pass, in numbers

at all events, across the waters dividing the two islands.

The same observations may be apphed to a large proportion of the

species common and peculiar to the two islands, rendering it remarkalde

that so many of them should have retained common characters during the

enormous period that must have elapsed since the formation of Cook

Straits.

The non-occurrence of Beterahcha acutirostris in the South Island may

excite surprise ; but it must be remembered, iu the first place, that this is

one of the birds which never voluntarily rises above the level or passes

outside of the limits of the forest in which it lives, and in the next, that

its range, even in the North Island, is restricted to mountain districts so

placed that the only winds of sufficient strength to overcome the efforts of

stray birds to return to their own special abode, would prevent then-

crossing the dividing waters. The restriction in the range of this bird

is, however, not so surprising as that which occm-s in the cases of Nestor

occidentahS and Nestor notabilis in the South Island, seeing that, apparently,

natural
We

tive special habitats, extend over a large portion of both islands.

but little aware of the circumstances which operate in causing a restriction

in the range of any particular species, or which may lead to the local
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extinction of some particular form, and until "we have before us well-considerecl

observations on both these subjects, we must remain unable to account for

such cases as those last above referred to.
^

A very remarkable instance of rapid and apparently unaccountable ex-

tinction is presented to us in the North Island, in the case of Anthoniis

ynelanura. For years after this colony had been settled this bird was

common all over both islands ; but it seems to have disappeared from the

North Island, although at present it is not merely abundant but actually

increasing in numbers on the other side of the Straits. The rat and the bee

may each have played a part in bringing about its disappearance from the

North Island, as both of these swarm all through the forest there, whilst in

the South Island the rat has been nearly extu-pated from the great Fagus

forests by the woodhen (Ocydromits), and the bee is limited in its range to

the cultivated districts. But the cause of the disappearance of this bird is

mere matter of speculation, and I have only cited the case in order to show

how little we really know of the circumstances which may govern or limit

the distribution of any particular species.

I do not know upon what authority Dr. BuUer (in his Manual) has given

the Chatham Islands as a habitat of Stringops Jiabropiiliis . I find no men-

tion of this in his larger work. He probably follows Mr. Wallace in making

the statement, but without giving the reasons assigned for it by that writer.

Mr, Wallace says (speaking of the Chatham Islands) '' that the Natives

I presume the Morioris— declare that both the Stnngojys and Apteryx

once inhabited the islands, but were exterminated about the year 1835."

In the first place, so far as I have been able to ascertain, the Morioris had
no knowledge whatever of either Stringops or Aptcrijx. In the nest place,

the date fixed for their exthpation is singular. It was in that year that a

numerous war-party of the Ngatitama (one of the most savage and ruthless

of the New Zealand tribes) chartered a whaleship to take them to the

Chathams, the existence of that group and its occupation by a peaceful

and well-fed people having been reported to them by a member of their

tribe, who was serving as a sailor in an European vessel which had then

recently come into Wellington Harbour after visitmg that group.

The Ngatitama invaded the islands for the sole purpose of slaughter and
cannibaUsm, and, in the course of a very few months, had nearly " extir-

pated ' the unfortunate Morioris, one of the leading chiefs of the invaders

(whose taiaha, made from the bone of a whale, is in the Wellington Museum)
actually living for many months almost exclusively upon the flesh of young
children. Until the statement above referred to had appeared in Mr.
Wallace's work, my son, who was the first to collect systematically the

fauna and flora of the Chatham Islands, and who spent upwards of a year
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there for that purpose, and who was diligout in his enquiries, had never

heard it even suggested that either Siringops or Apteryx had existed there.

He was informed that a bird described as resembling a New Zealand Ocij-

dramas was formerly found abundantly on the main island of the group,

bnt he beheves that the bu'd referred to was Rallies dieffenbacliii, of which

Dr. Buller tells us that the last recorded specimen was obtained by Dr.

Dieffenbach in 1842. At all events I am not disposed to accept statements

as to the occurrence either of Siringops or Aptergx in this habitat until

something more satisfactory than the alleged " declaration of the Natives
"

is brought forward in support of it.

It has been suggested that specimens of Siringops and of some South

Island s-^QQ\es\i Apteryx may have been taken to the Chathams by Maori

voyagers, which I do not however believe, and therefore, whilst the occur-

rence of a form of Ocydromits upon this group would not have been very

surprising, that of Siringops and Apteryx would, if for no other reasons

than, firstly, that no part of the islands presents physical conditions at all

similar to those which obtain in the known habitats of those birds ; and,

secondly, that had these birds ever existed there at all, they would certainly

have been extirpated by the Morioris long before the latter were themselves

practically extirpated by the Ngatitama, Assuming, however, that the

Chatham Island habitat may be eliminated from the question, the con-

tinued existence in both the main islands of New Zealand of such forms as

Siringops habroptilus and Apteryx oiveni is a most noteworthy and extraor-

dinary fact. It will be observed that all the other birds mentioned in the

tables, as well those common and peculiar to both the main islands as

those common to them and to other habitats, possess powers of flight

which prevent any suggestion of impossibility in accounting for their dis-

tribution, and that in the cases in which particular species in one of the

main islands are represented by species in the other, the ordinary laws of

variation may be sufficient to account for the observed differences. But

the persistency of such types as Stnngops and Apteryx oiveni stands upon a

different basis, unless we resort to the suggestion that each of these species

may have been introduced by Maori voyagers from the South to the North

Island withm comparatively recent times, it being noteworthy that both

are used as call-birds and pets by the native inhabitants of the South

Island districts in which they are found.

Setting aside the supposed occun-ence of Siringops, Ajyteryx, and Ocydro-

mns in the Chathams, we have certain facts in connection with the species

peculiar to that group, which add considerable strength to the conclusion

derived from an examination of its flora, namely, that it was formerly

directly connected by land with the main islands of New Zealand. In the
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first place, five of the six peculiar species have representatives in hoth the

main islands of New Zealand, but are themselves specifically distinct from

any of the latter, the Anthornif^ and Rallns especially presenting marked

differences from the New Zealand forms. Except in these more extreme

instances, the variations in the other species are very similar in extent to

those which are presented by their respective special representatives in the

main islands.

It will be observed too that, except in the case of Anthornisy all the

above instances are those of birds of weak flight and of close habits. The

case of Cabalas modestus is one of peculiar preservation, analogous to that of

Notoi'nis in the South Island.

The Auckland Island birds call for less remark, the only species pecuhar

to that group which has any general representative in New Zealand being

Rallies hrachipusy whilst the four species common to both habitats are all

birds of strong flight.

Of the birds common to the New Zealand zoological sub-region and

habitats outside of it, the only instances which present any peculiarity are

Ortygometra tabuensis and Porphyno melanotus. The former is a peculiarly

close bird in its habits, and seldom takes wing when pursued, but its powers

of flight are considerable when put in use. The latter is a heavy and

laboured flier, and although we may not marvel at its presence in both

the main islands and even in the Chathams, it is not easy to account for

the persistency of a species so widely distributed and so unlikely to under-

take a migration from one zoological district to another, more especially if

the distance between them be great.

I do not pretend to account for the differences observable between

the species common and peculiar to the main islands and the allied

species peculiar to each, or, indeed, for any other of the phenomena
above referred to; the full materials for such a purpose having yet to

be collected.

It will be seen that many of the instances to which I have called atten-

tion bear a strong analogy to the cases observed by the late Mr. Charles

Darwin in the Gallipagos Islands, and that we have in relation both to that

and to our own group, a problem of no ordinary difficulty to solve. Its

solution may not be beyond our reach, but can certainly only be arrived at

by patient and exliaustive observations.
w

The tables appended to these notes will probably be found to be useful

addenda to the recently published manual.
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Table I.

Showing the Families, Genera, and Species of New Zealand Birds belonging

the Orders
4

Accipitres, Passeres, Scansores , Colunibje, Galiir

;ti"uthiones, and Grallse :

—

/

Number of
Order. Family. Genera. SpocieB.

1. Accipitres 1. Falconidae .

.

1. Hieracidea .. 3

2. StrigidsB 2. Athene .. 2

2. Passeres 3. Alcedinidae .

.

3. Halcyon *

.

.. 1

4. Meliphagidffi 4. Pogonornia

5. Prosthemadera

.. 1

.. 1

r 6. Anthornis .. 2
*

7. Zosterops .. 1
V

5. Gerthiadas .• 8. Zenicus .. 2
4

9. Acanthisitta

10. Orthonyx .

.

.. 1

.. 2

6. Luscinidas .

.

. . 11. Sphenoeacus .. 3
-

12. Gerygone .

."

.. 3
r

13. Certhiparus .. 1

A

14. Petroica .

.

15. An thus
.. 5

.. 1

7, Turdidffi .. 16. Turnagra .. .. 2

8. MuscicapidsB , . 17. Ehipidura .. 2

9. Corvidse . . 18. Glaucopis .

.

.. 2

10. Sturuirlflft '-

.

., 19. Aplonis

20. Creadion .

,

21. Heteralocha

., 1

.. 1

.. 1

3. Scansores .. 11. Psittacidffi ,- .. 22. Stringops ..

23, Platycercus

24. Nestor

.. 1

.. 4

.. 3

12. Cuculidae .- . . 25. Eudynamis

26. Chrysococcyx

.. 1

.. 1

4. Columbffi ., 13. Columbidse .. ., 27. Carpophaga .. 1

5. Gallinfe .

.

.. 14. Tetraonidae . , 28. Coturnix .

.

.. 1

6. Struthiones .. 15. Apteryx . , 29. Apteryx .. 4

7. Grallse . • .. 16. Charadriadae ,. 30. Charadrius .. 3
b

31. Thinornis ..

32. Anarhynchus

33. Strepsilas

.. 1

.. 1

.. 1
V

34. Hnpmatopus .. 2

17. Ardeidse 35. Ardea .. 5

18. ScolopacidflB . . 36. Limnocinclus

37. Limosa

38. Eecurvuostra

39. Himantopus

40. Tringa

41. Galiinago ..

.. 1

.. 1

.. 1

.. 3

.. 1

.. 2

19. EalHdee .. 42. Ocydromus

43. Cabalus ..

44. Eallus

45. Ortygometra

46. Notornis .

.

.. 4

.. 1

.. 3

.. 2

.. 1

«
47. Porphyrio ,

.

.. 1
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Table II.

Showing the number of species as distributed in each of the several

habitats given below, including occasional visitants from Australia

Habitat.

# •

*

and Tasmania :

No.

1. Both Islands only

2. Both Islands and Chathams only

3. Both Islands and Aucklands only

4. Both Islands, Cbathams, and Aucklands only

5- Both Islands and habitats outside of them, and

Auckland Islands

6. North Island only

7. South Island only

8. Chathams only .

,

9. Aucklands only

10. North Island and Chathams only

11. South Island and Chathams only

•

« «

Total spec es

V «

• •

• A

numbeb of
Species.

13

8

3

1

of the Chatham and

• «

22

9

16

6

2

1

2

88

Table III.
F

Showing the names of the species in each of the several habitats

mentioned in Table II.

Both Islands only.

1. Athene albifacies.

2. Zenicus longipes.

3. Acanthisitta chloris.

4. Sphenoeacus punctatus.

5. Gerygone flaviventris.

6. Gerygone sylvestris.

7. Creadion carunculatus.

8. Stringops habroptilus.

9. Platycercus alpinus.

10. Platycercus rowleyi.

11. Nestor meridionalis.

12. Coturnix novas-zealandiaa.

13. Apteryx oweni,

14. Charadrius obscurus.

15. Anaryhnchus frontalis.

16. Haematopus unicolor,

17. Himantopus novas-zealandi®

18. Himantopus albicollis.

Both Islands and Chathams only.

1. Athene novte-zealandite.

2. Halcyon vagans.

3. Prosthemadera novse-zealandisB

4. Anthus novBB-zealandiffi.

5. Ehipidura flabellifera.

6. Carpophaga novse-zealandiae

7. Thinornis novte-zealandiffi.

8. Ortygometra afduis.

Both Islands and Aucklands only.

1. Hieracidea nova-zealandise.

2. Hieracidea ferox.

3. Anthomis melanura

Both Islands^ Chathams^ and AticJdands

1. Platycercus auriceps.
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Both Islands and Habitats outside of them, and of the Chatham and Auckland

Islands,

1. Circus gouldi.

2. Zosterops lateralis.

3. Platjcercus novfie-zealandise.

4. Eudynamis taitensis.

6. Chrysococcyx lucidus.

6. Charadrius fulvu3.

7. Charadrius bioinctus.

8. Strepsilas interpres.

9. Hfematopus longiristris.

10. Ardea alba.

11. Ardea novse-bollandise.

12. Ax-dea sacra.

13. Ardea maculata,

14. Ardea pneciloptila.

15. Limnocinclus acuminatum.

16. Limosa baueri.

17. Eecun-irostra rubricollia.

18. Himaiitopus leucocephalus

19. Tringa canuta.

20. Eallus pbilippensiri.

21. Ortygometra tabuensis.

22. Porphyrio melanotus.

North Island only.

1. Pogonornis cincta.

2. Ortbonyx albicilla.

3. Petroica toitoi.

4. Petroica longipes.

5. Tumagra hectori.

6. Glaucopis wilsoni.

7. Heteralocha acutirostris

8. Apteryx mantelli.

9. OcydromuB earli.

South Island only.

1. Zenicus gilviventris.

2. Orthonyx ochrocephala.

3. Spbenoeacus fulvus.

4. Certhiparus novfe-zealandiaa

5. Petroica albifrons.

6. Tumagra crassirostris.

7. Glaucopis cinerea.

8. Aplonia zealandicus.

9. Nestor occidentalis.

10. Nestor notabilis.

11. Apteryx australis.

12. ;eryx

13. Ocydromus australis.

14. Ocydroruus fuscus.

15. Ocydromus bracliypterus

16. Notornis mantelli.

Chathams only.

1. Anthornis melanocepha

2. Spbenoeacus rufescena.

3. Gerygone albofrontata.

4. Petroica traversi.

5. Cabalus modestus.

6. Rallus dieffenbachii

Aticklands only.

1, Gallinago aucklandica. 2. Rallus brachipuB.

North Island and Chathams only,

1, Gallinago pusilla.

South Island and Chathams only.

1. Petroica macrocephala. 2. Ebipidura fuliginosa

Occasional visitantsfrom Australia and Tasmania.

1. Hirundo nigricans,

2. Eurystomus pacificus.

3, Graucalus melanops.

4, Charadrius ruficapillus.

5. Nycticorax caledonicus.

6. Platalea regia.

7. Numenius cyanopus.

8. Numenius uropygialis.
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Akt. XV.

—

On two new IsopocTs. By Chaeles Chilton, M.A.

[Bead before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 6th Aprils 1882.]

Plate XXIIa.

Genus Cymodocea^ Leach.

(Generic characters given in Miers' Catalogue N.Z. Crustacea, p. 113.)

Cymodocea cordiforaminalis, sp. nov. PL XXIIa., fig. 1.

Body rather convex, slightly more than twice as long as broad. Head

much broader than long, eyes rather large. Segments of thorax smooth,

or only minutely granular, cox^e of all densely covered with rather long,

very fine, woolly setse. First segment rather longer than the others, next

five equal in length, last longer, produced backwards at its postero-inferior

margin, posterior margin slightly convex, overlapping the abdomen. Ab-

domen of two segments ; the first showing on each side impressed lines

indicating that it is composed of three or perhaps of four segments, having

an irregular row of small rounded tubercles, posterior margin straight in

the centre, produced backwards on each side into the last segment. Last

segment very convex, bearing on the convex part several round tubercles of

various sizes, the largest being near the median line and in the anterior

part of the segment. The two lateral portions on each side of the terminal

notch produced backwards and inwards, so as to meet in the median line,

the central tooth small and sharply-pointed, so that what is really the ter-

minal notch appears as a heart-shaped opening in the end of the abdomen.

Last pair of pleopoda with the rami equal, reaching very slightly beyond

the end of the abdomen. Inner ramus with its inner edge entire, outer

margin at first entire but distally cmwed and irregularly toothed and fringed

with setae. Outer ramus thickest about the middle, proximal portions of

margin entire, distal portions dentate, more distinctly so at the extremity,

and fringed with setae.

Inner antenna with first joint of peduncle very stout, second also stout,

third as long as the first but slender, being about four times as long as

broad ; flagellum sliorter than the peduncle, of about 9-10 joints, bearing

simple auditory cilia. Outer antenna with peduncle of five joints, first

three subequal, fourth a little longer, fifth nearly twice as long as the

fourth, narrow at proximal end but widening distally; flagellum longer than

peduncle, of about 15 joints, each bearing a small tuffc of short setas. First

pair of legs with basos and Ischios long, the latter bearing on its outer

distal margin four or five short stout set^, meros broader than long,

carpus small, propodos ovate with setas on inner edge, some being plumose,

dactylos large and strong, the end forming a claw distinct from the basal

portion.
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Colour—dark brown, usually with a white median streak ou the anterior

part of the thorax.

Length, about ^ of an inch.

Hab. Lyttelton Harbour.

This species can be readily recognized by the peculiar character of the

terminal notch of the abdomen. This appears, however, to be subject to

some variation, for in one small specimen the median tooth was represented

only by a very small rounded projection, and in another of the ordinary size

the two lateral portions of the abdomen did not quite meet in the median line.

Genus Jaera, Leach.

(Bate's and Westwood's Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust., ii., p. 314.)

" Upper antenna very short. Lower antenna more than half the length

of the animal. Legs uniform slender. Ploon coalesced into one segment,

furnished with two minute subterminal uropoda. Pleopoda or branchial

appendages covered by a large plate occupying the entire under surface of

the pleon. Dactyla biunguiculate."

Jaera nov(B-zealandi(B, sp, nov.

Body narrow elliptical, length about two and a half times the greatest

breadth. Head subrectangular, slightly more than twice as broad as long,

produced into a slight median lobe between the antenuc^. Eyes small,

situated near the middle of the lateral margins. Inner antenna reaching

to the third joint of the outer antenna, no flagellum distinguishable, basal

joint very much larger and broader than any of the others, second and fifth

joints equal and longer than the third and fourth, which are equal to one

)
joint small, setae few and short. Peduncle of outer

antenna of five joints, first two equal and longer than the third, fourth and

fifth equal and longer than any of the others, flagellum a httle longer than

the peduncle. Legs equal, all with propodos slender and longer than

carpus, dactylos short ending in three curved hoolcs. Segments of thorax

with short stout set« on the lateral margins. Pleon nearly circular, lateral

margins with short setae, slightly emarginate at the base of the last pair of

pleopoda. These are lateral, being situated at some distance from one

another ; they are short, each consisting of a short peduncle bearing two

branches, inner one about as long as the peduncle and nearly twice as long

as the outer branch, both tipped with short setae.

Length, about -^ of an inch.

Hab. Lyttelton Harbour.

This species resembles Janira and Aselliis, and differs from Jaera in

having the two terminal pleopoda separated from one another and not

closely approximated in the centre as in Jaera ; in other respects, however,

it agrees well with Jaera,

ermma
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DESCKIPTION OF PLATE XXIIa.

Fig. 1. Cymodocea cordiforaminalis^ from atove X 13.

Icr. ,1 „ inner antenna X 30.

1&. „ „ outer antenna X 30.

Ic. „ „ flxst tlioracic leg X 30.

Id.
, „ abdomen from below x 21

V.

Art. XVI,

—

On two Marine Mites. ' By Charles Chilton, M.A.

[Read before the Plulosoplilcal Institute of Canterbury, Gth Aprils 1882.]

Plate XXIIb.

Among some Crustacea collected from Lytteltou Harbour I have found two

specimens of mites, belongiug to two different species.

According to Semper,* sea-mites are " by no means rare," Gosse has

described three English species, one belonging to the genus Pachygnathiis

(Duges) and the other two to the genus Ualacarus^ specially made for

them. As my specimens appear to resemble these two latter sufficiently

to be placed in the same genus, I have ventured to describe them.

Genus Halacarus, Gosse.

(Annals & Magazine of Natural Histoiy, ser. 2, vol. xvi., p. 27.)

'* Body covered above wath a well-defined shield, either entire or trans-

versely sulcated
; under surface divided across the middle ; rostrum head-

like consisting of a bulbous tip, tapering to a point, divided longitudinally

beneath, allowing the protrusion of a pair of slender fiUform mandibles
;

palpi terminated by a fang-hke unguis ; feet cursorious, tipped with two
falcate ungues

;
directed two forward and two backward, thighs remote.

Marine."

Halacarus panms, sp. nov. PI. XXIIb., fig. 1.

Body oval, narrower in front than behind ; notched at the bases of the

legs, a slight transverse depression between the bases of the third pair of

legs, anterior margin between the bases of the first pah of legs convex.

First two pairs of legs arising close together, third and fourth more remote

from one another. Legs subequal, third and fourth very slightly longer

than the first and second and with fewer setfi? ; all with the first tw^o joints

short, third long and somewhat expanded, fourth short about as broad as

long, fifth about as long as the third, last joint about two-thirds as long as

the fifth, bearing two very movable curved hooks, each of which has two

teeth at the end, the main one being larger and more curved than the

• Animal Life (Inter. Nat. Sc. Series, vol. xxxi.), p. 433.
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accessory one
;
proximal part of the concave edge of the main tooth and

the concave edge of the secondary tooth, pectinated. The last joint of the

leg has two or three long setae on its outer edge and many short ones at the

base of the two hooks ; a portion of the end appears to be hollowed out so

as to form a resting-place for the hoots when they are bent back upon the

joint. A few set^e are scattered oyer all the joints of the legs.

Palpi of six joints ; basal one rather large, partly concealed when seen

from above by the anterior margin of the shield of the body, second and

third joints short, about as broad as long, fourth very long, slightly ex-

panding distally, fifth joint small, about twice as long as broad, sixth

shghtly longer than the fifth, tapering at the end and bearing a few short

seta3* Each palp is directed inwards so that the two meet and the distal

half of the inner margins of the fourth joints are in contact. Below can be

seen the rostrum, which is long and slender, reaching almost to the end of

the palpi. Anus terminal. Vulva enclosed in a circular space a little

anterior to the anus.

No eyes visible. Colour, light brown.

Size of body, excluding rostrum, about ^^^ of an inch.

Hab, Taken between high- and low-water marks, Lyttelton Harbour.

Halacanis tyunclpes, sp, nov. PI. XXIIb., fig. 2.

Body elliptical, deeply notched at the bases of the third and fourth pairs

of legs, less so at the bases of the first and second pairs, a notch on each

side just behind the second pair of legs, slightly produced in front so as to

form a rounded lobe between the first pair of legs. Eyes three, one median,

very small a httle behind the anterior margin of the head ; the other two

forming a pair, one on each side just behind the second pair of legs and

near the marginal notch already mentioned, each of the paired eyes en-

closed within a ckcular mark. Body- shield with a transverse depression

midway between the bases of the third and fourth pairs of logs. This does

not extend right across the body, but is met on each side by a slight longi-

tudinal depression extending anteriorly and outwards as far as the bases of

the third pair of legs. Behind the transverse depression are two longi-

tudinal ones extending right to the end of the body, the enclosed median

portion is raised above the lateral x^^^'ts, especially on each side next the

depression, thus forming two slight ridges which meet behind. Anus on

the under side of the animal a little anterior to the end of the body, vulva

enclosed in a circular space a little anterior to the anus.

Body divided below by a transverse depression midway between the bases

of the third and fourth pairs of legs, this depression met on each side by a

longitudinal depression; these two longitudinal depressions extend back-

wards and converge, meeting just behind the anus.
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Legs equdl in size and similar in form. First joint short, expanding

distally ; second very short, as broad as long ; third long, rather slender

;

fourth sliort ; fifth about as long as the third, slender ; sixth about half as

long as the fifth, end obhque, no hoots of any kind distinguishable, only one

or two short setaB at the end of the joint. All the legs almost entirely free

from set^e.

Eostrum short, no pali^i visible. When seen fi-om below it appears to

arise out of a circular depression bordered by a stiflf fringe. The rostrum

appears to contain lancet-shaped organs of some kind, but nothing more

can be made out without dissection. Colour, brown.

Length, about ^^ of an inch.

Hab, Lyttelton Harbour, between tide-marks.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIIb.

Fig. 1. Halacarxis ^parvus, from above X 40.

la, „ „ rostrum from above X 120.

IZj. „ „ end of one of the legs x 244

2. Halacarns truncipes, from above X 30.

2a, „ „ rostrum from below x 72.

Aet. XVII.

—

Occurrence of a Species of Ophideres, Boisd.^ new to New
Zealand. By E. W. Fereday, M.E.S.L.

[Read hefore the FJiilosopMcal Institute of Canterbury, 30th November, 1882.]

On the ISth March last a boy brought me a moth found fluttering in the

grass in the yard at the back of my office in Colombo Street, Christchurch.

It was alive and vigorous when handed to me, but, unfortunately in a very

dilapidated condition, the forewangs almost entirely denuded of scales, and

the exterior margin of both wings ft-ayed and jagged.

The moth precisely resembles—so far as the dilapidated state of the

forewings admits of comparison—the Ophideres arckon of Felder figured in

Eeise der Novara, Le23. 4, pi. cxiii., fig. 3.

In all probability it has been introduced in some way, and is not an

indigenous species. Felder's specimen appears to have been taken in Siam.

The following is a description of the insect

:

Female.—General colour of body and appendages ochraceous and pale

feiTUginous grey ; eyes large and prominent
;
palpi recurved, and ascend-

ing above the head the length of the third joint, thkd joint half the length

of the second, clavate, resembling a drumstick, the nob black tipped with

pale ochraceous, second joint densely clothed, the underside velutinous

;

proboscis robust^ of moderate length ; antennae simple, rather more than
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half the length of the forewing ; forehead tufted ; thorax probably crested,

but denuded in the specimen under description ; abdomen not extending

beyond the hindwings, crested and villose towards the base, upper side

luteous shading into ferruginous grey at the base ; legs rather long, anterior

tibire very densely clothed beneath with long flexible hairs, the intermediate

tibiae with one, and the posterior with two pairs of long spurs,

Forewings.—Upper side appear to be pale ferruginous-grey, clouded

with ferruginous brown and purplish-grey markings, but are too dilapi-

dated and denuded of scales for certain description. Under side, basal two-

thirds luteous with a black band across the middle and the appearance of a

broad dark marginal band.

Hindwiugs, wi

curved and abbreviated discal black band or patch, concave outwardly, and
a broad black outer border abbreviated towards the anal angle, and ending

opposite the hind end of the discal band. Under side similar to the upper

side, but rather paler.

Length of body, 14" ;expanse of wings, 42".

Art. XVIII.—DescHption of a Species of Butterfly new to New Zealand and

probably to Science. By E. W. Fereday, M.E.S.L.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, SOth November, 1882.]

Family NYMPHALID^, Westwood.

Genus (?)—helmsi, n. sp.

Male.—Head small ; eyes naked, large and prominent ; antennse scarcely

more than a third of the length of the costa of the forewing ; shaft slender,

club small, flattened, rather elongate, and slightly curved, but not hooked
;

tip of the club fulvous
;
palpi long oblicLuely ascending, a httle wider apart

^

at the tip than at the base, thickly clothed with long bristly hairs, terminal

joint small and pointed, the hairs on the upper and lower edges and tip

black, on the sides (both inwardly and outwardly) white ; forelegs rudi-

mental, rather slender, scantily clothed with long slender hairs ; hindlega

with a pair of small spurs at extremity of the tibiae ; tarsi with two simple

claws.

Primaries broad ; costa convex from the middle to the tip ; hindmargin

nearly straight, slightly tending to concave ; the costal and median nervures

dilated at the base. Upper side of primaries dark-brown, a transverse

fulvous band, extending in a slight curve from the subcostal to near the

submcdian nervure and thence bending towards and terminating about two

18
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lines from the anal angle, the inner margin of this band crossing the

median nervure at the point fi'om which the thkd median nervule springs,

and the outer margin at the point from which the second median nervule

springs, a transverse fulvous band beyond the discoidal cell, and extending

from the costa to the anal angle, and bent outwardly at the first median
nervule and gradually attenuated thence to the posterior angle ; another

and narrower fulvous band extending from the costa midway between the

apex and the last described band, and joinmg the latter below the subapical

ocellus round which it bends and by which it is nearly severed ; a subapical

white-pupilled black ocellus on a dark ground : under side of primaries

nu

bands near the costa, the inner and middle bauds being confluent at the

inner margin
; the interior band from the ocellus to the costa silvered, also

the middle band silvered on the costa, and a very narrow submarginal silver

band fi:om the costa to near the third median nervule.

Secondaries.—Discoidal cell closed; anal angle elongated (possibly

caudate, but the anal angle of both hindwings is too much chipped to deter-

mine with certainty). Upper side of secondaries dark-brown; a submar-

ginal fulvous band extending from the first subcostal nervule to the third

median nervule; another fulvous band extending ft-om the middle of the

costa, and running into the submarginal band below a white-pupilled black

ocellus which nearly severs the middle band—the latter ocellus situated in

the space between the lower discoidal and the first median nervules, and

above it a similar but less distinct ocellus, and above that an indication of

another but obsolete ocellus—the three ocelli connected and occupying the

space between the fulvous bands ; a similar ocellus on the anal end of the

submarginal band between the second and third medial nervules. Under
side of secondaries brown but paler than the upper ; the bauds of the upper

side indicated below by silver bands, but the inner completely severed from

the outer by the lower of the three connected oceUi which are repeated as

on the upper side, but each surrounded by a narrow pale brown ring, and
the iris and pupil of each fully developed ; the ocellus near the anal angle

repeated as on the upper side, but surrounded by a broad fulvous ring ; a

very narrow submarginal silver band running from the anterior angle to the

anal ocellus ; a silver stripe along three-fourths of the inner margin from
the base ; a silver band extending fi-om the costa near the base to near the

anal ocellus, broad at the costa and attenuated to a point near the ocellus
;

and, between the latter band and the stripe on the inner margin, another
narrow silver stripe.

Expanse of wings, 1" K^',

Hab. Paporoa Range, near Greymouth,
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I have described this butterfly from a single specimen submitted to me
by Mr. J. D. Enys for description. He informs me that it was captured by

Mr. E. Helms, of Greymouth, at an altitude of about 1,200 to 1^500 feet

above the sea. Unfortunately the specimen is chipped and frayed at the

anal angle of the hindwings, so that the caudate form of that angle cannot

be exactly defined.

The genus of the insect I do not venture to determine, not having access

to the descriptions of the various genera of the family to which it belongs.

There appears to be much confusion in the definition of the neuration of

the wings of Lepidopterous insects—especially with reference to the notation

of the nervules, or branches of the nervures, which are indicated by num-

bers—in consequence of some entomologists counting in a direction from

the costa towards the inner margin, and others in the opposite direction.

I have therefore thought it desirable to state that in the above description

I have adopted the former notation, that is counting from the costa towards

the hind margin, a notation which accords with that indicated in the dia-

gram of '' Terminology of the wings of Papilionidce'' given in *' Catalogue

of Lepidopterous Insects in collection of the British Museum, part 1,

Papilionidas, 1852."

I take the present opportunity of calling attention to the very incorrect

reprint, in Mr. J. D. Euys' Catalogue of the Butterflies of New Zealand,

1880, of my diagram illustrating the difference of neuration in the wings

oi Erehia blandina^ Percnodaimon pliito, and Erehiola hutleri. The inaccuracy

renders the diagram worse than useless, inasmuch as the object of my dia-

gram was to show the position of the nervures and nervules, and in the

diagram in Mr. Enys* Catalogue they are wrongly placed. Great care

should always be taken in printing diagrams of this character.

Art. XIX.

—

Description of two new Species of Heteropterous Lepidoptera.

By E. W. Fereday, M.E.S.L.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury y 30th November^ 1882.]

Fam. LEUOANID.E, Guene^.

Genus Lencania^ Ochs.

Leucania purdiiy n. sp.

Male,—Head and thorax dark pinkish-ochreous-yellow, darkest in front;

abdomen paler and greyish at base.

Primaries above dark pinkish cedar colour, a dash of ochreous-yellow

occupying the areolet between the submedian nervure and the third median

nervule, the dash being very bright at the base and fading towards the pos-
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terior angle ; a dasli of the same colour commencing broadly in the middle

of the discoidal cell, extending along the areolet between the first discoidal

and lower subcostal nerMiles, and narrowing towards and vanishing near

the exterior margin ; a similar dash extending along two-thu'ds of the

costa from the base of the wing ; cilia, basal half ochreous-yellow, exterior

whitish-ochreous. Primaries below greyish-ochreous with a pinkish tinge,

costal part more ochreous, exterior area more grey ; cilia as above. Secon-

daries above dark fuscous, paler at the base ; cilia same as of primai-ies.

Secondaries below greyish-ochreous, the exterior third more greyish, pre-

ceded by a darker greyish transverse narrow band running parallel with the

exterior margm ; discocellular spot greyish rather indistinct ; cilia as above.

Length of body, 10'"; expanse of wings, 1" 10"\

Hub. Near Dunedin.
4

A single specimen taken by Mr. Alex. Pm'die, of Fairfield, near Dunedin,

from the roots of grass in an open field.

Leucania blenheimeiisis^ n. sp.

Female.—Head, thorax, and abdomen very pale fawn nearly cream-

colonr.

Primaries above same colour, sericeous ; a subterminal row of small

blackish points, one on each nervule ; the inner line indicated by a small

blackish point on each of the subcostal, median and submedian nervures
;

all the nervures and nervules speckled with dark grey and white, especially

near the junction of the subcostal and median nervures with their branches;

cilia dark-grey, outer edge paler, whitish at points of nervules. Primaries

below very pale whitish-brown irrorated with greyish-brown ; central area

and cilia darker. Secondaries above grey, with paler cilia. Secondaries

below very pale whitish-brown irrorated with pale greyish-brown ; cilia

same colour.

Expanse of wings, 1" T'\

Hab. Blenheim in the Marlborough Provincial District, and Meanee
near Napier,

William

at Meanee, but now at Timaru. He informed me that he took it at Meanee
at sugar, that he had taken two specimens there, and two at Blenheim,
and that the Blenheim specimens were smaller than the Meanee. At his

suggestion I have named this species blenTieimemis.
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1

Art, XX. ^

—

Note on a peculiar Neuration in the Winys of aome Individuals oj

Percnodaimon pluto, a New Zealand Butterfly.

By R. W- Fereday, M.E.S.L.

[Read lefore the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, SOth November, 1882.]

When examining some specimens of P. pluto I noticed that tlie costal

nervure of the primary wings of one of them was bent inwards and united

to the first subcostal nervule, the united nervure and nervule running

thence in one vein to the anterior margin, as shown in the annexed

diagram, fig. la. In ordinary speci-

mens the first subcostal nervule is

not present, and the costal nervure

is of the ordinary form as shown in

the annexed diagram, fig. 2. (The

diagram is twice the natural size of

the wing).

The discovery of this peculiarity

led me to examine very carefully

all the specimens of P. pluto in my
collection, and those in the collec-

tion of Mr. J. D. Enys. These

collections consist of 33 specimens

taken on a mountain near Mr.

Enys' station, Castle Hill, Porter's

Pass, 21 on Mount Hutt, and 1 on a mountain near Lake Guyon (Nelson

Provincial District). Six males and one female of the Castle Hill speci-

mens, four males of the Mount Hutt, and the one male of Lake Guyon.

have the united veins, and are smaller, but in other respects do not appear

to differ from the ordinary form. In all the specimens having the united

veins, such veins are alike in form, position, strength, and point of junc-

tion, and all the other veins are uniform with those of the ordinary speci-

mens. No other irregularity of neuration appears in any of the specimens,

nor does there appear to be any other tendency to variation in the species.

Does the neuration of the wings of Lepidoptera furnish a reliable char-

acter for determining families and genera ? I will not attempt to answer

this question, but I submit the above facts for the consideration of ento-

mologists.

2
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Aet. XXI. Wakatipu. By W. Akthue
[Read before the Otago Institute, 15th August, 1882.]

Plate XXm.
Foe several years back the large trout in Queenstown Bay, Lake Wakatipu,
have been a subject of notoriety and interest to visitors and others. These
trout, in weight from 2 lbs. up to 15 lbs. or more, and in shoals of several

hundreds, frequent the east margin of the bay near the mouth of the Town
imn,

mile Creek on the west side. They appear quiet and lazy in habit, except

when, as often occurs, they throw themselves with great vigour into the air.

It is also to be remarked that they are to be seen at these places both in

summer and winter, caudal and dorsal fins on the surface, and an occa-

sional one may also be observed in the middle of the bay or at the steam-
boat jetty. The water is very deep throughout this bay, but has a shallow

width The
great body of the lake itseh is abysmal, the only sounding got as yet being
at a depth of 1,800 feet. Along the east side of the Queenstown Bay there

is a belt of weeds growing on the bottom on the outer edge of the aforesaid

shoal-water, the bottom itself consisting of shingle, gravel, and sand. The
water of the lake is remarkable for clearness and purity, and is snow-fed
through the Dart, Eees, Greenstone, and such rivers, which drain the sur-

rounding mountains of the Southern Alps. Dr. Black, of our University,

remarks, on his analysis of this water, that he never examined any water so

destitute of common salt—a fact of great importance as regards the health
of trout. His analysis I may repeat is,

Organic Matter in Solution. Table Salt. Degree of Hardness.

Wall atipu—0-5 grains per gallon. Scarcely a trace. 3-1 degrees, very soft.

In summer storms are frequent on the Wakatipu, but in whiter its surface

is generally calm or nearly so. The trout S. fario, ansonii, Giinther, were
put into the feeders of the lake about the year 1874.

Besides the abnormal habit of great trout herding together in shoals.

Wakatipu have refused the baits of
4

anglers who have fished for them. The exception I refer to is that of a
beautiful but small trout of IJlbs. weight, taken by Mr. J. P. Maitlandwith
mmnow, while fishing from the beach of Queenstown Bay in January,
1880. This fish was remarkable by its bright silvery scales, the absence of
aU spots excepting on one gill- cover, and the absence of teeth on head of
vomer. The condition generally of these trout is suggestive of good hving,
as they are fat and sometimes very much so, and are said to possess excel-
lent edible quahties. But for some years I have heard of the presence of
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fungus among them, eventuating occasionally in the death of very large

ones. It was only recently, however, that I was so fortunate as to

see these trout and to observe this fungus on them. One morning in June

of this year I took a walk round the shore, past the mouth of the small

Town Creek already referred to. The w^ater from this stream enters the bay

at its north-east corner exactly, and in almost direct alignment with shoal

water frequented by the trout, consequently the influence of the creek w^ater

is noticeable for thirty or forty yards along the shore. Here within a few

yards of the mouth of the stream I saw several large trout quietly resting,

but the great body of them was stretched along from this point for a distance

of about a hundred and fifty yards, in three shoals or '' schools," containing

more than a hundred fish each, and distant from the water's edge as far as

the belt of weeds grew. In weight I estimated them fit'om 3 lbs. up to near

20 lbs. They all lay with their heads towards the creek mouth, except

when one or two took a leisurely turn round and resumed their former

position again, or when others evidently excited by some uafluence threw

themselves wildly into the air, falling heavily, or splashed along the surface.

They did not seem to care much for the presence of a human spectator,

and in this their habits differ from what obtams in rivers or streams

usually. Presently I was surprised to observe a trout of about 6 lbs.

in weight, swimming wdthin a rod of me parallel to the shore. As it showed

no alarm I moved along with it, and then discovered that it was all covered

with fungus. Concluding that it would probably soon die from its un-

natural movements, I endeavoured ,to secure it for examination, but

although I passed the crook of my stick easily over its tail, yet it resented

the effort I made to draw it ashore, and swam off into deep water. Aban-

doning all hope of seeing this fish again, I examined as carefully as I could

the other fish in the shoals, when I perceived easily, as the water makes the

white spots very plain to the eye, that at least 25 per cent, of them had

marks of fungus on their bodies. On the larger trout a patch or two of

dirty white was seen on the head generally, and a tuft hanging out of the

side of the mouth; while in breathing they could not close their jaws, and

showed very little motion in them at all. Some of the smaller ones were

worse, their bodies and fins being covered with spots or patches. The mobt

of these trout were dark in colour, while one or two I occasionally noticed

were light-coloured, but whether these were diseased or not I could not make

out. So clear was the water, and so tame and subdued were the trout, that

standing as I did on the shingle, I could plainly distinguish the sexes from

one another in the larger individuals. I then walked along the beach to-

. wards the reef at the pomt of the peninsula, but saw no more trout till I

reached that place. There, however, I soon saw a number of them, fi'om
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10 lbs. to 20 lbs, in weight, springing out of the water. These seemed also

to be dark in colour as they rose to view in the air, leaping to a height of
four or five feet. I may mention here that the previous night on visiting

the beach I heard many trout splashing about and out of the water, so
nightfall with its keener air did not put a stop to theii' gambols, or irrita-

tion, whichever it might be. Eeturning towards the point where I had
seen ths diseased six-pounder, I observed one with its tail-fin out of the
water, belly up and head on the bottom, in shallow water, di'ifting ashore.
Wading in I seized it by the taH and easily ran it out and laid it on the
shmgle. As- it was nearly dead I did not kill it, and in a few minutes it

succumbed. It was evidently the same trout that I had beeh watching
half an hour before, as it had the identical fungus marks I had been ob-
serving, and it weighed 7i lbs. The fish was a female trout, fat, but dark
m colour, badly spotted on dorsal and all the other fins with fungus ; the
gills were full of it, and a tuft hung out of the right side of the" mouth,
while the back and sides had a number of distinct marks or patches, some
appearmg as if due to the mucous covering having been eaten away by the
disease. The margin of right opercula and origin of right pectoral fin were
also eaten away. Lying on the beach near the creek mouth I saw the
skeletons of two other trout which had evidently come ashore after death.

Examination of the Diseased Trout.
The same evening, twelve hours after getting this trout, Dr. Douglas, of

the ^akatipu Hospital, and I made an examination of it. Immediately
after death it had visibly swelled, and continued to do so till the abdomen
became very much distended-a thing which never occurs with healthy
rout. On opening it we found it full of ova nearly ripe, the roe-lobes
ha^n^g a hard appearance

; pyloric c^ca fatty, but not healthy ; stomach
qmte empty, and air-bladder very much swoUen with gas. The other
viscera seemed healthy. A number of the blood-vessels _.., ... ...........
^^'all were full of coagulated blood, but that is not unusual. The teeth on

Itilll-'T ""' ''" '"' *^^ ^^^^ "^^-^ '' ^ ^-'^ P-Plisli hue. In

easuy ^ ill, it. Tlie giUs, m fact, were rotting

1 r „.''*' 5»^»%».-» /«a. (flgs. 1 and 2, pi. XXIII.),

r 'be n ,t '"^f"'"'
'^^"'-^"^ ""^ ^™^ ''---; but f that I oa. -

2Z^'„^..r^ "^"f^,
^^- «'-. "^ -- ^ circular

lining

sacs

short <if^,r,..^ I * J .-.
r—-^c oay. cuutammg spores and supported bysnort stems), but destitute of stems Nn «o.o • x, . -.biems. jNo sacs were seen in the protoplasm
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stage or without cells, and the cells themselves were exceedingly minute,

just visible clearly under a two-inch objective. A subsequent examination

made since returning to town (the fungus meanwhile having been preserved

in glycerine and boracic acid) gave similar appearances, but no Ogonium.

It, however, revealed the fact of the spores being contained really in an

inner sac or tube, the space between which and the outer covering of the

main sac appeared to be full of a colourless fluid. From the appearance of

this trout and that of others in the shoal from which it was taken, it is

manifest that these fish are in a chronic state of disease, and that not con-

fined to this the spawning season, for I have ascertained the presence of

fungus at other times, as in the month of March of this year. And here it

may be observed in passing that fungus has been found on trout at the

Wallacetown ponds in 1876, and recently a Marlborough gentleman told

me of his taking out of some still pools in a stream in that district

fungussed trout years ago, while our native fish the Galaxias and silver fish

are not always free from it. At the same time the identity of the fungus

among all those fish has not been determined. A consideration of the

above facts naturally suggests two questions, first, ivhat is the cause of, and

second, what the cure for, the fungoid disease in the Wakatipu trout.

The Cause of the Disease in the Wakatipxi Trout,

In the first place, so many difficulties surround the investigation, that

the cause or causes of the disease cannot well be presumed to be stated

exhaustively. At the same time, so far as om^ knowledge of the habits of

trout and of the conditions necessary to their healthy life enable us to

judge, we are warranted at least in advancing an opinion. I assume then

that the trout in Queenstown Bay were spawned in the Town Creek, a stream

far too small for the subsequent accommodation of the size of fish to which

these attain. Growing too large for this stream they have naturally

dropped down to the lake during floods, and when there have so increased

in size in the course of a few years as to become physically incapable of

again ascending the stream at their regular spawning season. No stream

large enough seems to be sufficiently near, and the great depth of water

along the shore to the west, without leading shoals, tends to confine the

trout so to speak to one place, or at least to operate against their migration

in that direction. In this respect the Wakatipu is totally different from the

streams where the progenitors of our trout live in England, where the water

does not probably have a greater average depth than four feet. With the

true instincts of the Salmonid^, however, the trout in Queenstown Bay

linger near their parent stream, unable so to speak to convince themselves

how it is they cannot be again admitted, and, diseased as they have become,

presenting an api}earance suggestive of the lame and sick folk of old who
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waited for the "troubling of the water." Being unable then to fulfil the

functions of nature at the spawning season, is the first contributing cause
to the outbreak of the fungus.

Again the chemical constituents of the water have an important bearing
on the health of the trout. Trout under domestication when attacked by
fungus have in almost all cases been cured by the addition of common salt

to the water supplying the ponds or tanks containing the fish, provided the
disease has not been permitted to go too far. As already mentioned, Dr.
Black reports that the Wakatipu water has less salt in solution than any
water ever examined by him. Now, as salt is an essential to health in

trout, its entire absence in the water under consideration must act pre-

judicially on these fish. This is the second and only known cause tending
to accelerate the outbreak of the disease. But there is yet another cause
which I suspect, although not in a position to prove, namely,—the absence
of a due proportion of oxygen among the gases held in solution by the
water. To determine this, not only is a gaseous analysis required, but it

IS also necessary to find out what that quantity of oxygen is which trout
require. Science has yet to discover this ratio so far as I know, and it is

an important element in its bearings on this question. As already stated,

the fact of the trout seeking those places, as the mouth of the creek and the
reef, where oxygen is likely to be most abundant owing to the constant

agitation of the water, shows that the instincts of these trout teach them to

look for water where the best aeration is to be found.

These causes, then, seem to me sufficient to prove that the disease

among the Wakatipu trout has been consequent on functional derangement,
and that this has so lowered the vital force of the fish as to leave them
powerless to resist the attacks of the fungus, a plant which the best authori-

ties tell us is present in all fresh waters.

Can the Disease be cured in the Wakatipu Fish ?

And here I confess that, considering the unfortunate situation of these
trout m Queenstown Bay, no ordinary remedy could be apphed efficiently.

For although the submergence of rock salt at the places fi-equented by
the fish, and the artificial increase of the water supply to the Town
Creek, might probably lessen the extent of the evil, yet these appHca-
tions could effect but a partial and temporary check on the disease.

Moreover, there would be no finality to these operations, and their

cost would exceed the means of the local Acclimatization Society I
fear. No doubt it would assist if the trout were netted and aU affected
fish killed and burned; but in this there might be no finality either,

still it ought to be done. While I am bound then to admit that I see
no specific cure of an easy and cheap nature, there is yet hope, I think.
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from a most unlooked-for quarter—that is in the disease itself. For you

may remember that I have mentioned the circumstance of finding the

remains of only two trout on the beach, and^ from anything I could learn,

these troutj frequenting the same localities, have not as yet died in large

numbers at a time. It is possible, therefore, that this fungoid disease,

loathsome in appearance and widespread as it certainly is among the

shoals, may either die out, or so inoculate the healthy fish, as in process

of time to render them proof against severe attacks. A correspondent of

" Land and Water," in the number of that journal for March 25th, 1882,

records his having seen trout in the river Kent which had been affected by

fungus and had recovered without any artificial treatment. Nature, then,

may yet work out a recovery among the Wakatipu trout in her own time

and way ; but that must be assisted by our providing facilities for natural

spawning in the Town Creek.

Art. XXII.

—

Notes on the New Zealand Sprat. By W. Arthur, C.E.

[Bead before the Otago Institute^ 15th August, 1882.]

Plate XXXIV., fig. 1.

This fish has been described by Dr. Hector in the appendix to his Catalogue

of New Zealand Fishes, and was subsequently figured (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

voL v., pi, xii.) ; but, as it appears on our coasts at considerable intervals

of time only, I deem it may be useful for reference to record its recent

reappearance accompanied by a drawing of the form found in our waters,

and a description sufficient to estabhsh its identity.

The specimen which I have figured, and will call No. 1, is a male si)rat,

taken in the sea at Oamaru in May, 1882, out of a large shoal which came

in to the coast at that date. The body is compressed laterally, dorsal out-

line slightly arched, abdominal deeply curved ; head one-fifth total length

;

maxillary curved, with posterior extremity rounded accurately, posterior

half of bone free, disconnected from head and quite transparent in colour,

does not project beyond vertical from anterior margin of orbit ; mouth

small and round, lower jaw very prominent and projecting beyond inter-

maxillary one-tenth of an inch when mouth open as in figure. Operculum

nearly vertical in outline but sinuous, preoperculum with a distinct lower

limb, no stride. One dorsal fin, caudal forked, belly-fins very fine, origin of

dorsal and ventral fins in same vertical Une. Lateral line barely visible,

abdominal serrature not very prominent, but fourteen bars mark the space

very distinctly between pectoral and ventral fins, apparently the external

impression of the hsemal spines. Scales cycloidal, large, and deciduous.

\
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Eye very large and round, iris yellow, pupil bluish-black. In colour the

back is of an indigo hue shaded down into the brilliant silvery sheen of the

sides and belly; dorsal and caudal fins dark; pectoral, ventral, and anal
fins light olive yellow.

Dimemions.—Total length, 4^ in.

least depth of tail, ^^.

» <^t!ptu, -g^; iieau 1^75

Fin ray^.—D, 16; P, 18 ; V, 9; A, 22
6

T^
in.

Lewjth offins.~J), i^
; P, /^ ; V, ^^ ; A, |3 i^.

Branchiostegal rays, 6. Scales.—L. lat. 60 ; L. trans. 15*

Teeth.—The teeth in this specimen were scarcely perceptible to the touch
and very minute.

On examining the viscera I found a thin silvery lobe 2 inches long,

which I take to be the air-bladder. It was remarkably like the lobe of the

Scotch herring, but the fish was rather old when opened.

Specimen No. 3.—This is a female from the same locality as the male
and obtained at the same time.

Dimeiisions.—ToiQl length, 43^ in.; depth,^ ; head, ^.
Fin rat/s.—D, 18 ; P, 17 ; V, 8 ; A, 17 (injured) ; C, 22-|.

Brancliiostegal rays, 6.

Vertebrm, 5Q.

Teeth.—Very minute, but perceptible to touch on mandible, intermaxil-

lary, and tongue.

Under the microscope four or five teeth were plainly seen on the inter-

maxillary, with some rudimentary ones. On mandible a few were seen

very distinctly, one of the largest bemg a perfect cone, broad at base, clear

of an inch long. I also could make out

six or seven others on same bone, but not so shapely and of iiTegular sizes.

The ova of this female, in two lobes each 1^ inch long, were well

developed. So light were they that in placing one lobe into fresh water

it floated, and sunk very slowly when wetted all over its surface afterwards.

No individual ovum was visible to the unassisted eye, but under the micro-

scope the ova appeared to have an irregular pentagonal out-

line, covering an interior circular core full of cells. The

^77^^77

o-'o

space between core and outer covering also held some cells, ' 'v/

K

but not so closely packed as in the core, while all the ova C
Hke Ova of Clupea

TTT

This beautiful little silvery fish is mentioned by Dr. Hector as having

Wellin

Fishes, p. 133). A fishmonger in Duiiedin remembers it being in the
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market about eight years ago, so probably he means or refers to the same

date as above, although he could not tell me very exactly the time of the

occurrence. Neither can I find that this herring has been again seen on

our coasts till May of this year, when it appeared in large numbers for a

short time, as I have said, at Oamaru, close inshore, about a fortnight

altogether ; then bad weather set in, and it has not been heard of since.

The shoals did not visit Moeraki Bay, nor Dunedin Harbour, but those

fish caught were sent to Dunedin, and were found to possess good edible

qualities.

As to the habits, reproduction, and growth of this fish we know less

than the little which is known of the British herring. Possibly, however,

the sealers and whalers, still Hving, may possess information which would

be of great interest in elucidating its natural history. Meantime one cir-

cumstance may fairly be inferred from the minuteness and buoyancy of

the ova, w^hich is, that in ^^^Iatever depth of water spawning may take

place, the hatching will occur on the surface of the sea in all probability.

I have made a rough calculation ft'om the size of the roe-lobes and find

that one of these fish will contain over 20,000,000 ova ! This is an almost

incredible number, and would require verification by an examination of a

number of other individuals when an opportunity again occurs. I may

mention, however, that Mr. Frank Buckland, in his Natural History of

British Fishes, gives approximations to the above number in the roes of the

turbot and conger eel, which are given at 14,000,000 and 15,000,000

eggs respectively. The great number of ova in this sprat is suggestive

of a very heavy death rate due to this species of herring being pro-

bably the food of the seal, whale, and predatory fishes, as well as of

marine birds.

The fact of these fish visiting our coasts at considerable intervals

of time, points to another circumstance which may regulate their

movements. Dr. Parnell in his *' Fishes of the Forth," describes

the British form of the sprat as being very sensitive to cold, and

that on the approach of winter it ascends the estuary of the Forth

to the brackish water in search of a warmer locality. An old theory was

also held by Pennant that the herring migrated to the arctic seas before

winter. While there is much evidence of the presence of herring on the

British coasts during winter, there is nothing against the probability of

some of the species absenting themselves in the direction indicated at that

time of the year. Be that as it may, if oiu' sprat is as sensitive as its

British representative, a reason would exist for its migration from more

northern waters to the antarctic seas after our summer is past. For a

warm current is believed to flow from the tropical region of the Pacific

\
\

\

\
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Ocean towards the south pole, but which is separated from the east coast
of Otago by a cold northerly littoral current. As the boundaries of these
currents fluctuate a good deal according to the season and direction of the
winds, a deviation of the warm southerly stream towards Otago at the time
of the migration of the sprat would account for their occasional appearance
as well as their disappearance. At present, however, there is not much
more known of the great currents of the South Pacific Ocean, than of the
habits of this little herring itself.

Note.

Since the above was read, a good deal of interesting information not
previously ascertained by me, has been kindly placed at my disposal rela-
tive to above species. It is from Mr. P. F. Stoddart and Mr. Cosgrove.
Mr. Stoddart says: "For years prior to 1875, when I was Hving near
Moeraki, the sprat visited the Fish Eeef regularly £i-om March till May in
mcredible numbers, which were easily seen by us while fishing there, as
they came close under our boat. They always disappeared on the approach
of cold weather. The red cod which we caught on the reef were often
found to be stuffed full of sprats,—indeed they were sticking out of their
mouths." The Fish Eeef lies about three miles off shore.

In a subsequent letter from the same gentleman, he adds :—" I have
made enquiries about the sprats. Captain Liddle (who has been fishing at
Moeraki for the last fifteen years) says, they are there eveiy year in Iny
quantity, about the reefs a mile from the shore. They begin to appear
about January, but are most plentiful in March and April. On two occa-
sions during that period they came inshore, into Moeraki Bay, in dense
masses, as they did also at Oamaru and Timaru. He could give me no
information which way the shoal travels, as they seem to be aU over the

;
and accounts for their going close inshore, sometimes in dense masses,

to other fish pursuing them.

" Mr. Leggatt, who used to have the landing service at Port Moeraki
and is now in Christchurch, also knows the fish very well and remembers his
boys gettmg buckets full, left among the holes in the rocks by the ebb-tide,
some four or five years ago. Captain Liddle says, that

which he sinks a few feet at the stern of the boat and then throwing over
some food, he can catch any quantity any year. There were plenty at
Moeraki at the same time (May, 1882) these shoals were in Oamaru Bay,
but they did not come close in the same."

Mr. Cosgrove writes me :—" It makes its appearance on the east coast
of the Otago Peninsula in the month of November and remains off the
coast of the South Island throughout the season, which is, so far as I
can gather from searching enquiries and from personal observation, from

sea

with
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November to end of March. When first seen the shoal is usually travelhng

southward ; still this is not invariably the case, as I have on one or two

occasions seen it head towards the north. The direction in which the

shoal is moving can at any time be ascertained by watching the movements

of the mutton-birds {Puffinus tristis). These birds follow the shoals in vast

numbers, indeed I might say, in myriads. So great are fcheir numbers that

I have seen a portion of the surface of the water, several square acres in

extent, literally black with them.

" The shoals pass and repass the coast between Ocean Beach and

Sandfly Bay several times during the season, at a distance of fi-om a

quarter of a mile to two miles fi-om the shore, according to the state of the

weather. Should the sea be very calm, with a gentle breeze from the land,

they are almost sure to come inshore.

" For many years in succession they came in at Sandfly Bay, a beau-

tiful spot at the foot of Mr. W. Eobertson's property ; but they have only

twice visited that harbour during the last five years. When, however, the

sprats do come in, either at this place or any other place along the coast,

they come so close that all the pools around are actually packed with them,

and when the tide ebbs the silvery Uttle creatures may be seen turning over

on their backs in thousands dying from want of oxygen.

" Mr. W. Eobertson informs me that the shoals have passed Sandfly

every year since he settled there in 1860, and that in 1881 a shoal came in

for a few minutes but went out again, and passed on towards the south.

" The shoals are sometimes followed by great numbers of red cod, barra-

couta, groper, and dogfish, and these again are followed by seals. When

such is the case, the scene from the shore baffles description. On the out-

side of the shoal are terns, gulls, and mutton-birds, fighting and screaming

over their prey ; while beneath are the large fish above-mentioned driving

the sprats towards the surface ; and added to the noise of birds and fish

you hear the sudden splash and short bark of some three or four seals. So

pressed have I seen a shoal, that several square yards of the fish were

raised quite out of the water by the efforts of the sprats at the bottom to

get out of the way of their enemies' attacks from below. On one of these

occasions I caught six large dogfish by means of a large hook lashed to a

long rod. As these fish lay struggling on the rocks, sprats came sliding

and even jumping out of their mouths in great numbers !

" As an article of food the sprats are really excellent. When fried in

oUve oil they are deemed a luxury by the most epicurean. As to how they

could be caught for market, when offshore, I dare not venture an opinion ;

but when they are inshore, I can with confidence affirm, that they could be

caught in great quantities with hand-nets alone. Indeed, so numerous are

N

i

\

\
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they at these times, that a man standing on the rocks could lift them out

of the shoal with a shovel. There are many other interesting facts which

I have not mentioned here, but as you may akeady be wearied I will con-

ckide, hoiking you may be able, from these rough notes, to glean such

information as you rec^uire."

My euc^uiries, before writing above paper, being confined to the fish-

mongers in Danediu—is the explanation of the difference as to the appear-

ance of this fish on the coast between my opening remarks and the notes

just added. But the times known only to the fishmongers, are no doubt

those when these fish come or are driven very close inshore. As the great

body keep seemingly well out from the beach, and as an article of food this

herring is very good, it ought to be searched for and netted by the fishing-

boats of our new Deep Sea Fishing Company.

Art. XXIII.

—

Notes on the Picton Herring, Clupea pilcliardus (0, sagax,

New Zealand form). By W- Arthur, C.E.

[Read before the Otago Institute, 30t/i January, 1883.]

Plate XXXIV., fig. 2.

This very interesting and excellent herring, although mentioned in the

Catalogue of New Zealand Fishes, has not, so far as I can find, been

figured and described from actual specimens. "^^^ With the object therefore of

supplying this information I obtained recently (September, 1882) from

Mr, A. G, Fell, of Picton, five fish newly caught at Picton, and known

there as ''Picton Herring." Four of these I have examined so far as I am

capable of so doing, and with the following results.

Specimen Xo. 1, plate XXXIV., figure 2, has a gently-curved dorsal

outline, abdominal more deeply curved fi'om the head backwards towards

the ventral fin. Tolerably thick across the back, and not compressed

laterally like the New Zealand sprat. Head one-fifth of total length of

fish, triangular in outline laterally and transversely, the ridge of the skull

flat, broad, and straight. Maxillary broad, curved, flat, and well rounded

• According to Dr. Giinther, New Zealand specimens are in the British jMaseum.

Cluj>ea sagax, Jenyns, was also identified from Otago specimens, and a figure of it repro-

duced in the Cat. N.Z. Fishes, p. 119, pi. c. The same species was subsequently identified

as the true Picton herring of commerce, of whieli the first-received specimens were the axia

or herring-mullet (1. c. p. 114). C. sagax is the common pilchard of the Pacific, and la

abundant on the Australian coasts under the name of maray. An interesting account of

its migrations is given by the Hon. W. McLeay, F.L.S., in the report of the Fisheries

Commission of Xew South Wales.—En.
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at posterior end, which reaches slightly beyond vertical line drawn from

anterior margin of orbit. Mandible projects a little beyond intermaxil-

lary. Mouth, when fully open, has a gape of three-c^uarters to an inch.

Opercula all well defined, posterior margin nearly vertical- and straight, five

or six distinct stride on preoperculum pointing to base of pectoral fin. Dia-

meter of eye one-fifth lengtli of head, pupil black, iris olive-yellow. This

organ—the eye—is sunk with orbit about one-eighth of an inch (or below

tlie plane of the cheek), and is protected by a boautifully-ti'anspavent disc

of apparently thickened skin, convex in form, extending half an inch

in front of centre of eye and three-tenths of au inch behind the same

point, and provided with a slit or opening directly over the centre of

eye vertical in position and gibbous in form or spindle-shaped. This

disc is evidently meant to protect the eye, and, at the same time, to

compensate for the diminution in the range of vision caused by the

eye being sunk in the head. Fins small and delicate in structure, rays

mostly soft or branched. One dorsal fin only, situated exactly midway

between snout and origin of middle or shortest rays in tail-fin, fourth

ray longest. Ventral fin origin, in vertical line from eighth or middle ray

of dorsal fin; tail-fin deeply forked, nearly bifurcate. The posterior end

of the anal fin is distinguished by a few long feathered rays much longer

than those adjoining them in body of fin. The scales are large, irregularly

rounded, transparent, and on exterior margin pectinate, also very tough,

and not deciduous. Along the base of or parallel to base of the dorsal, pec-

toral, and ventral fins, rows of scales are situated differing m form fi-om the

body-scales of the fish, but resembling in shape those fins beside which they

grow
; and on each lobe of the caudal fin on both sides are scales or skin-

hke plates, somewhat like the respective lobes they are attached to. The
other or body scales, besides possessing the shape described above, are

arranged in layers which overlap each other so as to leave a diamond pat-

tern over the surface of the trunk of the fish. As in the pilchard of the

English channel, described by Yarrell, a series of three-limbed scales, or

rather dermo-h^mal plates or processes (for they are bony) exist along

the outHne of abdomen from the pectoral to the anal fin. These are as

figm-ed, are buried underneath the true scales, they diminish
in size towards the tail, overlap each other, and are placed

with short end of mid portion pomting towards the tail.

Looked at transversely they conform to the precise outline
of that part of the h^mal arch here situated, viz., the bot-
tom, No lateral line visible on this specimen. In colour,
mdigo blue on back and head, shading off into grey on sides, and silvery
white on belly, general aspect of body very silvery. There are seven or

14
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eight dark spots alongside, not very well defined, and many minute spots

about moutli and shoulders. The scales under certain lights show a beau-

tiful sheen or nacreous lustre as in the true British herring, the sides of

head the same. Dorsal and caudal fins dusky, other fins white in colour.

Dimensions,—Weight, 5 oz.; total length, 10 in,; D, 1^^^; G, 4^; 1. d. of

T., 3^; head, 2/^ in.

Fin rai/s.—D, 17 or 15^ ; P, 17 ; V, 8 ; A, 17 ; C, 19|; Branch, r. 7.

Lengths—D, 1^% in.; P, 1^^ ; V, ^ ; A, 1^; C, 1^ longest ray, ^
shortest ray, 1^ spread.

Teeth.—None perceptible to the touch.

Scales.—Lat. 1. 60; trans. 1. 12, large and lustrous. Vert, and Pyl. c.

not taken to avoid cutting up of specimen.

Sj^ecimen No. 2.

In external form and colouring this and the two following pilchards are

exactly similar to No. 1 above described.

Bimensiom.—W. 5^ oz. ; L. Of in. ; D. 1 ^-q] G. 4f ; 1. d. of T.,^ ; eye, ^-^ ;

head, 2.

Fin rays.—J), 16^; P, 18; V, 8; A, 17; C, 19| ; B, 7 ; Vertb,, 49.

Lengths—D, 1^ ; P, 1^^^ ; V, ^-^ ; A, 1 ; 0, spread 2 in.

Teeth.—None perceptible to touch on mouth or tongue, but a slight

roughness on mandible.

Contents of stomach.—Stomach siphon-shaped, and containing a large

quantity of brown minute granules. Coating of stomach arranged in

narrow parallel ridges of fine texture, and of a dark pink colour. Sac or

thin covering (duodenum) also full of granules. Intestine long, curved,

and full of darker substance like granules. Air-bladder silvery, other

viscera too much decayed for examination.

Specimen No. 3,

Dimensions.— ^.. 3f oz. ; L. 9^% ; D. 1^^^ ; & 4^; h d. of T., ^^-^ ; head, 2 ;

Fin raijs,—D, 17 or 15^
; P, 17 ; V, 8 ; A, 17 ; C, 19| ; B, 7 ; Vertb., 48.

Lengths—D, 1 in. ; P, 1^^; V, ^ ; A, 1 ; C, spread 1^%.

TeitJi.—None perceptible to touch, but slight roughness on mandible.

Contents of stomach.— Same as in previous specimen. Air-bladder

silvery. PyL csec, 100*

Specimen No. 4.

Dimensions.—W. 3 oz, ; L. 9 in. ; D. 1^^^^ ; G, 4 ; I. d. of T., \^ ; head, 2 ;

eye, xIf-

Fin rays.—J), 17 or 15^ ; P, 16 ; V, 8 ; A, 19 ; C, 19f ; Branch., r. 7.

Vertb., 43,Lengths T^

but doubtful as bones got separated after boiling.
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Teeth.—None perceptible to touch, but mandible rough.

Contents qf stomach.—Mass of brown granules same a3 in No. 2 and 3.

Air-bladder silvery. PyL c^c, 69, but so much decayed as to be doubtful.

In April last, a fish caught at Otago Heads was given by Mr. Jewit,

fishmonger, Dunedin, to Mr. Hugh Maclean, who, on having it cooked and

eaten, was of opinion that it was a real herring. I did not see it, and it is

impossible now to decide its species, only that I understand the fishmonger

called it a Picton herring, which it probably was. However, on the 20th

November, 1882, I got possession of an undoubted Picton herring from Mr.

Maclean, and which had been taken in Otago Harbour ; and the following

is a description of it

:

In form, fusiform, dorsal outline nearly straight, belly curved from

mouth to ventral fin deeply ; head triangular in profile and transversely,

interorbital space straight, broad and flat ; fine stride on operculum pointing

to origin of pectoral fin, opercnla same as in above specimens ; mouth

small and opening to three-quartei's of an inch ; maxillary fine, curved and

with circular end ; mandible projects slightly ; eye ^^ inch in diameter and

situated close to ridge or interorbital space, pupil blue, iris yellow,

depressed in cavity of orbit, tx'ansparent covering disc same as in specimen

No. 1., only the opening or slit was much wider being equal to half diameter

of eye. Fins fine, clear and delicately formed, dorsal and pectoral finely

pointed ; origin of ventral at vertical from base of eighth dorsal ray
;

caudal or tail-fin very much forked and having four scales as in above

examples. No serrature of abdominal outline, but bony scales present or

dermo-hsemal processes under true scales as figured above, overlapping and

havuig short end pointing taihrise from pectoral to anal fin. No lateral

line visible, but eight distinct bands parallel to axis of fish from gill open-

ings to base of caudal, blue in colour along back and more or less distinctly

spotted with marks of an indigo hue ; those to\vards the belly lighter and

greenish in colour, but without spots. In coloiu\ back an indigo, sides and

belly white, but the whole with a covering of silvery scales, nacreous under

certain lights.

Dimensions.—W. 2^ oz. ; L. 8xV in. ; D. 1^ ; G. 3^ ; 1. d. of T., ^«^ ;

head, 1^.
jPmra^5.—D,18orl65; P,17; V,8; A,17; C,19; Br., 7. Lengths

!)> li^ ; P. 1 ; V, ^ ; A, ^ ; C, long ray, 1^, s.r., y%, spread, l^^.

Teeth.—None perceptible to touch about the mouth anywhere.

Scales.—Lat. 1. 60; trans. 1, 12; large and irregularly rounded, over-

lapping.

Vert.—36, but incomplete owing to some getting astray before examina-

tion, and so lost.
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Contents of Stomach.—WalU of abdominal cavity black in colour.

Stomach sipbonal, and containing mass of brown granules. Intestine
full of olive-coloured softer matter. Pyl. cffic, 59; but, as these are
small and delicate, and I used considerable pressure with back of knife
in removing fatty matters to facilitate counting, I may possibly have
removed a number without being aware of it. When cooked this pUchard
was most excellent to eat. In several smoked spednmis of this fish as sold
in the Dunedin market I found, so far as possible to make them out, all

the marks correspond with those of fi'esh specimens above described.
Form of the head and gill-covers, strife, position of ventral fin, fin-rays, all

agree—the vertebrre in two examples numbering 50 each ; but outline of
abdomen was distinctly serrated or marked by raised scales, due probably
to projection of dermo-hjemal plates after curing.

A comparison of our New Zealand pilchard or Pictou herring with
YarreU's account of the Enghsh form shows such a close relationship as
almost amounts to identity of species. It is also very interesting to notice
how well designed certain parts are to fulfil their special functions, as the
transparent jelly-like disc or covering for the eye. The eye being well sunk
m the orbit beneath the plane of the cheek its range of vision would be very
limited were the orbit not likewise sunk. This bemg so it is also necessary
that the surrounding orbital bones should be gradually curved m to the
depressed eye. This secures range, provision for which over the ante-
orbital bone is greater than over post-orbital, showing that the fish
needs to see more ahead than behind. Then covering the eye is the disc

.

I^ have mentioned, protecting the eye fi-om injury, while it permits free
vision by its transparency, with direct vision in front of fish by refrac-
tion, and by its form and bulk givmg symmetry and completeness to
the adjoining parts. From the difference in width of openings or slits
between the first set of fish examined and the last one, I should expect
that these fish have the power of openmg and closing the slit at
pleasure.

I have stated that the scales are tough and non-deciduous, and may add
that they are so wonderfully overlapped and wedged together as to form an
outer covermg or coat of mail completely surrounding the trunk of the fish
This protection is a veiy obvious part of the design, for the bones of the
ske eton are extremely fine and seem imequal (unassisted) to carrymg the
fleshy parts of the body. The abdomen in particular is a most delicate
V^vt, and was more or less injured in the fresh specimens examined by me,
a characteristic which I found extending to the viscera also, to the preven-
tion of my searches in that direction to some extent. And here a'^ain the
perfection of design appears, for along the abdominal outline where the
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hf^mal arch is weakest, it has completeness and strength given to it both

longitudinally and transversely by those locked and overlapping bony scales

or plates which I call dcrmo-hasmal processes.

As to the habits of the Picton herring, I am also indebted to Mr. Fell for

collecting for me the following particulars :
—"The fish is found all round

Queen Charlotte Sound, and also the adjoining Pelorus, but is only caught

here (Picton). Generally it is believed that they do not extend outside, but

my half-caste fisherman maintains that if sought for properly they would be

found all round Nelson waters (Blind Bay) and in the straits. They are

not easy fish to find, unless they are rushing on the surface, which is not

often, and is a most peculiar sight. My own idea is that they will be found

to extend much fiu'ther to the south, but not into the warmer water north.

These herrings are in Queen Charlotte Sound during the whole year, but

only come into the shallow bays during winter. At that time of the year

tliey keep together in large shoals, but in summer time they keep more

apart, and are sometimes caught then, though rather hard to find. No

systematic fishing goes on during summer. . The fish prefer colder water,

and thus leave the shallow bays when spring sets in.

'* They spawn during summer, are always very full of roe about Christ-

s time, and then kcej) in small shoals.

"As to the probable munbers visiting the Sound it is diflicult to say, but

foui smoke-houses wore kept going all last winter. The hauls made average

one and a half to two tons, but at times ten tons have been landed.

"As an article of food it is, when fresh, exceedingly good fried. The

same fish smoked is sold as Picton herring. The fishermen here have

very poor appliances and are not skilled at all in cm'ing, and I am sure the

system is capable of improvement."

Art. XXIV.

—

On two new Planariamfrom Auckland Harbour.

By T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.

[Read before the Atichland Imtitutej 27th September^ 1882.]

1. Thysanozoon aucldandica, n. sp.

Body thin, depressed; margin ample, with numerous irregular folds and

puckers. Upper surface wholly covered with large mobile clavate papilte.

Colour varying from dark ashy-brown to light grey, marbled or shaded with

I)aler streaks, sometimes reddish-brown ; undei'-surface an opaque greyish-

white, the gastro-vascular canals showing through of a chalky-white colour.

Head indistinct. Tentacles two, formed by mere folds of the anterior

margin of the body. Eye-specks about 75, forming a crescentic patch in
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two

separate patches. The colour of the papillsB is usually a dark grey or

brown with two or three opaque white specks. Length, 1-2 inches

;

breadth, ^1 inch.

Common under stones near low-water mark in Auckland Harbour.

2. Leptoplana (?) hnmneay n. sp.

ihm

'Wnentire. Colour of the upper surface a chocolate- or reddish-br

and streaked with minute darker specks ; under surface much paler, the

dendritic gastro-vascular canals showing throu<?h. No distinct head or

tentacles. within

the margin all round the anterior portion of the body. Total length, 1-2

inches ; breadth, J-1 inch.

Common under stones in muddy places in Auckland Harbour.

The position of the eye-specks does not at all agree with Stimpson's
definition of Leptoplana given in the Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences,

which to place it.

,1^ present

Akt. XXV. of

Gray. By Prof. Julius von Haast, Ph.D., P.E.S.
[Bead before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, Gth April, 1882.]

The Canterbury Museum possesses a skeleton of this whale, caught on May
6th, 1875, m Akaroa Harbour. The animal, a female, was accompanied
by her calf. This was also killed, but unfortunately I heard of it too late
for rccovermg its skeleton. Hitherto, as far as I am aware, no complete
skeleton of this species had been obtamed m New Zealand, although con-
siderable portions of it are preserved in several museums in the Colony.
The New Zealand species was estabhshed by the late Dr. Gray from an
carbone alone

;
but Dr. Hector, after having compared the skull of our

Megaptera with that of the Cape of Good Hope in the Paris Museum, states
that the ammals belong both to the same species.* With this conclusion I
fully agree, because, after comparing carefully the different parts of the
Canterbury Museum specimen, with those described and fi-urcd in the

and GervMis r

features of sufficient importance could be found to separate the New Zea-
lannd humpback whale fi-om that occurring at the Cape. As the specimen
under review had already been cut up before I became aware of its capture,

• Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 336.
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no measurement of the animal in the flesh could be taken, Allo^ying for

the intercartilage of the vertebra, the animal had probably a total length

of 30 feet. The skull measures 7 feet 8 inches in length, with a greatest

width across the ossa zygomatica of 5 feet. .

The animal was evidently a young one, all the plates of the vertebra3

and the epii:)hyses of both extremities of the pectoral limb being still

unanchylosed. I counted 318 plates of baleen on each side of the jaw.

It is short, has the usual falcate form, is of a uniform black colour, and

is edged with thick bristles. Beginning at the gape it increases rapidly in

size, so that the sixtieth plate is 4f inches bi*oad at the base, and 13^ inches

long, with a length of the bristles at the tip of 2 inches. This size it

maintains for about 150 plates till to the hundredth plate from the snout,

w^hen it begins to diminish in size, so that at the sixtieth plate it is only 10

inches high and 3J inches broad at the base. It still continues to become

gradually smaller till the twentieth plate is reached, when it rapidly

decreases in size. The number of vertebne of which the 7 cervical

are all fi-ee is—7 cervical, 13 dorsal, 10 lumbar, 21 caudal : total 51.

We possess, however, 10 caudal vertebra only, the two last, and, accord-

ing to my informant, very small vertebrae having been lost during the

transmission of the skeleton. There are only 13 dorsal vertebras instead

of 14, as usually occurring in them, but I am certain that one x)air oi ribs

is neither wanting nor could I find any articulation on the twenty-firbt or

first lumbar vertebra, which in every respect resembled the following or

second lumbar. Van Benedcn and Gervaia, on page 127 of their ** Osteo-

graphie dcs Cetacees," state, when speaking of the northern humpback,

Megaptera boops, *'I1 y a des squelettes a treize cotes, mais Ton pent

supposcr, (ju'll y a uue qui manque." In view of the occurrence of a

similar deficiency in the humpback of the southern hemisphere ^vhcre

according to the same authors the number of the dorsal vertebrae is 14, the

same as in M. hoops, we have to admit that the number varies between

13 and 14. The number of lumbar vertebrge is given as 9. How*evcr, I

failed to find in the tenth or following vertebra, which ought to bo taken aa

the first caudal, any sign of a hypapophysis for the articulation of the first

chevi^on bone ; it resembled in this respect entirely the foregoing ninth

lumbar. The space for this articulation in the next or eleventh vertebra is

marked so very sHghtly, that I once thought it might also be added to the

lumbars. In that case there woidd have been 11 lumbars and 20 caudal

vertebra. Lilljeborg in his exhaustive memoir on the Scandinavian

Cetacea published by the Kay Society amongst the memoirs on the Cetacea,

states that Megaptera boopjs has 11 lumbo-sacral and 21 caudal vertebrae.

He has probably experienced the same difficulty as I had to distinguish
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between tlie last lumbar aud first caudal. It may, however, be possible

tliat the first chevron bones are so very rudimentary that they were not
secured at the time, in both instances, and that moreover they do not articu-

late with the posterior lower surface of the vertebra in question. Yan
Benedeu and Gervais state that the spinal processes augment in height
along the vertebral column to the first lumbar vertebra in M. hoops. No
information is offered on this point in their description of the skeleton of
M. lalandii. I found in the New Zealand specimen that the spuial pro-

cesses continue rising up to the third lumbar, which is 11| inches high, the
first being lOf inches and the second 11 inches.

The sternum, a rather thickish bone, is

9i inches high and 9 inches broad. It is

rounded at the top and pointed below.

One well-marked articulation exists on

each side for the attachment of the rib.

I have added a drawing (the inner side of

the bone) in illustration.

The sternum of Mefjoptera on pi. ix. of

Van Beneden's and Gervais' work varies

_ very much from ours, as it is more in the
form of a horseshoe, with'its frontal part downwards, so that the open side

is at the top.

The scapula, of which a correct draw-
ing of that of the left side also accom-
panies these notes, measures 29|- inches

i It

does not possess the chai-acter of the

scapula figured by Van Beneden and
Gervais on page 1 33 of theii- previously-

cited work, where a well-marked acro-
mion is existing.

Our specimen, although not totally

Meyai
very rudimentary degree. The spot whence the acromion starts in the

very

the outhne of the bone. sign
The drawing of the scapula on plate ix. of the atlas belonging to the

land specimen.
with
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Art. XXVI. 'scription of a new Sj^ecies of ^olis.

Assistant iu the Colonial Museum.

Kirk

[Bead before tJie Welli7i(^ton Philosophical Society^ 0th Decemhery 1882.]

The beautiful little animal described below was collected at Napier by Mr.
4

A» Hamilton, of Petane, Mr. Hamilton kindly forwarded specimens both

in glycerine and spirit, so that the bright colourings are to a large extent

preserved. I am also indebted to him for notes of colours, etc., taken from

living specimens. The accompanying figures of the animal are natural size.

^olis, Cuv.

Animal ovate ; dorsal tentacles smooth, oval, slender
;
papilla) simple,

cylindrical, numerous, depressed, and imbricated; mouth with a horny

upper jaw, consisting of two lateral plates united above by a ligament

;

foot narrow ; tongue with a single series of curved, pectinated teeth

;

spawn of numerous waved coils.

^olis gracilis y sp. nov.

Body small ; tail Rharj>ly pointed. Gills as long as greatest width of

the body, papillose, crowded, but placed in three tolerably distinct groups

on each side of a broad clear line running from the base of the tentacles

to the tip of the tail ; oral tentacles subulate, rather distant, about twice

as long as the greatest width of the animah Tentacles approximate, about

half as long as the oral tentacles. Foot expanded, produced in front,

margin thin, slightly puckered.

Colour—body and foot pale pink ; tentacles and gills bright red pro-

minently tipped with white.

Length, "9 of an inch.

Hab,—On Ulva, Napier (collected by Mr. A. Hamilton).
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Art. XX^TI,—Descnption of a neiv Dipterous Insect. By G. Vernon Hudson.

Communicated by T. "W. Kirk.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society^ dth December, 1882.]

This species is parasitic in the common magpie moth {Nyctmera annulata) ;

it makes its way out of the insect when in pupa by boring a hole in the

hard shell before turning ; the pupa of the fly is dark-brown, with scarcely

any trace of articulations ; it remains in that state about six weeks.

Nemorcea nyctmerianus, sp.nov.

Body black with numerous black hau's and bristles ; head with a broad

longitudinal furrow between the ocelli extending downwards towards the

base of the antenna;, covered sparingly aU over with black bristles. Eyes,

reddish-brown, with a slight golden pubescence. Proboscis black, slender,

covered at the tip with tawny

bristles
;
palpi deep black, with

one or two short hairs. An-

tenna less than three-fourths

the length of the face, jet-black

throughout, destitute of han-s,

third joint about twice the length

of the first and second together.

Style black. Thorax dull black,

with many long black bristles

round the sides and beneath. Scutellum dull ferruginous, darker towards

the mesonotum, armed with several long spines at the sides. Abdomen
oval, broader than the thorax and about as long, black with faint bluish

reflections ; along the anterior margin of the segments there are indistinct

grey bands, which are crossed by a similar one running down the middle

of the abdomen, the whole of Avhich is covered with shallow black punctures,

out of which short hairs rise ; long bi-istles are present on the posterior

margins of the abdominal segments in the centre and sparingly on the sides,

becoming very numerous towards the apex. Legs rather long and slender,

black, the tibife fuscous, clothed with short bristles ; foot-cushions small,

light-brown. Wings hyahne, clouded with tawny towards the base ; ribs

black, bccommg brownish towards the base. Scales pearly-white, sub-

opaque.

Length, 8 Imes. Expanse of wings, 54 lines.
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Art. XXVIII,

—

O^i the Gravid Uterus of Mustelus antarcticus

By T. Jeffery Parker, B.Sc.

[Bead before the Otago Lutitutet 31st October^ 1882.]

Plate

The viviparous dog-fish Mustelus is remarkable for the fact that in one of its

species, M, levis of the northern seas, a vascular connection is established

between the foetus and the mother by the yolk-sac of the former entering

into close contact ^Yith the wall of the uterus, and thus forming an *' um-

bilical j3lacenta,'* This arrangement becomes all the more remarkable from

the circumstance that in the other species of the genus no such connection

obtains.

In Giinther's *' Catalogue of Fishes,'* as well as in his more recent

work, *' The Study of Fishes," the common southern Mustelus^ M. ant-

arcticuSj is merely said to be, like M. vidgaris and other northern forms,

devoid of an umbilical placenta, from which one would naturally expect to

find the foetuses lying freely in the uterine cavity, as in other viviparous

sharks—e.g., Scymiius or Acanthias. I was therefore considerably surprised

to find, on dissecting a gravid female of M. antarcticus a week or two since,

that the relations between the mother and the foetus were nothing like so

simple as I had expected, but that, just as the Mustelus levis furnishes a

sort of foreshadowing of the true placenta of mammals, so M, antarcticus is

provided with membranes which, although formed from the maternal and

not from the foetal tissues, foreshadow in a remarkable manner the chorion

and the amnion.

The specimen referred to, and others dissected subsequently, were evi-

dently near delivery, since the foetuses (see fig. 1) were large and perfectly

formed, and thek yolk-sacs [yk. s) were reduced to the size of a small pea.

On opening the abdomen the uteri were at once noticeable from their great

trans2)arency and extreme tenseness : the foetuses could be plainly seen

through their walls, and the uteri themselves had the appearance of being

distended with fluid. By squeezing the uterus from the outside each foetus

could be only very slightly displaced ; it was evident that they w^ere con-

fined in some way, but not by actual attachment to the uterus.

The explanation of these appearances was at once evident on opening the

uterus. Each foetus was then seen to be enclosed in a separate compart-

ment, filled with a colourless fluid, m which it floated fi-eely. The partition

walls between adjacent compartments are evidently quite impervious, so

that there was no communication between them, nor between the anterior

compartment and the cavity of the Fallopian tube (fig. l.fLt.) or the posterior

compartment and the cloaca.
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Eacli foetus lay coiled np ia its compartmGnt (fig. 1), some part of its

in

biilg In the specimen figured, for

instance, tlie head of foetus h encroacbes upon compartment o ;
the

trunk of g encroaches upon compartment h, and its head upon f. The

foetuses are thus packed as closely as if they vrere not enclosed in separate

chambers.

In the specimen figured there were eight foetuses in the uterus, httt the

usual number seems to be five* In some cases one fa3tus was considerably

less developed than the rest : this is the case with a in fig. 1 : in one

instance there was in the anterior end of the oviduct a mass of yolk, evi-

dently an egg which had undergone no development.

The pi^ecise anatomical relations are as follows :—The wall of the

uterus, as mentioned above, is very thin : it consists of an outer peritoneal

investment (fig, 2, p), then of a remarkably thin muscular layer {m), and

finally of the mucous membrane (num,). The latter is produced into a

scries of reduplications which extend across the cavity to the opposite wall,

and in this way the festal compartments are formed.

From this it is evident that the outer walls of the festal . compartments

are simply portions of the uterine walls, and are lined with epithohum, but

that the party walls {ps, ch.) consist of mucous membrane only, covered

with epithelium on both sides. The mucous membrane has a yellowish

colour, is raised on its free surface into numerous folds, and is abundantly

supplied with blood-vessels, so that each foetus is surrounded with a

vascular membrane.

From the inner smiace of the mucous membrane, a thin colourless

transparent non-vascular layer (fig, 2, ps. am.) can bo readily dissected off.

From the relations of the mucous membrane, as just described, it follows

that this non-vascular membrane must occur in the form of a series of

closed sacs, forming the actual hning of the several compartments.

As a consequence of this arrangement, when the peritoneal and muscular

layers of the uterus are stripped off—which can be done with great ease

and the Fallopian tube and cloacal end of the uterus removed, the mucous

membrane of the uterus proper is obtained in the form of a single perfectly

closed sac, but on removing the mucous membrane itself, a number of

closed sacs are obtained, each enclosing a foetus with the surrounding fluid,

and consisting of the non-vascular membrane just described.

It will be seen at once that the transparent non-vascular sac in which

each fcetus is directly enclosed, has the same general relation to the fcetus

as the amnion of Sauropsida and Mammalia, from which it differs in being

a product, not of the fcetal but of the maternal tissues. I propose, there-
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fore, to call it the pseiid-ainnion.^ The fluid it contains and in which the
w

foetus floats is evidently a serous fluid, and, haiang the same relations to

" the fcetns as the amniotic fluid of the higher Vertebrata, may be called the

pseiul-am m'otic fluid.

The outer or vasculan layer of each compartment, formed by the

mucous membrane proper, contains the blood-vessels from which the foetus

derives its supply of oxygen : it is therefore roughly analogous to the chorion

of mammals, and may be called the pseudo-cJiorion.

As regards the histology of the membranes, the most important fact is

that the pseud-amnion is a true cuticle : it is quite structureless, and is in

close contact with the fi'ee surface of the mucous membrane, from the epi-

thelium of which it is evidently formed as a cuticular secretion.

As all the specimens I have hitherto examined have been in approxi-

mately the same stage of pregnancy, I have been unable to make any

observations on the mode of formation of these remarkable membranes :

one would be disposed to think, however, from their final disposition, that

the investment of each impregnated ovum is formed in much the same way

as the human decidua reflejca.

The pseud' amniotic fluid is coloiu'less, transparent; and very slightly

opalescent. Treated with nitric acid, it gives no trace of the xanthoproteic

reaction, and may therefore be assumed to contam not more than the merest

trace of i)i'oteids. Boiled with nitric acid, it gradually assumes a very dark-

brown colour. Evaporated to a small bulk and treated with nitric acid, it

gives an abundant crop of crystals of %irea nitrata^ so that it must contain a

considerable quantity of urea, indicating an active renal secretion on the

part of the foetus. Evaporated to a third of its bulk and treated with

hydrochloric acid, it assumes a pink colour, which gradually deej)ens into

dark brownish-red, and deposits a fine pulverulent precipitate of a deep

brown colour. Examined under the microscope this deposit shows no trace

of uric acid crystal, and appears to consist enth-ely of fine amorphous

granules. I can form no conjecture as to its nature.

From the arrangement of the foital membrane of Mustelus antarcticus^ it

is certain that both jysexuhamnion and p^eudo- chorion are ruptured at

birth, and from this condition at the end of pregnancy, I feel su.re that they

are entirely thrown off,—in other words that they form a true decidua. From
the extraordinary thinness of the muscular layer of the uterus, it is certain

that it can be of little or no use in the expulsion of the foetuses ; it would

seem that they must simply s\nm into the world, birth being due to the

activity not of the mothers but of the offspring.

* There is hardly likely to be any confusion between this pseud-amnion and the

so-called " false amnion" of Amniota,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXX.

Fig. 1, Uterus of Mustelus antarcticus, -with the several fcetal compartments opened from

the ventral side (| nat. size).

A—H, the eight foetal compartments, mth 6r, branchial aperture.

their contained foetuses. c, caudal fin,

e,f, partition between compartments E and d, 1, d. 2, first and second dorsal

F, pushed into F by tail of fostus E, fins.
F

f.rfj partition betvrecn F and G, pushed into e, eye.

F by head of G. fl-t, Fallopian tube.

g,h, partition between G and H, pushed into m, mouth.

G by head of H. na, nostril.

g\h\ partition between G and H, pushed into pc^ pectoral fin,

H by trunk of G. pv^ pelvic fin.

yk.Sy yolk-sac.

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic vertical section of the same to show the relations of the fcetal

membranes to the uterine walls.

A—D, four foetal compartments.

f. t, Fallopian tube. ps, am, pseud-amnion.

m, muscular layer. ps.ch, pseudo-chorion.

m. m, mucous membrane.

J?, peritoneal^investment.

Akt. XXIX.

—

Notes on the Anatomy and Embryology of Scymnus lichia.

By T. Jeffeey Paekee, B.Sc.

[Read before the Otago Institute, 15th Aitgiist, 1832.]

Plates XXXI. and XXXII.

The shark Scymnus lichia is stated by Giinther^'' to be confined to the Medi-

terranean and neighbouring parts of the Atlantic : its range must now,

however, be extended to include the South Pacific, since the specimen from

which the following notes were made was caught off Pilot Beach, near the

Otago Heads, by Coxswain Milne, who immediately sent it, fi-esh and

uninjured, to the museum. It would be of great advantage to zoology if

Mr. Milne's example were followed by others enjoying similar opportunities.

Scymnus lichia must, therefore, be added to the list of marine fishes in-

habiting both the Northern and the Southern Oceans, a list which mcludes

the porbeagle {Lamna comuUca), the piked dog-fish (^Acanihias vidgaris)^ the

frost-fish [Lepidopus caudatus), the John Dory [Zeus faher), and several

other well-known fishes.

As Scymnus has not previously been included in the New Zealand fauna,

I will quote Dr. Gunther's diagnosis of the family and genus.

* " Catalogue of Fishes/* vol. viii., p. 425, and " Study of Fishes," p, 332,
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U SPINACID^
" No membrana nictitans : two dorsal fins, no anal :

mouth but slightly

arched : a long deep straight obhque groove on each side of the mouth

:

spiracles present : gill openings narrow : pectoral fins not notched at their

origin

Scymnus
«' Two short dorsal fins without spine, the first at a considerable

distance from the ventrals ; dermal productions uniformly smaU
;
nostrils

at extremity of snout ; upper teeth small, pointed ;
lower^ much larger,

dilated, erect, triangular, not very numerous : spkacles wide."

Only species, 8. Uchia.

1. External characters (fig. 15).

colour

unaltered by the preparation of the sldn for stuffing.

The head is flattened and the snout very blunt, with the nostrils {na)

near but not at its extremity : each nostril is guarded by a cutaneous flap

on its inner side. The eyes {e) are large, and when fresh were remarkably

beautiful, owing to the fact that the pupil was greatly dilated, allowing the

silvery tapetum to be seen through the humours, producing a deHcate

greenish shimmer. There are 19 lower teeth.

The body is markedly constricted a Httle behind the mouth, producing a

sort of imperfect neck ; there is then a great increase of girth in the region

of the shoulder-girdle, from the pectoral (pc) to the pelvic {ijv) fins the

circumference is tolerably uniform.

As to the fins, the small size of the pectorals is noticeable, and the

pelvics present a character, apparently not heretofore noticed, which appears

to me of some morphological importance. This is a low ridge {l.r) extending

forwards for some G or 8 inches from the anterior border of each pelvic fin,

ascending somewhat as it goes. I think there can be no doubt that this is

to be looked upon as a retention in the adult of the ridge which, as Balfour
r

lias sliown, connects the pectoral and pelvic fins in the selachian embryo.

On the lateral fin theory of the hmbs, this ridge must therefore be considered

as a rudimentary structure of considerable interest.

Within the lips of the cloaca is a Avell-marked pair of abdominal pores

(fig. 1, ah.p), which communicate with the abdominal cavity. The lateral

line (fig, 15, LI) is very obvious.

2. Alimentary organs.

The stomach consists, as usual in Selachians, of a wide cardiac portion

(fig. 1-3, cd. St) of but slightly gx-eater diameter than the gullet, and of a

small tubular recm-rent pyloric portion (pij. st) ; the latter is unusually

short, so that the anterior end of the intestme projects but slightly in front
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of the posterior end of the stomacli, and the whole alimentary canal appears

like an almost simple narrow tuhe greatly exceeded in calibre hy the oviducts.

The intestine has a well-marked duodenal section or lursa Entiana [h.e)

into the left lateral wall of which the stomach opens by a small pylorus

(py) guarded by a well-marked annidar pyloi-ic valve. The rest of the in-

testine is somewhat narrower than the stomach, and of tolerably uniform

diameter except at its posterior end, where it narrows considerably before

entering the cloaca ; with the dorsal waU of this posterior portion or rectum

(r) is connected the large rectal gland (r. gl).

The stomach is supported by a mesogaster attached along the anterior

two-thirds of its dorsal side : the intestine is free save for a mesorcctum

attached to the rectal gland, and to the dorsal wall of the rectum posterior

to that structure.

The spiral valve {sp,v) is the most perfect apparatus of the kind I

have yet examined. It belongs to what I have elsewhere* described as

** t^^pe C," that is, the width of the valve is greater than the semi-diameter

of the gut, and the plane of any part of it is inclined, from its attachment

to the intestinal wall, forwards or towards the duodenal end. There are

twenty-seven turns to the valve, the total length of the intestine being

inches. The muscular wall of the intestine (if) is greatly thickened, the

thickening being often especially well marked between the turns of the
*

spiral valve. Thus the absorbent surface of the mucous membrane is

further increased, an additional obstacle is offered to the passage of the

intestinal contents, and gi'eat muscular power is obtained for their propul-

sion towards the cloaca. This great development of the intestinal muscu-

lature is an exaggeration of what I described, in the paper just referred to,
T

in Scyllium canictila.

The liver (fig. 1, Ir) is of immense size, its two lobes reaching quite to

the posterior end of the abdominal cavity ; it weighed 9 lbs, in the fresh

state. There is no gall-bladder ; the wide bile-duct (figs. 2 and 3, b, d)

passes from the liver in the gastro-hepatic omentum (fig. 1, gJi.o) to the

right side of the stomach, and then proceeds directly backwards to open

into the anterior wall of the bursa Entiana (fig, 2).

The pancreas (figs. 1 and 2, pn) consists of two lobes: one (fig. 2, pv)

closely apphed to the ventral surface of the intestine, just beyond the bursa

Entiana; the other {pn') passing backwards and outwards to the left side of

the spleen (spl), and surrounding the right mesenteric vein (r.m.v). The
r

spleen (sj)!) is large, compact, scarcely at all lobulated, and very distensible,

swelling to two or three times its orginal size when injected through the

arteries.

• On the Intestinal Spiral Valve in the genus Kaia," Trans. Zool. Soc, vol. xi., pt. 2
1

1880, p. 49.
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8* Circulatory oryam.

The heart is comparatively small, not more than half the size of that of
r

a porbeagle (Lavma cormibica)^ a few inches longer than the specimen under

consideration ; this is probably correlated with the small size of the pec-

toral fins. Owing to various unfavourable circumstances—the chief of

which was the necessity of preserving the skin uninjured for stuffing—I was

unable to make a thorough examination of the arteries and veins, and have

therefore but few observations to record.

The blood-supply of the alimentary canal presents some points of in-

terest. As a general rule the splanchnic arteries consist of two of about

equal size, the coeliac and the anterior mesenteric springing close together

from the dorsal aorta and supplying between them the greater part of the

canal as well as the liver, pancreas, and spleen, and of a small posterior

mesenteric supplying the rectum.

In Scymnus, on the other hand, there is only a single main artery, the

cocliac (figs. 2 and 8, cce.a), which sends off a hepatic branch, and runs

backwards along the right side of the stomach, parallel to the bile-duct and

portal vein, supplying the left side of the stomach as it goes; it then passes

to the dorsal side of the bursa Entiana, and curves round the latter to reach

the ventral aspect of the intestine ; forming then the duodenal artery {du, a)

which takes a spiral course round the ventral and left sides of the gut, send-

ing off transverse branches to its walls, as well as the intra-intestinal

artery presently to be described. The coeliac also gives off, near the

j>ylorus, a small left gastric artery ((/. a), which curves round the posterior

border of the stomach, and then passes straight forward along its left side.

The rest of the alimentary canal is supplied by no less than three mesen-

teric arteries, an anterior (fig. 3, a. m. a), a middle {m. m. a), and a posterior

[p, m. a) ; all are small arteries proceeding straight from the dorsal aorta to

the right side of the intestine, and forming between them a longitudinal
r

vessel, which runs parallel to the mesenteric vein [ni. v), sends off transverse

branches to the right side of the intestine, and takes altogether a spiral

course, so that its distal end comes to lie on the ventral wall of the gut

(fig. 2, ;). m. a). The anterior mesenteric, which is the largest of the three,

gives off a lieno-gastric artery {Ly.a)^ which gives branches to the spleen

and is continued up the left side of the stomach.

The blood is returned from the intestine by two veins, the duodenal

(du.v) and the mesenteric (?/?.i?), which pass forward with a tin-n to the

right and uulte with one another close to the pylorus to form the portal

vein (fig. 3j p. v) : the duodenal runs alongside the artery of the same name

(cZu.a), the mesenteric alongside the longitudinal branches of the mesenteric

arteries. The duodenal vein receives transverse veins from the intestinal

15
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walls, several small pancreatic veins from the right lobe of the pancreas,

and a large anterior splenic vein (a.sp.r) fi'om the spleen, as well as the

intra-intestinal vein mentioned below : the mesenteric receiving transverse

veins from the intestinal walls, and a large lieno-gastric vein (?-iir.'?') which is

formed mainly by a longitudinal vein from the left side of the stomach and

receives also veins from the spleen. After receiving the Ueno-gastric, the

mesenteric vein runs through the left lobe of the pancreas, receiving veinlets

from it, and miites with the duodenal immediately anterior to that gland.

The common portal vein i>asses dorsal to the bursa Entiana and along the

right side of the stomach, parallel with the cceliac artery and bile-duct,

receiving as it goes the veins for the right side of the stomach.

In the paper already referred to on the spiral valve of the skate, I

described that structure as being supplied entirely by the mesenteric arteries

and veins, but stated that the bursa Entiana received a special blood-supply

iu the duotlenal vessels. Owing, however, to imperfect injections, I missed

one important point. The spiral valve of Elasmobranchs has, in fact, a double

blood-supply : vessels from the transverse branches of the mesenteric—and

iu SctjmmiSj Mnstelus^ etc., of the duodenal—arteries and veins pass inward

to it, but in addition to these its fi^ee edge encloses an artery and vein which

may be traced forwards into the duodenal artery and veins respectively. The

vein in question has been shown by Balfom-"' to be formed from part of the

siib-intestinal vein of the embryo. As far as I know no name has been

given to it as it occurs in the adult, and as it corresponds to part only of
4

the sub-intestinal vein, and is known to persist only in the spiral valve of

Cyclostomata and Elasmobranchs, I propose to call it the intra-intestinal vein,

and the artery accompanying it the intra4ntestinal artery. It attains its

greatest dimensions in those sharks which possess a scroll-valve, such as

Zygfcna, Carcharias^ and Galeocerdo,\ but is almost equally conspicuous, as

I have lately found, in Mustelits antarcticns and in Callorhynchus antarctxcm^

both of which have an ordinary spiral valve, although that, of the Hoh-
cephali shows transitional characters to the scroll-valve. | In Scymniis^ as in

the skate, the intra-intestinal vein is quite small and easily missed in

injecting.

But the most interesting point in the vascular system of Scymmts is the

presence of a large lateral vein, having the same essential relations as the

vem I described m the skate. § Posteriorly it is connected with the veins

from the pelvic fin, from the anterior border of which it passes forwards

* Comparative Embryology, vol. ii., p. 535.

t See Duvernoy, Ann. des Sci. Nat., ser. ii,, 1835, t. iii.

J See *» Spiral Valve of Skate," loc. cit., p. .

§ " On the Venous System of the Skate," Trans. N.Z, Inst., vol. xii., pp. 413-18.
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and slightly upwards, parallel with the cutaneous ridge described above, to

the pectoral fins, where it is connected with the brachial veins. It thus

marks exactly the position of Balfour's lateral ridge, or in other words of

the hypothetical ancestral lateral fin. It is worthy of notice that the body-

muscles are disposed pecuHarly with regard to this vein (fig. 4), a transverse

section showing that the muscular bundles are disposed around it in a radi-

ating fasliion. The section also shows that the ridge in question is not a

mere cutaneous structure like the lateral keels on the tail of Lamna, Car-

charoclon, etc., which are formed merely by a thickening of the tough,

white, fibrous tissue of the dermis. In the pre-pelvic ridge of Scymnus, on

the other hand, the skin is no thicker than in other parts, but is moulded

on an actual muscular ridge. Throughout the greater part of its course

the lateral vein lies immediately beneath the peritoneum.

Physiologically, I am disposed to think that the lateral vein has but

little significance, since except at its anterior and posterior ends it receives

only the small veins from the abdominal walls. This, coupled with the

structural peculiarities just mentioned, seems to confirm the view I advanced

in describing the corresponding veins in the skate, namely, that the lateral

vein represents the vein of the primitive vertebrate lateral fin. It seems

possible also that it may be genetically derived from the lateral vessel of a

more remote vermian ancestor, but this is merely a suggestion.

The lateral vein exists also in Acanthias vulrjaris, Mustelus antarcticus,

and Chiloscylliumfurvum, in which, as in Scymnus, it is so obvious a struc-

ture that, in spite of the absence of any mention of it in the books at my

disposal, I feel sure it must have been previously noticed.

4. Urinoyenital

boundary

of the body-cavity, and apparently representing both meso- and mcta-

nephros. That the mesonephros should remain functional in the adult female

is noteworthy, since from the analogy of other Selachians it is probably con-

verted in the male into the epidymis. A single ureter runs alongside the

inner edge of each kidney, widening posteriorly, and finaUy dilatmg into the

Projecting into the cloaca at its anterior end is an unusually
luary

urinary papilla (fig. 1, u.p), on the ventral surface

the

very

end of the urethral passage thus constituted the two urinary bladders open.

The oviducts open into the cloaca by widish apertures (fig. 1, ut')> one

on either side of the urinary papilla. The posterior part of each («0 is

wide, having in the gravid state a considerably greater diameter than either

the stomach or intestine, and forming a uterus or brood-pouch :
a little
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anterior to the level of the bursa Entiana the diameter suddeuly climiuishes,

the uterine portion of the oviduct passing into the Fallopian portion {f.t).

Each Fallopian tube passes forwards, dilates into an oval oviducal gland
{o.fjl, supposed in the figure to be seen through the Hver), this narrows
again, curves round the side of the gullet to its ventral wall, where it tiu-ns

backwards, unites with its fellow, and the common tube thus formed opens
into the coelum by a single trumpet-shaped aperture (/.*'). This median
common portion of the Fallopian tubes is connected with the ventral body-
wall by a vertical sheet of peritoneum or falciform ligament.

The Fallopian tube has its mucous membrane produced into longitudinal
ridges

:
in the uterus these become, as it were, frayed out at their edges,

forming" longitudinal rows of long viUi provided with very large and obvious
vascular loops. These serve to furnish a supply of oxygenated blood to the
embryos which are retained in the uteri until fitted for independent
existence.

The specimen examined was a gravid female, the two uteri containing
together ton fcetuses. The presence of the oviducal glands in this form
indicates clearly that the viviparous condition is a secondary one, since the
function of these glands is the secretion of the horny egg-shell. In this

connection it is worthy of remark that the oviduct contained yellowish-
brown silky shreds, quite like those found on the undeveloped egg-shell in

the skate, and evidently representing a rudiment of that structure. Accord-
ing to Balfour* the egg of Mustelus, Galeus, Carcharias, and Sphyrna, is at

first enclosed in a dehcate shell : if this is the case in Scymnus the shell

must be thrown off at a very early period.

5. The nervous system and sense organs.

The brain presents several points of interest. It is much elongated
owing to the great length of the meduUa oblongata and thalamencephalon,
the optic lobe and cerebellum having the usual proportions (see fig. 7-10).
The meduUa oblongata (m. o) is considerably wider than the spinal cord,
and presents above a long shallow foui'th ventricle {v. 4) : at its anterior end
it is produced dorsally into large restiform bodies {r. h).

The cerebellum {ch) has a regularly oval outline ; its dorsal surface is
marked by a median longitudinal groove, and it is connected with the
medulla at about the middle of its length by large cerebellar peduncles {pd).
It contams a large cavity, the ccrebeUan ventricle or metamU {ch. v), which ism free communication below by a central aperture with the fourth ventricle.

The mid-brain has the usual structure, consistmg of a ventral portion,
the crura cerebri {c.c) and of paired dorsal elevations, the optic lobes {o.l)

;

It contams a large cavity in free communication behind with the fourth'
ventricle, which may be called the mid-ventricle or 7nesoca:le {m.v).

"Comp. Embryology," vol. ii., p. 33.
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111 front of the mid-brain comes the greatly elongated thalamencephalon

or 'twixt-brain {the) ; it is best describccl as a shallow trough, roofed over

only by a small baud of nervous matter at its hinder end and for the rest

by pia mater ; the third vcnticle or thalamocmh is thus widely open above,

and there are no lateral thickenings answering to thalami optici.

In most Elasmobranchs,—indeed, according to Giinther, in all,—there

exist on the ventral surface of the thalamencephalon just behind the optic

chiasma (o.c), paired ovoidal bodies, the lobi inferiores : there is no trace of

them in Scymmis ; the thalamencephalon is merely produced ventrally into

a thin-walled tiibular infundibulum (^n/), which extends backwards over the

ventral surface of the mid-brain and is continued dh^ectly into the hollow

thin-walled pituitary body {pty). Extending along the middle ventral line

of the infundibulum and pituitary body is a flattened one-lobed saccus

vasculosus (s.v).

The prosencephalon is very interesting : instead of forming a transversely

elongated mass, either solid, as in Ttaja^ or containing small ventricles, as in

Scyllmn, it consists of a small unpaired hinder portion {j^rc) continuous

with and passing insensibly into the thalamencephalon, and of paired,

divergent, pyiiform bodies, the cerebral hemisphere (c. 7t). Similarly, the

ca\dty of the prosencephalon consists of an unpaired posterior portion (pre)

which may be conveniently called the prosoccele^ and is perfectly continuous

with the thu'd ventricle, and of paii-ed lateral ventricles {I. v). The walls

of the whole fore-brain arc very thin, and there is no constriction between

the lateral ventricles and the prosocoele, or between the prosocoele and the

third ventricle.

The olfactory lobes {olf) are comparatively short, dilated at their ends,

and contain olfactory ventricles {plf.v) continuous with the lateral ven-

tricles.

The brain of Scymnus is thus seen to exemplify with diagrammatic

clearness the typical structure of the vertebrate encephalon. We have the

large fourth ventricle ; the cerebellum retaining its primitive character of a

hollow out-pushing of the roof of the fourth ventricle ; the mid-ventricle

showing no distinction into aqueduct of Sylvius and optic ventricles, and of

approximately equal calibre with the third and fourth ventricles ; the prosen-

cephalon, or cerebral laidiment of the embryo, composed of an unpaired

hinder portion which bifurcates in front to form the 2)aired hemispheres, and

these again continued insensibly into the olfactory lobes ;- the fore-ventricle

or cavity of the fore-brain, in the form of a Y-shaped space, the stem of the

Y being represented by the prosocoele and third ventricle, the arms by the

lateral and olfactory ventricles ; finally all the cavities are large, and their

walls but little thickened : this is especially noticeable in the case of the
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*

fore-brain, where there are no thickenings for optic thalami, corpora striata, or

lobi inferiores, and no constriction of the prosoca3lc to form a Y-shaped

'' foramen of Monro " like the third and lateral ventricles.

The second (ii.), tliird (iii.), and fourth (iv.) nerves have the usual

relations ; springing fi-om the anterior end of the medulla oblongata are

three chief roots (v., vii., viii.), which I had not the opportunity of tracing,

but which, judging from analogy, must be the roots of the fifth, seventh,

and eighth nerves : of these one is dorsal in position and posterior to the

others, and is evidently the root considered by Balfour"^' as the ramus

dorsaUs of the seventh, which goes largely to form the ramus ophthalmicus

superficialis of the orbitonasal nerve. A small backwardly-du'ected nerve

behind these roots is probably the glossopharyngeal (ix.), and several large

roots towards the posterior end of the medulla the vagus (x.)

There is nothing of special interest about the nasal sacs, and in the eyes

the only points I have to mention are the extreme dilation of the circular

pupils, and the presence of a beautiful argentea interna or silvery tapetum in

contact with the whole extent of the retina. According to Owen this silvery

layer of the choroid is internal also in Qaleiis. The auditory organ has the

usual structure*

6. Embryology,

The few observations I have to make under this head are concerned

almost entirely with the external characters of the three stages found in the

uteri of the specimen dissected.

First stage.—Of the ten foetuses, one was very considerably younger than

the rest, and had a length of about 7 mm. It is represented in fig. 11. In

general form it corresponds pretty nearly with Balfour's *' Stage I,'*- but

presents many differences of greater or less importance.

The head is very sharply separated from the trunk, which latter is

strongly arched dorsally and much compressed from side to side. The tail

(c) is quite short but quite clearly differentiated from the trunk and sharply

bent round against the left side. From this latter circumstance it would
seem that active movements had already begun, as in Balfour's *^I," but

the embryos were all dead when I received them. There is as yet no trace

of a caudal fin, but the tail can hardly be said to be dilated terminally.

Other resemblances to *' I " are found in the fact that the cerebral flexure

is far fi-om complete, the fore-brain (f.b) being still m advance of the mid-
brahi (m.Z)), in the imperfect condition of the eye {e), in the small number
of myotomes, and in the great size of the somatic or umbilical stalk {so.s) by
which the embryo is attached to the yolk-sac.

* Comp. EmbryoL, vol. ii., p. 378.

* ** The Development of ElaEmobraucb Fishes

'

Anat
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In other characters, however, this embryo had advanced considerably

beyond *' I/' and was indeed as far advanced as '' M." The mouth [ui) is

large, and its thickened edge due to the presence of the ptcrygo-quadrate []>t^q)

and Mechelian [nm) bars which afterwards become the upper and lower jaws,

is very obvious. There is already the full number of six visceral clefts, of

which the first {sp) has completely taken on the character of a spiracle : on

the anterior edge of the second (first branchial) cleft {br.l) are minute dcn-

ticulations, which appear to be the rudiments of the external gills. Lastly

the pectoral fins {i^) are well developed, occiu*ring in the form of small out-

growths a short distance behind the last gill-cleft {hr,5).

It is thus seen that the mouth, the gill-clefts, and the pectoral fins

developc far more rapidly in Scymnxis than in either of the genera {Scylliiim

and Pristiurus) studied by Balfour, A Scymmcs embryo of stage " I" has its

pectoral fins as far advanced as a ScyUimn or Pristiurus of stage *' L," while

its gill-clefts are in the condition of those of the same genera in stage ''M."

Further observation will be necessaiy to show whether this is a constant

family difference, Scymnus belonging to the Spinacidm^ Scytlium and Pristiurus

to the ScyUidcv, or whether the embryo I have just described is abnormal.

I have noticed more than once in Mustelus antarcticxis one foetus out of the

whole number in a single gravid female in a far more backward stage of

development than the rest, and such arrest of development is not unlikely

to be accomi:)anied by deformities of some sort.

Second stage,—To this, as to the first stage, only one of the embryos

belonged ; it was about 18 mm. long, and is shown in fig. 12.

It is, on the whole, intermediate between Balfour's stages "M" and

" N," inclining in most respects to " M." The head has a remarkably square

outline in side view, the cerebral flexure having proceeded just far enough to

bring the fore- and mid-brains (/.&, m.h) into the same transverse vertical

plane. The eye {e) is large, and the nostril {no) well formed. The distal end

of MecheFs cartilage has rotated forwards to such an extent tliat the axis of the

mandible {mn) is nearly vertical. The rudiments of external gills are visible

in all the branchial clefts but the last : none have as yet appeared in the

spiracle {sj}).

All the fins {i>c^ jw, dlj d 2) are now formed, and occur in the form of

flattened crests, mostly wnth evenly curved free edges : the caudal fin (c) is

perfectly di]3hycercaL The somatic stalk has undergone great relative re-

duction.

Third stage,—The remaining eight embryos correspond pretty nearly with

stage "0" of Balfour, although in correspondence with the fact that the

brain is less advanced, in comparison with other organs, than that of

Scyllium^ the cerebral flexure and general features of the head correspond
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rjitlicr with - L." The mid-bram (fig. 13, m.h) forms the anterior Icrmina-

baclvwards*
(/•^}

The mouth (fig. 14, m) is gi-eatly reduced, and has in fact almost pre-
cisely the form, relative size, etc., as in Balfour's « 0." So also have the
branchial apertures {hr. 1, hr. 5), from which as weU as from the spkaclc
{q>) the long external gills now emerge. The dorsal {d 1, d 2) and pectoral
^c) fins are beginning to assume their adult form, their lino of attachment
being no longer their gi-eatcst dimension. The caudal fin (c) shows the first
indication of the change from diphy- to hetero-cercality : on its ventral
edge, near the tip, is a shght emargination, evidently the commencement of
he very marked notch in the corresponding position in the adult (fig. 15).m iront of the anterior end of the pelvic fin {pv) the lateral ridge is now

visible and has the same relations and proportions as in the adult (fig. 15,
^.r). The length of the embryo in this stage is about 40 mm.

Up to the present time I have been able to do very Httle towards the
uither exammation of these embryos, and all I propose to bring forward in
the present^ paper is the fact that in the third stage the lateral vein (figs. 5and 6, Iv) :s well developed, and is indeed nearly as large as the cardinal
vein icd\. anrl pnnci/Im.nU,, l« ii ., , .

°
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the posterior border of the pectoral : it receives the blood from both pectoral

,an

of its course ; and, lastly, it is fully established as a faMy early embryo of

Scymnus. All these facts tend to support the theory that the lateral vein

represents the veins of the primitive vertebrate lateral fins, and is therefore

•rpl

XXXI. AND XXXII

Fig. 1. Dissection of Scymnus UcMa, female, made by opening the bocly-cavity by a

median ventral incision ; intended to show the general disposition and pro-

portion of the chief abdominal viscera (about J nat. size).

ah.p, abdominal pore.

h,e, bursa entiana.

cd, St, cardiac portion of stomach..

clj cloaca.

/. t, Fallopian tube.

/. t\ common peritoneal aperture of Fal-

lopian tubes.

g, ft. 0, gastro-hcpatic omentum.

int, intestine.

Ir, tlio two lobes of the liver turned

forwards to show the other viscera,

0. gl, oviducal gland, shown in dotted

outline through the liver.

pn, pancreas.

py. st, pyloric portion of stomach.

splf spleen.

it.p, urinary papilla.

t/t, uterus.

ut\ cloacal aperture of uterus.

Fig. 2. The stomach and intestmc from the ventral aspect (f nat. size).

Fig. 3. The stomach and intestine from the right side (§ nat. size).

In fig. 2 the bursa Entiana is opened, as wcU as a portion ol the mtcstme, so

*

as to show the pyloric and spiral valves.

a, m. a, anterior mesenteric artery,

a. sp, Vy anterior splenic vein.

h, e, bursa Entiana.

&. di bile duct.

cd. St, cardiac portion of stomach.

coe. a, coeliac artery.

dii. a, duodenal artery.

diu Vj duodenal vein.

g.a, smaU left gastric artery.

L g. a, heno-gastric artery.

Lg, V, lieno-gastric vein.

middle

m,Vy mesenteric vein.

p, VI. (T, posterior mesenteric artery.

pn, right, and pn\ left lobe of pancreas

J?.
V, portal vein.

py, pylorus.

<py, St, pyloric portion of stomach.

r, rectum.

r.gl, rectal gland.

spl, spleen.

sp. V, spiral valve.

?t\ waU of intestine.

Fig. 4. Transverse vertical section tlu-ough body-waU, a little anterior to pelvic fin (nat.

size).

in, integument-

Lr^ lateral ridge.

l,v, lateral vein.

TUt body muscles.

2?, peritoneum.

Fig. 5. Transverse vertical section of an embryo in the third stage, taken along the line

xy in fig. 13,

Fig. 6. A similar section taken along x'y\

Both figures x 16.

an. d, archinephric or segmental duct, i. r, intcr-rcnal body.

c, caudal vein.

cd, cardinal vein.

chj notochord.

d.ao, dorsal aoiia.

jr, genital ridge.

int, intestine with sphal valve.

hy tubules of kidney (metanephros)

.

l.v, lateral vein,

my, spinal chord.

msvy mesorectum.

pv, pelvic fin.

r.gl, rectal gland-
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Fig. 7. The brain, from above, with the lateral mid, and cerebellar ventricles opened

on the right side.

Fig. 8. The middle portion of the brain from beneath.

Fig, 9. The brain from the left side.

Fig. 10. The brain in longitudinal vertical section.

Pigs. 7-10, all nat. size.

cerebellum o.Cj optic chiasma.

ch, V, cerebellar ventricle, o. I, optic lobes.

c. €, crura cerebri. oZ/, olfactory lobes.

r. &, restiform bodies.

sp. e, spinal cord.

s, V, saccus vasculosus.

c. 7i, cerebral hemisphere, olf.v, olfactory ventricle, the, thalamencephalon.

infj infundibulum.

L t, lamina terminalis.

Lv, lateral ventricle.

m. Of medulla oblongata.

m,v, mid-ventricle.

pd, cerebellar peduncles. i?.3, third ventricle.

prCy unpaired portion of v. 4, fourth ventricle.

prosencephalon and n.-is., roots of cerebral

prosoccele.

pty, pituitary body.

nerves.

Fig. 11, Side view of embryo of first stage (x 10).

Fig. 12. Side view of embryo of second stage (x 6).

Fig. 13. Side view of embryo of tlurd stage (x 3).

Fig. 14. Under view of head of embryo of third stage (X 3).

Fig. 15. Side view of adult female (about J nat. size).

Ir. 1, first, and hr. 5, last gill-cleft.

c, caudal fin, (in fig. 11, end of tail).

d, 1, first, and cL 2, second dorsal fin.

e, eye.

€. hVy external gills.

f.h, fore-brain.

h. bj hind-brain,

w, mouth.

m.h, mid-brain.

mn, mandible.

wa, nasal aperture.

pc, pectoral fin.

pt, q, upper jaw.

pv, pelvic fin.

so. s, somatic stalk.

sp, spiracle.

X1J, and x'y^ (in fig. 13) lines along

which the sections shown m figs.

5 and 6 are taken.

Akt. XXX, ^f

the Red Cod (Lotella bacclius). By T. Jeffek

Professor of Biology in the University of Otago.

nj-organ in

Parkee, B.Sc.Lond.

[Read before the Otago Institute, dth May, 1882.]

Plate XXXIII.
In his - Study of Fishes "* Dr. Giinther says,—<< In many Teleostei a most
remarkable relation obtains between the organ of hearing and the air^

bladder. In the most simple form this connection is estabhshed in Pereoids
an

are attached to fontaneUes of the occipital region of the skuU, the vestibii-

lum occupying the opposite side of the membrane by which the fontaneUe
is closed.

' p. 117.
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Eathcr more than two years ago* a paper was read before the Zoological

Society of London, by Professors Bridge and Haddon, on the auditory os-

sicles of fishes ; I was unfortunately unable to hear the paper read and as

far as I know it has not yet been published, but before I left England Mr.

Haddon was good enough to give me a verbal account of the chief results

contained in it. One of these was that in many fishes, notably certain

Siluroids, the processes of the air-bladder were produced outwards to the

side-waUs of the body, where the sMn became very thin, forming a sort of

tympanic membrane, the vibrations of which were transmitted through

the air-bladder to the ossicula-auditm and thence to the organ of

hearing.

On dissecting the common Red Cod a short time since, I was interested

to find a combination of the two arrangements just described. As no ac-

cessory auditory apparatus has, I believe, hitherto been described in any of

the GadiilcB, I have thought it advisable to present the following account to

the Institute.

On the hinder surface of a roughly-prepared skull of Lotella, there is on

each side of the occipital condyle (fig. 1, ox) a large foramen {au.f), bounded

internally by the basi- and cx-occipitals (b.o, e.o), and externally by the opis-

thotic {op.o). If the skull is prepared with sufficient care, this foramen is

seen to be filled with an extremely thin plate (Z), formed partly of bone,

partly of membrane : its inner half is strongly plaited and fan-like, and

belongs to the basi-oceipital : it is separated by a membranous interval

from the outer half, which is formed by the opisthotic, and is nearly smooth.

This lamina forms the lower part of the posterior wall of the auditory cap-

sule : the foramen, with the lamina stretched across it, may be called the

auditory foutanelle.

Immediately below and internal to this fontanellc is a large downwardly

directed process {x) of the basi-occipital, serving for the attachment of some

of the neck muscles, and having its hinder surface concave :
immediately

external to the fontanelle is a process of the opisthotic (y) also bearing a

concave surface : and external to this again on the posterior surface of the

parotic process is a third facet {z) furnished by the pterotic.

The walls of the air-bladder (fig. 2) are for the most part thick and

tough, but on the anterior half of its dorsal surface they become so thin as

to be hardly distinguishable from the periosteum of the vertebral column.

Near its anterior end the bladder becomes markedly constricted, and in

front of the neck thus formed dilates considerably, forming the cornua

which pass outwards and slightly forwards and upwards with this anterior
* T-^ ^m^-^k^m

* In the early part of 1880, 1 believe ; but strangely enough I can find no notice of
r

the paper in the Index of '* Nature,"
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face closely appliccT against the posterior surface of the skull. Each coriiu

fits closely against the three facets already mentioned, and is strongly

attached by fibrous tissue to y and z, as well as to the outer border of x.

Over against the auditory fontanelle the wall of the bladder becomes

considerably thickened, forming a pad {p) which fits tightly into the fora-

men and comes in close contact with the lamina of the fontanelle, its sm*face

presenting folds corresponding to those in the lamina.

The outer or free end of each cornu of the ak-bladdcr comes in close

contact with the thin skin (fig. 3, a) immediately in front of the dorsal end

of the shoulder-girdle and beneath the operculum {op).
r

The arrangements described must form a fairly efficient transmitting

apparatus to the organ of hearing. Sonorous vibrations meeting the thin

snboporcular skin, will be transmitted to the air in the air-bladder and

thence to the auditory fontanelle, the vibration of which will act imme-

diately on the perilymph. The subopercular skin will thus act as an im-

perfect tympanic membrane, the air-bladder as a tympanic cavity, and the

auditory fontanelle as a fenestra ovalis.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIII.

Fig. 1. Hinder view of tlic skuU of Lotella hacclius (nat. size).

au,f, right auditory fontanelle. op. o, opistliotic.

&. 0, basi-occipital. pt, o, pterotic.

c. o, ex-occipital. s, o, supra-ocipital.

cp, 0, cpiotic. Xy y, z, facets for attachment of air-

/. ?M, foramen magnum. bladder.

Z, lamina filling up left auditory fon- IX, X, foramen for exit of ninth and

tanelle. tenth nerves.

Fig. 2. Anterior end of air-bladder opened from the dorsal side ; p, pad fitting against

auditory fontanelle ; r, rete mirabile.

Fig, 3. Transverse section taken just behind the head (diagrammatic).

rt, place where air-bladder comes in crs, oosophagus.

contact with subopercular integu- p, pad of air bladder,

ment, sp, c, spinal cord-

bi\ c, branchial cavity. v. 1, centrum of atlas vertebra.

Zjr, lymphatic gland (so called head-kidney).

\
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Art. XXXI.—Oyi the New Zealand Desmidiooe. Additions to Catalofjue

and Notes on various Species. By W. M. Maskell, F.R.M.S.

\Eead before the PhihsopMcal Institute of Cantcrlimj, Sth Ootoher, 1882.]

Plates XXIV. and XXV.

foUowinJ paper consists of two parts -.—First, a list, witli descriptions

and figures, of those plants which I have hcen able to add to my former

catalogue ; and secondly, notes upon some of the species described or men-

tioned in my paper, vol. XIII. of the Transactions, 1880, p. 297.

Several of the plants given in the following list have come to me in

gathermgs from Hawke's Bay, and I must express my thanks to Dr.

Spencer, of Napier, who has kindly forwarded these gatherings, and in

other ways materially assisted me. Indeed, strictly speaking, I have no

right to include these in my paper : but Dr. Spencer informs me that he is

not able this year to pubhsh them. I understand that ho proposes shortly

to describe several new species in other families of AlgfB.

In order to mark the plants so sent to me I have put after each the

letter B, in all cases where I had not previously found the plant in Canter-

bury or elsewhere myself.

I have also to thank Professor Nordstedt, of Lund, for sending me papers

of his upon Desmidiefe and other Algis, which have been of great service

;

also Mr. Joshua, F.L.S., of Cirencester, England, who kindly sent me, a few

months ago, a number of tubes containing gatherings of Alg89 from various

parts of England. In these tubes, although I have not yet thoroughly ex-

amined them, I have found, so far, more than fifty species of Desmidiere, many

of which are uncommon, and all have been of great use to me for comparison
r

with tliG New Zealand forms.

My works of reference have been increased since 1880 by the addition

of Rabenhorst's ''Flora Europrea Algarum,'' Pritchard's '' Infusoria," the

*' Annals and Magazine of Natural Historj^" and others. Examination of

these has not compelled me to abandon any of the species which I set down

m my former paper as new, with the exception, perhaps, of Staiirastnim

{Diihjmocladon) Stella and Docidmm cUlatatum. The former may possibly be

S.furcigerum or S. sexangulare : the latter is said by Mr. Ai'cher to be pro-

bably D. ovatuniy Nordstedt.

I have been fortunate enough in the last two years to find some species

of Desmidiea) in conjugation, with attached zygospores, notably Cosmarium
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tetraophthalmum, Chsterium acerosum, Clost. lineatum, Penium margaritaceum,
and a few more. Still, conjugation seems to bo very rare here, and Dr.
Spencer tells mc that it is equally so in Hawke's Bay. By the way, it is

curious how capricious the AlgsB often seem to be in their appearance and
disappearance. For example, two years ago, Mkrasterias rotata and M.
ampullacea swarmed in some pools. This year both are exceedingly scarce
about Christchurch. Volvox ghbator was to be found, in 1878 and 1879, in
myriads

:
since then I have seen very few, and during the last twelve months

not a single specimen.

It will be observed that, with the help of the Hawke's Bay gatherings, I
have been able to add three genera to the New Zealand Flora, viz., D°smi-
dium, XantMdium, and Arthrodesmns ; but I have not found any of those in

Canterbury.

The measurements adopted in this paper are expressed in the modern
nomouclature which, as I understand, microscopists in Europe are endea-
vouring to bring into general use. Instead of the old "inch," and
fractions of it, which were only intelligible to Englishmen, micro-mcasure-

lymbol
Ojie

/^ = TT^Tj miUimetre = ^^^ inch almost : so that, for example,
mstcad of saying that Micrasterias rotata has a length of -,\ inch, one would
say nowadays 278 /x. This mode is intelligible to observers of all coun-
tries, and is undoubtedly preferable to the old one.

I regret to say that a httle ditch near the Fendalton Koad, which has
supplied me with some of the most curious of the New Zealand Desmids,
mcluding Triploceras tridentatum, Staurastmm aculeatiim, and others, will
soon be no longer avaHable. At the best it was only a little - grip" in a
field, almost dry in summer ; and it was always a puzzle to me how so
many uncommon forms got there, especially as it could not have existed
many years. But now the march of progress is rapidly effacing it, and the
streets of the flourishing village of Bryndwr will probably in a few weeks
destroy it altogether. The worst of it is that I know no other habitat in
Canterbury for some of these forms.

Part I.

Additions to Catalogue of New Zealand Desmidiea3.

1. Desmidium, Agardh.
D. swartzii, Agardh. S. (R. IV.)
Not uncommon, apparently, in Hawke's Bay. It has not been found in

Canterbuiy.

-D. aptogonitim, Brcbisson. S. (R. XXXII.)
I have not seen this plant, which Dr. Spencer informs me occurs vciy

rarely in Hawke's Bay.
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2. Sphserozosma, Corda.

8. pulehrum, Bailey. S. (E. XXXV.)

Occurs in Hawke's Bay, rarely, I liavo not seen it. Mr. Archer (in

Pritcli. Inf., p, 724) includes this plant in the genus Spondulosixim.^ as it has

no processes uniting the joints. Eabenhorst considers Spomhjlosixun only

a suh-genus of Sphmrozosnia.

3. Euastrum, Ehrenbcrg.

E. ansahiin, Ehrenberg. S. (K. XIV.)

Not uncommon. From Hawke's Bay.

4. Cosmariumj Corda.

(7. ralfdi, var. /5, var, nov.

Fig. 1.

Differs from the normal form only in its size, which is very small.

Length in front view, 37'5/i; breadth, 25 /^. But these dimensions are

c^uite constant, and the larger form has not been present with it in any

gathering which I have observed. Were it not for the slightly triangular

segments it might be C cicciimis ; it cannot bo C. lyyramidatum^ as the frond

is smooth.

(7. thwaitesii, Kalfs. (R. XVII.)

Fig, 2.

Eare.

I am doubtful about this plant, as I find no trace whatever of any gela-

tinous covering, whether for single fronds or colonies. Ealfs says of it,

" puncta very indistinct :" the plant here is smooth. Length, 44//.

(7. pusillum, Brebisson.

Fig. 3.

This is the smallest plant of the genus known to me. I copy Mr.

Archer's description (in Pritch, Inf., p. 731) ; ** Frond very minute,

slightly broader than long, constriction acute, segments anjulatO'trapezoid,

slightly narrowing upwards, smooth, angles rounded, ends slightly concave."

I think, however, that the plant here is punctate. The plant is scarcely

visible below a power of 200 diameters. Length of fi'ond, 12 /i; breadth,

15//.

Hitherto described only from France (Brebisson) and Saxony (Eaben-

horst).

Not common, I have specimens dividing, but no zygospores.

C. punctulatum, Brebisson.

Very similar to a young state of C. niargariti/erum : indeed Mr. Archer

(in Pritch. Inf., p. 733) unites the two. Eabenhorst is doubtful on the

point.

Common, both in Canterbmy and Hawke's Bay.
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iferum, Brebisson. S.

Fig. 4.

A large, handsome species, of the general appearance of G. margariti-

f
each segment, at the middle, on both sm-faces, a romided protuberance

bordered with grannies, which is best seen iu cud view. (Pritch. Inf.,

p. 733.)

The typical plant has slightly truncate ends ; in our species the trunca-

tion is sometimes not apparent.

Seemingly not uncommon in Ilawke's Bay. The European species has

only been found, I think, in France.

(7. ohsoleium, Hantzsch, var. jmnctatum, var. nov. S.

Fig. 5.

Frond in front view almost circular, the breadth perhaps a Httlc more

than the length. Edge smooth. Constriction deep, narrow, linear. Seg-

ments broader than long, with a minute, bhmtly-triangular process on

each at the entrance of the constriction on each side
;
x)rocesscs convergent,

pointing slightly outwards. End view elliptic, showing the processes.

Surface of frond distinctly punctate. Diameter in front view, GO-CS/x.

Zygospore unknown.

Not uncommon in gatherings from Hawke's Bay.

Professor 0. Nordstedt, in a paper which he has kindly sent me on some

Alga) in the museum of Lund, figures a species from Java—C ohsoletum^

Hantzsch, closely resembling the above. The same plant is found in

Rabenhorst (Flor. Alg., sect, iii, p. 227) as Artlirode'smus ohsoletiis, a*variety

of A. convergens, Neither author, however, gives more than the very briefest

description. But Prof. Nordstedt*s figure clearly shows his plant quite

smooth, without puncta. In other respects I see no difference, and I think

the puncta are not sufficient to raise our plant above the position of a

variety.

C. speciosian^ Nordstedt, var. inflatum^ var. nov.

Fig. 6.

Froud in front view elhptical, the ends not at all or very slightly com-

pressed ; segments longer than broad, sides convex; constriction deep,

narrow, linear. Segments when empty showing rows of minute semi-

orbicular granules, the rows apparently radiatiwj from the centre of each

segment, but not reaching quite to it, so that the median space would be

smooth if it were not for a number of longUiulinal rows of smaller granules,

which rows, being shghtly curved and not all in focus at once, testify to the

presence' of a central inflation. The result of the two sets of granules is to
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give a laterally-grooved appearance to the segment and a minutely undulate

appearance to the edge, while the central portion seems longitudinally

costate.

In side view each segment is angular-elliptic, the end somewhat truncate

;

and a broadly rounded inflation is distinctly visible at each side.

End view elliptic.

Length of frond 72 fx ; breadth in front view 50 /x ; breadth at inflation

in side view 37 /x ; breadth at constriction 25 ^.

Not common: as yet only from the ditch at Bryndwr, near Fendalton,

where TripJoceras tridentatum occurs, and very rarely in gatherings from

Hawko's Bay-

I had long been puzzled by this plant, and had come to the notion that

it might be a new species. But my English gatherings from Mr. Joshua

have been useful here. One of them is labelled, *' C. speciomm var, biforme,

Nordstedt," and seems to contain scarcely any other Desmidie^; and the

European plant appears to correspond closely with ours. The differences

are, that in the New Zealand plant the central inflation is quite distinct,

especially in side view, and the ends are either round or only compressed

very slightly, in front view. I rather think also that the granules are

smaller than in the English form.

I have met with no description of the European C. speciosxtm^ Neither

Ealfs, Eabenhorst, nor Pritchard mentions it ; and the only refez'ence

which I have found in Professor Nordstedt's papers is a statement that it

occurs very sparingly in the Sandwich Islands.

The term ^^ biforme'' attached to my English specimens refers, I pre-

sume, to the fact that some of them apx^roach in outline rather to C.

botrytis,

C. cyclicuM Lundell, var, ampliatumy var. nov.

Fig. 7.

Frond in front view orbicular, each segment being about twice as broad

as long. Constriction linear, not deep, gaping. Segments w^hen empty

showing a number of minute semi-orbicular granules, arranged in row^s

radiating from the centre, so as to give a grooved appearance to the frond

and an undulate appearance to the edge. The ends are not at all com-

pressed.

End view elliptic : the edge undulate.

Diameter of frond in front view, either way, about 50 /x : breadth at

constriction 25 /i.

Bare: as yet only from a ditch on the Sumner Eoad, near Lyttelton, in

company with Penimn margaritaceimi.

16
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I have not seen Lundell's description of his plant, which appears to be

very rare in England. But, in the '' Midland Naturalist," voL iv., 1881,

I find C. cycUcrm figured by Mr. A. W. Wills, without description. Assum-

ing, as is most probable, that this figure is accurate, the English plant

difi^ers from ours in having a deep nan-ow constriction, so that the seg-

ments approximate quite closely and mdeed touch each other. In the

New Zealand variety the wide shallow constriction is quite conspicuous,

and the segments diverge from each other at once.

a botnjtis, Bory. (E. XVI.)

In my former paper I expressed doubts as to this species ; but many
specimens have since come under my observation and there is no doubt

that the plant occurs here plentifully. It is common near Christchurch

and in the Cust Valley.

C. tetraophthalmum, Kiitzmg. (R. XVII, XXXIII.)

Var. a, the large form. S.

I have no specimens from Canterbury which I can with certainty refer

to this plant, but several occur in gatherings fi*om Hawke's Bay. I see no
difference between it and the EnaliRh nlant.

/3

Fig. 8.

The frond is small, more orbicular than in var. a, the segments being

broader than long and the pearly granules are much smaller, indeed incon-

spicuous. I should not have considered the two as the same species, were
it not that in one of Mr. Joshua's Enghsh gatherings I find a plant

(apparently identical ynth this) which is labelled " Cos. tetraophthalmum

,

small form, zygospores, not hotrytis
, fide Nordstedt/' In that gathering are

some specimens in conjugation, and I have been fcrtvmate enough to find

one here also in the same condition, as shown in my figm'e. I may obsei-ve

that Ralfs, in his description of the large form, says,—" the sporangia are

large and their spines finally branched; " but in his pi. xxxiii. he figures

the spines as subulate. Those of my English specimens are also subulate,

an'

Length in front view, 44 ^ ; breadth, 40 /x ; diameter of zygospore, in-

cluding spines, 65 //.

Bare : from Lyttelton.

i3

Fig. 9.

The distinctive character of this plant is its small size, the length being

only 83 /i, the breadth about the same. In Ealfs' plate xv. two sizes

our

in the same work is, length -^ of an
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C. tenuey sp. nov.

Fig. 10.
H

Frond sub-orbicular, the segments slightly broader than long. Ends

rouuded. Edge smooth ; constriction deep, narrow, linear. Frond neither

punctate nor granulate. A single starch vesicle is visible in the centre of

each segment.

End view elliptic.

Length of frond 15-5 /x ; breadth at constriction 3 /i.

Not common : my specimens were all found amongst Chara, in running

water, near Christchurch.

minute plant, scarcely larger than (7. pnsiUuni. It nearlyvery

dijffers

isthmus which, according to Ealfs, connects the bcgmeuts of that species,

and in having a deep and narrow, instead of a wide and gaping, constric-

tion. C. exiyuim, Archer (Micr. Journ., 1864, pi. vi.), has oblong seg-

ments. I find none of the minute Cosmaria described exactly corresponding

to this form. It has not the colour of C tinctum^ Ralfs.

5. Xanthidium, Ehrenberg^

X. cristatum, Brebisson. S. (E. XIX.)

I have not found this plant in Canterbury. It seems to be not uncom-

mon in Hawke's Bay.

X. aculeatum, Ehrenberg. S. (R. XIX.)

Same remark as for the last species.

6. Arthrodesmus, Ehrenberg.

A. incus, Brebisson. S. (R. XX.)

Only fi'om Hawke's Bay.

A. co7ivergenSf Ehrenberg. S. (R. XX.)

Only a single specimen observed, in a gathering from Hawke's Bay.

The spines on the ends of the segments in this specimen were sigmoid,

bending slightly outwards.

7. Staurastnim, Mayen.

S. dilatatum, Ehrenberg. (R* XXI.)

Not uncommon.

S. alteniaiiSj Brebisson. (R. XXI.)

Rare.

S. tricomei Brebisson. S. (R. XXII.)

I cannot identify any of my Canterbury specimens with this form, which

appears to be common in Hawke's Bay.

Eabenhorst considers the two last as only varieties of S. dilatatum. The

distinction between 5. alternans and S. tricorne is very slight, depending

upon a minute prolongation of the angles of the latter into short processes.
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S. punctulatum, Br^bisson. (R. XXII.)

Common.

Distinguishable from S. dilatatum chiefly by the more turgid segments

ancl generally rougher frond.

S. aculeation, Ehrenberg. (E. XXIII.)

Not common : as yet only from the Brynd^vr ditch. It is curious that

this ditcli, perhaps twenty yards long, a couple of feet wide, and a few

inches in depth, should have contained so many species of Desmidic^e, most

of them too of great interest and beauty.

jS, spinosiim, Brebisson. (E, XXII.)

Very rare : indeed I am not sure that this plant occurs here. Eaben-

horst makes it only a variety of 8. {Xanthidium) fiircatiim, Ehr., a plant

whicli Ealfs mentions only doubtfully.

Some specimens in gatherings from Hawke's Bay were referred by Dr.

Spencer to this species, but on close examination appear to me to be rather

the next.

8. eiistej^haninn^ Ehrenberg, var. emarginatnmy var. nov.

Fig. 11.

Frond in side view deeply constricted at the middle ; the constriction
w

wide, gaping. Segments sub-elliptic, the lateral margins convex or turgid,

the outer margins nearly straight, sometimes concave. At each angle

appear three spines, not in the same plane : the terminal spine long,

subulate, tipped with a shai'p awn, the two others shorter, cylindrical, forked

at the tip. These processes are quite smooth, but I think there is some-

times a minute punctation on the fronds! In an empty frond the terminal

processes of the third angle can be seen foreshortened on the segments.

There are no processes on the edges, except at the angles.

Frond in end view triangular, the sides of the triangle emarginate, or

widely crenate, being a little inflated at the middle. Each angle termin-

ates in a somewhat elongated cylindrical or subulate process tipped with a

sharp awn. On the sides, close to the angles, are seen six other processes,

shorter than the terminal ones, cylindrical, and forked at the tip, and the

bases of these are conjoined; they are not on the plane of the triangle, so

that they present somewhat the appearance of a star with six short rays.

At the base of the fork, on each process, there is an exceedingly minute

spine. The processes are smooth and project a little beyond the sides of

the triangle, not perpendicularly to the sides but pointing somewhat towards

the angles.

The whole plant is very minute ; average length of segments in side
F

view (exclusive of processes) 23/i : length of side of triangle in end view

(exclusive of awns) 25fi ; length of awns 4/z.
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to

At first sight this plant might he taken, in side view, for S. spinoswn, or

in end view for S. monticulosum , Br^bisson. But it differs from the former

in having its outer edges less turgid than the inner and in its processes not

being on the same plane ; from the latter in the more cylindrical lateral

processes and their forked tips. The nearest resemblance to it is, I think,

S. (Desmidiim) eustephanum, Ehrenberg, an American plant, referred to by

Kalfs, p. 215, without figure, and described and figured m Pritchard's Infus.,

p- 743 and ph ii., fig, S. The differences are that in the New Zealand

X^lant the sides, in end view, are emarginate and not rectilinear as in the

American variety, and the lateral processes project beyond the sides,

whereas in Pritchard's figure they are very small and do not reach the

sides. In S. smariim, Ehrenberg (also American), similar processes pro-

ject, but there is also a second series of six others, shorter and in almost

corresponding directions, behind the first. In the ** Midland Naturalist,"

vol. iv., pi. v., Mr. A. W. Wills figures 8. pseudofurcigeninh Eeinsch, not

unlike our plant in end view, but it is covered with minute spines on the

processes as well as on the frond, and the side view is also different.

On the whole, I take this plant to be intermediate between S. eustepJiU'

num and 8. senarium,

S. clepsydra^ Spencer (in lit. cum specim.), sp. nov. S.

Fig. 1 9

Frond somewhat large, smooth. Segments in side view broader than

long, widening rapidly from the constriction which is not deep- The ex-

ternal edges are either straight or oftener slightly concave : lateral edges

convex. Ultimate angles ending in a fine awn or mucro. In consec^uence

of the shallow constriction the segments are closely united at the base, the

junction is broad, and there is no isthmus or band whatever. The apex of

the third angle with its awn is usually visible beyond the external edge of

each segment.

Frond in end view triangular ; the sides equal, slightly concave : some-

what mammillate at the angles which are terminated by the awns. The

concavity of the sides is not always conspicuous.

Frond quite free from puncta*

I have seen no zygospores attached to fronds, but in every gathering

there are a number of bodies which may not improbably belong to this

plant. They resemble generally those of S, dejectani, but have fewer spines.

I have been able to compare them not only with Ealfs' figures of S. dejec-

tiim^ but also with zygospores of that species in my Enghsh gatherings.

Length of frond in side view 31-40 ^l ; breadth at external edge of seg-

ments (exclusive of awns) 30-35 /x; breadth at constriction 15-17 /x; side of

triangle in end view 30-35 fi ; length of awn 5 p..
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It appears to be abundant in Hawke's Bay, at least in one locality. I

have not found it in Canterbury,

This plant at first sight bears great resemblance to S. dejectmn, Breb.,

and indeed, when seen in end view, is not to be distinguished from that

plant. But, as Dr. Spencer remarks in his letter to me, the broad junction

of the segments in side view renders it distinct. Ealfs observes of 5. dejec-

lam that " its segments are connected either without a band or with a very

short one :
" the expression of Eabenhorst is

—" sinu amplo, acutangulo vel

obtusangulo ;

" but no conclusion could be drawn from either phrase that

the segments of the European plant are so closely and broadly joined

as those of S. clqmjdra. Indeed, Ealfs gives the breadth at constriction of

S. dejectum as ^,^ inch, which is much smaller than that of the New Zea-

land plant. If S. cicsphlattim, which differs from S. dejectum chiefly in the

length of its connecting band, is considered a good species, the same rule

might well be observed for S. clepsydra.

S. cmpidatum, Brebisson. (E. XXI.)

Not common. Two specimens from Canterbmy, and a few from
Hawke's Bay.

8. {Didymocladon) furcigeruvi, Brebisson. S. (E. XXXIII.)

Fig. 13.

The specimens which I have seen have all either five or six radiating

processes in end view. Eabenhorst unites Bidymocladon with Stattrastrum,

and says that the plant may have 3-4-6-7-8-9 rays : he omits 5. In all

my specimens the rays in focus at the extreme end have the other series

behind them in exact, or almost exact, correspondence with them, as

shown in my figure.

For comparison with my D. stella (Trans., vol. xiii,, p. 308) see below,

under that species, in the second part of this paper.

Only from Hawke's Bay, where it seems to be not uncommon.

8. Penium, Brebisson.

P. margaritaceiim, Ehrenberg. (E. XXV. and XXXIII.)

I have specimens which, I think, can be referred to all the three varie-

ties, a, /3 and y of Ealfs. Eabenhorst unites the two first, and indeed here

they all occur mingled together. As for the third, the main difference

between it and the others, in England, appears to be the smaller size of

its granules. None of my specimens show such large granules as are

figured by Ealfs, but some are slightly constricted at the middle, while

others show no constriction.

I was fortunate enough to find, on one occasion, a large quantity of

this plant in full conjugation, with attached zygospores : there seems to be

nothing to distinguish it from the English species.
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From the Sumner Eoad, Lyttelton, and very rarely from the Cust Valley.

P. jenmri, 'Rolh. (K. XXXIIL) or

P. hrehissonii, Meneghini. (E. XXV.)

I have great doubts which of these two occur here, or indeed whether

either has come under my observation. Possibly I have mistaken Cosniarium

thwaitesii for it. If P. brebissonii always occurs in colonies in mucous

strata, then I have not seen it.

Very rare, in any case.

9. Triploceras, Bailey.

I obsei-ve that Eabenhorst and other algologists place this genus, with

some of the Docidia, under NaegeU's genus Fleurotmiium, so that probably

Bailey's name must be given up.

r. tridentatutn ^ mihi, var. cylindricum^ var. nov.

In voL xiii. of the Trans., p. 311, 1 described a plant of this species with

a rectangular section. The present variety is circular in section, and of a

generally thicker form. Otherwise there seems to be no difference, and the

two are found together.

'yndwr

um
C. ffrijfithii, Berkeley.

Fig. 14

Fairly common. Length, from 110-160 /x-

C\ vemis, Kiitziug.

I see that Eabenhorst considers this as a separate species, though Ealfs

unites it to (7. diaruB, differe

tween the two is that 0. venits is the smaller. However, the dimensions

appear to be constant.

C. ehrenbergiiy Meneghini. (E. XXVIIl.)

Not uncommon.

Distinguishable, especially from C. selenrnmiy mihi, by its thick rounded

ends and by a conspicuous median inflation of the inner margin. As to

this, see below, under C. selmmun, in Part II. of this Paper.

11. Spirotsenia, Brebisson.

Sp. obscura^ Ealfs.

Very rare.

This plant is subject to the same disadvantage as Sp. condensata. Its

distinguishing character is the spiral endochrome and this is quite destroyed

by all the preserving fluids which 1 have tried.

12. Scenedesmus, Meyen.

Eabenhorst relegates this genus to the Palmellacese but as other authors

include it amoner Desmidiese I leave it.
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8. aciitus, Meyen, var. dimorjyJnis , Kiltzing. (E, XXXI.)

The cells are pointed, closely arranged in a single even row and the two

outer ones are lunate.

Not common.

S. oMusicSy Meyen. (E. XXXI.)

The cells are ovate or oblong and not in an even straight row.

Common.

Paet II.

)/ the DesmidiecB described in my fi

HAV

No. 58, Sei:>t. 1881, an article by Mr. Archer reviewing my paper on New

Zealand Desmidiea^. It has been a great satisfaction to me that so aclvnow-

ledged an authority does not find grave fault with the descriptions which I

gave of my new species, nor, in general, with the paper itself ; and Mr.

Archer's remarks have gone far to clear up some points upon which I have

been in doubt. I take this opportunity of referring again, in a more or less

explanatory way, to so^ne of the plants therein mentioned, as well as to

some others that Mr. Archer makes no comment upon.

Previously, however, I must touch upon a point referring to the whole

family. Mr. Archer agrees with me in thinking that there is great reason

to believe many of the Desmidie^ to be cosmopolitan, but he goes on to

remark that my '' identifications of certain species may not be thoroughly

correct.'* The same thought was certainly in my own mind when writing

my paper; and iii my introductory remarks I observed that '* in many of

the species which I have set down here as European, more especially

perhaps in the genus Cosmarium, I have noticed peculiarities which do not

seem to have been mentioned by authors. The discussion of these would

lead me beyond the scope of this paper and perhaps the characters to which

I refer would not even suffice to raise the plants even to ' varieties.' " In

point of fact, three reasons prevented me from attempting to differentiate

these plants from European species. First, the dearth of works of refer-

ence, for it was impossible to tell whether the minute characters noticeable

were referred to or not by any author elsewhere. Secondly, a doubt

whether these characters might after all only have been overlooked, or

erroneously referred to, by previous observers ; and an instance of this is

afforded me in Mr. Archer's paper in ''Grevillea," where Stanrastrum avicula

is stated to be really, in England, '*not a smooth species, but rough," and

this was a plant regarding which I exj^ressed doubts in my paper and which

• Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xiii., 1880, p. 297.
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is now stated to have been wrongly figured in Ealfs. And, thirdly, I was

unwilling, unless fortified by more evidence, to multiply species and varieties

or to introduce confusion, if I covild help it.

Mr. Archer's doubts as to some of my identifications are therefore, I

confess, not unwarranted, and it is quite possible that future observers,

noting the peculiarities of our New Zealand Desmids, minute as these

peculiarities often are, may go beyond me and endeavour to raise the plants

to distinct rank. Still, even now, when I have had the advantage of longer

examination and extended means of reference, I hesitate to do so. In the

cases of some plants, specially mentioned in Mr. Ai-cher's paper, notes and

explanations will be found in the following pages : as regards many of the

others, want of time has prevented mo from devoting to them so close an

observation as would be necessary to elucidate such minute features. As

will be seen below, I am almost tempted to boldly make a new species of

the plant which, in my former paper, I referred to Micrasterias rotata; but

even in that case I refrain from doing so. .

Spharozosma excavatum, Ralfs.

I find that this plant is somewhat less rare than I thought it to be
;
but

still I can by no means consider it common : and in consequence of its

great fragility connected filaments are found much more seldom than sepa-

rate joints.

Micrasterias rotata, Greville; and

Micrasterias denticulata, Brcbisson.

Fig. 16.

W I find from Mr.

Archer's paper that that there is no doubt about it, owing to the difference

between the zygospores. These I have never yet seen, and my only means

of distinguishing were the teeth of the lateral lobes ;
and as both sharp

and truncate teeth are found here indiscriminately, sometimes all round the

frond, sometimes sharp on one segment and truncate on the other, some-

times both sharp and truncate on the same segment, I am still greatly in

doubt whether M. denticulata occurs here at all.

And now' as to our 21. rotata. Is it identical with the English plant, or

so nearly so as to be considered the same, or shall it be erected into a new

species ? Here my doubts arise from the second of the sources mentioned

just now ; that is, an uncertamty whether some of the features noticeable

here may not occur in European plants but have been either overlooked by

authors or mentioned somewhere unknown to me.

The first difference is size. According to Ealfs the dimensions of

M. rotata are,—length, ^j inch ; breadth, -,|^ inch : and Eabeuhorst's

measurements apparently agree with this. Eeduced to modern nomcn-
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clature this would be : length 274 fx ; breadth, 240 fi. All my New Zealand

specimens which I can consider as full grown have a length not less than

d20fx, and many range as high as 400 /*. The average difference is shown

in the diagram, fig. 16d.

Secondly, I think the teeth of the lateral lobes are more numerous, and

sharper, than those of the European plant, supposing that is that Ralfs'

figure may be taken as the general form. My figure 16a shows the number

and character of the teeth in a full-grown plant.

Thirdly, and this is probably an important character, the extremity of

the end lobe shows divisions which I am not sure that I find in previous

descriptions. As shown in fig. IQa, and more highly magnified in 16c, the

extremity of the end lobe has the two teeth at the angles, but it is also

deeply divided by a median elliptical cleft, and at the opening of this cleft,

on each side, are two short spines or teeth, each pair converging so as

almost to close the cleft ; and the pairs are not on the same plane, the

lower ones appearing as if from a mammillate inflation on the subdivision

of the lobe,

Are these specific distinctions? I am not prepared to say. With

regard to the last, Rabenhorst's phrase is
—'' lobo polari angusto cuneato

prominulo, in apice /j/^fs minus projunde sinuato- vel undulato-exciso,

angulis oblique truncatis vel bidentatis." Mr. Archer (in Pritchard, Inf.

p. 727,) says, "End lobe very slightly exserted, its angles very sUghtly

produced, bideutate, ends emarginate." Possibly neither phrase can be

construed to include such a cleft as that shown in our plant. As for the

spines, they might at first sight be taken for those of M.fitnhnata, but they

are less hairlike than in that plant, and besides there is never any sign

whatever here of the spines seen on the teeth of M.fimbriata, in the lateral

lobes.

In my figure 16/^ I represent a specimen which only once came under

my notice, amongst perhaps a dozen of the ordinary form, and which I take

to be a young state of the plant. It is smaller in size, but the cleft of the

end lobe is there. The angles of that lobe are scarcely bideutate, and the

spines at the cleft are inconspicuous. And the teeth of the lateral lobe are

of irregular form, some truncate, some sharp. It appeared to me that the

specimen was certainly immature.

On the whole, I hesitate yet as to the identification of this plant, and

being unable to make up my mind ou the point, leave it as M. rotata. In

the character of the endochrome, in the arrangement of the amylaceous

vesicles, and in the mode of self-division (as noted in my former paper) it

resembles the European species. When a zygospore is found, the doubt

may be cleared up, but we may have to wait some time for that.
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I have already mentioued that this plant, which was common here t\vo

years ago, has been very scarce of late : and no sign of conjugation has as

yet come under my observation.

Holocystis incisa.

Mr. Archer unites this to Micrasterias (other authors, I find, include it

under Tetrachastrnm) ; and he states that instead of being identical, as I had

thought, Tvith Dr. Wallich*s Indian plant, it is probably the same as a plant

from Sweden, reported by Cleve and called M. deceindeiit-ata /3 tipsaliemis.

Euastrum Mnale^ Turpin.

The plant mentioned by me (vol. xiii.,p, 306) as either this or E. elegans

is certainly E. binale, as I have satisfied myself by comparison wath Ralfs'

figures, and with specimens in my Enghsh gatherings. E. elegans show^s

the sides of the terminal notch extending considerably beyond the lateral

spines. I regret to say that the figure 26 in vol. xiii., pi. xii., is about as

unlike the plant which it is supposed to represent as it is possible to be
;

and unluckily Mr, Archer has been misled by it to take my Euastrum for a

new thing. My original drawing was meant to be, and I think was, almost

exactly resembling Ealfs' figure 8 (/ (or 8/) in his pi. xiv.

Cosmarium manjaritifej'um.

I believe that several of the forms supposed by me to belong to this

species were really C tetraophthalmum, G. broomeii, etc., or at least closely

allied to them. G. hiretum I have never seen here : G. botrytis is certainly

common. The conjugation of C. inargaritijeruml saw once, and could detect

no difierence from the European plant. In this case also the printed figures

in j)l. xii., vol. xiii., figs. 27, 28, and 29, are unsatisfactory. Fig. 28 was

intended to show a slight truncation, but it does not show any.

Cosmarium crevatxim^ Ralfs,

Fig, 15.

form

from the English one by having its ends (as my figure shows) straight,

without crenations. I think also that the segments are somewhat wider at

the base. Lengih of frond 30'5 fi ; breadth 27 /*.

Cosmarium botrytis, Bory.

In examining this plant I have been able to detect a very decided volun-

tary As

far as I can gather from works avail abie to me, it has never been satisfac

shown

in which Diatoms travel. It has long been known that Desmids '' move ;"

that is, they will come to the surface if buried in mud, or to the side of a

vessel nearest to the light. But such movements as these, as Ealfs remarks

Cn. 22^. mav be due rather to the stimulus of light than to '' voluntary
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effort." Many observers have recorded notes on tlais subject. Ealfs quotes

tbe following :— '^ It was impossible to determine whether the vague motions

of Closterirmi were voluntary or not" (Dalrymple) :

—

*'I have seen Euas-

trum margaritiferum move quite distinctly" (Bailey) :
—" EUes n'ont pas

un mouvement sensible sur le porte-objet du microscope" (Brebisson)

contradictory assertions evidently. Mr. Archer (in Pritch. Inf., p. 5) says

that "the Desmidiese are seen to move. * =^^ * =^ This phenomenon is

most notable in Closterinvi; in others it is scarcely, in many not at all,

cognizable." The Eev. Mr. Osborne, in the Journ. of the Micros. Soc, ii.,

235, attributes the movements of Closteria to cilia, but no other observer

seems to agree with his views. A friend of mine tells me that he has

frequently seen CL lunula ''rolling over and over," But none of these

statements appear to me to satisfactorily settle the question whether the

Desmids do voluntarily travel, in any willed direction, as the Diatoms do,

or whether the movements observed may not have been due to some cur-

rents in the water or disturbing influences beyond the field of the micro-

scope at the moment. I venture, therefore,' to give a few notes of the

motions observed by me in Cosmariwn hotrytisy motions which I believe

to have been perfectly *' voluntary," and not due to any external in-

fluences.

I had been observing the plant on a morning during the present spring,

and comparing it with some specimens in my English gatherings. The

specimen under observation was situated in the centre of my '' field," in a

small clear space between a dead Pinmdana and a small speck of dirt. It

had been stationary for quite an hour, and there was no appearance during

that time of any " swarming" within it. The day was fine, and an even

fall light came through the diaphragm. All at once I detected a com-

mencement of ''swarming," quite faint at first; and when this had con-

tinued two or three minutes, I observed a slight oscillation of the frond.

By degrees the oscillation increased, and the Desmid began clearly to move

from its place. Soon the motion increased, and the plant steadily worked

its way out between the Pinnularia and the dirt, not gliding straight-forward

but jerking along, with a motion exactly like that of a man elbowing his

way through a crowd, pushing forward first one side and then the other.

It was clear that the Finnularia could not produce any effect on it, as it

was dead ; and I carefully looked to see whether anything in its neigh-

bom'hood could have set a ciu-rent in motion, but found nothing. In about

ten minutes the Cosinarmm had jerked or elbowed itself out into the open

water, and still continued its journey towards the apparent loxcer edge of the

slide. Five minutes after, the " swarming " somewhat increased, as did

also the oscillation ; and the plant then stopped and began (also in jerks)
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to raise itself on end, an operation which it took four minutes to complete.

Having attained an upright position it remained there two minutes, waving

gently to and fii'o, and then, all of a sudden, fell over on the other side.

The '' swarming *' had now hecome quite violent, and the plant recom-

menced its travels, hut this time in the contrary direction, returning towards

the Piymularia; after continuing thus for a minute or two it stopped, and

then once more travelled away again. For half an hour it continued

these manceuvrcs, sometimes going one way, sometimes another, always

'' elbowing" its way along, and in the main getting farther away from its

original spot. Sometimes, when it stopped, it would roll about from side

to side rather violently (but never from end to end). I thought I observed

that as the ** swarming " increased, so also did the '' jerks," and it appeared

to me also that the endochrome was changing. It showed a tendency to

form in each segment two masses of closer consistency than the rest ; each

of these masses, retaining its bright green colour, became surrounded with

a brownish band, and it was in this band (never in the green particles) that

the swarming was conspicuous. Once an exceedingly minute Infusorium,

scarcely visible under the ^ objective, came sailing towards the plant, some-

what leisurely; but, when almost on the point of touching it, darted suddenly

back to some distance. Was It repelled? I could not say: it did not return.

The oscillations and roUinss of the Cosmarium continued for two or

three hom'S, and I observed that whenever it chanced to come to any little

.nn

retracing its steps a httle to get round a headland. Whenever it raised

itself on end I took especial pains to see whether anything could be observed

of the nature of cilia, or whether any appearance could be detected in the

water leading to the supposition that retractile processes existed, but mth-

out success.

I have no doubt that the movements described were quite as "volun-

tary," as those of any Diatom. In another part of the same sHdc a Stau-

roneis was travelling very actively and the difference between the two plants

was that the Diatom ghded backwards and forwards without more than very

shght oscillation, whereas the Cosmarium made its way simply by lateral

jerkings.

Staurastram gracile^ Ealfs.

Fig. 17.

differences

form do not seem to me to be sufficient to render it distinct. As my figure

shows, it is less slender and the processes are shorter than in Ealfs' species.

Length in end view from the middle of one side to the end of the opposite

process (exclusive of the four spines) 50 ^i : length of process 15 ^.
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Staiirastnan avicula\ Brebisson.

Mr. Ai'cher thinks that our pUut may be a distinct fonn and says that

Kalfs' figure of the EngUsh species is incorrect. I am willing to accept

this, but as I have not seen any specimens since writing my foi-mer paper I

am liot prepared to suggest any new name.

All these minute forms of Staiirastnan are dif&cult of identification and

it would be easy to multiply species upon the slight differences occurring so

frequently.

Didymocladon Stella^ mihi.
ffr

This plant must, I suppose, be relegated to the genus Staiirastnmiy as

Pritchard, Rabenhorst and succeeding writers do not admit Ealfs' genus.

As to its specific status, I am in some doubt. After carefully compar-

ing it with specimens of 5. fiircujerum, both from Hawke's Bay and from

England, and allowing for Rabenhorst's statement that S.furcigerwn may
have from three to nine rays in end view, I cannot regard my S. [Didymoda-

don) Stella as identical with that plant. In all my specimens of S.furcujeruni^

as remarked in the first part of this paper, whether there are five or six

rays, those rays which are behind the terminal ones, and which are at first

sight out of focus, are always in almost, if not quite, direct correspondence

of direction with the terminal rays. I cannot see how in any case the pecu-

liar multi-radiate appearance of S, stella can be produced by the English

plant.

I find, however, in the •* Midland Naturalist,'' a figure (vol. iv,, pi. v.)

of Staiirastrum arctiscon, Ehrenberg, a plant mentioned by Eabenhorst as

American, under the name Xanthidimii arctiscon, and seemingly found

lately hi Wales. This plant, in end view, has six terminal rays, and eight

others behind them, almost in corresponding directions. Whether, in some

cases, it may show the twenty-eight divaricating rays of my S. stella I can-

not say : if so, my plant will have to be abandoned as a distinct species.

5. pseudo-fiircigenim, Eeinsch, though its side view approaches best to

that of 5". Stella, differs altogether in end view, being then more like S.

eustephanum in general outline.

I find that Mr. Archer would refer our plant rather to Staurastrum sex-

igtilare, Bulnheim, which I do not know.

Docidium baculum, Ehrenberg.

I expressed in my former paper doubts as to the existence of this plant

here, and after comparison with English specimens I have come to the con-

clusion that it is not found here, or at^ieast that it has not come under my
notice. Its distinctive character is the possession of a solitary^ prominent

inflation at the J^ase of each segment. All my New Zealand specimens

show at least more than one inflation.
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Closterium selenmnn^ mihi.

Fig. 19.

Two of the distinguisliing marks separating tins plant from C. ehrenhenjn

are—the acuteuess of the ends and the absence of a median inflation of the

inner margin, Tlie first character is constant and consincnous. With

regard to the second, I find that although, in its natni'al state, the inner

margin forms a clear concave curve, yet in all the preserving fluids which I

have tried an inflation becomes noticeable ; not indeed such an inflation as

that of (7, ehrenhergiiy but of the nature of that shown in my figure, where

the inner margin becomes nearly straight. Indeed, in glycerine, it is some-

times quite straight.

I find also that when fronds are about to conjiujate^ an mflationis notice-

able on both the outer and the inner margin, but ovhj in the immediate

region where the suture should be ; that is, the cell-wall at that particular

sjwt'iH bulged out all round. This, which is part of the process of conjuga-

tion, as I am about to describe, is quite different from the wide inflation

visible in (7. ehrenbergiL

The process of conjugation, however, as I have lately been foi'tunate

enough to see up to a certain point, is the same as in C. ehrenhergii, as

described by the Eev. W. Smith, in the Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist,,

1850, p. 1, and pi. i. Two fronds, each of which presents the slight

bulging at the middle just mentioned, approach each other, and then

become surrounded by a mucous envelope, within which they lie, longi-

tudinally approximate, their ends almost touching, and their concave sides
r

turned towards each other. Next, they proceed to undergo self-division

:

each frond separates at the middle, drawing itself but until, after the

separation, there appear four fronds, each with one long arm and one very

short arm, the latter terminating in a rounded short beak. Then the con-

jugation takes place by the junction of each con-espondiug pair, the junc-

tion being operated at the point where the bases of the long and short arms

occur: and the endochrome, pouring out from each frond and joining in

the middle, forms the zygospore, or, rather, the tivo zygospores, as there is

one to each pair. Unfortunately, I cannot say precisely the nature of these

zygospores. The specimens which I observed had been placed in a growing-

cell, where the process just described had been going on quite smoothly for

more than twenty-four hours, from the first approach of the fronds down to

the junction of the endochrome. At this point a sudden jar displaced the

thin cover-glass of the cell : the conjugating fronds were crushed, and the

process was at once brought to an xmtimely end. However, from what I saw,

and from the presence in the gathering of bodies not otherwise identifiable,

I have no doubt that the zygospores of C, selenminn are orbicular and smooth.
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Mr. Smith {Joe. cit.) says that Closterium eTirenhergii stands alone amongst
H

the European Closteria in producing double zygospores. It is, therefore,

not uninteresting to have to add to it in this respect a plant from New
Zealand. But I have some doubt whether Mr. Smith's statement is alto-

gether correct, in view of a^ noticeable feature in the conjugation of the

next plant on my list, which affords, I think, foundation for a closer study

of the phenomenon in connection with other plants of the genus. As a

rule the conjugation of Closterium is, in a sense, simple enough : two fronds

approach, join, open at a suture, and a zygospore is formed between them.

If, as in C. rostratum, the fronds open at the median suture, the segments

attached to the zygospore will be equal in length : should there be secondary

sutures as in C. intermedium, the fronds may open at these and the segments
will be unequal, but the inequahty will be easily intelligible. In the case of

Schrank

Fig. 18.

the process, to a certain extent, resembles that in C. selenmim. That
is to say, the segments attached to the zygospore are unequal, although

there are no secondary sutures. The inequality is shown in my figure IQb,

where each fi'ond has one long arm and one very short one. This inequahty
is also shown m Ealfs' plate sxvii, but no reference is made to it in the

text. hk
Von Siebold, in the Journal of the Micros. Society, 1853, seems to refer to

something of the kind, though I do not understand his expression : he
speaks of '* only the two upper and lower halves " coalescing, a phrase

which may mean anything.

In the spring of last year I gathered on one occasion a small quantity

of C, acerosmn in conjugation. Although unable to watch the process from

its commencement, I examined the gathering with great care. There must

have been several hundreds of plants in it, and they were all surrounded

with a common mucous envelope, and not segregated in pairs as in (7.

selenccum. When the mass was first placed on the slide many of the fr'onds

were already in full conjugation, and many others had completed the pro- ,

cess. A small proportion (less than one in ten), presented the normal

form of the plant, with two equal arms, as in my figure 18 a, the uppermost

figure. A few more appeared as the second shown in fig. 18 a, and the

rest had still shorter arms, the greater number of all being as in my lowest

figm-e, with one arm almost an equilateral triangle. Conjugation invariably

occurred between two fr'onds of this last form, na^er in any of the others.

If, in the conjugating fr-onds, I had detected any folds or wrinkles in the

cell-wall of the shorter arms, I could have concluded that in the process

that arm, for some reason or other, shrank up. But no such folds were
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visible in any case, beyond, that is, the folds due to the bursting of the

Cell-wall, which were easily recognizable. Consequently, I could only infer

that the fronds had undergone self-division previous to conjugation ;
and on

this supposition those in which the inequality was but slight would have

;
in the ordinary way. This

beiug the case, if I am right, it results that each pair of segments in G,

aeerosum produces a zygospore, and therefore each whole frond produces

two zygospores ; but the process differs from that of 0. selenmun and C.

ehrenhergii in this, that the fronds do not shut themselves up in pairs in

mucus, but are all enveloped in the same envelope.

Certainly, I cannot say that I saw any fronds dividing, for the process

had already begun, and was in full swing when first seen. But I am unable

to account m any other way for the curious inequality of the arms.

As C. aeerosum has only a suture at the middle, and no secondary sutures,

the bursting of the cell-wall anywhere but at the middle cannot be explained

as in C. intermedium. Penium margaritaceim and other plants also open un-

equally, but they too have secondary sutures.

Closterimn Uneatum, Ehrenberg.

This is another of the plants observed conjugating. There is nothing to

distinguish it from the EngHsh species.

Closteriimi diana, Ehrenberg.

Also observed conjugating.

I add a figure (20) of Scenedesmtis qiiadricauda, to show the tlu-ee bristles

sometimes observable.

Also two figures, 21 and 22, as specimens of the curious monstrosities

of growth often seen amongst Desmidiec^, a family generally of such re-

markable symmetry of form. Fig. 21 is Tet

fig. 22 is Docidiiim clavatitm.

achastrum

NoaiiNAL List of DESMIDIE^ repobted fkom New Zealand up to 1882.

An asterisk in this list marks the species described by me as neio in the foregoing and my

previons paper (vol.-xiii.. 1880, p. 297); a dagger marks those described as new by Dr.

Spencer in his paper (vol. xiv., pp. 295, 29G) ; and a double dagger those reported by

Dr. Spencer in the same paper, but not new.

[NoiE.—I include also DocidUm [Pleurotanium) ovaUm, of which I find the following

notice in one of Professor Nordstedt's papers-" Hrec species quoque in Brasilia et Nova

Zealandia lecta est ;" but I do not know the plant.]

Hyalotheca dissihens. Sphrerozosma excavatum.

dubia.ft
filiforme.

Aptogonum undulatum.* pulchi-um.f t

Desmidium aptogonium. vertebratum.

swartzii. Micrasterias ampullacea.*

17
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Micrasterias ampullacea, var. B t

denticulata ?

rotata.

thomasiana ?

Tetrachastrum (Holocystis) incis

Euastrum ansatum.

elegans.

Cosmarium botrytis.

broomeii. <

crenatum.

Staurastrum gracile.

muticum.

orbiculare.

cucumis. f f

cyclicum, var. ampliatum.*

gemmiferum,

granatum.

margai'itiferum.

meneghinii.

moniliferum,
F

obsoletum, var, punctatum.

ornatum ?

phaseolus.

punctulatum.

pusillum.

pyramidatum.

ralfsii.

paradosum. f t

polyiQOi'phum.

ptmctulatum.

spinosum.

pidymocladon) stella.
*

tetracerum.

tricorne.

sp. t

Penium brebissonii ?

closterioides.

digitus,

jenneri ?

margaritaceum

Docidium clavatum.

dilatatum.

ehrenbergii.

ovatum {teste Xordstedt)

truncatum.

Triploceras tridentatum.

»

cum.

var, cylindri-

if var.
13 Closterium acerosum

speciosum, var. inflatum. *

tenue. *

tetraophthalmum. f t

acutum.

II var. tenerrimum. f t

»» var.

th-waitesii ?

Tindulatum,

/3

>> var.

sp. t

/3*

Xanthidium aculeatum.

cristatum.

Aithrodesmus convergens,

incus.

Staurastrum aculeatum,

alteruans.

avicula.

clepsydra. *

cuspidatum.

dejectum.

dilatatum.

eustephanum, var. emargina-

tum. *

furcigerum..

attenuatum, f f

comu. t t

dianse.

didymotocum.

ehrenbergii,

griffithii.

jenneri. t t

juncidum,

lanceolatum, f f

leibleinii.

lineatum,

lunula.

moniliferum. f

rostratum.

selenseum. *

setaceum.

striolatum.

venus-

SpirotiEnia condensata.

obscura.

II
Docidium dilatatum will have to be eliminated if it is really D. ovatum.
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Ankistrodesmus acutissimus

falcatua.

sp

8P

Scenedesraus acutus.

If var, dimorphua

obliquus.

obtusus.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES XXIV. AND XXV.

Fig. 1. Cosmarium ralfsii, var. /5

99

91

If

J»

ff

M

I)

2, Cosmarium thwaitesii .

.

3. Cosmarium pusillum, dividing

4- Cosmarium gemmiforum (a, front view x 350 : 6, end view x 400)

5. Cosmarium obsoletum, rar. punctatum (a, front view: 6, end view)

6. Cosmarium speciosum, var, inflatum (a, front view : b^ side view)

7. Cosmarium C5'clicum, imr. ampliatum (a, front view: i>, end view)

8. Cosmarium tetraophthalmum, rar, Q (a, conjugation with zjgos-

if

I?

»i

11

»f

If

>»

II

„ 17.

„ 18.

„ 19.

20.It

f»

»»

pore : 6, front view ; c, end view) ,

.

m « « «

» •9. Cosmarium undulatum, var. ^
10, Cosmarium tenue (a, front view : b, end view)

11. Staurastrum euatephanum, var, emarginatum (a, aide view : b, end

view) .. « » « • » «

12. Staurastrum clepsydra (a, b, side view : c, d, e, /, end view

:

g, zygospore ?) • f

13. Staurastrum furcigerum (a, 5-rayed : 6, 6-rayed)

14. Closterium griffithii, two sizes

15. Cosmarium crenatum, N.Z. form

16. Micrasterias rotata, N.Z. forms (a, sharp teeth : 6, truncate teeth :

<T, end lobe x 350: d, comparative sizes N.Z, and English

forms) » • * >

• *

#

» •

t •

Staurastrum gi*acile, N.Z. form

Closterium acerosum (a, fronds with varying arms : &, the same

with zygospore) « •

Closterium selenEeum, effect of glycerine

Scenedesums acutus

• fl

• *

• t

* •

21. Holocystis (Tetrachastrum) incisa, abnormal

22. Docidium clavatum, abnormal

• •

« •

X 350.

X 700.

X 1.000.

350.

X 450.

X 350.

X 350.

X 700.

X

X

I 00.

X 700.

400,

X 350,

400.

X 400.

200.

X 400.

» ft

90.

60.

400.

200.

90.

Art. XXXII.

—

On a new Composite Plant, By Egbert Brown.

Communicated by Professor Hutton.

IRead before the Philosophical Lv^titute of Canterbury, ZOth November, 1882.]

Glossofjyne (?) hemudyij sp, nov.

Plant a small excessively and irregularly branched under-sbrub, from 6 to

12 incbes high. Stem short, terete ; bark pale brown ; upper branches very

slender, tetragonous, furrowed, bright green, hispid with stiff hairs. Leaves

:> \ inch in length

tridentate. midiib

stiff hairs ; upper or bract leaves linear-lanceolate, acute, small.

Flower heads yeUow | inch in diameter, single, terminal on the end of a

short peduncle ; receptacle conical, chaSy. Involucre campanulate ; bracts

equal, in two rows, the outer linear, blunt, with a tuft of rigid hairs at the
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apex ; the inner narrower, liuear-lanceolate, acute : all the bracts hispid on

the back. ray

mg

inclined, stigma linear, bifid, rounded at the apex, minutely papillose.

Florets of the disc tubular, from two to ten, hermaphrodite ; corolla five-

lobed hispid at the spread-

and slightly recuryed

apex ; style shorter and

stouter than in the ligulate

florets, the stigma strongly

papillose, bifid, linear, blunt

at the apex ; stamens five,

inserted on the corolla, fila-
F

meats free, shorter than the

anthers, anthers scarcely co-

obtuse at the base

and without any terminal

appendage
;
pappus of six to

eight irregular awns, two or

three of which are long and

spreading, the others very

short. There are always

either three or _five patent

awns on one of the angles,

and of these the centre one

boring,

IS longer than the others.

All the awns are slightly

confluent at the base and

all are barbed with retrorse,

single - celled, stiff hairs.

Achenes sub-tetragonous, ob-

conic, slightly compressed,

hispid, with two of the

angles minutely winged

;

very persistent on the receptacle. Glossogyne henncdyU Brown, nat, size.

Hab, Godley Head, Banks Peninsula; on clay soil facing the north.

Flowering from September to March.

This species differs from Glossogyne in the short peduncles, the rounded

apex of the stigma ; the obconic achenes, and greater number of awns, as

well as their peculiar arrangement. I have named it after Mr. Eoger

Hennedy, lecturer on botany at Andersonian University, Glasgow, my
former teacher.
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Art. XXXIII,

—

Further Notes on Sorghum Experiments,

By Mr. Justice Gillies.

IRead before the Auckland Institute, 31st July, 1882.]

On the 8th of August last I had the honour to present to this society some

notes on the growth of SorgJmm^ in this district, meaning hy this district

the volcanic soil on which 1 live at Epsom, close to the base of the old

volcanic crater of Mount Eden. In such light and poor though quick

soil, I did not expect the Sorghum saccharatum to develope its full capacity

of growth, nor did I in the moist chmate of this Isthmus of Auckland

expect it to develope to the full extent its saccharine properties. On that
r

occasion, however, I proved that even on such soil not manured, I had pro-

duced at the rate of G'2 tons jper acre of topped but unstripped cane of the

Early Amber Sorghum. My experiments this year show me that this was

equal to about 5'25 tons of topped and stripped cane ready for crushing.

I now proceed to give my experiments of this year. First as to the

growth of the cane.

From ch'cumstances over which I had no control, I was able this year

to grow and cultivate properly only one quarter of an acre of the Early

Amber from American seed. It was grown on the same soil on which I

had raised last year's crop, but I gave it chemical manure in accordance (as

nearly as I could obtain the ingredients here) with M. Georges Villes' for-

mula (on Artificial Manures, Crookes' translation, 1879, p. 396) for Sorgho.

I planted in the second week of November (a little too late I think), in

drills 3 feet apart, with about 4 seeds 2 feet 6 inches apart in the drill.

Absence from home prevented my noting the various stages of growth, but

it was ready for cutting, i.e. the seed was ripening, in the second week of

April. As you are aware, the season was an exceptionally wet and cold

one, which no doubt interfered materially both with its growth and ripen-

ing. Ill the second week of April I cut, topped, and stripped a ton and a

half weighed, leaving fully as much more standing for cattle-feed. This

gives a yield of 12 tons per acre of topped and stripped cane, or consider-

ably more than double what I obtained from the same ground on the

previous year. Some of my own seed of the previous year which I had

sown broadcast showed much stronger and heavier, but I had no means of

accurately estimating the difference. I had in spring distributed a large

quantity of both American and New Zealand grown seed, and so far as I

have heard the New Zealand grown seed produced the heaviest crop.

Mr. Joseph Banks, of Meadowbank Farm, Tamaki, planted in November

after taking up a crop of potatoes, and grew a crop of 20 tons of topped but
_ _ _ _ rf^ ! ^! 1 1» „ , ill! ^B ^ ™'^—^- ^ «

* Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xiv., p. 373.
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unstripped cane to the acre, equal to 17 tons of stripped cane ready for

crusliing. On two tons of this I experimented, as I shall afterwards de-

scribe.

William Johns, writ

foUows regarding the growth of Early Amber Sorghum at Te Eahu,

near Te Awamutu :—*' On the 25th of October, 1881, I planted out the

greater portion of a packet of seed of the above received from you through

Mr. Lavers.

" It was planted on fair land, manm-ed with bone-flour at the rate of

about 5 cwt. per acre. The seed grew well until the plants were some 3

inches high, when unfortunately, on account probably of its being planted

alongside a plat of maize, which shared its fate, nearly every plant was
pulled up by the pheasants.

" Having fortunately a httle seed left (about 1 oz.), I replanted a por-

tion of the ground on the 15th November, sowhig—as before—the seed about

2 inches deep, about 3 feet apart in the rows and about the same distance

between each hQl, 5 or 6 seeds to each hill. This seed grew very rapidly

undisturbed by the pheasants ; the tune at which it was planted being, in

my opinion, more suitable than earher in the season.

'' By the latter end of January the canes began to form and on the 20th

of February the first flower-top appeared, being considerably later than
what I expected ; but the ground having a slight southerly aspect may
account for this. By the end of February the flowers had become well

developed, the canes at this time being 8 to 9 feet high. At the present

time (28th March) the seeds are well ripened, the amount of seed which I

estimate to save being about half a bushel (20 to 30 lbs.), portions of which
I intend to distribute among my neighbours, so that its growth here in

Waikato may be well tested.

^'Judging by the growth of the small plat I have, I estimate

the weight of cane that could be grown on an acre at from 15 to 20

tons at the least, from which I should say about a ton of seed could be

obtained.

** Not wishing to interfere with the growth of the seed, I did not cut any

of the canes for the purpose of expressing the juice, save a few only by way
of experiment, from which I am led to beheve—first, that the very large and
the very small canes yield comparatively poor saccharine juice ; and second,

that medium-sized canes, of say three-quarters of an inch in diameter at

their lowest joint, are far the richest in that respect ; as a rule those ex-

ceeding an inch and those under two-thirds of an inch respectively at their

measures

richness of juice.
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" I think, therefore, that to obtain plants rich in sugar, while the

seeds should he planted in rows 3 feet apart, the hills should not be more

than 2 feet apart, with 3 to 4 seeds m each hill ; this would tend to

encourage the growth of moderate-sized canes rich in sugar. From a

farming point of view I should say the Sorghum should be a very useful

fodder plant, coming in when pastures are generally parched up
;
and. as it

can be sown late, land under turnips in winter can easily be prepared for^ it

late in spring, when the turnips are eaten off.

sugar be successfully extracted from it, it is a plant that will evidently

While

Waikato

In

quality and with ordinary treatment, thinking it a fairer test than by forcing

the plants on extra rich soil."

Mr. W. Tetley of Paeroa reports to Mr The

It

Sorghum (grown from the two parcels of seed which you kindly sent me,

off that which Mr. Justice GilHes had in such a public-spirited manner

placed at your disposal) was planted on the 1st and 2ad November,

grew to a height of from 10 feet G inches to 12 feet.

" I planted it on a plat of ground which I considered too wet to grow

potatoes, and the season has been rather unfavourable, otherwise I think it

would have grown considerably higher and heavier.

" The weight of cane produced per acre of Honduras and Early Amber

(cut as directed, and stripped of leaves) was 13 tons 5 cwt. and 18 tons

3 cwt. respectively.

(( (with

6 qts. 1-86 pts. of juice, one gaUon of which weighed 10 lbs. 2 oz., and

yielded 2 lbs. of treacle.

«' The quantity of juice to the acre will therefore be about 460 gals,

from the Honduras, and 630 gals, from the Early Amber, or 920 lbs. and

1,260 lbs. of treacle to the acre respectively."

Mr. S. Meiklejohn, of Matakana, is reported as follows in the news-

papers :-" From Mr. S. Meiklejohn, Matakana, we have received a sample

of syrup made from Sorghum grown upon liis farm this season. He states

that he got some seed from Mr. Justice Gillies, through Mr. Lavers, Queen-

street, and that he planted it on land which produced four tons of potatoes

to the acre. He sowed it in drills three feet apart, and it grew to the height

of eight to ten feet. He beheves it should be planted in drills not less than

six feet apart. When beginning to seed he crushed sufficient cane to pro-

duce 35 gallons of juice, which he boiled down to 4 gallons. When the

cane was fully ripe he crushed sufficient to yield 10 gallons of juice, and

got 17 lbs. of syrup or molasses, a sample of which he has sent to us. The
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syrup is very good, and would doubtless be very suitable in a family where

there is a number of children. It is free from any uui>leasant flavour, and

had it been properly treated for sugar-production would no doubt have

yielded more or less dry sugar. Mr, Meiklejohn is of opinion that there

would be no difficulty in gro-^ing a crop that would yield from 120 to 150

gallons per acre, a (Quantity which we think is considerably under-estimated.

With power of some kind to drive the crusher, he believes a crop of Sorghum
could be gi'own and harvested with less risk and trouble than a crop of oats.

He has found the seed to be valuable feed for ^fowls, and the strippings, or

crushed canes, good cattle-food."

From my own experience, therefore, and the testimony thus afforded

me, I think I am warranted in saying that on average land, properly

cultivated, as for a crop of maize, a crop of Early Amber cane of 15 tons to

the acre, topped and stripped, may be reasouably expected. On poor soils,

or if not kept clean from weeds, or in iinfavourable seasons, the yield may
be less

; on rich soil, well cultivated, and in favourable seasons, the yield

may be much greater. So much for the growth of the plant. I now come
to its economic vahie.

That it is eagerly eaten by cattle and horses in all stages of its growth,
but more especially as it comes on towards ripening, I can speak from my
own experience, as well as from the testimony of others. And, as Mr. Johns
points out, it may be planted after turnips are fed off,—or, as Mr. Banks has

proved, after an early crop of potatoes has been taken, and come in as

green food for stock in March, when our Aucldand pastures are much burnt
up. If the cane is kept for syrup- or sugar-making, the seed is most
valuable for fowls. This brings me to my experiments in syrup- and sugar-

making during the past season.

And here I may say that these experiments, though not altogether

successful, are at least instructive, and may lead up to better success in the.

future either by myself or others. The crushing-mill I used was a No.

Victor mill (the smallest size), manufactured by the Blymyer Manufactur-

ing Company, Cincinnati, U.S.A., price $50 or £10. (With freight per

rail and mail steamer,' it cost me here £16 8s. 6d.) It has worked

admirably, although I have not been able yet to get it to turn out what the

makers say it can do, namely—40 gallons of juice per hour. The greatest

quantity I have obtained was 21 gallons per hour ; but this may be owing

to the slow pace of the horses used. The boiler used was of copper, and

was made in Auckland, 4^6 X 2-3 x 2-3, capacity gallons. The
evaporator made in Auckland was of galvanized iron, 9 feet long x 3^ feet

wide X 8 inches deep. The boiler I found well suited to the work, but the

evaporator was not satisfactory. They cost respectively £7 and £4 10s.
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On 6th April last I received from Mr. Joseph Banks two tons of Early

Amber cane, topped, but unstripped. Although the seed had so far ripened

that the birds had nearly stripped it, the cane and leaves were very green

owing probably to the unusually moist and cold season. Next day I began

my experiments. I weighed one stalk with leaves on, 1 lb. 5 oz., put it

through the mill, when the dry residuum (or bagasse) weighed 9 oz., showing

57 per cent, ofjuice obtained. As the juice, however, was very green, I slacked

the mill rollers a little and stripped the cane. An average of 12 canes

stripped showed 10 lbs. weight or 13'3 oz. per cane. At a later stage of

crushing I found 82 canes yielded 3 gallons of juice, weighing 11 lbs. per

gallon or 6'44 oz. juice per cane. This is equal to 48-3 per cent, of juice to

cane, but on the total crushing of one ton I actually realized only 41-25 per

cent, or 84 gallons. This I crushed at the rate of 12 gallons per hour, but in

my subsequent crushings, with a faster walking horse, I made 21 gallons per

hour. The juice was caught from the mill in graduated galvanized iron buckets

and poured at once into the boiler ; it showed a density of 11 at a temperature

of 66° F. The fresh juice did not affect blue litmus, but after standing for

an hour or two in the boiler it made the litmus a deep indigo colour. The

weather in the afternoon was very wet, and as I had no shelter for the canes,

they were wet while passing through the mill, thereby to some slight extent

affecting the juice. In consequence of the rain I did not proceed to boil

and evaporate till next morning. I then found the juice from the top of

the boiler weigh 101b. 10 oz. per gallon, owing no doubt to part of the sohd

matter having settled to the bottom. The litmus showed a blue purple

colour. Having lit the fire (of Kamo coal) I kept the juice constantly

skimmed throughout the whole process. When the thermometer indicated

150° F., I added about one quart of cream of lime, stimng it well into the

juice. My impression now is that I added too much lime, and that it was

not of proper quaHty. I could not obtain pure shell hme, and had to use

Mahurangi hydi-aulic lime, recently slaked, which I found by another ex-

periment rendered the juice acrid. One hour and a quarter from the fire

being lit, the juice was boiling. Having allowed it to boil for a few minutes,

I drew the fire and allowed the juice to settle. Having allowed sufficient

time for that purpose, I began to di'aw off into the evaporator, but finding a

good deal of sedimentary matter still in the juice, and my stopcocks not

working properly, I was obliged to dip out the hot juice with buckets and

strain it through a clean cornsack into the evaporator. It was then clear

and of a dark amber colour. Not wishing to allow the temperature

to get below 150° F., I did not take all the juice from the boiler,

only about 50 to 55 gallons, and at once started the fire under the

evaporator. I then added sulphurous acid until litmus began to redden.
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I kept the juice in the evaporator constantly boiling till I found the

thermometer indicate 220° F. as the boiling-point. The temperature,

however, must have been much higher, as the original boiling-point of the

juice indicated only 210*^, and I subsequently found that my thermometers

could not be relied upon at those high temperatures. As soon as 220° was

indicated I drew the fire, but the syrup, which had then thickened very

rapidly, contmued for a long time in a state of ebullition. All the time of

evaporating I kept the juice stirred with wooden paddles to prevent burning,

but, in spite of all my care, a portion of the syrup got burnt. As soon as

possible I ladled out the syrup, which was now of the consistence of thick

treacle, into a 25-gallon cask, and found that I had about 10 gallons of syrup

of a rich brown colom\ The cask I placed in a room with a fire to keep

the temperature up to 80°, the atmospheric temperature being only 66°.

Next morning I found one of the hoops had slipped, and treacle was oozing

through between some of the staves. For several days the heat was kept

up to 80° to 84°, but, there being no sign of crystallization, I di'ew off the

treacle, of which there were about 5 gallons, the remainder seeming to be

a yellowish treacle in a frothv condition. I have since been informed that

this was saccharate of lime.

On the 10th April I tried a second experiment with the balance of Mr.

Banks' cane supplemented by sufficient of my own to make up a ton. This

we crushed at the rate of 21 gallons per hour. The fresh juice w^eighed

11-0 lbs. per gallon, showing a density of 12 at a temperature of 68° F.

Obtained 80 gallons of juice from the ton, but, in the boiling, just after

adding the lime, the whole thing suddenly boiled over and was destroyed.
w

The cause I cannot tell, unless it may be connected with the state of the

juice from Mr. Banks' cane, which had lain exposed to heavy rain for

three days.

On the 11th I again crushed a ton of cane. This was of my own grow-

ing, fresh cut, and much riper than the former cane used. From it I

obtained 78 gallons of juice, showing a density of 13-5 at a temperature of

62° F. This I boiled as before, but on this occasion used pure shell lime,

which gave a much better result in clearing the juice, so that, when it came

into the evaporator, it was a light amber colour. Added sulphurous acid as

before to neutralize excess of lime, and continued evaporating carefully to

avoid burning until the syrup had obtained, as I thought, a sufficient

density—as I could not trust my thermometers. When it cooled, however,

I found it had not been sufficiently evaporated, so that on this occasion

also I failed to produce a crystallizable syrup. My public duties pre-

vented my fiu'ther experimenting during the past season. I may here

mention, however, that Mr. Skey, the Government Analyist, in the month
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of May analyzed a portion of my crop, then still standing, and found it

produce 7-12 per cent, of sugar, of which a very small proportion was

uncrystallizable. I hope that the teachings of my failures will enable me

to be more successful nest j'ear.

But I have succeeded in making sugar. A portion of the treacle made

from my first crushing I distributed, and a portion was used for household

purposes. About 2^ gallons were put into an earthenware jar, and left m

a storeroom. On looking at this jar some two months after, I found a de-

posit of crystalUzed sugar an inch thick all over the sides and bottom of

the jar. This I took and strained through a sieve under pressure and

obtained about 5 lbs. of sugar.

Of the quahty you can judge for yourselves from the samples I now place

before you. It is, I beHeve, the first sugar produced in New Zealand. I

also present you with samples of the treacle.

Summary of results proved by experiments.

1. That from 12 to 18 tons of topped and stripped cane per acre can be

produced on average soils with ordinary culture.

2. That 50 per cent, of the weight of stripped cane can be expressed.

have averaged over 41 per cent, on 3 tons,—or 80-66 gallons.

3. That the juice averages over 11 lbs. per gallon, weight.

4.' That the juice must be evaporated to one-fifth of its bulk to produce a

crystallizable syrup.

5. That the main difficulties are the evaporation and crystallization.

I

Art. XXXIV.—0« the Growth of the Cork Oak in Auckland.

By Mr. Justice Gillies.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 2Sth August, 1882.]

In the public newspapers, and in the utterances of members of ParUa-

mentary committees for the encouragement of native industries, we periodi-

cally find suggestions as to the introduction of the growth of the cork oak

in New Zealand. The following facts may, therefore, be not uninteresting

as affording data by which to judge of the economic value of the cork oak

in New Zealand.

In the year 1855, the late Dr. Sinclair planted close to his house, near

Symonds Street, a young cork oak, received from Kew. It is now about

40 feet in height, 14 feet from the ground to the first branch, with a

spread of top of about 40 feet in diameter. The trunk at 3 feet from

the ground is 5-8 ft. in circumference after stripping. For several years past

it has produced acorns, from which the present occupant of the grounds,
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tliem liberally tliroiigliout New Zealand. In

young

TU'

weigh, the first stripping being of little or no commercial value. In

February last I again stripped it, and after drying the bark found the pro-

duct to be 70 lbs. weight of good marketable cork, fit for pint corks, as I

am informed by Mr. Button, the cork-cutter, who was present at the strip-

ping, and states it to be worth at least 60s. per cwt.

It will thus be seen that the trees must be 25 to 27 years old before pro-

ducing any return, and then every five years may produce 70 lbs. to 100 lbs.

weight of marketable cork. The produce improves in quality by each strip-

ping. On comparing the New Zealand product with the imported bark, it

•is evident that the annual gi'owth of the bark in Auckland is quite equal to

that of the import.

I present herewith to the museum a sheet of the cork of last stripping,

3 feet 4 inches by 1 foot 4 inches, which shows the character and quality of

the cork, and is, I bchevo, the first produced in New Zealand. I also pre-

sent a section of one of the branches, showing the mode of growth of the

virgin cork.

Akt. XXXV.

—

The Naturalized Plants of the Auckland Provincial District.

By T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S., Curator of the Auckland Museum.
IRcad before the AucJclaud Institute, 30th Novcmher, 1882.]

The wonderful rapidity with which plants alien to the New Zealand Flora

have estabhshed themselves in this country, the rate at which they have

spread through the length and breadth of the land, and the marked effect

that they have produced and doubtless will continue to iJroduce on the

indigenous vegetation, are facts so patent that they cannot escape the notice

of the most incurious person. And it is a remarkable circumstance that

most of these plants are of European origin. A stranger lauding at any
one of the chief ports in the colony might almost fancy himself to bo in a

corner of the northern hemisphere, if the appearance of the vegetation were
his only guide. The sturdy and irrepressible plants that occupy the waste

places and roadsides of a European town meet him on his arrival here •

the weeds of the pastures and meadows are mostly the same ; the cultivated

fields and gardens are invaded by the same unwelcome and troublesome

intruders here as there. And when he comes to carry his observations

further into the country, and makes acquaintance with its true flora, still

he finds, however far he may extend his travels, that there is no corner,
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remote and apparently inaccessible tliougli it may be, into wbicli some of

these species of nortlieru origin have not foimd their way, and thrust out a

portion of the original possessors of the soil.

No part of New Zealand is better suited for studying this " replacement

of species "—as it is aptly termed by Sir Joseph Hooker—than the dis-

trict of Auckland. Possibly in portions of the Canterbury Plains the des-

truction of the native plants and the estabishment of foreign ones in their

place may be more complete over large continuous areas than anywhere in

Auckland ; but this is a consequence of extensive cultivation, coupled with

sameness of physical conditions, and the number of species naturalized is

comparatively small. The mildness of the northern cHmate, warm and

moist without being too hot, is not only favourable to the common weeds of

Northern and Central Europe, some of which exhibit a luxuriance rarely

seen in their native country, hut allows many plants from warmer climes to

become naturalized by their side,- so that the total number of species intro-

duced is large indeed. To mention one instance,—the little County of

Eden, Avhich includes simply the Auckland Isthmus, and cannot have a

greater area than about 25,000 or 30,000 acres, supports nearly 850 natu-

rahzed plants, all of spontaneous origin, and maintaining themselves

without direct assistance fi'om man ; or, as in most cases it would be

more correct to say, in spite of his efforts to destroy them. This is a

numher almost identical with that of the indigenous species of Phsenogams

found in the same area.

The only attempt hitherto made to catalogue the naturahzed plants of

Auckland is that of Mr. Kirk, in the Transactions of the New Zealand

Institute, vol. ii. In a vahmble paper, entitled " On the Naturalized

Plants of New Zealand " (but which deals solely with those of Auckland),

he enumerates 292 species. From this number, however, it appears to me

that 31 must be struck out, either as being indigenous, or incon-ectly mtro-

duced by previous writers on New Zealand botany, or as being now extinct.

This would leave 261 as truly naturalized. In some subseftucnt papers Mr.

Kirk adds a few additional species, raising the number to 283. In the ap-

pended catalogue I give the names of 387 species, with particulars of their

distribution ; 104 being recorded for the first time. I have taken some

little trouble in collecting statistics respcctmg these 387 species, and it will be

useful to give a brief abstract before proceeding to discuss why it is that so

large a number of foreign plants have been able to estabhsh themselves here

and why they should have such an apparent advantage over the native flora.

First as to their origin. Naturalized plants as a rule have wide ranges,

and are often found in an indigenous condition (so far as we can judge) over

half a continent or more. Whether this is due to naturalization at a remote
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period through the agency of man, du-ect or indirect, or whether it is that

in addition to possessing great flexibility of character and conse(iuent power
of adapting themselves to varied conditions, they have also been able to

spread widely by natural means of migi-ation, it is now for the most part

impossible to say— probably both causes have operated. Their wide ranges,

however, make it difficult to state their distribution with exactness, but the

following will be found to be a sufficiently close approximation. 280 are

natives of Europe, many of them also ranging into temperate Asia and

our
important to specify these. 10 species, not European, are from the eastern

portion of North America, and 4 are from the western side of the same
W

continent. This will make a total of 294 species introduced from the north
temperate zone. From Australia, notwithstanding its nearness to us, we
have only received 10 ; from Chili and the cool portions of South America,

9; from the Cape of Good Hope, 21. The number naturahzed from the

south temperate zone is thus only 40. Finally, there are 58 species from
the subtropical and tropical portions of both hemispheres, most having a
very wide distribution.

With respect to the habit and duration of the species, only 31 are trees

or shrubs, the remaining 356 being herbaceous. Of this latter number 176
are annual, 28 biennial, 152 perennial. The large proportion of annual
species is noteworthy, as in the indigenous flora nearly all the herbaceous

plants are of perennial growth.

If it is endeavoured to divide the species into groups according to the

nature of theii' habitats, it will be found that nearly two-thirds fall, in about

equal numbers, into three classes: first, weeds of cultivated lands and
gardens

; second, mhabitants of meadows or fields ; thu-d, plants of road-

sides or waste places. Of the remaining third a considerable proportion

are escapes from gardens, or other plants whose position it is difficult to

define at present, and which occujDy very various stations : littoral, paludal,

sylvestral, etc.

Finally, we find that the species belong to 233 genera, arranged in 60
orders. The orders best represented a.ve,—GraminecB, with 60 species,

Composites 51, Leguminosa 35, Crucifem 20, Caryophyllece 15, Rosacece 14.

Of the genera no less than 182 are without indigenous representatives
in this country, and 16 of the orders are in the same position. The large

our
naturahzed flora is of a very diversified character ; and the fact that most
of the genera have no indigenous species, proves that naturalized plants, to

succeed in any countiy, need not have any close affinity with the pre-exist-
ing inhabitants.
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With

general subject of the naturalization of plants in New Zealand and to

attempt an answer to the question why the native vegetation should ap-

parently be unable to hold its own against the numerous intruders stream-

ing in on every side. In considermg the subject, it appears to me most

important to bear constantly in mind that the conditions of plant-life now

prevailing in New Zealand are in great measure diilcrent to those that

existed when European voyagers first visited its shores. When Cook

landed here the whole country was covered with a dense native vegetation,

hardly interfered with by man. The cultivations of the Maoris were small

in area, and as they rarely tilled the same plot of ground for many years in

succession, preferring to abandon it when the soil showed signs of exhaus-

tion and to mate new clearings elsewhere, there was Uttle chance of the

establishment and gradual development of a race of indigenous weeds. In

fact, it can be roundly said that the New Zealand Flora contained no such

class. At that time there were no herbivorous animals of any kind, either

wild or domesticated, to graze upon the vegetation, or to interfere with it

in any way. Thus no chock existed to the growth of many species which

can now hardly hve in a district where our introduced cattle are abundant.

And the repeated burning off, year after year, of large tracts of open

country, was then a circumstance almost unknown. The Maori rarely

wantonly destroyed the vegetation, and if he used fire in making his new

clearings generally took precautions that it should not spread further than

was absolutely required. It is hardly necessary to dwell longer on this

point; for all must admit that the advent of European settlers and the

colonization of the country have brought into operation a set of conditions

injurious to both the indigenous fauna and flora. The chief of these con-

ditions may be conveniently grouped under three heads -.—first, the actual

destruction of the vegetation by the settlers to make room for their cultiva-

tions, or in the construction of roads, or in the cutting down of the forests

for timber, etc., etc. :-second, the introduction of sheep, cattle and horses

and their spread over the greater part of the country :—third, the practice,

now very generally followed, of burning off the vegetation in the open dis-

2ular

If the above facts are duly considered there will not be so much cause

for wonder in the introduction and rapid spread of so many foreign plants.

For instance, it might be expected that the weeds of our corn-fields and

pastures—which now form such an important and conspicuous element in

the naturalized Flora—would be almost wholly composed of introductions

from abroad. The native Flora possessed few plants suitable for the places

^.^ !,„„„ foi.^v, o,-,;« fiioco faTP rrinld hardlv comoete with a chance of
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success against species that have from time immemorial occupied the cultiva-

tions of mau, and Tvhose best adapted varieties have been rigorously selected.

The introduced weeds flourish and multiply because they have an environ-

ment suited to them, and to which they have been modified
;
the native

different

they had been accustomed to.

Similarly it was to be expected that foreign plants would in some degi-ee

displace the indigenous ones in districts grazed over but not actually culti-

vated. Many native species will not bear repeated cropping, and soon

decrease in numbers when cattle or sheep are brought in. Their places

will, therefore, be taken by plants that are indifferent to this, or escape by

reason of being unpalatable. It hardly needs pointing out that many of our

introduced species are in this category. The common thistle, for instance,

is protected by its pricldy leaves ; the docks and buttercups, and many

labiate plants, are rejected by stock, save when food is scarce,^ on account

of their unpleasant taste ; while most grasses and some leguminous plants

may be eaten down repeatedly without suffering much permanent injury.

It is obvious that these species would have a good chance of spreading if

introduced into a district where sheep and cattle are numerous. At the

same time it must be remembered that any native plants possessing similar

advantages would also increase ; and in many cases this has actually taken

place. The spread of such indigenous plants as Poa australis and Biscaria

in the river valleys in the interior of Nelson and Canterbury ;
of Cassinia on

the shores of Cook Straits ; and of some grasses (as Danthonia semiannu-

lai'is and Microlmia stipoides) in Auckland, are well-known examples, and it

would be easy to enumerate more.

But although we may safely credit the changed conditions of plant-life

with bemg a powerful reason for the spread of naturalized plants in New

Zealand, it is impossible to consider it as the .sole explanation. For we

find that not a few species have penetrated into localities where cultivation

and cattle are alike unknown, and where man himself is a rare visitant

;

where, m fact, the conditions are still unchanged. This is the most inter-

esting part of the subject, for it proves conclusively, as remarked by Mr.

Darwin, that the mdigenous plants of any district are not necessarily those

best suited for it. In most cases it is impossible to assign any obvious

reason for the fact that these intruders should be able to thrust on one side

the native vegetation; but it is significant that all, or nearly all, are

common and widely distributed in their native countries ; in short, are pre-

dominant species ; and that they have followed almost everywhere the foot-

steps of man, being as extensively naturalized in many other countries as

in New Zealand, We may, therefore, suppose that by long-continued
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competition with other species, in different localities and in different climates,

they have gained a vigour of constitution and a faculty of adapting them-

selves to a great variety of conditions which enable them to readily over-

come plants that have not been so advantageously modified.

This supposition will also throw some light on the curious fact that the

vast majority of our plants are of northern origin. It is now generally

admitted by geologists that the present continents are of immense antiquity,

and that there has been no great alteration in the relative proportions of

land and water during vast geological epochs. Mr. Darwin therefore argues

that as the northern hemisphere has probably always possessed the most

extensive continuous land area, so the wonderfully aggressive and colonizing

power of its plants at the present time is due to development where the

competition of species has been the most severe and long continued, owing

to the presence of facilities for natural migration. The plants of the com-

paratively isolated countries of the southern hemisphere have not been

subjected to the same degree of competition, and consequently could not be

so advantageously modified.

It is diflScult to predict the ultimate result of the struggle between the

invaders and the natives. Many naturalists beheve that the foreign species

will succeed in displacing and exterminating a large section of the indigenous

flora. Mr. Travers, for instance, goes so far as to say*—'' Such, in effect,

with

um
un:

of view, the introduced would succeed in displacing the indigenous fauna and

flora." Also, in his presidential address to the Wellington Philosophical

Society,! he states :

—

'' Indeed, I have no doubt, from the present compara-

tive rarity of many plants which were formerly found in abundance in such

districts " (the sub-alpine portions of Nelson), '' that in a few years our only

knowledge of them will be derived from the dried specimens in our her-

baria." Kirk

the naturalization of plants in New Zealand, and whose views are there-

fore entitled to careful consideration, takes a much more hopeful view

of the future of the native flora. In a paper on the naturalized plants

of Port Nicholson,! he says :—" At length a turning-point is reached, the

invaders lose a portion of their vigour and become less encroaching,

while the indigenous plants find the struggle less severe and gradually

recover a portion of their lost ground, the result being the gradual

amalgamation of those kinds best adapted to hold their own in the

• Trans. N.Z. Inat., vol ii., p. 312. t Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. iv., p. 359.

X Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 363.

18
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struggle for existence with the introduced forms, and the restriction of
hose less favoiu-ably adapted to habitats which afford them special advan-

tages. Further on in thp samp nvfiVin \r.. Kirk
our

- ^*- v.^v^,.ij, ouaniag Liittt lutf particular
species for which this danger is to be feared might almost be counted upon
one's fingers.

own
than to those of Mr. Travers. I can certainly find little evidence in support

extinct.
will

lik
Helena where there is little variety of climate and physical conditions, and
where the native plants have been subjected to fai- more disadvantageous
mHuences, and to a keener competition with introduced forms, than in
T^ew Zealand, the process of naturalization has not gone so far as to stamp
out the whole of the indigenous vegetation, although great and remarkable
changes have been effected, and many species have become extinct. I fail
to see why it is assumed that a greater effect will be produced in New Zea-

varieties
tion, and climate. Surely its far-stretching coast-line, bold cliffs, and exten-
sive sand-dunes, its swamps and moorlands, its lofty mountains and wide-
spreading forests, wUl afford numerous places of refuge for its plants until
sufficient time has been aUowed for the gradual development of varieties
better smted to the changed conditions. No doubt some few species will
become extinct

;
but these will be mostly plants whose distribution was

arrived
all will be species that have for some time been slowly tending towards
extinction, and whose final exit has thus only been hastened. I cannot
call to mn:d a single case of a plant known to be ^videly distributed when
settlement commenced that is at present in any danger of extinction.
bpecies have been banished from cultivated districts, of course, but they are
still abundant in other situations, and probably there will always be a suffi-
cient area of unoccupied and uncultivated lands to afford them a secure
tome.

Speaking generally, I am inclined to believe that the struggle between
the naturahzed and the native floras wiU result in a limitation of the
range of the native species rather than in their actual extermination. We
must be prepared to see many plants once common become comparatively
rare, and possibly a limited number_I should not estimate it at more
than a score or two-may altogether disappear, to be only known to us in
the future by the dried specimens preserved in our museums
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Catalogue of Naturalized Plants

observed in the Provincial District of Auckland.

(Tlio3e species not previously recorded are marked with an asterisk.)

acns

9t

91

M

Kanunculaceje.

L. Meadows in several localities, but not common.

(Europe.)

repensy L. Damp pastures and waste places. Whan-

garei ; vicinity of Auckland ; Walliatq district, etc.

(Europe.)

bulbosus, L. Plentiful in meadows, by roadsides, etc., through-

out the provincial district. (Europe.)

*
,, Jursutns, Curtis. {R. philonotis, Elir.) Plentiful near Auckland,

and in many of the country districts southwards to the Wai-

kato. This species has increased very largely during the

last five or six years. (Europe.)

iJloritSy L. Of common occuiTence in pastures, and waste

places. Auckland Isthmus; Thames; Coromandel; Wai-

kato; etc. It must not be confounded with the R. parvi-

florus var. auslraUs of the Handbook, which is indigenous

in the Auckland district, and which to me appears
r

to have good claims to rank as a distinct species.

(Europe.)

*
,, mitricatusy L. Local. Bay of Islands ; waste places near Auck-

land ; Onehunga. (Europe.)

pnsillus, Poir. Recorded by Mr. Buchanan from the island of

Kaw^au. I suspect some mistake, as the true /?. piisillus is a

North American plant, and not at all likely to occur in New

Zealand, (N, America.)

* Aquilegia vulgaris, L. Occasionally seen as a garden escape, but is by no

means common. (Eixrope.)

* Nigella damascena, L. A garden escape in light soils near Auckland. (8.

Europe.) One or two species of the alUed genus Delphinium

are also £i-ec[uently seen, but they do not permanently estab-

J)

lish themselves.

Papa\^bace^,

Papaver rhceas, L. Cultivated fields, not common. Mongonui ; Auckland

Alexandra. (Europe.)

* somnif9>

(Europe.)

Fumaria officinaUs, L. Has become a troublesome weed in light soils in

some parts of the Auckland Isthmus. (Europe.)
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w

* Eachscholtzia californica^ Cham, An escape from gardens in light dry

soils. Devonport ; Mt. Eden ; covering the greater part of a

field at Panmure in 1879. (California.)

Crucifer^.

Nasturtium officinale^ Br. Now ahundant in streams and swamps through-

out the district, and attaining a size unknown in Europe.

(Europe.)

Barharea precox, Br, This is frequently seen in all the settled districts,

but is nowhere very plentiful. (Europe.)

Alyssum maritimnni, L, Beach at Kororareka, Bay of Islands ; Gisborne,

plentiful in January, 1880. (S. Europe.)

Cochlearia armaracia, L. Maintains itself in deserted gardens, but can

hardly be considered truly naturalized. (Europe.)

SisymhHum officinale^ L. Waste places, roadsides, etc., pretty generally

distributed. (Europe.)

,, paiinonicumy Jacq. I take this fi*om Mr. Kirk's list. (Trans, ii,,

p. 185.) I have never seen it. (Europe.)

* Camelina sativa^ L. Local. Bemuera and one or two other places in the

vicinity of Auckland. (Europe.)

Brassica oUracea^ L. Plentiful in littoral situations, particularly in the
4

northern portions of the district. (Europe.)

,, campestriSf L. This, with its sub-species B, rapa and B, napris, is

plentiful everywhere in cultivated ground. (Europe.)

,, nigra, Boiss. (Sinajns, L.) Waste places near Auckland, scarce.

(Europe.)

„ sinapistrumy Boiss. (Sinapis arvemis, L.) A weed in cultivated
r

fields, tolerably frequent, (Europe.)

„ alba, Boiss. {Sinapis, L.) Remuera ; cornfields near Otahuhu.

(Europe.)

Capsella bursa-pastoris, DO. Frequent through the settled portions of the

district. (E urope.)

Smebiera coronopus, Poir. Waste places, not common. Bay of Islands

;

Thames; Onehunga. (Europe.)

,, didyma, Pers. Throughout the district, most abundant, espe-

cially in waste places near the sea, (Temperate South

America ?)

Lepidium ruderale, L. Open situations near the sea, and in waste places

throughout the Waikato district. (Europe.)

smithii, Hook. Pastures near Alexandra. (Europe,)

„ sativum, L. A garden escape. Hardly naturalized, though com-

mon in a cultivated condition. (Europe.)
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Rapistrum rugosuvi, Berg. In the summer of 1876 this plant appeared in

great abundance on the Barraclc HiU, Auckland, now known

as the Albert Park. The grading and laying out of the park

during the past year has nearly destroyed it, but a few speci-

mens still linger in the adjoining streets and unoccupied

allotments. (Europe.)

Raphanus sativus, L. This has thoroughly established itself in littoral

situations, on sand-hills, etc. Mongonui ; Bay of Islands ;

near Auckland ; Thames ; Raglan, etc. (Europe.)

Eesedace^.

* Reseda luteola, L. A garden weed in a few locaUties near Auckland.

(Europe

VlOL&KIE^.

* Viola tricolor, L., var. arvensis. Near Auckland, scarce. (Europe.)

PoLYGAIiE^

Polygala myrtifolia, L. A garden escape, but well estabhshed at Northcote

and several other places in the vicinity of Auckland. (Cape

of Good Hope.)

Caryophylle^ .

* Dianthm armeria, L. Fields near Alexandra and other places in the

"Waikato. (Europe.)

Saponaria vaccaria, L. A garden escape near Auckland. (Europe.)

Silene inflata, Sm. Near Otahuhu ; Hamilton ;
Matamata. (Europe.)

„ anglica, L. A common weed throughout the district. The variety

quinqiievulmra is the most abundant. (Europe.)

* „ noctiflora, L. Fields at Matamata, February, 1880. (Europe.)

Lychnis flos-cuculi, L. Pastures at Whangarei, scarce. (Europe.)

githago, Linn, A weed in cornfields, often seen. (Europe.)

Cerastium glomeratum, Thuill. A common weed throughout the district.

(Europe.)

triviale, Link. Abundant with the preceding. (Europe.)

Stellaria media, L. Universally distributed throughout the district, es-

pecially in rich light soils. (Europe.)

„ graminea, L. Panmure ; and the larva fields around Mt. Wel-

lington. (Europe.)

renaria serpyllifolia, L. Devonport; Penrose; Panmure; and other places

in the vicinity of Auckland. (Europe.)

igina apetala, L. North Head, Waitemata, where it has regularly ap-

peared every spring, for several years, on rocks just above

high-water mark. Penrose ; Onehunga ; Newmarket ; etc.

(Europe.)
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Spergvla arvmsis, L. A common weed in cultivated fields. (Europe.)

Vohjcarpon tetraphtjlhtm, L. A common roadside weed, also copiously natu-

ralized on sand-hills in tlae north. (Europe.)

PORTULACACE^.

Portulaca oleracea^ L. A troublesome weed in gardens in light soil. (S.

Europe and TropiCs.)

* Calandrinia caulescens, H.B.K- I am indebted to Mr. Luke for specimens

of this from the vicinity of Otahuhu, where in 1881 it

appeared in abundance in a freshly-sown grass field.

(Peru.)

,, sp. A small white-flowered species of this genus, which I

have been unable to identify, has become plentiful in stony

places by the South Eoad near Penrose, and thence to One-

hunga. (S. America ?)

H^PERICINEiE.

Htjpnicum androsamum, Jj. A garden escape. Papakura; near Alexandra.

(Europe.)

„ per/oratmn, L, Near Auckland ; Helensville ; common in many
localities in the Waikato and Upper Thames districts, espe-

cially at Matamata. (Europe.)

,, humifusumy L. Whangarei ; Eemuera ; St. John's College
;

"Waitakerei ; and other localities near Auckland. Usually

prefers stiff clay soils. (Europe.)

Malvace.^ .

Malva sylrestris, L. Waste places near Auckland ; and at the Thames ; rare.

(Europe.)

„ 7'nfinidijolia, L. Vicinity of Auckland; Otahuhu ; Ngaruawahia;

Hamilton ; etc. (Europe.)

* ,, veiiiclUata, L. In immense abundance in and near Auckland, often

covering unoccupied allotments, waste jplaces, etc., with a

dense growth 3-4 feet high. Also plentiful at the Thames,

Coromandel, and in most of the country townships.

(Europe.)

^
,, imitifiora, L. "Waste places near Auckland, but not common.

(Europe.)

Modwla miiUiJida^ Moench. Plentiful in pastures and by roadsides in all

cultivated districts. It must have been an early inti'oduction,

for it was nearly as abundant and as widely distributed in

1863 as now. (Eastern states of North America.)

Lavatera arboreal L. An occasional garden escape. Panmure ; Onehunga;

Manukau Heads; Hamilton. (S. Europe.)
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LlNE-ffi.

Unum nsitatminmm, L. An escape from cultivation in a few localities.

(Europe.)

„ marginale, A. Cunn. Abundant throughout the district, especially

in meadows and by roadsides. Considered to be indigenous

by Mr. Kirk. (Australia.)

* „ gaUicum, L. Near Lake Pupuke ; vicinity of Auckland ;
Onehunga.

Not common ; first seen in 1876. (S. Europe

Geraniace^.

if
(Cape.)

* Gera7tium rohertiamm, L. A few plants of this were seen at Devon-

port three years ago, but it has apparently died out.

(Europe.)

Erodium cicnUanum, L. A common plant by roadsides and in waste places.

(Europe.)

„ mo$chatum, L. An abundant weed, especially in light soils.

(Europe.)

waritimuni, L. In littoral situations. Mongonui ;
Bay of Islands

;

Waiwera. (Europe.)

* Oxalis variabiHs, Lindl. Frequently estabUshes itself in the vicinity of

gardens. (Cape.)
_

* cernua, Thuub. This species has become a troublesome weed in

gardens near Auckland, particularly in the large nursery

establishments of Messrs. J. Mason and D. Hay. Its nume-

rous tubers make it difficult to eradicate. (Cape.)

* din

common. (Cape.)

*= Tropczolum wajus, L. A common garden escape, especially near Auckland.

(Peru.)

Ampelide-€.

if'
j~ -^ m ^^ ^ » -^ -i-—

F

wg V -^

Maori cultivations, etc. (Tropics.)

Sapindace.^

* Melianthus major, L. A garden escape. Near Mt. Eden
;
Taram

(Thames) ; etc. (Cape.)

Leguminos^.

sencea..„, Br. A common gai'den plant. It is included in Mr.

Kirk's list, but I have never seen it except in actual cultiva-

tion. (Cape.)

Ule^ europms, L. Plentiful throughout the whole district, and m many

localities exceedingly troublesome. (Em-ope.)
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CytUm Bcoparius, Link. Near Papatura ; Alexandra; Matamata; etc.

Medieaoi

urope

Cultivated fields, not common. (Europe.)
>>

91

luptiUna, L. Waste ^

out the district. (Eu:

dmticidata, Willd. Waste
out the district. Thi following

»>

polize many of the fields near Auckland, especially where the
soil is light and rich. (Europe.)

tnaculata, Sibth. GeneraUy distributed. (Europe.)
Melihtus officinalis, L. Fields and waste places, not so common as the

M

Trifolium

folloTving. (Europe.)

^emis, Wall. Plei

sea. (Europe.)
grounds

»i

jj

arveme, L. A few plants noticed in a field near Otahuhu in
December, 1876. Not since observed. (Europe.)

incamatum, L. Occasionally seen in pastures, especially in the
Waikato. (Europe.)

pratetise, L. Pastures and roadsides, common. (Europe.)
medium, L. Pastures, etc., not so common as the preceding.

(Europe.)

scahrum, L. Beach at Devonport ; abundant in December, 1880.
(Europe.)

„ glomeratum, L. Fields and roadsides throughout the district.

(Europe.)

„ hyhndnm, L. Clover fields in the Waikato, and in other locali-

ties. (Europe.)

repens, L. Fields and roadsides, universally distributed through-
out the district. (Europe.)

„ resupinatim, L. Mongonui Harbour and shores of Doubtless
Bay, abundant. I am also indebted to Mr. Esam for speci-
mens obtained near Helensville. (Europe.)

.. procumbens, L. Not uncommon in meadows in all the culti-
vated districts. (Europe.)

,
mijins, Sm. Abundant throughout the district. This mixes more

freely with the indigenous vegetation than any other species of
Trif,

urope
Lotus corntculatus, L. Pastures and roadsides, rather local at present, but

increasmg. (Europe.)

*
„ n^ajor, Scop. Eemuera

; near the Hunua railway station. (Europe.)
„ anffmtmimus,L. Eemuera

; first seen in 1881. (Europe.) a

.¥
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Psoralea pinnata, L. Included in Mr. Kirk's list. I have only seen it in

cultivation in gardens. (Cape.)

Indigofera viscosa, Lam. An occasional garden escape near Auckland.

(Tropics.)

Robinia pseud-acacia, L. Copiously naturalized in many places in the

Near Taupiri it has
Waikato country, formmg large groves,

established itself in places for several miles on the western

side of the river. (United States.)

Vicia sativa, L. Not uncommon in cultivated districts throughout the

district. (Europe.)

tetrasperma, Moench. A common and troublesome weed throughout

the district, from the North Cape to Poverty Bay. (Europe.)

hirsuta, Koch. Bay of Islands ; vicinity of Auckland, and southwards

>>

»5

Waikato (Europe.)

* Lens e^cnlenta, Gr. & Godr. This has become abundantly naturalized m

the Auckland Domain, having doubtless escaped from some

garden in the vicinity. (S. Europe.)

Lathyn^ odoratus, L. OccasionaUy establishes itself near gardens, but is

not likely to become permanently naturalized. (S. Europe.)

* latifolius, L. An occasional garden escape. (S. Europe.)

DoHchos Ugnosus, L. Spreads in neglected gardens, etc., but can hardly be

looked at in the light of a naturalized plant. (Tropical Asia.)

Acacia dealhata. Link. This increases by means of suckers in neglected

plantations, etc., and in some localities is fairly established.

(Australia.)

Alhizzia hphayitha, Willd. This was formerly largely planted about the mis-

sion stations and Maori settlements, and as it springs up readily

from seed, has in many cases formed large groves. (Australia.)

EOSACE.E.

Amygdahu persica, L. Deserted Maori plantations, etc., and often appear-

ing spontaneously in a variety of situations. (Central Asia.)

Prunus cerasus, L. Maintains itself in deserted Maori plantations and

foi-ming small groves. (S. Europe.)

salicifolia, Willd. Included I have only seen it

where actually planted. (Europe.)

m^br. ideus, L. An escape from cultivation, but well established in a few

localities. Lake Pupuke ; Hunua ; near Drury, etc. (Europe.)

fruticcus, L. Waste places, hedges, roadsides, etc. Now common

in most districts, and rapidly increasing. Several of the

haps the most frequent. (Europe
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.

— Tiota fU
i)

Fragana vesca, L. \ Both species are freriuently seen as escapes from

„ elatior, ElirJ cultivation. (Europe.)

* Potentilla reptans, L. Near HamUton, Waikato : a few nlants onlv ob-

served in 1879. (Europe

arvensis

Auckland

;

* Potenum sangtdsorba^ L.

dry pastures. Vicinity of

an. (Europe.)

md in the Wai-
kato. Not common, and perhaps intentionally sown m the

localities in which I have noticed it. (Europe).
Rosa ruhigimsa, L. Abundantly naturalized thi-oughout the district,

especially in the light pumiceous soils of the Upper Wai-
kato and Taupo districts. (Europe.)

„ canina, L. Hedges and waste places in the vicinity of Auckland, etc.

(Europe.)

Thsa multiflora, L. Often planted for hedges, and in favom-able situations

spreads considerably. (China.)

,, indica, L. A garden escape. (China.)

Crassulace-s;.

* Tillma {Bnlliarda) tricJiotoma, E. and L. (?). Sides of the South Road,
near Penrose, and spreading rapidly on the lava fields around

Mount Smart. I am doubtful as to the identification,

the descriptions in the ^' Flora Capensis" and in De Can-

dolle's '' Prodromus," the only ones to which I have access,

being very short and meagi-e. (Cape.)

THRARIE^

Lythrum hyssojn/olium , L. An abundant plant throughout the district,

in moist places, ditches, etc. (Europe.)

> J graefihi, Ten. Local. Remuera ; abundant near Ngaruawahia
;

Thames. (Europe.)

OnAGEARIE-(E.

(Enothei t hiennis, L. Not common. Near Auckland ; waste places about

Hamilton
; abandoned Maori cultivations at Matamata. (N.

America.)

stricta, L. Common in Ught soils throughout most parts of

the district. Yery partial to sandy flats near the sea. (N.

America.)

tetraptera, Cav. A garden escape in one or two localities near

Auckland. First seen in 1878. (West. N. America.)

CUCURBITACE^.

Citndlus vulgaris, Schrad. Often of spontaneous origin about Maori culti-

vations, but never permanently estabhshes itself. (Tropics.)
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Lagemria vvlgaris, L. This is the " hue " of the Maoris, doubtless intro-

duced by them, and still cultivated in many of their settle-

ments. As a naturalized plant it is in precisely the same

position as the preceding species. (Tropics.)

FiCOIDEiE.

* Mesemhrijanthemum edule, L. Naturalized on the sandy beach at Kohi-

marama, Auckland Harbour ; doubtless originally an outcast

from some garden in the vicinity. (Cape.)

Umbellifeeje.

ii/oli

as a weed in a few large market-gardens. (Europe.)

i< Conirun maculatum, L. A few plants of this were observed in some waste

ground at the Thames in 1880 ; but in a late visit to the

locality I did not observe it. (Europe.)

Aymim graveolens, L. Deserted gardens and waste places. Brackish-water

swamps between the Thames and Piako rivers, a situation

where it will probably spread. (Europe.)

eeptophyllum, A.DC. Mongonui township ; Bussell (Bay of Islands)

;

Kawau Island (T. Kirk) ; streets of Auckland ;
near Otahuhu,

etc. Considered by Mr. Kiik to be indigenous, an opinion

mth which I cannot agree. (Australia.)

* Ammi majus, L. Rare at present, but hkely to spread. Remuera

;

Auckland Domain. (Europe.)

Larum petroselinuM, Benth. {Petroselinwn sativum, Hoffm.) An escape from

cultivation, but plentiful in several localities, as on the lava-

fields round Mount Eden, etc. (Europe.)

Pi,n2'i^^dla saMfraga, L. I take this from Mr. Kirk's Ust. I have not

myself seen it in a naturalized condition. (Europe.)

Scandu. pecten-veneris, L. . Waste places about Auckland, not at all common.

(Em-ope.)

Fceni^ulum vnl^are, G^rtn. Roadsides and waste places, deserted gardens,

etc Of common occurrence. (Europe.)

Peucedanum sativum, Benth. {Pastinaca, L.) A garden escape in a few

localities. (Europe.)

Daucus carota, L. Not uncommon in pastures and meadows throughout the

district. (Europe.)
^ . . -

'r a i

Caucalis nodosa, Scop. Waste places, local, Whangarei
;
vicinity of Auck-

land ; Thames. (Europe.)

Araliace^.

* Hedcra helix, L. Spreads occasionally in plantations and gardens, but

can hardly be considered as naturalized. urope
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CAPRIFOLIACE-iE,

Sambuctts nigra, L. Often planted for hedges, etc., and sometimes spreads.

(Europe.)

EUBIACE^

.

Galium aparine, L. Waste places, hedges, roadsides, etc, plentiful in

most localities, and increasing, (Europe.)

* Galium parisieme, L. Fields at Eemuera, rare. (Europe.)

Sherardia arvensis, L. Generally distributed through the cultivated distriots-

(Europe.)

VAIiERIANEiE.

* Centranthics ruber, DO. Occasionally seen as a garden escape. Mon-

gonui; Thames; Ponsonby. (Europe.)

Valerianella olitoria^ Moench. Waste places and roadsides, Orakei native

^settlement ; Mount Albert ; near Hamilton. (Europe.)

DlPSACE^.

* Dipsacus sylvestris^ L. Tauranga ; not uncommon in January, 1880. I

am also indebted to Mr. Will for Bpecimens gathered at

Pakari. (Europe.)

Scabiosa atropurpurea, L. A common garden escape m light soils. (Trop-

ical Asia.)

*
,, {Knautid) arvensis, L. A few years ago this appeared in abundance

in a cultivated field at Eemuera, but has since nearly died out.

(Europe.)

Composite.

Bellis perennis, L. Plentiful in pastures throughout the district, and in-

creasing yearly. (Europe.)

EHgeron canadensis, L. A common plant through the entire district. Pro-

bably one of the earliest introductions into New Zealand.

(N, America.^

„ linifolius, Willd. (Conyza ambigua^ DC.) In several localities.

Northern Wairoa ; Whangarei; Matamata, etc. (Tropics.)

Xanthium spinosum, L, Waste places and roadsides in the vicinity of

Auckland ; and in the Waikato- It nowhere shows signs of

becoming so abundant and troublesome as in certain parts of

Austraha, (Chili.)

Siegesbeckia orientalis, L. Warm dry soils, not common. Bay of Islands ;

Whangarei ; Northern Wairoa ; vicinity of Auckland ; Rag-

lan. This must have been an early introduction, for it was

more plentiful in 1864 than at present. (Tropics.)

Eclipta alba^ Huask. Included in the hst of naturalized plants given in

the " Handbook '* (under the name of E. erecta). I have not

seen it. (Tropics.)
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Wedelia hifiora, DO. The same remarks apply. (Tropics.)

Bidens pUosa, L. On cliffs and light dry soils, not uncommon. Perhaps a

true native. (Tropics.)

milleft In pastures and by roadsides in most cultivated

districts, hut nowhere very abundant. (Etu-ope.)

Anthemis arvejms, L. Waste places, roadsides, and fields
;
a common weed

in most localities. (Europe.)

cotula, L. Waste places near Auckland. (Europe.)

nobilis, L. Included in Mr. Kirk's list. I have not seen it except

in a cultivated condition. (Europe.)

Chrysanthemum leucauthemum, L. Plentiful throughout the district, and

becoming a troublesome weed on stiff soils. (Europe.)

segetum, L. Local. Cultivated fields at Remuera, and near

>1

l>

99

Matrica

Otaliuhu. (Europe.)

{Pijrethrnm) inodorum, L. Fields on the Auckland Isthmus

and elsewhere, not common. (Europe.)

ia chamomilla, L. Fields and roadsides, sparsely scattered over

the cultivated portions of the district. (Europe.)

discoidea, DC. In immense abundance in waste places about

Auckland, and along most lines of road Into the interior.

(North America.)

* Tanacetum vulgare, L. A few plants observed m a lane near Howick.

(Europe.)

antheymfi
Wairoa

f»

near Dargaville and Mangawhare, (Australia.)

pterosperma, Less. ? Rangiriri and near Ngaruawahia ;
first seen in

January, 1879- I am not quite certain about the identifica-

tion. (S. America.)

Artemisia absinthium, L. An occasional garden escape. Northeri]

vicinity of Auckland; Maori settlements at Matamata.

(Europe.)

Senecio vulgaris, L. A common weed in rich soils throughout the die-

Wairo

trict. (Europe.)

* „ sylvaticus, L. Near Pukekohe ; Eaglan, (Europe

99
mikanoideSj Otto. Flora

Thunb. A com-

mon garden escape, now weU established in waste places,

etc, near Auckland and elsewhere. (Cape.)

officinalis, L, A garden escape near Auckland, etc, (Europe.)

I moniliferu7n, L. Becorded by Mr. Kirk. I have not seen it

in a naturalized state. (Cape.)
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Cryptostewma calendulacea^ Br, Light dry soils from Aucldand to Waikato

;

X>leiitifiil, but not so abniidant as it was four or five years ago.

(Cape.)

* CarJuiis pyawcephalus, Jacq. Near Ellerslie ; pleutifiil m one field and

by the adjoining road, (Europe.)

Cincits lanceolatus, L. Tlirougliout the district, often an exceedingly

tronblesome weed in newly-cultivated rich soils, bush clear-

ings, etc., but seldom long occupying any one locality.

(Europe.)

Silyhmn mariainnv^ Gpertu. Bay of Islands, most abundant. Vicinity of

Auckland, but rather scarce. Abundant in the vicinity of

Tauranga. (Europe.)

Centaurea nigra, L. Fields and roadsides, occasionally seen. (Europe.)

,, calcitrapaj L, "Waste places about Auckland, rare. ' (Europe.)

,j solstitiali^^ L. Waste places, roadsides, and sandy shores

;

sx'^i'eading fast, especially iu the Waikato. (Europe.)

Cichoriitm inti/bus, L. Fields in all the cultivated districts. (Europe.)

"^ Tol2)is uvihellatay L. In abundance between Penrose and Panmure> but

not obseiwed elsewhere. First seen in 1868. (S. Europe.)

Lapsana communisy L. A common weed in pastures in all the cultivated

districts. (Euroi^e.)

Picris echioidesy L. {Hehmnthia, Gsertn.) Fields and waste places, not

uncommon. (Europe.)

Crepis virens, L. Waste and cultivated grounds, pretty generally distri-

buted. (Europe.)

„ fcetida^ L. Fields on the Auckland Isthmus. (Europe.)

„ taraxicifoHa, ThuilL Eemuera ; Whau ; near Cambridge. (Europe,)

* „ setosa, Haller. Eemuera ; abundant in one field for several years

past. (Europe.)

Hypocli(eru radicata, L. the

>»

and perhaps quite as abundant as any naturalized plant.

(Europe.)

glabra. Not nearly so plentiful as the preceeding. (Europe.)

Leontodon {Thrinda) hirtus^ L. Vicinity of Auckland, but not plentiful.

(Em'ope.)

* „ {Apargia) hispidiis, L. Pastures at Eemuera, and at Epsom

;

rare. (Europe.)

(Apargia) autumnalh, L. Panmure ; Otahuhu ; near Alexandra.

(Europe.)

um officinale, Wigg. Truly native ; but naturalized forms are the

only ones that I have seen in the Auckland district. (Europe.)

jj
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Sonchus arveiisis, L. Cultivated fields, etc. (Europe.)

,, oleracetis^ L, Everywhere in cultivated soils. This is doul>tIess in

some of its forms indigenous, but others have been intro-

duced. (Europe.)

Tragopogon jmrrifolms^ L, In several localities on the Auckland Isthmus,

but not plentiful. (Europe.)

,, pratensis, L., var. minor. Included in Mr, Kirk's liist. I have

not seen it. (Europe.)

EPACRinEiE.

Epacris viicrophylla, Br. Karaka Flats, between Waiuku and Drury, A. T.
Ml

Urquhart. See Trans. N.Z. Inst., xiv., p. 3G4. (Aus-

tralia.)

Primulace^.

Anagallis arvensh^ L. A common weed throughout the district. (Europe.)

Apocynace^.

Vinca major, L. A garden escape, but now plentifully established in waste

places, fields, etc., and increasing. (S. Europe.)

AsCLEPIADEiE,

Asclepias nivea^ L. An escape from gardens near Auckland. (Tropical N.

America.)

Gentiane^,

Erythrma centaxtrium^ L. Generally distributed in all soils and situations,

and often mixing freely with the indigenous vegetation.

(Europe.)

POLEMOINACE^,

* Collomia coccinea, Lehm. Has been seen as a garden escape in one or

two localities near Auckland. (Chili.)

Oilia {Navarretia) sqiiarrosa^ Hk. and Arn. Not uncommon in the Waikato

country. (California.)

BORAGINACE^.

* Borago officinalis^ L. Waste places on the Auckland Isthmus, rare.

(Europe.)

Myosotis pal

Island. (Europe.)

"^ „ arvensis, Hoflfm. Observed in one locaUty at Whangarei.

(Europe.)

Lithospermum arvensu, L. Fields and waste places near Auckland ; Pan-

mure ; Ohaupo ; Alexandra. (Europe.)

Echium vuhjare^ L, Matamata, abundant. Near Hamilton. (Europe.)

* „ plantagineum^ L. Has recently appeared in one or two localities

near Auckland. (Europe.)
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CONVOLVULACE^-

Ipomcea batatas, L. Deserted Alaori plantations, etc., often lingering for

many years. (Tropics.)

Cxiscuta epithymum, ]Mnrr., var. trifolii. Not uncommon in clover fields in

the Waikato district, where it first appeared. (S. Europe.)

SOLAXACEJE.

Lyeopersicum esculeiitximy Mill, A garden escape of short duration. (Tropical

America.)

Solarium tuberosum, L. Often lingers for a time in fields where it has been

cultivated. (S. America.)

„ marginatum^ LJ. A garden outcast near Auckland. A large

clump existed for mauy years in Alten Eoad, but is now

nearly destroyed. (Tropical Asia and Africa.)

„ sodommim, L. Common on the volcanic hills of the Auckland

Isthmus, etc., and also noticed at Mongonui, Bay of Islands,

and in the Waikato. (S. Europe and N. Africa.)

„ auriculatum. Ait. Noticed in one or two places about Auckland
;

and I have received specimens from Mahurangi collected by

Mr. Moat. (Tropical S. America.)

Physalts peruviana, Li, Warm sheltered localities through the district, but

not so common now as fifteen or twenty years back, (Tropical

S. America.)

,, alkekengi, L. Included in Mr. Kirk's list. I have not seen it in a

naturalized condition. (S. Europe.)

Capsicum anmtum, L. A fugitive garden escape. (Tropics.)

* Nicandra physaloides, Gserfcn. Waste places about Auckland. Scarce at

present. (S. America.)

Lyciiim chinense^ Mill, Waste places, hedges, roadsides, etc., pretty fre-

quent about Auckland, and in most of the country townships.

(Tropical Asia.)

Datura stramonium. Waste places, yards, etc., near Auckland, but not

common. (Tropical Asia ?)

Nicotiana tabaccuni^ L. An occasional escape from cultivation. (Tropical

America.)

ScROPHTJIiABINE^

.

Verbascum thapsus^ L. Volcanic hills, etc., near Auckland ; Matamata,

plentiful in 1879. (Europe.)

„ blattaria, L. Waste places and pastures, Auckland to Waikato.

(Europe.)

* „ sp. Fields near Henderson, not observed else^

where.
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Linana elatine, Mill, Waste places and roadsides. Vicinity of Auckland ;

Otaliuhu ; Ngaruawabia; etc. (Eui'ope.)

Digitalis pitrpitrea^ L. Auckland Isthmus; Thames; Whangarei. By no

means common. (Europe.)

Veronica agrestisy L. A weed of frequent occurrence iu most districts.

(Europe.)

,, buxhaiimii, Ten. Plentiful in most cultivated districts. (Europe.)

Veronica ai^ensis^ L. A common weed throughout the greater portion of

the district, (Europe.)

,, serpyllifolia^ L. Fields and moist places, very plentiful, (Europe.)

* Bartsia viscosa, L. Near Helensville ; Eemnera; iu great abuudance be-

tween Pukekohe and Tuakau. (Europe.)

Orobanchace^,

Orohanche minora L. Whangarei ; in several localities on the Auckland

Isthmus, especially on the volcanic cones of Mount Eden and

Rangitoto ; Drury ; near Cambridge. (Em*ope.)

VERBENACEiE,

Verbena qfficinalisj L. In immense abundance about Mongonui; also plen-

tiful in some parts of the Waikato country. In other districts

by no means common. (Europe.)

j» bonariensis, L. Waste (S, America.)

Labut^

Meyitha vii^idis^ L, Ditches and waste places in most districts, (Europe.)

„ piperita^ Huds.

„ aqnatica, L. All introduced, and spreading, especially Af. sativa

* „ sativa, L.
|

(Europe.)

* „ arvemisy L.

* „ pulegium, L. Whangarei ; in several places about Auckland.

(Europe.)

* „ australisy Br. Eoadsides between Raglan and Ruapuke
;
plentiful

Alexandra. (Europe

wide

(Europe.)

in January, 1877. (Australia.)

Nepeta cataria^li. Local. Vicinity of Auckland ; nei

Brunella vulyansj L. Generally diffused through tl

soils and situations. One of the mi

spreading of our naturalized plants.

* Cedronella triphylla, Moench. This has become very abundant on the lava

streams around Mt. Eden, forming dense clumps many feet

in diameter and 3-4 feet high. Doubtless it has escaped

from some garden in the vicinity. (Madeira.)

Calamintka acinus, Clairv. Mentioned by Mr. Kirk. It does not appear to

have been noticed of late years. (Europe.)

19
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Marnibiutn vulgarey L.
Waikato

not uncommon. (Europe.)not uncommon, v-^uiut--.;
, , r i„Mr1nr.A

* o , • ; .. T ADneared by a roadside in the suburbs of Auckland
* Salvia verhenricn, L. Appeaieu uj a,

•».-„„f CT'iirnnp ^

some years ago, but seems to have become extmc .
(Europe,

o , r A troublesome weed in cultivated ground throughout

^ the district. (Europe.)
(Vnrove)

.. _ . ,.. T w.... ^io.^<=Ti^arOtahuliu, January. 1881. (tiuxope.;

PlantAGiKE^.

Pla.,a„ ,,ajor, L. Waste places and roadsides through the district.

fr^Yicmity of Auckland and a few other localities, not

»»

11

media, L.

common. (Europe.)

lanceolata, L. Everywhe]

stiff soils. (Europe.)

coroiio2nis, L. Waste plat

Islands ; Waitemata :

Poverty Bay. (Europe.)

Bav of

>»
.ir^Z. L (?) Eangiriri; Ngaruawalna; and otherplaces in the

Waikato. (N. America.)

Nyctagine^.

. MiraMis J.,.„a . L. A garden escape near AncMand. (8. America.)

Amaeantace^.

^ . , T, Occasionally seen about garden3, but is hardly

Amarantus caudatiis, Jj. uccasiouaixj

naturahzed. (Tropics.)

„,r„/«-.,., L. Street, of AucMand, and waste places and

gardens in the sahurhs, not common. (Trop.cs.)

.. .;,,.., L. Abundant in waste places a en, Anc« n .^

»)

99

J»

91

al tU Thames and in most of the country ^o^f\
commg a troublesome weed in gardens m rich or highly-

mamJed soils. (Tropics.) "

, , , i„ .„

mtu,n, L. Waste places and streets of Auckland, not nearly so

common as the preceding, (Tropics.)

(Enjoins) Uvidns, L. 1 Becorded by Mr. mrK. . x..

.Uran.us.l..\ either of them. (Tropics.)

Kirk. I have not seen

oleraceus, L.

Waste

It

Also recorded by Mr. Kirk from the Thames, and gathered

many years ago at the Bay of Islands by Allan Connmgbam.

(Tropics.) ^ . ^,

,eLi,.) gracilis. Des,. CE.«oto c.uJaUs. Mol- -- -^"-7" '

caudL, L.) Waste places within the City of Auckland, and

as a weed m gardens in the suburbs. (Tropica.)
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II

if

Chenopodiace^.

Chenopodiityn alburn^ L. A common weed in rich soils on the Aucklaml

Isthmus, especially about Onehunga. (Europe.)

mnrale, L. Waste places, roadsides, etc., plentiful. (Europe.)

bonas'henricns, L. Noticed at Onehunga in 1878, but perhaps

only an escape from cultivation. (Europe.)

Salsola kalif L. Shores of the Waitemata and Mauukau, not imcommon.

Kare at the Thames. (Europe.)

PhYTOLACCACE.E

.

Phytolacca octaiidra, L, Waste places and roadsides on the Auckland

Isthmus, and especially plentiful on the lava streams from

Mount Eden, Waitakerei district, becoming plentiful by the

sides of the bush tracks. It has also found its way into many

other localities in the provincial district. (Tropical America.)

POLYGONE^.

* Polygonum persicaria, L. Fields nearPanmure. (Europe.)

convolvulus, L. Roadsides and waste places about Auckland,

not common. (Europe.)

Fagopyruvi escidmtuni^ Moench. An occasional escape from cultivation.

(Europe.)

Rnmecc obtudJoUus . Abundant throughout the district. The docks must

have been very early introductions, for Earl mentions that

they were great nuisances in Maori plantations at Hokiauga

in 1834. (Europe.)

* „ pidcherj L. Throughout the district. This species has increased

greatly during the last six years, prior to which it was by no

means frequent. (Europe.)

crispus, L. Generally distributed. (Europe.)

sanguineus^ L, var. viridis. Generally distributed. (Europe.)

conglomeratus^ Murr, Recorded by Mr. Kirk. I have not met with

it. (Europe.)

acetosa, L. Not uncommon. (Europe.)

aceiosella^ L. A most abundant and troublesome weed

i>

99

9f

throug

the district. (Europe

^ Emex australiSf Stein. This has appeared twice in waste places near

Auckland, but does not seem to increase. (Australia.)

Proteaceje.

* Hakea acicularis. Sm. Has established itself over several miles of open

manuka country at the foot of the Waitakerei Eange, and is

increasing fast. Its origin can be easily traced to a planted

hedge ia the neighbourhood. (Australia.)
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EuPHORBIACE^,

Euphorbia helioscopia, L. Light rich soils, plentiful in the Bay of Islands

and Whangarei districts,—scarcer to the south. (Europe.)

„ pepluSy L. A common weed in gardens and cultivated fields.

>«

(Europe.)

lathy ris^ L. Waste

garei ; Lake Pu;

ion. Wh
(Europe.)

^ „ hypericifolia, L. Streets of Auckland. I am indebted to Mr.

John Kenderdine for di'avring my attention to this plant.

(Tropics.)

Ricinus communis, L. Warm and dry localities near Auckland, not uncom-

mon, (Tropics.)

UrticacejE.

Huynuhis hipulus, L. Sometimes seen as an escape from cultivation.

(Europe.)

Ficiis carica, L, This is wonderfully tenacious of life, and not easily killed

when once planted. It is thus frecLuently seen in abandoned

gardens, etc., but can hardly be considered naturalized.

(N. Asia.)

\ Both of these species have made theu' appearance in

Urtica urens, L.
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Auckland, but they do not seem

n dioica^ L.
to spread. (Europe.)

Salicine^.

^ Salix babylonica, Jj. The *' weepiug-willow" was planted many years

ago at the Mission Station, at Tangiteroria, on the Northern

Wairoa Eiver, and from branches and tw

river has established itself in profusion on the banks, often

fringing them for miles, and in some places impeding the

navigation. It is also naturahzed on the banks of the

Waikato, but not nearly to the same extent. (Central Asia.)

Salix alba, Li. Wairoa

kato. (Europe.)

SCITAMINE^.

Carina indica, L. A garden escape of moderately frequent occurrence

(Tropics.)

Ieidace^.

"^ Sparaxis tricolor, Ker. A garden escape near Auckland, not common,

(Cape.)

Sisyrinchium bermitdianum , L. Fields on the Auckland Isthmus, not com-

mon. Near Matamata, Mr. Kirk (on the authority of Mr.

Gillies.) (N. America.)
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Ins germanica, L, This species, originally a garden escape, has now firmly

Watsoni

established itself in most districts. (Europe.)

An escape from gardens. (Cape.)

Gladiolus sp. A frequent garden escape. (Cape ?)

Antholyza (Bthiopica, L. Has established itself in several localities near

Auckland. (Cape.)

Amaryllide^.

Agave americana, L. Old plants throw up a multitude of suckers. (Tropical

N. America.)

LlHACE^.

Asparagus officinalis, L. Solitary plants are frequently seen, doubtless

originating from seeds conveyed by birds from gardens.

(Europe.)

Allium vineale, L. Not uncommon, especially in abandoned Maori cultiva-

tions, and sandy plats near the sea. (Europe.)

* „ ampeloprasiim, L. Shores of Doubtless Bay. (Europe.)

delus Jistulosus, L. Plentiful about Mongonui. urope
"^ Aloe latifolia, Haworth. An escape from gardens near Auckland.

(Cape.)

JUNCACE^.

* Juncus tenuis, Willd. Northern "Wau-oa ; Paparata Valley ; Eangiriri

;

Ngaruawahia ; between Hamilton and Cambridge. I am
now inchned to consider this species as an importation.

(Europe.)

Arvide^ .

Bichardia africana, Kunth. Ditches and waste places, now plentiful about
Auckland and in many places of the country townships.

(Cape.)

Colocasia antiquorum, Schott. The taro of the natives, often lingering in

their deserted cultivations for many years. (Tropics.)

Alocasia indica, Schott. Stated in the Handbook to have been introduced

and cultivated by the natives. I have not seen it. (Tropics.)

AIADE-E

Aponogeton distacJiyon, L. In streams at Waimate, Bay of Islands. Origi.

nally planted by the early missionaries. (Cape.)

Cyperace-e.

Cyperus tenellus, Linn. f. Now spread throughout the greater portion of the

district, from Whangarei to the Upper Waikato. In 1862
confined to a limited district in the immediate neighbourhood
of Auckland. Considered to he indigenous by Mr. Kii-k.

(Cape.)
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* Cyperus rotimffus, L. The T\^ell4'nown '' nut-grass " Las found its -^ay into

several gardens in the vicinity of Aucldand, and is likely to

prove a serious pest, as its numerous tubers make it difficult

to eradicate. (Tropics.)

„ sp. This belongs to the same section of the genus as the preceding.

I have only seen it near Mongonui.

* Carex panicea, L. Vicinity of Auckland ; Mahurangi. (Europe.)

Panicitm {Dirfitaria) sangiiinale, L. A common and troublesome weed in

light rich soils throughout the district. (Tropics.)

»9

)l

{Digitaria) glahrum, Gaud. Vicinity of Auckland; not common.

(Tropics.)

{EchinocJiloa) colonum, L. Onehunga. (Tropics.)

crus-galli, L. Waste places about Auckland and
»» j»

elsewhere ; not common. (Tropics.)

Setaria glaiica, Beauv, A weed in a few gardens at Onehunga; rare.

(Tropics.)

„ macroslachya, H.B.K- Between Otahuhu and Papakura, not un-

common. (S. Europe.)

>> viriduy Beauv. Vicinity of Auckland, rare. (S. Europe.)

Stmntaphrinn americanum, Schrank. Has been planted in many localities,

and in some is spreading ; but, as it seldom ripens perfect

seed, its increase is necessarily slow. (North America.)

Alopecurm agrestis, L. Fields and roadsides ; in most districts, but nowhere

common. (E\irope.)

pratensis, L. Fields, etc., Auckland to Waikato, not common.

(Europe.)

* Pohjpogoii monspeliensis, Desf. Muddy places on the shores of the Manu-

kau and Waitemata Harbours, increasing fast. (Europe.)

„ fitgax, Nees. Waste places, ditches, etc., on the Auckland

Isthmus, increasing fast. Thames, J. Adams. (Tropics.)

Phalaris cananensls, L. Common throughout the district. (S. Europe.)

Anthoxanthum odoratum, L. Spread through the whole district, much too

abundant in many pastures. (Europe.)

Phleum. jyrateme, L. Often seen in pastures, but not nearly so abundant as

it should be, considering the extent to which it is sown.

(Europe.)

Agrosth vulgans, With. Pastures and roadsides, very generally distributed.

(Europe.)

„ alba, L. Equally abundant as the preceding, but usually affecting

stiffer soils and damper situatious. (Europe.)
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Gastridiuni lendigerum^ Gaud. Auckland Isthmus; Waitakerci; Otaliuhu.

(Europe.)

* Ammophila arundinacea^ Host. Has been plauted in one or two places on

the western coast to check the progress of sand-dunes, and

may be expected to increase, as it has done at Taranaki and

Nelson. (Europe.)

* Lagurits ovatus, L. Motuihi Island, extremely plentiful ; near Auckland,

rare. (Europe.)

Aira caryopJvjlIea, L. Common in most localities. (Europe.)

*
,, prcBcoXf L. A few plants observed near Waiulc

(Europe.)

* Deschampstajirxicosa, L. Fields on the Auckland Isthmus, rare. (Europe.)

Holcus lanatus, L. Abundant, one of the most wide-spread of the natural-

ized grasses. (Europe.)

i, mollis^ L, Abundant. (Europe.)

^ Trisetum Jiavescens. Local and rare at present, Thames; Hamilton.

(Europe.)

Avena sativa, L. Has become extensively naturalized on sea-cliffs in the

northern and central portions of the district, in addition to

frequently occurring in fields as an escape from cultivation.

(Europe.)

Arrhenatherum avotaceum, Beauv. Established in a few situations about

Auckland. (Europe.)

Cynodon dactylon, L. Plentiful throughout the district. (S. Europe, etc.)

* Triodia decumhens, L. I am indebted to Mr. H. Hunter for specimens

gathered on the Kumeu Flats, Kaipara. (Europe.)

Cynosurus cristatus, L. Not uncommon on stiff soils in various portions of

the district. (Europe.)

Eragrostis brownii, Nees. Bay of Islands; Northern Wairoa; Whangarei

;

near Auckland. (Austi\alia.)

Dactylls glomerata, L. Generally distributed. (Europe.)

Briza minor, L. Generally distributed. (Europe.)

>9 maxima, L. Northcote ; EUershe ; near Howick. (S. Europe.)

Foa annua, L. Throughout the district. (Europe.)

„ pratensis, L, Throughout the district. (Europe.)

*„ compressa, L. Auckland Isthmus, not common. (Europe.)

n

II

irivialis, L. Waste places about Auckland, and occasionally in pas-

tm-es. (Europe.)

nemoralis, L. Auckland Domain. (Europe.)

yceria fiuitans, L. Made its appearance in some wet places on the

Auckland harbour . reclamations, about two years ago, but

has been lately destroyed. (Em-ope.)
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Festuca pratermsy L. Pastures, not common. (Enrope.)

„ myurus, L. The true plant by no means abundant, but increasing.

Tlie variety sciuroides — F. bromoides, Sm.—^plentiful through

the district. (Europe.)

Bronius erectuSy Huds. Eecorded by Mr. Kirk. I have not observed it.

(Europe.)

,, steriUsy L. Plentiful, especially in waste or sandy places near the

9}

>>

55

59

sea. (Europe.)

madritensiSf L.-i Included in Mr. Kirk's list. I havQ not seen

tectorum, L. J them. (Europe.)

mollis^ L. Generally distributed. (Europe.)

racemosus^ L. Ec[uaIIy abundant with the preceding, together with

its variety B. commiitatus y Schrad. (Europe.)

„ arvemis, L. Not common. Waste places near Auckland, etc.

(Europe.)

,, jmtulus, Reich. Included by Mr. Kirk in his catalogue. I have

never gathered it. (Europe.)

5, vnioloidesy DC, The prevailing grass in many of the streets and

waste places about Auckland. Not so common In the coun-

try, as it will not bear close cropping. (N. America.)

LoHum pcrenne, L. Plei^tiful through the district. (Europe.)

,, italicum, A. Braun. Pastures and waste places, not common.

55

(Europe.)

temidenticm, L; Cultivated fields in most districts. (Europe.)

Triticum sativum. An occasional escape from cultivation, but never lasts

long in one situation. (Europe.)

Lfiptnriis incurvatus, Trin. Common in brackish -water swamps, etc. (Europe.)

Hf>rdeitm vulgare, L. Sometimes lingers in cultivated fields. (Europe.)

,, vmrinum^ L. Sandy flats near the sea. Waitemata; Thames;

Tauranga. (Europe.)

Arundinaria macrospenna^ Michx. Lingers in several old Maori settlements,

but cannot be looked upon as truly naturalized. (North

America.)

The following species, included in Mr. Kirk's Catalogue of the Naturalized

Plants of Auckland, should be altogether struck out of our hsts:

Fumaria pm-vifioray Lam. Mentioned in the "Flora of New Zealand/*

vol. 2, p, 321. I believe that I am correct in stating that this

has not been seen by any recent botanist.

Gypsnphila hibuhsa^ Boiss. Included by Dr. Hooker in his list of naturalized

plants, but is doubtless a true native.
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Oerdniimi molle, L. The same remarks apply.

Eutaxia strangeana, Turcz. Stated by its author to come from New Zea-

land, probably through some mistake. It will doubtless prove

to be some well-known Australian plant.

Guilandina Undue, L. Erroneously stated by Forster to come from New

Zealand. See " Handbook," p. 53.

Opuntia vulgaiis, Mill. Recorded by Sir J. D. Hooker in the lists of natu-

ralized plants appended to both the "Flora " and the "Hand-

book ; " but must be expunged, as it never spreads out of

cultivation in New Zealand.

Anthrhcus cerefolum, Hoffm. " Handbook," p. 759. Has not been noticed

by any recent botanist.

Arnoseris pusilla, Gsevtn. If this is the species meant by the name '

'
Lapsana

pusilla, L.," quoted in the " Handbook, page, 760, the pre-

ceding remarks apply also.

Stylidium graminifolium, Swz. No specimens of this have been found in

New Zealand since the soHtary one obtained by the late

General Bolton in 1851.

Epacris purparascens, Br. Fl.N.Z., vol 2, p. 821. It appears preferable to

regard this as indigenous.

Cymglossum micranthum, Br. (?). " Handbook," p. 197. No. species of

this genus has been obtained in New Zealand of late years.

Solanum nigrum, L. "Handbook,"p. 761. Should beconsidered as indigenous.

mrginianum, L. Kirk, Trans., 2, p. 140. It appears to be ^uite

uncertain what plant Linn^us had in view when he appHed

this name, which had much better be dropped. I have no

idea what species Mr. Kirk had in mind.

Verbascum phcmicmm, L. Kirk, Trans., 2, p. Ul. Has not been seen in a

naturalized state of late years.

Herpestes cunelfolia, Spr. Erroneously included in Raoul's Ust of New

Zealand plants.

>i

officinalis I am not aware that this has been obsen'ed in a

naturalized state in the Auckland district.

„ anagallis, L. Should probably be looked upon as indigenous.

Phytolacca decandm, L. " Handbook," p. 701. Introduced into the lists

by mistake, as explained by Mr. Kirk (Trans. 2, p. 141.)

Polygonum aviculare, L. It is perhaps preferable to regard this species as

indigenous.

»>
minus, L. " Handbook," p. 761. Is certainly indigenous, if

the variety decipiens is the plant meant ; and I am not aware

that any other form has been,seen in New Zealand.
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Chenopodium urhicuniy L. I have never seen this iu the Auckland district.

»> amhrosioides^ L. Probably a true native.

latropka curcas, L. Fl.N.Z. 2, p. 322. Extremely unlikely to become

naturalized in any part of New Zealand.

Dioscorea alata^ L. Fl.N.Z., 2, p. 322. May have been cultivated by the

Maoris, but I very much doubt its becoming naturalized.

Panicicm gibbosiany Br. Erroneusly introduced into EaouFs list.

Aiistida calycina^ Br. Supposed to have been gathered at the Bay of
^

Islands by Cunningham, no doubt through some mistake.

Eleiisine indica, Gaertn. ''Handbook," p. 831. Has not heen seen of late

years.

Anihistiria australis, Br. "Handbook," p. 825. The same remarks apply,

60 far as the district of Auckland is concerned.

Aplitda miaica.lj, " Handbook," p. 325- No botanist has observed this

since Dr. Sinclair's time.

Andropogon refractus, Br. " Handbook/' p. 325. Keported from New Zea-

land by Allan Cunningham, but it has not since been met with.

Erngrostis €.vimia. Stead. Stated by its author to come from New Zealand ;

but his description has not been recognized.

Abt. XXXVI.

—

On some recent Additions to the Flora oj Sew Zealand.

By T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.

[Bead before the Auckland Institute j 29th May and Slst July, 1882.]

1. Cardamine latesillqiia, n. sp.

Yakying in size from four inches to over two feet. Eootstock stout, spongy,

as thick as the finger, often branched at the top, and each division furnished
T

with a rosette of densely-crowded radical leaves. Flowering stems few or

many, arising from the top of the rootstock, erect or slightly spreading,

leafy. Radical leaves 8-6 inches long, ^-f inch broad, variable in shape,

narrow linear- spathulate to nearly obovate-spathulate, gradually narrowed

to the base, coarsely and sharply serrate in the upper portion, very thick

and coriaceous, margin and midi'ib and sometimes the whole surface more

or less villous-pubescent. Cauline leaves smaller, lanceolate, nearly entire.

Flowers rather large, white, very numerous. Pedicels ^-J inch long.

Petals nearly ^ inch long, spathulate, on long claws. Pods very numerous,

suberect, usuallj^ curved, somewhat swollen, li-2^ inches long, |-J inch

broad. Seeds numt-rous, compressed, reddish-brown.

Hab, Nelson Mountains. Mount Arthur, not uncommon between

4,000-5,500 feet ; Mt. Owen, abundant on limestone rocks above 3,500
^^^^^ ^^ r

feet; Eaglau Mountains, altitude 5,000 feet.
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This handsome species has much of the habit an3 general appearance of

L\ fasfigiata, but is at once distinguished by the broad pods, which are

more than twice the diameter of those of C.Jastigiata, and have in addition

a peculiar turgid or swollen appearance very unusual in the genus. The

pods of C./^^v%/aria (which I have gathered in a fruiting condition at the

Wairau Gorge) are flat and narrow, and never more than •j'-j inch in

diameter,

2. Cotida linearifolia, n. sp.

Dark green, rather thick and fleshy, vei-y aromatic, sparingly pilose.

Stems branched, prostrate, ascending at the tips. Leaves ^-1^ inches

long, -iV-i i^^l^ broad, thick and fleshy, narrow linear or linear-spathulate,

quite entire, sprinkled with minute glandular dots, blade gradually narrowed

into a broad sheathing petiole. Scapes 2-4 inches long, rather slender,

with from 4-8 linear or linear-subulate bracts. Heads unisexual, i-J- inch

diameter. Scales of the involucre in about three series, linear-oblong,

obtuse, herbaceous, with a broad green centre and thin brownish margins

;

receptacle convex, papillose ; florets usually with numerous rounded trans-

parent glands. Female florets—corolla thick and fleshy, swollen at the

base, somewhat tetragonous, narrowed above, with 4 short erect lobes

;

achene linear-obovate, compressed. Males—smaller and more slender,

funnel-shaped, 4-lobed.

Hab. Wa
feet.

A curious little species, allied to C. pijr^thri/olia, Hook, f,, in the struc-

ture of the flower heads and in the numerous linear bracts, but differing

from it, and all the other New Zealand species, in the narrow entire leaves.

In outward appearance it somewhat resembles Ahrotayiella linearis, Berg-

gren

.

3. Veronica cheesemani, Benth.

(Hook, f., Icones Plantarum, t. 1366, a.)

Small, greyish green, densely tufted, forming rounded cushions 2-6

mches in diameter, pubescent in all its parts. Branches slender, closely

compacted and intertwined. Leaves i-i inch long, narrow obovate, lobu-

late, or pinnatifid, lobes obtuse, narrowed into a long or short broad petiole.

Flowers white, solitary, axillary, very shortly pedicelled, J inch diameter.

Calyx deeply divided into four spreading Hnear-spathulate segments, that

are coarsely toothed towards the top. Corolla slightly longer than the

calj-x, four-lobed, lobes obovate, emarginate- Ovary broadly ovoid, hispid.

Capsule much shorter than the sepals, broadly didymous, shghtly com-

pressed, hispid, ultimately spUttmg to the base into four oblong obtuse

valves.
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Ti^aT^ ^^T^'^Zf-
'^'^'°^' ^"""^'^ "^ ^^^•^'^^'^ ^^°b, alt. 4.000 feet.Raglan Mountams, Wairau Valley, alt. 4.000-5.000 feet

Tins belongs to the section of the genus with solitary axillary flowers

fnt .1'/^' ^^"' ^" ^^^^*' ^^^Ser size, smaller white flowers, and
pinnatifid

4. PterosUjlis mutica, E. Br.
(E. Br., Prodr. 328; Bentham, Flora Australiensis, vol. vi., p. 362

)Leaves m a radical rosette at the base of the stem, ^J inch long, ovate,

witherin

with

f

x^i . o ^ —£-v —-wx^xxag ijxa.utG ubiuw ine nowers.

wT t'

'"''"*'^ " * '"^'"'^ 'P^'" =P"=«' g«^n-l>.brown. Galea

wo\ .T .'^ r^'
'^'^'"' °''"'™''" " »»'""=• »"<="«. -fl^ed, with

and obtuse
; appendage nearly as broad, entire, rounded. Column erectWings

Hab Lee Sti-eam, near Dunedin
; Mr. Sydney Fulton.

I am indebted to Mr. G. M. Thomson, of Dnnedin, for speeimens in^mt o tins curious Uttle species. It was iirst found L New'zeaTand bMr. Fulton some two years back, and was identified in the " New Zeala..dJournal Sconce " with P. „,K,IU. Lindl.. a local Tasmanian s;et ^clearly belongs, however, to the section of the genus having the lower lip

Br., that I cannot doubt .ts being the same species. New Zealand specimens are much smaller than AustraJian. but that may be due to Znature of the locahty in wh.h they were found. The 'struct re of 1flower agrees very well with the details given in Mr. Fitzgerald's plate inh.s .. Austrahan Orchids,'; and with dried specimens that llave eJm ne"with the exception of a slight difference in the shape of the appendage tjthe labeUum-always a variable organ in this genus
5. Scirpm (IsoUjiu) craximculm. Hook. f.

(Benth., Flora AustraUensis, vol. vu., p. 326
)

Rhizome apparently elongated, branched, rooting at the nodes. Leavesve^ narrow hnear almost filiform, IJ-S inches long. Stems about 3 incheslong.
green+v.«^ 1 • 1 1

^ ""*o*^ 5xccij, uvttoe, racner morethan i .nch long, many-flowered. Glumes ovate, obtuse, str ate. herbaceon. ^.. o eent.. and purplish-brown margins. sJamens 8. Style.Nut greyish-wbite. very nearly orbicular, but slightly broader
?'''^^''^ ^^to a short point, much flattened, centre biconvexthen becoming thmner. margin thickened all round

. with

branches 2.

above and
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Hub. Swamps in the Eangipo desert, eastern base of Euapehu ; Mr.

H. Tryon.

Of this plant I have only received three small specimens. So far as

these go, they correspond exactly with the description and plate in the

Flora of Tasmania, and with Bentham's description in the Flora Australi-

ensis ; and at present I have no reason whatever to doubt the identifica-

tion. A full series of specimens will be required, however, before the

matter can be absolutely settled. The species is more nearly allied to

S. fliiitans than to any other of our New Zealand forms, but differs in being

stouter, apparently not so much branched, and in the very much larger

spikelet. Mr. Tryon informs me that it is not uncommon in ferrugijious

swamps in the Rangipo desert, associated with Scirpus cartilayineus, Pratia

angulata^ Drosera arctari and D. spalhulata^ Gunnera prorepens ?^ and

Utrictdaria mona)ithos,

6. Carex devia, n, sp.

Calms 9-18 inches high, smooth or nearly so, hardly tufted, leafy at the

base only. Leaves shorter than the culms, veiy coriaceous, rigid, keeled,

strongly grooved, y^^-J inch diameter ; margins scabrid. Lower bract long

and leafy, rest small. Spikelets 2-4
; terminal one the largest, male, or

verv rarelv with a few female flowers at the base, stout, clavate, f-li

inch long ; remainder h-n
oblong or cylindric, upper sessile, lower very shortly pedunculate, in small

specimens often closely approximate, in larger ones more distant, dark

chestnut-brown or rarely blackish-brown* Glumes dark rich brown with a

green centre, ovate, acute, emarginate or shortly bifid, the midrib produced

of varying length. Perigynia rather longer than theawn

glumes, dark purplish-black, ovate or eUiptic, compressed, unequally

biconvex or nearly plano-convex, strongly nerved and wrinkled, margins

entire ; beak short, broad, terminated by two widely divergent teeth.

Stigmas two.

Hab. Mountain districts in Nelson, not uncommon above 2,500 feet

altitude.

This appears to be a very distinct species, and when once noticed can-

not be confounded with any other. It may be readily identified by its

seldom forming tufts, by its rigid and coriaceous grooved leaves, very

stout clavate male spikelets, and by the broad conspicuously grooved and

wrinkled perigynia.
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Art. XXXYIT.—.Yor^s on Fresh-icuUr Alg®. By W. I. Spknceh, M.E.C.S.
[Bead be/ore the Hau-ke's Bay Philosophical Institute, 9th October, 1882.]

Plates XXVI. and XXYII.
In continuation of the Catalogue of the Fresh--^ater Algte occurring in the

vicinity of Napier, which I laid before you last year,* I beg this evening to

followin

^266

since then.

Biaparnaldia sp. ?, Fig 1.

Filament branched, ^" in diameter, tapering towards apex, cells

as long as, or twice as long as broad. Branchlets (raranli) bipinnate
in diameter, cells slightly longer than broad, terminal ones pointed, tufted,

near apex filament gives out a large number of elongated jointed processes,

which are mostly simple, but sometimes branched. I am indebted for this

plant to Mr. Hamilton, who discovered it in the Horokiwi stream. Possibly
a variety of D, glomenita.

Cladophora pacifica, Kuch.

Montague (Yoy. au Pole Sud) mentions this as having been found in
Lord Auckland's Group.

Cladophora lon^iarticnlata, Kuch.

Pound by Nordstedt m the Sandwich Islands.

Siaurocarpus.

Spirorjijra, sp. n. Fig 2.

Cells square, very rarely twice or four times longer than broad, this

probably only when on the point of di%ading, ends slightly convex, never
retracted. Endochrome arranged in three distinct straight bauds at ri^^ht-

angles to wall of cell, and with no visible connection. Each band consist-

ing of three or four minute round cellules, containing chlorophyll. Sporange
formed in parent cells, globular.

Cells.—Diameter, ^/; length, ^", rarely ^»/ or ,i-/-

Zygospore ^-^' in diameter.

This little plant is easily recognised by the rigidity of the filament, the
masonic regularity with which the cells are arranged—the convex ends of
which just touch—and the singular arrangement of the endochrome.

Common.

Z)j(jne,na, sp. n. Fig. 3.

Ends of cells retracted. Contents consist of twin stellate masses .of

endochrome. Zygospore lodged in the filament, oval, filling but not
bulgmg the cell. Spore bearmg cell appears to be somewhat smaller than
the others.

* " Trans, N.Z. Inst.," vol. jdv., ait. xliii.
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Filament.—Diameter g^^".

Length of cell.-^i/ to ^l^\
Zygospore.—Length, ^i/; breadth, ^\
Diameter of sporiferous cell, y^^".

From Ruataniwha.

Zygnewa^ sp. n. Fig. 4.

Cells retracted at the ends. Eleven or twelve lines longer than broad.

Zygospore globular, lodged in the connecting tube, the length of which

varies considerably.

Filament.—Diameter, xtW-
Cells.-Length, ^J/ to ^iV'-

Diameter of zygospore, xtjVtt"-
hLength of connecting tube from ^^-^^ to

Also from Ruataniwha

—

Biilbochate seiigera.

(Edogonium princeps.

Vaucheria sessilis.

Rivulana iridis.

Oscillatoria and Vibrio.

A series of the last-mentioned plants I found in samples of water from

the hot springs at Taupo, growing in water the temperature of which varied

from 105° F. to 136^ They all exhibited the motions peculiar to this class

of Algae.

Fig. 5. (a) OscUlatoria sp., contains a row^ of cells ; diameter of fila-

sOrtO ih) Vibrio^ alternate dark and light cells
; i^

?t»<TO

temp,, 105^. {r) Oscillatoria, diam., y^f^'j temp., 116°, {d and e) probably

the same although varying much in diameter, which is -s^Vtt" ^^^ 7-5W

!

temp., 116° and 130°; (/) temp. 136°, diam. xr^J^"- This plant is so

unlike an Oscillaforion that had it not been for the movements, which con-

sisted of both side-way motion and also progression and retrogression, I

should not have recognized it. (^f) Oscillatoria^ diam.,

close ; temp., 136°.

I have found about 12 Desmids not hitherto discovered in this coimtry,

one of which is probably new. My time, however, has not permitted me to

include them in these notes. Mr. Maskell, of Chi'istchurch, has therefore

undertaken their description, and they will be found in his paper.

Fragillaria pectinalis.

Goniphonema acuminatum,

Gonium pectinale.

* Art, XXXI., supra.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES XXVI. AND XXYII.

Fig, 1, Draparnaldia,

2. Spirogyra.

(a) filaments conjugating.

(b) zygospore.

(c) the same commenciiig to grow.

3. Zygnema,

4. Zygnema,

5. Oscillatorise from Taupo.

Art. XXXVIII.—^ Description of four neiv Ferns from our New Zealand

Forests. By William Colenso, F.L.S.

IRead before the HawWs Bay Philosophical Institute, 12th June, 1882.]

I, Cyathea, Smith.

Cyathea tricolor , sp. nov.

Plant, arborescent; trunk stout, 5-12 feet high, bulky at base and at

top, 1 foot diameter there, fibrous at base and for 2-3 feet up, thickly

clothed with broken stipites at top ; colour, light-brown.

Fronds numerous, 30-40, tri-pinnate, spreading, drooping, glabrous,

shining, 7-8 feet long, 38-40 inches broad in widest part, oblong-lanceolate

not acuminate, decreasing very gradually downwards, sub-membranaceous,

dark-green above, white below.

Stipes very stout, 3-3|- inches gixth at base, short, 3-4 inches long,

obscurely triquetrous, flattish or a httle rounded at top, and slightly chan-

nelled towards base, brittle, succulent, gummy, dark-oUve green above,

peculiar bluish-white below, prickly with small fine sharp black prickles,

^ inch long, recurved, scattered, in some places very closely set, 2 to a

line, and sometimes running in irregular rows ; scales^ at base of stipes,

very numerous, long, shining, dark-brown, 2 inches long, and 2 lines broad

at base, flat, thin, very acuminate, finely striated longitudinally, margins

entire, crumpled towards top, concave and transversely corrugated at base.

Rhachis, main and secondary, glabrous, bright golden-yellow above,

finely and floccosely tomentose below with deciduous ferruginous tomentum,

bluish-white underneath, subcylindiical not channelled below, (but chan-

nelled above in dried specimens), main rhachis (and stipe) marked longitu-

dinally on both upper outer edges with a line of oblong-lanceolate brick-red

scars, and having 2-3 of such red blotches at the base of each pinna,

always nearer to the upper angle.

Pinna, distant (4-5 inches) on rhachis, alternate sometimes opposite,

lowest two pairs opposite, the largest near the middle 18-19 inches long,

8-^0 inches broad, drooping.
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Pinnules (secondary divisions), sessile, 3^-4 i- inches long, 10-12 lines

broad, broadest at base, triangular, finely and very beautifully acuminate,

apices finely and regularly serrated to tip.

Segments^ sessile, 5-6 lines long, 1 line broad, linear, entire, margins

conniving in fruit and subcrenulate at sori, pointed, distant, falcate, lower

pinnate and pectinate, the single lowest segment on the underside of pinna

subpetiolate ; veins red, 9-10 jugate on a segment, simple, forked, and

branching.

Sori, in axil of fork of veins, nearer midrib than margin, numerous,

crowded filling segments, large, regular, biseriate, 14-18 on a large segment,

dark-brown, extending to tips of pinnules and pinnas, with always one close

set in at base of segment to rhachis of pinnule.

Involucre^ a shallow circular cup, margin entire, rarely breaking-up.

Receptacle^ broadly clavate, pubescent ; showing point of insertion by a

pit on upper side of segment.

In both its young and ban-en state this species of Cyathea might be

easily confounded at first sight with the well-known and ubic[uitous New
Zealand species C. dealbata^ from its being equally as white on its foliage

below. On examination and comparison however, of living specimens, the

two whites on the under fohage of the two plants will be found to differ

greatly,—that of this one possessing a bluish tint, (just the hue of the

oxidized corrugated iron roofing of our houses,) which colom* is more
r

4

particularly shown on its thick and succulent stipes, which are also thickly

set with small sharp black prickles. Indeed, in its young and barren state,

the whiteness of the underside of the fronds of this species, often shows

even more conspicuously than that of 0, dealbata, when a fi:ond is turned

up or half-reversed in its native woods ; owmg to the much greater contrast

arising from the darker-green of its upper foliage.

In its many colours, too, this fern is peculiar:—1. its shining dark-

green upper foHage ; 2. its large, thick, glossy golden-yellow prominent

stalks (rhachises, main and secondary) ; 3. its white underneath, appearing

so solid, unbroken, through its being so glabrous there also, and not having

there any large coloured scales or hairs ; and 4. (when in fruit) its shining

dark-brown clusters of large sori, showing to advantage on their white

ground. Indeed, I might truly enough have specifically named it versi-

color.

Another striking peculiarity of this species when in fruit, is its general

and regular drooping appearance, and that, not merely of its large fronds

inclining forwards and downwards, as obtains with some other of its con-

geners (as C. medidlaris and C. pohjnearon)^ but its characteristic threefold,

or even foiu'fold, manner of drooping :—firstly, its fronds outwards and

20
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downwards ; secondly, their pinnae downwards and inwards towards the

main rhachis ; thirdly the pinnules downwards and inwards towards the

secondary rhachises ; and then, fourthly, the very fruiting segments them-

selves conniving inwardly :* the whole tout-ensemble heing peculiar among

our tree-ferns, and most graceful.

Owing to its many colours, its drooping compact shape, and its heing

much more of a dwarf (though stout) tree-fern than its congeners, fully

hearing fruit when only five feet high, it wears a very peculiar and striking

appearance (especially when looking down on it from a height a little

ahove)—one that attracts the eye immediately.

I have long known this fern in its young and barren state ; and I had

always a suspicion that it was really distinct fi'om C. dealhata; hut T)r. Sir

J. Hooker had so clearly stated that G. dealhata was our only tree-fern

hearing " fronds " that were " white and glaucous below," that I confess

I have been for a considerable time thrown off my guard with respect to

it. But during this last autumn, while botanizing in another and unvisited

part of the Seventy-mile Bush, I fell in with several plants of this species,

of various sizes and ages, and many of them bearing fruit in profusion, so

I had ample means and ox:)portunity for examination.

Hab. Deep forests (Seventy-mile Bush) on eastern outlying spurs of the

Euahine Mountain Range, between Norsewood and Danneverke villages

;

April, 1882.

II. Dicksonia, UHeritier.

Dichsonia gracilis^ n. sp.

Plant, arborescent; trunk 10-15 feet high, slender, greyish-brown; on

upper portion remains of old stipites, and at top a few dead fronds hanging

down ; bearing young plants and shoots 2-3 feet from the base.

Fronds^ 40 and upwards, sub-membranaceous, glabrous, 5-5-| feet long,

2-4 feet wide, tripiunate, oblong-lanceolate, patent, light-green above and

lighter-green below, upper portion very free and loose not compact.

Stipes, 9-10 inches long, at first upright and inclined inwards towards

trunk, sub-clasping, with a large quantity of loose light red-brownish hairs

at bases, and a dense layer of lighter coloured hirsute tomentum adhering

beneath ; hairs, 1^ inch long, cylindrical, tapering, excessively fine towards

top, straight and lax, shining as if varnished, regularly jointed, 6 joints to
w

1 line, semi-bulbous at base ; stipes and rhachises dark-brown below, shining

as if varnished, and thickly muricated throughout to apices of pinn^ with

* This habit, however (so widely different from that of C dealhata), makes it a very

difficult matter to lay out and dry a speciraen flat ; indeed, I have been obliged to abandon

it, save in a few small segments, although I took with me into the forest a portfolio having

rematkably thick covers.
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fine raised black points ; main rhacJds deflexed from stipe, longitudinally

sulcated above ; stipes and rhachis densely hairy when young; hau's, patent,

red-brown.

Pinnce^ 15 inches long, 4-5 inches broad, about 3 inches apart on

rhachis, petiolate, triangular, broadest near base, acuminate ending in a

very fine point, densely covered with red-brown strigose hairs above on

rhachis of pinnae.

PinmtleSj sub-opposite, distant, 2-2| inches long, broad, linear-oblong,

broadest near base, acute, sub-falcate, petiolate, glabrous above on midrib,

hairy below and also on midrib of segments ; barren pinnules piunatifid,

fertile pinnate.

Segments free not crowded, sessile, alternate, oblong, 8 lines long, 1 line

broad, obtuse, apices rounded, slightly and sparingly serrate, sub-falcate,

lowermost one on upper side of pinnule regularly overlapping secondary

rhachis; fruitful segments very distant, regularly crenulate through con-

traction by sori, auricled, lowest pair petiolate ; casta prominent above

;

veins
J
6 -jugate, forked and simple.

Sori numerous, crowded, occupying the whole of the segment, small,

globular, biseriate, 8-10 to a segment.

Involucre^ outer valve sub-cucuUate, margin entire, about \ line long,

remaining green-coloured when dry.

The buds, shoots, and young plants of various ages and sizes, bursting

forth from the stem of this fern-tree, was a curious and pleasing sight—and,

to me, a novelty. They were scattered around the main stem, 8-12 inches

apart, and at different heights, but all within 2-3 feet from the base ; from

them I gathered fronds of various sizes, the largest 12 inches long,—one,

7 inches, and one, 4 inches long, exclusive of stipe ; these are all very soft

in foliage, bipinnate only, with stipes and main and secondary rhachisea
r

exceedingly hairy with long patent jointed hairs,—quite a miniature of the

large fronds of the parent plant. Some of the smaller shoots hke big buds,

apparently just bursting, possess most deUcately fine, long, and soft hairs,

almost curly, coloured and jointed like those of parent plant.

This species of Dicksonia, in general appearance, somewhat resembles

trunk

and

that species, as well as the persistent hanging of its old withered fronds

around its trunk, which is almost characteristic,—besides the much smaller

fronds and small round sori, and the peculiar habit of bearing shoots and

buds on the trunk of tliis species. It has the slenderest trunk, as well as

crown

Zealand Vicksonicc known to me.
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Rah, In low-lying forests between Norsewood and Danneverke,

" Seventy-mile Bush/^ April, 1882,

ni. Hymenophyllum, Smith.

Hymenophylhnn megalocarpnm^ n. sp.

Plant terrestrial and epiphytical, sarmentose ; rhizome glabrous ; rootn

with loner red-brown

4-2

shorter than the frond, cylindrical, glabrous, glossy, stout, wiry, flexuose,

red-brown, sometimes greenish.

Frond^ tri-quadri-pinnatifid, deltoid or deltoid-acuminate, 3-4^ in. long,

3-4 ^~ inches broad at base, sometimes slightly acuminate, upright or slightly

decuTved, spreading, membranous, semi-pellucid, light-green, glabrous, not

shining, not elastic
;
j^i^^^^ ^iid pinnules crowded, imbricate ; mai7i rhachis

and secondary rJiachises red coloured, winged throughout ; tvings crisped ;
vcnj

young fronds slightly scaly below with red-brown wrinkled deciduous scales

on stipes and rhachis
;
primary pinnules opposite, falcate, lowermost pair

deflexed ; secondary pinnules sub-opposite and alternate, sub-socund, falcate,

cuneate below, very thickly set, overlapping, outermost free.

Segments^ or lobes, regular, narrow, linear, 1-3 lines long, width under

I line, obtuse, entire, plane, terminal sometimes forked, very rarely elon-

gate ; veins prominent.

Involucres on lateral segments, very large, much wider than segments,

j^_^ inch wide at widest part, divided down to base, turgid, open,

spreading and recurved, obconical, semi-elliptic, deltoid, and suborbicular,

sometimes twice the size of the clusters of sori, entire, emarginate, some-

times slightly crenulate at apex, often geminate, sometimes two from one

vein, and sometimes even three together.

Sori in large rotund clusters and coloured red, prominent, exserted,

sometimes two clusters within one involucre ; capsules very large, convex,

glossy.

This species oi HymenophyUum is (as I take it) a striking and interest-

ing novelty ; owing to its large clusters of richly-coloured sori, and their

still larger and spreading involucres or involucral leaves,—in their manner

of growth almost resembhng those of a small cabbage or lettuce around

its heai^t,—and also with (in some places) its twin clusters of sori within

one involucre, and arising from a single vein. I know of nothing like

it among om: many and varied species of HymenophyUum ; although

this species is not so large as several of the New Zealand species of

this genus, its clusters of sori and involucres are the largest that

I know,—larger than those of iZ. scabrum and H, dilatatmn. Its

affinities, however, (though shght), are with the old well-known and
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common species H. demissum and H. pohjantlws, and with the new one U.

erecto-alatum, particularly this last, and had its stipes been winged, and

the wings there and on its rhachises subvertical and deeply crisped, as m
H. erecto-alatum, I should have been inclined to have set it down as a

variety of that species, notwithstanding its extra-large and pecuhar involu-

cres and sori. Apparently the smaller the frond the more profuse its sori,

which in some small specimens is densely thick and heavy, and then con-

tracting the whole frond. Its clusters of sori are also coloured bright-red

when very young, long before they become mature.

Hab. In open woods, in the Seventy-mile Bush between Norsewood

and Danneverke, both on the ground (but not growing thickly) and climb-

ing trees—particularly the trunks of the tree-ferns, arborescent Dicksonice

1881, 1882.

IV. Asplenium, Linn

Asj>lenimn anomodum, n. sp.

Plant small, suberect, spreading ; caudex very short and stout, scarcely

any ; stipites thickly tufted, l-2i inches long, rather slender, green, densely

clothed at base with very large reticulated glossy black scales; roots

brown

/'

.mi

pinna subrhomboid-lanceolate, about 2 inches long or twice the length of

the largest of the lateral pinnse, with sometimes a small lobe at the base
;

jyinyifE, 3-4 pairs, petiolate, distant, patent, alternate, rarely subopposite,

6-14 lines long, 3-6 lines broad, ovate, sometimes broadly elliptic, dimi-

diate, obtuse and rounded at apex, generally decreasing in size from the

middle of the frond downwards ; the base cuneate and excised below, and

truncate and subauricled above ; colour grass green, a shade hghter below
;

margins cartilaginous, coloured, and bluntly serrated, often only crenu-

late
;
petioUs slender ; texture membranaceous, glabrous above, scaly below

on the veins with scattered long fine dark and scarious scales, having

divaricating lacini^ at base (almost stellate), similar in texture to those at

base of stipites, only very much smaller; veim apparent, subflabellate,

simple, and forked, with no distinct costa, subclavate at apices and not

extending to margin; rhachis slender, narrow, channelled above, and (with

with

frond.

Sori generally few, distant, scattered, and very irregularly distributed,

1, 2, or 3 (and sometimes, though rarely, 5, 6) on a pinna, occasionally

more. 8-18. on the terminal ninna: at first loner, afterwards broad-elliptic,
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thick and very prominent, and sometimes confluent, distant from both mid-

rib and margin, but more so from the margin ; involucre linear-oblong,

whitish, very membranous and semi-pellucid ; edge slightly erose.

Scales at base, black, glossy, deltoid- ovate very acuminate, 8 lines long,

1^ lines broad at base, reticulations large, subsphagnoid parallelogrammic,

veiy conspicuous ; margins entire and sparsely and irregularly fringed.

Hab. On decomposing limestone ridges, forests near Norsewood, W.C.
;

at Takapau, Mr. J. Steicart ; and at Te Ante, Mr. C. P. Winkelmann.

This plant has some natural affinity with two of our well-known New Zea-

land species

—

A. ohtitsatxim and A, hooherianum—although it widely differs

from both in appearance ; those two ferns also belonging to two very different

sections of the genus. Were some of the characters of this fern not so dis-

cordant with those of either of the two aforementioned species, I should

have classed it as a variety of one of them. It seems, however, to partake

in several points of both those species, and may yet prove to be a step

towards uniting them in a regular natm-al sequence.

It differs from A. ohtitsatiim in the form of its pinn^, especially the ter-

minal one, in their texture and in that of the stipes rhachis and petioles, in

colour, in venation, and in the form of its sori and scales. It is more nearly

allied to A, hookerianum, in the texture of its frond and its venation, in the

slenderness of its stipe rhachis and petioles, in the disposition of its lateral

pinnae, in its colour, and in its large (often solitary) sori, and scales ; but

differs in being only once-pinnate, with larger entire and simple regular

pinnae on shorter petioles, its very large terminal pinna, and thick stout

tufted head or caudex. It has scarcely any natural affinity with another

small New Zealand pinnate sj)ecies or variety, J. ^^aj/ajo?/?/??/, Hook., (a plant

I formerly obtained from those same localities), which is, I believe, a dwarf

variety of J. lucidum. Its peculiar and beautiful large basal scales approach

very near to those of A. paleacewn, Br., from Queensland, and to those of

A. sandersoni, Hook., from Natal. The scales of this plant are truly won-

derful objects under a microscope.

It is only after an extra large amount of study, examination, and

research, that I have concluded to advance another new species of Asple-

nium ; and I confess I should not have done so, had I not fortunately

obtained an unusually large number of good specimens—not mei'ely of

* single fronds but of entire plants—and their uniformity is great.
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Art. XXXIX.—O/i the large Number of Species of Ferns noticed in a small

Area in the Neiv Zealand Forests, in the Seventy-mile Bush, between Norse-

%cood and Dannecerke, in the Provincial District of Haicke's Bay. By. W.

COLENSO, F.L.S.

{Read before the Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute, Sth May, 1882.]

Our adopted country, the colony of New Zealand, Las long borne a great

name for its Ferns, owing, perhaps, as much to their being everywhere ao

common (exclusive of the ubiquitous brake fern, Pteris esculenta), from

the lowest level on the sea-shore, its rocks and cHflfs, up to nearly the

highest point of vegetation on the alpine ranges,—as to their large number

of genera or of species ; although the surpassing beauty and novelty of

some of them have justly served to raise their fame. In respect to their

number of species, New Zealand is vei^ far ahead of our British Islands,

which only contain 48 species of true ferns ; but then this truly natural

order is but poorly represented in Europe. On the other hand, the neigh-

bouring larger Australian colonies contain nearly twice the number of

species hitherto found in this colony. In their natural state, the open

plains and hills of New Zealand were almost everywhere covered with the

common rusty-looking Pteris esculenta ; and the woods were filled with

numerous species and genera, not merely terrestrial, grooving on the ground

like other plants, and including several fine and famed arborescent species

(commonly called tree-ferns), but also a good number of epiphytical ones,

only foimd growing on trees, and then only in the deepest umbrageous and

damp recesses of the forest ; there, alike protected fi-om winds and heat,

and unvisited by animal ravagers in the shape of cattle, they flourished in

charming profusion.

According to Dr. Sir Jos. Hooker's " Handbook of the New Zealand

Flora," there were, at the time of its publication (in 1864), 120 species of

ferns (exclusive of varieties) found in New Zealand, belonging to 31 genera.

Of those 120 species, 5 should be deducted, as having been only hitherto

detected in the off-lying islets in what is called the New Zealand botanical

region, viz., the Auckland, Campbell's, Lord Howe's, and Kermadec Islands

;

thus leaving 115 species described in the "Handbook" as pertaining to

New Zealand proper.

During the last few years I have made a practice of visiting the woods

and forests of this district several times in the year, and on each visit have

become more and more impressed with the almost unlimited resources of

bountiful Nature—especially in her botanical productions, and particularly

her lower forms, viz., of Cryptogams. It would requure acalled

and
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MtiscL Hi

Lichenes, aud Fmirji, with which our New Zealand forests everywhere teem,

not a few of which are still unknown to science ; although a large nmnher
of them have already been pubhshed by Dr. Hooker in the *' Flora Nov^
Zealandi^e," and in the later work above-mentioned, and some others since

in several of the later volumes of the ''Transactions of the New Zealand

Institute."

It has ever been a pleasing thought with me to consider what great,

what new, what expansive ever-growing deHght awaits the future generation

of zealous natm^e-loving New Zealand naturalists in this particular branch

of natural science. When the Mosses, the Liverworts, the Lichens, the

Fungi, and the Algfe (including the invisible Desmidese) of New Zealand

shall have been, in the course of future years, discovered and drawn and
accurately described,—much as similar botanical research and work has

been done in om- fatherland,—in the Hepatic^ of Sir W. Hooker ('' British

JungermannisB," and in *' Musci Exotiei"), and of Mitten ; the Bryologia

of Wilson
; the Lichens of Babington, Lander-Lindsay, and Leighton ; the

Greville

imi

when this is all accomplished, as it ought to be under the increasing light of

science (and so done it will be), then the generation of that day, and sub-

se^iuent ones, will have much, very much, to be thankful for and to admire.

On the present occasion, however, I shall strictly confine my few

remarks to some of the ferns of those woods, which, on various visits of

mine thither, have caught and rivetted my attention.

In one spot in particular, deeply secluded in the quiet recesses of the

grand old forest,—(a spot very dear to me ! one which I have almost

invariably visited several times, and every time with increasing delight, on

each of my journeys inland),—I have repeatedly noticed and pleasingly

contemplated a large number of species of ferns ; more than I had ever seen

growing together in all my wanderings in New Zealand; and all, too,

flourishing luxuriantly. Within this circumscribed area of, say, one-eighth

of a mile each way, or even less, I have found 48 species of ferns, and more,f

belonging to 15 genera; or nearly half of the number given in the *' Hand-
book ' as being inhabitants of New Zealand proper. This, as I take it, is

* I am well aware of what has been so largely and efficiently done in all those natural

orders by many eminent continental cryptogamists, as Schimpcr, C. Mueller, Hedwig. and
Schwoegrichen, Gottsche, Lindenberg, and Nees, Acharlus, Fee, and Nylander, Fries, Corda,

and Tulasne, Agardh, and Kutzing, and others ; but I have purposely confined my remarks

to British cryptogamic botanists,

t Vide infra^ including the lately-discovered neiv species.
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surprising, bearing in mind that several of our described ferns are, as far as

is known at present, particularly local ; some species, indeed, having been

only detected in one or two places, and there scarce; while others are chiefly

confined to the South Island. Of all those rarer ones I give here a brief

list, setting them down pretty nearly in the sequence of their scarcity, or of

their little-known habitats.

Gymnogramvie rutfrfolia.

Nephrolepis tuberosa,

Todea africana,

Adiantum formostoh.

Loxsoma cunninghamit,

Aspidium ocellatwn.

>? cystostegia.

Nephrodium molle.

93 thehjpteris var. squamtdosum.

Aspleniityn richardi,

Cystopteris fragilis,

Lomaria jmmila.

>j fraseru

Triclioynan es inalmgii,

Hymenophylhim niinimum.

»>

»»

lyallii.

unilaterale

Marattia salicina^ and

Alsophila colensoi (in the North Island).

And this is still the more surprising (as we shall see) when we consider

the entire absence from this small limited locality of some genera more or

less common to different j)laces in New Zealand which are not included in

the above list—viz., Gleicheniay Lind.scea^ CheUanthes, Doodia^ NothocJd(cna^

Lygodium, Schiza^a, Ophioglossum ^ and Botrychium; of these nine genera

half of them have but one species each (in New Zealand), and of the former

brief list, six genera, also, each contain but one New Zealand species ; so

that, of the whole number of absent genera from that one locality (fifteen),

no less than eleven contain only one New Zealand species each.

And here I may be permitted briefly to mention, for the especial benefit

of my lady and young hearers, and also of strangers (if any) who have not

yet realized the great advantages of diving into the depths of our New
Zealand forests,—that to see our ferns in all their natural beauty, they

should be visited in their cool sequestered retreats and bowers and grots at

two seasons of the year, namely, in the spring and early summer, and in the

autumn verging into winter. At the fust of these two seasons many of them
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will be found elegantly evolving their delicate new circinnate fronds,—the

consummate grace and beauty of which no pen can adequately describe;

while at the second, their mature fronds will generally be found loaded with

fruit, all cm-iously and variously yet methodically arranged, according to

their several natural genera. At the same time, I should observe, this

natm-al evolution, perennial growing, and display, is, in some damj) and

suitable woods and spots, almost ever recurring.

And just as it is often with us in towns on especial occasions of meeting,

—in the grave senate and in religious assemblies, as well as in the lighter

ones of the concert, the baUroom, and the theatre,—the accessories, the

environment, when in good taste and keeping, add much grace to the scene,

the place, and the proceedings,—so it is at those two natural seasons I

have mentioned. Nature must be seen in her various dresses, as well as in

her different moods, to be fully appreciated. I well know that the mind

only sees what the mind brings ; or, in other words, it is the feeling that

teaches or evokes the true seeing ; for, whoever possesses the heart to feel

will also have the eye to see. Bryant, an American poet, has a beautiful

and truthful sentence (among many others) in the opening of his poem

Thanatopsis, highly appropriate here—one that I have often thought on

and repeated"^ (sohis) :

" To him who, in the love of Nature, holds

Communion with her visible forms, she speaks

A various language."

I trust, however, to point out to you in a few short imperfect sentences, a

little of what there—in those woods, in that great temple of Nature, and in

that loved spot in particular of which I have spoken—are the principal and

more striking botanical aids, and charms and draperies, pertaining to and

surrounding that lovely natural fernery.

First, then, I should tell you there is a large open space in the forest, of

an oblong or an irregular oval shape, sheltered from all high winds ; the

centre of this oval is pretty clear of trees, save two or three large and

* I may he permitted to make a brief allusion to my own invariable mode of acting

on revisiting those grand old woods, where fancy leads me to imagine that the trees and

plants, ferns, mosses, and flowers both recognize and smilingly welcome me. Although in

my saying this I lay myself open to be laughed at rather than to be foUowed, " wearing

my heart upon my sleeve for daws to peck at," I take off my hat and salute them feelingly,

and so again on leaving them for the last time. I also take care not wantonly to break

oS or pull up to cast aside any specimens, and always tread carefully among the lovely

ferns, mosses, etc. Peehngs of a similar nature must have possessed the ancient Greeks,

as well as the ancient New Zealanders, who always made a deprecatory speech, addressed

to the guardians (or genius loci) of those grand old unfrequented woods, whenever they

entered them to fell a tree for a canoe or any particular purpose.
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ancient pines, whose huge and irregularly-buttressed trunks, and high,

ridgy, uneven, and grotesque roots, all thickly di-essed in climbing feathery

ferns and other plants, add to the picturesque beauty of the scene. Here

and there also, in the centre and in the foreground, scattered in clumps and

standing singly, are several handsome tree-ferns, while the larger her-

baceous ferns prominently show themselves in big tufts and masses, with

the smaller ones growing thickly among them, and, as it were, under their

sheltering wings. This is a very brief outHne of the centre of that pleasing

natural garden. It is not often that such a large and clear open space is to

be met with in the midst of a thick forest. I daresay in that small piece of

ground there are more than a hundred tree-ferns of nearly all sizes ; some,

as I said before, in the midst, and some intermixed among the trees and
shrubs around it.

In the spring-summer season, in great plenty in the fore-back-ground,

growing with the tree-ferns, that truly handsome shrub or small tree Aria-

totelia racemosa, is found in flower ; this is one of the elegant trees of New
Zealand, in its fine airy shape, in its variously coloured leaves, and in its

profusion of lovely flowers, which, like the leaves, aU vary in then* tints and
colours. With it also errow those tl^rp.ft handftomp «mi:»n h^an<z nf fh^ PUtr,^.

ifi with their fancy-

colom'ed elegant ghstening leaves and dark pm-ple blossoms ; and with them
fine old plants of the New Zealand Fuchsia (F. excorticata), which here attain

to a large size, with theii- numerous variegated blossoms set ofl: to advantage

by their drooping silvery-Hned foliage ; with here and there among them
that particularly healthy-looking shining green-leaved small tree Drinujs

axillaris, one of the gems of the shaded secluded forest !* Among them
also, but more sparingly found, is the graceful twining Parsonsia (sps,),

climbing and rambling over the lower shrubs and bushes, with its slender,

nodding sprays of cream-coloured blossoms. Behind all those, in the back-

ground, and towering far above them, are the taller trees of Playlaathus,

Elfsocarjnis, Alectryon, and Knifjhtia, all differing largely in the forms and
hues of their foliage, and all bearing in profusion their showy and curious

flowers ; while all around, standing out, as it were, in bold alto-relievo^ and
often rendered doubly conspicuous by their clean white bark displayed in

large patches, are stately robust trees of Weinmannia racemosa, bearing their

* I don't know if any colonist (whether private gentleman or horticulturist), heing an
admirer of elegant and handsome shrubs, has ever attempted to cultivate this beautiful

plant. Indeed, I doubt of its thriving, save in a very shaded, sheltered, and damp shrub-

bery. The beholding of this tree in its beauty has often served to remind me of the

account

hiR

Greece.

—

{Herodotus, Polymnia, § xxxi.)
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innumerable fine and drooping racemes of flowers, their long and stout

spreading branches frequently descending low down from a great height in

graceful curves, after the manner of growth of the horse-chestnut of our

Enghsh parks ; having growing in thek topmost forks and branches

the curious tufted long-leaved epiphytical plant Astelia, somewhat re-

sembling huge crows'-nests, and serving to remind the English observer

of a rookery ; while from their upper trunks and limbs hang, in long

drops and festoons, the handsome and showy species of climbing Me-

trosideros {M. pendens and M. suhsimilis)^ with their pendent flowering

branchlets terminating in beautiful tasselled bunches of white blossoms

waving in the air ; and still higher up, here and there, as if gazing down

from its dark-green bowers, is the Spring Beauty of the Woods I the large-

flowered lofty-climbing Clematis {C. indivisa), whose big white star-like

sweet-scented flowers (often 4 inches in diameter), and many together in

garlands and festoons high up in the trees by the highway-side in those

forests, are the admiration of every traveller in the spring season. And,

lastly, (to enumerate no more), on the ground, in the few open spaces

between the larger and the tufted-growing ferns, is to be seen that graceful

living green-matted plant, Pratia angulata, with its profusion of peeping

curious snow-white flowers.

I should not, however, omit to tell you something, though briefly, of

the many minor beauties of those secluded spots in the deep forests ; of the

numerous dear little gem-plants of the smaller Cryptogams,—the Mosses,

the Liverworts, and the Lichens, which I have already in the begin-

ning of this paper alluded to. For these, by their great number, their

densely close compacted manner of growth, and every variety of shape

and hue and colour, minute though they severally are, yet, united,

form and present a most striking and interesting feature ; while closely

intermingled among them grow luxuriantly many of the smaller filmy and

feathery ferns. The colours of many of them, especially of the Lichens, are

both striking and vivid; generally displaying then- organs of fructification,

and fruits, in profusion, and to very great advantage; and then their

elegant structure, so lovely and complex, and yet so simple, on closer ex-

amination, is wondrous. To see them on the large trunk of an aged tree,

some scores,—or hundreds, it may be,—of those minute plants of many

hues and kinds overlying one another, growing on and in each other

(stratum super stratum) so that they cannot be separated without pulHng

them to pieces, and yet all alike living, healthy, and in harmony, where

they have been so growing together for many years,—^perhaps, in some

cases, a century or more,—is both curious and pleasing, and brings strongly

to recollection (as do also the bigger ferns and other plants flourishing
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around) the modern well-known saying of *
' the survival of tlie

fittest,"—where, however, all seem alike to be fitting, I have often

thought, when contemplating a fine and beautiful patch of richly-

coloured Cryptogams (like this I have just attempted to describe, or, rather,

faintly to outline)—especially on seeing it in all its freshness, just after

rain, and with the sun shining on it—that, should the art of fixing colours

and hues in perfection by photography ever be attained, such a delightful

living picture as this would assuredly early be taken, and excite great

admiration, and not unlikely be largely copied in the way of mural house-

decoration.

I give up all attempts at describing the few New Zealand birds to be

seen there at this early season, although such greatly add to the living

beauty of the scene. Prominently among them, if you keep yourself quietly

hidden under the thick shrubs, is to be observed to perfection that eminently

handsome and musical bird the tuii {^Prostheniadera novce-zealandicc) flitting

about from branch to branch in quest of honey, with its shining metallic

plumage of many hues glancing in the sun, not unfrequcntly accompanied

by a lively pair of the fan-tail flycatcher [Rhipidura flahellifera) ; and then

tliere is the changing light of the sun itself, peering down through the lofty

trees, ever and anon flecked and checquered by the passing summer clouds.

One dear little black-and-white very small bird of the size of a canary

{Petroica toitoi) I must however mention—not because of its great beauty or

its song, for it is mute (or, at all events, although I have often seen it, I

have never once heard its note), but because of its peculiar habit of in-

quisitivcness, or something of that nature ; for, as sure as I have quietly

seated myself to rest awhile or to examine a specimen, this little fellow will

suddenly and quietly make his appearance, and hop up fi*om twig to twig

quite close, and then sit and Avatch intently (and with seeming gratification)

all my doings. I have sometimes thought that he had previously been

narrowly observing all my movements through the forest. At such times,

too, queer fancies and old weird stories of the transmigration of souls, etc.,

come rushing into one's mind, and carry one perforce away with them to

far-off thoughts of many things. Altogether it is a scene of surpassing

beauty—to be contemplated in order to be well-conceived or believed.

In the later autumnal season all this living envkonment is changed

—

just as in oar gardens and orchards, our shrubberies and woodlands—yet

still beautiful ; nature under another aspect

—

" Ever changing, ever new,

When wUl the landscape tire the view ?
»?

Now, around, at that same spot, instead of spring flowers we have autumn

fruits, and though but small, and not belonging to the edible and useful
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class, are, nevertheless, both striking aud handsome as to colour; the

charming and perennial (I was about to write everlasting) ferns continuing

much the same.

First and foremost, at this season, to attract attention, are the hangiug

panicles of globular rich scarlet-coloured fruits of the twining and lofty

climber Bhipogonum scandens (the *' suj^plejack" of the colonists), their

flowers in the spring season being much too small and neutral- coloured to

be easily distinguished ; the massy bunches of dark claret-coloured fruits,

disposed in large spreading umbels, and half hidden under their still larger

dark thick and quaint leaves, of the Panax (P. arhoreum), which small tree

also abounds there, are now very conspicuous ; the flowers too of this tall

shrub were not prominently seen displayed in the spring, for a similar

reason with that of the last ; the bright orange-coloured hemes of the

»wi

three, now show themselves here and there on its coal-black bark branches f"

the numerous black woody capsules, like little nuts, of the three Pittosporum

trees (generally soon splitting broadly open into three equal valves), are

now shown to perfection among their light-coloured and semi-translucent

leaves ; and, when in fall fruit, and bm^sting, the highly curious and showy

berries (axils) of Alectnjon excehum, somewhat resembling a red raspberry

with a big glossy black eye in its centre (its seed) ; w4iile the evergreen flat

mat plant below, overrunning the face of the ground, the dear little humble

Pratia angidata, which so coyly displayed its numerous white flowers in the .

spring and all through the summer, now shows in their stead its peculiar

crowned fleshy carmine-coloured fruits, which, though (like its flowers)

modestly half-concealed, wiU be sure to be quickly detected and

noticed.

But I must no longer detain you, but proceed to give the promised Kst

of the ferns I saw in that small plot of ground, which, indeed, is the main

subject of my paper, but which alone is, I fear, to some, the driest part of

it, unless they happily happen to know the ferns whose names are herein

given ; some of them, however, I have formerly exhibited here at our

ordinaiy meetings-

* Haying mentioned the " coal-black bark" of this pretty tree, I would also give in

a note an after-thought (which has occurred to me since I left the forests), viz., that I

scarcely recollect ever having seen its trunk and branches bearing any hchens or mosses,

where almost all trees and shrubs (not having deciduous bark) bear them thickly in

countless profusion ; and the same peculiarity, I think, obtains with another small tree

possessing pitjuant bark, -viz., Piper excehum, 1i I am correct in my remark, what is such

a bare state, or lack of living drapery, to be attributed to? Can it be owing to the extreme

pungency of their barks ?
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Of Cyathea, 3 species—dealbata, medullaris, and smithii,

Dickso^iia^ 8 species—squaiTOsa, fibrosa (? *' autarctica/* H.B,K.), and

lanata.

,, Hynmiophyllum, 10 species—tunbridgeuse, bivalve, multifidum, javani-

cxim, rarnm, dilatatum, polyanthos var, sanguinolentum, demis-

sum, scabrum, and flabellaUim,

,, Trichomanes, 2 species—reniforme and venosum,

,, Davallia, 1 species—novse-zealandiae.

AcUayiium, 1 species—cunninghamii.

Hypolejns, 2 species—tenuifolia, and distans.

Plens, 4 species—esculenta, tremula, scabernla, and incisa.

Pellcea, 1 species—rotundifolia.

Lomariay 4 species—procera, fluviatilis, lanceolata, and discolor.

A^pleimim, 4 species—lucidum, falcatum, bulbiferum, and flaccidum.

Aspidium, 3 species—vestitum, ricliardi, and coriaceum.

NephrodiuMy 2 species—decompositum, and hispidum.

Polypodiuniy 7 species—grammitis, rugulosum, pennigerum, rupesti^e,

tenellum, pustulatum, and billardieri.

,, Leptopteris (or Todea), 1 species—hymenophylloides.

Total, 48 species of those published in the *' Handbook."

Subsequently, 6 additional species (and one marked variety), all belong-

ing to 4 of those same genera, have been discovered in that same small area

of woodland by me, and described in the Trans. N.Z. Inst., vols. xi. and

yi

)»

A A

xn,, VIZ, :

Cyathea polyneuron. ^

As I was Tvriting, primarily, on the number of those ferns published in the ** Hand-

book N.Z. Flora '* which I had found in this one spot, I pui'posely omitted any reference to

this tree-fern (C fohjneuron) when remarking on the lovely scenery of that place ; this

plant being a recent discovery. But this large and graceful fern-tree, with its ample

drooping fronds, adds much to the living beauty of that landscape.

One of the prettiest fahy-like scenes I ever saw in our New Zealand woods, I have, on

more than one occasion, witnessed, when reclining on the grass under the shade of one of

these tree-ferns. It was noon, and the summer sun was high, and the view, on looking

up through the interlacing overhanging foliage softly waving in the breeze, was truly

enchanting, every vein and veinlet being highly translucent [hence, I had very nearly

specifically named it translucens]^ and then the green of its arched fronds was of such a

delicate hue, such a truly sparkling living green without a blemish. The finely-marked

ever-changing traceries, and glints and gleams of vertical sun-light peering down through

the many myriad veins in that living bower, on those occasions, were far beyond language 1

At such times one no longer wonders at our forefathers deeming those evergreen recesses

and bowers to be the beloved haunts of wood nymphs and dryads, fays, fairies, and pixiea

a belief also firmly and pleasingly held by the ancient New Zealander,
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Dicksonia sparmanniana.

Hymmophyllitm erecto-alatum

)> pusillwn

Trichomanes venustula.

Making iu all a gross total of 53 species of ferns found growing together

in a veiy small plot of ground, being several more than the whole number

of sx^ecies of ferns found in the British Islands. And I have good reasons

for believing that the following additional species may yet be found there

also, as I know they are growhig in profusion not far off, viz.,-

—

Lomaria

nigra, PoIypocUum aaininghamii, Adiantitm diaphanum.

Of one thing respecting this beautiful and justly-prized order of plants

I feel pretty certain, namely,—that there are several still unknown and

undiscovered species yet to be found in New Zealand,'^ For I am yearly

becomiug more and more convinced of the correctness of my old belieft in

the very circumscribed locality of not a few of our New Zealand plants

;

and, therefore, as the many still unexploi-ed mountains and valleys, forests

and plains of New Zealand come to he visited and known,—especially to

men of science,—their many botanical novelties will become known also ;

though I much fear that cattle and fire, and introduced plants, will cer-

tainly destroy many. Such, indeed, has been the case here already in not

a few places in Hawke's Bay.

Art. XL.

—

Descriptions of a few new Indigenous Plants.

By W. CoLENSo, F.L.S.

(Read before the Haiuke's Bay FhilosopMcal Institute, 9th Octoher^ 1882.)

Class I. Dicotyledons;

Oeder XXn.l LEGUMINOS^.
Genus 1. Carmichseliaj Br.

Carrnichcelia corrugata, sp. nov.

An exceedingly small glabrous shntb, 2-8 inches high ; branches leafless,

1-2 inches long, 1 line wide, mostly simple, rarely forked, flat, linear,

obtuse, striated (almost ridged) and grooved longitudinally, slightly flexuous,

* As a further proof, I may here mention that I have this year detected four new

species of ferns,—two of them being also tree-ferns,—in another unfrequented portion of

these grand old forests, some ten miles south of this spot ; of which a full description will

be given in a future paper.

t See " Trans. N.Z, Institute." vol. i.,—Essay *' On the Botany of the North Island

of New Zealand," § § 14, 22.

* The numbers here attached to both orders and genera are those of *' The Handbook

of the New Zealand Mora."
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each branch bearing 4-5 alternate equidistant denticulations, each with a

dry searious cihated bract. Flowers large, 3-4 lines long, purple -with

darker veins
; standard pointleted ; wings half the length of the standard

;

style bearded at tip
;
j^ed^nde slender, 9-12 lines long, bibracteate, 1- (rarely

2-) flowered; bracts cihated: pedicel 2 lines long, bracteolate at base;
calyx large, broadly campanulate, more than 1 line wide, cihate and hairy

at margin, with 2 broad obtuse ciliated bracteoles adpressed at base
;

teeth very long : pod oblong-elliptic, 4-6 lines long (exclusive of beak), li-2
lines broad, turgid, corrugated on one suture (mostly the lower) with 8-9
thick closely formed wrinkles; leak straiglit, 1| lines long: seeds rotund,

5 in a pod.

Hah. Dry stony plains, Renwicktown, near Blenheim, South Island;
Mr, F. Reader.

This species, in its dwarf size and general appearance, resembles
C. nana, but it differs widely from that species in its flower and pod ; it is

also not so robust a plant. In its peculiarly thick and wrinkled pod (whence
its specific name) it differs from all the species of Carmichslia known to

me. Some of its short branches bear a flower from each notch or denti-

culation.

Order XXXIX. COMPOSIT^E.
Genus 1. Olearia, Maench.

Olearia marginata, sp. ndv.

A robust shruh of low diffuse growth; branches, leaves, petioles,

peduncles and heads of flowers thickly covered with tawny-yellowish
wool

:
brancJdets very stout, straight, smooth, and bare of leaves for 5-7

inches
;
leaves oblong, sub-obovate (sometimes roundish and narrow oblong),

2^-41 inches long, li-2 inches broad, very stout, entire, very obtuse and
emarginate, tapering towards base, sub-verticillate, 4-9 crowded together at

ends of branchlets far apart, sometimes (but rarely) a single pair opposite
;

margined all round above the upper surface for i line wide with thick wool

;

midrib thick and flat towards base, and densely woolly for about 1 inch
from petiole

;
veined

; veins prominent, opposite and sub-opposite, diverging
and parallel, apparent on both sides; veinlets anastomosing; the upper
surface of old leaves glabrous, glossy, pale yellowish-green

; ijetioles very
stout, |-li inch long, channeUed above, much dilated at base and sub-
clasping

;
young leaves densely covered with coarse wool, at first then- upper

surface is ash-coloured, but with tawny-yellow under surface and margins :

peduncle very stout, axillary and sub-terminal, 2^ inches long, 8 hnes broad,
of a uniform thickness throughout, compressed, channelled, soft flexible not
woody, di-ooping, with 3-7 leafy half-clasping sessUe and decurrent bracts
below the head; head {alabastnis globular) 1-1 J inch broad, densely

21
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imbricated in 7-8 rows ; outer scales large, broad-oblong, obtuse, and with

pednncle clothed with lighter reddish-yellow wool ; inner scales 6-7 lines

long, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, acute, longitudinally ribbed, glossy

within
; receptacle convex, 10 lines broad, deeply and coarsely pitted

;
pits

square, tlie alveolar-hke ridges even, a little higher at the angles,

Hab. Dry rocky hills, Eenwicktown, near Blenheim, South Island*

Mr. F, Reader,

This is in many respects a remarkable species, and is certainly pretty

closely allied natm'ally to O. insignis, Hook., to which South Island species

(unknown by sight to me) I was at first inclined to assign it, mainly through

my not having specimens with fully opened flowers, and from their having

been gathered in the known neighbouring localities of that plant. I had,

however, several large specimens in full leaf, and with unopened heads of

flowers nearly mature ; and also an old head of the former year, but without

a single floret remaining. On closely examining my specimens, I found

them to differ in so many important points (vide descrip.^ supra) from 0.

insi/juis, that I could hesitate no longer over them.

Its very peculiar and curiously margined leaves, together with their

being subverticillate and densely clothed with coarse matted, almost floccose,

wool,—and the soft flexible nature of its stout compressed and bracteate

peduncles (which softness and flexibility they still retain in their dried

state),—are striking characters.
m

In some particulars this plant has affinity with some of the Australian

species of this genus.

Order XXVII. HALOEAGEiE.
Genus 3. Gunnera, Linn.

Gnnnera strigosa, sp. nov.

Plant low creeping, very diffuse, rooting at ends of runners and forming

nodes, 2-6 inches apart ; branches terete, hispid, coloured brown. Leaves

upright and spreading, radical from nodes, 5-14 arising from a node,

darkish-green, rough with minute whitish points, f inch diameter, cordate,

auricled, 5-nerved, which are each again forked at the tips with veinlets,

anastomosing, nerves red-brown' and very prominent below, 5-7-lobed,

lobes crenate, mucrouate
;
petioles |-li inch long, somewhat stout, chan-

nelled; strigose with flat adpressed hnear white hairs, which are sub-acute

and apiculate, and scattered on both sides, particularly on midrib and
nerves petioles and runners, which are sometimes quite hoary with them.
Floxcers monoecious on long slender scapes (or peduncles), 3-4 inches long,

2-3 times longer than the leaves, 2-5 scapes to a plant or single node.

Male flowers above in a simple spike sometimes occupying f of length of

scape, produced alternately and distant; petals, 0; stamens, 2, sessile
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or nearly so above, but peclicelled and diandrous below, the pedicels

of these few lower ones 1-2 lines long, a little longer than the fila-

ments, with an ovate-acuminate concave bract at their base, and a

pair of minute bracteoles at the junction of the filaments with the

pedicel ; the upper ones also each having three small bracts at its base,

one outer and two inner ; bracts and bracteoles sparsely ciliated ; anthers

broadly cordate, apieulate, thick, dark-coloured. Female JJotvers produced

below at base of scape, and for a short distance up it, those at and near the

base subpaniculate and subcapitate on short branchlets each containing 3-5

flowers on very short pedicels, crowded ; those few above on scape sessile

or nearly so and distant, each flower bracteolate at base much as in the

male flowers ; ovariesy ovate, glabrous, their 2 calycine lobes bearing a few

white strigose hairs ; styles 2, very long, three times or more the length of

ovary, subulate, spreading, densely hairy (pubescent-hirsute), hairs light-

brown, With some of the flat white strigose hairs scattered among them.

Fruit, globular, about 1 line in diameter, glabrous, bright-red, bearing the

two persistent calycine lobes of the ovary, which are divergent and black
;

drupes closely compacted into a head as big as a small cherry.

Hub. On clay banks in forest between Norsewood and Danneverke,

Hawke's Bay district, North Island, flowering in November, 1881-1882:

W.C.

Obs. I.—The broad white and flat hairs plentifully scattered over this

plant attracts at first sight the eye of the observer ; under a microscope

they present a peculiar vermicular appearance. The pair of minute bracte-

oles at the base of the pedicelled filaments of the lower male flowers,—and

also within the larger outer bract of the upper and sessile ones,—seem to

supply the place of calyx, unless we consider the outer single and larger

bract as such, and then those inner and smaller ones as petals. In two or

three instances I have noticed a still larger single bracteole (resembling the

outer bract) on one of the pedicelled stamens, immediately below the anther.

Obs. II.—As a species this plant has pretty close affinity with G.

monoicay Eaoul ; but, although monoecious like that species, is quite distinct;

this is very clearly shown by comparison with his own full description with

plate containing dissections, as given in his Choix de Flantes, p. 13, tab. 8.

It is also allied to another New Zealand species, Q. prorepeiis ; to the only

Tasmanian species, G. cordifoUa; and to the Fuegian species, (?. magellanica.

Oeder XXXVI. LOEANTHACEiE.
Genus 1. Loranthus, Linn.

Loranthus punctatus, sp. nov.

A large bushy glabrous sJirub, main stems 1-1^ inch in diameter.

Brattc/ie? terete, with light-grey bark filled with fine longitudinal cracks;
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young brancblets semi-compressed, always dark red, very minutely roiighish

bat not villous. Leaves opposite, decussate, distant, 6-8 lines apart, 1-1-J-

iucli long, 6-8 lines broad, petiolate, broadly-lanceolate elliptic and sub-

rhomboidal, obtuse, very coriaceous ; colour a lively light green, both
w

surfaces covered with very fine pale spots, midrib and veins obscure, primary

veins opposite, veinlets reticulated, margins rough and coloured red with

minute tubercles. Flowers light-Vermillion red, single, suberect, expanding

freely, 1^ inch long, axillary on short stout peduncles. Calyx-tube conical,

2 lines long, limb very shallow, with 4 small teeth at the angles of the

corolla. Coro/?a 4-angled at base and throughout two-thirds of its length,

up to the insertion of the filaments, broadest at base, gradually contracted

upwards, terete and swollen above. Petals somewhat linear, free, semi-

transpareat, 2 lines broad at base, constricted at one-third of length from

apex and there 1 line broad, obtuse and subspathulate at top, and grooved

within for the anther. Filaments stout, flat. Anthers long, Hnear. Style

very long, longer than anthers, straight. Stigma dark red, globular, slightly

cleft, and finely papillose.

Hah, Parasitical on Fagus solandri (and other trees). Forty-mile Bush,

near Norsewood, Hawke's Bay district, North Island ; flowering in Novem-
ber, 1876-1882 : W.C.

Obs. I.—This is a fine bushy species, very full of branches, leaves, and
flowers. It extends 5-6 feet each way in fi-ont from the tree in which it

grows, and sometimes runs 9-10 feet in length, clasping the tree right

round in several places, and thus appearing as if it were composed of two

or three separate plants. Its leaves are usually disfigured with small round

and raised hard swellings, which lumps appear on both sides, always punc-

tured on the one side ; sometimes 2-6-8 on a single leaf, the work of some

insect.

Obs. II.—This plant has been long known to me, but, I fear, too often

confounded with L. tetrapetalus (from my not having before seen it in its

proper season of flowering, and through lack of close examination), to which

species it is nearly allied, and in many respects closely resembles. Dissec-

tion, however, reveals its important differential characters, as given

above.

Oeder LIII. SCEOPHULAEINE^.
Genus 7. Veronica, Linn.

Veronica trisepala, sp. nov.

Shnib small, glabrous, 2-8 feet high, with habit of F. buxifolia. Branch-

lets pubescent, transversely and regularly scarred 2 lines apart ; hairs very

thick and short, reddish, patent ; bark light-reddish-brown. Leaves opposite,

decussate, 4-8 lines long, 1^ line broad, glabrous, not shining, oblong-
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lanceolate acute, sub-dimidiate, sub-falcate, entire with 2-3 cuts or sliglit

notches on each side near apex, thickish, opaque, under a lens thickly

studded with very minute white spots on the under surface, somewhat con-

caA^e, veins obscure, midrib strong, not keeled, petiolate, petioles 1 line long,

slender. Flowers, sub-terminal and sub-capitate in corymbs much longer

than the leaves, on 2-6 axillary peduncles
-J

inch long, peduncles and

pedicels pubescent, each peduncle or rhachis bearing 6-8 branched-pedun-

cles, each branched peduncle with 8-10 pedicels 1 line long, all bracteolate,

bracteoles light-green, sessile, rather large, ovate-acuminate, obtuse and

slightly ciliate. Sepals 3, about 1 line long, rather longer than tube, glab-

rous, very obtuse, margined, ciliate, upper sepal large and bifid. Corolla

white with a faint tinge of light-blue, 4-lobed, spreading, 2^ lines long, 3

lines broad, lobes ovate, obtuse, tube under 1 line long. Stamens, filaments,

and style equal, exserted, longer than corolla. Stigma simple. Anthers

rather large, light-blue. Capsule (immature) 2 lines long, more than twice

as long as the calyx, broadly elliptic, acute, flattish, glabrous, style persis-

tent, long.

Hah. On the north end of Te Kaweka mountain range, near Napier.

Discovered by Mr. A. Hamilton, 1881-

Ohs.—This is another elegant shrubby species of this extensive genus,

so well represented in New Zealand, and one that is so plainly distinct as

not to be easily confounded with any other of our known and published

species ; its nearest relation is, I think, F. diosmcefolia, a tall slender

northern species of w^idely different habit, and characters. I have little

doubt of this plant becoming, also, a favourite in gardens.

Class II. Monocotyledons.

Order I. ORCHIDE^.
Genus 1. Earina, Lindley.

Earina qiiadrilobata, sp. nov.

Plant, small, low, of densely compact growth. Flowering sterna usually

short and sometimes bare of leaves, erect and pendulous, 6-10 in. long,

compressed, slender, woody, brittle, of a light brownish-white colour, irre-

gularly blotched and spotted with black. Leaves sub-erect, narrow, linear,

2-3 in. long, 1^ line wide at broadest part near base, flat, acuminate, acute,

alternate, distant, sessile, clasping, glabrous, sub-coriaceous, dark green,

entire, margined with a white line which with the midrib are semi-trans-

lucent, peculiarly embossed or sub-keeled with a longitudinal impression (m

alto) 2 lines long on midrib lower side,
-J

in. from apex. Flowers distant,

sub-distichous, nodding, in simple 5-6-flowered racemes or loose panicles,

each scape bearing 3-4 slender and distant racemes, each flower bracteolate,

bracteoles clasping, striated, obtuse with a point, or broadly sub-rhomboidal
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with 3 teeth or points, the middle one being the largest and most produced,*

usually an additional abortive flower arising from the uppermost bracteole

;

pedicels very short and slender included in the bracteoles
;
peduncle and

sub-peduncles, 1-2 in, long, with 3 imbricated scarious bracts at base.

Sepals and 2yetals whitish with a primrose tint of yellow, membranaceous,
nearly ec[ual in length, 2 lines long ; sepals erect obtuse, central one ovate,

concave, margins entire, lateral obovate, margins irregularly and slightly

jagged
; j^etals a little larger than sepals, ovate-acuminate, obtuse, apiculate,

sub-pellucid, strongly 1-nerved, slightly notched at margin ; Up, sub-mem-
branaceous, undulating and crisped, deflexed, 2 lines long, oblong-deltoid,

4-lobed, lobes sub-conniving, rotund, margins even, apices erose, sinuses

broad, apex of lip deeply emarginate with a small central triangular recurved

point or mucro [emarginatus cum acumine) ; colour, pure darldsh-yellow (apri-

cot colour), with a small blotch of purple-brown at base. Capsule, oblong,

obtuse, 4 hues long, 1| line broad, broadly ribbed and striated, glabrous,

purple-brown
;
perianth persistent.

T

Hab. Among and on rocty boulders of conglomerate, immediate base

of the Euahine mountam range, east side, plentifully, but not in flower,

1845, where it grew in dense patches like grass; also, on open stony

acclivities in sub-alpine forests, and epiphytical on trees, near Norsewood,
district of Hawke's Bay, 1878-1881 ; flowering in November : W.C.
Heights of Mount Kaweka, near Napier, 1882 : Mr, A. Hamilton.

A species having close affinity with E. mucronata, but it is a much
smaller and more graceful plant, with fewer and differently formed

flowers.

Genus 2. Dendrobium, Linn,

Bendrohiuyn lessonii, sp. nov.

Plant epiphytal and terrestrial; an erect and pendulous, diffuse slender

shrub, often much-branched ; branches 6 inches to 4 feet long, wiry, terete,

i of stems

and branches, some darkish-umber-brown, and some bright yellow, glossy

homy 1
4 dry

scarious sheathing leaf-bracts, which long remain. Leaves ^ alternate, l-l^
inch long, 1-2 Imes broad, 3-6 lines apart, sub-linear-lanceolate, or sub-

ovate-acuminate, broadest near base, sessile, spreading, often falcate and
twisted, coriaceous, semi-rigid, smooth not glossy, pale or yellowish green,

margins entire, obscurely 10-nerved, midrib sunk and obsolete, somewhat
concave, suddenly slightly thickened on the under side 1-3 lines from apex,

with a shght corresponding notch m each side, tip obtuse, vaginant, sheaths

* This, however, is best seen on the maturation of the fruit, as the bracteole enlarges

assumes
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truncate, longitudinally and regularly striated, and finely corrugated trans-

versely. Flowers, "vvhite, membranaceous, few, scattered, usually 2 (some-

times only 1, very rarely 3) in a short loose raceme on a stoutisli erect

peduncle shorter than the leaves, always bursting at a right angle from the

internode in the branchlet, and generally alternating with the leaves, never

axillary nor opposite to a leaf
;

peduncle glabrous, shining, with 2-3

rather distant sheathing bracts, truncate and obtuse
;
pedicels, 2-3 lines

long, bracteoles sheathing, acute; perianth nearly 1 inch in diameter, open,

expanding, segments of equal lengths ; sepals, ovate-acuminate, 5-nerved,

argins entire, upper one the smallest, the 2 lateral ones with a very small

round spur at their base
;
petals recurved, oblong-ovate, obtuse, with a

minute point, margins also entire; labellum 34obed, the 2 lateral lobes

small, oblong, obtuse, conniving, margins finely notched; middle lobe

large, longer than broad, veined, sub-rotund (or sub-panduriform or broadly

obovate), apiculate, margin sub-crenulate with a slight notch on each side,

sides conniving, and 4 longitudinal elevated and shining green (or yellow-

green), lamellae near the base, which are bluntly toothed or crested

;

column slightly winged near apex, light green
;
pollen masses yellow. Ovary,

2-3 lines long, green, shining, obscurely striate.

Hab. In forests, Norsewood, Hawke's Bay district, North Island, high

up in the forks of pine trees {Podocarpus sjncata), and sometimes on the

ground in dry stony hills under Fagus trees, flowering in November ;
1879-

1882 ; also among rocks near the sea at Cape Turakirae (the south head of

Palliser Bay), 18i5-6 : W.C.

Obs, I.—The main branches of this plant are often very regular and

spread out flat, bearing a bi-tri-pinnate frond-like appearance, from the

side branchlets of equal length springing at about equal distances from the

main stem ; a few leaves on stout and strong young shoots are IJ inch

long and 2i lines broad ; the branchlets and peduncles shoot alike erum-

pent at right-angles with the stem. Although I have (rarely) seen a

raceme bearing 3 flower-buds, I have never seen one with all three open,

the upper one seemed to be abortive ; which is also often the case when

there are but 2. In some flowers (on the same plant) the 2 lateral lobes and

the extreme base of the middle lobe of the labellum, the throat and column,

are dark pink ; in a few others the same parts are slightly speckled with pink.

Obs. IL—I have long known this plant, and, though I early obtained

specimens with a few unopened immature flowers from the rocks at Palliser

Bay in 1845, and subsequently assiduously sought for good flowering speci-

mens, I never detected any such until 1881, when my long previous sus-

picions of its proving to be distinct from the northern form {D. cunning'

known
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and gathered that elegant species in its native forests, where it is often to be

met -with. There is much however at first sight, and with only immature

flowering specimens, to confound this species with that plant ; indeed, it is
-^

only hy careful examination of several fresh specimens, dissection and com-

parison, that theii- specific differences are perceived, which are chiefly in

the labellum, its form and the number and size of its lamellae (which in

D. cunninghamii are always 5) ; the colour, too, of its flowers is widely

different, these are also smaller and much fewer in number, usually only

2 on a peduncle, and never assume the panicle form ; and also its dwarf

terrestrial habit.

Ohs. III.
ifl.

A, Richard, which was originally discovered by Lesson, the naturalist of

the French expedition under D'Urville, in Tasman's Bay, Cook Straits, in

1827, and published by Lesson and Eichard, with a very full description

and a folio plate, in 1832 ; and, therefore, I have great pleasure in naming
it after its original discoverer,

. That New Zealand species, however, was

confounded by them with D. bifiorum of Swartz, (then a very little known
species, discovered by G. Forster when with Captain Cook in the Society

Islands), which species, though very nearly allied, bears only two lamellse

on its labellum. On R. Cunnindiam re-discoverinor- the Northern NewQ-^V*4„._l -.^ «.*K^ ,W^i-.*-

Zealand plant, (which now bears his name,) it was described by Lindley

with a plate,! as being quite distinct from the 7). bifiorum of Swartz.

Lindley, however, believed Richard's New Zealand South Island plant to

be identical with Cunningham's North Island one, D. cxtnninrjhamii. And
I think that Sir J. D. Hooker, subsequently adopting Dr. Lindley\s

opinion, also believed Richard's South Island plant to be the same as our

Northern one ; which it certainly closely resembles at first sight in many
particulars, although Richard's life-si^ie plate with dissections shows a

difference, particularly in its 4-crestcd labellum.

Genus 12. Pterostylis, Br.

Pterostylis emarginatay sp. nov.

Stem stout (nearly as thick as a goose-quill), erect, reddish (light brick-

red), 10-16 in, high, 3-4 scarious bracts below, leafy in the upper half;

leaves 6 in number, membranous, glabrous, shining, slightly spreading,

alternate, 5-7 in. long, \ in. broad, linear-acuminate, obscurely 2-nerved

longitudinally, a little shorter than the flower, sessile, vaginant, very stoutly

keeled, midrib thick 1 line wide, reddish. Flower membranaceous, striped

white and green, rather large, 2-2^ in. long including tails of sepals but

excluding ovary, erect, lower lip of perianth ascendiner. i in. broad below

• It is said to have been originally discovered by Banks and Solander in 1769.

t Botanical Eegister, tab. 1756-
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furcation, ending in two long and fine red tails 1\ in. long, dorsal sepal

-with a very long red caudate apex much longer than the petals, and but a

little shorter than those of the lower lip
;
;^^fa/s somewhat falcate with a

sharply produced abrupt angle on the upper edge, shortly acuminate and

red-tipped, but without tails ; labeUum included, or but slightly exserted,

oblong, emargiuate, deflexed, 7 lines long, 3 hues broad, glabrous, mem-

branous below and thickest at tip, striped green and white longitudinally

with a dark red central line running towards tip, and there ending in a

thick -red callus not extending to margin ; appendix more than 2 lines long,

curved upwards, flat, bifid, and rather largely fimbriate (not villous), fim-

briae penicillate at tips ; column taller than lip, wrings large, each produced

upwards in a long erect subulate point at the front angle, and downwards

in an oblong auricle finely ciliated on the inner margins, white with a green

transverse band. Ovary large, 1-1^ in. long, sub-cylindrical, green, strongly

6-ribbed. Tuber large, white, rotund but much pitted and irregular, nearly

an inch in diameter, resembling a very small and young round potato ;

rootlets several and stout, some proceeding from the stem 2 in. above the base.

Hab. In low forests, banks of streams descending from the east flank

of Te Euahine Mountain Range, 1847-1852 ; W. C. : also, in the forest at

Te Ante, 1882; Mr. C. P. Winhelmann: and also in the forests at Hamp-

den, 1882; Mr. S, W. Hardy: all localities in the Hawke's Bay district,

North Island.

Obs. I.—A truly fine species having affinity with Ft. banksii (and long

overlooked as belonging to it), but differing from that species in several

important particulars—such as '* Pt. baahsii—leaves numerous, produced

much beyond the flowers^ narrow^ grassy; lip linear narrow; sepals and petals

produced into very long filiform tails''—Flora N.Z. : and " labelli lamina

obtiisa
"

—

Beown, Lindley, Cunningham, etc., etc.

qIjs, II.—The "vvhole of this truly natural genus, as represented in New

Zealand, wants skilful revision from living specimens, or from good floral

specimens preserved in spirits
;

particularly with reference to the forma-

tion, etc., of the dehcate wings of the column, which vary in the different

species ; and which, w^hile well worked-up by Sir J. D. Hooker in his Flora

Tasmania (and subsequently by Bentham in his Flora Austral iensis), seems to

have been overlooked in both the Flora N.Z., and the more modern "Hand-

book."

Order II. IBIDEM.

Genus 1. Libertia, SprengeL

Libertia orbicularis^ sp. nov.

very

erect, membranaceous somewhat sub-rigid in age, narrow^ linear-acuminate,
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10-15 inclies long, J incli broad, margined white, many-nerved, finely ser-

rulate at tips. Scape, stout, erect, 12-22 inches long, 1^ Una in diameter,

closely marked throughout (together with panicle and bases of ovaries) with

very fine and small longitudinal red lines, bracteated with 2 foliaceous

bracts nearly equidistant, lowest bract 5-7 inches long, margins of bracts

finely serrulated at tips. Panicle, loose, 5 inches long, bearing 12-18

flowers, disposed in distant sub-corymbose sub-panicles of 2-5 flowers,

bracts ovate acuminate
;
j^edicels i inch long, each with a small scarious

bracteole at base. Perianth, f inch diameter
;

petals white orbicular, 4 lines

diameter, retuse at apex, unguiculate with a very narrow unguis, spreading,

slightly concave ; sepals 2 lines long, elliptic, obtuse, tufted at apex with a

few small spreading hairs, concave, coloured green and pink on the outside ;

stamens stout, connate with styles about 1 line from the base ; anther's,

oblong-ovate, obtuse, yellow; styles flat, slightly channelled, spreading;

stigmas, minutely penicillate. Ovari/ (immature) 5 lines long, tricLuetrous,

broadly obovate, truncate at apex. Seeds (mature) globular, very slightly

and minutely pitted.

Hal), Dry sides of stony hills, margins of forests, between Norsewood

and Danneverke, Hawke's Bay district, North Island ; flowering in Novem-

ber; W, C. : and, at Pohue, high hills near Petane, Napier; Mr. A, Hamilton.

A species having pretty close affinity with L. ixioides and L, grandi-

flora, but differing in its truly orbicular petals, tufted sepals, pencilled

stigmas, globular seeds, and finely serrulate bracts and leaves ; it also has

affinity with the Australian species L. paniculata.

Oeder VII, LILIACE^.
Genus 3. Cordyline, Comnu

d^ff^

A large tufted diffuse herb. Leaves suberect and drooping, 4 feet 8

inches—4 feet 6 inches long (including petiole), 2^ inches broad, lanceo-

late, acute, margins entire, flat or slightly revolute, striated, many-nerved

(40 each side of midribs), veins oblique, subcoriaceous, glabrous, midrib

very stout, white, wide and flat on the upper surface, green round and very

prominent on the lower, and vanishing several inches below apex, when

young membranaceous and of a pleasing green, but yellowish-green when

old and much torn at the tips
;
petiole 8 inches long from base of con-

traction of the blade, very stout and clasping. Scape very stout 2^

inches in circumference, somewhat triquetrous at base, angular and

channelled above, smooth* Panicle (several from same plant) suberect and

drooping, 4 feet long, including scape which is 6-7 inches long to lowest

bi-anchlet), very loose lax and diffuse, broadly ovate in outline, com-
w

posed of several scattered and alternate subpanicles, 18-20 inches long,
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and 8. 6, 4 inches apart, each with a large foliaceous bract at its base,

the lowermost bract being 2 feet 6 inches long. Floivers (unexpanded) on

very short pedicels almost sessile, scattered on the upper parts of the

simple and distant filiform and subflaccid branchlets, which are 3-7 inches

long, (no flowers on their lower portions save one, sometimes two, in the

axil of the branchlet), crowded towards the tips in spike form, apparently

small, three lines long, white tinged with blue on the outside of perianth at

tips, segments nearly equal, linear-oblong, concave, obtuse and incurved at

apices. Style one line long, stoutish, somewhat channelled towards apex;

stigma trifid, spreading, each tip slightly bifid and papillose. Filaments

stout, short. Anthers yellow, long linear obtuse. Three scariose hracteoles

at base of pedicel, the lowermost two lines long, nearly the length of the

unexpanded flower, deltoid-acuminate, strongly one-nerved, the inter-

mediate one small and often nerveless, and the upper one also small and

one-nerved, nerves brown; sometimes the middle and upper bracteoles are

united, and then they form one broad bicuspidate bracteole. Ovary (imma-

ture) glabrous, subrotund, slightly angled, many-seeded.

Hab. On cliffy exposed edges, dry hilly forests between Norsewood and

Danneverke, Hawke*s Bay district, North Island, 1881-1882 ; flowering in

November : W.C.

Ob$.—This plant grows in large clumps, much like the larger terrestrial

Astelia {e,g. A, fragrans, mihi, infra) y and the narrow-leaved species of

Phormium (P. colensoi). It seems to have close aflSnity with C. banksiij

(originally detected by me In the neighbouring forests), but is not arboreous

like that species ; as well as with (7. pumilio, in the free disposition of its

panicle and its herbaceous habit

Cordyline sturmii, sp. nov.

Plant arboreous, 14-15 feet high, diameter of trunk at base 8 inches •

bark—of lower trunk brownish and slightly rough and cracked,—of branches

grey, smoothish, with darker regular markings from scars of fallen leaves,

but not rough ; branched at top in 3 long erect branches. Leaves very

closely set and numerous, squarrose, broadly-lanceolate, acute, sessile, 2 feet

6 inches long, 4 inches broad at the middle, sub-membranaceous, tender,

easily broken and torn by the winds, etc., margins entire, flat, slightly sub-

revolute, apices of young leaves tightly rolled upwards (in-curved), wholly

green on both surfaces, obliquely closely and regularly nerved, midrib 0,

nerved over the place of midrib on the upper surface by fine longitudinal

nerves, finely sub-striate, the blade decurrent gradually to the base, with no

apparent petiole, and there 1 inch wide at the narrowest, and 1 J inch at the

extreme base, which is dilated, thick, half-clasping and sub-articulated.

Flowers in a sub-terminal compact thyrsoid-panicle, 20 inches long, 9 inches
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broad, oblong, obtuse ; rhacbis and main branchlets stout, angled and

channelled, glabrous, dark green, length of flowering stem below the

flowers 5 inches, and 2^ inches in circumference, triquetrous, flat on top,

sub-succulent not woody ; suh-panides rather distant on rhachis, not

crowded, erect, alternate, disposed in a tristichous manner, each 6-9

inches long, axial branchlet always much the longest; bracts at bases of

sub-panicles fohaceous, lowest 6|- inches long, 1 inch broad at the middle,

ovate-acuminate, acute ; hracteoles within bract at base of branchlet, short,

broadly deltoid, acute, extending and sub-clasping around the base, closely

including the 2-3 flowers there. Flowers numerous throughout on all the

branches but not crowded, generally 3 together at lowest angle of junction

of branchlet, 1 on each side and 1 above. Flowersj sJiort pedicels^ and very

small floral bracteohs wholly white ; pedicels bi-bracteolate ; bracteoles very

small, nerveless, less than a line long, the lower one deltoid acute, the

upper somewhat cup-shaped and surrounding the pedicel on three sides,

the margin irregular mostly with two small teeth or points. Perianth with

a very slight greenish tinge on the outside before unfolding, 5 lines dia-

meter, stellate ; segments nearly equal, thickish, linear, obtuse, scarcely 2

lines long ; sejjah recurved ; anthers linear, obtuse, small
; filaments stout

flat, linear, acute ; style stoutish, cylindrical, slightly flexuose; stigma trifid;

flowers fragrant. Fruit (ripe, of last year) reddish, glabrous, shining, bear-

ing the persistent remains of the perianth, sub-globose, depressed at top,
4

tri-lobed, 3 lines in diameter, each cell containing several (4-6) black,

glossy, sub-reniform, sharply-angled and closely-packed seeds.
*

Ilab, Forests, in the mountainous interior, near Lake Waikare, North

Island,

Obs.—This fine new species of Cordyline^ I may say, I have long known
;

and I ought to have described and published it before, having had ample

living specimens, both flowering and fruiting, at command, in the nurseries

of Mr. Sturm, at Clive, who, many years ago, brought the seeds of it from

the mountain forests, and from them raised the plants in his gardens, where

they have attained to a great height, if not to their full size. This descrip-

tion is mainly drawn up from plants of his own raising, aided by a young

one of a few years old in my own garden, for the apices, etc., of the leaves,

which in the larger plants are very rarely unbroken and torn. It is very

distinct from any of our described New Zealand species of this genus, also

fi'om all other (knoAvn) published ones. A flowering panicle presents a fine

sight, from the thick, solid, firm, and waxy appearance of its numerous

white flowers, pedicels, and floral bracts, heightened by the dark-green

back-ground of their stout glabrous branches. The leaves of this plant are

very much broader and thinner than those of C. australis, and are, also, not
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so erect above and drooping below, and present a much more squarrose

and bulky appearance. Mr. Sturm very kindly brought me a large flower-

ing branch from his tree, that I might have good specimens for examina-

tion and drying ; I regret, however, that while it has some hundreds of

leaves (a perfect crown) there is not one sound unbroken leaf among them!

The stem portion of this branch brought to me is 2 feet long, 5 inches in

circumference at the lower end, and 6 inches a little below the leaves ; it is

perfectly cylindrical and semi-succulent (something like a large and long

cabbage stump), not woody, and has a smooth mottled ring, as described

above ; this branch was taken from the trunk lower down. Mr. Sturm

further informs me that the said parent tree has annually for several years

past produced one erect flowering j)anicle similar to this one (siqyy^a), only a-

little larger, and that the tree is now giving out several young branches

(shoots) from above under its leaves, and also shoots from its trunk in

various places ; much after the manner of the other arboreous species of

our New Zealand GordyUnes,

I have very great pleasure in naming this plant after Mr, F. W. C.

Sturm, its discoverer and fortunate raiser, who honourably deserves It ; Mr.

Sturm is a well-known botanist and very early energetic settler here on the

East Coast and at Hawke's Bay.

Oedek VII. LILIACE^.
Genus 5. Astelia, BanJcs and Solander.

Astelia frayruns, sp, nov.

Plant terrestrial, large, robust, bushy, spreading, suberect, and slightly

drooping at tops. Leaves linear-lanceolate, very acuminate, 6^ feet long,

2 inches broad about the middle, margins flat, entire, keeled, thickish

(particularly at the main nerves), subrigid, glabrous on both surfaces, with

a slight adpressed white scurf below, and Bome long loose white hairs at

the bases, many-nerved, with 2 strong and thick eqiiidistant red nerves or

ribs more than 1 line wide running throughout, very stout, and largely

prominent on both sides ; colour light-green (and in age yellow-green), soon

splitting and decaying at tips. Flowers in a panicle, dark green shining

with purple segments, very fragrant, completely hidden among the leaves.

Male : scape 2 feet long, very stout, triquetrous, 3 inches in circumference,

erect, 9 inches to first branch of panicle, shaggy at base, with loose white

hairs, f inch long, flat, membranaceous and longitudinally veined, clothed

above with adpressed matted hairs
;
panicle stout, open, subpanicles alter-

nate, lowest with 7 branchlets, next 6, next 5, and so on, everywhere dotted

with minute purple dots, which extend to pedicels and perianth. Flowers

numerous, 6-7 lines diameter ; on short stout bracteolate pedicels, scattered

on angled and loosely-shaggy racemose spikes, 3-7 inches long ; bracteole*
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H

) tops of the spikes (in both ??i. and/.), much longer than theu* flowers

;

9/ perianth closely reflexed to pedicel, large, ovate-oblong, obtuse,

siJe
; filaments robust, 2 lines long, stellate, patent, white, succulent

;

anthers oblong, dark brown ; bracts of subpanicles very large and spathe-like,

ovate-acuminate, the lowermost 40 inches long, and 3 inches wide at base,

largely ribbed and veined as in leaves, also thickly coloured with minute

purple dots, making them to appear wholly purple at their bases, and closely

clothed below on both sides with soft adpressed white hairs
;
panicle and

scape iveigliing 17 ounces. Female : scape 15 inches long, erect and stout as

in male, 6 inches to lowermost subpanicle, which, however, contains but

6 branchlets, and so on decreasingly with the others
;
panicle shorter and

more compact than in male (more thjTse-like), branchlets much shorter, sub-

compressed and less villous, almost quite glabrous, shining and wearing a

subpapillose appearance, whole colour, including ovaries, a very dark green
;

segments of perianth very small, deltoid, obtuse, recurved, purple and striate

as in male, the three outer larger than the three inner and imbricating at

bases; ovary subrotund, \ exserted, shining, slightly angular; style none

;

stigmas 3, large, distinct, orbicular, sessile, papillose; barren anthers very

small, only just appearing at bases of segments ; bracteoles purple and

longer than in male ; the whole female scape weighs 14 ounces, with ovaries

immature,

Hab. In low wet boggy grounds, and on dry shady hillsides, in open

parts of the forest near Norsewood, Hawke's Bay district, North Island,

1876-1882 ; flowering October and November : W.C,

Obs.—This fine plant has been long known to me in its general appear-

ance, having often seen it ; but never until this year did I obtain good

flowering specimens. The flowers, however, are completely concealed

within its thickly set and long bushy leaves ; in this respect differing from

most of the other known species of this genus. Their fragrant honey-like

/•)

draw

Obder XI. CYPEEACE^,
Genus 13, Uncinia, Persoon.

hoHzontali

Culms 10-12 inches long, slender, smooth, triq^uetrous. Leaves numerous
shorter than the culms, 9-10 inches long, 1 line broad, flat, margins scabrid,

tips obtuse. Spikelets l-l^ inch long, 2 lines broad, tristichoua, upper

3-4 lines male; bract, 4-7 inches long, fohaceous, very narrow (almost

fiUform), canaliculated and nerved, margins scabrid, with very fine longitu-

dinal scaberulous rows running below on the nerves. Glumes 3 lines lono*,
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lax, ovate-acuminate, keeled, -vvitli a green longitudinal stripe down tLe

centre (afterwards brown), slightly transversely wrinkled, margins white

chaffy. Utricle smooth, as long as the glume, ovate-acuminate, 3-nerved,

swollen in the middle ; hristle, excurved, twice as long as the glume, light-

brown.

Uab. In Fagxts woods, Norsewood, Hawke's Bay district. North Island
;

flowering early in November, 1881 : W.C.

Obs,—Plant wholly light green and very caespitose, but spreading out

flat in a circle, with the culms beyond the leaves.

Uncinia alopecuroides^ sp, nov.

Plant, 2 feet 6 inches high, much branched at base, ascending, diffuse.

Citbns, 11-12 inches high, smooth, erect, leafy throughout with 4-5 leaves,

trigonous (or multangular) with 3 raised longitudinal lines on each face.

Leaves much longer than the culms, 1 foot 9 inches—-2 feet long, 2 lines

wide at widest part near base, linear, grass-like, flat, flaccid, very acumin-

ate, dark green, nerved, striated, keeled, serrulate at mai'gins, and finely

and regularly scabrid on lines of nerves on both surfaces and on the midrib

below, channelled towards tips, which are somewhat dilated and obtuse and

thickly serrulated, at the base is a small broad sub-rotund bifid ligala ; the

short leaf-like bracts at the bases of the stems and the sheathing bases of

the leaves are dark brown and regularly stinated, the stride broad and flat.

Spikelet long, slender, terete, acuminate, 5J inches long, the upper male
portion IJ inch long, closely imbricated but less so at the base ; bract of

various lengths 1-5J inches long, filiform, obtuse, 1-nerved, scabrid at

edges and at the obtuse tip. Glumes narrow-liuear-ovate, 2^ lines lon^,

nerved, pale with a green central stripe, somewhat glossy, margins chaffy,

tip membranaceous obtuse, white, with t\\'0 browa crescent-like transverse

bars, or bands, just below it. Utricle slender, lanceolate-acuminate, length

of glume, pale, smooth ; bristle longer than utricle, slender, pale, excurved.

Stamens and anthers very long, linear. Styles spreading very rough (setose-

like).

Hab, Forests, with the preceding species : W.C.

Obs.—From the form of its long spikelet, somewhat resembling that of

Alopeciirtcs agrestis, has been derived its specific name.

Genus 14, Carex, Linn.

Carex spinirostris ^ sp. nov.

Plant densely csBspitose, Ctdms leafy, obscurely triquetrous, slender,

smooth, 10-11 inches long. Leaves much longer than the culms, 2 feet 6

inches—2 feet 9 inches long, ^th of an inch wide, linear-acuminate and very

acute at tip, rather flat, sub-membranaceous, striate, keeled, drooping, dark-

green, slightly scabrous, with finely and closely serrulated margins* Spikelets
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7, slender, cylindrical, rich reddish-brown ; 3 lower very distant, nearly

2 inches apart, 1^ inch long (or more), and compound or subpauicled,

unisexual, /???ia//, save 1 or 2 male flowers at the base, nodding; 4 upper

crowded and shorter (except the top one which is 2 inches long), unisexual,

male, but having a hv^ female flowers at the top of spikelets. Bracts very

long, 2 lowest foliaceous and much longer than the culm, the upper ones

setaceous and reaching to about the length of the culm, all very scabrid
;

each bract having a pair of long membranaceous linear-oblong bracteoles

(or sub-ligul^e) at base and clasping the peduncle. Peduncles filiform, wiry,

angled, and scabrid. Ghmies oblong, much longer and broader than the

utricle, shining, truncate, and fimbriate at tip, nerved, edges membrana-

ceous, cuspidate or awned, the beak, or awn, stout, green (some white), very

long (1 line, and some more), very coarsely barbed. Utricle glabrous, sub-

oblong-ovate, brown, bicuspidate, cusps spreading, barbed. Stigmas 3,

light-brown, rough, half-exserted, spreading at tips. Filaments and anthers

very long
; filaments white, flaccid and much wrinkled ; anthers linear, api-

culate at tip, reddish-brown.

Hah, In Fayiis forests, near Norsewood, with the preceding Uncini<E :

w. a
Class III. Cryptogamia.

Ordek V. HEPATIC^.
Genus 30. Symphyogyna, Mont, and Nees.

Sympliyogyna bijiora^ sp. nov.

Plants terrestrial, gregarious, each plant simple, erect, stipitate, the

largest under 1 inch long ; roots short hairy ; stipe 4-6 lines long, sub-

flexuose, compressed, winged above, 2-nerved from the base of frond;

nerves very distinct
; frond, decurrent on the stipe, 3-5 lines long, 7-9

lines broad at base, mostly branching at base into two main divisions, each

division once or twice dichotomous, symmetrical, kidney-shaped in outline,

sometimes palmate, glabrous, pellucid, very finely reticulated ; colour, light-

green; segments linear, or linear-spathulate, 1 line broad, very obtuse,

rounded at apex, deeply emarginate with sides conniving, nerved to base of

notch, margins finely serrate ; teeth long falcate and transversely barred
;

sinuses rounded
;
fnictijication in axils of nerves near base of frond beneath,

generally two on each plant, symmetrical ; involucre a small narrow oblong

scale in front of calyptra, jagged at margin ; in a few of the largest plants,

two additional involucres have been noticed, one at the base of each upper

pair of nerves : calyptra tubular, 3-3J lines long, bifid at apex, margins

fimbriate ; peduncle 1 inch long, erect, chartaceous, white : capsule 2 lines

long, linear-oblong, cyhndric, acute, 4-valved, abounding in long elaters

;

colour^ rich red-brown.
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Hab. On clayey banks, '' Seventy-mile Bush/' between Norsewood and

Danneverke : W.C; Glenross : Mr, D. P. Balfour \ (North Island): near

Blenheim (South Island) : Mr. F. Reader.

Although at first sight this species may appear very near to 5. hi/meno-

phyllum^ S.flahellata and S. leptopoda, and also to my new species S, rinjulosum^

there are many points of distinction between them. It is a much smaller

plant with a shorter stipe, each simple frond being also a perfect plant and

not rising from a creeping rhizome,—which those four sj)ecies severally do.

It further differs from S. Jiabellata, S. leptopoda^ and S. rugulosum, in having

serrated margms ; and from 5. hymenophyllxim (which has serrated margins),

in its serratures or teeth being much larger and closer, and in the divisions

and outline of its frond, in the shape of its segments, their apices and

sinuses, and most distinctly in its very minute areolation. Fortunately I

have been able to examine a large suite of specimens, from Hawke's Bay

district, and from Blenheim (South Island) ; and am also well acquainted

with all the known New Zealand species of this genus.

[Ohs. In describing the fructification, I have added this word

—

** beneath "—for clearness ; although it properly belongs to the generic

description, which character, however, is not given in its place, in the

short description of the genus in the ** Handbook," nor in the *' Flora

of New Zealand." From my too closely following what is said in the

'* Handbook,"—at the close, under ''Additions, Corrections," etc.,—"a
new arrangement of the New Zealand genera of Hepaticm by Mitten," (p.

752)—I fell into an error three years ago in describing, or rather in partly

naming, another new and closely allied species, 8. rurjulosum, mihi ;* as

there the genus is shortly characterized by Mitten as having the " Calyptra

on tqjper side of often stipitate frond," which, of course, can only mean its

ventral surface ; and Metzgeria^ the next genus in sequence, is said by him

to have the " Calyptra on the under side of frond," Sir J. D. Hooker, how-

ever, in his " Key to the Genera of the New Zealand Hepaticce,'* (" Hand-

book," p. 500), gives as a character of this genus,—"Involucre a toothed

scale dorsal:'' and so again, in his "Flora N.Z.," vol. ii., p. 127,

Symphyogyna^ Calyptra dorsal, etc.:" and in his "Flora Tasmaniae," vol. ii.,

p. 239, he further says, under Symphyogyna rhizobola, (which had also been

erroneously described by Dr. Taylor as having its " Calyptra ventral,'*)

"the fructification is truly dorsal, as in all others of the genus." And so

it is stated in the " Synopsis Hepaticorum'' : but all this I did not fully know
three years ago, until after I had described 5. rugidosum, (although at that

time I had doubts about it, as my paper will also show), being led astray,

as I take it, by the latest published authority on Hepatic^,]

• '^ Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. xiii., p. 368.

22
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Genus 41.* Monoclea, Hook.

Monoclea hookeri^ gp. nov.

Plant procumbent, froudose, imbricated, very flat, tliick, succulent,
densely rooting all over lower suif^ice

; colour grass-green. Fronds very
large, spreading, plane, apparently continuous, glabrous, hairy below and
at the edges

;
lobes unequal, of all sizes and shapes, often largely crenulate

and subrotund at margins, which are sinuate and undulate. Cahjx none.
Cahjptra (or perianth) membranaceous, greenish-white and transparent,
tubular, 4 lines long, 1 line broad, slightly bilobed and jagged at tips, lips
very obtuse, wholly included within the cavity of the frond, which is near
the margin on the upper surface, where it remains enclosing the base of the
seta. Seta IJ inch long, 1 line broad, linear, terete, stout, succulent,
glabrous, whitish, erect from frond, but the part included (with the calj^tra)
is horizontal, sometimes 1, 2, or 3 issue from the same simple fissure, and
are disposed closely together flat and parallel within the frond, without any
prominent ridgy markings on its surface to denote them. Capsule, terete,

at first (before bursting) hnear-oblong, obtuse, erect, 2 lines long, dark
brown, smooth, glossy, without striae or markings, bursting below longi-

tudinally, when the margins become revolute, and the spores and spiral

filaments show themselves in a small floccose woollyhke mass, their colour
a du-ty light-ash-yellow

; afterwards the empty capsule spreads out and
assumes an oval figure, the texture being very finely reticulated.

Spores and elaters are numerous, closely resembling those of M. forsteri.

I could not detect any vestige of a columella, the want of which (as first

shown by the founder of the genus, Sir W. J. Hooker) has been by some
disputed.

Hub. In damp forests on the ground, on the immediate margins and
sides of streamlets, near Norsewood, Hawke's Bay, 1882 : W.C.

Obs.—This plant is very common throughout New Zealand—almost sure

to be met with on the borders of watercourses and springs in shady low-lying

woods—but very rarely in fruit. Indeed I—who have known it in its barren
state for nearly fifty years, and have very often diligently sought its fmcti-
fication—never saw its fruit before I found these specimens ; and I was
mightily pleased at my discovery. Although I gained several fruiting

specimens, yet these all grew in one small spot (and, apparently, from one
plant), I could not find any more though there were feet, or yards, of this

plant luxuriantly growing there . I had always supposed this plant to be

* This genus does not appear in the " Flora N.Z.," neither m the " Handbook Flora
N.Z." (as it was not known to inhabit New Zealand). I have, therefore, numbered it to
eome after Riccia (Gen. 40), the last genus of Sir J. D. Hooker's Hepatica: ; although I

icorum
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identical with Forster's plant (M. forsteri, Hook.), wliich was discovered by

him when with Cook somewhere in the *' Southern Islands,"* and of which

no specimens have been obtained since Forster first gathered them. This

species, however, though possessing close affinity with that, bears a different

shaped capsule, which is not striate or marked longitudinally as that is, its

calyptra also is differently situated, aud has different lips, and there are

other differences in its frond.

I have very much pleasure in naming it after the late Sir W. J. Hooker,

who established the genus, and who correctly described and drew the

original plant in his justly celebrated Musci Exotici (voh ii., tab. 174), so

that the names of those two honoured botanists may remain together in

connection with this small abnormal and highly curious natural genus,
r

which now contains 2 species.

Art, XLI.—Additions to the Flora of New Zealand. By John Buchanan,

F.L.S., of the Geological Survey Department.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 2th Decemher, 1832.]

Plate XXVni.
Hymenanthera traversii, Buchanan.

A SMALL glabrous, branched, shrub-tree. Branches rigid, reddish-brown,

rough, with viscid secretion; leaves coriaceous, alternate, olive-green,

shortly petioled, |~1 inch long, obovate, obtuse or acute, covered closely

on the back with small silvery-white tubercles, margins reflexed, venation

obscure, midrib distinct, stipules very small.

Flowers very small, sohtary, in the axils of the upper leaves
;
pedicels

short, curved, with small bracts at base ; calyx cupular, entire
;
petals ^

inch long, linear obovate or linear oblong, obtuse.

This addition to the flora of New Zealand was discovered in the bush,

Collingwood district, Nelson, by_Mr, H, H. Travers, while on a recent visit

there. As an ornamental foliaged plant it may be commended, but from

its diminutive inflorescence it can hardly claim a place in the flower border.

Plate XXVIII, fig. 1, portion of branch nat. size ; 1 a, flower enlarged

;

1 b, petal showing glands.

Metrosideros parkiiisonii, Buchanan.

A large robust climbing shrub with the terminal twigs 4-angled, whole

plant glabrous. Leaves distichous, shortly petioled, l^to 2 inches long,

oblong-lanceolate acute, midrib prominent, lateral nerves indistinct.

Flowers numerous in robust Httle cymes which grow from the branches,

• ** In Insulis AusferaHbus." {Forster in Hb, Lambert),
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but are never axillary to tlie leaves, peduucles and pedicels rigid, stout.

Flowers, iucluding stamens, 1 inch long. Calyx pyriform widening at tbe

month and produced beyond the ovary, lobes triangular, petals large,

bright-crimson, oblong acute, lacerate on the margins, stamens and style

stout. Ovary adherent only at base to the calyx-tube. Capsule 3-valved,

upper part free.
r

This plant differs from M. hypericifoHa (to which it is allied) in its larger

size, upright habit of branching, smooth bark, and position of capsule in

the calyx. From M. cohnsoi (to which it is also allied) it differs in the cymes
never being axillary to the leaves, and in the free position of the capsule in

the calyx-tube.

Named in honour of Mr. Sydney Parkinson, botanical draughtsman on
Captain Cook's first voyage to New Zealand. Collected in the Colhngwood
district, Nelson, by Mr. H. H. Travers, December, 188iJ.

in

Calochilus paliulosiis, E, Br.

The i:>resent plant adds yet another genus of OrcUdem to the flora of

New Zealand.

It was collected by Mr. H. H. Travers in the Collingwood District,

South Island, in December last. Baron F. von Mueller, to whom speci-

mens were sent, says :
** I took immediate notice that this CahcJdlus might

be identical with C. palmlosiis, as you suggest, but the inner segments of the

calyx are shorter, and the anther is less blunt ; still, that may be ascribed

to variation, and I must confess I am not clear about positive distinction

between (7. campestris, C rohertsoni, and C. paludoHns, perhaps because only

one form seems to have come under my notice in Victoria in the fresh state,

and the others I know only from dried and not very mstructive New South
Wales specimens. It would be well if a little more material of the New
Zealand congeners could be procured, and best of all if several flowers

were put fresh into alcohol.*'

Art. XLII.—.Voffs on some of the Diatomaceons Deposits of New Zealand.

By John Inglis.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 30th November, 1882.]

Plate XXIX.
Fob many years past I have been interested in and have devoted some
attention to diatomaceous deposits fi'om various parts of New Zealand, and
propose in the present paper to give an account of some of them, with, it

may be, a somewhat incomplete Hst of the species which have been found
therein.
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LaJce Sumner, North Canterhary.

About ten or twelve years ago Mr. John Eussell, then of Lake Sumner

Station, observed on the margin of a tiny rill, on his run, on the hill slopes,

on the southern side of the lake, and about two hundred feet above the pre-

sent water-level, some dry whitish lumps of earth, which he brought to

Christchurch and submitted to the inspection of Dr. von Haast .and me.

Dr. von Haast informed him of its diatomaceous character, and as I had

the opportunity of visiting the neighbouring station shortly afterwards, I

arranged with Mr. Eussell to visit the spot. I found the vegetable mould

and deposit cut into by the rill to the depth of two or three feet, laying

the latter bare. The terrace land falls back at this point from the lake,

and taking an easterly sweep, at an elevation of about three hundred feet,

towards the ''Big Brother" Mountain, allows space for Lake Katrine, and

opposes a barrier to the discharge of Lake Sumuer, with which it is con-

nected by a narrow channel, in that direction. The waters of Hurunui

River pass through Lake Sumner, and discharge themselves between the

farther side of the '* Big Brother '' and the mountains on the Nelson side of

the river, and through a huge clay bank. It appears therefore probable

that this deposit has been made at a long past period of the lake's history,

when its level was much higher than it is at present.

The deposit is very rich in many fine forms, and two species new to

science have been found in it. On various occasions I have supphed

samples of the earth, and some of them have found their way ifito the

hands of English diatomists, and through then: instrumentality the new

forms have been described.

Triceratrum tri/oliatum, Cleve, n.s.

This form is unique and very remarkable. It is figured and described

in the " Eoyal Microscopical JournaP* for June, 1881, by Dr. Stolterforth,

under the name Hydrosera tricoronata as obtained " from a sub-peat fresh^

water deposit, North Canterbury. The exact locality not known." I have

ventured to suggest its lacusti^ine origin.

The description given by Dr. Stolterforth is as follows :

Filamentous. Front view of valves nearly quadrangular, showing

four ridges and a deep central depression, distinct connecting band ; side

view trilobate, each lobe having three projections or minor lobes.. The

lobes are finely dotted, no regular markings on the central hexagonal por-

tion.

ti

»»

Professor Cleve has also described the species shortly prior to Dr.

Stolterforth, hence the name attached.

Plate XXIX,, fig. 1, rt side view, b front view.
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Surirella contorta, F. Kitton, n.s.

This species is supposed at present to be peculiar to New Zealand, and

besides appearing in Lake Stimner deposit, it is found in deposits from

Manawatu and Whangarei. Mr. Kitton described it in the Monthly Micro-

scopical Journal for November, 1874, as follows :

—

*' Valve elliptically or slightly ovate, canaliculi fine, numerous ; ala3 in-

conspicuous, narrow median elevation terminating in short spines, surface

of valve obscurely striate, valve in front view contorted/'

Plate XXIX., fig. 2, side view*

Stauroneis (or Plearostauron) fiihnen, Brightwell, n.s.

This form is very scarce in the deposit, but was found quite recently by

me in quantity in freshwater at Ngapari, Fernside, and was described as

S. huttonii in a paper I read at a meeting of the institute on the 4th May
as follows

:

" Front view oblong, with a marked depression at the line of suture,

length rather more than six times its breadth. Side view^ with three infla-

tions on both sides, those at each end slightly less than those in the middle^

valve narrowing towards the ends, which are obtuse. Slaiiros, linear,

dilated towards the margin of valve, reaching the margin. Lengthy '008 of

an inch,"

I subsequently found that it had been figured and described in almost

identical terms in the Proceedings of the Eoyal Microscopical Society,

volume 7, page 179, by Mr. Brightwell as '* freshwater, Melboiarne." I have

accordingly withdrawn the paper.

Hab. Freshwater, Melbourne ; Ngapari, Fernside
;
fossil, Onehunga

;

Lake Sumner ; Amberley. .

Plate XXIX., fig. 3, a. front view, b. side view.

Of the three species just described—specially New Zealand forms—

I

have thought it desirable to reproduce the figures.

The following is a list of the species already found, for which I am
indebted chiefly to the kindness of Mr. E. Grove, of Saltburn, England

:

Epithemia zebra, var. proboscidea.

.»t
sorex.

gibba.

„ turgida.

Eunotia prserupta va7\ bidens

„ diodon.

„ eruca (amphicampa).

Eucyonema gracile.

„ ctespitosum var,

Amphora ovalis.

Surirella splendida.

>» contorta, «.«.
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Triceratium trifoliatum

Nitzcliia speutabilis,

„ ain2:>liioxya.

Navicula carJinalis.

„ major.

»»

9»

II

)>

>>

»>

viridis.

commutata.
r

divergens.

hemiptera.

placentula.

firma var. araphigomphus

var^ subampliata.

bacillum var.»>

If elliptrica.

Gomphonema constrictuni.

„ clavatuni.

Stauroneis (Pleiirostauron) fulmen.

„ „ frauenfeldii

„ ,, javanicum.

,, „ acutum.

„ phoinicenteron.

Melosira orichalcea.

Cymbella scotica.

Pinnularia punctulata.

Wainui^ Akaroa Harbour^

This freshwater deposit is extensive and so pure as to render it suitable

as an article of commerce^ The following species have been already

found :

—

Epithemia ventricosa.

„ musculus.

proboscidea.

longicornis.

)i

SI

Synedra ulna.

Odontidiuni mutabile.

„ ' „ var.

„ tabellaria.

Pinnularia nobilia.

Cymbella affinis.

Melosira punctata.

Eunotia aicus.

Dunedin,—Green Island.

This is a freshwater deposit taken from a railway cutting near Green

Island, and is chiefly composed of

—

Eucyonema Cfespitosum.

Cast Valley^ North Canterbury,

I discovered a small pocket of this sub-peat deposit, about five years

ago, which consisted chiefly of the doubtful genus Amphicampa, and was
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described by me, in vol. xiv. of the Transactions of the New Zealand Insti-

tute, as Himantidium inaskelHL Mr. Brightwell describes a specimen from

Melbourne under the name Eunotia evucaJ^ The leading diatomista of

England now include AmpMcampa and Himantidium under the genus

Eunotia. Subsequently I found other deposits in the same swamp, and

note the species found as follows

:

Eunotia eruca,

„ bidens.

„ undulatum.

Stauroneis cruciculum.

„ phoenicenteron.

Pinnularia major.

Gomphonema constricta.

M viridis.

Synedra radians,

Surirella linearis.

Oi'thosira orichalcea.

Epithemia longicornis

»j turgida.

Amberley, North Canterbury.

On the property of Mr. Alex. Broadfoot, Seaview, at a point on the top

of the terrace where until lately there was a spring of water, I found a

considerable deposit, and in the peat swamp below I found the following

fresh-water species

:

Stauroneis (Plenrostauron) fuhnen.

Eunotia eruca.

»» triodon.

Melosira punctata.

11 M var.

Synedra vulgare.

Pinnularia acrosphoBnia.

Eunotia (Himantidium) bidens.

n arcus.

„ undulatum.

,, pectinale.

Gomplionema constrictum.

New Briahton. npar C

A fresh-water and possibly brackish-water deposit was laid bare by the

Paynt

identify the following forms :

I have been able to

Pinnularia major.

Navicula munda.

„ didjTna.

„ elliptica.

* " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science," 1859, p. 179.
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Cymbella ? PI. XXIX., fig, 4; a, side view; b, front view.

Coscinodiscus ?

Houaceocladia sigmoidea.
r

Sj^nedra galliouii.

Surirella limosa.

Epithemia argus.

„ sorex.

„ zebra,

Macintosh Bat/j Banks Peninsula,

On the hill- slopes of the bay, a visitor noticed after rain that the water

trickling from the side of one of the spurs left a white deposit on the grass,

some of which was gathered and placed in my hands for examination* I

endeavoured to get the position of the deposit fixed, but hitherto without

success. I found, however, the following diatoms in the very minute

gathering which I received :

Cymbella cuspidata.

Nitzcliia ampbioxys-

Gomplionenia constrictum.

Synedra ulna.

Surirella miniTta.

Navicula cuspidata.

»» sphaeophora

aniphiba>na.

Acbuantbia exilis

Whangareiy Auckland.

Samples of this fresh-water deposit have been placed in my hands, but

I take a list of the species comprising it fi-om the MSS. notes of Professor

Hutton, made some years ago. Samples have found their way into the
i

hands of English diatomists.

Pinnularia gibba.

,, nobilis.

Navicula pusilla.

„ westii.

•»
cuspidata.

Stauroneis pboenicenteron.

Synedra radians.

Cocoeoneis placentula.

?

Eunotia (Himantidium) lie

Gompbonema constrictum.

Cymbella cuspidata.

Melosira arenaria.

9>

Epithemia rupestria.

,,
hyndmanii.

,
zebra.

longicomis.
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Cabbage-tree Sivamp^ Auckland.

This fresh-water deposit has also heen put into my hands, and samples

have found their way to England, but, as before, I take my list of species

from Professor Huttou's MSS, notes :

—

Achnantliidium inflata.

Eunotia (Amphicampa) eruca.

„ (Himantidium) bidena.

„ t, arcua

„ diodon.

Pinnularia major.

„ interrupta.

„ radiosa.

Epithemia turgida.

Art. XLIII.—On the Lichenographia of New Zealand.

By Charles Knight, F,E.C,S.

lEead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 2Sth Fehruaiy^ 1383.]

Plates XXXV.-XXXVIII.
In continuing my papers on the Lichenographia of New Zealand, I wish to

make the following remarks :

In respect of the Arthontce. The leading characters of this genus, as

given by Leighton in 3rd. ed. of Lichen Flora, are:

—

^^ Asci pyriform in

excavations of the sub-gelatinous Kgmenium ; paraphyses none.'' The term

''excavations" is not a happy one, but let that pass. Nylander seems to

avoid committing himself to an unquaUfied statement of character, and

instead of *' paraphyses none,'' limits himself merely to the terms *'^ara-

physihus discretis nullis,"' In reference to the above, I have already, in a

paper on the lichens of New South Wales, called attention to the remark
of Professor J. Miiller, of Geneva (Flora, 11th April, 1879), where he states

that paraphyses are always present in the Arthonice. This assertion of

MilUer needs qualification. In those Arihonice where the lamina sporigera

is said to be grumose or homogeno-grumose, there exists in most cases no
trace whatever of paraphyses or of stratification,—the structure is confused,

cellular, or even granular. In others, where the lamina sporigera is said to

be floccose, the structure is really clathrato-ramose, and is mostly con-

densed and rendered columnar in appearance by the pressure of the growing
asci, as is seen in A. globulosafonnis, Hepp, A. lurida, Ach., A. kempeh
hubcri, Mass., etc. Again in others distinct filaments can be traced, knit

together in a more or less open network, as in A. gregaria, Ach., A.

swdrtziana, Ach., A. oleandri, etc., and also as in most of the species of
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Arthonia described in the present paper, with the exception of A, aspera

(n. sp.), in which the lamina sporigera is more or less carbonized and

degraded.
i

In respect of the PertusaricB importance is always attached to the extra-

ordinary thickness of the sporal envelope, which often consists of three or

more laminse ; and this characteristic, when the paraphyses are implexo-

ramose, is of the highest importance. Indeed, the presence of implexo-

ramose paraphyses has induced Professor Miiller to transfer several

LecanorcB to Pertiisaria. In a paper on the lichens of New South Wales

(Linn. Trans. Botany, second series, vol. 2) I called attention to Professor

Miiller's remarks (Flora, 1879, No. 39, p. 481) in which he advocates thc^se

transfers, and I noticed that, in my opinion, besides L. parella and L.

pallescens, there are other species liable to similar removal ; for instance,

I/, verrucosa, and L. caJcarea. Hepp, together with Nylander and Th. Fries,

has placed Lecanora hryontha^ Ach,, with the Pertusanm, an arrangement

amply supported by the great thickness of the parietes of the solitary spores

and the implexo-ramose parai:)hyses. It may be added that the presence of

intricate ramose paraphyses with thick double sporal envelopes renders it

necessary that Lecanora (jemmifera, Th, Fries, should also be transferred to

Pertusaria, P. fumosa (n. sp.) of the present paper has a thin sporal

envelope.

I have read with some interest in the Flora (1882, p. 458) Dr. Nylander's

objections to break up a large genus of closely-allied species and dispose of

them in several genera. We all agree with Ray,—" Methodum intelligo

natura3 convenientem quaa nee alienas species conjungit, nee cognitas

separat." But it seems to be contended by Dr. Nylander that cognate

species, however numerous they may be, ought not to be separated into

.mi

Certainly there is no reason why we should fix upon an arbitrary limiting

number, which it would be improper to exceed ;
although, on the other

hand, it may be desirable that genera should not be overburdened with

species. One of the objects of classification is, that the generic name,

like an algebraic formula, should be the symbol of certain characteristics

of all the species included in the genus and these are stored in our

memory.

To take an instance. There are not much less than 500 species at pre-

sent arranged under Lecidea, a genus which is limited by a small number of

characters. Is it not a real disadvantage to the progress of a science that

the generic name in this instance conveys to the mind so little of the nature

and organization of any one of the 500 species. On the other hand, if we

break up the Lecidm into several genera and group the new genera m
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natural sequence under one tribe or subtribe, the few characters wbicli at

present define the genus would be sufficient for the higher group, in accord-

ance with the law enforced by Jussieu, that the larger the group the fewer

the characters by which it is Hmited. What reasonable objection can be

urged to the proposal. "We should outrage no natural alliance of the

species. While the advantage would consist in this, that the name of each

lichen would carry with it not only the tribal characters but also its dis-

tinguishing generic characteristics, and would thus secure to the student

one of the leading objects of a natural classification.

It is urged that to scatter cognate species amongst a number of genera

would be au offence against the harmony that exists in nature ; but if so, and

we are to be governed by mere prudery, no division of species could be ad-

mitted, seeing that, as Eay asserted and Linnaeus copied, '* Natura nonfacit

saltns.'' Indeed, there is no scheme of classification which is not liable to the

objection that between two closely-allied genera there will always be one or

more species which can be placed in either of the two ; and, as Lindley

observes in ''The Vegetable Kingdom/'

—

''it cannot be of any possible con-

sequence whether an intermediate or frontier plant be assigned to one

group or another and convenience alone should be considered in such a

matter, =:= * * ^]i tl^e groups into which plants are thrown are, in one

sense, artificial, inasmuch as Nature recognizes no such groups. Neverthe-

less, consisting in all cases of species very closely-allied in nature, they are

in another sense natural. But as the classes, subclasses, alliances, natural

orders and genera of botanists have no real existence in nature, it follows

they have no fixed limit and consequently it is impossible to define them."

That differences exist among the Lecideis as now constituted sufficient for

the pui-pose of arranging the species under several genera is certain from

the success which appears to have attended the labours of Massolonga and

others. Nylander himself has arranged them in sections. As to the ques-

tionable value of Massolonga's scheme, I do not at present wish to make

any remarks, or to criticize Nylander's sectional arrangement,

1. BiEomyces nov(B'Zeala7idi(B, n. sp.

Thallus crustaceus tenuissimus sordide luteolus, madefactus albo-

virescens, effusus pulveruleus (microscopi area granula gonima obsita).

Apothecia discoidea peltata, in centro peranguste adnata (diam. circa

2 mm.) madefacta albo-incarnata et convexa, margine obsolete, exclpulo

proprio incolorato arachnoideo-filamentoso (filis diam. 0-001 mm.), para-

physibus tenuissimis densatis paucis apice laxis nonnihil ramosis. Spor®

in ascis cyhndi'aceis angustissimis confertissimis uniseriales oblongo-sub-

fusiformes incolores simpHces, guttam unam magnam (evanescentem

glycerina) centralem continentes, longit. 0-017 mm., crassit. 0*006 mm.
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Obs,—B. roseus (Sch. No. 31) thallo granuloso, sporis fusiformibus leviter

curvatis (long. 0"015, crass. 0-0025 mm.) luteolis. B. byssoides (Scliasr,

No. 32) hymenio fusco, sporis ellipsoideis long. 0-01 mm., crass.

0-004 mm.
2, Thelotrema circumscriptum ^ n.sp.

Thallus ex ochraceo palliJo-fuscus I^evis subnitiusculus tenuis continuus

linea fusca determinatus, veiTucis apotbeciorum bemispbferlcis fcliam. 0*5

ad 1 mm.) prominulis, ostiolo simplici. Apotliecia immersa excipiilo proprio

lateral! dilnte fasco instructa, matrice enata, madefacto epithecio in secLioue

multo dilata, parapbysibus distinctis apice dilute coloratis. Sporas sub-

claviformes interdum oblongs hyalin^e 6-12-septat8e, long. 0*02 ad 0-035

mm., crassit. 0-005 mm.
Ad cortices arhorum,

3. Thelotrema fannaceuni^ n. sp.

Tliallus albus cartilagineus nitidus contiuuus, verracis apotbeciorum

globosis confertis. Apotbecia primum clausa tandem late aperta, disco

dilate colorato albo-pruinoso, margine albo elevato farinaceo, parapbysibus

subtilisc;imis subramosis. Sporae in ascis crebris monosporis oblongo-
*

clavat^ circiter 14-septat£e, longit. 0-14 mm., crassit. 0'04 mm.
Ad arborum cortices.

4. Pertusaria leitcodes, n. sp.

Tballus albus passim rimosus, verrucis apotbeciorum convexis v. bemi-

spbaericis concoloribus, ostiolo primitus miuuto mos in pseudo-discum nunc

planum nunc urceolatum (interdum cavatum) conflueutibus. Apotbecia

1-3 in quavis verracaj excipulo proprio nuUo, hymenio tballo enato, para-

pbysibus adglutinatis clatbratim-ramosis. Sporae 2, 4, 8nSd, in iisdem

apotbeciis, ellipsoideae simplices, pluries limbat^, longit. 0*05 mm., crassit.

0-02 mm.
Ad arhonmi cortices.

/'

Tballus fumoso-nigricans intus albus tuberculosus, tubercuUs apotbe-

ciorum parvis globosis albescentibus mox biantibus, epitbecium urceolatum

nigrescens denudantibus, margine elevato nonnihil subtumido irregulari,

excipulo j)i'oprio nuUo, hymenio strato gonimico oriuudo, paraphysibus

adglutinatis obscure ramosis. Sporse in ascis clavatis ovoideffi simplices

anguste limbatae luteol^, longit. 0*025 mm., crassit. 0-012.

Ad arborum cortices.

6- Phlyctis stromaphora, n. sp.

TbaUus crassus albidus granulosus areolatus, areolis nonnibil conglo-

batis. Apothecia in stromatibus thallinis creberrimis rotundato-difformibus

V. convexo-prominentibus v. planis insequalibus immersa, plura in singulis
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stromatibiis, pimctis minntis indicata inde plerumque pyreno-carpoidea,

passim epitlieciis taudem evolutis fuscis concavis sa9pe confluentibus et

turn varie oblongis, margiue thalliuo elevato cinctis, madefactis tliallum

asquantibus ; hymenlum tballi strato crasso impositum, parapbysibus cajpil-

laribus non discretis apice fuscis nou dilatis, Sporae ellipsoidcEe v. fusi-

formes DonuiiHquam cuneiformcs 7-8-septatas tandem flayesceutes, longit.

0-057 mm., crassit. O'OIS mm.
Ad arhorum cortices.

7. Phlyctis cyrtospora^ n. sp.

Thallu? cinereo-albidiis tenuis l^vis continuus, arefactus minutissime

areolatus, Apotlieeia innata rotundato-difformia parva sparsa (solitaria v.

aggi-egata), margine thallino crasso piano elevato, excipulo proprio nuUo,

parapbysibus bene discretis. Sporae oblongo-fusiformes nonnunr^uam
cuileiformes 7-septata? luteolcB demum fuscentes curvat^, longit. 0-085 mm.,
crassit. 0"018 mm.

Ad arboruni cortices.

Obs.—Phlyctis oleosa^ Stirt., "tliallus areolato-diffractus, areolis concavis,

sporsB incolores in thecis incrassatis una cum guttulis flavidis oleosis in-

clusse" {Stirton).

8. Bacidia mimitissima ^ n, sp.

Tballus tenuis ex olivaceo fuscus continuus indeterminatus. Apotbecia

minutissima (diam. 0'2 mm.) innata convexa nigro-fusca nonnibil e tballo

velata immarginata, hymenio (in sectione subtilissima) dilute fusco, strato

subbymeniale fusco, excipulo proprio dilute fusco—textura radiatim dis-

posita—parapbysibus adglutinatis gi'acilibus apice dilutis fuscis. Sporee in

ascis clavatis bacillares spiraliter curvatae nonnihil rectaa circiter 9-septata0

incolores, longit. 0-048 mm., crassit. 0*003 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices,

9. Lecidea {CatiUaria) clathrata^ n, sp.

Thallus cinereus v, dilutae cinereo-viridescens subgranulosus continuus

linea atra limitatus. Apotlieeia atro-fusca superficialia (diam. circ. 3 mm.)
nonnullo margine tliallode in parte instructa, disco pruinoso, margine pro-

]3rio atro-fusco prominente nonnibil nitido, hypothecio incolori excipuli

linea atra imposito, excipulo dilute ocbraceo-fusco in summo atro et linea

atra omnino circumscripto, parapbysibus adglutinatis subtilissimis (crassit,

0-001 mm.) clathrato-ramosis. SporsB in ascis oblongis magnse ovat^

pleriimriue incurviusculae uniseptat^e (epispora crass. 0*005 mm.) incolores,

longit. 0'06 mm., crassit. 0-03 mm.
Ad arhorinn cortices.

ifiexam atque L. claihratam pr^cipua differentia

sporis illius oblongis et ascis monosporis, bujus sporis ovatis et 8nis est
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posita. L. grossa^ excipulo omniao carbouizato. L. versicolor, v. tubercu-

losa^ et L, taitensis excipuli structura radlante. L, grossa, versicolor^ tait-

ensis, sporls multo minoribus quam in L. clalhrata,

10. Lecidea cinnaharoides, n. sp,

Thallus sordicle testaceus effasus uonniliil leprosus tenuissimiis, Apo-

tliecia rubra sparsa, margine concolore crassiusculo prominente, excipulo e

guttis oleaceis hyalinis alius miuutis alius sat grandibus formato, textura

non radiatim disposita, a lateribus et basi per liueam teuiiem aurantiacam

conteuto, paraphysibus distiuctis apice coloratis ovato-dilatis, Sporoe in

ascis clavatis simplices luteol^ v. incolores ellipsoidoffi, longit, 0-015 mm.,

crassit. 0*007 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices.

Ohs.—L, cinnaharoidesy Nyl,, in litt.

11, Arthonia {^Coniangiuui) stictaria, Nyl.

Thallus nullus. Apotliecia atra innata rotuudata ambitu applanata in

ceutro convexa, liymenio tenui (crass. 0*035 mm.) pseudo-excipulo e matrice

vitiata constante, lamina sporigera laxissime clathrata, bypothecio tenui

grumoso in marginem se explicato, Sporas in ascis pyriformibus minutas

obovatse incolores 1-septatse, cellula superiore ampliore, long. 0*009 mm.,

crass. 0'0035 mm.
4

Ad Stictam auratam parasitica.

12. Aithonia [Coniangium) conspicua^ Nyl.

Thallus sordide albus tenuissimas (v. nullus) couthiuus. Apothecia

hypoplseodes sparsa rubricoso-fusca nuda rotundata v. diSformia aspera,

madefacta convexa (diam. circiter 1 mm.), intus luteo-fusca, lamina spori-

gera perfecto clathrato-ramosa. Sporae in ascis globosis oblongo-ovoidciB

l-septatse (cellula superiore vix ampliore) dilute luteo-fusc^e tandem fusca3,

emortusB atro-fuscse, longit. 0-025 ad 0-032 mm., crassit. 0*01 ad

0-012 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices,

Ohs.—Ab A, lurida, Ach., et A. vinosa, Leight., differt sporis duple

majoribus. Sijn. Myriangium incompicuum^ Bab. (''Plora New Zealand/'

p. 310.)

13. Artlionia aspera^ n. sp.

Thallus albidus v. albido-cinerascens, plagulas parvas formans, tenuis-

simus laevis continuus. Apothecia hypopl^odes adnata aspera atra rotun-

dato-difformia parva (latit. circiter 0*5 mm.) "intus fusca excipulo destituta

hymenio nuUo, lamina sporigera floccosa plus minus carbonizata. Spor^

in ascis pyriformibus cuneato-oblongae 6-loculares, loculo supremo vix

ampliore, fuscsB emortuse atro-fascsB, long. *017, crassit. *006 mm,
Ad cortices^
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14, Artlionia lecideoides n, sp.

Thallus uniformis l^vis v. pulveruleuto-furfuraceus (passim byssoideo-

farfiiraceus) olivaceus, gonidiis crebris, Apotbecia pseudo-lecidina hypo-

plc'Bodes rotuadato-difformia plana non-nibil subconvexa atra adnata imioar-

ginata (diatn. circiter 1 mm.), hymenio fusco, lamina sporigera floccosa

(vere subtilissime clathratim ramosa), basi laminae sporigerse et matrice

pins minus carbonizatis, crassis. Asci pyriformes inter laminas sporigeras

condensatas oriundi, Sporre uympbaeformes es. hyalino fuscidulee, emortuae

fuscfie, 5-cellulffi, cellnla extrema ampliore, longit. -023, crassit. •008 mm.
Ad cortices.

15. ArtJwriia lirellafonnis, n, sp.

Thallus e lilacino cinerascens tennis Isevis continuns per lineam fuscam

limitatns. Apothecia liypoplteodes (matrice immutata) fusca lirella&formia

oblonga v. elongata simplicia v. ramosa pleramo[ue flexuosa undique

attenuata innata ambitu cinereo-pnlvernlenta, bjonenii lateri carbonizato,

lamina sporigera clatbrata et tanqnam ab ascis compressa epitbecio atro-

fasco. Sporae in ascis pyriformibus obtuse cuneato-oblongge tandem

fuscidul^ 4-septat98, cellula suprema ampliore, longit. 0'02 mm,, crassit*

0-008 mm.
Ad cortices arhorum.

r

16. Artlionia pellucida^ n. sp.

Tballus e cinereo albus tenuissimus lasvis continuns. Apotbecia hyp(^-

pla9odes (matrice immutata) atro-fusca depressiusoula lobato-difformia s^pe

inter se juneta, ambitu a tliallo plus minus velata intus pellucida, pseudo-

excipulo omnino destituta, lamina sporigera laxissime clathrata. Sporse in

ascis globosis cuneato-oblongna liyalinee tandem fuscidulae 5-septat£e, cellula

superiore ampliore ceteris plerumque longitudionalibus divisis, longit. 0*02

mm., crassit. O'OOB mm.
Ad arhorum cortices,

Obs,—Affinis est A, lirell(£formi et yix differt nisi psendo-excipulo omnino

egente et sporse cellulis longitudionalibus divisis ; fortasse tamen baud
L

species est distincta.

17. Artlionia {Lecanactis) tenuissima.

Tliallus nullus y. macula minuta albida indicatus. Apothecia hypo-

plteodes (matrice immutata) atra macul^formia intus mox fusca v. atra,

hymenio tenui (crass. 0*06 mm.), ambitu evanescente, lamina sporigera

laxissime clathrata. Asci fusiformi-ellipsoidei creberrimi (long. 0'046 mm.)

Spor® naviculares hyaliuse mox fuscescentes emortuse atro-fusc£B 5-sep-

tatse, cellulis mediis paulo amplioribus, longit. 0-014 mm., crassit.

0*005 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices.
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18. Arthonia {Lecanactis) vemtcidosa, n. sp.

Thallus sordide eiuereus plus minus rimosus in agellos a hypotlaallo

(e matrice carbonizata constante) denudato metatus. Apothecia hypo-

pl^odes fusco-atra rotundato-difformia plana singulis thalli areolis verru-

culisve innata, verruculis vix elevatis, liymenio tenni dilute fusco, pseudo-

excipulo e matrice carbonizata constante, lamina sporigera obscura clathra-

tim ramosa. Spor^e in ascis clavatis crebiis emortuis fuscis c5anbiformes

3-septat8e hyaline, long. 0'014 mm., crassit. 0*003 mm.
Ad arborum cortices.

#'

Thallus squamulis albidis conglutinatis minutissimis constans, subtiliter

areolatus, in agellos a hypothallo nigro denudato metatus. Apothecia

bypopl^odes miuuta crebra nigricantia prominula rotundata nonniliil e

thallo sujSfusa (latit. circiter -5 mm. v. minora) a thallo interdum coronata,

excipulo omnino destituta, lamina sporigera obscure clathrata. Spor^ in

ascis ellipsoideo-oblongis ovat^ v. oblongse demum fusca?, seriebus 7-9

transversim loculosa3, loculis plerumo[ue 3 in quavis seriebus, longit. '033

mm,, crassit* '028 mm. Matrix non mutatur.

Obs,—Prope Artlioniam abnormemy Acli., et^. anastomosantem ; differtvero

sporis majoribus.

Ad cortices.

20. Arthonia (Arthotheliiim) spadicea^ n. sp.

Thallus cinereo-albus uniformis tenuis Iffivis linea nigra limitatus. Apo-

thecia hypoplaeodes spadicea v, ochreo-fusca innata plana rotundato-difformia

V. irregulariter elongata (latit. circiter 1 mm.) a thallo non coronata, excip-

ulo omnino destituta, hypothecio nullo, lamina sporigera floccosa—obscure

clathratim ramosa. ' Asci pauci ventricoso-globosi (latit. 0-5 mm.) Sporse

ovatffi V. oblongse fusc^, seriebus circa 10 transversim loculosae, plerum-

que 5 in quavis seriebus, longit. "04, crassit. '018 mm. Matrix non

mutatur.

Ad cortices,

Ohs.—Prope Arthoniam xantJiocarpam, Nyl. ; sod diflfert sporis coloratis

minoribus loculisque majoribus, et thallo continuo.

21. Stigmatidium conjiuenSy n. sp.

Thallus ex albo cinereus cartilagineus continuus, protuberantibus thai-

linis apotheciorum vix uUis subconvexis confluentibus, ostiola minutissima.

Apothecia orbicularia immersa excipulo proprio crasso dilute luteo-colorato

mtegr circ. 0-3 mm., paraphysibus

distinctis apice non coloratis. Spor« in ascis cylindraceis oblongfe 4-

cellule hyaline nonnihil luteol®, longit. 0-02 mm., crassit. 0-011 mm.
Ad arhontm cortices,

23
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22. Fisstirina monospora^ n. sp.

Tliallus cinereo-albus rugosus, rugis apothecia rimiformla includentibus.

Apotbecia immersa conferta flexuosa brevia intus incoloria, margiuibus

tballinis couniventibus crassis tumidis elevatis, excipulo proprio nullo,

parapliysibus adglutinatis gracilibus cellularibus (cellulis longit. O'Ol

mm.) Asci perpauci monospori, parietibus tenuissimis. Sporae ovato-

ellipsoidefle liitea minute murali-divisfe, longit. 0'18 mm., crassit. 0'08

mm.
Ad arhorum cortices.

23. Fissurina cyrtospora^ n, sp.

Tliallus e luteolo albidus tennis Isevis continnus, in gonidiis veris

glaucescentibus consistens, Apotliecia linearia (latit, 0'3 mm.) elongata

ftn-cato-divisa flexuosa, marginibus tliallinis coucoloribus conniveutibus

tumidis, excipulo proprio nullo, hymeuio matrice imposito, lamina spori-

gera granulosa (parapliysibus nuUis !). Sporse in ascis ventrico-clavatis

oblongs plus minus curvataa simpliees, longit. 0-026 mm., crassit.

0-007 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices.

24, Ascidium fusiforme J n. sp.

Tliallus e yiridi cinereus tenuis leprosus, verrucis apotheciorum con-

vexis V. subhemispli0ericis pallido-fascis circa ostiola minutissima pallidis

vix prominulis. Apothecia excipulo proprio globoso integro pallido-luteo-
+

fusco instructa, parapliysibus subtiliter capillaribus bene distinctis. Sporse

in ascis cylindraceis 4-8nae acute fusiformes 7-9-septatte hyalinse, longit.

0'09 mm., crassit. 0*02 mm.
Ad cortices arhorum.

Ohs.—Affine F. desquamescentiy Fee (Leight. Lich. CeyL), a qua differt

prcecipue sporis prope duplo majoribus et verrucis circiter triple majoribus.

Excipulum (= peritliecium) F. desquamescentis integrum quod ad exemplum

Thwaitsii in meo herbario attinet,—'* Peritliecium dimidiatmn.'*^ (Leiglit.

Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. xxvii., p. 183.)

25. Ascidimn attenuatum^ n. sp.

.

Thallus albescens tenuis continuus, verrucis apotheciorum convexo-

mastoideis coucoloribus, ostiolo latiore. Apothecia partim in matrice im-

mersa, excipulo depresso-globoso tenui pallido-fusco, epitbecio colorato

madefacto in pseudo-discum confluente, parapbysibus subtiliter capillaribus

bene discretis. Sporae in ascis 1-3 sporis fusiformes utrimque attenuatse

25-30-septat£e primum byalinse mox fuscae tandem atro-fuscse, longit. 0-113

mm., crassit. 0'021 mm.
Ad cortices.

Obs,—Affine est Ascidio domingensi^ Fee,
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26. Ascidium vianosporuin, n. sp.

Thallus albus v. sorcUde albus effusus tenuis, verrucis apotheciorum

convexis concoloribus v. pallido-fuscis, ostiola minutissima prominula.

Apotliecia excipulo proprio globoso integro tenui fusco instructa, liymenio

tandem atro-fusco (in lamina subtilissima fusco)
;
paraphysibus capillarlbua

bene distinctis. Sporse in ascis monosporis fusiformcs v. elongato-cylin-

draceae tandem fusc^e murali-divisse—seriebus loculorum transversis 20-30

in quavis serie 2-8 loculis in medio et 3-1 versus apicem utrumque, lougit.

0-1 ad 0'18 mm., crassit 0'02 ad 0-03 mm.
Ad cortices.

Obs.—^Var, a. Excipulum et liymenium pallida.

27. Verrucaria (LejytorJiapJiis) macrocyrtospora^ n. sp.

Tballus obscurus macula pallido-flavescente indicatns (vis matricem

colorans) v. nuUus, verruculis apotheciorum minutis (basi latit. circa 0*8

mm.) convexis. Apotliecia orblcularia primitus immersa, excipulo proprio

atro integro mox supra denudato—turn margine tliallode tumidulo—liymenio

dilute fusco, parapbysibus capillaribus perplexis. Sporse in ascis cylin-

draceis (long. 1'3 mm.) aciculares utrimque acutataa byaliuae in arcum

constanter plus minus curvat^ 13-septat93 v. ultra, longit. Q-ll, crass.

0-003 mm.
Ad arborum cortices.

Obs.— Verr. belofiiza, Stirt. Sporae rectae, septa non visa.

28. Verrucaria suhnargacea, n. sp.

Thallus olivaceo-fuliginosus tenuissimus contiguus laevigatus determi-

natus, gonidiis veris ubique confertis. Apothecia nigra minuta (diam, 0-3

mm.) hemisphaerica protuberantia a thallo leviter obtecfca, excipulo dimi-

diato atro apice poro minutissimo instructo, pai'aphysibus nuUis. Sporse in

ascis clavatis simplices dacryoideee incolores, longit. 0-023, crassit. O'Ol mm.
Ad saxa,

F

Ohs.—Persimilis F, (BtJdobolm praecipue sporis dacryoideis sed differens

sporis majoribus.

29. Verrucaria {Pohjhlastin) trachjspora, n. sp.

Thallus fuscus tennissimus continuus. Apothecia Iiemisphajrica minuta

dimidiata atra ad basim immersa, ostiolo depresso minutissimo madefacto

prominente ambitu albescente, paraphysibus distinctis ramosis. Sporae in

ascis claviformibus nonnuUis cylindraceis ovat^e murali- v. ruderiformi-

divis£e, celluhs subpaucis irregularibus, hyalinse incolores interdum luteolse,

longit. 0-018, crassit. 0*01 mm.
Ad lapides.

Obs.—P. tichospora, Knight (Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. ii, p. 37). Thallus

cinerascens, sporte mmores.
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30. Verrucaria [Pyrenxda) artJioiiizay n. sp.

Thallus ochraceus v. palliclo-ochraceus tenuis areolatus, verrucis apo-

theclorum miniitig (basi latit. circ. 0-5 mm.) liemisphaericis v. convexis.

ApotLecia orbicularia primitus immersa, excipiilo proprio atro crasso integro

mox supra denudato—turn artliouoidea et margiue tlmllode tumidulo

parapliysibus distinctis. Sporae in ascis cylindraceis, elHpsoideae normaliter

loculos 4 transversos lentiformes offerentes, hyaline tandem fuscesceutes,

longit. 0-015, crassit. 0-006 mm.
Ad arhorum cortices,

31. Verrucaria (Acrocordia) suhatoviaria^ n, sp.

Thallus obscurus v. nullus. Matrix non mutatur, Apotliecia minu-
tissima orbicularia (diam. 0-2 mm.) in matrice subimmersa, excipulo proprio
integro atro-fusco, ostiolo minuto nonnihil hiante, hymeuio pallido-fusco

parapliysibus reticulato-capillaribus. Sporae in ascis elongato-pjo-iformibus

oblongas l-septatae incolores Lyalin^e, longit. 0*017, crassit. 0*007 mm.
Ad conices,

Obs.—7. suhatomaria, NyL, in litu Dr. Nylander's name is adopted. It

will be seen, however, that the entire proper excipulum and hyaline colour-
less spores separate this species so widely from F. atomaria, DC, as to
render the prefix of '' sith " somewliat misleading,

82. Verrucaria {Segestria) metabletica, n. sp.

Thallus sordide cinereus tenuis continuus (matrice reticulato-rugosa)

Apothecia madc-maemis
facta adnata atra minuta (diam. 0*2 mm.) hemisphrerica, excipulo dimidiato,
ostiolo palhdo minutissimo v. nullo, parapliysibus distinctis. Spor^ in"

ascis cyhndraceis fusiformes incolores 3-7-septat^, longit. 0*02, crassit.
0-005 mm.

Ad arhorum cortices,

05s.—Var. a. TliaUus albescens, spor£e 7-ceUuliB, cellulis medio
majoribus.

33. Verrucaria {Thelidium) suffusa, n. sp.

_

Thallus cinereus tenuis effusus a linea fusca limitatus. Apothecia
mmuta (diam. 0-3 mm.) hemisphfcrica thallo leviter obtecta, excipulo atro
crasso dimidiato, ostiolo suffuso tandem prominulo nonnihil ambitu dealbato,
hymenio matrice imposito, paraphysibus adglutinatis rectis oleoso-grumosis.
Sporas m aseis elongato-clavatis oblong^e 3-septat» incolores, longit. 0-028,
crassit 0-008 mm.

Ad arhorum cortices.

34. Verrucaria {Thelidium) calcarea, n. sp.
Thallus atro-fuscus tenuissimus irregulariter effusus v. nuUus. Apo-

thecia minuta (diam. 0-25 mm.) innato-sessiUa hemisph^rica v. convexa.
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ostiolo minuto simplici, escipulo proprio dimidiato atro, paraphysibus
nullis(!). Spor^ in ascis clavatis ovatse e^jualiter 2-celhil0B liyalixife, longif.

0-018, crassit 0-009 mm.
Ad calcem in regionibits calcareis*

Ob$,— V. olivacea, Fries. Spor£e diam, 3-iplo loDgiores.

F. pyre7iop7iomj Ach. Sporae multum majores 3-septatas.

DESCEIPTION OF PLATES XXXV.-XXXVIII.
Obs-—Spores and asci X 930, unless otherwise noted. Sections of apothecia and

drawings of thallus x 40, unless otherwise noted.

Plate XXXV.
Fig. 1. Arthonia lecideoides; (a) section of apothecium, (h) spores in ascus*

2. Arthonia lirellaformis ; (a) thallus showing apothecia, {b) sect, of apothecium»

(c) spores in ascus.

3. Arthonia spadicea; (a) section of apothecium, (h) spores in asciis.

4. Arthonia suffusa; [a) spores in ascus, (&) section of apothecium, (c) showing the

texture of lamina sporigera.

Aa, Arthonia stictaria ; spores in ascus.

46. Arthonia pellucida ; single spore.

5. Arthonia conspiciia; spores in ascus.

6. Arthonia vcrruculosa ; (a) thallus showing apothecia, (6) section of apothecium,

{c) two spores.

7. Arthonia asjpera ; {a) section of apothecium, {b) two spores.
r

Plate XXXVI.
Fig. 8, Verrucaria macrocyrtospora ; {a) spore, {h) ascus, [c) section of apothecium.

9. Verrucaria trachyspora ; spores in ascus.

10. Verrucaria arthoniza; (a) spores in ascus, (Z?) section of apothecium x 80.

11. Verrucaria calcarea ; spores in ascus.

12. Verrucaria suffusa ; (a) section of apothecium, {b) spores in ascus.

13. Verrucaria submargacea ; (a) spores in ascus, ij)) single spore, frequent variety.

14. Verrucaria metabolica ; (a) portion of thallus showing two apothecia, (6, c, d)

three asci showing varieties of spores.

15. Verrucaria subatomaria; (a) section of apothecium, (6) spores in ascus.

16. Fhlyctis stromaphora ; (a) spore, (6) section of apothecium.

Plate XXXVII.

Fig. 10a, Thelotremafarinaceum; (a) spore, (b) section of apothecium.

17. Fhhjctis cyrtospora; (a) section of apothecium, [b) spore, (c) spores in ascus.

18. Ascidium manosporum; (a) spore X 900, (&) spore X 540, (c, d) two spores

discovered in same apotheciiun X 330, [e) section of apothecium.

19. Stigimtidium conjluens ; [a) thallus showing apothecia, (&) section of apothe-

cium, (c) single spore.

19a. Ascidium attenuatum ; spore in ascus.

20. Ascidium fusiforme : (a) section of apothecium, {b) spore.

21. Lecidea cinnabaroides ; spores in ascus.

22. „ „ section of apothecium.
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Plate XXXYIU.
Fig. 23. Flssurina Tnonosiwrum ; (a) spore, {h) section of apothecium,

24. Fertiisaria fximosa ; {a) section of apothecium, (ft) spores in ascus.

25. Fissurina ajrtospora ; {a) section of apothecium, (h) spores in ascus, (c) spore,

sho-ning

26.

(c) arcuate spores in ascus.

.ecium, (h) straight

27. and
{d) spores in ascus X 330.

28. Bceomyces novce-zealandicc ; spores in ascus.

29. Lecidea clathrata; (a) section of apothecium, (b) spore.

30. Arthonia tenuissima ; (a) section of apothecium, (&) spore.

Aet. TLIV.~Descnptio7i of two 7ieiv Species of Carex. By D. Petrie, M.A.

[Read before the Otago iTistitute, dOth January, 1883.]

Carex littoralw^ n, sp,

A SMOOTH, tufted species, 1 to 2 feet high. Leaves nearly as long as the

culms, sheathing towards the hase, very narrow, striate, plano-convex in

section, almost smooth, pale green.

Culms round, smooth, with long leaf-like bracts shortly sheathing at the

base.

Spikelets 4 or 5, uppermost slender, longer, male ; lower female with a

few male flowers below, stout, i to | inch long, sessile or very shortly

peduncled, the peduncle being enclosed by the sheathing base of the bract.

Glumes ovate, membranous, dark brown, with lighter three-ribbed mid-

awn
Utricle ovate, turgid, two-ribbed, reddish-brown

; beak short, bifid.

Arms of style 3 short.

Hab. Paterson's Inlet, Stewart Island; Otago Harbour. It appears
to be confined to tidal swamps, and low-lying ground about the level of high-

water mark. I have never seen it inland or in any other situations than
such as are indicated above. Mr. Cheeseman, of ihe Auckland Museum,
informs me that he has this plant from various parts of New Zealand, so

that it evidently has a wide distribution.

Carex cheeseinaniiy n. sp.

A very slender, densely tufted, pale, rather harsh species.
Culms 16 inches, or less, rounded, very slender, drooping, elongating

greatly during ripening.

Leaves very numerous, shorter than the culms, very narrow, flattened
or plano-convex, scabrid, broad at the bases which sheath the lower parts of

the culm.
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Spikelets usually 6-8, lower distant on slender peduncles, upper approxi-

mate and nearly sessile ; all short and pale-brown ; uppermost male, others

male at the base only ; bi^acts very long and slender.

Glumes shorter than the utricles, broad, very membranous, pale-brown

at sides, white near the three-nerved midrib which is continued beyond the

bifid apex into a long usually scabrid awn.

Utricle turgid, plano-convex, pale-brown, beak short, bifid, toothed or plain.

Arms of the style 3.

Hah Maniototo Plain 1,000-2,000 feet ; Nevis Valley 1,500 feet.

Named in honour of T. F. Cheeseman, Esq., Curator of the Auckland

Museum, who has done much to settle the New Zealand species of this

genus.

Art. XLV.—Description of a Variety of Celmisia sessiliflora, Hook.f.

By D. Petrie, M.A*

[Bead before the Otago Insiitutej SOth January^ 1883.]

Celmisia sessilifiora var. minor.

Much smaller in all its parts than the typical form of the species. Stems with

leaves on about as stout as a goose q^uill, longer and much more branched.

Leaves ^ of an inch long or less, -^^ wide ; sheaths longer and broader than

the leaves, and much more villous than the type, especially at the tops of the

sheaths. Achene relatively very short, about ^ the length of the pappus.

This well-marked variety differs from the type of the species most con-

spicuously in the greatly smaller size of all its parts, and in the greater

length and subdivision of its branches. Though separated from the specific

type by a wide interval, the differences are not of sufficient variety to justify

giving it specific rank. If, however, it should be found in other distant

localities, I should have no doubt about regarding it as a distinct species.
^

I have never gathered or seen any forms sensibly intermediate between this

variety and the common form of the species. The genus is one that

abounds in variable species, and the systematic working out of the varieties

is much needed.

Hab. Swampy ground on the summit of Maungatua, Taieri: 2,900

feet.

Art. XLVI.^—Description of a new Species of Senecio. By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

IRead before tJie Wellington Philosophical Society, 2Bth February , 1883.]

Senecio viuelleri,

A LARGE shrub or small tree 10-18 feet high, with spreading branches.

Leaves 3'-7" long, lJ"-2V'wide, crowded near the ends of the branches,
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broadly lanceolate-acuminate, or ovate-acuminate, narrowed into a broad

base, sessile, quite entii-e, densely clothed with white tomentum beneath.

Flowers in erect terminal panicles sparingly leafy, 4''-8" long; branches

and involucre glandular or glandular pubescent : heads on short pedicels,

involucral leaves in one series : ray-florets 12-14, narrow, contorted : disc

florets about 20, perfect, regular, anthers with short tails. Achenes grooved,

pappus white, scabrid,

Hab. Hereliopere Island, T. Kirk; South Cape Island. Not observed
on Stewart Island.

The main stem of this handsome species is often from 8" to 12" in dia-

meter, branches distant, usually wide spreading and destitute of leaves

below. In all stages they are thickly marked with the scars of fallen

leaves. In -the recent state the fohage is glossy and coriaceous, but these

characters disappear in di-ying. After a continuance of rainy weather the
tomentum becomes somewhat loose and gives a rugose appearance to the.

lower surface of the leaves. The bracts are always membranous, and those
at the base of the panicles, which equal the ordinary leaves in size, are
more or less recurved. Most frequently the panicle is simple, but occasion-
ally its lower branches are compound; after flowering, the main axis

becomes elongated and the panicle loses much of its original compactness.
The panicle is always glandular and more or less viscid.

This fine plant approaches S. huntii of the Chatham Islands in habit,

cicatricose branches, fohage and leafy inflorescence : but the structure of

the flower allies it to 8. sciadophilus and S. perdicioides, although its rays
are much longer and the heads much larger. The narrow contorted yellow
rays are widely different from the broad compact white rays of S. huntii

:

in this respect the latter resembles .S^. (/latstifotius and S. hectori.

Mr. Charles Traill of Stewart Island received hving plants from the
natives several years ago and has had them under cultivation, but they
have not yet flowered. I collected the plant on sea-cliffs on Herekopere
Island and was informed by an inteUigeut half-caste that he had collected
it on South Cape Island. It does not appear to be known elsewhere, so

that it further resembles S. huntii of Pitt Island in being restricted to a
very limited area.

New Zealand botanists are specially indebted to Baron von Mueller for

his excellent account of the vegetation of the Chatham Islands, so that I
have great pleasure in connecting his name with so striking a plant.
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Art. XLVII.—Notes on the Mineraloc/y of New Zealand.

By S. Herbert Cox, F.C,S.,F.G.S., Assistant Geologist & Inspector of Mines.

[Bead before the Wellbigton PhilosopMcal Society, 2Ut October, 1882.]
^

The following paper, which is in continuation of the one published in

last year's volume^'^ of the ''Transactions of the New Zealand Institute,"

will be devoted to the non-metallic minerals.

Non-Metallic Minerals.—Class I-

Water.

Water, H. As a simple mineral this substance needs no comment, but,

as pointed out by Dr. Hector (Handbook of New Zealand for Melbourne

Exhibition, 1880, p. 102), New. Zealand is singularly rich in springs of

water that hold mineral salts in solution, and some of these are already

noted for their valuable medicinal properties.

Both hot and cold springs are found, the former being, with few excep-

tions, confined to the districts of the North Island where volcanic forces

have been active during the latest tertiary period, and are not yet altogether

dormant. A few thermal springs are found to escape fi'om the upper

mesozoic rocks in localities where the source of heat can only be attributed

to chemical decomposition of bitumin'ous matters and sulphides ; and, in

a few instances, warm w^aters spring from palseozoic rock-formations in the

South Island. The cold mineral springs have a wider distribution, but

have only, as yet, been examined from comparatively few localities. The

mineral waters of New Zealand may be classified, from the analyses

that have been made in the Colonial Laboratory, into the following

gi'oups

:

Saline.—Containing chiefly chloride of sodium.

Alkaline.—Containing carbonates and bicarbonates of soda and pot-

ash.

Alkaline siliceons.—Waters containing much silicic acid, but changing

rapidly on exposure to the atmosphere and becoming alkaline.

Hepatic or sulphurous.—Waters, the prominent character of which is the

presence of sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid.

Acidic.—Waters in which there is an excess of mineral acids, such as

hydrochloric and sulphuric acid.

• Trans. N,Z. Inst., vol. xiv., p. 418»
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The following is a list of tlie best-known mineral springs, full details
concerning which are to be found in the official Laboratory Beports, Trans.
N.Z. Inst., and other similar publications :
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From the analyses of the mineral waters by Mr. Skey, the principal

results of which have been pubHshed,* the following substances appear to be

contained in solution

:

Silicates of soda

„ lime

yy
magnesia

iron

Silica

Sulphate of soda

j>

j>

»>

potash

alumina

lime

„ magnesia

iron

Chloride of sodium

potassium

calcium
J)

,,
magnesium

,,
iron

Phosphate of alumina -

Phosphoric acid

Lithia

Iron oxides

Hydrochloric acid (free)

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Sulphuric acid (free)

Bromide of magnesium

Iodide ,)

Carbonic acid (free)

Carbonates of soda

,,
potash

,,
magnesia

„ lime

Free ammonia

Albuminoid ammonia.

Non-Metaxlic Minebals.—Class II.

Carbon and Boeon.

Graphite, C—This mineral occurs somewhat widely distributed thi'oagh-

out New Zealand ; but up to the present time has not been found in large

^r^n^^ah miflntltifts ani of sufficient puritv to induce anyone to work it

• Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 423
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continuously. Prior to 1865, however, 7 tons of manufactured plumbago
from Pakawan, Nelson, valued at £1,400, were exported, but the trade lias

not been continued.

occurrence

tetter (New Zealand, 1863, p. 477, Eng. Ed.) where he says —" The Bros.
Curtis, ha 1861, opened extensive beds of plumbago near Pakawau." Dr.
Hector also (Jurors' Eep. N. Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 34 and 417) mentions its

occurrence at Pakawau, near Collmgwood, as thick beds interstratified with
metamorphosed shale. Compressed samples were found to be quite equal
in colour and brilHancy to that commonly sold in paper packets for domestic
purposes. Analyses of these samples showed that they contained :—

a-) (2.) (3.)

Carbon .. 37-60 3003
Water .. 2-00 1-35

Ash . . . . 60-40 68-62

58-10

2-68

39-22

Waingawa

100-00 10000 100-00
He, also, in the same report (p. 267), mentions its occurrence as scales m
the marble of the West Coast, and Mr. J. C. Crawford (Essay on the
Geology of the WelUngton Province, p. 5) says,-" Thin seams of an
impure graphite are found at a great variety of places :-on the Pitone
Eoad, near Wellington at the Mungaroa Hill ; at various points on the
Eimutaka Mountains

; in the mountain part of the valley of the Waiohine;

_ I
; m the Waikanae, the Akaterewa

and particularly in the upper part of the Otaki VaUey." Dr. Hector
(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 379) again refers to the deposit of plumbago
at Pakawau, stating that it has probably been derived from an altered por-
tion of a coal seam; and (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 490) Prof. Liversidge
also mentions the occurrence of graphite at Few's Creek, Lake
and Dunstan, Otago-both samples being of an impure nature.

During 1878 a sample of graphite shale was forwarded to the Colonial
Museum by the Hon. Mr. Acland, as coming from the Malvern Hills; in 1871
samples were forwarded from Wakamarama by Mr. A. J. Burne, which
contained fr-om 3M4 to 22-59 per cent, of carbon ; in 1876 a graphitic
sandstone was forwarded from Jackson's Bay by the Hon. J. A. Bonar. con-
taming 10-42 per cent, of carbon ; and m 1878 Mr. McKay collected a very
pure sample of graphite, from the Glossoptens beds of Mt. Potts, which con-
tained 90-17 per cent, of carbon, the colour of the ash being reddish.
" Although so rich m carbon, it has not that unctuousness which distin-
guishes the more valuable graphites, but appears indurated and granular
defects which must depreciate its value very considerably," (Lab. Hep.
xin., p, 22), .

Wakatip
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During the same year another sample of graphite was forwarded by Mr.

Beere from the vicinity of Welhngton, in which the percentage of carhou

irw:

W
been found in the bed of a creek. In 1879 Mr. W. Docherty forwarded

specimens of mica schist from Dusty Sound, in which scales of gvai^hite

were found ; and in 1880 Mr. C. W. Tripp sent samples of graphite slate

from the Orari Gorge, which contained 20-G2 per cent, of carbon.

The only samples of this mineral which merit special description are

those from Pakawau, Mount Potts, and Waiokura Creek.

Graphite.—Vdkd.^'Q.\\. Compact, with lamellar and petaloidal structure
;

requires purification to render it of commercial value (Liversidge, Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. X., p. 490) ; it is more or less schistose, and varies a good

deal as regards purity.

Graphite.—Hi. Potts. Finely laminated; black and shining; powder

soft, soiling the fingers ; hardness about 1, but including small grains which

are harder. Does not feel greasy to the touch. Appears to be an interme-

diate form between anthracite and graphite.

GraiMte.—^Qxokma. Creek. A solid compact homogeneous form,

separated in distinct lamina? about jV inch thick with siliceous partings at

places. Hardness a Httle over 1. Colour iron-black with black and

shining streaks. Mark on paper corresponds with H. pencil. Has only

been found as isolated boulders, the enclosing rock being unknown. It is

an extremely valuable form of this mineral.

Coal.—This mineral is widely distributed throughout New Zealand, but

samples from different locahties vary greatly in their composition and value

as fuel. In 1860 Dr. Hector (First General Coal Eeport) divided these

into Hydrous and Anhydrous coals, or those which still contain a large

percentage of water chemically combined with them, and those which we

may assume to have been deprived of that water by a chemical change,

which, in some cases, may have been induced by causes operating feebly

throughout lengthened periods, or, in others, has been rapidly effected on

more modern deposits of carbon, under circumstances which favoured a

more energetic action. The large number of analyses which were subse-

quently made of the different classes of coals, together with a careful study

of their prevailing chai-acteristics, rendered it necessary to further subdivide

them, and in 1872 Dr. Hector (Geological Eeports, 1871-72, p. 172) pro-

satisfactory

cannot do better tlian adopt it in my present paper

:

!• Hydrous

a. Lignite.^Sho^s distinct woody structure ; laminated or shows that

structure
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h. Brown Co«L—Rarely shows vegetable structure. Fracture irre-

gular, conclioidal, with incipient lamiuation ; colour dark brown

;

lustre feeble ; cracks readily on exposure to the atmosphere, losing

6 to 10 per cent, of water which is not reabsorbed; burns slowly;
contains resin in large masses.

c. Pitch Coal.—Structure compact ; fractiu-e smooth, conchoidal

;

jointed in large angular pieces ; colour brown or black ; lustre

waxy
; does not desiccate on exposure, nor is it absorbent of water

;

burns freely and contains resin disseminated throughout its

mass.

II. Anhydrous (coal containing less than 6 per cent, of water).
a. Gla7ice CoaZ.—Non-caking, massive, compact or fi-iable ; fracture

cuboidal, splintery; lustre glistening or metalHc ; structure ob-

viously laminated ; colour black ; does not form a caking coke, but
slightly adheres. This variety is chiefly brown coal altered by
Igneous rocks, and presents every intermediate stage fi'om brown
coal to anthracite.

b. Semilntnminous CoaZ.—Compact, with laminae of bright and dull coal

alternately
; fracture irregular ; lustre moderate ; cakes moderately

or is non-caking.

c. Bituminons Coals.—Much, jointed, homogeneous, tender and friable

;

lustre pitch-like, ghstening, often iridescent ; colour black with a
purple hue

; powder brownish ; cakes strongly, the best varieties

forming a vitreous coke with brilliant metallic lustre.

Hydrous Coals.

Lignite.—De^osiis of Hgnite occur widely distributed throughout New
Zealand, and in Otago and Southland, as pointed out by Dr. Hector
uroi

of the primitive slate rocks of the interior. They are of recent tertiary age

drifts in the form
ginous gravels, sHts and shingle terraces. One of the most important of
these hgnite deposits is that near Mataura, in Southland, where a seam
from 6 feet to 20 feet in thickness is worked by a number of small open
casts for the local requirements of the district, and another important
deposit of a similar nature, but from 9 feet to 30 feet thick, is also worked
m the Interior of Otago at Naseby, Kyeburn, and Hyde. Besides these,
many less important deposits of Ugnite occur thi-oughout New Zealand ;

near

Waikato basin and near Eaglan further

- . .^^.^ „c^g ocveia.1 leec m inicKness, but they are not worked
owinglo brown coals being more accessible and of better quality. Between
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Napier and Masterton, again, somewhat extensive deposits of the lignite

series are met witli, in wliich, however, the seams of Hgnite are of no great

thickness and have received but little attention.

Brown Coa/.—The principal deposits of brown coal in New Zealand
belong to the cretaceo-tertiary formation, and, as pointed ont by Dr. Hector
(Geol. Rep., 1878-79, p. 7), they are always at the base of the marine por-

tion of the series in every locahty where they occur. They always rest

upon the basement rock of the district, marking a great unconformity and
a long-persistent land area at this period.

Thus they are overlaid by the Leda marls in the Waikato, the fucoidal

Whangarei

West

They are the most widely-distributed class of coals, being largely repre-

sented in Auckland, Canterbury, Otago, Southland, and Nelson.

In Auckland the coal from the Waikato is of an inferior character. It

does not stand the weather well, and has a high percentage of water. The
average composition of these coals is

F

Fixed carbon 47"08

Hydro-carbon, . , , . . .

.

33-24

Water 17-60

Ash 208

10000

Two mines are at present being worked in these dcpojsits, one, the

utly Mine, having a seam from 6 feet to 40 feet thick, and

inthe other, the Waikato Mine, a seam from 10 feet to 18 feet

thickness. Besides these, the Bridgewater Colliery, near the Miranda
Redoubt, which is now closed, was working a seam no less than 63
feet thick.

In Nelson there are a few seams of brown coal, none of which are at

present being worked. Amongst these is a highly-inclined seam at Eich-

mond near the town of Nelson, another at Karamea, and at Charleston, near
Westport, a large seam of brown coal occurs over a considerable area of

flat country, but is not worked since coal of better quality is near at

hand.

Taking an average of the analysed which have been made of these coals,

their composition is as follows :

Hydro-
carbon. Water. Ash.

37-15 9-04 4-99

37-29 16-36 745
33-16 21-09 4-93

Fixed
carbon.

Richmond • . 48-82

Karamea . . 38-90

Charleston . . 40-82
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In Westland no seams of brown coal have been worked, but a few
samples have been forwarded from the Grey Coal Reserve, which have the

following average composition

:

Fixed carbon . . 46*93

Hydi'o-carbon 31-13

Water 18-42

Ash 3-52

100-00

In Southland, mines have lately been opened in two seams of coal at

the Nightcap Hill above Wauuo, in which the composition of the coal is as
follows ;

—

Fixed carbon , . ,, ,, •• 4'J-81

Hydro-carbon. , , . , , . , 21*04

Water 29-24

Ash 1-91

10000

and another thick seam is known
worked as soon as railway communication has been established. It con-
sists of

Fixed carbon , . . , . . ^ ^ 41*21

Hydro-carbon . . , , . , , , 39*09

Water 11.24

Ash 8-56

100*00

Canterbury

Hills, which have often been locally altered, in the vicinity of intrusive

brown

brown
field, Smithfield, Canterbury, Homebush, and Lees, in seams from 3 feet to

7 feet 6 inches thick, in which the quality of the coal often vaiies a great
deal even between the top and bottom of the same seam. As an instance
of this I may quote the analyses of the top and bottom of the 4J feet seam
at Springfield, from which it will be seen that the upper part was a glance
coal, while the lower had the composition of a veiy good pitch coal.

Top of Seam. Bottom of Seam.
Fixed carbon 63-2 47-9

Hydro-carbon 23-6 418
Water 3.3 g.g

^^^ 100 4-0

1000 100-0
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The average of thirteen analyses of the true brown coals from this district

give

Fixed carbon . . 42*87
I.

Hydro-carLon 31-89

Water 20*40

Ash 4-84

100-00

as their composition, the fixed carbon varying from 49 to 38 per cent., and
the water from 18 to 24 per cent. The coal from the different mines docs

not vary a great deal in character, for good and inferior samples can be

obtained from each.

Besides that at the Malvern Hills, there are two seams of brown coal,

each 10 feet thick j at the Rakaia Gorge, of which the average composition

IS

Fixed carbon . . 45-76

Hydro-carbou 26*62

Water 18-71

Aah . . . . . . . . .

.

8-91

100-00

and at Mount Somers a seam 25 feet thick occurs, having a composition

of

Fixed carbon 39-60

Hydro-carbon . . . . .

.

39 '20

Water 8*80

Ash 12-40

100-00

In Otago there are brown coals of an inferior character near Oamaru ; at

the Green Island near Dunedin ; and several other localities in which small

mines only have been opened to supply local demands.

The Green Island Mines, of which there are seven, are workinir

seams of coal from 13 feet to 10 feet thick, and to a great extent

supply Dunedin with household fuel. The coals have an average com-

position of

Fixed carbon - , . , . . , , 40'84

Hydro-carbon , . . . . . 36*57

Water 18-67

^uBXl 9« •« «• «« *• 0*a/A

100-00

24
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At Oamaru tlie seams of coal are from 6 feet to 25 feet tLiclc, but the out-

put is very limited, the four mines at work Laving only yielded 8,770 tons

during the year 1881. Thek average composition is

Pixed carbon .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 39'76

Hydro-carbon 35*60

Water .. , 17'18

Ash 7-46

100-00

Besides these coals there is an important basm of a better class of brown

coals in the Clutha and Tokomahiro districts, as well as at Shag Point, in

which several mines have been opened. Of these the Kaitangata Colliery

is working a seam 30 feet thick ; Eliott Vale, 20 feet ; Eeal McKay 25 feet

;

and Bruce 12 feet 6 inches. At Shag Point the Shag Point Mine is being

worked in a seam 7 feet in thickness. The superiority of these coals over

that from Green Island appears to depend upon their having a solid com-

pact roof instead of the loose running sands of the latter locahty. Their

average composition is

—

Si KS: water. Ash.

Kaitangata . , .

.

44-17 38-24 15-42 2-17

Eliott Yale .. ., 41-60 35-31 19-48 3-61

Keal McKay and Bruce ., 41-29 40-19 12-37 6-15

Shag Point . . ,

.

43*15 33*70 16-57 6-58

Pitch Coals,—The distinguishing characteristic of these coals is that

they do not desiccate on exposure to the air to the same extent as the brown

coals, besides which they, as a rule, contain a less proportion of water in

combination. They are chiefly met with as seams which overhe the bitu-

minous coals of the west coast of the South Island, where however they

have only been worked in the Eeefton district and at West Wanganui.

They are again met with at Mokau in Taranaki, and at Whangarei. Some of

the altered coals of the Malvern Hills, Canterbury, might also be classed

with these coals, but since they represent various stages of change fr'om

brown coals to anthracites, it is best to group them together under the title

of glance coals.

The pitch coals of the West Coast may be divided into those from West
Wangai

,^ - ——
J

—
the Grey districts, of which only the two first have been worked. The
seams vary from 2 feet to 10 feet in thickness, and the composition is as

follows

:

Fixed Hydro-
carbon, carbon. Water. Ash.

Buller ,, .. ,. 42 40 36'60 9-20 11-80

Greymouth .. _ 40-70 45*61 7-37 6'32

Eeefton (Inangahua) .

.

59-54 30-93 907 -46

West Wanganui ,

.

.. 45-00 S8 90 4-80 11-30
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At Mokau the coal seams vary from 2 feet to 6 feet in thickness, and a

Wail,

Waikato
Gcol. Rep. 1879-80, p. 21). The composition of these coals is

Fixed carbon 52*10

Hydro-carbon 3400

Water 11-20

Ash 2-70

100-00

At Whangarei two mines are at present at work—viz., Kamo mine, in

which there are two seams 4 feet to 4} feet and 8 feet to 12 feet thick respec-

Whau Whan
thick Whar
inches thick ; and at Hikurangi, ten miles from Whangarei, there are

numerous outcrops of coal from 2 feet to 6 feet thick.

The average composition of these coals from a number of analyses

is:

Fixed Hydi-o-
carboD. carbon Water. Ash,

Kamo .. .. 48-83 38-60 8*98 3-59

Whau Whau , . 47-50 41-45 7'59 3-46

Whareora ., 45*94 38*79 7.06 8-21

Hikurangi .. 43*41 45*67 6-16 4-76

making the average analysis of the coals from the Wliangarei field-

Fixed carbon . . . . . , ,

.

46*42

Hjdro-carbon 41-13

Water 7*45

Ash 5-00

100-00

Anhydrous Coals.

Glance Coals.—These, which are brown coals, altered variously in the

vicinity of certain dykes and floes of dolerite, are only met with as workable
seams in the Malvern Hills coalfield, where they occur as seams from 2 feet

to 10 feet thick. They occur in all stages of change fx-om brown coals to

anthracites, and some of them might, with propriety, be classed under the

aU

degr

under the present head, those in which the percentage of water is high

bemg left with the brown coals. Some of these with a higli percentage of

water however, exhibit signs of change, the percentage of fixed carbon to

hydro-carbon being large, as in the case of the seams at the Eakaia Gorge,

already quoted. The following table of analyses shows how varied tliey are
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in composition, and, as previously mentioned, the top and bottom of tlie

same seam will frequently be quite different :

—

m

Springfield

Brockley

Springfield

Ayers (thin seam)

BrocMey

HilPs mine

Springfield

Hill's mine

Williamson's .

.

Kowhai .

.

Ayers (thick seam)

Springfield

Eal^aia Gorge ,

.

Acheron

Kowh ai .

.

Malvern Hills .

.

Hart's mine

Malvern Hills .

.

Kowhai .

,

Malvern Hills .

.

Acheron .

.

» •

Fixed
carbon,

47-90

49-99

50-60

52-01

53-29

53-30

55-50

59-39

61-90

6110

62-21

63-20

64-51

65-80

66-10

67-49

69-62

73-94

80-01

83-20

88-91

Hydro-
carbon.

41-80

35-22

38-80

3-69

3204

33 97

30*90

33-78

26-80

35-40

18-99

23-60

21-27

6-38

1410

17-89

14-92

16G0

10-95

12-10

Water.

630
11-79

7-80

4-89

12-65

9-98

4-20

3-89

•90

l.GO

5-20

3-20

6-76

4-57

2-20

2-12

2-77

360
6-50

2-20

817

Asli.

400
2-80

2-80

89-41

2-02

2-75

9-40

2-94

10-40

1-90

13-60

10-00

7-46

24-25

17-60

12-50

12-69

5-86

2-54

2-50

7-92

Semihituminous Coals.—^h^ only coals of this class of which we know
anything are those from the well-known Kawakawa colliery at the Bay of

Islands, the output from which for the year 1881 was 50,277 tons, or about

^ of the total quantity of coal raised in Now Zealand during that year.

The mine is worked in a seam which is from 4 feet to 15 feet thick, and the

coal has an average composition of-

Fixed carbon ,

.

55-59

Hydro-carbon 38-10

Water

Ash • • « t • t

4-19

2-12

100-00

It varies a good deal in its physical characters, being sometimes exceedingly

bard and at otbers quite soft, but the composition is moderately constant.

It is an excellent steam coal, and is largely used on the coasting steamers.

The same class of coal also occurs at Preservation Inlet in Otago, where

sition

:

impure

Fixed carbon .

.

Hydro-carbon .

.

Water

Ash

» V

• • # «

« »

• •

61-37

28-06

4-37

6-20

100-00
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Besides which there are numerous small seams, 10 inches thick aiiil less,

occurring in the Jurassic strata in various localities, as the Hokauui Hills

and Mataura, Southland ; Waikawa, Ofcago ; and the Waikato Heads, Auck-

land ; in fact wherever the formation occurs, but since they have never been

found in seams which are of sufficient thickness to work remuneratively

they do not merit any special attention.

Bitximinom Coah.—These coals are, so far as is at i^rcsent known,

exclusively confined to the west coast of the South Island. At ColHngwood

they occur as thin seams from 27 inches to 32 inches in thickness ; one

mine being at present at work in this district. The average composition of

the coal from this locality is

Fixed carbon .

.

. . . , .

.

53'29

Hydro-carbon.. .. .. ,. 38' 18

"Water .. .. . . . . .

.

2*06

Ash . . - . 6'-47

100*00

mi
thickness, and two mines are at present at work. The estimated quantity of

coal in this field, from accurate surveys, is 110,000,000 tons, which is pro-

hably considerably below the mark. All the coal is level, free, and generally

at an elevation of from 1,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea. The average

composition of the Coal is

—

Fixed carbon .

.

.

.

.

.

. . C3*81

Hydro-carbon.. .. .. .; 31*88

Water 308

100-00

There arc also two small areas of highly-inclined, faulted coal, which is

much crushed, and too tender to be marketable. It has the following com-

position :

—

Fixed carbon .

.

. . .

.

. . 75-05

Hydro-carbon . . .

,

. , 21*29

Water .

.

.

.

.. .

.

. . I'iO

Ash • * «* «* « 2-26

100-00

Two mines have been opened to work this coal, but both are now
abandoned.

At Greymouth another series of bituminous coals has been worked in

which the percentage of fixed carbon is considerably less than in that from

We>tport. It is, however, an exceedingly valuable gas coal, and the coke

made from it is as good as can be procured. The seams vary in thickness
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from 7 feet to 17 feet, tliose which have been worked hitherto being all

12 feet thick or over. Two mines are at present at work here, but another

which has been sold will, it is probable, be shortly at work again, and a

new company is being formed to open up another lease. The average com-

position of these coals is as follows :

Fixed carbon .

.

.

.

.

.

, . 53-25

Hydro-carbon 38'73

Water 1-48

Ash "

. 6-54

100*00

There is also a small deposit of coal at Kanieri in Westland, of which

the composition is—

•

Fixed carbon . . 47'50

Hydro-carbon 30-17

Water 1-87

Ash 20-46

10000

and outcrops are also known farther south near the Paringa River, but no

work has been expended in opening them up.

The question of the evaporative power of the different coals is now

receiving the attention of the department, since it has been found that the

number which theoretically represents the number of pounds of water which
J-

can be converted to steam, by the combustion of a pound of each coal, is

only approximately true for the hydrous varieties, giving them a higher

theoretical poAver than in practice they are found to possess.

Bituminous Peat.—Chatham Islands. This mineral is described (Col.

Mus. and Lab. Beports,.iii., p. 11) as follows

;

"Colour, black; somewhat vesicular, otherwise very compact; lustre,

rather dull generally, bright jet on margins of vesicles. Burns freely to a

white ash with much flame ; when once set fire to, all the carbonaceous

matter is consumed without re-ignition. Does not cake; powder of mineral

brown; ash, alkaline ; sulphuretted hydrogen cannot be detected in its smoke.

Analysis after
Analysis in its exposure to air

normal condition. until its weight
is constant.

Fixed carbon .. .. 19-87 20-41

Hydro-carbon .

.

. , 64'67 66-43

Water V13 4-61

Ash 8-33 B'o5

100-00 100-00

Percentage of fixed carbon, deducting water and ash . . . , 2351
Percentage of hydro-carbon, deducting water and ash . . . - 76-49

100-00
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«' This mineral was first discovered by Mr. Traill, occurring in detached

masses of irregular form and considerable size in the superficial gravels and

peat deposits at most points along the low eastern shore of the Chatham

Islands. It appears to have no connection with the brown coal and lignite

deposits which occur in the same island ; nor could Mr. Trail! discover any

distinct bed or seam of this mineral. It is very interesting on account of

its highly bituminous character, resembling that of the oil-shale found at

Mongonui, Auckland."

A similar mineral is found on the Auckland Islands, and is mentioned

by Dr. Hector (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 183).

Bituminous Shale.—A mineral closely approximating to Torbanite is

mentioned by Dr. Hector (First Coal Eoport, 18GG, p. U) as commg from

Awatere, near Mongonui, Auckland. It is very coherent, close-gramed

hard and tough, almost elastic, does not show the slightest indications of

lamina or cleavage planes, having a smooth semi-conchoidal fracture m

every direction. Colour, dull black
;
perfectly homogeneous ;

powder, brown

or chocolate colour ; sp. gr. 1-112 ; ignites with ease and bursts into flame,

which is sustained for a long time and with great vigour. Flame at first

luminous and bright, but soon becomes long and smoky. Durmg com-

bustion smaU oil-bubbles are seen escaping. Heated to dull red heat in

closed crucible, 23 per cent, of light, non-coherent, cellular and slightly

lustrous coke remains, which burns readily in free access of ah: to a white ash.

Analysis.

Volatile matter

Carbon in coke

Hygroscopic water . -

Ash

Sulphur

75-20

9-30

1-80

13-70

traces

Eelative percentage

of

Volatile matter

Fixed carbon .

.

88-93

11-01

100 00
100-00

Cctrbonaceoics Shale.—A mmeral having the composition of

Fixed carbon
^^'^^

Hydro-carbon..

Water ,

,

Ash ..

« % 4 «

» »

39-39

6-74

38-91

100-00

occm•s at Orepuki, Southland, and is reported on (Col. Mus. and Lab.

Eeports, xi., p. 11), and another fiom Blueskm Bay, Otago, is also men-

tioned (Col. Mus. and Lab. Eeports, xin., p. 21), which is composed of

Fixed carbon
^^'^^

Hydro-carbon

Water ..

Ash ..

29-78

10-76

45-65

100-00
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These are only hydrous shales containing a certain percentage of carbona-
ceous matter, and are not of any use for the distiUation of oil.

Carhonaceoim Mineral, Whangarei.-This is described by Captain Hutton
(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. iii., p. 250) as follows :--" Colour black, with
shinmg resinous lustre

; streak and powder, black ; very brittle, but does
not dirty the fingers. H. about 2. In the flame of a spirit lamp it burns
to a white ash without altering its shape, and without giving off any odour
or smoke, but it will not burn if taken out of the flame. It appears to be
neariy pnre carbon without any admixture of bitumen. Dr. Hector gives
the foUowmg composition for this mineral

:

Fixed carbon 3^.30

Hjdro-carbon
I^.qq

^^^'^^ •• •• 32.20
Ash

IG-fiO

100-00
fi-om which it appears to be a non-caking lignite approaching jet, burning
with difficulty, giving but little flame, and a white ash.

i?/«rm7. (Elastic Bitumen), CH,.-The occmrence of this mineral on
the coast^of the Isorth Island is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep. N.Z.
i^^.,_186o, p. 425) as easily impressed by the nail, and perfectly free from
any impunties. Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x.. p. 491) again
mentions its occurrence at Poverty Bay, the following being his description
o the specimen ,-'. The exterior surface is of a brown colour, within it is
black, burns with a luminous smoky flame, emitting a bituminous odour

;

ea.^s a small quantity of white ash ; breaks with conchoidal fracture ; very
Drittle

; possesses bituminous odom\"
It has only up to the present time been found as pieces on the East

Coast of the North Island, and on the Island of Kawau, and may possibly
not be a natiu-al product, but lost from some ship

Ee/t«t"";r'^'"^''"'
"^'"'"^ °'*^^^ ^^^^^-^1 ''' - ^y »- Hector (Geol.

..1 T^ ]:
^' ^' ""^"""' ^' ^''''''^'' '^' "^^^^^ «f occurrence at Tara-

naKi, and he has also (Go6\ R^t^ iq^tq m ••
x -

(],« «;i . • ,ir ^ ^" *^'8-'i' P- ^™i.) giTen a description ofthe oil-spiings at Poverty Bay.

N Z^^^f'^ '^''' " V^"" °° ""'•»i™-^l »a^ of New Zealand (Trans.

to •Je^'^T' ^"7"*'-^ ™'y—liable oil having sp. gr. -OCO

hJ fiw 1 :-,
"'^ ^'^^ ""'"^ ''^ -fi-'^" %W opaqne, except inthm fita>s,yhen rt has a deep red colo.u- by transmitted light. At 60°

con wZ t'T ^\ ""'"'^'' "' ""'^' '^^•'-'"-" '' l^as considerable
consistency, yet when reduced to 5» Fahr. it does not become soHd. Has
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a mawldsla but not unpleasant odour, being very different in this respect

from most rock oils, and is especially free from all traces of sulpburctted

hydrogen. Minute flakes of a white substance float in the oil, and are

gradually deposited when it is allowed to remain quiet at a low tempera-

ture, nearly the whole of this solid substance becoming dissolved when the

oil is gontly heated. Boils at 3-40° Fahr., and does not appear to evaporate

at ordinary temperatures. Vapour inflames at 200° Fahr. ; does not con-

tain parafiin. Very valuable as a lubricant on

and high volatilizing points,

2. Poverty Bay.—A true paraffin oil. Opalescent and thickly inter-

spersed with minute flaky particles of a white colour ; by warming the oil

gently these particles subside, and the oil manifests the following cha-

racters : translucent in masses of considerable thickness; colour, red by

transmitted and blackish-green by reflected light ; flows readily and gives

off the usual odour of crude petroleum. Its boiling-point at 30 ins. baro-

metric pressure varies from 289'^ to 291'' Fahr. The temperature at which

the vapour inflames is from 230'' to 233'=' Fahr., and sp. gr. from '8G4 to

•871 at 60^ Fahr. Passes^into a jelly-like mass at 50"^ Fahr., owing to the

quantity of paraffin dissolved in the oil.

3. Mamitahi, Waiajm Hirer,—Is the lightest natural mineral oil known
in the colony. Colour, pale brown ; nearly or quite transparent ; docs not

manifest a green-black colour by reflected light ; flows ^^dth great freedom

;

has the odour of kerosene; sp. gr. '8294 at GC^ Fahr.; burns well in a

kerosene lamp for some time. Contains only traces of paraffin, and does not

acquire any increased consistency when the temperature is lowered to 8° Fahr.

For details concerning the constitution of these oils I must refer the

reader to the paper above cited, and also to another by the same author

(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 469).

Dopplente.—A mineral grease resembling dopplcritc was collected by

Dr. Hector from Waiapu in 1872, and during 1880 a specimen of the same

mineral was forwarded to the Colonial Laboratory for examination on the

supposition that it was ozokerite or native paraffin.

This substance is^ of a soft greasy nature, brownish-yeUow colour, and

possesses a strong odour of paraffin. It burns readily with a smoky flame,
^

leaving a large quantity of ash, and consists, according to Mr. Skey (Trans,

N.Z, Inst., vol. xiv., p. 398) of 3*1 per cent, oils; 9-3 per cent, paraffin
;

26-9 per cent, earthy matter; 11-3 per cent, water; and 49*4 per cent,

oxygenated hydi*o-carbons.

Ozokerite^ CH.—This mineral is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep.

N.Z. Ex., 18G5, pp. 267, 438) as occurring in the brown coals of Dunstan,

Otago, We have, unfortunately, no specimen of this.
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(Eetinite) occur

rence of this mineral in New Zealand (New Zealand, 1863; Eng. ed., p.

79). He describes it as follows:—'* Fossil resin imbedded in the coal,

sometimes in pieces fi-om the size of a fist to that of a man's head, but

usually only m smaller groups. It is transparent, very brittle, and has a

conchoidal and quite glossy fracture. Colour changes from a bright yellow

to dark brown ; is easily ignited, much more so than the kauri gum ; burns

with a steady fast sooting flame, and developes a bituminous rather than

aromatic smell. Mr. Kichard Maly found as a mean of three chemical

analyses of this fossil resin

Carbon .. .. 76-53 Computed .. .. 76-65

Hydrogen ,. .. 10-58

Oxygen ^

.

Ash -19

1, • • • « 10*38

„ .'. .. 12-78

1* 19

10000

yelding the formula C^ H^ 0^. It shows great indifferer

by fiictiou it becomes electric; H. 2, sp. gr. 1-034 at 12° H. It is sufl&-

ciently characterized to deserve a special name, but it comes so near to

real amber in composition that it deserves the name of Ambrite."

Dr. Hector also mentions its occun-ence (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 426) under the name of Eetinite, in the brown coals of Hyde, Caversham,

Tuapeka, Waitahuna, and Dunstan ; and Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z.

Inst., vol. X., p. 490) again describes samples from Dunstan and the Bay of

Islands. It is of common occurrence in the brown coals of New Zealand

wherever they occui-, being sometimes in moderately large blocks, and at

others as dispersed grains.

Mellite, ^ M^ + 18 H.—A specimen of this mineral was first collected

by Captain Hutton from the Thames in 1870, and the specimen is described

(Col. Mus. & Lab. Eeps., vl., p. 15) as a resinous looking substance, with a

sphntery fracture. Another specimen was collected by Dr. Hector in 1876
from a cave in Bhgh Sound, and is mentioned in the Twelfth Laboratory
Report under the number 1915. There is no description and none of the

mineral remains. ^

Non-Metallic Minebals.—Class III.

Sulphur and Selenium.

Sulphur, S.—Considerable quantities of this valuable mineral occur on

White Island, where it is deposited from numerous geysers and an enormous
boiling spring near the centre of the island (Hector, Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, pp. 34, 425), and it occurs in smaller quantities on various other

islands in the Bay of Plenty. It is also deposited from fumaroles at the

Rotomahana hot lakes and Taupo, and in several other localities where hot
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V.

springs occur (Hoclistetter, New Zealand, 1863, Eng. ed., p. 401). It is

found again as an efflorescence on the sulphur sands of lower cretaceous

age at Waipara (Haast, Geol. Kcp., 1870-71, p. 11), and at various other

localities: and the late Mr. E. H. Davis mentions its occurrence (Geol.

Eep., 1870-71, p. 131) in Doran's No. 2 Eeef, at Wangapcta. Analyses of

samples from White Island have given the following results :

Liversiage, Cox.

Sulphur . . . . 99-614 99"o54 98-888 99*9 94-1 62-5

Foreign matter .

.

-386 '446 1-112 -1 5-9 BT5

100-000 100-000 100-000 1000 lOO'O 100-0

They vary in physical characters from a massive rich sulphur yellow

mineral to a loose friable variety with a pale-greenish tinge and some very

beautiful, although small, crystals also occur. These are of a pale-greenish

colour, and consist chiefly of sharp acicular rhombic prisms ; but some veiy

unusual combinations also occur which have been described by the late Mr.

E. H. Davis (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. iii., p. 284), They are fre(iuently

associated Avith crystals of selenite.

Selenium, Se.~Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 491) states

that he obtained traces of selenium in the massive yellow variety of sulphur

from White Island.

Non-Metallic Minerals,—Class lY.

Salts of ammonia, potash, soda, baryta, strontia, lime,

Haloids and Salts. \ • i • xj.
• ^ ^^:^

magnesia, alumina, yttria, and ceria.

Salts of Soda.

Glauber Salts, Na S + 10 H.—A specimen of this mmeral was for-

Mr. W. H.

Whareama

The locahty of

Bakyta
» «

Bart/tes, Ba S.
AM

in 1867, and Mr. Skey mentions its occurrence (Geol. Kep. 1870-71, p. 85)

in the auriferous reefs of the Thames. Mr. McKay coUected a specimen

from Paonui Pomt, near Napier, in 1871, and specimens have also been

received from Te Aral Point, Auckland, and from near East Cape. The

following specimens are at present in the collection of the Colonial Mu-

seum :

9/ Banjtes.—Crown Of a pm-e

white colou*-, the largest crystal being about half an inch long. Theyjre

of a tabular form, consisting of the prism cr P ; the brachypinacoid ooPoo

fl.Ti<1 t.l.fl Ka«al r.ir,aY.o?,q OP. hut in somo forms the brachypinacoid is re-

placed by small faces of the brachydome Poo
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2. Crystals of Barytes.—Thames. A very interesting specimen, con-

sisting of an encrustation of small white transparent crystals, the largest

being about | inch across. These crystals are all tabular, and consist of

the prism ooP (rt), the macropinacoid ooPoo {b)^ the brachypinacoid

ooPo? , and the basal pinacoid OP (rf), thus forming octagonal plates. In

some crystals the macro- and brachypiuacoids are developed to the extinc-

tion of the planes of the prism, when four-sides tabular plates are formed,

and in others again the macrodome J Poo {e) and the brachydome Poo (/)

either bevel the edges of the macro- and brachypinacoid or completely ex-

tinguish them, giving rise to the following crystals :

/

3. Banjtes with Quartz.—Opotiki, A massive variety of a yellowish

colour cementing ^regular pieces of quartz. This specimen was presented

to the museum by the late Eev. Eichard Taylor.

4. Radiating Barytes,—Waikouaiti. A specimen presented to the

museum by the Hon. W. B. D. Mantell, M.L.C.
Witherite, Ba C—The occurrence of this mineral in some of the mines

at the Thames is mentioned by Mr. Skey (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p, 85), but

we have not, unfortnuately, any specimen in the museum collection.
4

Salts of Lime.

Calcite, Ca C—This mineral is so widelv distributed in New^ Zealand in

various forms that it is unnecessary to refer to every instance of its occur-

rence which has been mentioned,

CrystaUised Calcite.—Di: Hector mentions its occurrence in the tertiary

rocks of Otago (Jm-ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 8), as Dogtooth Spar in

limestone at Moeraki, and as Iceland Spar in lini6stone, marble, etc.

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 487); and Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.

Ex., 18G5, p. 256) mentions it in cavities of the volcanic rocks of Canter-

bury. Professor Livcrsidge also (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 491) men-
tions 16 different specimens of calcite from Dunedin, which are all crystal-

lized as rhombohedrons or combinations of the rhombohedron and scaleno-

hedi-on. In the Colonial Museum we have the following specimens :

Calcite u-ith Pyrites, Thames.—A massive crystalline variety with rhom-
bohedral cleavage and small rhombohedral crystals in cavity. Colour,

white.

Calcite with Xatrolite, Dunedin.—Small rhombohebral crystals B, and

also acute rhombohedrons in cavity in basaltic rock. Colour, pure white

and transnai-ont. to dirtv crrev.
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Calcite.—Thames. The terminal end of a large scalenohedron on which

an incrustation of small rhombohedral crystals has formed.

Calcite with Aragonite.—Seacliff, near Wailcouaiti. A uumhor of small

obtuse rhombohedrons built up, one on the other, giving the whole crystal

the appearance of a hexagonal prism with serrated edges, and with terminal

rhombohedral planes. It is in a cavity in basalt.

Crt^ciYe.—Seacliff. A similar specimen to the last, but less perfect.

Calcite.—G^)Q Eodney. A bloch of white rhombohedral crystals of

large size.

Smohj Calcite.—G&-^e Rodney. A slab of beautiful rhombohedral

crystals of calcite of a smoky colour.

Calcite (Dogtooth Spar).—Tararu Creek, Thames. A large slab of

breccia with acute rhombohedral crystals of a pale yellow colour on the

face.

Massive Crystalline Calcite.—In this form calcite is of common occur-

rence as veins traversing many different sorts of rocks. It notably occurs

in the slate of the Tokatea Range at Coromandel, and in the mines of the

Thames, where, owing to its decomposition in contact with acids, the car-

bonic acid gas is formed which is found in such large quantities at the lower

levels of the mines, sometimes rendering futile all attempts at ventilation.

It is also freauently met with as large veins in the Maitai limestone of lower

carboniferous age both in Nelson and Otago, and again associated with the

West It has also been

found, under most interesting circumstances, in some of the granites of the

West Coast Sounds, where it occurs as large rhombohedral masses entering

into the composition of the rock as an accessory mineral.

Marhle.-Some very fine deposits of marble occur in New Zealand, in

CasweU and Milford Sounds on the West Coast, as mentioned by Dr.

Hector (Report of Explorations of West Coast of Otago, " Provmcial

Gazette" and Jm'ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 8), and in the former

locality a quarry has been opened out by a newly-formed company. The

better varieties are of a pure white colour and saccharine texture
;
they are

reported by Mr. McKay to occur moderately free fi-om joints, and to be

obtainable in large blocks (Geol. Rep., 1880-81. p. 115). There is also

a coarser crystalline variety, as well as a black-veined marble, which occurs

in considerable quantities. Marble of good quality again occurs at CoUing-

wood and on the Riwaka Range between Takaka and Motueka, and

a crystalline Umestone, frequently called marble, is also found associated

with the lower carboniferous rocks, and is met with in Nelson
;

the

Blue Mountains, near Palmerston, Otago; and in the Clent Hills,

Canterbury.
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Madrep At Reefton a limestone occurs, chiefly composed

of large iadrepore corals, which if cut and polished would afford a most

beautiful ornamental stone.

Lithographic Limestone.—A stone suitable for most classes of lithograpliic

work has been found in considerable quantities at the Abbey Rocks, West-

land, and again at Amuri Bluff ; but at the latter locaHty it is too much

traversed by joints to be of any value.

Chalk.—Dr. Hector mentions (Trans. N.Z, Inst., vol. ii., p. 178) the

occurrence of chalk with flints on Campbell Island, and during 1880 a

deposit of chalk, not less than 100 feet thick, was discovered at West

Oxford, Canterbury, ofwhich Dr. Hector says (Geol. Rep., 1879-80, p. x\iii.)

:

" The samples of chalk obtained have more perfectly the mineral character

and texture of English chalk than any previously discovered in New Zea-

land. The rock is pure white, fine-gi-ained, and soft enough to be used for

the manufactm-e of crayons.

" Its composition as determined by analysis is as follows

:

Calcic cartonate

Magnesia carbonate .

.

Ferric oxide .

.

Silica

Water .

.

W 9 f «

82-26

1-84

traces

15-69

0-21

lOO'OO."

occur

Zealand Of these the caves

Whangarei, "Waipu, CoUingwood

the variety in form and size in i;vhich these deposits of hme occur.

Travei'ti7ie.—J)r. V. Haast mentions (Jurors' Bep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 256) a deposit of travertine from calcareous waters at the Weka Pass,

and it occurs on a small scale in many localities, but no large deposits are

known. "^

very

degrees of purity and textmre from a marl with 4 or 5 per cent, of carbonate

of lime to a limestone which is nearly pure. Hydraulic varieties also exist,

Mahuran

past.

occurr

found in a few localities. Dr. Hector mentions it (Jurors*

iQaK r. OAa\ I'n povUIaq 1T1 Tifl<;n1tifi rocks at Dunedin, and

* A remarkable deposit of this mineral occurs on the Alfred Kiver, a branch of the

Maruia Piiver, in terraces which are in the aggregate about 400 feet in height. They are

petrified

part
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Dr, V. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p, 256) states that it occurs

lining fissures and cavities in the volcanic rocks of Banks Peninsula. In

18G9, Capt. Hutton collected specimens from the Eldorado claim, Thames
;

in 1870 a specimen with calcite was forwarded from Oamaru by Mr. Traill

;

in 1875 Mr. McKay collected specimens from Whangaroa North, and in

1877 another from Waitaki. Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x.,

p. 493) describes four specimens from Dunedin, three of these being in

amygdaloidal cavities, associated with calcite, and corresponding with the

specimen I collected from Seacliff (mentioned under calcite, p. 381) ; the

fourth being rosettes of pale yellow-colom-ed prisms. The acicular crystals

of carbonate of lime mentioned by Dr. Hector (Handbook of N.Z., Mel-

bourne Exhibition, 1880, p. 108) as deposited from a hot spring at Waipiro

are also probably aragonite. The specimens in the Colonial Museum are:

1. Crystals of Aragonite.—Eldorado Claim, Thames. A pure white

transparent variety in prismatic crystals, consisting of the prism ooP, the

brachypinacoid ooPoo , and the brachydome Poo .

2. Crystals of Aragonite.—Quartz hills, CoUingwood. These include a

large collection which I made dm-ing the summer of 1880, some of the

groups of crystals being of exceeding beauty. They occur under somewhat

unusual circumstances, having crystallized in small recesses about a foot

deep in an isolated patch of limestone which occurs there. They consist

chiefly of rhombic prisms, macled along a face of ooP. They sometimes

assume a more or less radiate form, but far more frequently interlace,

forming a most beautiful network of fine acicular crystals. In some cases

again they occur as little tufts of cream-coloured crystals about half an

inch in diameter, and again as small bunches of acicular crystals, which

are frequently terminated by very small stalactites. They are generally of

a pale cream colour, but in some cases are brown, owing to the presence of

ferric oxide.

Gypsum (Selenite), Ca S + 2 H.—This mineral occurs in several loca-

lities in New Zealand, either in groups of crystals associated with sulphur,

as on White Island, where it also occurs in a massive form with sulphur

disseminated through it; or as nests of crystals in clay or marl, as at

Moeraki and Waihao. The first mention of it in New Zealand is by Dr.

Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 85, 266, 422, and 437), who

states that it is found crystalUzed in clay at Moeraki, and also in lenticular

masses at the same locality. It is again mentioned by Dr. v. Haast

(Jurors' Kep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 256) occurring as crystals on the surface

of tertiary shales at Tenawai. Dr. Hector also mentions the occurrence of

gypsum (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 367) in the auriferous rocks of the

Thames (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. in., p. 278), at White Island (GeoL Eep.,

1873-74. pp. xii. and xviii.^ in the sulphur sands of Amuri Bluflf and the
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black shales of the Awanui series at Poverty Bay; Mr. Skey (Geol. Eep.,

1870-71, p. 88) meutious its occurreuce at the Thames; Dr. v. Haast

(Geol. Eep., 1873-74, p. 18) as crystals in dark greyish sands at Lake

Heron; and Mr. McKay (Geol. Eep., 1880-81), at Waihao Eiver, Canterbury.

Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 493) has described

some rough crystals from Moeraki and Awamoko, and thin, columnar,

opaque white crystals, sometimes interlacing and somewhat fibrous, from

White Island, as well as a white opaque mammillated encrusting mass from

a cave at Mr. Nicholas', Lake "Wakatipu.

Besides these, specimens have been forwarded for identification from

the Malvern Hills by Mr. H. H. de Bourbel, from the Kaitoki Eanges, New

Plymouth, by Mr. Eobert Hughes, and the Thames by Mr. McDonald.

The specimens in the Colonial Museum are chiefly from White Island

(from which locality a very beautiful collection has been made by Dr.

Hector), and from Waihao, Canterbury,

Dr. Hector has described those from White Island as follows (Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. iii., p. 284) :—*' The specimens obtained from the e^gQ of

the lake are chiefly masses of sulphate of Ume, sometimes in the form of

massive gypsum, but more frequently crystallized in the form of oblique

prisms of selenite. The faces of these crystals are frequently coated with

crystalline films of pure sulphur."

The sj)^cimens from Waihao are transparent crystals of selenite roughly

crystallized and imbedded in clay-shale.

They occur chiefly as crystals, consisting of the prism coP., the clino-

pinacoid ccP'^oo , and the hemipyramid -P ; and they are frequently maclcd,

along a face parallel to the orthodiagonal, to form rough arrow-head

crystals, sometimes of considerable size. They are sometimes arranged in

stellate groups.

A specimen has also been collected from Tohatapu, in the Otamatea

arm of Kaipara Harbour, where it occurs as opaque white plates imbedded

in a sandy marl.

Ajjatite, 3 Ca® P + Ca (CI, F).—This mineral is mentioned by E.

Daintree, Esq., F.G.S. (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p. 459), as slender

acicular crystals occurring in dolerite from the Hororata district, and as

long prisms in dolerite from the Acheron section.

S^uiiTS OF Magnesia,

Magnesit€j Mg C.—A soft, white, earthy variety of this mineral is in the

collection of the geological survey from Rotorua, and a nearly pure, white,

massive form has also been collected by Mr. S, P. Smith from the Chatham

Islands. In 1878 I collected a crystallized specimen from Collingwood, in

which the rhombohedral cleavage is very perfect, colour white, lustre pearly.
r
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Dolomite, Ca C + Mg C,— Dr. v. Haast mentions tlie occurrence of this

mineral at the Malvern Hills (Jurors' Kep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 256) inter-

stratified with augitic greenstone, and it was collected by Dr. Hector iu

1872 from CoUingwood.

Fearhpar.—A specimen of this mineral was collected by Dr. Hector in

1878, from the Big Pump Shaft at the Thames^

Epsom-salt, Mg S + 7 H.—Dr. Hector mentions the occun-ence of this

mineral on Murison's station in Otago (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 488).

Salts of Alumina.

Taranaldte.—This mineral, which is a double hydrous phosphate of

alumina and potash, part of the alumina being replaced by ferric oxide, was

first discovered by H. Richmond, Esc[., at the Sugar Loaves, Taranaki,

where it occurs as thin seams which occupy fissures in the trachytic rocks.

It is described by Dr. Hector (Juror's Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 428) as of

a yellowish-white colour; amorphous and soft; readily fusible before the

blowpipe, and in other respects resembling wavellite. It has the following

composition :

Phosphoric acid 35-05

Alumina . . . . . . -

.

21-43

Ferrous oxide. . , . . . .

.

4*i5

Lime . . . . . . . - - - '55

Potash 4-20

Soda traces

Chlorine '4G

Sulphuric acid . . . , - - traces

Insoluble in acid (silica) , . .

.

'80

Water driven off at 212=^ . . 15' 16]

)» >> „ red heat 17-GO.
33-00

10000

and has a sHorht acid reaction.

Wavellite, 448 pa ^ 12 H.—Occurs as thin seams of a dark, yellowish-

brown colour, hard, translucent, and infusible, traversing the tarauakitc in

various directions, and is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Kep. N.Z. Ex.

18G5, p. 424).

Alunogene, 44 S^ + 18 k, is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep.

N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 438) as occurring in some of the brown coals. In 18G7

a specimen was forwarded from Tuapeka by Dr. Halley, which proved to be

nearly pure sulphate of alumma. It was colourless and well crystallized

and completely soluble in water. The following analysis shows that its

composition is

Sulphate of alumina, mth traces of sulphate of lime. . 55-60

Sulphate of lime I'O^

„ magnesia

Alkaline sulphates .

.

Water

25

2-99

3-00

37-40

10000
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In 1868 a specimeu, also consisting chiefly of sulphate of alumina, was

forwarded for identification by Mr. G. Richardson from Eancowers Island,

Manawatu.

Alum, E S + {M^ ^) S^ + 24 H.—The first mention of the occur-

rence of this mineral in New Zealand is by Dr. v, Hochstetter (New Zea-

land, 1863, Eng. ed., p. 408), who states that on Puai Island, in the

fihn

deposit.

Dr. Hector mentions its occurrence as a product of decomposition of

pyritous shale at Waikouaiti 1865 p. 35), and

(p. 421) he states that aluminous shale is generally associated with the

brown coal formation. An analysis of some shale that had undergone

natural decomposition, and was covered with an efflorescence of alum,

gave
Sulphate of alumina.

,

))

9)

95

)J

„ protoxide of iron

„ sesquioxide of iron

„ lime

„ soda and potash

Chlorides

11-80

5-27

traces

1-31

14-60

traces

Insoluble in water . / . . . . 33-30

Water and loss .^ 33-72

10000

tlie insoluble matter being principally angular fragments of schist. He also

mentions (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 438) tbe occurrence of potash
alum in shale at Tokomaim-o, and the Auckland Local Committee exhibited

specimens of alum from Eotomahaua.

In 1866 Mr. T. E. Hacket collected some magnesian alum from D'Urville

Island, where it is found as delicate acicular crystals, of a pure white colour,

grouped in large botryoidal masses, the exterior surfaces of which are of a

yellowish colour- from the presence of basic sulphate of iron. It has a sour

and shghtly astringent taste, is very soluble in water and intumesces on the

application of a gentle heat. In the blowpipe flame after desiccation it is

infusible
; displays considerable incandescence and yields the reaction of

soda. Its composition is

—

Alumina

Ferric oxide

Lime .

.

Magnesia

Soda .

.

Sulphuric acid

Hydrochloric acid

Water .

.

Insoluble in water

10-40

1-11

•50

5-46

•41

37'40

traces

42-72

2-00

XOO'OO
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Non-Metallio Minerals.—Class V.

Earths {^Silica and Alumina).

Silica,

Qnartzy Si.—The distribution of this mineral in New Zealand in one

form or the other is general.

Hock CrystaL—The purest form of quartz is represented in the collection

of the Colonial Museum by a clear pellucid specimen from Tamata, and

some beautiful little crystals from Kereru, Napier, which were forwarded on

the supposition that they were diamonds. These small rock crystals occur

in many localities in the North Island, being derived from the rhyolitic

rocks, which occupy a considerable area in the Taupo district ; and they

are again found in Canterbury, where they enter into the composition of

the quartz porphyries of Mt. Somers and the Clent Hills ; they have

frequently been forwarded for examination from time to time on the sup-

position that they were diamonds. Some very beautiful specimens of rock
r

crystal were collected from the Cromwell Company's Mine last year by Mr.

McKay, the crystals being sometimes three-quarters of an inch long and a

sixteenth of an inch in diameter, the ends being sometimes pyramidal,

sometimes hemihedral, and sometimes tetrahedral ; they fi-equently inter-

penetrate one another, and two groups of crystals interpenetrate and pass

through very flat and perfectly crystallized rhombohedrons of calcitc.

Some fine specimens from Milford Sound are also in the collection.

Amethyst Quartz.—Some very fine specimens from the Kakaia Gorge^

Canterbury, are in the collection of the Colonial Museum, and Dr, v. Ilaast

mentions its occurrence in amygdaloidal trap (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 18C5,

p. 256) and in the melaphyres of Canterbm-y (Geol. Kcp. 1873-74, p. 9).

Milky Quartz.—Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 25G)

mentions it in the granites of the West Coast, and it is of common occur-

rence throughout New Zealand,

Prase is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p.

25G) as small deposits in quartzose porx^hyritic trachytes at the Gawler

Downs.

Jasper.—There is in the collection of the Colonial Museum a specimen

from Tinker's Gully, Thames, which is red but gritty, one from Ilongikun,

Auckland, also red but gritty, and another from Mahurangi, which is red,

with opaline and brown patches. Besides these Dr. Hector has mentioned

its occurrence at the Snares (Trans, N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 177), in the

volcanic rocks of Mocraki and Otepopo, and the porphyritic rocks of

Dunedin Harbour (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 26G and 437), and at

Coromandel and Whangaparawa (Jurors* Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 253) ; it

ifl iTifintioiied hv Dr. v. Haast from the Malvern Hills (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.
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Ex., 1865, p. 256), and as porcelain jasper from Petrifying Gully, Mount
Somers (Geol. Eep., 1873-74, pp. 9, 10) ; by Dr. v. Hochstetter in the tuffs

and conglomerates of Coromandel (New Zealand, 18G3, Eng. ed., p. 96) ;

by Mr. J. G. Crawford, at Euamabunga (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 845),

and by Prof. Liversidge at Clutba, and as green jasper at Moerald (Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. X., p. 496). He describes the specimen from Moeraki as

follows :—" Variegated with reddish brown streaks ; a little chalcedony on
one surface. The green colom- is mainly due to the presence of protoxide

of iron
;
there is also manganese present in small quantity. On heating in

a closed tube it decrepitates slightly, blackens and gives off water having an
alkahue reaction; there is a slight empyreumatic odour evolved." Mr.
Buchanan has also mentioned the occurrence of green jasper at the Awatere
River (Geol. Eep., 1866-07, p. 35), and Captain Button alludes to it near

Hongikuri on the Cape Colville Peninsula, where rounded blocks of diorite

are encased with a coating of red jasper (Geol. Eep., 1867, p. 8).

Lydian Stone. Whangarei
the collection of the Colonial Museum, and lydian stone is also mentioned by
Dr. V. Haast, at the Malvem HUls. (Jm-ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1805, p. 250.)

Chert and Quartzite are of very frequent occurrence in our metamorphic
rocks and silurian beds ; they occur as thick beds in the Lower Devonian
formation, where they are fossiliferous

; are met wdth again in the Lower
Carboniferous and Upper Devonian series ; and again in many of the
Lower Secondary and Jurassic rocks, where they sometimes occur as fossili-

ferous beds.

Flint occm-s in chalk at Oamaru, in chalk marls at the Kaipara and Bay
of Islands, and as black and grey masses in Petrifying Gully, Mt. Somers,
where also iron flint of a red and brown colour is found. It is mentioned
by Dr. Hector in chalk on Campbell Island (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii.,

p. 178), and by Dr. v. Haast as filling cavities in the rocks of Canterbury
(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 256), and in the limestone of Amuri Bluff,

(^

Auckland.
Whangar

Chalcedony.~ll\ii% mineral has chiefly been found in geodes in the
melaphja-es and quartz-porphyi-ies of Canterbury, but the specimens are

chiefly of an inferior class. They are green, o-rev b own
are sometimes arranged in parallel bands passing into ayate or onyx. In
the collection of the Colonial Museum, there are specimens from Clent Hills,

Gawler Downs, Mt. Somers, and Tokatoka on the Wairoa Eiver. It is

mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437) in

the volcanic rocks of Moeraki and Otepopo ; by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors'
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Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 256) in mammillatecl and botiyoidal forms iu

amygdaloidal traps and quartzose tracliytes, Canterbury ; and by Dr. v.

Hochstetter (New Zealand, 1863, Eng. ed., p. 96) in tlic tuffs and con-

glomerates of Coromandel ; agates being mentioned from the same localities

and onyx by Dr. v. Haast from tbe Malvern Hills, Clcnt Hills, Mt. Somers,

etc. Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 494) mentions the

occurrence of chalcedony at Moeraki and Otepopo, and agate at Mt.

Charles, Otago.

Carnelian is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

pp. 266, 437) in the volcanic rocks at Moeraki and Otepopo, and the por-

phyritic rocks of Dunedin Harbour ; by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, p. 256) in small geodes in the volcanic rocks of Canterbury; and by

Dr. V. Hochstetter (New Zealand, 1863, Eng. ed., p. 96) in the tuffs and

conglomerates of Coromandel ; and Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. X., p. 495) describes two inferior specimens from Coromandel.

Plasma.—There are four specimens of this mineral in the collection of

the Colonial Museum from Mt. Somers and Gawler Downs. They are of a

pale to dark leek green and waxy lustre. It is also mentioned by Dr.

Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 266) in the volcanic rocks of

Moeraki and Otepopo; and by Dr. v. Haast (.Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 256), filling jfissures in tertiary (][uartzose trachyte at Gawler Downs.

Chrijsojjrase is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors* Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 256) filluig cavities in amygdaloidal rocks in Canterbury.

Bloodstone.—There is one inferior specimen in the collection of the

Colonial Museum from Cleut Hills. It is of a deep green colour with small

red spots. Dr. v. Haast mentions its occurrence in small pieces at Snowy

Peak and Malvern Hills.

Quartz as Pseudvmvrplis of Calcite.—Uhcrc is a specimen of (quartz from

the Malvern Hills in the collection of the Colonial Museum forming hollow

pseudomorphs of rhombohedral crystals of calcite, some of the calcareous

crystals being still preserved, and Dr. Haast also mentions the occurrence

of a similar mineral at Eakaia Gorge and Clent Hills (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.

Ex., 1865, p. 266.)

Quartz Sands.—B.ea.vy deposits of quartz sand in various degrees of

purity occiu- associated with the lower beds of the cretacco-tertiary forma-

tion at Mt. Somers, Limestone Bluff on the Ashburton Eiver, Lake Heron

and Waipara, as mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. H ;
and

1873-74, p. 17.)

Tridymite, Si.—Small hexagonal plates of tridymite occur in the trachy-

tic rocks of Lytteltou Harbour, and were first recognized by Professor

Ulrich in specimens collected by Di\ v. Haast.
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Opal, Si, H, or Si H^—The more valuable varieties are not known in

New Zealand, but the inferior qualities are of common occurrence.

Hyalite is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast as occurring in small masses,
lining ca^-ities in the volcanic rocts of Snowy Peak and the Malvern Hills

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p, 256), and again in a few localities in the
volcanic rocks of Banks Peninsula (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 611), and
is also mentioned by Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst,, vol. x., p. 496)
lining cavities in the vesicular grey trachytes of Bell Hill, Dunedin.

Common Opal and Semi-opal are mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors'

Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 256) as filling small cavities in the quartz por-

phyries of the Malvern Hills and Mt. Somers. and Tnst vpnr T nlifpino/i f,.Arr,

{Silicijled, Wood)

5 at Petrifying <

Iky

ng Gully, Mount Somers. It is mentioned by
Dr. v. Hochstetter (New Zealand 1863, Eng. ed., p. ^Q) in the tuffs and
conglomerates of Coromandel, and by Dr. Haast (Juror's Eep. N.Z. Ex.,
1865, p. 256) from many localities in Canterbury.

Pitch Opal.—k specimen from Dunstan is described by Prof. Liversidge
(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 496) as follows :—" BroTvai, variegated, light
and dark, shades. Hardness about 6. When heated in closed tube gives
off water, blackens, and emits empyreumatic odour • the condensed water
has an acid reaction, and on evaporation leaves a carbonaceous residue
which blackens on ignition

; breaks with a well-marked conchoidal frac-

ture
;
contains iron." There are two specimens of this mineral in the

collection of the Colonial Museum—one fi'om the Harper HiUs, and the
other u-om the Eakaia Gorge.

Opal-jasper.—HhQxe is in the coUection of the Colonial Museum a speci-
men of opahne quartz with jasper, from the trachyte tufa of Portobello,
Otago, which forms a very pretty ornamental stone. The predommating
colours as described by Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 496)
are red-brown, blue-grey, and opal-white.

Silicecus Sm?^r.—Deposits of this class are found surrounding several of
the thermal springs, and have been weU described by Dr. v. Hochstetter
(New Zealand, 1863, Eng. ed., pp. 898, 412). He says, in speaking of the
siliceous deposits of Orakeikorako : "The sediment of this, like aU the
surrounding streams, is siHceous ; the recent sediment is soft as gelatine,
gradually hardening into a triturable mass, sandy to the touch, and finally
fornung, by the layers deposited one above the other, a solid mass of rock
of very variable description at different places both as to colour and struc-
ture. Here it is a radiated fibrous or stalky mass of light brown colour

;

there a chalcedony hard as steel, or a grey flint ; at other places the deposit
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is white, with glossy conchoidal fracture like milk-opal, or with earthy

fi-actiire like magnesite. At Te Tarata siliceous deposits in terraces cover

ahout three acres of land.

Alumina.

Corundum, Al-—Dr. v. Haast mentions the occurrence of the variety

sapphire from the western slopes of the Southern Alps (Geol. Eep., 1870-

71, p. 24), and in August, 1871, Captain Ilutton brought another specimen

from Colhngwood, which is now in the Colonial Museum. It is described

in the Seventh Museum and Laboratory Eeport, p. 18, as follows

:

rough sapphu-e, sent by a digger, who found it with alluvial gold at Colhng-

wood, Nelson, is the first discovery of this precious stone in the colony.

The specimen, which weighs 336-9 grains, is in the form of a water-worn

pebble, remarkable on account of its deep blue colour on the fractured sur-

face, and its great weight ; but it is so traversed by fissures as to be of no

value as a gem. Its specific gravity is 3-8C9."

Non-metallic Minerals.—Class VI.

I

Silicates of magnesia and Hme, hydrous and anhydrous.

Silicates of alumina, hydrous and anhydrous.

Aluminates of magnesia and glucina.

Silicates of gluciaa, zirconia, thoria, and yttria.

Anhydrous Silicates of Magnesia and Lime,

Wollastonite Specimens of a massive form of wollastonite were

Mountain

are now in the collection of the Colonial Museum. They have been de-

scribed and analyzed by Mr. Skey, who reports (Col. Mus. & Lab. Eep. vi.,

p. 15) that the four specimens examined had the following composition :-

Silica

Lime

Magnesia

Alumina

Iron oxide

Loss

Water .

.

• •

t *

• • • «

1.

48-01

40'20

traces

1-45

traces

219

215

2,

49*30

45-91

•80

1-41

traces

1-19

1-39

8.

50-62

44-88

traces

1-84

1-64

traces

1-02

4.

58-80

24-60

1-60

12-20

1-40

1-40

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

The ii-on oxide in Nos. 3 and 4 is the protoxide, and No. 4 contains traces

chromium

They are massive, confusedly crystalline, colour pure white, lustre

pearly inchning to vitreous on certain fractures, easily fusible to glassy

bead with no soda reaction. Easily decomposed by hydrochloric acid with

the formation of gelatinous silica; hardness 4 to 5. No. 4 is an impure
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wollastonite passing into scapolite by substitution of alumina for lime. It

is a green-coloured mineral, quite amorphous, and occurs coating one side

of a tough light green rock, probably jade.

Chrysolite {Olivine), QA^,Vey Si.—The first mention of the occun-ence of

this mineral in New Zealand is by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

pp. 266, 413, and 437), who states that it is of frequent occurrence in the

basaltic rocks of Saddle Hill and elsewhere, and also occurs in Milford

Sound. It is again mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex.,

I860, p. 257) as grains in the basaltic rocks of Banks Peninsula, and
(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. i., p. 180) as large concretions in basaltic rocks

from the Chatham Islands, and (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 29) in the basalts

of the Hurunui and Mandamus districts. E. Daintree, Esq., F.G.S., refers

to its occurrence in dolerites from the Selwyn Eiver, Snowy Peak Eange,
Flagstaff Hill basin, and Hororata district, (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p.

458) ; Professor Liversidge also describes a specimen from Dunediu as

brown-colom-ed imbedded grains (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 497), and I

have noticed small grains of this mineral, green and brown in colour, in

many microscopic sections of basaltic and doleritic rocks from various

localities.

Dunite.—Hhi^ mineral is a massive variety of olivine through which
grains of chromite are scattered. A specimen from the Dun Mountain,
Nelson, was first described by Dr. v. Hochstetter (New Zealand, 1863, Eng.
ed., p. 474) as follows :—" It consists of a very peculiar kind of rock, of a

yellowish-green colour when recently broken, but turning a rusty brown on
the surface when decomposing. The mass of the rock is olivine, containing
fine black grains of chromate of iron interspersed ; it is distinguished from
serpentine, for which it was formerly taken, especially by its greater hard-
ness and its crystalline structure. I have called it Dunite." Analysis of

dunite by E. Eeuter (Lab. of the Polyt. Inst, of Vienna)

:

Silica .. .. .. 42-80

Magnesia .. .. 47.33

Protoxide of iron .

.

9-40

"^^^^^ ' .. .. -57 Sp.gr... 3-30

1001.5

It is again mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 411),
who adds to Dr. v. Hochstetter's description, that it possesses a flaky
structure, conchoidal fracture and hardness of 6 ; and he also mentions its

occurrence at MHford Sound, where it passes into jade. He again alludes
to it (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 377), stating that at the Dun Mountain
it appears at the surface as a large mass several miles in extent. It has
smce been discovered at Jackson's Bay, by Mr. D. Macfarlane, associated
with serpentinous rocks (Geol. Eep., 1876-77, p. 27).
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Augite^ R Si = (Ca, Mg, Fe) Si.—This mineral enters inio the composi-

tion of all our basalts, dolerites, anamesites, tracliydolerites, diabases, and

melaphyres. Isolated crystals are rare, but there is a specimen in the

collection of the Colonial Museum, of porphyritic diabase from Nelson, in

which dark-green monoclinic crystals of augite are well developed, some of

them being half an inch long. No macles are seen in this specimen.

It is mentioned by Dr, Hector in the basalts around Duncdin (Jurors'

Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 488), in basalt from the Snares, and in

dolerite from Antipodes Island (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol, ii., p. 179), and in

the dolerites and basalts of the Auckland Islands (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii.,

p. 183) ; by Dr. v. Haast in tracliydolerites and as fine twin crystals im-

bedded in agglomeratic tufa. Banks Peninsula (Jurors' Ecp, N.Z. Ex.,

1865, p. 267), in concretions in basaltic rocks of Chatham Islands (Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. i., p. 180), and in basalts of Banks Peninsula (Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 499) ; and by E. Daintrce, Esq., F.G.S., in dolerite

from the Selwyn Eiycr, Snowy Peak Eange, Hororata District, Flagstaff

Hill basin and Acheron section.

Asbestos.—The occurrence of this mineral at Milford Sound is men-

tioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 266), and the late

Mr. E. H. Davis records it from Dun Mountain (Geol. Rep., 1870-71,

p, 112). There are several specimens in the collection of the Colonial

Museum, but none of them possess that flexibility and readiness to separate

into fibres without which the mineral is of but little value. The best

sample was collected from Collingwood by Dr. Hector ; it is of a pale green

colour and fibrous. It occurs associated with the steatites there.
»

•

TachjUte, .\l Si^ + 3 (Fe, Ca, Mg, Mn, Na, K) Si.—The occurrence of

this mineral on the sides of fissures in the volcanic rocks of Banks Penin-

sula, where trachytic dykes have intruded, is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast

(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 503).

Hornhlende, E Si.—Is of very common occurrence in New Zealand as

a constituent of the syenites, trachytes and diorites which abound, and also

in certain hornblendic schists and gneiss which are met with in the north-

western part of the South Island, and again at the Bluff, Southland. It is

mentioned by Dr. v. Hochstetter (New Zealand, 1863, Eng. cd., p. 471) as

a blackish-green hornblende m the syenite of the boulder-bank, Nelson

;

by Dr. Hector as veins in syenitic and older trap-rocks in Milford Sound

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 267, 438), in the trachyte of the Sugar

Loaves, Taranaki (Geol. Eep., 1866-67, p. 8), as a hornblende rock m the

Inst

Inst

by Dr. v. Haast, in basaltic and doleritic rocks at Banks Peninsula, Malvern
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Hills, Timaru, etc., (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257, and Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. xi.. p. 499), probably only in very small quantities as an
accessory mineral, or the rocks would necessarily become andesites, and as

large concretions in basaltic rocks of the Chatham Islands (Trans. N.Z.

Inst., vol. i., p. 180) ; by Mr. Buchanan, as fine specimens with serpentine

from the Awatere Eiver (Geol. Rep., 1866-67, p. 35) ; by Mr. E. H. Davis,

at Dun Mountain (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 112); and by Prof. Liversidge,

at Lake McKerrow, West Coast, Kakanui Mountains, Dun Mountain, and
Dunedin (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 496), besides which there are some
fine specimens in the collection of the Colonial Museum from syenitic gneiss

of the Baton Eiver, Nelson.

Tremolite.—Some beautiful dendritic groups of tremolite, in quartzite,

from Kanieri, Hokitika, of a dark green colour, are in the collection of the

Colonial Museum, as well as some fine greenish-white radiating crystals

from Parapara, Colhngwood, and some bright green radiating crystals from
the same locality. The occurrence of the mineral in Milford Souud is also

mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 267, 438).

ActinoUte.—ThQ occurrence of this mineral in New Zealand is noted by
Dr. V. Haast in metamorphic schists of the West Coast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.
Ex., 1865, p. 257) ; by Mr. Buchanan in the Awatere Eiver (Geol. Eep
1866-67, p. 35) ; and by myself as radiating fan-shaped crystals in the

river-beds of the West Coast south of Mt. Cook, where they are much
decomposed (Geol. Eep., 1874-76, p. 73).

AnthophijUite.—Sipecimens of this mineral have been collected fr-om the

Dun Mountain from time to time, the first specimens having been brought

by Mr. E. H. Davis in 1871. It occurs in a massive laminated form of a

leek-gi-een colour, with a pearly lustre and a faint bronze hue on the

cleavage planes.

Nephrite, E Si.—The occm-rence of this mineral, commonly known as

" Maori greenstone," is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, pp. 266, 412, 437) * from Milford Sound, and also as a single rolled

fragment, which had probably been carried there, from Silverstream,

Dunedin
;
by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors^ Eep, N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257) as rolled

pieces on the beach of the West Coast; and by the late Mr. E. H. Davi
(Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 112) as white nephrite from Dun Mountain. The
only locality where it has been found in situ is at Milford Sound, where it

*̂ The first notice of this and the other Otago minerals is to be found in Dr. Hector's

reports on the geology of Otago, published in the Provincial Government Gazette for

1862-64, but these being now diflicult of access, the reference (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865)

has been adopted throughout this paper, as in that publication Dr. Hector included a list

of aU minerals which had been noted in his reports up to that date.

• 1
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occurs as veins traversing serpentine and hornblende schist, one variety

being speckled with chromic iron. It is found as boulders, sometimes of

great size, in the auriferous wash of a few localities on the West Coast, such

as the Kumara diggings, on the banks of the Tcrcmakau Eiver, and the

Greenstone diggings near Lake Brunner, Two analyses of this mineral,

quoted by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Bcp, N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 413) give the follow-

ing composition :

—

Silica 61-08 56-00

Protoxide of iron, with traces of

,

manganese and chromium j J. 11-13

Alumina 1"42

Lime 9*00 9-94

Magnesia 21-35 21-96

Soda . . . . . . -

.

traces traces

Water of constitution . . . • -97 '97

9G-25 100-00

# * •

DiaUaje,{Ga,M.g, Fe) Si.—The first mention of this naineral in New

Zealand is by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep. N.Z, Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 438) as

occurring in diorites on the "West Coast, and during his trip round the West

Coast Sounds in 1863, he collected specimens in gabhro from Hokuri Creek,

Martin's Bay, Lake McKerrow, and the head of Kakapo Lake ; he again

mentions it (Trans. N.Z. Inst., voL ii., p. 377) as dykes in the Dun Moun-

tain. It is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast as occurring in gabbro in the Mt.

Torlessc Range and Upper Rakaia (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257) ;

by Mr. J. C. Crawford in reefs traversing mesozoic limestones at Waike-

kino (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 351) ; by Mr. E. H. Davis, at the Dun

Mountain (Geol. Rep., 1870-71, p. 112) ; and again by Prof. Livcrsidge in

his description of the minerals in the Otago Museum (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. X., p. 496), from Lake McKerrow and Dun Mountain, There is a

specimen in the collection of the Colonial Museum, from Kakapo Lake, of a

dark-green colour and metalUc lustre, which is not well marked, corre-

sponding with the specimen described by Pro! Liversidge from Lake

McKerrow.

HyperstJiene, (Mg, Fe) Si.—This mineral is mentioned by Dr. Hector in

diorite rocks on the West Coast (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 438),

and was collected by him from Warp Point, Kaduku River, in 1863. It is

again mentioned by Dr. v. Haast in hypersthenite, Malvern Hills (Jurors'

Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257) ; by Mr. E. H. Davis at the Dun Mountain

(Geol. Rep., 1870-71, p. 112) ; and by Prof. Liversidge as occurring in the

Warp

N.Z. Inst., vol. X., p. 497). m

.<
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It has been collected from Red Hill, Colliiigwood, by Dr. Hector (Col.

Mas. & Lab. Rep., xiii., p. 35).
* « « ft

Bronzite, Mg (Fe) Si.—The occun-ence of this mineral in diorite rocks

of the West Coast is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, pp. 266, 438), and by Mr. E. H. Davis at the Dun Mountain (Geol.

Rep. 1870-71, p. 112). A specimen from the Dun Mountain in the collec-

tion of the Colonial Museum consists of crystals of a brownish-green colour

imbedded in a network of veins of picrosmine.

Hydrous Silicates of Magnesia and Lime.

Meerschaum, 2 Mg^ Si'' + 3 H.—The occurrence of this mineral at the

Dun Mountain is mentioned (Col. Mus. & Lab. Kep., vi., p. 16), the speci-

men having been collected by the late Mr. E. H. Davis. " Its colour was
pure white, lustre feeble, opaque, structure amorphous ; to the touch it has
that soft smoothness pecuhar to minerals of this class ; hardness 2 to 3

;

easily decomposed by hydrochloric acid. It occurs in contact with massive

.mn

probably hypersthene." Its composition

Silica

Lime • »

Alumina .

.

Iron oxides

Magnesia

Water of coustitution • *

S

53-76

2-36

4-35

traces

20-36

19'17

100-00

D^ma^m, (Mg, Fe) Si + 2 H.—This mineral is mentioned by Mr. E.
H.Davis (Geol. Kep., 1870-71, p, 112) as occurring m thin faces TV^th

smooth pohshed surfaces at the Dun Mountain.
Tafc, Mg» Si' + H.—The occurrence of this mnieral is mentioned by

Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 438) m quartz from the West
Coast Sounds; and again by Mr. D. Macfarlane (Geol. Rep., 1876-77, p.

27) at Jackson's Bay. There are specimens in the coUection of the Colonial

Museum fi-om CoUingwood and Jackson's Bay, both being of a pale green
colom-. It is somewhat widely distributed on the West Coast of the South
Island, being frequently found associated with the crystaUine rocks of that

district.

Steatite is mentioned by Dr. Hector at Milford Sound (Jurors' Rep. N.Z.
Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437), and it occurs in considerable quantities at Col-

Imgwood in a massive form and of a grey pink and green colour ; some
specimens are foliated. Its position is shown on the geological map of

Collingwoo*published by Dr. Hector (Geol. Rep., 1873-74, p. iv.)
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SerpentinQ, Mg^ Si^ + 2 H.—This mineral is somewhat widely dis-

tributed in New Zealand, occupying as a rule the junction line or there-

abouts betAveen the Lower Carboniferous and Upper Devonian roclcs, but it

is also found associated with nephrite at Milford Sound. Dr. Hector says.

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 412) :—" This mineral occurs in New

Zealand in two {ovm&—Common Serpentine, that forms extensive rock-masses

characteristic of the mineral ground in various parts of the South Island

in the provinces of both Nelson and Otago ; and NohJe Serpentine, which

occurs in thin veins associated with the jade or greenstone of the Maoris,

by whom it is distinguished by the name of Tangiwai."

The principal development of the common serpentine is in Nelson,

where what is known as the mhieral belt may be traced down D'Urville

Island through the Dun Mountain to Aniseed Valley, an isolated patch

occurrinfj a'-ain at Bed Hill. It is alluded to by several observers, such as
O "O

Dr. v. Hochstetter, Dr. Hector, Mr. E. H. Davis, ilr. A. McKay, and myself,

in reports made fi'om time to time on various parts of the district, and is

described by Mr. E. H. Davis (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. HI) thus :—" Dun

Mountain serpentine as a rule is of a poor variety, generally a dark green,

almost black colour, appearing lighter by transmitted light :
translucent at

the edges and rather brittle."

It is mentioned by Mr. J. C. Crawford as occuiTing in small quantities

in the palfeozoic rocks of Welluagton (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. i., p. 4), and

again at Euamahunga (Trans. N.Z. Inst. vol. ii., p. 845) ; by Dr. v. Haast

as veins in the Mt. Cook range and some other localities in the Southern

Alps (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 257); by Mr. J. Buchanan in the

Awatere Eiver, Marlborough (Geol. Eep., 1866-67, p. 85) and by Mr. D.

Macfarlane at Jackson's Bay (Geol. Eep., 1876-77, p. 27j. Specimens have

also been forwarded to the Colonial Museum fi'om Island Bay, Wellington,

by Mr. W. F. Barraud ; from Southland (Windly Creek) by Captain

Button ; from Auckland by Mr. J. B. Gillies ;
from Pelorus Sound by Mr.

Duncan ; and from the Dai-t Eiver by the Hon. Captain Eraser.

Noble serpentine, as before mentioned, occurs at Milford Sound, and is

described by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 412) as foUows:

" It occurs as boulders of various sizes, and generally much water-worn.

Some of the smaller pieces when cut and polished are very attractive on

account of their beautiful deep sea-green coloui-, their translucency, their

purity, and remarkable closeness of grain. This mineral is some-*

and, breaking readily, is capable of being worked into any shape with tiie

greatest ease, and for ornamental work generally is well adapted. Its

general characters are as foUow : Colour, dull green and mottled black

lustre, slightly resinous ; fractiu-e, splintery ; streak, dirty white ;
hardness

ha
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4'5; sp, gr. 2'592. Is completely decomposed by liydrocblonc acid. In blow-

pipe flame infusible, turns faint buff colour, no distinct soda reaction, but

slight reaction of manganese mtli the proper fluxes,"

1. fl, 3.

Silica 40-20 41-20 45-91

Protoxide of iron 12-10 12-10 1*67

Alumina traces traces 5*63

Manganese , . .

.

,

,

.

,

„ „ traces

Chi-omiuni , , .

,

,

.

.

,

„ „ „
Magnesia , . , * .

.

.

,

33-20 34'02 35'07

Water of constitution .

.

.

.

12*70 12-74 , 12'67

98-20 100-06 100-95

fTrans. N.Z. Inst., vol. s

as marmolite.

There is also a specimen in the collection of the Colonial Museum, from

Jackson's Bay, which is of a grass-green colour, translucent and laminated.
_ •

Antigonte.—The occurrence of this mineral at the Dun Mountain is

Mr
Hectorite occurs at the Dun Mountain, Nelson (for description see below,

Art

Picrolite, a coarsely fibrous vaiiety, of dark dirty green colour, occurs at

the Dun Mountain.

Chrysotile occurs as thin veins of a silky texture and pale green colour

traversing the dark green serpentine of the Dun Mountain.

Picrosmine, 2 Mg 8i + H.—A massive sectile variety of tliis mineral, of

a greenish-grey colour, occurs associated with chromite at the Dun Moun-

tain ; it is also found as a network of veins, in which crystals of brouzite

occur, in the same district.

Schiller Spar, Mg (Fe, Ca), Si {Mj G^ ¥^) + H.—The occurrence of

this mineral with pyrites on the West Coast is mentioned by Dr. Hector

rJurors' Een. N.Z. Ex.. 18fiS. n. QfifiV

West

Chlonte, 2 E Si + -R^ Al + 3 H, occurs as a constituent of the chlorite

schists, which are found in many localities between Otago and Nelson on

Coast side of the South Island. It is mentioned by Dr. Hector

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437) in the schist of the West Coast,

and also as an amorphous form in the vesicular basalts of Otago Heads and

elsewhere; by Dr. v. Haast in laminae in the metamorphic schists of

the West Coast, (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257) ; by Mr. Skey, at

Tararu Creek, Thames (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 88) ; by myself in chlorite

schists at the Fox Glacier, Westland (Geol. Eep., 1871-76, p. 73) ; and by

Professor Liversidge, fiom Deep Creek, Kakapo Lake (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. X., p. 497).
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Heidantlite, -Al Si^ + Ca Si^ + 5 H.—The occurrence of this miucral

in amygdaloidal traps associated with felsite porphyries in Canterbury, is

mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257).

Apophijllitey 8 (Ca Si^ + 2 H) + K F, is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 207) occurring in amygdaloids at Ean-

gitata, and iclithyophthalwite in felsite porphyries at Turuagain Point,

Eangitata.

Stilbite^ -Al Si^ + Ca Si^ + 6 H, is mentioned as occurring at Turn-

again Point, Eangitata, by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors* Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p.

257). It also occurs at Tokatoka on the Wairoa Eiver, Auckland, as radi-

ating pearly crystals in a trachytic rock which forms Mts. Maungarahu and

Tokatoka, and it is again found in a similar rock which occurs at Puke-

korero, a mountain lying between the Kaiwaka arm of Kaipara Harbour

and Mangawhai. Prof. Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 500) also

alludes to its occurrence at Dunedin in amygdaloidal basalts as follows :—

•

'' In the cavities of these specimens are minute detached crystals of one of

the zeolites. The form appears to be that of a rhombic prism capped with

the pyramid ; this is a combination often assumed by stilbite, and in addi-

tion the httle crystals possess a very high lustre, not unlike that of stilbite;

moreover, they behave like that mineral before the blowpipe, hence they

probably belong to the same species.

Prehnite^ J\4 Si + 2 Ca Si + H.—This mineral is mentioned by Dr.

Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266 and 437) as occurring in

the trap rocks of Moeraki and Otepopo, and E. Daintree, Esq., F.G.S.

(Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p. 458), in speaking of a granite rock from the

Snowy Peak Eange, Canterbury, says :— '* There is a yellowish miueial

with a fibrous radial structure seen both in the specimen and the section.

It is evidently a secondary formation, filling spaces between the constituents.

It is probably prehnite.
• •

M The occurrence of this mineral

in vesicular basalts near Dunedin is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep,

an

Peninsula, by Dr. v. Haast (Jm-ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257). It is

also mentioned in the old catalogues of the Otago Museum as specimens

from Oamaru in trachyte, from Mount Livingstone and from Look-out

Point. There are numerous specimens of this mineral in the collection of

the Colonial Museum, in cavities in the basalts from Dunedin. They are

arranged in beautiful little tufts of fine acicular crystals, sometimes alone,

and sometimes on chabasite ; in other specimens they are massive but

mammillated, and in others they are composed of short rhombic prisms with

pyramidal ends, but these also occur in tuft-like groups. There is also a
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Wliakahara, on the Wair

Whakaliar

between Manngaraliu and Tokatoka. The ciystals are long slender rhombic

prisms, aP \s'ith pyramidal ends P.

Chahasite, "J^\ SP + Ca (Na, K) Si + 6 H, is mentioned by Dr.

Hector in vesicular basalts near Dunedin (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 267), and by Dr. v. Haast in the trachyte of Banks Peninsula (Jurors'

Eep, N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257; there is also in the Catalogue of the Otago

Musexim a mention of a specimen from Helenburn. The specimens in

the collection of the Colonial Museum are all fi-om the first-named locality,

and they consist of small rhombohedral crystals in cavities in the basaltic

rocks, B.B. it deflagi'ates slightly and fuses to a porous enamel; colour

brownish-white, no soda reaction visible. •

Gmelinite, j^ Si^ _j. ^^ ((ja, K) Si + 6 H, is mentioned by Dr.

Hector in vesicular basalts near Danedin (Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,

p. 267). Specimens from this locality in the collection of the Colonial

Museum are pure white, small hexagonal pyramids with OP ends. B.B.

gives faint soda reaction only.

Silicates of Alumina, hydbous and anhydrous,

Kaolhiy 44 Si* + 2 H, is mentioned by Dr. Hector at the Manuherikia

Plains and Arrow Elver (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 267, 438), and

at the Whau, Auckland (Jm-ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 35) ; and I have

mentioned its occun^ence at Mt. Somers, Canterbury (Geol. Eep., 1876-77,

p. 6), where it is formed by the decomposition of felsite poii^hyries. Speci-

mens from drift at Collingwood have also been forwarded to the Museum.
Claij.—k\\ the varieties of clay are found in the colony, but, for a de-

tailed description of these with their analyses, I must refer the reader to

the " Manual of the Mineral Eesources of New Zealand," by Dr. Hector,

in covirse of publication. A very fine sample of pipeclay occurs at

Hakateramea, Canterbury.

Bole occurs as nests in the doleritic rocks passed through in the Lyttel-

ton tunnel, and is associated with crystals of magnetite. Its specific

gravity is 2-089, and composition as follows ;

—

Silica 44-78

Alumina .. .. : .. is-ge

Iron 16-87

Manganese . , , , . . .

,

-go

Lii^ie 2-02

Magnesia 5-02

Potash . , . . . , ,

,

2-69

Water of constitution , . .

.

12'3C

10000
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HaUoysite, 'X\ Si + 4 H.—The occurrence of this mineral in decom-
posing basalts around Bunedin is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Rep.
N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 488), and a specimen from the Water of LciLh is de-
scribed by Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 499) as
follows :— '< An opaane white earthy substance, soft and soapy ; associated
with it is a little black halloysite ; when immersed in water it gives off nir-

bubbJes rapidly, accompanied by a singing sound; falls to pieces and
becomes translucent on the thin edges ; breaks with a conchoidal fracture

;

adheres strongly to the tongue
;

yields to the thumb-nail, and affords a
shining streak; possesses an earthy smell." A sample of an impui-e form
from Scinde Island, Napier, where it occurs in considerable quantities (Col.
Mu9. and Lab. Eep., vii., p. 18), was forwarded to the Museum in 1872,
and had the following composition :

—

Silica .

.

Sesquioxide of iron

Alumina

Lime .

.

Magnesia

Water .

.

Alkalies and loss

58-22

5-82

24-34

202

2-53

4-81

2-26

10000

the high proportion of silica being due to the presence of grains of free

quartz, which constitute the principal impurity. A specimen from the Bay
of Islands was forwarded by Mr. J. Williamson in 1874, and is of a
yellowish from the
Drury and Hunua Eanges were forwarded by the Hon. H. Chamberlin in

1875, and a specimen collected from Whaugaroa Harbour, by Mr. A.
McKay, during the same year.

Fuller's ^rtrf/i.—Specimens from Great Barrier Island and the Hot
Springs, were exhibited at the Dunedin Exhibition of 1865, by the

and

1865, p. 258).
V • « • • •

(AL -Fe)

• t

The occurrence
of this mineral as angular fragments in palagonite tufas is mentioned by Dr.
V. Haast (Jurors* Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257), at Harper Hills, near tlie

Selwyn, and at Two Brothers, Ashburton, as also another variety changing
insensibly into a pitch opal, enclosing leaves and stalks silicified, in the same
localities. A specimen from Taipo

Mr. C. Teschmaker, where it occurs as a large seam 60 feet thick, running
in the direction of a limestone quarry. Its characters, as described by Jlr.

Skey, are—massive ; colour, black ; hardness, 4*5; somewhat friable ; is

26

Hill
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intersected by numerous small white veins. Readily decomposed by H,
CI. at a temperature of 212° Fall. ; lost 13 per cent, water, but as it is

very probaMe this is in greater part or altogether constitutional along with

that requiring a higher temperature for its expulsion, the whole of the

water present in the stone is entered in the appended analysis under one

head :

Silica 38-82

Alumina 23-17

Oxides of iron 6-30

Lime 3-65

Magnesia 3-27

Alkalies 2-03

Water 22-76

Carbonaceous matter . , .

.

traces

10000
• • » * •

A4^ Si + 8 H.—Professor Liversidge (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. X., p. 500) mentions a mineral from the Malvern Hills, Canterbury,
which is probably schrotterite. His description is as follows :—" In rounded
wax-like masses, filling the cavities of an amygdaloidal trachyte (?) rock, and
has a mammillated incrustation upon its surface

; green, grey, and white ;

hardness about 3-5
; streak, white ; rather tough ; breaks into more or

less conchoidal flakes
; translucent ; waxy lustre. Before the blowpipe it

becomes white and opaque and much harder, iutumesces slightly and tinges

the flame green
; affords deep blue when ignited with cobalt nitrate ; does

not gelatinize with hydrochloric acid, but granular silica is thrown down
;

gives off much water when heated in a closed tube.'

Pimeliie, 2 ^ Si + 3 Mg Si + 10 H.—The occurrence of this mineral
filling cavities in amygdaloidal rocks, at Malvern Hills, Clent Hills, etc., is

mentioned by Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Kep. N.Z. Ex., 18G5, p. 257).

Idocrase [resuvianite), 3 (Ca, Mg) » si + 2 ^i Si 2.—This mineral occurs

as dirty green, fluted, prismatic crystals, in quartz associated with the

crystalline rocks of Dusky Sound ; specimens having been forwarded by
Mr. W. Docherty. The larger crystals have a resinous lustre and the

smaller ones, which are of a brighter gi-eeu, are more pellucid.

Aptdote, 2 (J^ ^) Si 3 -f 3 Ca Si.—The occm-reuce of this mineral in

gneiss granite and granulite of the West Coast is mentioned by Dr. Hector
(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 266} and by Dr. v. Haast in the diorites of

Mt. Torlesse range (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257) and in the

melaphyres of the Mt. Somers district (Geol. Eep., 1873-74, p. 9). A
massive form from Wairarapa, Wellington, of a greenish-grey colour, is

also in the collection of the Colonial Museum. Before the blowpipe it
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fuses easily, and with intumescence to a colourless transparent bead.

Easily decomposed by liydrochloric acid, with separation of gelatinous

silica.

Analysis

Silica .

.

Iron • • * •

Alumina

Lime .

.

Magnesia

Water of constitution

* t

> fl

• •

# •

44-71

14'66

11-47

22-93

213

4-10

100-00

Kijanite {Duthene), ^\ Si.—This mineral is mentioned in the Catalogue
of the Colonial Museum (p. 119j from Westland. The specimen is of a

beautiful cobalt blue colour, and associated with quartz. The crystals are

not very distinct.

Chiastolite.—Crystals of this mineral, of a dh-ty-grey colour, imbedded
m clay slate, from Slate Kiver, Colhngwood, are in the collection of the

Colonial Museum.
• • • • - «•

Leucite, ^w Si-^ + K Si.—The occurrence of this mineral in leucitic

basalt is meutioned (Col. Mus. and Lab. Rep., x., r- 48) from Castle Point,

Napier, having been collected by Mr. A. McKay.
Scapolite, -Al^ Si^ + (Ca, Na) Si.—The occurrence of this mineral in a

massive form at the Dun Mountain is mentioned by Mr. E. H. Davis (Geol.

Kep., 1870-71, p. 112), and an impure form of the same mineral was
forwarded from the Maitai Valley, by the Nelson Museum, in 18G8. The
specimens collected by Mr. E. H. Davis were analyzed at the Colonial

wit.h
9 TV4.UXJ UA4\^ I\JXX\jy\LlJLg X C>T 1

(2.) (3.)

Silica a • 48 '63 48-29 4306
Lime . • 25-39 26-59 24-34

Alumina .

,

with I

)

20 70 20-47 11-47

Iron aesqnioxides,

manganese .

.

traces traces 7-24

Magnesia .. • * 2-93 •85 906
Water

Loss

« « 2*35 2-53

1-27

3-42

1-41

lOO-OO 100-00 100-00

Nos. 1 and 2 are white minerals, with rare mottlings and striae of a
dark red colour; they are dull and opaque, but in thin sections translucent

;

easily fusible in the blowpipe, with intumescence to transparent beads,
giving faint reaction of soda. No. 3 has a general similarity to the others,
but is uncoloured, and fuses to a yellow-coloured bead in the blowpipe
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flame (Col, Miis. and Lab. Rep., vl., p. 1(5). Specimeus have also been

brought from the BuUer River by Dr. Hector (CoL Mus. and Lab. Rep.,

vii., p. 26), and from the Wairau River, Nelson, by Mr. A. McKay (CoL

Mils, and Lab. Rep., xiii,, p. 35).

Garnets, R^ Si^ + R Si, are of very common occmTence in New
Zealand, associated ^Yith the crystalline roclcs of the West Coast, and also

with the quartz porphyries and pitchstones of Canterbury ; they are also

frequently found in the auriferous washes of various localities, numerous

specimens having been forwarded by diggers who have mistaken them for

tinstone. They are mentioned by Dr. v. Hochstetter in mica schist at

Collingwood, and in the gold-wash of the Takaka Valley (New Zealand,

1863, Eng. ed., pp. 103, 107) ; by Dr. Hector, (manganese variety), in gneiss

granite and quartzite of the West Coast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z, Ex., 18G5 pp.

266,437), in tlie Kakanui Eiver, as lime-irou garnets (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.

Ex., 1865, p. 437), in the gold-wash of Stewart Island (Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. ii., p. 185), and in the gold-wash of the South (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol.

ii., p. 371) ; by Dr. v. Haast, as almandine in the quartz porphyries and

pitchstones of the Malvern Hills and Mt. Somers (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, p. 257, andGeol. Eep., 1873-74, p. 9) ; by E. Daiutree, Esq., F.G.S.,

in trachytic rocks and pitchstones of Snowy PeakEange (Trans., N.Z. Inst.,

vol. yii., p. 459, and by myself in gneiss . and quartzose porphyry

(granuhte) at Eesolution Island. Besides these garnets have been forwarded

from Nelson by Mr. C. Broad, from Karaka Creek, Thames, by Mr. Davis,

from Brighton, Wanganui, by Mr. Duigan, from Anatoki, by Dr. Hector,

and from Mount Eangitoto, Westland, by Mr. E. Steward. There are, in

the collection of the Colonial Museum, specimens of almandine, of a pinkish

red colour, in granulite, from Dusky Sound ; of fine garnet sand, from the

West Coast of Nelson, and of iron garnets in schist from ColHngwood, in

gneiss from Dusky Sound, and also in a quartz vein from the same locality,

and as a gai-net-rock from Otago. The prevailing crystalline form is the

rhombic dodecahedron, but the icositetrahedron is also of frequent occur-

rence in the specimens from Dusky Sound.

Muscovite, 3 ^\ Si + K Si^^ is of very frequent occurrence in New
Zealand as a constituent of the mica schist, gneiss, and granite of the West
Coast. Some fine plates occur at Charleston, and also in Mitre Peak, Mil-

ford Sound. Its occurrence is mentioned by Dr. Hector in the schists and
gneiss of the West Coast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437), and
in a dyke granite on Great Barrier Island (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p.

876) ;
in the granites and schists of the West Coast, by Dr. v. Haast

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257 ; and as brown mica in a trachytic

rock and silvery mica in a granitic rock at Snowy Peak Eange, by B.
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Daintree, Esq., F.Gr.S. (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p. 458), and is again

alluded to by Prof. Liversidge, from Dusky Bay and Cliarloston. (Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. X., p. 497).

LepidoUte.—The occurrence of tliis mineral is mentioned by Dr. Hector

in the gneiss of the West Coast and in the marble of Thompson Sound

(Jurors' Kep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437).

Biotite, 'J^ Si + (Mg, K, Fe) ^ Si, is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors'

Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437) as occurring on the West Coast, and

there are specimens in the collection of the Colonial Museum from Milford

Sound and Doubtful Inlet. In the last locaHty it occurs as a black-green

mica rock with numerous minute crystals of zircon.

Ruhellane is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast as occurring in the volcanic

rocks of Banks Peninsula (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257).

Lepidoinela7ie
, Qi\ ":g^) Si + (Fe, K) Si.—This mineral is mentioned by

Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437) in the schists and

gneiss of the West Coast, and there are specimens in the collection of the

Colonial Museum from Milford Sound, where it occurs in thin hexagonal

plates of a blackish-green colour, bronze by reflected light in cei-tain posi-

tions ; streak, dirty green. Thin laminte slightly flexible, rather brittle.

Before the blowpipe becomes bronze-yellow, and does not fuse.

Margarite, i^f Si + (Ca, Na, Mg) Si + H, is mentioned by Dr. Hector

(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437) in the schists and gneiss of the

West Coast, and by Dr. v. Haast from the same locahties (Jurors' Eep.

N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257). There is a small specimen in the collection of the

Colonial Museum from Milford Sound of a pearl-grey colour.

Chrome Mica.—This mineral is a chrome-magnesian mica, occurring iu

flat tabular plates of a green colour, and belongs to the hexagonal system. It

is talcose in appearance and feels soapy to the touch, but Mr. Skey's analysis

precludes its falling into the talc group, and it must therefore be considered

as a chrome-magnesian mica, the percentage of water in which is somewhat

high. A somewhat similar mineral from Schwartzenstein, analyzed by

Schafliautl, is mentioned in Dana's System of Mineralogy, but it contains

more silica and less alumina tliau this specimen.

Sch-wartzenstein. Dead-Uorse Gully.

Silica 47-68 39-25

Alumina 15-15 22-12

Chi-omic oxide .. .. oW 1*56

Ferric oxide , , .

,

5-72 18-69

Manganous oxide -. 1"05 '41

Magnesic oxide. . .

.

11'58 10*60

Sodic oxide . . .

.

1'17
\ -^.-^^

Potassic oxide ,

.

.

.

7.27

Water 2-86 106

Lime - 218
• • • • • •

08-38 100-00
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It was obtained from Dead-horse Gullj, Lake Wakatipu, by Mr. McKay,

Moke Creek copper lode. A
W

where it occurs in gneiss.

Orthoclase, J^\ Si' -f K Si^, occurs as a constituent of the granites,

syenites, gneiss, trachytes and rhyolites of New Zealand. It is mentioned
by Dr. Hector as occurring in all the schists and crystalline rocks of the

West Coast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437), in granite from
the Auckland Islands, and m granite and hornblende rocks from Euapuke

Inst

Inst

of the Sugar Loaves, Taranaki (Gaol. Eep., 1866-67, p. 8) ; by Dr. v.

Hochstetter as sanidine in the rhyolitic tufas of Lake Taupo, and flesh-

coloured felspar in the syenite of the Boulder Bank, Nelson (New Zealand,
Eng. ed., pp. 885, 471) ; by Dr. v. Haast in the granite and other crystal-

line rocks of the West Coast, and as sanidine in the trachytes and trachy-
dolerites of Banks Peninsula (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257, and
Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 504) ; and by E. Daintree, Esq., P.G.S., in

dolerite of the Hororata district and Acheron section ; in trachytic rocks at

Mt. Misery and Snowy Peak Eange and also in a granitic rock and
pitchstone at Snowy Peak Eange (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p. 458). The
specimens in the collection of the Colonial Museum are a pink variety in

granite from Dusky Sound, and a yellowish white specimen in a granitic

dyke fi-om Great Barrier Island.
* * « > «

Albite, .J^\ Si3 + Na Si', is mentioned by Dr. Hector in the diorites of
the ^Ye^t Coast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 266, 437); by Dr. v.

Haast in dioritic porphyries of the Eiver Wilkes and Makarora Eanges
(Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257); by Mr. E. H. Davis at the Dun
Mountain (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 112); and by Prof. Liversidge from
George Sound (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. x., p. 498). There is a white
massive form, with chlorite, from Maori Point, Shotover, in the collection
of the Colonial Museum.

L

Labradorite, ^u Si^ + (Ca, Na) Si, is mentioned by Dr. Hector in
trachydolerites from Flagstaff Hill (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 437) ;

and by Dr. v. Haast in lava streams at Banks Penmsula (Jurors' Eep.
N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257), and in the basalts and as large crystals in the
dolerites of Banks Peninsula (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi., p. 499). There
is a specimen in the collection of the Colonial Museum from Purahanui,
Otago, of a dirty brown colour, showing play of colours on cleavage planes,
and another, of a grey colour, in dolerite from Mt. Charles, Otago.

Saumuile is mentioned by Dr. v. Haast in gabko from Mt. Torlesse
Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257).
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OHgociase, 2 J^\ Si '"^ + (Na, Ca)^ Si-^, is mentioned by Dr. v. Ilaast iu

quartz porphyries of Mt. Misery and Malvern Hills (Jui'or.s' Rop. N.Z. Ex.,

1865, p. 257), and E. Daintree, Esq., P.G.S. (Trans. N.Z. Inst, vol. vii.,

p. 458), mentioas the occurrence of a plagioclase felspar, which is probably

oligoclase, in granite from SnoA\^' Peak Eauge.
t

Obsidian is mentioned, by Dr. v, Hochstetter, with rhyolites in the

Taupo district (New Zealand, Eug. ed., p. 407) ; by Dr. v. Haast, on the

sides of trachytic dykes (selbands) iu Banks Peninsula (Jurors* Rep. N.Z.

Ex., 1865, p. 257, and Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. xi„ p. 504) ; and by Mr.

J. A. Pond, in the volcanic rock from Mr. Firth's well near Mt. Eden,

Auckland (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. vii., p. 406). Its distribution in the

North Island is widespead in the volcanic regions whicli occupy the central

and north-east portions of the island; but, so far as I am aw^are, no solid

floes have been discovered, and the muieral has only been found in isolated

blocks. It was formerly largely employed by the ilaoris for the manufac-

ture of weapons and implements. There are several specimens in the

collection of the Colonial Museum from Taupo and White Island.

Pumice.—Is found throughout the volcanic region of the central portion

of the North Island whence it is brought down to the sea by rivers, and

distributed along the coast by the action of the tides and currents. It is

mentioned by Dr. v. Hochstetter (New Zealand, Eng, ed., p. 43) as

occurring in plateaux round Lake Taupo, 2,000 feet above the sea and

he states (p. 384) that Mr. Grace's house is built of it. It is mentioned

(Jurors' Rep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 85, 253) from the beach near Najiier,

-where it is found in considerable quantities, brought down by the rivers

from the north and also from Waikato, and Mr. J. C. Crawford i Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. VI., p. 356) states that it occurs in large quantities at

Tokano and (Trans, N.Z. Inst., vol. viii., p. 377) that pumice floats down

the Wanganui River in such quantities that it would be easy for a ship,

anchored in the river, to put out nets and so load the ship. Around the

volcanic group of Ruapehu and Tongariro there are immense areas covered

with pumice, and at Kereru, Napier, and many other localities on the cast

coast of the North Island, there are extensive deposits of compact white

pumice-sand, which are mentioned by Mr. McKay (Geol. Rep., 1870-77,

p. 81).

Pitchstone,—The only district in New Zealand where this mineral occurs

is between Mt. Somers and Snowy Peak, where it is associated with quartz

porphyries ofwhich it appears to be the vitreous form, a complete series repre-

senting the change from a fluid pitchstone, through various stages, to a

quartz porphyry with felsitic base and small crystals of quartz and garnet

iu which no fluxion structure is visible. It is of all colouis, from grey to
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brown and red, and occurs in considerable quantities at some places. It is

mentioned bj Dr. v. Haast (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., I860, p. 257, and Geol.
Eep., 1873-74, p. 9) associated with the quartz porphyries of Mount Somers
and Snowy Peali,

Aluminates of Magnesia and Glucina.
Sinnel, Mg -Ak—The occurrence of rubies with garnet and topaz in the

alluvium of Waipori, Otago, is mentioned by Dr. Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z.
Ex., 1865, p. 416). This mineral is also mentioned from Manawatu,
Well

and nearly opaque. They were not analyzed, and so are very probably
garnets.

Silicates of Glucina, Zieconia, Thoeia, and Yttria.
Zircon, Zr, Si.—The occurrence of this mineral is mentioned by Dr.

Hector (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, pp. 417, 438), who says " crystals
of zn-con were exhibited, in the Museum of the Geological Survey, from
Timbiil's Gully," and (Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. ii., p. 371) with platinum
and gold m the wash of the south ; and by Dr. v. Haast from the western
slopes of the Southern Alps (Geol. Eep., 1870-71, p. 24). In the collection
of the Colonial Museum there is a specimen of a biotite rock from Doubtful
Inlet, Otago, in which there are numerous minute tetragonal prisms with
pyramidal ends of a bright red colour, transparent, which are probably
zircons.

Topa^^, 5.A1 Si + iAl P^ + Si F=^).-Is mentioned by Dr. Hector at
Chatto Creek, Arrow Eiver, and Waipori (Jurors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865,
pp. 265, 438)

;
and (p. 416) he says, " in coUections from the Otago Gold-

fields' department were some uncut topazes as large as pigeons' eggs, and
of a pure white colour. Several smaller topazes of various colours have
lately come into the possession of the Geological Survey of Otago fi-om the
neighbourhood of Waipori, where they are found in the alluvium along with
rubies, garnets," etc.

Eynerald, .^l Si^ + 3 Gl Si.-Specimens of this mineral have been for-
warded from Dusky Sound by Mr. W. Docherty, of which Mr. Skey
says:—"This is a somewhat rare mineral collected by Mr. William
Docherty, from a vein m the vicinity of Dusky Sound. When tested.
It was found to be the mineral beryl, the distinguishing feature of which is
the presence therein of the rare metal glucimim (beryllum.) Usually, this
IS to the extent of 12 to 15 per cent, in specimens of this kind. The
mineral is of a full rich green colour, which it owes to the presence of
sesqmoxide of cbrome. It occurs at Dusky Bay, in a pyrrhotiniferous
quartz, forming Httle nests of confusedly crystalline masses havmg a
tendency to assume a tabular form,"
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I have since examined these specimens, and find th6 following sections

of crystals, which confirm Mr. Skey's determination :

—

The hardness of the mineral is about 7, and it occurs in the more

quartzoze portions of a syenitic gneiss, associated with garnets, pyrrhotine
#

and chrome mica, as other accessory minerals.

Tourmaline, n R Si + K^ Si, is mentioned by Dr. Hector in the granito

and gneiss of the West Coast (Jm-ors' Eep. N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 266) ; hy

Dr. V. Haast, in gj:anite, at Mosquito Hill on the West Coast (Jurors' Rep.

N.Z. Ex., 1865, p. 257), and by myself in micaceous and hornblende

schists at Resolution Island (Geol. Rep., 1874-76, p. 31). There are some

very fine specimens of schorl in chlorite schist, from Collingwood, in the

collection of the Colonial Museum, arranged as long, black, striated prisms

in broken strings which radiate from a centre ; they vary from a sixteenth

of an inch to a quarter of an inch in diameter. Some very beautiful little

acicular crystals m quartz, from Bedstead Gully, Collingwood, are also in

the collection ; they arc of a deep black colour, and red by transmitted light.

A blackish green variety also occurs in the granite of Tata Island, Nelson.

Abt. XLYIII.—0« a new Mineral belonrjhvj to the Serpentine Group.

By S. Heebekt Cox, F.C.S., F.G.S., Assistant Geologist & Inspector of Mines.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 2l8< October, 1882.)

Hectorite.--llhm mineral is described (Col. Mus. and Lab. Rep. xv.) as

an altered form of augite, but is more nearly allied to the hydrous silicate of

the Serpentine Group. As, however, it does not correspond in composition

with anv described mineral. I have civen it the name of Hectorite.

Its composition, as determined by Mr. Skey, is
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*

Description.—Eliombic, in radiating groups, which separate in thin

flexible laminae. Hardness 2 to 2-5; colour, whitish green to dark green,

weathering to a bronze hue and pearly lustre. B.B. infusible, but becomes
white

; odour, bitter argillaceous when breathed upon. Allied to picros-

mine and antigorite. It is from the Dun Mountain, where it occurs with

the serpentine rocks. It was collected by the late Mr. E. H. Davis.

Art. XLIX.—Descriptions of some new Tertiary Shells from Wanganui.

By Professor F. W. Hutton.
[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterhury, 1th Septemher, 1882.]

A SHORT time ago a collection of over a Inmdred species of Mollusc a from
the Wanganui bed was submitted to me for determination by Mr. S. H.

"Wang

be undescribed

:

Trophon expansus, sp. nov.

Shell ovate
;
spire moderate, acute : whorls five or six, spirally grooved,

the grooves narrower than the ribs, about 26 grooves on the body-whorl,
crossed by undulatiug lamiu£e of growth worn smooth. Aperture ovate,

wide, slightly angled behind ; outer lip expanded ; columella rounded, with
a small posterior canal

: anterior canal veiy short and recurved.
Length, -77 inch

; breadth, -4 inch. Length of spire, -3
; of aperture,

•85
; of canal, -12 inch.

This is one of the pmpiuoid Troi)hons, but with a rounded columella ;

it is so like the figure of Purpura patens, H. and J., that I should have con-
sidered it the same, but that tlie authors state that I\ patens has the colu-

mella very flat.

CoinineUa drewi, sp. nov.

Shell ovate, spire short
: whorls six, spirally lirate, about 22 lira on the

body-whorl
;
the spire-whorls finely longitudinally plicate. Aperture ovate,

the posterior canal weU marked : columella obliquely truncated ; anterior
canal well defined.

Length, -78 inch
; breadth, -45 inch.

This species is distinguished from all oiu- other species of ComuieUa,
except C. ordinalis, Hutton, by being spirally lirate, and from this species
It 18 separated by its well-marked anterior canals, which makes it inter-

mediate between ComineUa and Euthria.
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Odostomia sh&rrlffi^ sp. nov.

Shell subulate, tapering: whorls fifteen, smooth, flattened and polished,

the suture deep. Apertm-e ovate
;

peritreme not continuous ;
columella

with one strong plait.

Length, '55 inch ; breadth, -17 inch.

Named after Mr. G. Sherriff, of Wangauui.

Trochita hi/tata, sp. nov.

Shell subglobose ; whorls two and a half rounded ; the last inflated,

with four or five distant, narrow, spiral ribs crossed obhquely by lines of

growth : apex lateral. Aperture ovate, the lamina concave.

Height -4 inch. Length of aperture -88
;
breadth -72.

This species has externally the appearance of a Xatica, but the surface

is not polished.

Anthora couica, sp. nov.

with

moniliform ribs, about eight on the penultimate whorl ;
suture deep

;
base

of the last whorl spirally striated with moniliform stris, the angle rounded.

Axial cavity deep, smooth, conical ; columella with a shght posterior fold.

Height -84 inch ; breadth -84 inch.

This species has the smooth axial cavity of A. tiarata, but it is larger,

higher, the granulations finer, and the basal angle much more rounded.

Note.—In addition to these new species there was in the collection a

specimen of what I take to be Siphonaria fuscozonata, Angas (P.Z.S., 1865,

p. 56), which appears to be the same as Fusus minutisqnamosm, Keeve.

Art. 'L.—Note o„ the SUt Drpn^it at Lijttdtmi. By Prof. F. W. Button.

[Read hejor^lhe Philosophical Imtituleof Canterhury, Pyth April, 18S2.]

In cutting back the hill on the west side of Lyttelton Harbour to make room

the rocks underlying it. An uneven surface of volcanic rocks is covered by

the silt, which is distinctly stratified, and dips at an angle of 8 degrees to

the north-east, that is towards the harbour. In 1873 the cutting behind the

Fig. 1. «, silt deposit ; 6, volcanic rocks.
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railway station also showed that the silt was stratified, but this section is

now obliterated by weathering, and I have thought it important to call the

attention of geologists to the section behind the dock while it is still fresh

;

for no doubt it will soon become obliterated like the one behind the railway

station.

The origin of this silt deposit is of considerable interest, as it is im-

portant evidence in discussing the question of the latest oscillations of level

in New Zealand. Dr. von Haast, in his Report on the Geology of Canter-

bury and Westland (1879), p. 367, calls it " The Loess Formation," com-
pares it with the loess deposits of China described by Baron von Eichthofen,

and says that " the general character and position of the principal loess (or

loam) beds in this province prove clearly that they have been formed by the

mo(his operandi pointed out by Voii Richthofen." There is, however, one

difference which he mentions, " and that is the absence in the Canterbury

beds of the peculiar small marly nodules so common on the Rhine, the

Danube, and in China."

The modus operandi in question is the folloAving : The fine particles of

earth carried down the slopes by the rain are partly retained by the grass

growing on the slopes, and the dust blown across the land by the wind is

also retained by the grass, the roots of which also decay and assist in raising

the ground ;—so that the formation is a mass of grass covered with fine

earth and sand brought by the wind and the rain, and has, of course, au
entirely subaerial origin. It is characterized by being unstratified, and by
having a " peculiar vertical capillary texture," caused by the decay of the

roots of the grass.

I am afraid that the well-marked stratification of the base of the Lyttel-

ton silt deposit can hardly be reconciled with this method of formation,

and there are several other difficulties which cannot, I think, be explained

on the theory of a sub -aerial origin. ,

In the first place the deposit is widely distributed and rests upon beds

of very different mineral composition. According to Dr. von Haast it is

found at the foot of Mount Grey and on the Moeraki Downs, where it lies

upon tertiary argillaceous and calcareous sandstones ; at the Malvern Hills,

where it rests upon secondary sandstones and slates. At the southern end
of the Canterbury Plains it occurs from the Orari to Timaru, where it is

found on tertiary sedimentary and volcanic rocks ; and in some places it

lies on the shingle of the Canterbmy Plains. South of Timaru it can be
traced beyond the Waihao, and in the valley of the Waitaki south of

Elephant Hill. From my own observations I know that it is largely

developed at Oamaru, where the base is also stratified, and that it extends

as far south as Moeraki Peninsula. It is difficult to understand how so
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widely extended a deposit, resting on sucli different rocks, could be formed

in the way suggested by Dr. von Haast ; and it is also difficult to under-

stand why, on this hypothesis, the deposit should be found only on the

Waimakar

Waitaki, and not elsewhere.

In the second place the limit in height of the deposit must be noticed.

In the " Transactions of the New Zealand Institute," vol. vi., 1873, p. 423,

Dr. V. Haast says that on Banks Peninsula it extends to a height of 800

feet above the sea ; and in his Report on the Geology of Canterbury he says

that at Timaru it reaches to near the summit of Mt. Horrible, which is

1,272 feet high. No other data can be obtained at present, and the

difaculty here is to explain why, on the subaerial hypothesis, its height on

Banks Peninsula should be limited to 800 feet, notwithstanding that grass

grows, rain falls, and the wind blows at much greater altitudes.

In the third place the silt deposit is not confined to the slopes. At

Oamaru it covers the very highest points of Oamaru Cape, as may be seen in

fig. 7, page 55, of my report already quoted ; and in many parts of Banks

Peninsula it is better developed on the ridges than m the valleys, as the

accompanying sketch of the cliffs between Little Akaloa and Mackintosh

Bay will show (fig. 2) ; so that the action of rain in its formation must be

eliminated.

Little

Akaloa.

Bandy's Mackintosh

Head. Bay.

I
/>?-3 \N^^ ^/^£^><>

Fig. 2, a, sUt deposit ; h, Yolcanic rocks.

The last point to be noticed is the fossils contained in the deposit.

Usually it is quite mifossiliferous, but Dr. von Haast states that moa bones

and land shells have been found in it somewhere on Banks Peninsula but

no definite locality is named. The occurrence of land shells is remarkable

considering how rare they are now in New Zealand, and that they are

almost entirely confined to the bush. I have never heard of any land shells

having been found on grass land except in crevices of limestone or under

blocks of the same rock ; and there is no limestone on Banks Peninsula

while, according to Dr. von Haast's hypothesis, the formation accumulated

on open grass land. , , . n i^^^i.

At Oamaru marine shells of still living species are found in the lower

part of the deposit up to a height of GO feet above the sea. " - -

species wiU be found at page 70 of my «' Report on the Geology of Otago,

A list of the

1875.
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Moa bones are also fouud in the deposit at Oamaru in the position
figured on page 71 of the report just named. Dr. von Haast also says, in
his Report on the Timaru District (1865), that this silt deposit is underlaid
by fine clay or gravel, sloping up from the sea to a height of 686 feet, and
containing recent marine shells near the sea; (see also Eeport on the Can-
terbury Plains, 1864, p. 8). The difficulty here is to explain the presence
of marine shells at Timaru and at Oamaru, in the latter place in beds of
gi-avel distinctly interbedded with the silt.

All these facts are explained on the hypothesis that this silt deposit is

due to the fine mud brought down by the great rivers and deposited on the
bottom of the sea when the land stood some 1,000 feet or so lower thau it

does at present. Two other difficulties, however, now present themselves.
Fn-st, the absence of marine fossils in the upper part of the deposit ; and,
secondly, the absence of sea-cliffs at high levels in Banks Peninsula. Both
these are cases of negative evidence and of no great weight. Many un-
doubted maiine formations are devoid of fossils, and in our case this may
be due to the rapid deposition of the silt, or to the unfavourable nature of
the sea-bottom for marine Mollusca. The moa bones, of course, offer no
difficulty

;
they are the remains of birds floated down the large rivers.

With regard to the absence of sea-cliffs on Banks Peninsula—which, how-
ever, cannot yet be said to be certainly estabhshed—we must remember
that sea-chfls are formed only when the land is stationary, and that, if the
movements of depression and elevation were continuous, no sea-cliffs would
be formed, or only such small ones as would be easily obhterated.

It appears to me, therefore, that the evidence in favour of the marine
origin of this deposit preponderates enormously over the evidence in favour
of its subaerial orisiu

.

Art. LI.
jf the Quartz Pebbles of

W. S. Hamilton.
IRead he/ore the Southland Institute, 9th ilay, 1882.]

The great abundance of white quartz pebbles about Invercargill, and all
over the seaward portion of the Southland Plains, is quite a featm-e of itB
geology. To strangers visiting the district, the first question that suggests
itselt is, where has all that quartz come from ?

The usual hypothesis entertained is, that great mountain masses have
been washed down by the action of the sea, or by the great annual rainfall,
and that the quartz reefs or dykes in these mountains, being harder than
the adjoining strata, have withstood the action of the water, and appear as
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water-worn pebbles in our diluvium. On closer examination, however, it is

found that this hypothesis cannot be the true one. In all the moimtains

which surround the plains in question, such as Longwood, the Takitimos,

the Hokonuis, and the mountains to the east of Wyndham, quartz veins are

of rare occurrence, and form a quite msignificant part of the whole. It ia

also seen that the detritus or gravel formed at the base of these ranges is

of quite a different character to that under our notice. The gravel of the

beds of the Oreti and Mataura formed from these mountains is, for the

most part, blue in colom- and composed of very hard sandstone or slate.

The upper plains of Southland, siich as the Waimea, Mararoa, Otapu-i,

and Lora Plains, are composed of gravel of this kind, while the lower plains

near the sea-level are composed of heavy beds of milk-white quartz of the

kind we are speaking of ; and it is further found by the bores that have

been made, that these beds alternate with heavy beds of clay and seams of

lignite to the depth of more than 200 feet. These beds of quartz could not,

therefore, have been deposited from the mountains behind our plams on the

landward side*

Similar diihculties stand in the way, if we suppose them to have been

derived from the seaward side. The syenite of the Bluff hill contams

plenty of quartz, but only as a component of a rock as hard as quartz itself;

and which water wears into round balls remarkable for their great elasticity

and hardness. , . .

The Stewart Island gi'anites could not account for the deposition of

these beds anything more easily ; nor the sandstones of Ruapuke, or the

Greenhills.

The only remaining possible supposition is. that there were mountains

of quartz in situ, which were degraded on the spot, and left these beds to

mark the place where they stood. This is so unhkely that it can hardly be

entertained, as mountains of this kind occui- nowhere else in the neighbour-

liood, and even if such had been the case here, the great hardness of such

mountains must have resisted the denuding forces as much as the sand-

stones and the granites in their neighbourhood. No vestige or evidence of

such mountams is anywhere seen, while the beds of clay and hgnite would

have to be otherwise accounted for.

However much geologists may object to it, the true theory of the forma-

tion of these pebbles seems to be, that they are siMcified wood ;
and the more

they are exammed, the more convincing does the proof become that these

beds represent, in one condition, the remains of ancient forests, just as the

coal beds represent the same thmg in another condition. On examining

these pebbles closely, it is seen that, in almost every case, the appearance

of wood structure can be detected. In some eases it is quite perfect
;

the
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annual growth-rings, the medullary rays, and the vascular tissue being
easily seen. Their crystallization is quite peculiar, differing entirely from
reef-quartz in being vesicular, or something like what snow is to ice ; and
much softer than rock-quartz, so that in many cases they can be scratched
with a knife. They are all flat-shaped, or knot-like

;
just as if they had

been originally pieces of bark, or knees, or resinous knots, which had
resisted the action of ordinary putrefaction long enough to become com-
pletely silicified.

Specimens are found showing the different stages of the process, from
lignite to perfect quartz. The small set accompanying this paper may be
referred to and described. No. 1, from the Hokonuis, in conglomerate, is

unmistakable wood, evidently a root of black pine {Podocarpns spicata) or
kowhai {Sophora tetraptera). It is very hard, rings like chnkstone on being
struck, and is dark blue in colour, evidently from the carbon not being quite
oxidized out. In this respect it is exactly like a clay pipe when insuffi-

ciently burnt, part of the carbon of the nicotine remaining in the form of
soot to stain the pipeclay blue. In every respect this specimen is perfect
stone, giving sparks with steel, and with a specific gravity equal to quartz.
Its perfect woody structure and charcoal colour alone betray its origin. In
time the blue colour would no doubt have given place to white or grey, when
the last vestige of its carbon had been oxidized to CO,. No. 2 is from the
top of the coal at the Nightcaps, and shows the wood first changed to lignite,
on the under side, while the upper, or that exposed to the atmosphere.
IS becoming white, hard, and quartz-like, with a burnt appearance. No.
3 fi-om the same locality shows this burnt appearance to such a degree
that one would conclude on looking at it that it had been through the
fire. Such, however, could not have been the case as it was detached
from the solid seam by the writer.

These specimens show that carbon gets away from wood remains in all

probability as CO^ by slow combustion at ordinary temperature ; and when
silica is supplied in the same proportion by highly silicated water, the
condition has in aU probability been attained for the preservation of the
structure, after every other trace of its original has disappeared.

Had the water absorbed by the decaying timber been unable to supply
the sihca in the proper proportion to replace the carbon as it oxidized,
caverns in the quartz would probably have been foi-med, or a vesicular
structure, if more nearly equal to the demand.-just what is often observed
m these specimens. If the supply of silica was m exact proportion to the
departmg carbon, perfect opal would be the result; while if from increase
of temperature from any cause, fermentation and putrefaction set in, the
carbon would get away so rapidly that no silicification could take place,
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and no remains whatever would be left to tell the story of the kings of the

forest as we see them embalmed in these sx^ecimens in their mnmmy-cascs
of milk-white quartz.

From this point of view om' plant and forest remains are disposed of in

nature in three different ways, viz.

:

1. They rot and mix with the soil, where the carbon slowly oxidizes in

the earth. This is proved by experiment. The air of the soil is found to

contain far more carbon dioxide than the atmosphere, and thus the CO^ of

the soil is far greatest during the summer months, when the temperature is

high. Pettenkoffer (Watt's Chem. Die. 8, Sup., p. 133) fonnd that the

quantity of CO3 in the air of the soil increases very gradually from the

greatest depth examined by him—about fourteen feet—upwards to the

surface, and that during August and September, at Munich, it was five

times greater than it was in January. This can only be from the gradual

oxidizing of the woody matter of the soil—at least the presumption is very

strong that it is so, although some are of opinion that it may be obtained

from some of the lowest forms of animal life.

2. The remains of plants and trees may oxidize so gradually that, in a

silicious soil where they absorb siUcious water, they may be sihcified, and may
thus form vast gravel beds of quartz, or of nodules of sandstone composed

of quartz, lime, magnesia, potash, etc., in combination, according as the trees

or the vegetation were rich in these. In this way our lignite beds may
pass by oxidation into sandstones or slate or marl, according as the original

vegetation was rich in silica, alumina, or lime, and according as the water

absorbed by it was rich in these elements.

8. Or these remains may—by being excluded from the atmosphere by

accident, or where deposited in great thickness—form beds and seams of

coal which may resist for a long time the oxidizing influence of the air.

Coal seams ai'e almost always found to have been protected from the air

and from silicious water by dense beds of fireclay above and below, im-
r.

pervious to water and air and other elements inducing change. These

deposits depending only on rare and accidental conditions will, therefore, be

the exception, and will be the least common way in which the carbon of

these remains is disposed of.

These considerations lead us to suspect that vegetation may have had

more to do with the formation of many of onr sandstone rocks than is

generally supposed. Many things strengthen such a supposition, such as

the ash and j)lant beds so frequently met with, the eminently concretionary

character of many, almost all of them, and the strange absence of fossil

remains from many of our sandstones. The red and blue slates of our

27
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are

have destroyed the fossil remains which were almost sure to have occurred

had these beds been laid down by the agency of water.

The remaining specimens numbered 4, 8, 9, 10 still exhibit the structure

of wood, but are completely converted into quartz, with a specific gravity

of 2-6 to 2-8, and having grains of magnetic black sand, or thin laminae of

mica here and there between the growth-rings of the origmal wood, and in

the caverns of the structure. These specimens may be picked up in thou-

sands in our streets and in our gravel pits and cuttings, indeed scarcely a

piece of c[uartz can be picked up which does not show woody structure.

No. 5 is silicified wood resembling chert where the woody fibre is quite

distinctly seen. No. 13 has woody fibre very fine and dense, but with true

veins of crystalline quartz transverse to the fibre, just as if the wood in the

lignite stage had, in shrinldng, cracked and admitted the silicious water to

deposit, amidst the chemical changes going on, true crystalline quartz.

The water-worn condition of these pebbles must have resulted from a

submergence, probably very slight, of the plains for some time. Indeed the

lignite beds alternating with beds of clay and quartz gravel prove conchi-

sively that this was the case, and that such alternations of level must have

during

with

natural way, for more than 200 feet in the bores that have been put down

in the neighbourhood of InvercargUl. These j)lains, then, on which we live

and move to-day, but slightly elevated above the tide, have been so (only

sometimes just as much below tide-mark as they are now above) for long

periods, during which immense forests grew, decayed, and became quartz

gravel, while for correspondingly long periods the tide washed over them,

covering up with clay the deposits of timber to make hgnite of them, and

pohshing the pebbles which had passed into a more advanced stage of

change through the oxidizing of the carbon of these vegetable remains.

This natural oxidizing of the carbon of the vegetable world at ordinary

temperatures, or at temperatures considerably elevated under the surface,

is probably a process which has not been comprehended in all its magnitude

and importance. The small amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

(only about 3 in 10,000) has probably a misleading effect, leading us to con-

clude that the process must be very insignificant when the product is so
^

small.

When we consider, however, that all the growing forests of the world,

nay, the entire vegetable kingdom, derives its carbon principally fi'om the

carbon dioxide of the atmosphere, it will be comprehended what an enor-

mous supply will be wanted. It will want little less than the oxidizing of
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all the vegetable remains of the world to supply the demand, if the vege-

table growth is to go on, and the forests are to maintain their extent and

height. In this way the carbon is just the current capital of the vegetable

kingdom ; the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is the daily balance in the

bank, which, like the reserve in the Bank of England^ is found to be con-

stantly changing ; while the coal deposits are what corresponds to dead

capital, which man is doing a service to nature in digging up and oxidizing

so that it may enter afresh into the currency of the vegetable kingdom. No
doubt part of this carbon circulates through the animal kingdom as well,

but it can hardly be supposed that all the carbon used up in vegetation

could be supplied by the animal kingdom alone. It is much more probable

that the great vegetable kingdom is completely balanced as to the demand

and supply of its carbon, without the aid of the animal kingdom at all, and

that the latter is merely a kind of parasite on the former.

The vast masses of carbonate of lime in the limestones of our marine

deposits is another instance of dead capital, but there can be no doubt that

the carbon gets away in this case too, and that the lime goes into combina-

tion with silica, etc., forming silicates, sulphates, etc., of lime, and that

the limestone rocks slowly change into sandstones of various kinds. In

this way the carbon of our planet seems only an instrument used in its

architecture, being always withdi'awn to be used over again, but not

entering into its composition permanently.

Art. LII.—On the Occurrence of Platinum in Quartz Lodes at the Thames Gold-

fields. By J. A. Pond.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 23/yZ October, 1882.]

Q
GOO

vein was cut which descended nearly vertical, and finding this to be impreg-

nated with massive pyrites^ I decided to assay portions to prove as to its

gold-bearing character. The first assay of 200 grains yielded buUion '021,

which, on parting in nitric acid, still retained its silvery lustre and appear-

ance, showing that some other metal than gold was present, and this led

me to continue the further examination of this vein. Making assays of the

different portions of the stone, I obtained various values, the highest being

•776 grs. of bullion from 400 grs. of ore, which, after parting, was reduced

to '126 grs., or equal to 10 ozs. to the ton.

Placing the various beads together, I proceeded to isolate the metal,

obtaining silver, gold, platinum, and iridium. ,min

been a ciualitative one as yet, as the breaking of a flask containing the whole
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of my solution resulted in tlie loss of an unknown amount ; and hence tlie

absence of exact data. Tlie assays made fi-om tliis leader varied consider-

ably, the lowest being at the rate of 1 oz. 5 dwts. 18 grs. to 10 oz. 6 dwts.,

showing that it was very irregularly present in the stone. When the i^ecu-

liar characteristics of its presence are found it will be possible to isolate

sufiacient of the group to show the quantity of the other members of the

platinum group which accompany it.

In the continuation of this mvestigatiou I have found this metal present
in the large reef, both at the 540 feet and 600 feet levels, by assay, but in

very much smaller proportions, and have washed several packets of tailings

from the battery, the result of the crushing of this reef, and obtained the
metal in the shape of mmute grains accompanying the escaped gold. These
grains viewed under the microscope are generally rounded, but a great
many take the octahedral shape, some being beautifully perfect crystals.

As it is intended to commence sinking immediately to the 670 feet level, I
shall have ample opportunity of continuing my examination of this subject
with a view to finding whether it is possible to note its presence in the
stone by any visible pecuHarity.

The rarity of this metal being found in situ may be gathered from Ure,
who^ remarks of a sample of ore containing platinum from Guadalcanal in
Spain, " This would be the only example of platinum existing in a rock
and m a vein." Smce then, however, Edison in America and Eoscoe and
Schorlemmer have shown that it exists more largely than is generally
presumed, and I thmk it is highly probable that if it was looked for syste-

matically at the Thames, it would result in its being found much more
widely distributed in the network of reefs and leaders than is generally
supposed.



IV.— MISCELLANEOUS-

Art LIII.—Our Earliest Settlers. By R, C. Baustow.

[Read before the Auckland Instiinte^ 30^/i Novemher^ 1882.]

I MUST commence by giving a clefinifciou of the word *' settlers," I do not

mean *' colonists'* thereby, because at the time of which I am about to

speak, the notion of forming a colony in New Zealand,—(by colony, I

understand a body of people transplanted from the parent state, but re-

maining in more or less subjection to it),—^liad not entered into men's

minds ; nor do I yet mean the first white people who came by chance to

be dwellers in these islands, for these were, with one exception, runaway

convicts from New South Wales and deserters from ships,—the former

seeking to regain their liberty, the latter either disgusted at their treatment

on board ship, or perchance beguiled from their duty by the blandishments

of Maori maidens. To these classes may be added a few notorious mis-

creants whom masters of vessels, for their own safety, had put on shore.

But the people of whom I am about to speak, were those who came here

deliberately with the intention of remaining for years or for life. Their

last survivor has but recently passed away.

These islands were first made generally known to Europe owing to

Tasman's having anchored off the southern one so long ago as the year

1642. The hostihty of the numerous inhabitants deterred him from

attempting to land, but we owe to this visit the name which our country

still retains, " New Zealand." We have no record of its having been again

visited until Cook in 1769 reached its shores from Tahiti ; but from this,

and his two subsequent voyages hither, can be traced every successive step

which has led to making New Zealand what we now see it to be. Through

Cook became known its extent, populousness, fertility of its land, the

excellence of its harbours, whilst upon the other hand the natives acquired

pigs and potatoes, at the same time becoming ac(iuaintcd with the uses of

iron and firearms. We shall see presently the conseq[uences of these so

diverse subjects.

The accounts of Captaui Cook's voyages led to two schemes of very

different characters,—the one being the formation of a penal settlement at

^hiU

ary

and
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were still living wlien I was at Tahiti in 1844. Each of these expeditions
had an influence upon our ovna. land : Sydney, by the influx of settlers and
convicts, rapidly became populous ; ere long vessels were built there, and
trading or exploring voyages undertaken. Those colonists were early
stimulated to engage in the whaling trade, which London merchants,
aroused by the narratives of WaUis, Carteret, and Cook, by the beginning
of this centiu-y were pushing in the southern hemisphere (French priva-

the and both
English and colonial whale-ships soon began to resort to New Zealand for

wood and water, pork and potatoes, these latter akeady abundant from
Cook's introduction of them. A hfe of adventiu-e and excitement was
congenial to Maori temperament ; they shipped for a cruise, usually with a
proviso that their discharge should take place at the port of departure, a
stipulation too often disregarded when its execution was inconvenient to the
master. Indeed, a New South Wales Governor (Macquarie) found it neces-
sary^ to issue a proclamation against kidnapping New Zealanders and
making them serve as sailors agamst their will. In these modes some
Maoris found thek way both to London and Sydney

; whilst to this nearer
port others went in trading vessels as passengers, being intent upon pro-
cunng axes and iron tools, but more especially covetous of the posses-
sion of firearms, whose deadly effects they had seen in nil their early
communications with the whites. Cook, a fairly humane man, had
shot^ seven m his first week in New Zealand ; and three years later
Marion du Fresne, in retaliation for the slaughter of some of his crew,
attacked a pa at the Bay of Islands and shot a large number of its
inhabitants.

Many years back I tried to find out when the northern natives first
became possessed of guns, and put the question to an aged chief of Ngati-
wai ;^«^„-the same people who had come into collision with Marion.
He had not heard of any guns being captm-ed when the Frenchmen were
killed at Manawaora. but told me that he had helped to get the first gun
that he knew of then: possessing. He said that a party of sailors had
landed some casks to get water, and, as it was cold, had made a fire to

casks.
runnmsr

dovm
Showing that amicable relations with the islanders could not be trusted to,
but as no Maoris were visible he rested his gun against the steep bank of

rades.
hands

Three young natives had, however, been watching the movements
of the sailors, and markmg the opportunity, one of them crept from his
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concealment in the scrub, and, unobserved, possessed himself of the prize,

which the three then hurried away with. For some time subsec^ncntly a

warrior of the hapu always carried this piece in front of his war party as an

'^intimidator" to the enemy, though the mode of using it was quite un-

known to them.

This must have happened prior to the destruction of the ship "Boyd,"

as the northern natives acquired then a considerable number of firearms,

and had already learned their use, but must have been long after Captain

Furneanx's boat's crew was cut off. Several of his party were armed.

The northern natives might not have even heard of that event, as owing

to the incessant hostilities prevailing amongst the people news would not

reach far, and that tragedy hapx>ened on the South Island.

As far as I know, a Whangarei native, named Moehanga, was the first

Maori who reached England, whither he was taken by a Mr. Savage in 1805.

Moehanga was there looked upon as a great cm'iosity, and was presented

to George III. ; many useful articles were given him, and the Government

sent him back to Sydney, whence he was forwarded to the Bay of Islands.

Although Moehanga had a well tattooed face, he was a man of no import-

ance : he was therefore soon bereft by his superiors in rank of the goods

and tools with w^hich he had been supplied, and incurred besides the

too common misfortune of travellers, of being pointed out as a man

who told such marvellous stories that he was deemed to be poranyi, or

insane.

To Sydney—Port Jackson as it was then generally called—Maoris had

found their way much earlier. Captain King took two chiefs over in

1793, and a year or so later Te Pahi, chief of Eangihoua, a ;x< near the

north head of the Bay of Islands, with several of his sons, went thither.

As Te Pahi was favourably spoken of by the masters of whale ships and

traders, he was made a good deal of by the Governor. An eager desire for

cultivating trade in flax, timber for spars, salt pork, or any other return

cargo for convict ships, existed, and it was hoped that by his means com-

merce of that kind might be developed. Te Pahi and family were con-

veyed back in a government vessel. Mr. Marsden, the Colonial Chaplain,

had taken a great interest in him, and, during his stay at Paramatta, had

managed to learn a few words of the Maori language. Te Pahi visited

Sydney again some eight or ten years later.

By this time the success of the London Missionary Society at Tahiti

had become known, and Mr. Marsden, stimulated by the accounts received

thence, thought that a favourable opportunity now presented itself for a

similar undertaking in this country. With this view he took Te Pahi to
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his house, keeping him there for some months, partly with a desire to

instruct him in the doctrines of Christianity and convert him, and thus

open up a way for further operations amongst his people, and partly

that he himself might learn from his guest something more of the

language and customs of the inhabitants of these islands. Mr. Mars-

den, indeed, made a promise that ere long he would pay Te Pahi a

return visit.

"With this object, amongst others, Mr. Marsden obtained leave of absence

and returned to the mother country, where he with some difficulty prevailed

upon the Church Missionary Society to look favourably on his project, and

to promise him £500 a year for its support. He induced a Mr. Kendall, by

profession a school-master, but a man of some means and imbued with a

love of adventure, to join in the undertaking, and to become a missionary

to New Zealand. Mr. Marsden was ordered by the Government to return

in the ship *' Ann,'* and, after being on board a few days, found there a sick

Maori named Tuatara, who having been buffetted about from one whale-

ship to another for some four years, was now trying to get back to his wife

and family in New Zealand. He turned out to be a nephew of Te Pahi,

and a denizen of the same place. This gave Mr. Marsden a further oppor-

tunity of increasing his Maori learning, of which he was not slow to avail

himself. This he could do with more effect, as during his voyages Tuatara

had picked up a good deal of English. Mr. Kendall did not accompany

Mr. Marsden, but two other persons did so,—Mr. Hall, a builder ; and Mr.

King, a shoemaker, both under engagement to the society. The former,

I believe, married just prior to sailing, and brought out his wife with

him.

On the arrival of their ship at Sydney, in February, 1810, they were

met with the news of the massacre of t]ie crew and passengers of the ship

"Boyd," in "Whangaroa Harbour. I dare say that many of you have heard

the story, stni as it may be unknown to some, and the event bore materially

upon the train of affairs which I am now narrating to you, I feel that I am
not digx'essing in giving a brief account of the matter as it has come to me,

partly from a participator in it.

Captain Thompson, of the ship " Boyd," of some 500 tons, fell in at

Sydney with two Whangaroa natives, and as his ship was bound home

with some passengers and but little cargo, gladly acceded to their

suggestion of caUing at that place for a quantity of spars, which they

undertook to procure for him ; they themselves agreeing to work their

passages down. In the coui-se of the voyage, one of these natives, Hori

by name, being ordered by the captain to do some work aloft, made the
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excuse that he was sick, and being threatened with a flogging if he con-

tinued his refusal, pleaded that he was a chief and should not be so treated.

Flogged he was though. The ship arrived safely at Whangaroa, the natives

were allowed to land, and next day returned on board to take the captain to

see the spars; meanwhile Hori had told his people of the indignity put upon

him. Captain Thompson, with two boats' crews, were guided by the Maoris

some five miles from the ship up the Kaeo River, and after landing were led into

the kahikatea bush w^hich grows near the banks. An onslaught was made upon

them, and every man slain. The natives, after putting on the sailors' clothes,

pulled down in the dusk to the ship, which they sm-prised—Hori answering

the sentry's hail—except some few sailors, who took refuge m the rigging, a

Mi*s. Morley and child, a girl named Braughton, and the cabin boy. All

on board were ruthlessly killed that night; the sailors were shot next

morning; but the other four, who had shown compassion towards Hori

after his flogging, were spared. They were afterwards given up to a party

of Bay of Islands natives, of whom Tamati Waka was one, taken over

thither, kindly treated, and put on board the first vessel bound for

Sydney.

Altogether seventy souls belonging to the ship perished in this sad affair,

but more lives yet were lost in consequence of it. Unfortunately for him-

Whan He sub-

sequently asserted that he was altogether ignorant of the attack at Ivaeo,

having been at a distant part of the harbour, but hearing of the capture

of the vessel, went on board, and did his best to prevail upon the natives to

spare the surviving sailors, but without avail, and thereupon returned dis-

gusted to his own place at the bay. The tidmgs quickly spread, and reach-

ing the captain of a whale-ship lying at the bay, he at once put to sea.

Shortly after, faUing in off the coast with several other ships, the crews, upon

hearing the news, determined upon revenge, and learning Te Pahi had been

at the scene of slaughter, manning their boats, pulled in at night and

attacked a pa, situated on a small islet opposite to Eangihoua, in which Te

Pahi usually lived. Except Te Pahi himself and one other man, every

native in the pa was killed, and these two were wounded, the former whilst

swimming ashore being struck by a musket ball fired at him by a lad who

was keeping one of the boats. Te Pahi died from the wound within a year,

and thus Mr. Marsden lost his most powerful and trusty supporter. It

seems probable, judging from the partiahty shown by Te Pahi to the

imkeha, that his story was the correct one, and that he suffered owing to

the similarity of his name to that of Hori's brother, Te Puhi, who un-

doubtedly was one of the ringleaders in the bloody affair ; but it is certain
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that Te Pahi's people participated in the plunder of the ship, for some was
found in his pa

; eanings were made of dollars captured in the " Boyd,"
and being worn far and wide among the natives served for years after Is
memorials of the catastrophe.

The destruction of Te Pahi's people was not the only retribution received
by the natives, as twenty-one were blown up by the explosion of a quantity
of gunpowder, which, having been accidentally wetted, they were drying on
one of the ship's saUs. The only survivor of that party narrated that, whilst
they were all sitting round the powder, one stated that it was dry enough,
another contradicted him, and, after a few words more, threw the ashes out
of his pipe into the powder, and thus put the dispute to the proof ; the sur-
vivor, though blown up, escaped by falling into the water.

_

A figtree on the bank of the Kaeo, near Mr. Nisbet's house, used, in my
time, to mark the site of the Jutngi in which Captain Thompson and his
boats' crews were cooked. A fragment of the " Boyd " and one of her guns
are m our Museum. Another gun is in the crater of a volcano at Pakaraka.
I have seen at low water some of her timbers in Whangaroa Harbour, though
the upper works of the ship were accidentaUy burned.

Of course this sad business entu-ely disconcerted all Mr. Marsden's
plans. Tuatara he took to his own house, keeping him there some nine
months, (as at first a Maori was hardly safe in Sydney streets), when he
left, pledging himself to come and fetch Mr. Marsdeu and party whenever
It should be safe for them to live in New Zealand. Messrs. Hall and King
went to work at their trades, and did well. Mr. Kendall's departure
from England was countermanded for a time. Matters contmued in
abeyance for a couple of years, when, the excitement provoked by these
unfortunate incidents having been allayed, Tuatara, who had succeeded to
ie Pahi's authority, thought the white men would be safe, and shortly
afterwards came over himself to escort the party. By this time Mr. Kendall
and family had arrived at Sydney, and after a consultation it was deter-
mined that a small vessel shoiUd be chartered, in which Messrs. Kendall
and Hall could make a voyage to New Zealand with Tuatara, ostensibly
upon a tradmg speculation, but with instructions to carefully observe the
disposition of the people, and also to induce a few leading natives to retui-n
to Sydney with them. The vova^e was nvn«r..vn,,. .^a . favourabi

tneir projects. Tuatara and two companions gladly availed themselves of
this chance, and as in his several voyages Tuatara had now learned a good
deal of English, he was employed in teaching the future missionaries some-
thing of his language. One of Tuatara's comrades on this voyage was
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Hongi, wlao some years after-wards became notorious or illustrious by tbo

bloody wars which he waged throughout the Northern Island. It has boon

computed that 30,000 lives were lost during his camimigns. These did not

commence till 1820, after Hongi's return from a journey to England, during

which he acquired a considerable stock of arms and ammunition ; to the

Mission, however, he always proved a staunch friend.

It was not until November, 1814, that the expedition was fully eqnippod,

and the brig "Active" sailed from Sydney, carrying " our earliest settlers"

to this country. The ship's company of nme had among it two Maoris, and

as many South Sea Islanders, whilst the passengers, besides Tuatara,

Hongi and Koraliora with five other Maoris, were Mr. and Mrs. Hall and

child, Mr. and Mrs. Kendall and three children, Mr. and Mrs. King and one

child. This child, Philip, was in after years Clerk and Interpreter to the

Resident Magistrate's Court, at Waiuku, and died there a year ago, having

been the last survivor of the " Active's " party. These three famUies formed

the Mission Staff ; three assigned convict servants were allowed by the New

South Wales Government to be allotted to them. There were on board

besides, Mr. Marsden himself, a Mr. Nicholas, and Thomas Hansen, the son

of the captain. These three returned in the " Active " to Sydney, but the

last, Hansen, who was Mrs. King's brother, came back to the Bay of Islands

with a young wife early in 1815, and from that time till his death, not ten

years ago, at the age of eighty-nine, never once again left the bay.

After calling at the North Cape, the vessel anchored amongst the Cavalli

Islands. There Messrs. Marsden and Kendall with the chiefs landed, and

met Hon with a war-party of two hundred men. They passed their first

night ashore with the people who five years before had killed and eaten tbe

" Boyd's " crew and passengers. True they now had the three chiefs with

them as protectors. On the 19th December, 1814, the " Active " reached

the Bay of Islands and came-to in front of Eangihoua.

It is hardly possible for any person who has landed in New Zealand

during the last twenty years to form a correct conception of the habits and

numbers of the natives even twenty years further back ; but Auckland early

settlers can call to mind the mat-clad people who hawked about fish, pota-

toes, etc., and the incessant going to and fro of canoes, some even still

retaining then: quaint raupo sails ; but then the Maoris all professed

Christianity, and intertribal wars had aU but ceased ;
the pakeha too had

become numerous, though not sufficiently so as to have the effect of ovcr-

awmg the aborigmes. But can any of us picture to ourselves the state of

affairs existing when " oiu' earhest settlers " landed ? In the first place the

Maoris were four or five times more than now, the population in the noi-th

especially being very dense. Every hiU-top, peninsula, or small island, was
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converted into a /)a as a place of defence not only against strangers, but

perhaps 6-om its nearest neighbours : the men were all regularly trained

to fight, made to run, wrestle, paddle so as to be in active condition,

taught the use of weapons for both offence and defence ; in short war

was their delight, and any cause however trivial was eagerly sought as

an excuse for waging it; the slain were almost invariably cooked and

eaten.

The Europeans with whom they had come in contact were not of a

class calculated to make themselves either loved or respected, a few run-

away sailors or convicts being the only whites livmg on shore ; whilst the

treatment which the natives received from the masters of whaling or trading

vessels, when powerful enough to get thek own way, may be" gathered from

the terms of the instructions of Governor Macquarie, when he appointed Mr.

Kendall the first Resident Magistrate in New Zealand, in November, 1814

:

** Wliereas it has been represented to His Excellency the Governor that

commanders and seamen of vessels touching at or trading with the Islands

of New Zealand, more especially at the Bay of Islands, have been in the

habit of offering gross insult and injury to the natives of those places by

violently seizing on and carrying off several of them, both men and women,

and treating them in other respects with injudicious and unwarrantable

severity, to the great prejudice of the fair intercourse of trade, which might

otherwise be productive of mutual advantages." The same instructions also

declared that no sailors should be discharged or left behind at the bay, or

natives shipped thereat, without the written consent of one of the three

chiefs Tuatara, Hongi, or Korakora. Between bloodthirstiness on the one

side, and lawlessness on the other, what slight prospects existed of peaceful

relations for defenceless immigrants !

Oar '* settlers " brought with them sheep, cattle, horses, goats, poultry-

of all kinds, tools, seeds both for their own use and for their new friends.

The chiefs on board, too, had a horse or cow apiece, so that landing and

securuig their live stock became their fii'st care. Ranpo ivhares were put

up for themselves, and another set apart for their goods ; two of the

assigned men were sawyers, the third a smith, and the Kawakawa natives

having engaged to fall logs for building the projected houses and church

at Ohi, (which was in close proximity to Rangihoua), and also for cargo

for the brig, an excursion was made in her to the Thames by Mr.

Marsden

.

Trouble soon began, for though the native men were only annoying by

their curiosity, the women, who even then were not famed for virtue, caused

a jealous feeling by theur attempts at over-intimacy. The "Active," with

Mr. Marsden and Mr. Nicholas. Ipft, at t.TiP pt^A nf Fplirnarv. with a fi:ood
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many logs,—kahikatea, I should think, from the place at which they were

cut ; and as her speedy return was anticipated, several natives took passage

by lier. She conveyed back to Sydney also five runaway convicts (four men

and one woman), who had, escaping the search of the Sydney police,

managed to find their way to New Zealand as stowaways. Two of these

men had been some months among the Maoris in a state of semi- starvation,

and voluntarily gave themselves up ; the other three arrived whilst the

"Active" was at the bay, and were handed over by the master of the

vessel in which they had come. One stowaway had been found on board

the " Active " herself, but he made his escape into the bush, and was after-

wards the cause of much annoyance to our settlers by endeavouring to pre-

judice the people against them.

Two notable events occurred prior to the - Active's " sailing, which I

must not forget to mention : the bhth of the first white child, Mrs. King's

second boy-he died in infancy ; the other the purchase on behalf of the

Church Mission from a native named Kuna of 200 acres of land situate

between Eangihoua and Tepuna. This was intended to be a model farm,

from which, whilst the Mission estabUshment would provide themselves

with needful food and pastm-e for then- animals, the Maoris might learn

more ready and profitable modes of culture than then m use amongst them,

the ko, or wooden spade, being a very inefficient implement. They already

had tried to grow wheat and maize, but in very small quantities, havmg no

means of grinding or dressing the grain, and, therefore, being unable to

utilize the produce for food ; steeping it was a later idea.

The native chief Tuatara, at whose settlement the Mission had been

located, was seized with a violent fever and died a few days after Mr.

Marsden sailed. This was a serious matter for our new folk, as then- other

two friends, Hongi and Horakora, then lived respectively at Waimate, and

at Paroa on the south side of the bay. Tuatara's brother became nommal

chief of Eangihoua, pending the majority of a daughter of Te Pahi,

ilin

efficiently.

The -Active" came back in May; the captain's son, Thomas Hansen,

Sydney
I

following
bride with him to settle down, but not as a member of the Mission,

knew both these people well. A daughter, born to them In the
''"""

year, mamed tlie master of a ship. (Gapt. Lethbridge), and when left a

widow returned to the bay, where she yet resides, the first-bom white of

this colony as weU as its earliest surviving resident. She has been for

years a grandmother, and ere this may have seen a further generation of

descendants.
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Two mistakes were made at the first establislimeiit of the Mission ; the

site chosen, and the mode of support. Ohi, close to Rahigilioua ^ja, was

the beach fi'om which all Ngapuhi war-parties setting forth southwards took

their departure, and to which after their expedition they returned. On

these occasions many hundred natives from various parts of the north were

congregated together in a state of excitement and fi-enzy, subject to no con-

trol ; even the people of the place itself at such seasons became utterly

wild.

I have already said that the Church Missionaiy Society only voted £500

a year for the maintenance of its youngest child. This obviously was too

small a sum for maintaining three families, and for also providing means of

communication with Sydney. To supplement the manifest deficiency, trade

was to be resorted to. This would have been well enough had it been con-

fined to merely purchasing for nails, fish-hooks, axes, blankets, etc., such

pork and potatoes as were needful for local consumption; but Mr. Marsden's

scheme went further : the missionaries were to employ their blacksmith in

making implements as barter for flax and for pine logs, which the sawyers

were to cut up. After the settlers' own requu*ements had been satisfied,

the remainder was to be shipped for sale, the profit made to go to the

Mission funds. This procedmre on the part of our friends rendered them

obnoxious to masters of trading vessels bent upon a similar errand, who

did their best or worst to depreciate them in the esteem of the Maoris,

whilst tlie Maoris themselves, more eager to procure arms and ammunition

than more useful goods, could not understand why people trading in one

article would not deal in another. This class of trade had been expressly

prohibited by instructions from home. The profits made by this sort of

business were so large that one of our three first settlers was tempted to

enter into it surreptitiously on his own account, and being detected, was

expelled from the Mission. Another cause tended after a time to make the

party unpopular—their very properly inveighing against the immoralities

practised by the crews of vessels frequenting the bay. Many of the chiefs

derived large gains from this nefarious business.

Although at first and for some months our settlers suffered no further

annoyance than was caused by the inquisitiveness and filth of their visitors

their dwellings being thronged from daylight to dark by guests who left

too much insect life behind them—yet matters soon grew w^orse. Natives

coveted some of the pakeJia's possessions, and when begging failed, occa-

sionally force was resorted to, though sometimes successfully resisted.

Then their place was made tapii, and no one could deal with them, so

that they were nearly starved out ; once being rescued from this fate by the

accidental annval of a ship. Mr. King has been obliged to barricade his
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house, whilst hundreds of iufunated savages danced a war-dance in front.

Next he had his cattle killed. The wretched slaves brought from maraud-

ing expeditions were killed and cooked as near as possible to his house, the

heads placed upon, and the viscera thrown over, his fence. At one period

he attempted to rescue these unfortunates by exchanging them for blankets

or axes, but he found it impossible to provide for them afterwards ; besides

which the natives imposed upon him by making the necessary fire, shouting

and yelling over the bound body of a young girl, as if just about to immo-

late her, and when his feelings of humanity were so wrought upon that he

could not refrain from redeeming the captive at the cost of nearly his last

blanket, he found himself jeered at,—the pretended victim being one of their

own people.

The most powerful chief in near proximity to them was Tareha, after

whom the eastern branch of the Kerikeri estuary, kno^^Tl on the charts as

Mongonui, was usually termed by old settlers *' Tareha's River." This

man was a monster both in size and cruelty. I never saw him, but knew

well his son and successor Wi Kingi Tareha, who, when he first paid me a

visit, came crawling on his hands and knees, his legs refusing to bear the

weight of his body. On a later occasion, when he wished to point out the

site of a piece of ground near Eussell which I had been instructed to have

purchased, though he had only half a mile of nearly level ground to tra-

verse, he used two stout young fellows as human crutches, one under each

arm. In height he stood between 6 feet 1 inch and 6 feet 2 inches, and

weighed about 36 stone
;
yet I am told that he was a mere chicken to his

father, who, having upon one occasion been hoisted on board a whale ship,

after having devoured a leg of pork and drunk a bucket of the cook's slush,

consented, for a consideration in tobacco, to allow himself to be weighed,

A seat was fitted for hhn, and, the steelyards havhig been attached to a

tackle, he was raised up ; but, alas ! meffectually, as the steelyards were only

graduated to 600 lbs., and were inadequate to perform the requisite opera-

tion. I have heard many wonderful stories of his voracity, but of his

cruelty I had one from an eye-witness. Tareha was sitting on a largo

stone with a small fire in front of him, when he called for some water ;
the

calabash was empty, and, as he only drank water fiom a spring a mile

away, he told a woman near to fetch some. She made the excuse that she

was nursing a child. *' Give it to me," said the savage. "When the woman

returned with the water the monster was munching the arms of the child,

which, after dashing upon the stone, he had frizzled upon the fire before

him.

To escape some of their miseries the members of the Mission got houses

built at Tepuna on the land which they had bought, and where Hohaia
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Waikato, wlio shortly after went to England with Hongi, gave them his

protection. This old chief was one of my assessors, and was alive till

within a very few years ago.

The Mission was strengthened in 1819 by the advent of Mr. Kemp and

party, and in the following year Hongi on his retnrn from England gave

them a site at the head of the Kerikeri, near his own new pa, on which

more permanent builtlings were erected, and for some years constituted the

head-quarters, though Mr. King always resided at Tepnna ; and one of the

Hansen family is, I believe, living there now.

I believe that Messrs. Kendall and Hall have left no rei3resentatives in

this colony. King and Htinsen had large families. I have known four

sons and as many daughters of the former, of whom six still survive, but I

thmk that there are only five or six of the next generation, and not very

many of the fourth ; but the descendants of the Hansens must by this time

reach close upon, if they do not extend beyond, 100 in number. Although

some of these have moved to other countries, by far the majority remain in

the land in which their ancestor was one of the earliest settlers 68 years

ago.

Good cause have we pakehas to be proud of those intrepid men, who,

not in the hope of any earthly gain, ventured not merely their own lives,

but those of their wives and children amongst a multitude of truculent

savages ; who for years endured every species of anxiety and misery ; who,

by patience and perseverance, converted the natives to, at the least,
m

nominal Christianity with its concomitant civilization, and thus commenced

paving the way for New Zealand becoming what it now is—a safe and

prosperous dwelling place for so many thousands of our race.

On the other side, the Maori one, as to the effects of European civiliza-

tion upon their people, hear what an old chief repUed to my question

:

*^ Suppose white people had never come here ?" The aged warrior paused,

and then apostrophized:

—

^'I see an old man standing on the look-out

post of lofty Te Eanga's vacant pa. He strains his eyes, peering in every

direction, no sign of human being, no uprising smoke meets his gaze, and

* nobody, nobody, not one, alas, not one ! Dayshimself

have passed since last I tasted the sweetness of human flesh ; is it all

finished ? One thing at least—no one survives to consign my body to the

hangiJ "
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Art. LIV.—Historical Traditions of the Taupo and East Coast Tribes,

By Samuel Locke.

[Read before theHaivhe's Bay Philosojyhical Institute, litli Augmt and dth October, 1882.]

Part I.

At tlie rci^uest of many friends, some of whom are memLcrs of this lu^ti-

tute, I have consented to read from time to time translations of traditions,

principally historical, of the Maoris, collected by myself during the past

twenty years.

It is my intention to adhere as near as possible to a literal translation

of the legends as written by the Maoris themselves, believing, as I

thoroughly do, that the time to generalize has not yet arrived. That

must be left to savants for time and the necessary accumulated information

derived from all sources to act upon ; but in the meantime every exertion

should be used from all quarters to recover the records of the Maori past.

Most of the traditions I have in my possession were written by the Maori

priests themselves more than twenty years since. To give an exami3le of

the time and trouble required in collecting this kind of information I would

mention that I have just received some books that I left seventeen years

back with old chiefs to write in as they felt inclined. To talk is an easy

matter with the old Maori, but to write is a great labom\ Besides, many

of the incantations, etc., are so sacred in their idea that they could not be

repeated in a common dwelling-house, but had to be written in the open

ah, as there are no tajm tvhares now. To show to what a late period the

heathen practices were carried on and these sentiments prevailed,—I am

aware that, at the Wau'oa, in 1865, in a sacred ivharey incantations, etc.,

were gone through in the presence of '' Kahukura," a Maori god, the prin-

cipal object being to inquire into the success or otherwise of the Hauhau

movement that was then going on. But few natives arc now ahve who were

at that meeting. I have tried hard to obtain the image of Kahukura since

that time, but the old men hid it, and it is not known where. The old Maori

priests who were at that meeting attended church regularly. Some of the

ancient ceremonies I found to be still carried out amongst the Tahoe or

Urewera at Euatahuna on my last visit to that district in 1874. I have

been present at other meetings of the kind above mentioned, but never a

more earnest and sincere one.

In the course of my papers I must fi-om time to time repeat parts of

legends previously related by Mr. Colenso, and printed in the Transactions

of the Institute, that gentleman having on various occasions used exactly

the same words which, in giving the whole story, I shall be obliged to

recapitulate.

28
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I shall commence with the traditions of the Taiipo district, and ou a

future occasion will follow up with matters connected with Hawke'sBay, the

East Coast, and other parts of the country, and with older traditions or

myths. I am one of those who firmly helieve the Maori has occupied this

conatry for a more lengthened period than is generally supposed, and that

tlieir traditions go far to prove that the country w^as inhabited long before

the arrival of the much-talked-of canoes, viz., Te Arawa, Tainui, etc-

Supposing the Saxons had ashed the ancient Britons if they were the

aborigines of Britain, no doubt the answer would have been in the affirm-

ative, and such was the universal opinion imtil lately. But now Sir C.

Lyell, Professors Dawhins and Flowers, M. Quatrefages, M- de Mortillet, and

many other men of science, have clearly proved that manldnd roamed over

our native country for, perhaps, one hundred thousand years before the

arrival of the Celts, and probably for double that period, m fact for untold

ages, and not a relic of their existence remains except a few bones and rude

stone axes. But to x^roceed.

HiSTOIUC.XL TRADITIONS OF THE TaUPO AND EaST CoAST TeIBES.

The names of the earliest Maori inhabitants of the districts of Taupo

and Heretaonga (Hawke's Bay) were :—At Taupo, Hotu and Buakopiri ; at

Patea, Whitikaupeka ; at Kaimanawa, Te Orutu and Tuhiao ; at Eunanga

and Urewera, Te Marangaranga ; at Upper Mohaka, Te Maruwahine ; at

Heretaonga, Te Whatumamoa, Te Koaopari, Toi, Tane-nui-arangi, and

Awa-nui-arangi.

Hotu

The people who first occupied Taupo and the surrounding country were

Hotu and Buakopiri, and they considered the district for ever theirs. Hotu

and Buakopiri, it is said, came to Taupo by way of Waikato and the north.

Kurapoto and his followers are said to have anived in the Arawa canoe,

and travelled across from the Bay of Plenty,

On reachmg Taupo, Kurapoto''' found the country fully settled by Hotu

and Buakopiri. Fighting commenced between the two parties, and Kura-

poto drove the Hotu to the upper end of Taupo Lake; then peace was made

by Kurapoto, and the two people thenceforward resided together in the

lake district. The remnant of these tribes still point out Taupo as theirs,

Ko Tia.

This is an account of one of our ancestors who came in the Arawa from

Hawaiki, and travelled to Taupo. It is through Tia the present name of

am-v

country fiHed with people, where could those people have come from, if no earlier niigra-

tioDs took pLace? For tradition says the Arawa and Tainui, and the other canoes named,
arrived about the same time.
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Taupo is derived. It is so called from the place where he slept, near a

small waterfall over a j)TOJecting rock on the east side of the^lake, viz.,

Tanpo-nui-a-Tia
;
perhaps he slept or rested there long at night.

After the Arawa landed at Maketn, Tia and Maaka travelled by way of

Kaharoa, Eotorua, Horohoro, Whakamaru, Titiraupenga, and round the

west side of Taupo—the side next to Waikato. They did not return to

Maketu, but died near Taupo at Titiraupenga. Their skulls have been seen

by this generation carried to the kitmara grounds that the crops might be

plentiful, a custom which is of very ancient date with the Maoris. This is

all about these ancestors.

Tia's descendants reside at Taupo. All the great men of the district

trace their genealogies back to him nineteen generations

:

Tia, Apa, Tamaapa, Tamaaia Tamaariki, Tamatatonga, Tatekura, Tua-

hatana, Takai^umanuka, Kahupaunamu, Taimeneharangi, Iliko, wife of

Tamamutu (grandson of Tuwharetoa) Kapawa, Meremere, Eangi-tua-Mato-

toru, Eangihirauea, Tumu, Maniapoto—in all nineteen generations.

Te Heuheu, Hare Tauteka, and the other chiefs, go back to the same

ancestor in their genealogies.

Ko NgatoTo-i-rangi,

This is an account of one of our renowned ancestors who visited the sea

of Taupo and the open country, the forests, and the plains around. He

came to this island from Hawaiki in the Arawa canoe, which landed first at

Whanga-paroa (near East Cape), then sailed on to Whakatane and Maketu.

After Ngatoro-i-rangi had resided on the coast for a time he travelled inland

by way of Kanakaua, Euawahia, Te Puna-takahi. After crossing the Eai-

ngaroa plains he reached Tauhara Mountain, which he ascended, and from

thence looked down on the Sea of Taupo and at the snow-capped Tongariro

in the distance. From the top of Tauhara he threw a large tree into the

lake, a distance of four miles, which is still to be seen by this generation
;

it is sticking up at the bottom of the lake near Wliarewaka. The name of

Ngatoro's spear is the '' kuivha.'' Ngatoro-i-rangi then descended to the

shores of the lake, near the Waipahihi, and performed incantations, and

erected a tiiaahu and named it Taharepa. When he discovered there were no

fish in Taupo Lake he scattered the tln-eads of his mat on the waters and per-

formed religious rites, and the lake at once contained fish, viz., the inanya

and the Iwkopu. He then travelled along the shores of the lake and ascended

Tonganro, and was there benumbed with the cold on that snowy mountain.

(His companion Ngauruhoe died here from the cold). So Ngatoro commenced

calHng out to his sisters to bring him fire from Hawaiki, for they had been

left behind at Hawaiki. The sound that proceeded from his mouth was like

thunder. His sisters heard him and came at once bringing fire.^ Their canoe

* See ** Nga Mahinga a Nga Tupuua Maori" in Polynesian Mythology :—Sir G. Grey.
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was a tanucha. The names of the sisters were Kiniwai, Haungaroa, and Pupu-

a-te-Hoata. Wl
and there ht a fire (geyser) . They then came on to the mainland at XJma-

pokapoka (a geyser), and then travelled on by the Kaingaroa Plains. This

name (Kaingaroa—long at food) was given through Haungaroa being so

long over her food at a place named "^Tiakaaweawe, so-called through

Haungiiroa following some of her companions to chastize them for remark-

ing on her being so long over her meal. They tunied into cabbage trees,

which are still to be seen by ti-avellers, but they always recede as you

appear to approach them. The sisters ht a fii-e (geyser) at Tarawera Lake,

then ascended a hill and looked down on Eotorua Lake ; one of them
shpped down here, so they called the place Te Hemo, and Ht a fire (geyser)

there, and then proceeded on to Paeroa and Orakeikoraka, where they ht

another geyser, and shortly after arrived at Taupo. But Ngatoro-i-rangi

had returned to Maketu, so the sisters determined to join him there. On
passing along the Kaituua stream they observed a totara tree standing.

When they arrived in sight of the pa and the people saw them coming they

shouted the call of welcome and beckoned them to come to the pa, but they

declined, at the same time ealHug out that the priests should be sent to

them to perform the necessary incantations to free them of the curse of

Manaia. The priests were accordingly sent, and performed their religious

rites to free them of the curse.* The sisters then proceeded to the pa,
ing with them the gods—viz., Eongomai, Kahukura, and others which they
had brought with them from the sacred places where Ngatoro-i-rangi had
left them. Enquiries were then made for news from Hawaiki. The sisters

informed Ngatoro-i-rangi that they had all been cursed by Manaia. Nga-
toro enquired the nature of the curse and the cause thereof. They rephed
Manaia had cursed Ngatoro-i-rangi saying, '

' Are the logs in the forest as

sacred as the bones of your brother that you are afraid to use them in

cooking, or are the stones of the desert the kidneys of Ngatoro-i-rangi that

you do not heat them ? By-and-bye I wiU frizzle the flesh of yom- brother
on red-hot stones taken from Waikorora." The cause of this curse was
that Kuiwai, Ngatoro-i-rangi's sister, and wife of Manaia, had not thoroughly
cooked the food at a great sacred feast at Hawaiki.

Ngatoro-i-rangi, at hearing this, was much cast down ; the cause of his

vexation was, he had no canoe with which to pass to Hawaiki to enable him
to destroy the hosts of Manaia, as the Arawa had been burnt to ashes by

carry

Another version of this tradition says that when the sisters arrived
^...x,„ veibiou 01 mis tradition says that when the sisters arrived at Maketa

after their inland excursion they at once entered the pa by cUmbing over the fences and
then seating themselves on Ngatoro-i-rangi's sacred seat, and that they were afterwards
Cleansed by the Drieats frnm flm .^i.,..^ ^* tit-„.-

"^cleansed by the priests from the curse of Manaia.
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Eaumati. The sisters then related that they had seen a totara in the Kai-

tuna Stream. Early on the following morning all the people set to to dig

up the totara. They did not fell the tree as they had no axes, so they dug

it down and launched it with branches and roots on, which departed seventy

twice told [Jiokowhitu^ 140). It was by incantations and the help of tani-

u'has that canoe was propelled. Its name was Totara-Karia (the totara dug

from the earth). The party landed safely on the other side {Hawaiki). ^ The

tohnnrjns then instructed the people what to do. They said, '* you must

strike vour noses until the blood runs"

—

7ne titoia nga urc—so they might

look like dead men brought there. The people then gave severe blows on

their noses, which caused the blood to flow freely. They then lay down
' on the beach, scattered, as it were, near the sacred places, hiding their

weapons imder them. The tohiimjas retired to the ttiaalius, sacred places

of augury, to perform then- incantations. At the dawn of the morning the

people of the pa came down to tlie beach, and seeing the apparently dead

men scattered about, they shouted out, *' Here is a work, men scattered all

over the beach, sent by the gods ; see, they are in our midst.'' The incan-

tations had done their work. When the people of the pa had all collected

on the beach, up jumped the war-party and attacked them. The fight was

severe, both sides being numerous. The people of the place retreated to

their pa, but many were killed. The tohunrjas then performed incantations

over the dead to take off the tapu. After that they were cooked and eaten.

Feastmg was hardly over when the people of the va made an attack and

fightmg commenced again, but they were repulsed a second time with great

loss, and then- pa, named Whaturi-ka-papa, taken. The name of the battle,

which was fought in the morning, was called Thumotomotohia. The pa

was taken on that day, and many of the ranyatira killed. Ngatoro and

party then, after making proper offermgs to the gods, returned and landed

at Makctu and Motiti. Ngatoro-i-rangi lived at Motiti.

A short time after this the people of Hawaiki, led by Manaia, came to

seek revenge for their losses. Their party was very numerous both in men

and canoes. They amved off the island Motiti, in the Bay of Plenty. The

old man, Ngatoro -i-rangi, was residing there alone with his wife, his people

being all at Maketu. The whole ocean appeared to be covered with the

hosts from Hawaiki. The voice of Ncatoro-i-rangI was then heard calhng

mommg
our weapons." The host agreed to this,

and cast out their anchors into the water. Ngatoro-i-rangi then hastened

to his tuaahu, and performed his incantations and auguries, and called on

the winds of heaven, named Tawhirimatea, Pungawere, and Utupawa ; then

came the rushing sound of the howling winds. The foam of the raging
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ocean was like sand-clouds of the desert in a gale. All were destroyed
great none escaped.

That people were utterly destroyed, and the destruction was called Maiku-
kutea. Thus were the people of Hawaiki destroyed by those of this island,
and the curse of Manaia avenged.*

This ends the story of Ngatoro-i-te rangi. That tohuvrja was the chief
priest of the Arawa when they sailed from Hawaiki. From him are de-
scended the people of Taupo, viz., Tuwharetoa and Aopouri, twenty-five
generations.

^Ngatoro-i-rangi, ^Tangaroa, ^Tupai, "Irawitiki, -^Kiwi, "Kakeroa, ^Eongo-
mai-nui, «Kongo -mai-roa, «Eongo-mai-a-pehu, "Apehumatua, ^^Mawake-
roa, i^Mawake Taupo, ^^Tmcharctoa, "Eakeihapukia, ^^Taringa, ^^Tutetawha.
'-Eangnta, ^Tiungatai, ^^Mahuika, =«Poinga, ^^Tumaro, ^Whatnpounamu,
=«Tauiteka, «Hare Tanteka, ^^Matini Tauteka. So also do the Poihipi, Heu-
heu, Hohepa, and other chiefs go back to Ngatoro-i-rangi and Tuwharetoa
m their genealogies.

Ko Tmvharetoa.
The following is an account of Tuwharetoa, a renowued ancestor, after

whom is named the tribe possessing the country around Taupo and Eotoaira
Lakes, the mountains of Tongariro and Euapolui, the rich Patea, Kariori,
Murimutu, Kaingaroa and Okahukura plains.

Tuwharetoa, of Aripouri, was an Arawa, and lived at Tamarakau, at the
Awa-o-te-atua and Kawerau. He was renowned as a warrior, and had
fought the tribes living on the coast ; and. liaving subdued them, had
retun:ed home and hung np his weapons in Iiis house. He and his people,
together with those of Tutewero, son of Maruka, havir- ^-^ri. .h. .n,vi,.

bourmg tribes to fear them.

After a time it occurred to Hatupere to fight with Tuwharetoa and
iutewero Now Tuwharetoa was living at peace with his wife, Hineuotu
and his children,-some ten or twelve,-at Kawerau, and was quite igno-
rant oi the attack on Tutewero. Hatupere and the Marangaranga were

\uZ?^^
^^gatoro-i-rangi and his one hundred and forty picked men afterwards went to

sttlrK!'" t; ^''' '* Tara-i-whenna. and that he then consulted with hi.

nthld t T'r "" ''''^'^ '''' movements of the people, by which means he was

Z ilT " ' "^ ' "' ''^*' '''''' *^^ «^P*-« °^ *h« Jwhaitiri-ka-papa, and the

calledZ" \
'"""'""^ '''' ^^^^ -^^'^'^ *« t^^ e-l«. another battle took place,

ind 1. T ;; r' "
"^"' ''^"^^'^ ^^-^^ '^«^-*^^' -^ that then Ngatoro-i-rangi

occnr/ n r
^''*" ^"' '''''''' ^^^^ *^^ ^^"^'^ °f Taiparipari and Maikukutea

ZTsh riL T'^
^"^'^ " ^^^^'^^^^^^ ^^^^^«''^°"^'" ' Th' Curse of Manaia."E^hsh translation, for the full account of this and many other interesting tra-
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Plains from Hcretaouga (Hawkc's Bay). When Tuwharetoa aud his

sons heard of the fight which had taken place, and that Hatnpere

was defeated, they felt ashamed (sick with shame) about the battle of

Tutewero.

Then arose the army of the sons of Tuwharetoa, Rakahopukia, Eakei-

poho, Eakei-makaha, Taniwha, aud Eongomai-tc-ngangana. Theii- sons,

the grandchildren of Tuwharetoa, went also. They pursued and overtook

the enemy at Kakatarae, near Eunanga, where a battle was fought with

Marangaranga.

The children of Tuwharetoa were beaten. That battle is known as the

battle of " Kakatarae." Eakeipoho, Eongomai-te-ngangana, and Taniwha

were the chiefs killed hero. The women were taken prisoners by Maranga-

ranga, and one hundred men killed and one hundred and forty left alive.

Tuwharetoa retreated to the Ahi-o-ngatane (where Taupo road emerges

on the plains near Eunanga). They there caught a kin-i and killed it, and

offered one half to the gods aud one half to Papanui (a religious ceremony

connected with war). Takatore was the name of the priest of the party

who directed these things to be done. They slept there, and in the morn-

ing they marched forth and surprised the enemy, who were cooking a man

for food. They rushed them, and defeated the Marangaranga at Earauhi-

papa, aud captured all the women of that tribe and killed perhaps two
r

hundred men.

The old man Tuwharetoa was residing at Kawerau all this time. The

killed were carried to Hinemaiaia on the shores of Taupo Lake. The

party then proceeded along the shore by Maniaheke and the Kowhaiataku,

and on arriving at the point at Umu-kurl they blew the pukaca (a trumpet

made of wood bound together, about five feet long) as a signal to the

Ngatikurapoto living at Eotongaio. When the woman named Iline-

kaho-roa (a priestess) heard the sound, she went mad with rage, and

called out the curse " Pokokohua-raa " (a Maori curse signifying mum-

mified heads).

When the sons of Tuwhai-etoa heard this curse they continued to blow

the pukaea, thus -.-To-roro-to-roro, thy brains, thy brains. Then called

Hine-kaho-roa, the priestess, and said, " I will liken my feru root to the

bones of your ancestors Eangitu and Tangaroa." Then were the hearts of

those people dark, and they said, " Why abide here to be put in kits of toe-

toer So they marched off to the coast, to the habuja of Tuwharetoa, and

told him they had been cursed by the Ngatikurapoto, and that the fernroot

of Hine-kaho-roa had been called the bones of Eangitu and Tangaroa. The

old man was very sad, and went straightway to the auguries that the cm-sc

might be put off him and fall upon the woman.
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.

In tlio morning the sacred army, which had been sent for by Tiwhare-

moana
by them, by which means the curse passed off. The army then returned
to their home, where they waited perhaps ten nights, and prepared
food.

Then said Tuwharetoa, " Go kill the Ngatikurapoto." The army then
started and marched on till they reached Waikato and on to Takapau.
There they divided into two parties, one gomg by way of Aputahou, Tau-
hara, on to Waipahihi, Wharcwaka, and so on to Eotongaio. On the day
of their arrival they killed Kurimanga, the priest, and cooked him in an
oven, from which circumstance the place is called Umu-kuri.

They slept there that night, and next morning attacked two pas, both of
which fell into their hands. The names of those pas were Tara-o-te-Marama
and Pa-powhatu. Some were killed, and others saved. Those of that tribe
who were spared went to hve on the plains in the direction of Heretaonga
(Hawke's Bay). The army then proceeded along the shores of Taupo
Lake.

The other division of the war-party had gone by the plains and arrived
at the Kotipu without meeting anyone. They there smelt a fire,' and, on
searchmg, found a woman named Monoao, whom they killed as a sacrifice
to the gods. The chief of the party which went by the plains was Eereao.
ihe other chiefs were with the party which went by Taupo. Their names
were Tannga, Waikari, Patu-iwi, and many others.

The party under Eereao marched on to Tuariki and descended to Tau-
ranga (on the shores of Lake Taupo), where they found the Ngatihotu
hving. Theykihed Tara-o-te-Marama and made a prisoner of Kurawaha,
a chief of Ngatihotu, at Kanihinuhi. When Ata-iwi-kura, daughter of
Eereao, saw what a fine man Kurawaha was, she saved him and took him
unto herself as a husband.

When Eereao and party had made an end of staying at Tauranga, they
proceeded by way of Onemararangi. The Ngatihotu were coUected at
Aakapakia. That pa was then attacked and the people to the number of
wo hundred were killed. An oven was at once dug by Eereao, and one
handred and forty were put into that oven. They hung up Tipapa-Kereru
the chief of the ^«. Bereao's kiUing of men ceased here
about the country making landmarks ^f.t^r,^ ^„„..„„:„„x

He then went

The saying,
The long oven of Eereao," La8 been hanjed down to this generation.

Kout T I' u ^"^ '"'"'"^^''^ "> *^°™. «« Kotuku-o, Eereao. the

thov s olt'"."', ^r
'''*"-°-''"^''°' ""• *° Puiawa-o-Eereao. Here

hi of L.; "t :' "'' ''"' '^'"*^ '""'^ ^-^ '^"^U^l ty the other
shore of Late Taujo. The ehiefs now d„i^.j , ,.=„ _ '.. .„ .v.
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chiefs and all tlie tribes consenting- A woman was therefore presented to

the chief of Ngatihotu named Paepaetehe. The woman's name was Hineuru,

sister of Taumaihi of Puteketeke and of Rorotaka. Some of the "party then

returned to Kawerau, the abode of Tuwharetoa in the Bay of Plenty, and

some remained at Taupo.

The district now remained for many years at peace, and the Tuwhare-

toas considered tlie country theirs, when it occurred to Ngatihotu to seek
F

revenge by murder for their former defeat and the lives of their relatives

killed by Tuwharetoa. The Ngatihotu were then living at Motiti, in the

mountainous country of Kaimanawa.

Rorotaka, Puteketeke, TaumaUii, and others of the Tuwharetoa tribe

went at that time to Motiti, and were beckoned by the people of the place

(Ngatihotu) to enter the ;?a. They did so, and sat down in the house.

The inhabitants of the place then put feathers of birds on the oven so that

the guests might think from the smell reaching their noses that birds were

being cooked for them at the fire. It was only a deceit, for the chiefs of the

2^a (Ngatihotu) had planned to kill Puteketeke, Rorotaka, and Taumaihi.
Tiieir sister, it will be remembered, had been given as a wife to the chief of

thepa—viz,, Paepaetehe of Ngatihotu. She was sitting in the house talking

with her brothers of the Tuwharetoa quite ignorant of the mm'derous inten-

tions of her husband and his tribe. The visitors enquired of her what was
going on outside, and she answered, '' They are preparing some food for

you," She then went out to see how things were getting on, when she met
the Ngatihotu coming to kill the people. She then cried out, '' Sirs, an
attack, an attack."

The fight then commenced, the enclosure round the house and the

veranda were full of people. Eorotaka stood at the door and Puteketeke
at the wmdow with ten others. Eorotaka had a pttkaea (bugle made of

wood). He commenced to jump about in the house shouting and yelling.

The people fell back into the enclosure of the village ; Eorotaka threw his
piilcaea at them exclaiming, " I will have the heart of the first killed." The
people all gathered outside of the house and the fighting then continued
between the ten and the three hundred.

Taumaia called out, " Oh ! Puteketeke ; oh ! we cannot hold out any
longer, the people are collecting spears."

Puteketeke now observed that Eorotaka was out of wind, so he rushed
to the front, and there got stabbed in the thigh ; but he did not faU, he
continued rushing on while the enemy fell back before him, so he and his
party escaped. No chief was killed. Puteketeke alone was wounded, but
not killed. They then fled to Whaka-pou-Karalda, and concealed them-
selves there. Those who were able went on to Taupo.
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Wlieu XgatituAvbaretoa sa^y them and discovered that they had been

beaten, they at once sent round and collected all the people around Taupo.

When they were all gathered together, they advanced against Ngatihotu,

and a battle ensued. Several were killed on both sides. Nsratituwharctoa

then sent Waikari to collect followers from Kawerau, from the Awa-o-te-

atua, and from \Yhakatane. They all came with Tutewero and his peo2)Ie,

and brought the god Eongomai with them to strengthen them hi battle.

They all mustered under Waikari and Tutewero, at Taupo* It was pro-

posed that the people should separate and take different roads, which

arraugement was consented to. Taringa was chief of the party w^hich

went by Waimarino. Karibi was chief of the party to go by Whakapou-
karakia, Waikari was chief of another party, and Tutewero of another.

So they all started, Waikari reached the Ngau-i-taua-pa, which was taken

and the people killed. The whole district was cleared, and Ngatihotu

destroyed. A remnant fled to Tuhua and Whanganui, and so Taupo came

entirely into the possession of Tuwharctoa. Nothhig was left of Hotu at

Taupo, and Ngatikurapoto were totally subdued by Ngatituwharetoa.

After a time another tribe—namely, tlie descendants of Tamailiuturoa

came and abode at Taupo. The grandson of Tuwiiaretoa, named Ruawe-

hca, made terms with these people, and they remained as his subjects.

The ^;as occupied by these people (the Ngatitama) are called Waibaha and

Opurukete.

Euaweheo's residence was called Whakaueuku at Ivarangahape. Wben
lie desired to visit his people he went in his canoe, and on approaching the

pa sounded his pnkaea as a warning to them of his coming, in order that

food might be cooked for him. His call was, *^ Prepare food, you poko-

kohua-ma to-roro-to-roro " (you mummified lieads, your brains, your

brains).

As soon as he landed food w^as presented by the people. This was done

on all occasions when he visited them. The thought then occurred to the

chiefs of Ngatitama, viz., to Eongohape, Rongohaua, and to Atua-rere-toi,

Euawehca. Shortly after this Euawehea and his slave came

paddling to their pa cursing as usual. The people then burnt some weeds

to induce Euawehea to think it was food that they were cooking for him.

As soon as he landed he was invited to the house of the chiefs Eongohaua,

Atua-rere-toi, and Eongohape. These men placed themselves ua the fol-

lowing positions in the house :^Eocgohape sat at the window, Eongohaua
was in the centre of the ivhare, and Atua-rere-toi at the far end. As soon

as Euawehea came near the door, he was invited in. '' Come inside, sir,"

they said. He then entered, and when his head was inside, Reretoi mut-

tered, *' Who was the man with Eongomaiwhiti, eh ?" The old man was

murdei
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then killed, and was carried aTray and hidden under the waterfall at the

precipice. He was not eaten. His slave escaped to the opposite side of

Tanpo, and informed the Ngatituwharctoa tribe that his master had been

murdered. Messengers were at once sent to all parts of Taupo to collect

the Ngatituwharctoa for the purpose of utterly destroying the tribe of

murderers. In a few days they were all collected together. They then

paddled over in canoes to the number of eight hundi^ed men. The brave

accompanied the army, his weapon being a taiaha. They paddled

to the Whakauenuku, where they landed, and distributed food amongst the

several hapm. Tumatangana divided the pounded fcrnroot, and while

doing so observ-ed Waikari sitting in his canoe, the reason for his doing so

being he had brought no food with him, and felt ashamed. Tamatangana

gave him some fcrnroot, which he did not oat, but stowed it away in his

belt.

During the night the army paddled on, and in the morning landed below

the jm and occupied all the approaches. They then made an attack, and

the jm fell into their hands. Several people were killed. One chief, Rongo-

hape, who was taken prisoner, tried to escape by the cliff. He descended

into the water ff»id came near a canoe, in which a boy named Eangaita and

his slave were sitting. The boy seized Rougohape by the head and hauled

him into the canoe and killed him. Upon enquiry being made for a chief

who could not be found among the prisoners or the slain, Eangaita ex-

claimed, " I have the man lying in my canoe." He was asked if he was a

full-grown man, and he answered " Yes," with a lame leg. The prisoners

were then bound and placed with the army.

Waikari took Eoroihape, a chieftaiuess, prisoner, whom he carried

away with him. The men all begged for Eoroihape for a wife, but

Waikari would not consent, as he intended to give her to Tamatangana

as compensation for his liberality in having presented him with the

pounded fernroot.

The chiefs of Ngatitama who were killed in this engagement, as payment

for the murder of Ruawehea, were Eongohape, Rongohaua, Atua-rere-toi,

and others. Afterwards another attack was made on the Ngatitama, when

the pa Purukete fell. From that originated the proverb, " Ane, mate, he

mate ware,rare te kite au i o PuruMc" The reason of that proverb was

because Euawehea was not eaten. The remnant of Ngatitama fled to

Eotorua and Lower Taupo. Kapawa collected a few of the tribe to reside

with him.

That is all in reference to the Ngatitama tribe who were subdued by

Ngatituwharetoa. xVll Taupo became the property of Ngatituwharctoa, who

still hold it, and are now living there.
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The First Gun in Tanpo.

in Taupo District

:

there

are

of the tribes of tliis island have been able to subdue them. A tribe called

the Ngatimaru came to Taupo intent on conquering them. They came at

first unexpectedly and took the people by surprise, but were forced to retire.

On theii- second coming all the men of Taupo had collected together on
Motutaiko, an island situated in the Sea of Taupo, and there they determined
to defend themselves against the Ngatimaru. All the people of Taupo,
when they saw that Ngatimaru had come with the full intention of subduing
the Ngatituwharetoa, got into their canoes and made for the Island of Mo-
tutaiko. At that time only one gim had reached Taupo.

As the enemy appeared on the shore a man m one of the canoes named
Euipawhara fired tlie gun and kiUed two of them. They took fright and
retired, and in the morning we followed and overtook them at Lake Eotoaira,
at the foot of Tongariro Mountain, where a chief named Arakai was killed
by Poinga with a taialm. Wharemarumaru, a Waikato chief, was also
killed, as well as many others, perhaps two hundred, iacluding women.
But some escaped and fled to Hauraki (the Thames) where they gave
an account of their defeat. The Ngatimaru had brought a number of
women vnih them for holding the prisoners they expected to take, but
havmg beaten them, we kept their women as slaves for the people of
Taupo.

Shortly after this the same tribe returned reinforced, seeking revenge
for their dead. They came four hundred strong under the leadersliip of
Honorehua. A battle ensued, and they were defeated. The Ngatituwhare-
toa had but the one gun, while the enemy were weU supplied with such
weapons, but what was that to the men of Taupo ? They could stab and
kill with the Jmata and mere-mere, and other Maori weapons. Enough

!

The Ngatimaru tribe fled, and have never since returned.

Invasio7i of Ngatiraukaica.
This is another account of a war that occiured after the fight with

Ngatimaru :

was the Ngath-aukawa. The quarrel between them originated through the
Ngatiraukawa digging up and taking away the bones of Eangitua and
Matataru. Tawei and Hurihia fled naked to the Heuheu and informed him
01 what had taken place. He then assembled all Ngatituwharetoa and
marched to Eangatira, where they encountered the Ngatkaukawa and de-
ffiatpn f.hAm I'illiT-.^ «V^,,i. A_ 1 , - . _

hundred
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rallied, ho^yever, and the fighting continued to rage in Taupo, many on

both sides being destroyed ; so much so that several of the Taupo people

became afraid and fled. Those from Lower Taupo went to the Arawa,

Kotokakahi, and Lake Tarawera, others to Tarawera beyond Eunanga.

The people who remained to keep possession of Upper Taupo were the

Heulieu and his hainiy and Tauteka and Rangi-mouehunehu with two

hundred men of their hapus. The name of the pa in which they were

collected was Whakatara.

The hapu which kept possession of Lower Taupo was Ngatirangiita,

comprising the families of Matatoru, HautapUj Taiiarai, and Wharengaro,

The 'pa in which they collected was called the Tarata. From these pas^ the

only ones held in Taupo, fighting was carried on without ceasing until

peace was made. After everything was quiet, those who had fled returned

to their former habitations. Thus have the N^ratituwharetoa maintained

their viana in Taupo.

Paet IL

I stated in my introduction to the first part of these readings that I was

one of those who firmly believed that the Maoris have occupied this country

for a more lengthened period than is generally supposed, and that their

traditions go far to prove that these islands were inhabited long before the

arrival of the much-talked-of (mythical?) canoes, viz., the Arawa, Tainui,

and others, and that in these readings I would confine myself as far as

possible to traditionary evidence. The more this question is investigated

by an unbiassed mind, the more clear I think it will appear that such is

tlie case ; for instance, I would draw attention to the facts set forth in Mr.

Colenso's able essay on *' The Maori Races"'*' in the Transactions and

the many otlier articles referring to the Maoris by the same gentleman

in various volumes of that work. Again in the " Mythology and Traditions of

the New Zealanders," and the '* Poetry of the New Zealanders," by Sir George

Grey. The Eev. E. Taylor, in his " Ika a Maui,"i shows clearly what his

opinion is on the matter. Then we have, in vols. s. and xii. of the '* Transac-

tions,"—" Traditional History of the South Island Maoris," by the Eev. J. W.
Stack, and the many contributions on the subject by the Rev. J. F. H.

Wohlers ; and also of Dr. Hector, Messrs. E. C. Barstow, Travers, Goodall^

and the important discoveries by Dr. von. Haast . and others in regard to

the ancient caves and moa-hunters. I might also quote Dr. von. Hoch-

stetter*s ''New Zealand," in chapters ix. and x. of which volume he
argues that Hawaiki and the legendary canoes and migration ai'e all

* Trans, N.Z, Inst,, vol. i.

t
*• Ika a Maui," 2 ed., pp. 153-4, 258, 290, 291.
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mytliical ; besides numerous other contributors tending in the same direc-

tion, and bearing on the subject of "Polynesian Folk-lore," and the

comparative philology and comparative mythology of the Polynesian Pacific

and Central American races.

I am quite aware that to approach even approximately the period that

these islands may have been inhabited by man ^ve must investigate through

a different channel than the evidence given in these obscure oral traditions.

But let us record them all while the opportunity offers, more particularly

for their great value on other branches of the subject of " Wlience the

Maori," remembering what Mr. Colenso has well said, " That while the

details of a legend are always false, the legend itself always contains a
kernel of truth ;" for it is almost invariably the case that when a legend or

tradition refers to an event even of a comparatively recent period it is

clouded in mystery and fable often of a most puerile nature.

If we give credit to the accounts given of the voyages, etc., of the canoes,

we must also allow the accuracy of the traditions of the subsequent
wondrous doings of Ngatoro-i-rangi and his sisters starting the volcanic

system of this island and the siukiug of the Taupo Lake ; the removal of

Tarauaki Mountain from between Tongariro and Euapehu to where it now
stands at New Plymouth ; also the race between the Waikato and Eauga-
taiki Elvers to reach the sea ; that Manukau Harbour was once a lake ; that

an island called "Motukeikei" once existed off the mouth of Manukau
Harbour

;
the severing of the North from the South Island by Kupe ; the

legends connected with the Waikare-moana Lake ; that the Mahia Peninsula
was an island

; and that the sandy beach which now connects it with the

main land was brought from Hawaiki : and later again, the killing of the

Tuniwhas ; the travels of Tara and his dog, when Tara dug out the Eoto-
a^Tara and other lakes about Te Aute ; the wonders performed by Eongo
Kako, Pawa, Paikea, Euatapu, and Kupe ; the shattering of the moun-
tains around Hikurangi (East Cape) by the two first-named ; the removal of

Mata-rua-hou (Scinde Island) from the Eaukawa Eanges to where it now
stands; the removal of the Ariel Eocks off Poverty Bay from Makauri, etc.,

etc. I would suggest
: are not these mythical traditions of great geogi-a-

phical changes that have taken place in this country since it was inhabited
by man, thus, indeed, taking us back to the remote past ? The genuine-
ness of one account is about on a par with the others.

I will attach some genealogies to this paper, one purporting to show at

what period and in what manner the later migrations became amalgamated
with the older inhabitants. The other is derived from Papa and Eangi, viz.,

the commencement of heaven and earth as.it now appears. This genealogy
takes in Maui, the Maori Hercules, and Tawhaki, who ascended aUve
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to heaven by a spider's web; also Euatapu, tlie Noah of some enthu-

siasts. I would mention here, in regard to Maui, that Mr. Taylor, in his

" Primitive Culture," vol. i., page 304, describes the legends of Maui as native

myths of the setting sun. He arrives at this conclusion partly through

having ascertained that the piwakawaka {Uhipidnra flabcllifcra)—t]ic little

bird that laughed when Maui jumped down his ancestress's throat—is a

bird that sings at sunset. It would be an interesting question to ascertain

whether that bird is to be found on any of the Polynesian Islands ; and, if

so, on which ?

It has been remarked that the average number of generations from

the assumed arrival of the canoes to the present time is twenty, which,

if we allow in accordance with Dr. Thomson's reckoning in his "New

Zealand Past and Present " twenty-two years for a generation, we are taken

back four hundred and forty years since that conjectured disturbance

amongst the natives of Polynesia. And again the average number of genera-

tions since the separation of Eangi and Papa and the period of the early

demigods to the present time is forty-five, which, at the same rate of reckon-

in ", would take us back nine hundred and ninety years. I would ask the

question : does not this latter refer to some earHer movement among those

races of the Pacific ? Or have the long strings of words an allegorical mean-

ing the interpretation of which is long forgotten ? The fact of the matter

is, the time has not come to generahze, but every exertion should now be

used to collect and publish, with as literal a translation as possible so as

to convey sense, the traditions, myths, and songs of the Maori and Maoriori,

including, of course, those of Polynesia generally.

In what I am about to say I shall mei*ely touch on the accounts of

the arrival of Rougokako and Tamatea, and the joiumcys of the latter,

as that subject has been referred to by the Rev. E. Taylor in his

"Ika a maui" (on New Zealand and its inhabitants), and by many

others. But the history of Kahungunu, the ancestor of the tribe

occupying the country stretching from the Mahia Peninsula to Welling-

ton, and the migration of the Maoris now dwelling in our immediate

neighbourhood from Poverty Bay and the Waii'oa to this part of the country,

as far as I am aware, has never before been referred to or published. I

would draw attention to the fact that these traditions go to show that

Tamatea, who is said to have come in the Takitimu canoe about the same

found

Whan

that his son Kahungunu found people at Turauga ; that the Mahia Penin-

sula was then thickly inhabited by an apparently old-settlud population

;

then again his son and grandson were di-iveu out of Poverty Bay by the
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inhabitants, and were again driven from the Mahia, although Eahiingimu

had become the chief there by his marriage with Eongomaiwahine ; and

that these wanderers are again repulsed at Wairoa and Arapawanui to find

shelter at last with the people of Wakaari and Tongoio, and eventually

settled on the plains of Heretaonga, which were at the time thickly inhabited

by a people able to construct and garrison a 77^? like Otatara (Redcliffe, near

Taradale), with its great entrenchments extending over an estimated area

of at least eighty acres.

The Miyration of Tamatea and others from Haivaiki, and early Settlement

of HawMs Bay.

This is the legend about the arrival of Tamatea, father of Kahungunu,

ft'om whom the Ngatikahunguuu take their tribal name. The name of

Tamatea's canoe was Takitimn. His companions were his father Eongokako,

Hikitapuae, Hikitaketoke, Eongo-i-a-moa, Taihopi, Taihopa, Kahutuanui,

Moloro, Angi, Kupe, Ngake, Paikea, Menuku, the childi-en of Tato and

others. The reasons for their leaving Hawaiki were two : in the first place,

a quarrel about a woman ; secondly, a fight amongst themselves concern-

ing "Wena. But they had previously ascertained the direction to steer.

They went to the forest to search for proper timber for canoes to pass

over in. The name of the forest was Tawhitinui. After searching for

some time they found suitable trees, six in number, they felled the

trees and made the canoos, which was a work for the gods. Accord-

ing to theu' ancestors, the gods always assisted in great works when

the proper incantations and offerings were made to them. Ere long

the canoes were completed and ready for sea. The names of the

canoes were—the Takitimu, Tainui, Arawa, Matatua, Kurahaupo, and

Tokomaru. All being ready, they were hauled down the stream named

Hauliau, to the sea. The Takitimu was the first to arrive at the stream,"

its name was therefore changed to Horo-uta. When all was prepared, they

started on their voyage. After being out at sea for some time, the food

which they brought from Hawaiki was all consumed, and they were faint

with fasting. Then arose Tamatea, and chanted a mataara, glaring fiercely

with his eyes. The people thought he intended to kill one of the party for

food. A man then stood up and called out, "I have got a calabash («>«),

full of preserved birds," which were eaten ; but ere long hunger again

oppressed them. Then, again, Tamatea stood up and repeated as before ;

and the same fear came over the people that some one would be set apart

for food. So another called out, '' I have some preserved fish," so they ate

that,—and again they hungered. The same man stood up a third time and

threatened, and once more food was found : and so it went on until they

anived at Aotearoa (the Maori name for the North Island of New
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WhanZealand). The name of the place where they 1

(near East Cape). After stopping there for some time, they worked along

to Tauranga, in the Bay of Plenty. Here the canoes separated, some goiug

north, others stopping there, and others again going to different places.

But Kupe and Ngake returned on board the Takitimu, leaving Tamatea

and his son, Kaliungunu, at Tauranga. After Tamatea and his son

KalumgiTOU had resided for some time at Tauranga, on one occasion

when they were making fishing-nets, they braided-in the hair of Kahu-

nguuu's mother Iwi, which was taken as a gi'eat insult. So Tamatea left

that place, and settled at the pa of Wharepatari, and took his daughter to

wife. Her name was Euatai. After a time Kahunguuu followed his father,

and resided with him.

The descendants of Tamatea and Euatai are :

1 Tamatea {m) = Euatai (/) 13 Whatakai

2 Eauheretieki 11 Kahutaarua

3 Euaroa 15 Eangi Ete Kahutu

4 Kawhareana 16 Waruangaeterangi

5 Kawharatatau
' 17 Hano-o-te-rangi

G Tarakaitata 18 Arawita

7 Eangipokuro 19 Euawewe

8 Kalmkuramoia 20 Tamaiawhituo

9 Kota • 21 Heipora

10 Turia 22 Karamaua

11 Kahupangare 28 Hapuku Tamaiti.

12 Taraia

Tamatea and his son Kuhuugunu, after rcsiduig for a time at the pa of

Wharepatari, proceeded to Turanga (Poverty Bay), where they took some

lizards as pets, and fed them with tcnva berries {Xesocln2)hne tmva). The

lizards belonged to Tarapaikea. They journeyed on from Turanga. At

Arapauanui they observed that the work of that place was catching rats

and digging fern-roots. They proceeded on naming places from events that

occurred. The next place was Otiere, where patiki was the food ; then on

to Taputerauga, carrying the pet hzards ; here they lost one of their pots

on the road, so they called the place Poka, which was the name of the

lizard. At Waitio they consulted the gods, so that place is called Taro-

hanga ; and they journeyed on until they arrived at Puna-Awatea and

Pohukura, on the Euahine Mountain, near the pass on the present road to

Patea. Here they looked back towards Heretaonga (Hawke's Bay) and

sea-gulls flying about ; hence the saying, " Behold the sea-gulls

flying and screeching over Taputerangi (Watchman Island in Napier Har-

bour), and Oil! the thoughts of the feeds on the thick-sided ;)rt/i7a (flounders)

29

the
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of Tierc (at Eoro-o-liiui Island, Napier HarTjour), and the delicious feru-root

near

the glntinons pavaa at Taliito (near Ampauanni)." This saying was not

Tamatea's, but his son's (Kahuugunu). [I would draw attention hero to

tlie fact tliat all the places mentioned by Kahunguuu in this account appear

to have been well known by name, and celebrated for their various products.

The same remarlc applies to places mentioned in other traditions—a certain

evidence that people had been there of old, and that the country was well

hnown at the time.]

The father then said, " Are you longing for our home, if so, return ?
"

The son replied, " No, it was only a sigh of remembrance." Here also the

lizard scratched in its calabash, so it was taken out and a hcitiki (a green-

stone ornament) was fastened to its neck. It was then placed in a rock

cave, and a tree was planted and named Pohukura. The lizard is still

theae, and its mana has not left it. When it roars it is an indication
of bad weather. Then they travelled on to the forest to Haupuru, and
Turangakira, a rock cave. People joirrneying generally stop there for

shelter. One of the party of Ngaitamahine died there from the frost and
snow

;
tlicnce on to Eeporoa and then ascended the mountains at a place

called Eanga-a-Tamatea. Here they left a lizard and called the place

Aorangi. They afterwards arrived at a settlement near the Wanganni.
The chiefs name was Tarinuku, who ofifered the travellers food, including
a^ calabash of preserved birds. Tamatea ate up all the birds, at which
Kahuugunu was angry, and quarrelled with his father, so they separated,
each going by a different road. Kahuugunu travelled on by way of Nga-
pumakaka, Owliaoko Taruarau, Ngaruroro, Ngahuinga, at the head-waters
of the Moliaka Eiver, and through to Kaingaroa (Taupo Plains), then re-

turuel to Tauranga, and there dwelt.

The father, Tamatea, after his son left him at the pa of Tarinuku,
jom-neyed on to Wharekanae, Paraheke, the Hoko, and crossed the Whan-
ganui at Ta-whitimu, thence along in the river to Hikurangi and cast

anchor at the Punga, then on by Manganui-o-te-ao, "Whakapapa, thence
across Okahuknra Plains to Eotoama at foot of Tongariro Mountain, then
on to Taupo Lake at the Eapa, thence on to Waihi and Pungarehu. There
he obtained a canoe and crossed Lake Taupo with his companions to its

outlet, where he landed, and through the earth sounding hollow under his
feet he called the place Tapuaeharura (sounding footsteps). Tamatea

_
there that he could descend the Waikato

Elver to Okoro in his canoe. The name of his canoe was Uapiko. The
people of the place warned him of the dangerous waterfalls, but what was
that to this brave chieftain

; away he started in his canoe. He passed on
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by NukiTbau aud Hipapaliua and ou to the entrance of the race at the

Huka falls. Here his friend Eiriwai jumped ashore and was saved, but

Tamatea aud his thirty companions continued on over the falls and there

perished. His canoe, in the form of a rock, is still to be seen at that

place.

Ko Kalnnirjunu.

We will now return to the doings of Kahungunu, the ancestor from

whom the tribe is named, that, on the arrival of the European, owned the

large stretch of country reaching from the north of Mahia Pennisula to

near Wellington-some two hundred and fifty miles of the east coast of

this island. .

After remaining for a time at Tauranga (Bay of Plenty), on a certam

occasion, Kahungunu, with his sister ^Yhaene and then- people, were out

fishing ; the net belonging to the sister being hauled in, Kahungunu ran

and sewed up the fish in the body of the net, at which Whaene was vexy

angry and struck him a blow, of which Kahungunu was so much ashamed

that he left the place. When he arrived at the forest he ate some varetas,

so the place was called by that name. Further on he ate a Ulm, so the

piace was cauea ivaiiii-j.ti^i-<*-^^^j ^"-" — -
,

kawae, then to Kohahu-Paremoremo ; further on he saw a cave, mto which

he entered. After stopping here for a time he saw a man passmg named

Paroa, who, seeing Kahungunu, and not knowing who he was, mvited him

to the village, to which, on the arrival of his companions, he proceeded.

After living there for some time Paroa said to his daughter, whose name

was Hinepuariax-i, " Girl, there is a husband for you." Paroa by this time

had found out it was Kahungunu, so they became man and wife. Shortly

after this one of the women said to Hinepuariari, «« How do you hlc. your

husband ? and she replied, " FMra i te hanga, Uahore e rupeJ<e ana mnr lakoto

tome mat t tvaJio i te tana, ftu naeie it njnj f » ^
,. , . m i

When
near Table Cape, heard the report. Kapa repeated the folldwmg proverb

:

'' Kei te nui he awa tatapmtri te tuJiera atu nei."

Kahungimu. on a certain occasion, requested his wife Hinepuarian to

form

After
morning she commenced again. She then was able to

knot, she rubbed it with oil that was held in a paua shell {Tlahotis).

using ten paua shells of grease, the hair was not limp, she could n..

it ; so she held it fast between her knees, and was then able to get it

together so as to bind it with flax ; but the flax was not strong enough to

hold it.-it kept breaking. So Kahungunu told his wife to fetch Ins girdle.

The flax from which the girdle was made giw- at Tauranga. Witli tins
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she was able to fasten his hair, the flax being so strong. Hence theo
1J

proverb, ^^ Pntild'ivJiaranu a Kahungumt a Tamatea i Mahue atn i Tauramja.

(The flax-binding of Kahungunn, a Tamatea left behind at Tauranga.

Wliaranui is a variety of Phormium tenax,)

Kahungunu then left his wife and journeyed on to Nubutauroa (Table

Cape), to Tawapata (near Portland Island) where Rongomaiwahine Avas

living with her mother, Eapa, ayIio had repeated the proverb regarding him.

Eongomaiwahine was vnth her husband, Tamatalaitai, the chief of the

place, who occupied most of his time in carving. Kahungunu stayed and
*

watched the manners of the people, their food wsls jxttia (Halioiis) and pupu

(Umpets).

At night Kahungunn commenced his jokes, for the purpose of causing a

f[narrel between Eongomaiwahine and her husband. Shortly after this

Kahungunu proposed to the others that they should all go and dig fern-

roots, to which they agreed. When a great quantity had been obtained,

the fricjids suggested they should tie it up and carry it home, to wliich he

objected and sent them away. So soon as they were out of sight, he

collected it all together and carried it himself. When his friends looked

back, they beheld him bringing the feiuroot on his shoulder. On his arrival

at the precipice named Tawapata, just above the village, he let down the

fernroot and undid the fastenings, so that it fell scattered into the village.

It was such a large mass that the place was filled even to all the enclosures

round the houses. All the men, women, and children collected and pre-

pared it for food by the fire, at the same time praising Kahungunu, saying,

"Now we have got a strong and able man, who can work and collect

food."

Tlie children of Maringaringamai were at the fishing gix)uud3, so Ka-
hungunu proposed to his friends to collect j^aua. He sent the men to

collect flax and to make paua baskets and nets, and ropes, also to prepare

.
sticks to ward off the fish from the rocks. He then ascended a hill whence
he watched the kau-au—s.hsig&~{Graculus varim) diving for fish, and
then tried if he could hold his breath as long as they could. His way of
trying was thus :—When the kaicau dived, he commenced to count thus :

Pepe tnhi, pipi rua, and so on up to ten {tuan<jalmru)
; then commenced

again at pepe tahi, etc. This he did without drawing breath while the
kawcni dived three times; he therefore thought he c^ould remain some
length of time under the water, so he took the net at ebb tide and entered
the water and swam to the first rock, then to the second, and so on to the
fourth, and passed the rocks where people usually swam to, for only a canoe
could go so far. He then dived and set to work filling his nets and kits.

He pressed the pauas together and filled to bursting all his kits. He then
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an
to shore. Those stickmg on his head were carried to the sacred place as

offerings to the gods: the others were eaten by tlie people. Then all tlie

men of the village were collected to haul the kits ashore, hut they could

not
;
so all the people from the neighbouring pa$ were called, and then they

succeeded in hauling the paua ashore, and all the multitude feasted on
them, •

Then the people, seeing the great works of this man and how he could

collect food, w^ondered, and contrasted their own chief Tamatakutai, who
could only carve wood, etc., and did not collect food, so they took away

Rongomaiwahine from him, and gave her to Kahungunu, and they

begat

Kahukuranui

Tupurupuru

Eangituehu

Hineao

Huhuti, whose husband was the Whatu-i-apifci.

From them are derived the principal families of the whole tribe of Nga-

tikahungunu.

The Migrationfrom Poverty Bay {Turanga) to IlaicJce's Bay {lleretarmy^t).

Turanga was formerly the home of the j)resent !Maori owners of the laud

about Napier, Hawke's Bay, but through the murder of two children, the

twins of Kahutapcre and Rongomaitara, sister of Eakai-tc-hikuroa, they

were driven thence. The names of the children were Tarakuita and Tara-

kitai. How it happened was in this way:—Rakai-te-hiknroa (grandson of

Kahungunu, and fourth from Tamatea, who with Eongokaka came from

Hawaiki) felt annoyed that the preserved food, such ;.^ birds cured in cala-

bashes in their- own fat, should be given to the twins in place of bcmg kept

for his son Tupurupuru. He therefore determined on destroying his sister's

children. The plan he decided on was this : —The children were in the

habit of playing whip-top during the day. In Rakai-te-hikuroa's;><r^, named

Mannga-puremu, near the present village of Ormond, there was a la,i<aa

pit by the side of the path. When the childi-en commenced to play, Rakai-

tc-hikuroa walked up and knocked the tops into the hole, and then told tiie

twins to get them out again. Immediately they were in the hole he filled it

up. As evening advanced the parents became anxious and searched in cvei-y

direction, but could not discover their children. They then made kites of

raiipo \QdI{Typha anyusti/uUa) shaped like hawks, covering the outside with

aute,^'—lyn^i^ev mulhovry [Bromsonnia jHipi/n.') ; these kites were .sent up

• The aute (Brou been

settlers, and cuUivated to make clothing of the bark ; it ia now extinct.
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into the air. They kept ascending till they were on a level with the jm of

Rakai-te-hikuroa. They then sailed in a direct line to it, and hovered over

his house, and commenced nodding their heads. It was then known who.

had killed the children. Then Kahutapere, whose ^;rt was Piikepoto, near

the residence of Mr, W. Chambers, Eepongaere, collected his followers and

attacked Eakai-te-hikuroa. There was killed Tupurupuru, son of Eakai-

te-hikuroa who was defeated, and Avith his followers fled to Ukurarenga on

Mahia Peninsula.

The name of the oven in which Tupurux)uru was cooked Avas WhakataitnL

The stones used were called reJiu^ and resembled scoria. They were also

called ivJiahukura and ichaturangaJnia. There was also a gi*eenstone D^ere

used called whakatangiara. Ukurarenga

some time, Kahuparoro arose to go to Tm-anga. Eakai-te-hikuroa, on

ascertaining his intention, said to Lim, *' Friend, go in peace to where oiu:

son rests, but let his spirit hover in quietness over Turanga,** meaning that

the bones of his son should not be distiu'bed. On Kahuparoro's arrival at

Turanga he collected the bones of Tupurupuru and brought them to the

Mahanga, near the Mahia, and there left the skull. He then proceeded on

to Nukutauroa (Table Cape), and there made fish-hooks of the shoulder

blades. The name of the rock from Avhencc he started to fish is Matakana-

^Yhen he threw out the hook to fish, he chanted the folloA\ing Jiurihuri (in-

cantation) :—Divide, divide the waters of Tawake with the red ornamental

weapon of Tupurupuru and Eakai-te-hikuroa. Who is thy ancestor ? He
is Taldtamaku Tahito-rangi and Pahito-weka."

When he pulled up the hook he had caught a hapuku. Tamaiwiriwki
hearing the chant thought it was Tupurupuru fishing, so he hastened to

Ukuraienga and informed Eakai-te-hikuroa what he had heard ; Tamarui-

hiri also discovered that Tupurupuru's bones had been used to dig fernroot

with by Hauhau, Then fighting commenced to avenge the insult, and

many were killed on both sides. In one of these engagements Hauhau
and several others were slain.

Eakai-te-hikm-oa and his followers had to retreat to the Wairoa, but the

people of that place did not give them welcome, nor supphed them with

canoes to cross the river with, so Eakai-te-hikuroa, to make his party appear

more formidable, tatooed the women hke men, and set up tatooed cala-

bashes, and performed a haka led on by Hinekura. The chant used was
" A tie kei, tie kei tietiekei tiekei tie ha koa, koa koa ex ei^ The Wairoa people

residing near the crossing came to look on, so when they were well scattered

Eakai-te-hikuroa and party attacked them and killed many of them, and
then proceeded to Arapauanui.
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When Taraugakaliutai, the chief of the pa, aaw him and his party

coming, he called out " Where is Taraia ?" Taraia replied, " Here I am."

Tarangakahntai then shouted, " Stand forth that I may know you," which

Taraia did. His dress was a mat made of feathers. Tarangakahntai then

said, " I shall know you directly, your heart «hall be my food."

Taraia then took a stone, and repeating the tipihoumea (incantation),

threw it at Tarangakahntai, and it knocked his head-dress of feathers olT.

They fell at Taraia's feet, who called out, " I know that it is I that shall cat

your heart presently."

The fighting then commenced, and Rakai-te-hikuroa was driven back.

A woman named Hinepare, thinking her poople were defeated, took the

calabash in which the gods were kept and ascended a rock and broke the

calabash, crying out. '/

naTiedtms will he exposed to the enemy." Her brothers hearing the curse, the

crash of the calabash on the rock, and the lamentations of the women, ima-

gined that the head of a man had been broken. So Taraia rallied )iis

people again and returned to the fight, and many were killed.

Here was killed Tarangakahntai and Rakaiweriweri and others of the

enemy, and Waikari and others of EiUiai-te-hikuroa's party. A dispute

arose over the body of Rakaiweriweri as to which family he belouged.

Taraia hearing of the dispute, arose and took two pieces of toi-toi (Anuuh

conspima), and cast lots with the mii, saying, if of Rakaiweriweri go, if you

hold, you belong to this tribe. He cast it, and the mi held, he was there-

fore declared to be of the family of Rakai-te-hikuroa. The incantation used

,yas ;—'• VnUiict i te pu, uaUda i te ireri, unihia i takitaki, unihu, i lamoie i

Haivaikir This was the fom-th death in payment of Tupurupura.

Rakai-te-hikuroa and party then moved on to Wakaari, Tauranga, and

Heipipi, near Tangoio. The chiefs of those pas were Tautu and Tunni.

AVhile at ^^'ilkaari, there arrived from Heretaonga a man named Tolara,

who boasted of the abundance and goodness of the food of his place. Tawao

Wang

shall
Taraia said the

Ngaruroro celebrated for kalutwai shall be the ipa (calabash) of Taraia.

The party then moved on to the mouth of the Ngaruroro and drove off

Hatupuna and his people, and the Awa-nui-a-rangi and Whafcu-ma-mua.

Their principal pa was Otatara (Redcliffe, near Taradalc). Ivahukura nui,

father of Rakai-te-hikuroa, took to wife Tu-te-ihouga, chieftainnoss of

Whatu-ma-moa, after he had returned from Motuo. Taraia and Porangahou

had avenged the death of her former husband who had been killed by the

people of that district. So wc became amalgamated with that people lu tlie

second generation, after the aiTival of Takitimu from Hawaiki.
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The Migration from Wairoa to Heretaonr/a.
m

Wairoa was formerly the liome of the Maoris now occupying the inland

portion of Hawke's Bay about Te Ante and Poukawa.

The reason for their leaving Wairoa was this :—A chief named Iwi-

Katere, living at a pa near Turiroa Wairoa, had a pet tui (parson-bird,
T

Prosthemadera nov(c-zealandi(e), which had beeu taught to repeat the proper

prayers and incantations used while planting kmnaras, taro, etc., and thus

was very vahiable as an economizer of labour. Tamatera, a chief of the

adjoining jm, borrowed the bird of Iwi-Katere. After having detained it for

a length of time, Iwi-Katere sent for his pet, but Tamatera would not give

it up, so Iwi-Katere went and fetched it away. When night came on

Tamatera went by stealth and took the bird. The tui kept repeatmg to its

master the following words :
—" I am gone, I am gone, on the handle of a

paddle ; I am tired of fighting. Oh, Sir, I am gone !
" It was waste of

words on the bird's part, for its master did not understand the meaning.

So Tamatera took it safe away. On the following day Iwi-Katere attacked

the thieves, but was repulsed, so he obtained the assistance of Eakaipaka
from the Mahia, who had been driven away from Turanga, and attacked

and killed Tamatera, Taupara, and many others ; but many were destroyed

on both sides. After this Ngareugare and the survivors, including his

granddaughter Hine-tc-moa, moved to Heretaonga and settled in the neigh-

bourhood of Poukawa and Te Aute, driving away the original owners from
that district, viz., Taue-nui-a-rangi and others. A great battle took place

near Tahoraite, in the Seventy-mile Bush, and from the length of time
the people who had been kUled took in cooking in the hangi or umii, the

place was called Umutaoroa,—that is the site of the present village of

Danevirk. These events happened in the days of Eakaipaka, a contempo-
rary of Kahukuranui and Eakai-te-hikuroa, viz., in the second and thhd
generation after the arrival of the canoe " Takitimu."
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The Maori Genealogy frow Rangi and Papa to the present time, inclndiwt

Tau'haJci and Ruatapu, From thefrat nhjld to the taith iwjltL

Uekiki
Uekaka
Kiwlia

Tea
Papa and Eangi

—

i

\ I I t

Tanetuluri Tauepepeke Tanenatika Taneuaha Tane te Wai

Euaupoko Taweta Paea Tane-nm-a-rangi

iU. Tane-nui-a-rangi
[Hinc-a-huone, F.

Hme-ti-tamata, F.

Rautipua
Rautawhito
Rautaitainui
Punga
lo

Kaitanga
Hema
Tawliaki
Waliieroa
Rata
Rataware
Hutunuku
Huturangi
Huluauki
Hutupatae
Hoea
Mania
Wakaronga
Tiiliorapanga
Tangunoana
Rauru
Uenuku
Iho
Ruatapu
Tarnaira
Takaha
Hikawera
Whatiapiti
Wauahanga-o-te-rangi
Rangikawhaia
Manawa-kawa
Matewai
Nga-rangi-ka-tangi-iho
Hineoroia
Tareha te Moananui

I

The elder from whom
the old Priest taught

sprang another race

than the Maori. His

name was Rapuwai.

When the Euro-
peans first arrived,

they were called by

our elders the de-

scendants of Ra^ju-

wai.

The younger from whom
is descended the Maori

race.

-

Waikura
Patoto
Parawhenita
Horewa
Mokopeke
Pokiki
Pokaka
Paewai
Hine
Hukaawai
Hine Tauwhare Kiokio

Kura Waka
Ahungao-te-ika whenua
Hine ran warangi

Hine hauone, whose tane was
Raka-maomao

Tongatonga
Atarangi
Ko-te-Ra
Ko-te-Marama
Ngawereponapona
Kurukuru
Pounamu
Kura
Mataoho
Tuna-i-te-rangi

Tonganini
Putehue
Putikonakona
Tuhawiniwini
Tuhakopakopa

Wero-te Ninihi

Wero i iti

Kopa
Tauwhareputaputa
Hikutaipana
Tukokoro
Hinemoa
Karaka
Rangi te Pahia
Warawara te rangi

Whanganui
Rererakau
Hokorae
Harata.
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The following is the Genealogy of the late Chiefs Tareha, Ihaha Whanga, and

Te Moanamd, through the Whatu-Mamoa Trihe—forty-eight Generations;

1 Pui
2 Awe
3 Tamore
4 Taketake
5 Aka
6 Titamare ki te Waiora ki te Aomarama
7 Ngangahu
8 Ngaenui
9 Ngaeroa

10 Ngaepiha
11 Ngaetaliurimai
12 Ngaitahuriatu

4

13 Akiaki
11 laraia ko a-te Manu waere ma
15 Toi
16 Hatoina
17 lahaukina
18 Eongomaihurangi
19 Eautawaero
20 Eakenui a-te-uhi

21 Eutanga
22 Eakai-te-raugi-ka-uoho-i-a Eangibua
23 Ponarangihna
21 Tangikura
25 Kahukura

b 26 Hineirangia
27 Wawa-te-raiigi

J
28 Maikiteknra
29 Maiketea
30 Tulian^ateao

1 Tamatea HI Paetaku
2 Kaliuugimu 32 Paekaka
3 Kahukuranui and 33 Tu te Thonga.—Tlie chieftainess of th^

i Eakaipaka and Hinemaiiuwhiri
who lived at Otatara (Eedcliffe), whom
Kahukuranui, second from Tamatea,

who came from Hawaiki took to wife-

By her first hurfhand Tupouriao who

was killed by the people of Porangahau

ahe begat

5 Kaukohea
6 Tutikanao
7 Tureia
8 Te Huki
9 Eakaro

10 Wharekuka
11 Mitimitioterangi
12 Te Eatau
13 Ihaka Whanga
U Hirieri Te Eeto
15 Tc Eiria

45

34 Eemukina
35 Kearoa
36 Turauha
37 Eakai te Kuia
38 Heneao
39 Huhuti
40 Wawahauga
41 Eangekawliaia
42 Manawakawa
43 Matcwai
44 Nga-rangi-ka-tangi-iho

Hineoroia te rangi and Herepoio
I

46 Heiporo

I

47 Earamana

Tareha 46 Tahutahu

I

47 Karauria

46 Pairoa

I

47 Te Moauanui

48 Arihi 48 Karauria's children
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A Genealofjif inclading Maui from the commencement, vk., from Bnwji aw

Papa to the present time.

I

Rarotimu
Earotake
Potu
Pohaere
Powhakataka
Po-aniwaniwa
Maheatu
Maheawa
Takahuriwhenua
Murirangawhenua
rTftrflin £? 3j

3IanL—Sh:, this is our ancestor who fiBlied up this island of

Aotearoa: he hauled it up with the jawboue of his

ancestress. The hook caught the house of Hmenui-te-

po. The name of the house was Earotonga.

Wharuakura
Uhenga
Poutaua
Whitiraugi maiiiao

Kupe
Hma
Houmataumata
Paikuiha
Tu-whaitiui
Tutaraupoko
Tuaruma
Tukonona
Tuhurutira
Aokarere
Tu-Makaueuru
Tu Makawerangi
Tu-te-Eangikawekite
Tu-te-Rangiwetewetea
Tu-hakirikona
Eakaiherea
Poutawiti
Rakaikoao
Whaua
Hora
Taniatetaae
Hoakakari
Eopata.

Art LY.—The Orijin of the Boomeranij. By W. D. Campbell, F.G.S.

[Read before the Auckland InMtute, 23rd Octohcr, 1SS2.]

Thk existence of such a peculiar and uniciue weapon as tlie boomerang

among one of the lowest forms of hnmauity—as the aborigines of Australia

has excited a great deal of interest among ethnologists ;
but it has never

been satisfactorily explained. It has been claimed as being derived from

hypothetical

specialized form of the throwing cudgel and stick, and that intermediate

forms are to be found in AustraHa, but it has not been understood how the

^ 1 - J • Xl^C^-

form

point I offer an explanation, which was given me by my friend, W. H.
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Blyth, of Eiissell, who has kindly given me permission to bring it before

you. He informed me that he had noticed that the leaves of the Eacahjpti,

when blown off the trees, often acquire the whirling flight and returning

action of the boomerang, the leaves tending to return and fall upon the

ground perpendicularly below the starting-pohit of their course.

The correctness of this observation I have repeatedly verified ; and this

character of the course of the falling leaf, when taken into consideration

with the striking similarity in form between the boomerang and the leaves

of the blue-gum is, I submit, complete evidence that the origin of the boo-

merang was due to imitation of the form and flight of the leaves. The

absence of the boomerang in other countries is thus accounted for, since the

Eueahjpti are essentially Australian, the bush throughout the greater portion

of the continent being chiefly composed of them, while comxmratively few

are to be found elsewhere.

That the Australians had a throwing missile previous to the develop-

ment of the boomerang form, is rendered probable when one considers that

a strong resemblance in typical character appears to exist between the

Australian and the Indian Dekhan tribes, and possibly the ancient Egyp-

tians. Colonel Lane Fox has grouped them together in his classification of

weapons ; and Prof. Huxley had previously taken these races to comprise

the lowest forms of his Zeitrichl, or smooth-haired people, since they all

possess long prognathous skulls, with well-developed brow ridges, dark

eyes and black hair. The Dekhan, or aboriginal tribes of India, had a

missile which they whirled in the manner of boomerangs to bring down

game. The rudest kind is described by Sir Walter Elliot as being found

in the South Mahratta district, and were merely crooked sticks, the most

developed form being the '^Katuria'* of the Kules of Gujerat, a weapon

resembling the boomerang in shape, and in being an edged flat missile pre-

serving its plane of rotation, but being too thick to swerve or return.

The Egyptian fowler used a throwing cudgel. (See E, B, Tylor's

'' Early History of Mankind.'')

These forms of weapons in races aUied to the Australians would seem to

indicate that the boomerang had been developed

from them to its present form by the Australians

often witnessing the peculiar course of the Euca-

lypti leaves, all savage races being keenly ahvc to

the improvement of then- weapons. In the dia-

gram is shown the form of the boomerang compared

with some leaves of the Eucalyptus ylohidits. The

curved sectional form, essential to the soaring flight of both boomerang and

leaf, is present in each.
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Aet. LVI.—On the Importance of Forestrij.

By D. McAethue, Inspector of Forests.

[Read before the Southland Imtitute, 20th Sej^tember, 1881.J

I HAVE been since my boyhood a lover of trees in all stages of growth as

forests and as single trees. When atteudiiig school in the year that

Waterloo was fought, I had to pass through two miles of a beautiful plan-

tation, at the end of which was a large barn, whore the then Earl of Brea-

dalbaue had a number of men threshing larch and fir cones with flails, and

on my enquiring wdiy they were threshing the sticks, I was shown a handful

of the seed and informed that these would grow iuto large trees. Fortun-

ately the head gardener's son was my class-fellow, consequently 1 had the

privilege of following the seed to the nursery, and iu due time the seedlings

to the hillsides and barren moors, where I had the further privilege of being

permitted to plant some ; and now there arc thousands of acres of mag-

nificent forests clothing the previously barren land with beauty and wealth.

Land then not worth a shilhng an acre is now worth from two to three

hundred pounds.

The Scotch fir is planted amongst the larch, oak, elm, etc., on account

of the shelter afforded to the latter owiug to its bushy form, and it is

frequently planted in belts of a chain or two wide on the weather side of

young plantations, for the same reason.

The Earl of Wemyss and March about fifty years ago planted exten-

sively in the upper parts of Peebleshire and around Nidpath Castle, and

along the Tweed, beautifying the country and greatly increasing the value

of his property.

There is a stretch of country about half way between Edinburgh and

Peebles known as the " King's Edge," and when I first saw it I could not

imagine anything more desolate and cold-looking. It consisted chiefly of a

large extent of cold, wet, inert peat-bog, lying on a bed of impervious con-

crete. So hopelessly barren was the surface that it would not even grow a

wimUestraw. The proprietor cut it into strips and squares by open ditchuig,

breaking the concrete bottom, and planted belts of Scotch fir and other trees

as breakwinds across the prevailing winds. When I saw the locality again

in 1850, the plantations were thriving beautifully, and now it is converted

iuto fine fertile fields.

The cHmate was completely changed by the draining and planting. I

have seen the management of a very extensive natural forest in Argyleshire,

consisting chiefly of oak, ash and birch, skirting the base of Ben Gruachan

and bordering the shores of Loch Awe. This forest consists of many

thousands of acres, reproducing itself by stoohng, as it is technically
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termed, in other words a young crop growing out of the stumps of the

trees recently cut down. This territory was leased for ninety-nine years by

a company of Liverpool gentlemen and dealt with as follows :

It was subdivided into about twenty sections and one was cut down

every year in spring and summer, when the sap was up, and barked chiefly

by women and children ; the bark being taken to Liverpool and the timber

converted into charcoal for smelting iron ore—which was brought from

Ulverston to Bunawe by the company's scliooncrs—there converted into

charcoal bar-iron and taken back to Liverpool as ballast, the vessels being

filled up with the bark and wool of the district.

The iron produced at this small furnace brought the highest price in the

British market, being sold for from £10 to £15 per ton, and was utilized for

what is known as cold-drawn wire.

Each subdivision when cut was protected by rough fencing to prevent

cattle from eating the young shoots and the finest oak tree in the division

was left as a standard at each periodical cutting. The result of this

forestry management was that three or four successive generations made

fortunes, and the forests, when I left Scotland in 1860, were at least as

flourishing as at the beginning of the lease. The lessees never planted a

tree, but merely conserved and utiUzed what they found on the ground.

The forests here are not deciduous, and, when cut down, the stumps

gradually die out; at the same time they reproduce themselves from the

fallen berries, but are very slow of growth.

I counted 500 rings on the planed stump of a black-pine tree in Sea-

ward Bush, the diameter of which was only about three feet, whereas a

healthy larch would exceed that in about a tenth of the time, and the timber

be of more value for every purpose, from the construction of a wheel-barrow

to that of a ship.

Larch is also very durable in or out of the water. Piles of only thirty

years' growth were used in extending one of the Oban jetties in Argylesbire,

and after being twenty-five years in use were as sound as when driven, and

not touched by a Teredo.

Larch and fir are used for coal-pit props and railway-sleepers throughout

Great Britain.

In the course of a few years all the railway- sleepers in New Zealand

will have to be replaced, which will pretty well exhaust the available

timber suitable for the purpose, hence the desirability of planting trees of

quicker gi'owth than the native ones. It is said that larch and fir will not

thrive here, as they happened to fail with some run-holders in Otago. B
would be surprising if they did thrive, under the circumstances ; having

been taken from a cosy nursery and planted mto holes of solid clay, where
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the poor plants were being alternately disowned in wet weather, and in dry

scorched for want of moisture. Such soils should be cut by a sub-soil

plough to the depth of 18 inches or 2 feet, drawing the furrow slightly down

hill, letting the surplus water away, while the pulverized and stirred clay

would retain sufficient moisture. It would be an additional advantage to

turn over a furrow of the top vegetable mould with the common plough, the

sub-soil one following in the same furrow ; by this means the young plants

would have the benefit of the old surface soil to start them.

In an earthy kindly soil all that is necessary is to make a slit with the

planting spade—pushing the slit a little open—when your boy, with his

basket of seedlings, drops one in the sht, and puts his foot on the sod

closing it.

Planting here should follow the sawmillers and this cannot be done too

soon, Tlie remark is frequently made *' cut down the forests, there will be

plenty of timber to last our time. Convert the forest lands into agricul-

tural holdings and cover the country with men, women and children."

Those wlio make such remarks are evidently not aware of the fact that

in many parts of Europe and elsewhere the cutting down of the forests

resulted in converting countries formerly fertile and well peopled into abso-

lute deserts, necessitating the removal of man and beast to look for food

elsewhere. This ought to bo a warning to the people of this grand country

to conserve their native forests ere it be too late,

Man is cradled in timber, housed in timber, and coffined in timber, he

therefore ought to take care of his cradle, his cottage, and coffin, while he can,

I intended to have produced historical proofs of the evil effects of the

denudation of forest lands, I will however do so, if well, on a future

occasion.

Art. hYII.—The Surface Features of the Earth and Local Vanatums in

the Force of Gravity. By T, B. Wakklin, B.A.

IBead before the Wellington Plnlosophkal Society, Uth September, 1882.]

In a former paper the nature of the physical agent causing gravitation was

carefully considered. This paper seeks to confirm the views expressed in

that paper, and it will be necessary to recall tluree points on which much

weight was placed. They are

(1) That gravitation is produced by a physical agent, the ether, which

according to a growing behof is what is commonly understood by

the *' electric fluid."

(2) That this ether is composed of corpuscuUs which have a very high

velocity of rotatiov.
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(3) That owing to the form and action of the ethereal corpuscule it

will adjust itself to the surface with which it is in contact. More

strictly, since the ether penetrates all bodies, the corpuscules will

adjust themselves according to the nature as well as to the form

of the surface.

If the ether is composed of rotating corpuscules then, by contact with

the earth, their velocity of rotation will be gradually reduced, and accord-

ing to the theory explained in the former paper these corpuscules will com-

bine with the solid matter which they have penetrated. In this way the

earth would grow larger by the addition of matter which has been reduced

to an ordinary state, that is to matter as we commonly understaud it. The

matter of the ether may be described as matter in an '' extraordinary state."

Astronomers maintain that the earth is growing larger, however gradually,

and but very recently the view was put forward that this gradual increase

in the size of the earth was due to showers of meteoric stones. The total

quantity of meteoric matter, however, falling on the earth, was foimd by

calculation much too small to produce the increase in the size of the earth.

Professor Seeley, in a course of lectures on geology, delivered three or four

months ago at the Royal Institution, expressed his conviction that the earth

was being increased in size by some gradual process of addition.

The corpuscules of the ether are so constituted and act in such a manner

as to adjust themselves to a flat surface, so that their outsides will revolve

in the direction of that surface. More strictly it should be said that the
r

ethereal corpuscules adjust themselves to what may be called a predom-

inating surface. By a predominating surface would be understood a sur-

face that has the greatest ' influence on the direction of rotation of the

corpuscules. The solid and immovable land w^ould have a greater influence

than the mobile ocean, and dense solid matter than relatively lighter matter.

The plumb-line has been found to be deflected from the true or astronomical

vertical, in two ways, both probably owing to the same cause. The first is

well known. Mountains deflect the i^lumb-line from the true vertical. In

mountainous countries, a-s near the Alps and Caucasus, this deflection

ftmounts to as much as 29" of arc. The other case is this, the plnmb-lme

hangs perpendicular to the surface of still water always, but the direction

of the plumb-line is very frequently not in the direction of the centre of the

earth- As bearing on this point, though no*t clearly understood, the follow-

ing extraordinary facts should be quoted :

** At sixteen astronomical stations in the English survey the disturbance
*

of latitude due to the form of the groinid has been computed, and the follow-

ing will give an idea of the results :—At six stations the deflection is under

2"', at six others it is between 2" and 4", and at four others it exceeds 4".
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There is one very exceptional station on the north coast of Banffshire, near

the village of Portsoy, at which the deflection amounts to 10", so that if

that village were placed on a map in a position to correspond with its

astronomical latitude, it would he 1,000 feet out of position !
There is the

sea to the north, and an undulating country to the south, which, however,

to a spectator at the station does not suggest any great disturhance of

gravity. A somewhat rough estimate of the local attraction from exterual

causes gives a maximum limit of 5", therefore we have 5" uuaccouuted for,

or rather which must arise from unequal density in the underlying strata

in the surrounding country. In order to throw light on this remarkahlc

phenomenon, the latitudes of a number of stations between Nairn on the

west, Fraserburgh on the east, and the Grampians on the south were

observed, and the local deflections determined. It is found that the deflec-

tions diminish in all directions, not very regularly certainly, and most

slowly in a south-west direction, finally disappearing, and leaving the maxi-

mum at the original station at Portsoy." ''

Professor Maxwell believes the ether to be made up of rotatin{i corpus-

cixles Jixed in space. That the ether is composed of rotating corpuscules is

also the expressed opinion of Mr. Preston, who has made a special study of

the ether. Sir William Thompson has shown that magnetic attraction is a

rotational effect. Su: John Herschel expresses the opinion that the ether is

composed oi corpuscules, and says in a very decided manner that they must be

fixed in space, and that they may rotate. The writer of this pap3r had ex-

pressed views in strict accordance with these just given. He has endea-

voured and still endeavours to show that gravitation is a rotational effect,

and, if so, that the ether, or " electric fluid," is the physical agent producing

gravitation. Now, as the ether penetrates all bodies and comes in contact

with them the velocity of rotation of the corpuscules becomes gi-adually

much reduced by this contact. Eventually these corpuscules combine with

the bodies they penetrate, probably making them more dense and also

adding to their mass and bulk. Solid rock would have a greater effect in

reducing the velocity of rotation of the ethereal corpuscules than earthy or

gravelly beds. Consequently all the striking solid features of the earth

would become rather exaggerated than reduced by the direct action of the

ether alone. " The Uniformitarian Theory " in geology declares that the

basis upon which it stands is " that the continents have always been con-

tinents and the oceans oceans." The great features of the earth " persist."

Whatever great features now exist—as the Himalayas and the Alps, the

deep basins of the Atlantic and the Pacific—have always existed in their

characteristic features.

• See Article "Eaith" (figure of) in the Encyclopffidia Britannica, hy K. E. Clurk

80
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The rotation of tlie ethereal corj^uscules ^vithiu the surface of the earth

would be so considerably reduced that the force of gravity would be

lessened. The corpuscules, whose rotation had been reduced, would react

on those at and probably immediately above the surface of the earth.

According therefore to the nature of the layer of the earth's crust, whether

of greater or less density, so would vary the force of gravity very near the

earth's surface. Where these layers were very dense there the force of

gravity ivould be less. In a very hard rocky country the force of gravity

would therefore be loss than at the surface of the ocean. If a mountain is

more dense than the smronnding country the force of gravity on the top

of the mountain should be less than on the surronnding plains. Until the

nature of an acceleratitig force is understood, the principles here sketched

cannot be extended with any satisfaction beyond the surface of the earth.

The following bears directly upon what has just been said :

" An immense number of pendulum observations are now being made
at the astronomical stations of geodesical surveys in Germany, Eussia, and
India, which, when fully published, will throw light more perhaps on the

local variations of gravity than on the figure of earth. The observations

made at the various stations of the Indian meridian arc bringing to light a

physical fact of the very highest importance and interest, namely, that the

density .of the strata of the earth's crust under and in the vicinity of the

Himalayan Mountains is less than that under the plains to the south, the

deficiency increasing as the stations of observation approach the Himalayas,

and being a maximum when they are situated on the range itself. This

accounts for the non-appearance of the large deflections which the Hima-
layas, according to Archdeacon Pratt's calculations, ought to produce. The
Indian pendulum observations also throw some light on the relative varia-

tions of gravity at continental, coast, and island stations, showing that,

without a single exception, gravity at the coast stations is greater than at the

corresponding continental stations, and greater at island stations than at

coast stations." The inference, that because the force of gravity in any
locality is less, the density of the earth at that i^lace is less, is one usually

made, but it is more credible that mountains are denser than the plains

which are made up of detritus from those mountains than that the plains

are denser than the mountains."*

Prof. Darwin made experiments during last year, in which he dis-

covered variations in the force of gravity. He has embodied the results of

his investigation in a paper which was published in the November number
of " Nature " last year. His mvestigations showed that the force of gravity

varied at the very same place, that there was on one or two days a diurnal

variation in the force of gravity.

' See Article » Earth" (figure of) in the Encyclopadia Britannica, by R. E. Clark.
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It may be deemed quite practicable to devise experiments to test the

question whether gravitation is due to the rotatiou of stationary corpus-

cules or not. With adequate and effective means the following experimeut

might be considered sufficient for this purpose. Let a very short solid

cylinder, of any hard or dense substance, have fixed in it an axis on which

it can be revolved by a driving-belt. Such a short cylinder would be very

much hke a thick giinding-stone. It should be from 1 to 2 feet in diameter,

and from 6 to 12 inches in thickness. The denser the material the better,

but tough hard heavy wood would probably do, as the conditions could be

varied to suit the density of the substance. This wheel should be made to

revolve with a velocity of not less than twenty revolutions per second ; and

means should be provided for increasing the velocity up to 1,000 revolutions.

The weight of the wheel and axle would be determined first when at rest.

While recolving at any chosen velocity, let it again he weighed. It should

weigh less, and if the substance is dense and the velocity great, it should

weigh considerably less. It would be reasonable to suppose that the fixed

rotating corpuscules of the ether would be very much disturbed,—would

not have time to adjust themselves to the revolving wheel, and would there-

fore have a less gravitational effect. Such an experiment as this, howevei-,

if eftectively made with the best apphances, would probably be somewhat

costly,—at least for any one individual.

Art. 'L'^m.—Hawaii-nei and the Hawaiians. By F. B. Hutchinson, L.R.C.P.

[Read before the Wellington Fkilosophical Society, 2Gth August, 1882.]

Abstract.

The Sandwich Islands are famed for their beauty and fertility. Five thou-

group

differing

the Maori than the dialects of the latter do from one another.

The Sandwich group consists of five larger and several smaller islauda,

lying in a line from north-west to south-east. Beginning from the north-

west Kauai is the oldest, has no signs of recent volcanic action. Earth-

quakes are the rarest, the rocks are the most broken down into soil. Hsuce

it is the most fertile ; it is spoken of as the Garden Island. As a whole,

the island radiates from one grand very precipitous mountain 6,000 feet

high. In this island the language, though differing so shghtly from that of

the other islands as hardly to form a dialect, approaches a little more nearly

the Maori. R is often used for L, and T for K. Thus one hears there of

Hanalei pronounced Hanarei, and Kauai as Tauai. The forests on Kauai

are magnificent, and the plantations mostly prosperous.
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Qjlm is made up of two long mountain ridges, with a plateau between.

It bears Honolulu, the capital, and this on account of possessing the only

really good harbour in the group.

Molokai is a long mountain running east and west, with the northern

half removed. Thus it presents to the sea on the north a stupendous pre-

cipice. From this about the middle projects a piece of low flat rich land,

used as the famous leper settlement.

Maui is composed of two mountains, the higher of which (10,000 feet) is

a vast extinct volcano, the crater 27 miles round broken by two great gaps.

The crater is the most remarkable upon earth as resembling a smaller

lunar volcano, having several craters rising from its 2,000-feet deep cavity.

It is known as Haleakala, or the House of the Sun.

Hawaii is the great island, that from which the group takes its name.

The great volcano Mauna Loa (13,G00 feet) stands in the centre. To the

north is a beautiful mountain still higher—Mauna Kea, and there are smaller

ones. Mauna Loa is the most interesting of all volcanoes. It does not

show its height, the base being 60 miles across, and there are no peaks.

I exhibit a diagram showing its general shape. The effect when on the

mountain is that of being on a plateau. There are two extinct main craters

besides those that occasionally burst out. The summit crater, 13,GOO feet

above the sea, is always active ; the better-known Ivilauea, 4,000 feet

above the sea, on the east side, is, too, always active. It is clear from the

difference of level that the two can have no connection. These craters do

not shoot up stones and ashes ; they are lakes of molten lava, and con-

stantly change their levels, occasionally overflowing.

There are on the islands about 60 sugar mills, several with more than

one plantation attached.

The Hawaiians are often spoken of as Malayo-Polynesians, but this is

almost certainly a mistake. The whole subject of the origin of the race

is discussed with great ability by Judge Fornander in his work on the Poly-

nesian races.

PoUtical—Fovmexly each place had its own chief. Warfare was the

normal state. The chiefs were a splendid race, well marked off from the

common people. Descent was wisely reckoned in the female line. The

finest women became tabu to the chiefs, and thus the superiority was pro-

duced. The old Greek race probably produced no specimens of humanity

physically finer, and in intellect they ranked very high.

Late in the last century a chief of Western Hawaii, Kamehameha,
conquered first his own and then the other islands. He died in 1819.

His successor insulted the national deities and broke the tabu. Very

soon afterwards the first batch of missionaries reached the islands.

/
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Their success was, from their own i)oint of view, wouderful and unpre-

cedentetl. In a few years churches and schools marked every village,

the natives were nominally christians, the old superstitions hidden out of

sight and supposed to be extinguished and the language was reduced to

writing. Then a Catholic Mission appeared and was forced upon the king

and people by a French man-of-war. A painful conflict between the two

faiths took place.' This gradually subsided ; a large portion of the natives

adopted the newer faith, its spectacular ritual appearing to suit them far

better than the other, while the singularly self-devoted and humble lives of

the priests have largely aided in the same direction. Now the two live

peacefully side by side. There is no religious census of the islands
;
but,

to hazard a rough guess, perhaps a third of the natives are Catholics, and

the proportion increases.

The Protestant missionaries quickly acquired important political powers.

They stood out as the protectors of the natives against the vice and selfishness

of the white traders. One, Dr. Judd, a man of great ability, was for many

years the head of the government. The native kings, able men themselves,

gladly availed themselves of the superior knowledge of the foreigners. Had

these white men been English, no doubt the islands would have become an

English colony. As it was, they were seized and annexed by Lord George

Paulet, commanding an English man-of-war, an act quickly disavowed^ by

the EngHsh Government. Colonies are outside of the American political

system, and the great aim of the white ministers was not to annex the

islands to America, but to build them up into an independent sovereignty

under the native king. It is a fair question whether it would not have been

better for the natives had the islands become a British Crown Colony
;
the

decay of the race, it has been thought, might have been less rapid. But

lookiug to the history of the Maoris and Fijians, the soundness of such an

opmion may be greatly doubted. The lecturer had not been able to dis-

cover that the two last races are better off than the first
;
as to the value of

the work—religious, political and social—of the missionaries in the islands

there are such wide diversities of opinion that the lecturer declined to enter

upon a ground of such hot controversy. Being human the missionaries

could not, with all their good intentions, avoid errors, and many of them

would now confess that their errors were many and serious. They were

misled by thmking that they had a force at their back strong enough to

change human nature and turn a half-savage native into the highest class

of New Euglauder.

The land tenure and political system was at first feudal, but in 1839

Kamehameha III. abolished the feudal tenures and gave the country a

constitution. This was abrogated by Kamehameha V. and a new one
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given, which is now in force. The king is a constitutional monarch, but

not according to English ideas. The form is more that of the late French

Empire. The government is personal, the ministers being appointed and

removed by the king at his own pleasure and without any reference to the

legislature, towards which they have no responsibility. The present king

.

has appointed and removed ministers in a most arbitrary manner. For m-

stance, in 1878, being displeased, he sent at 1 a.m. to demand their imme-

diate resignation.

The Ministers are four,—the Foreign :Minister, who is' usually the

Premier ; the Minister of the Interior, who is the real working Minister,

for whom nothing is too great or too small ; the Finance Minister
;
and

the Attorney- General. The Foreign and Finance Ministers have frequently

been figure-head natives. Two years ago the Finance Minister for a short

time was a native preacher, perfectly ignorant of his subject, and appomted

only because no respectable man could be got to take the oifice.

The Legislature, which, happily for the country, meets only biennially,

consists of two estates ; but they sit and vote as one House. The Nobles,

twenty in number, are appointed by the King for life. They have no special

title except Honoui-able. Many of them are "foreigners." The twenty-

eight representatives are nearly all natives, aud thus in the House as a

^vhole, the natives are in the great majority. They possess and represent

very little property, but vote a-^ay most recklessly the money of the foreign

population, who pay all but a trifle of the taxes. In the session of this

year they voted three and a half millions of dollars, including a Civil List of

$148,000, to be spent in the next biennial period, the estimated income for

that time bemg $1,950,000,

The proceedings of the Legislature are conducted with great dignity

and propriety ; but everything being done in two languages makes it

extremely tedious, the more so that the natives are born orators, and can

discourse for the hour together, even though they have nothing to say.

With all the weakness of the legislature, mostly, be it remembered,

composed of natives, the laws of the Sandwich Islands, and the judicial

procedure generally, compare favourably with those of any other nation m
the world. They are the cream of American and Enghsh jurisprudence,

and have generally been administered by Judges of high character and

ability. As an instance where the procedm*e is vastly in advance of that of

England,—the accused is, at his option, put into the witness-box and ex-

amined under oath.

The sanitary affairs ot the islands are supervised by the Board of Health,

whose duties are more serious and responsible than usually fall to the lot of

similar bureaux elsewhere, for they have in their hands a terrible cbuige
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from wliicli most other countries are free-tlic leprosy :
also tlie isolation

of all cases of infectious disease that may be brought to the islands, a busi-

ness which necessarily incurs much odium. In all such cases the lu-orlo

in immediate contact with the patients are immediately and carefully

separated from the rest of the community, a course which might elsowuere

be followed with advantage. It is a disgrace to any country not contmontal

• that such a disease as scarlet fever should ever gain, or at least keep, a

footing in it.

An account of the leprosy and of a late epidemic of smallpox was

given, and the subject was treated more at large in a subsequent lecture,

delivered before a special meeting of medical men. .pi.
The causes of the decline of the native r«c..-No doubt Captain Cook s

estimate (400,000) was far too high. He reckoned from the numbers that

appeared at each place where the ship touched, not considermg that they

crowded thither from all parts of the island. In 1832 the number was

130,000, in 1878 47,000. • a- , i

Syphihs was introduced by Captain Cook's sailors, and has mflictcd

terrible injury on the race.

The leprosy has aided in the same direction.

The removal of the tabufrom the u:omen.-mth all the drawbacks of the

talm, it was certainly a great protection to the women. Its abolition gave

full swing to license. The women are markedly unfertile, but are far more

fruitful with white men and Chinese than with their own race.
^

The early age at which intercourse begins with both sexes is another

cause of infertility, ,. -

The women manage their babies unwisely, and the infant mortality is

The ^changed conditions of Ufe.-Th^ dark races appear to be always inju-

riously affected by close contact with the white. The wearing of clothes,

and Hving in tight houses, has proved a great curse to the natives, who are

far more delicate and prone to lung diseases than when they went na.c.m

w

and lived in grass houses, .

A very large number of the women live with white men and Chmcse.

This cause alone must in the end prove fatal to the purity of the race.
^

Present state and prospects.-The islands are now part of the American

system. The policy was laid down by the late United States Foreiga

Secretary, Mr. Blain. Extract from letter of his to the Umted States

Minister at Honolulu, dated December 1, 1881 :-" In thhty ^ars the

United States have acquired legitimate and dominant influence m the Nortli

Pacific, which it can never consent to see decreased by intrusion ^^'^'^'''^^^^

any element or influence hostile to its own.
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necessity n< * * * Qf drawing ties of intimate relationship between

the United States and the Hawaiian Islands, so as to make them practically

part of the American system, without derogation of their absolute inde-

pendence.*'

Thus America does not desire to acquire the islands, but to hold supreme

control there, and this is practically effected, most of the white office-holders

and property-holders being Americans, As they now are the islands might

well go on preserving their independence for an indefinite time, but already

that independence Las been gravely endangered, and will probably not last

long. An American protectorate will probably take the place of the monarchy,

with provisions for self-government. The person by whom the independence

has been and is endangered is the king. Further, the former cordial rela-

tions between the native and foreigner have been seriously impaired.

The native cannot be educated beyond a certain point. As a boy he is

very bright and clever ; as a man he amounts to very little. Not a single

business of any kind in Honolulu, except that of selling meat, is either

conducted by a native or has a native in a high position in it. The native

royalty must soon end. The pure native race must soon die out. The

Hawaiian cannot adopt our civilization. He will not work ; so, while the

American and Chinese come in in swarms to do the work, he is quietly

fading away. A sad end to a beautiful, gentle, kindly race.

Aet. tax.—The Effects of School Life on Siyht. By B. Schwabzbach, M.D.

IBcad before the Auckland Institute, Slst July, 1882.]

It is nearly four years ago I had occasion to examine the sight of the

children attending schools in Auckland. In the report of my examination,

which was kindly received by the members of the school-board, I stated the

percentage of short-sightedness which existed amongst the school-children,

and I also pomted out the dangers of school-hfe in regard to the sight, and

how such dangers might be removed or lessened.

During the last three years, while sojourning in Europe, especially in

England and Germany, I have still pursued my favomite branch of study,

and I have endeavoured to acquaint myself with the progress made and

attention given to arrest the pernicious effects of bad light, bad printing,

bad ventilation, and bad seats and desks in our schools at home. I have

carefully compared the statistics of short sight, taken twelve years ago, with

the statistics taken recently and I have noticed that apparently the evil has

at least not advanced in its stride. This is no doubt especially due to the
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efforts of some of our scientific men, who have repeatedly drawn the atten-

tion of the public and of the officials towards the causes which endanger a

whole nation to advance from the stage of short sight to that of weak sight.

Hirschberg in Berlin, Cohn in Breslau, Sibreich in London, and others, have

lectured and written on the subject ; and it is my intention in this short

paper to give a hurried synopsis of their opinions and of my own observa-

tions in this matter.

The changes in the functions of the visual organ, which are imme-

diately developed under the influence of school-life, are the following :

1. Decrease of the range of vision.

2. Decrease of the acuteness of vision.

8. Decrease of the endurance of vision.

1. Decrease of the range of vision,—short sight,—(Mijojna) is that con-

dition of the eye in which rays of light are united in front of the retina in

consec[uence of an extension of the axis of the eye.

As a rule, shortsightedness appears only feebly developed in children,

and with proper attention could be stayed, often removed. The most dan-

gerous time for such eyes are the years between eight and fifteen. The

visual organ is then in a state of change and growth, and very susceptible

to outer influences, the effects of which become easily settled and per-

manent. When the children look persistently at near and small objects, an

undue pressure on the eye is produced by the accommodation muscle, as

well as by the accumulation of blood, caused by the stooping position, thus

gi-adually expanding the visual axis. The young scholar not only remains

shortsighted, but the defects increase ui proportion to the admittance of

injurious influences. The sedentary occupations of learned men, or watch-

makers, engravers, and others furnish us with a striking example how

easily the power of sight for distant objects may be impaired. Short-

sighted eyes should not only be guarded against over-straining, especially

against evening work, but proper counter-influences against the prime

causes should be instituted

•

near objects may gradually produce an expansion of the eyeball from the

front to the back, in the same degree could this be prevented by practising

the sight upon distant objects, by much outdoor exercise (also school-gjTO-

nasties) and carefuUy guarding against that which is obnoxious to a normal

development of the organ. And in sinning against this normaUy natural

development, the schools m particular may be accused. F

predominates

read

I do not mean

he luiiversities

and colleges, where a vast amount of mental work must be accomplished

in order to enter with honorary degrees into professional life. If extensive
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learning is identical with advanced culture, then, indeed, knowledge is a

dangerous present of civiUzation as regards the sight. And if knowledge is

transmitted to our brains by means of our eyesight in badly-lighted and

badly-ventilated rooms through small and indistinct print, and by sacrificing

proper rest and sleep, then shortsightedness will make its appearance in a

more aggravated form, and more quickly, than under proper hygienic con-

ditions.

In order to stem the tide of short sight, Prof. Cohn, in Breslau, makes
to

the following demands to the schools throughout the civilized world—de-

mands to which I fully consent

:

For the protection of eye and sight of school-children it is necessary

1. To have a pause of fifteen minutes after every lesson of three-quarters

of an hour.

2. To pause half an hour at eleven o'clock, if the morning instructions

are carried on during five hours.

3. To have a reading hoard for testing the sight fixed in the room. If

certain letters cannot be distinguished at a certain distance, the pupil must

rest the organ.

4. To shorten the lessons and the tasks at home.

5. To introduce lessons on hygiene in all schools, colleges, and univer-

sities.

6; Every Council of Education should have a medical man as a member.

7. To close, by law, all school-rooms which are badly lighted and insuf-

ficiently ventilated.

In Germany, the nursery of short-sightedness, the above injunctions ai'e

of vital importance. But also England should adopt them, as the evil of

short sight has increased rapidly in that country during the last twenty

years. Australia and New Zealand are in a too sympathizing contact with

the motherland to be entirely excluded from the unpleasant influences of

the latter.

It is true that short-sightedness is often hereditary, but this must not

be thought to mean that the childi*en of short-sighted parents are born

short-sighted. They have only the predisposition to become so, and their

predisposition is developed during school-life, more or less, according to

certain external conditions ; and the more so, of course, under conditions

which tend to produce short sight even in children who have no hereditary

predisposition.

Prof, Sibreich points out and demonstrates that short-sightedness has

also an injurious influence on the general health by inducing a habit of

stooping. Its increase from a national point of view is to be considered a

serious evil. ary
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small number, this question was of little or uo importance, but now, espe-

cially when England and its colonies are about to extend the benefit of

school-education to all children, the question how to prevent short sight

deserves serious consideration.

I mentioned in the beginning, that not only Myopia, but also a decrease

of acuteness of vision, so-called Amblyopia, is frequently developed during

school-life. Often this serious condition is the result of a positive disease

in the interior of the eye, which is of too individual a character to be con-

sidered here. However, amblyopia of one eye, is mostly produced by

unsuitable arrangements for work, which disturbs the common action of

the two eyes, and weakens the eye which is excluded from use.

But even more £i-equently than this defect is a decrease of endurance of

the vision—Asthenopia. This very frequent affection, which has destroyed

many a career, prevented the development of many a fine intellect, and

deprived many of the fruits of then- laborious exertions and persevering

industry, arises principally from two causes. The first is a congenital con-

dition, called hypermetropia, which can be corrected by convex glasses, and

which cannot therefore be laid at the door of school-life. The second is a

disturbance of the harmonious action of the muscles of the eye—a defect

which is generally caused by unsuitable axTangements for work.

It is not my intention to enter here on a scientific explanation of the

various causes of these disturbances of the organ of sight, for the three

anomahes I have mentioned all arise from the same circumstances

viz., insufficient or ill-arranged light, or from a wrong position during

work.

Insufficient

and Wl

vei7 near object, the accommodating apparatus and the muscles which

turn the eyes, so that the axes converge towards the same object, are brought

into a condition of greater' tension, and this is to be considered as the pnn-

cipal cause of shortsightedness and its increase.

How can these evils be prevented? lu answering this important ques-

tion, I do not pretend to express an original opinion only. As a disciple oi

those great men who have made ophthalmology a flowery hmb on the gieat

tree of medical science, I must confine myself to repeat then: teaching, and

I do so in the firm belief of teaching the truth. But common sense even

could answer the question before us.

The light must be sufficiently strong and fall on the table from the left-

hand side, and, as far as possible from above. The children _ ought to sit

straight, and not have the book nearer to the eye than ten mchesat tlie

least. Light coming from the right-hand is not so good as from the leit,
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because the shadow of the hand falls on that part of the paper at which we
are looking. Light from behind is still worse, because the head and upper
part of the body throw a shadow on the book ; but the light that comes
from the front and falls on the face is by far the worst of all, for, in the

first place, it does not attain the object desired, and, next, it is most hurtful

to the eyes. It is hurtful because, firstly, the retina becomes fatigued by
the full glare upon it, and the diffused light renders the comparatively dark

images of the printing and writing more difficult to be perceived. Secondly,

the position assumed by the children, in order to avoid the disturbing in-

fluences of the light, places the axis of the eye in a very unfavourable
direction, which, as I have already mentioned, induces short sight, differ-

ences in the sight of the two eyes, and certain weakness of the muscle of

the eye.

If, in consequence of such bad light, the child is necessitated to hold

the book high up to the face to distinguish the letters clearly, then the

consequence will be as before mentioned. The human eyes are moved in

different directions by six muscles. The muscles of both eyes can only be

brought into contemporaneous action in a certain way. Thus we can only

move both eyes at the same time up or down, or bring them together from
parallelism to convergence, and vice versa. Of the possible combination of

the muscles, some can be brought into action for a length^ of time, others

only for a few seconds. Thus we can only with an effort look at a near

object if it is higher than the eye. On the contrary, we can look with ease

at an object equally distant if it is below the eye. Therefore you must not

think that the natm-al position
. of the book while reading depends upon

chance. It is a physiological necessity ; if we strive against it the eye

becomes fatigued, and, if the effort is repeated regularly and for a long

tune, a derangement of the harmonious action of the muscles of the eye is

the consequence.

I have dwelt on these matters exhaustively in a lecture on the human
eye which I delivered four years ago in Auckland. I also laid a special

stress not only on the pernicious effects of bad light, but also of bad print.

Books badly printed or with very small type are certainly not fit for con-

tinued use, for in many cases an eye-disease is imprinted therein. In order

to prove to you what importance is attached to clearly-printed books at

Home, let me state that some years ago the Ministerial Board of Educa-
tion in Germany condemned over half a million of books by reason of their

indistinct type.

With regard to the various positions of the desks and seats, let me quote

again Professor Sibreich, who says it is difficult to give an account of the

reason for the positions those desks and seats occupy ; in fact, they appear
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to be the result of mere accident. Sometimes unimportant circumstances

sucli as the position of the door or fireplace, or the best place for the

blackboard—have decided the matter. More frequently it has depended on

the desire to have the faces of the children in full light. Against this I

have already declared myself. Most frequently, however, the wish to place

the children as near as possible to the master has regulated the arrange-

ment, and has led to placing the seats in a horseshoe form
;
but also in

this arrangement only one-third of the children can have a proper light. I

admit it is very difficult to answer all requirements in this respect, especially

if the schools have not been built with a proper consideration to the

hygienics of the human vision. However, in most class-rooms it would be

easy to make the necessary alteration-to have the light come from the

left-hand side, and, by raising the benches one above the other, or, simpler

still, by sufficiently raising the master's place, to enable the teacher to sur-

vey the whole class at a glance.

I am afraid my advice in this matter will not soon be practically

followed, as even in Europe only after years of urging and preaching have

the necessary alterations been made in schools ;
but my paper has at least

drawn attention to the matter, and it must rest in the future what fruit

it will bear.

AnT of By the Eev. P. W. Fairclough.

[Bead before the Smithland Institute, 10th OctoVer, 1882.]
lUead bejore tiie i:30uiruanu x.^c. ,

,

Kepler, with the prescience of genius, supposed that comets throng m

space as fish in the sea. It is true that only some 650 comets are recorded

as seen during the Christian era, and that a considerable number of hese

have been reappearances of periodic visitors. But of these 650, about 120

have been seen in the Nineteenth Century.-mostly telescopic, however.

This large number is owing to improved methods of observing.^ As many

as eight have been seen in one year, and we have in our mornmg sky the

fourth for the year 1882. Now, it is certain that not half the comets tha

approach the sun, within the range of the telescope, are seen by man It

may also be regarded as highly probable that vast numbers of comets have

their perihelia at distances which preclude their discovery.

A comet crossing the solar frontier with the momentum of a few mdes

per annum, along a hne forming an angle of 45° with the radius from the

sun's centre to the comet's centre, at the moment of crossmg, would secure

a perihelion distance of many millions of miles. If, however, the momen-

tum amounted to miles per hour, the comet would be carried far too vado

of the suu to be observed by the inhabitants of the earth.
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As, tlierefore, it is probable that comets enter the snn's domain Tsitli a

great variety of momenta ; and as, in the case of any particular comet, the

probabilities are many millions to one against its momentum being in

the direction of the little point represented by the sun and the planetary

orbits, it is extremely probable that the great majority of visitors from

interstellar space never come within human ken.

Let us suppose that, for every comet seen, nine others make their peri-

helion passage unobserved. Of 200 comets, the elements of whose orbits

have been ascertained, twenty per cent, belong to the solar system, and

eighty per cent, were visitors for the first and last time. If, therefore,

astronomers record on an average one comet pei' anniim^ and nine others

pass unrecorded, and if of these ten, two belong to the solar system, and

eight are strangers, how great must be the wealth of cometic matter in the

universe ! For as these strangers are supposed to be some 5,000,000 years

in the suu's dominions before making their j)erihelion sweep, it is evident

that at any moment the sun must have, under his control, a supply of

foreign comets for 5,000,000 years, at the rate of eight j^er annwn ! That

is 40,000,000; besides vast multitudes of comparatively domestic comets,

to whom he saith '' Go," and they go ;
*' Come," and they come.

If, then, each sun of the midnight sky, and of the astronomer's *' optic

tube," can boast such a following of comets, it shall come very near

to be thought that the objects so long beheld with terror, on account of

their rarity, are, indeed, the most numerous family of bodies in the

universe.

Comets are among the very few celestial objects that are waiting to be

explained, and although the question of their constitution, like the secret of

the Pole, is of no practical importance, it is yet of absorbing interest. The

solution, however, of many of the questions that may perplex us to-night
i

may already be in the hands of those fortunate scientific men whose posi-

tion has enabled them to analyze our present briUiant visitor with first-class

spectroscopes.

For ages comets were regarded as vapours, and exhalations, more or

less pestilential, floating in the atmosphere. Tycho Brahe was the first to

rise to the conception that comets were beyond the moon.
Kepler's theory was wonderfully acute, considering the information at

bis disposal. He considered comets to te wholly or principally gaseous,

and that the tail consisted of gaseous material, highly rarefied by the sun's

heat, and then carried away by the repulsive force of the sun's rays.

Others supposed the tail to be a column of vapour lighter than the medium
in which the comet moved, and therefore raised, as smoke is raised m the

column of heated air from a chimney. Newton supposed comets to have
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considerable solid nuclei, calculated the Leat to wliicli the body of liis comet

(1680) was raised, and how long it would take to cool, on the supposition

of its being as large as the moon. Another astronomer has calculated the

effect upon the earth's orbit of a comet, with three times the mass of the

earth, passing within 40,000 miles of her. Maupertuis sought to relieve the

popular dread of collision by the suggestion that it might only destroy a

part of the terrestrial surface, and that those who survived the shock might

find the debris of the comet to consist largely of gold, diamonds, and the

like. Boyle, however, the celebrated French philosopher, published a

treatise in 1680 setting forth 239 elaborate reasons why comets could

neither do or presage evil to the earth.

The popular idea of a comet, is a star with a tail !
But a tail is only a

temporary appendage to those that have it, while multitudes exhibit no tail.

A constant characteristic of comets must be sought in the path pursued,

rather than in any appearance presented to the eye. Some comets have

been seen that could at times ouly be distinguished from stars by their

course. Others present a star-like nucleus, surrounded by a coma, or a

vast nebulous atmosphere. Donati's comet (1858) appeared to have a

nucleus, or pellet of light, 1,600 miles in diameter. This was surrouuded by

two envelopes, one 7,000 and the other over 12,000 miles, high. The who e

diameter of the head was 26,400 miles. Other comets, agam, present only

a nebulous mass, somewhat condensed at the centre, owing, probably, to the

greater depth of matter.

Whether the nucleus is solid opaque matter or not, is, perhaps, an open

question. Some observers, in the last centui^, supposed that they saw

phases in certain nuclei, similar to those of the moon. But this was,

perhaps, the result of earnest expectation and of devotion to a theory.

More recent observers have not obtained similar results, and the spectro-

scope, as appUed to several faint comets, seems to show that the nucleus

does not shine by reflected sunlight, but has some apparently native lumin-

osity. The tail, however, and the outer envelope of the head shme by

reflected light. Some observers declare that they have seen stars through

the nucleus, while others say they have seen stars occulted by the nucleus.

It must be observed here that a bright nucleus would obliterate a small

star by its veiy lustre, whether transparent or not. Tlu'cugh comets with

purely nebulous heads, stars have certainly been seen. Sh- J. HerscheU

declares that he has seen stars of the sixteenth or seventeenth magnitude,

that a breath would obscure, through fully 50,000 mUes of cometic matter.

Compared with this extreme tenuity, this almost sphitual subtilty, the

highest aud most feathery cirrhus of oui- atmosphere may be regarded as

dense and solid.
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It is also worthy of note, tliat stars seen through comets have neither

been displaced nor distorted, showing that the cometic matter has no refract-
f

ing power.

Another argumeut against the solidity of comets is, that two at least

have heen placed in the scales, and found to be practically imponderable

weighed in the balance, in fact, and found wanting. In 1770, Lexall's

comet plunged through the system of Jupiter, passing between the i:)lanet

and one of its moons. The comet was whirled into a new orbit, but the

circular motion of Jupiter's moons was not in the least degree interfered

with. As if to make assurance upon this point doubly sure by an experi-

ment with the smallest planet, as well as with the largest, Encte's comet

passed very near to Mercury some years ago, and was deflected from its

course, affording a new and accurate measure of the mass of the planet.

But Mercuiy himself was not in the least degree perturbed. This proves

that the mass of a comet is c[uite insignificant.

It may also be noted that in 184G Biela's comet divided into two, a

greater and a lesser* These gradually parted from each other during

thirteen years, in which period they made the circuit of their orbit twice.

No perturbations were observed, to indicate that they sensibly attracted

each other, and to give a clue to respective masses. "With regard, then, to

these three comets at least, the more general dictum of a philosopher of no

low degree seems to be probable, '* that the solid matter of a comet might

be put into a gentleman's snuff-box."

If there be any resisting medium in the inter-planetary spaces, it is

evident that vast, and almost imponderable bodies, like comets, would be

the first to show in their motions the effects of it, just as a light object

thro"s\Ti through the air will show the resistance of the air far more clearly

than a dense and heavy object. Encke's comet is one of the several short-

period comets now known. It was discovered in 1789, and has now made

twenty-seven revolutions since its discovery. Each one has shown itself to

occupy on the average about two hours and a half less than its predecessor,

so that the comet now comes to its perihelion some five or six weeks earlier

than it would have done according to the period it observed at the time of

its discovery. The fact that a number of eminent astronomers have attri-

buted this effect to a resisting medium in space, is proof that no other

sufficient cause is known to science. I am not aware that any other cause,

with any degree of probability in it, has been assigned by any authority.

Should it be proved that the comet is really describing a spiral course,

the vortex of which is the sun, it ^vill simply suggest to the mind how, in

unimaginable years, the solid planet must sink into that vortex too. At

the same time be it noted that, if a comet should ultimately prove to us
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that there is a resisting medium in all space, comets do now prove far more

clearly, by the astounding velocity that their attenuated substances attain,

how nearly absolutely empty space must be to admit of their motion.

However great the tenuity of the substance of comets, there is a point

in each one which rigidly obeys the law of gravitation. This point is the

nucleus, or centre of the head. A considerable number of short-period

comets have the time of their perihelion passage fixed almost as accurately

as the time of an eclipse. Halley's comet, observed hi 1G82, was predicted

to return in 77 years. Computists calculated the retarding influences of

the known planets, and allowed 30 days for possible error in the time fixed

by them for the perihelion sweep. Neither Uranus nor Neptune were then

known, yet the comet was in perihelio in 1756, within 29 days of the time

fixed. For its return in 1835—the planet Neptune being still unknown

the perihelion passage was fixed by Rosenberger between the lltli and the

16th of November. It took place on the 15th.

It is evident, therefore, that however small the mass of the huge

volume of a comet, it yields the same obedience to law as the densest

planet.

But a question naturally rises in our minds as to how the great body of a

comet is held together, when its own power of gi-avity is known to be so small.

If the difference of the distances of the centre and the surface of the minute

and dense earth from the sun suffices to raise a considerable. tide, we might

naturally expect to find a comet, with its tremendous diameter, its small

power of cohesion, and its proximity to the sun, rent into several sections,

to be thrown into somewhat different orbits. The fact remains, however,

that no such disruption takes place in the majority of cases ; though there

are several records of comets parting into two or more fragments.

But a curious phenomenon is observed upon the approach of a comet to

the sun ; it is that the nucleus appears to shrink in a wonderful degree.

M. Struve, in observing Encke's comet in 1828, found that on December

24th it only occupied xeo^ry P^^'^ ^^ ^^^ space it had occupied on the 28th

of October. When it begins to recede from the sun, the comet begins also

to recover its former volume. In this situation Halley's comet was observed

by Sir J. Herschel, in 1835, to increase forty-fold in apparent size in a

single week.

explanations A recent one is that of

M. Valz, that the shrinking is due to the pressure of the sxm's atmosphere.

This theory, however, assumes an enormously extended atmosphere for the

sun which can scarcely be granted ; it also seems to req^uhe the comet to be

enclosed in an envelope, to prevent it from mingling, like vapour from an

engine, with the supposed atmosphere ; it also supposes the comet to move

31
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in a medium more dense than itself, which is utterly out of the question.

The most probable theory is that which ascribes the change in apparent

bulk to the powers of the sun's rays to rarefy, distend, and render invisible

a large portion of the comet, which portion, upon reaching a cooler region,

begins again to condense like an evening cloud.

Indeed, the extremes of heat and cold to which comets are subjected,

render it easy to conceive of almost any change in their appearance. Even

in the case of Halley's comet, the heat and hght of perihelion are to the

heat and light of aphehon as 3,000 to 1. But that comet does not pass

very near the sun (54,000,000 of miles), nor recede much beyond the orbit

of Neptune. But the comet of 1843, like that of 1882, passed within 30,000

miles of the sun's surface. Newton supposed his comet was subjected to a

heat 2,000 times greater than that of red-hot iron. But the heat endured

by the body mentioned must have exceeded this by about twenty-fold (for

Newton's was 130,000 miles from the solar surface). This is a heat at which,

of course, any terrestrial substance would be volatilized. On the other hand

this same body will wander to regions where, under similar conditions, it

would only receive one four himdredth part of the light and heat enjoyed

by the earth.

May it not be that such extremes of heat and cold, together with the

almost total absence of pressure, produce conditions of matter unknown

and unknowable to us? And may not these unknown and unknowable

conditions lie at the bottom of some of the problems that are so perplexing

to the human mind ?

Yet, something is certainly known of the constitutional elements of a

few comets. The spectroscope has shown the nucleus, or central part of the

head of one, to be luminous gas ; while the outer part of the coma shone by

reflected light. Another comet was found by Dr. Huggins to consist of

volatilized (not hnruing) carhon^—the hues in the cometic spectrum agreeing

exactly with the lines due to carbon in the spectrum of olefiaut gas. This

discovery, however, can only be regarded as adding another to the many

problems connected with comets ; for carbon is notable for its fixity at

moderate temperatures, and the comet in question was in a temperate

region of space. Comets examined since 1868 show hydrogen and other

elements associated with carbon.

A pecuhar relation is known to exist between comets and meteor

systems, but it is still involved in obscmity. No less an authority than

J. C. Adams, the EngHsh discoverer of Neptune, has computed the orbit of

the November meteors and sho^\Ti that they pass beyond the planet Uranus,

and have a period of 38 J years. He assigned to them exactly the same

path as that already assigned to Temple's comet ! It is probable that the
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whole of the vast orbit is peoi^led by flights of meteorites in endless chase,

and that the comet, as the gem of the ring, moves round preceded and

followed by a retinue of cosmic chips. That all comets are associated with

meteors, though fairly i^robable, cannot be confidently asserted.

I must now come to the most difficult, but also the most fascinating,

part of the subject—the so-called tail of the comet. When this appendage

is shown at all, it is only while comparatively near the sun. A comet may
develope a tail in approaching the sun and show none after perihelion; or it

may only develope tail after perihelion; or it may show one both before and

after ; or neither before nor after.

The nucleus of a comet is separated from the coma by a dark ring, as

the sunlit surface of a cloud might be separated fi^om the earth by a band

of invisible air. The nucleus is similarly parted from the tail, which

appears to be an extension of the coma in the direction opposite to the sun.

The 7iose of the comet is like the flame of a torch blown back by the wind,

or like the apex of an upright jet of water from a fountain, where the

liquid turns to fall back. The theory now very generally accepted by

astronomers is that for some kinds of matter, or for matter in certain con-

ditions, the sun has a repulsive force far more x^otent than his power of

gravity ; that, under the influence of intense heat, jets of volatilized matter

are thrown out, perhaps in all directions, but certainly towards the sun
;'

that presently the repulsive force overcomes their forward motion, turns

them back, and sweeps them away into space until the particles are so

widely dispersed as to be invisible.

It was at one time hoped that Mr. Crookes' radiometer was about to

show us the repulsive force of the sun's rays at work in our very hands
;

but the dream vanished, and the repulsive force is still theory, although

Sir J. Herschel declares it is proved beyond question by his own observa-

tions and those of others. This theory also explains some other pheno-

mena, as the curvature of the tail, and the fact that the convex side of the

tail is the brightest and least cm-ved. The convexity of the tail is always

towards the direction of the comet's motion. This has led to the gross

idea that, like the smoke of a steamer, the tail was retarded by the medium

in which the comet moved.

If we conceive of a comet being a rigid body, and that the tail is swung

round as a walkingstick might be brandished by the handle, it will be

evident that the end of the tail will have much further to travel than the

head. But when matter is repelled from the nucleus, and from the sun, it

has exactly the same forward momentum as the nucleus ; as, therefore, it

is driven further and fiuiiher from the sun, and has a larger and larger

orbit to describe, it of necessity falls behind, and cannot therefore be swung
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round like a stick, but only like a jet of water from a hydrant. The

curvature would, therefore, afford data for finding the velocity with which

the repelled matter was di'iven'off.

Again, the convex, or front side of the tail is brightest and straightest.

In Donati's comet, 1858, small straight tails preceded the main tail.

One explanation serves for all these facts. The sun analyzes the matter

of the comet. Some pai'ts of it he can dart away at an incomparably higher

velocity than others. This matter, most swiftly ejected, either makes sepa-

rate straight tails, as in 1858, or somewhat straightens and brightens the

convex, or front, side of the main tail.

There Is much room for speculation and enq^uiry in connection with this

repulsive force. Does it pursue the repelled matter, and drive it away with

an ever-increasing motion, so that it will leave our system altogether, or

does it give an initial impulse, and have done? Will the repelled matter

change its condition by cooling, and cease to be liable to the persecution of

the repelling force ? Or has it lost its affinities and the power of changmg

its condition ? Whatever may be its destiny it is certainly divorced from

the comet for ever.

There is reason to suppose that all the matter of a comet is not suscep-

tible to this repulsive force, and that a sufficient number of perihelion

passages will sift all the susceptible matter out, and leave the comet inca-

pable of producing a tail. Hence almost all the short-period comets that

are in periliello every few years are tailless ; while visitors from the eterni-

ties of space, who can only be in that sifting position once in ten or twenty

millions of years, frequently make a prodigious display of tail.

Art. Ij^L—Macqiiajie Island. By John H. Scott, M.D,, F.E.S.E.,

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in the University of Otago.

[Read before the Otago Institute, 21st June, 1881 and 9th May, 1882.]

Plate XXXIX.

In most of the maps which I have seen, an island named ** Emerald" is put

down in latitude 57^, a long way to the south of Macquarie Island. This,

is, however, now generally regarded as mythical, for its supposed site was

sailed over by tlie American Transit of Venus Expedition and no land was

observed. In all probabihty its discoverers mistook an iceberg for snow-

un

We may therefore safely consider that Macquarie Island is the most

southerly island of the outlying members of the New Zealand group, indeed,
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with the exception of som6 of the islands in the neighbourhood of Cape

Horn, it is the nearest point of land to the great Antarctic Continent. It

lies considerably to the south of Kerguelen Land, or the Crozets.

On this account then considerable interest attaches to it. I therefore

availed myself of the opportunity offered me by Messrs. Elder and Nichols,

in the latter end of 1880, for a trip down to it in the " Jessie Niccol
''

schooner. It is the results of this excursion that I propose to give in this

paper.

The changes which the New Zealand flora undergoes in the Auckland

and Campbell Islands have been often noted, but almost nothing was known

of its characters in Macquarie Island. I wished to notice how many plants

survived in that high latitude, and what changes in appearance and habit

these had undergone m suiting themselves to the rigorous climate ; whether

our New Zealand alpine forms were to be found there at the sea level, and

whether there were to be found any new forms unrepresented even in

the highest and most remote parts of New Zealand.

Four or five of the Macquarie Island plants had been sent to the Hooker

Herbarium by Mr. Fraser, of the Sydney Botanic Gardens, about fifty years

ago. I cannot, however, make out whether he had visited the island him-

self, or whether one of the sealers had brought the plants to him.

I was also anxious to see and study, so far as practicable, the sea

T resort. They never, so far as I

know, come as far north as either Campbell Island or the Auckland gi'oup,

so in this part of the world Macquarie Island is the only place where they

can be observed.

Macquarie Island lies about 600 miles to the south-west of New Zea-

land, more than twice as far away as the Auckland group, and is separated

from that group and from Campbell Island by very much deeper water than

that which lies between them and New Zealand. There is a great valley

3,000 fathoms deep between Macquarie Island and the Auckland and

Campbell Islands, while the sea between them and New Zealand is not

1,000 fathoms deep.

It is Avi'ongly put down on all the charts. For the following correct

position I am indebted to Captain Cowper, who, in the ** Jessie Niccol,'*

has made a number of tiix^s to the island :

—

Latitude, north end, 54° 26' South.

Latitude, south end, 5-i^ 44' South.

Longitude, north end, east side, 159° 5' 45'' East.

Longitude, south end, east side, ISO*^ V 45" East.

It is about 18 miles lona: and 5 miles broad, its east side lying N. i W. and

mm

S. i E. magnetic.
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It is a solitary island, but it has two outlying rocks. One called tlie

" Bishop and Clerk " lies 30 miles to the south of the south end ; the other

called the *^ Judge and Clerk " is 7 miles to the north of the North Head.
It is exceedingly hilly. The hills, however, are of no great height, not

more than 600 or 700 feet I should think. They rise as a rule almost

directly from the sea, leaving but a narrow interval of shmgly beach, while

occasional spurs run out from wide open bays which afford no shelter

to vessels. Towards the north end of the west coast there is a greater

extent of flat land between the hills and the sea. Between the steeper part

of the hill-side and the shingle, there is always a more gently sloping belt of

extremely swampy land. And here the tussock grass grows in ** Maori heads *'

above the soft treacherous mud. At both ends of the island, however, the

land rises m cliflfs abruptly from the sea ; and the North Head forms a bluflf

wi

break.

stormy weather has been known

The west coast is, as miglit be expected, more cut into by the sea than
the east, but there are no bays suitable for harbours. At the south-west
corner of the island, there is, indeed, a beautiful deep bay called " Carohne
Cove," completely sheltered fi-om every side except the south-west. It is

completely open to that quarter however, and as the prevailing wind blows
from the south-west, and therefore straight into the bay, it would rather
prove a trap than a shelter to any vessel that anchored in it. There are still

visible on the beach the remains of a vessel which was wrecked in this man-
ner. The sealmg vessels always lie some distance off the coast ready to slip

and go to sea at any moment. The oil in large casks is floated out to them.
The Caroline Cove wreck is not the only vessel that has gone ashore on

Macquarie Island ; and there are still to be seen the graves of some of the

shipwrecked seamen. On the bit of plank which served as headstone for

the

was illegible.

The interior of the island shows the rocky tops of the hills blown per-

fectly bare by the wind, and fissured by the j5:osts ; and in the hollows of

the uplands lie a number of little lakes, which empty themselves by streams.
These either make valleys for themselves down to the sea, or tumble down

.es m mmiai

appearance

the extreme. There is not a tree or shrub on the island, and what vegeta-
tion there is has a great deal of sameness, long stretches of yellowish
tussock, with occasional great patches of the biight-greeu Stilhocarpa polaris,

or of the peculiar sage-green Fleurophjllum. These, with the rich brown

T
^
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mosses near the hill-tops, are all that strilce the eye m looking at the island

from the sea. This paucity of species is, as we shall see again, one of the

characteristics of the flora of antarctic islands.

The rocks of the island belong to the older crystallines, greenstones.

They have occasionally an amygdaloidal structure, the amygdules some-

times containing zeolites. Mesotype, with concentric radiated fibrous

structure, occurs in one of my specimens ; and in another, what is probably

analcime, is to be seen. The rocks are sometimes veined with c^uartz.

Botany.

Unfortunately the season at which I visited the island was not well suited

for collecting plants. I was there in November and in these latitudes

spring is but little advanced in that month. I therefore found compar-

atively few plants in flower. This of course has added much to the diffi-

culty of identifying my specimens, and combined with the thick weather has

helped to make my collection smaller than it might have been under more

favourable circumstances. There are certain plants, common in the Camp-

bell and Auckland Islands, whicli may, for these reasons, have been over-

looked by me in Macquarie Island, such as the Anthericum rossiij a lily,

whose golden flowers are said by Hooker to form a very striking object in a

Campbell Island landscape ; if present, however, it cannot be at all common.

Another genus which one might expect to find, but which I did not meet with,

is the Veronica, A plant so common in New Zealand and in the Campbell

and Auckland Islands, at all elevations, ought surely to have some represent-

ative in Macquarie Island. I have little doubt but that my collection is

imperfect, but even allowing largely for that, it shows that many species

have disappeared which are common in the Auckland and Campbell Islands,

and that those plants whicli are present have a much more stunted growth.

Those plants I did collect, however, are, with one exception (the Azov-

ella selar/o), distinctly New Zealand in their characters, quite as much so

as those belonging to the Auckland or Campbell Islands ; and they also

show that all these islands agree in having, in common with all other

antarctic islands, a flora characterized by few species, but what there

ai-e, growing luxuriantly. This is very distinctly seen in Macquarie Island,

where the number of species of flowering plants is certainly most hmited,

but where great areas arc covered by a close growth of Stilhocarpa and

PleurophyUum,

It is curious to contrast the poverty of Macquarie Island in flowei'ing

plants with the richness of countries in the northern hemisphere. The

corresponding north latitude runs through the north of England ; and

even in islands in very much higher north latitudes, such as Spitsbergen,

this greater richness in theu' flora is to be observed.
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I have to thank Mv- A. C. Pui'die for the trouble he has taken in the

naming and aiTanging of my plants.

The following is a list of the plants collected, with the natural orders to

which they belong. None of thena are

thought it necessary to give any detailed botanical descriptions.

Ean

1. Ranunculm {acaulis /), not in flower. Found in damp places. Occurs

in New Zealand, and Auckland Islands.

OPHYLLE

2. Colobanthus miiseoides, not in flower. Found on rocks near the sea.

Occurs in New Zealand, Auckland Islands, and Campbell Island.

EoSACE-E.

8. AccBua (hucJianafii .'), not in flower. Found on the hillsides.

4. Aci€7ia ascendens, Bidibidi [Phripiri], in fruit. Found on the hillsides.

Both of these common in New Zealand.

Ceassulaceje,

5. Tillifa sincJairii, in flower. Found m damp places. Occurs in New
Zealand, Auckland Islands, and Campbell Island.

Umeelliper^.
^

6. Azorella selago, not in flower. This is a rare and peculiar plant. It

does not occur in New Zealand, and has never been observed iu either the

Aucldands or Campbell Island. forming
minent globular masses often 4 feet across. These are green on the

surface, where the Kving pai-t of the plant lies as a crust to the great mass
of debris which forms the interior. former
years' growth, through which the roots descend. The whole makes a solid

mass on which one can stand. The surface crust is particularly dense. The
young shoots are so closely packed together and make so uniform a surface,

that lichens and other small plants are sometimes found growing on it.

This same plant is best known from its occurrence in Kerguelcn Laud
and the neighbouring islands. There it grows more abundantly. It is also

lam^

7. Azorella lycopodioides (?), not in flower. Grows in small masses. It

has often been confused with Colobanthus subulatus, and as my specimen has

diffi

ARAUACEiE

8. StUbocarpa polam, " Macquane Island Cabbage " of the sealers, in

flower and fruit. This plant is found all over the island growing in large

patches. In sheltered corners on the lower ground it is a handsome plant,

and its bright green leaves are always conspicuous.
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In last year's Transactions Mr, Armstrong described two varieties from

Stewart Island, one of which had hairy the other smooth leaves ; and last

summer these two varieties were brought up from Auckland Island. I did

not notice the smooth-leaved variety on Macquarie Island.

This is a very common plant in both the Campbell and Auckland

Islands. It is also found in Stewart Island, and Lyall has found it on the

west coast of the South Island of New Zealand. What is known as the
w

'* Kerguelen Cabbage" is an entirely different plant—the Pringlea anti-

scorbutica.^'

KUBIACEJE.

I

9. Cojn'osma repeiis^ not in flower. Found in New Zealand, Auckland

and Campbell Islands.

CoMPOSIT-cE.

10. Plexirophyllum crini/eriony in flower and fruit. Tliis, like the Stilho-

carpa^ occurs in large patches all over the island. It is the handsomest

plant on the island. Its long sage-green leaves and its purple flowers make

it particularly noticeable. It occurs in the Auckland and Campbell Islands

and there grows much larger, becoming a much more showy plant.

11. Cotula plumosa, in flower. Occurs j)lentifully close to the sea. It

is very rare in New Zealand, but has been found in Otago.

JUNCE^E.

12. Luzula crinita, in damp places. Occurs in New Zealand, and in the

Auckland and Campbell Islands,

13. Luzula campestris. Occurs in New Zealand.

Gramine^.

14. Poafoliosa. The ordinary tussock of the island. It differs a good

deal in appeai-ance at different levels, and in swampy and dry ground.

Occurs in New Zealand and in the Auckland and Campbell Islands.

15. Poa annua. Found near one of the huts. Possibly introduced.

16. Festuca duriuscula. Differs from Buchanan's figure of this plant in

having the inner empty glume bifid at the extremity, not acute as given by

him.

FiLICES.

17. Aspidium aculeatum var. vestltum. Occurs occasionally not far from

the sea, and grows to a fair size. Common in New Zealand, and in the

Auckland and Campbell Islands.

18. Pohjpodium australe. My specimens show an extremely alpine form

of this fern. It is a very common New Zealand fern, but is not mentioned

Flora

Islands.

19. Lomaria alpina, also common in New Zealand.
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Musci.

20. Dicraniim rohustiim.

21. Dicranum menziesiu

22. Batramia elongata, mixed with a Jungermantiia.

28. Ttacomitrium lamigmosum,

24. Aiidrecea mutabilis.

25. Zygodon^ sp.

26. Treinatodon flexipes.

27. Cmnpyloims introflexus,

LiCHENES.

28. Stereocaulon ramulosuvi.

29. SjjhcBropJioron coralloides (?).

30. Cladonia cariosa.

pyxidata.

31. Parmelia parietina.

32. Lecanora parella.

33. Lecidea coarctata.

Fungi.

34. f/r^rfo antarctica, growing on the stems of Ltiztda crinita and

>i

cavipestris.

35. SpJimia phmsticta, growing on the stems of Luzula crinita and
campestris.

;rowing on Poafi

owing on Poafol

38. Uendersonia microsticta, growing on the dead stems of Stilbocarpa

polaris.

39. Dothidea spilomea, on dead stems of Stilbocarpa polaris, and of Plcuro-

phylluin criniferum.

The j)lants which were sent by Fraser to the Hooker Herbarium are

:

1. Ac(£na sangitisorbm.

2. „ ascendens.

8. Pleurophyllum crinijerum.

4. Cotula phnnosa*

5. Poa foliosa.

6. Azorella selago.

7- Luzula a^inita.

BiKDS.

The most common birds on the island are the penguins. Of these
there are four different kinds occurring, either separately or mixed, in

rookeries scattered at intervals all round the coast. They were all incuba-

ting at the time of my visit.
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Aptenodytes pennanti^ "King Penguin."—These build no nest. They

lay their single egg anywhere in the rookery, often in running water, and

sit over it, tucking it with their feet into the fold in the lower part of their

abdomen. The egg is large and much pointed at one end. The young

are almost as large as the adults, but are covered with a thick brown coat

of down. A few of the females were sitting at the time of my visit. The

King Penguins have not been known to migrate.

Eiidijptes scJilegeli, " Koyal Penguin."—More numerous than the other

varieties. They build a nest of stones, in w^hich they lay three eggs as a

rule. They are said to discard their first egg. The young are coloured

like the adults with the exception of the yellow crest. The '* Eoyals'' leave

the island in June, and return in October.

filhol These also build a nest of stones

and lay two or three eggs. Their rookeries are generally among the rocks.

The young are coloured like the adults, but have no crests. They, like the

" Eoyals,'* leave in June and return in October.

Pygoscelis tcBuialay '' Kockhopper."—A name much more suited to the

*' Victorias " than to this variety. They have their rookeries amongst the

tussock and build nests of grass. Their eggs, of which there are generally

two or three, are generally much rounder than those of the other penguins.

The young are coloured like the adults. They have not been known to

migrate.

Ossifraga gigantea, " Nelly," " Stinkpot."—Lives in rookeries, generally

inland. Builds grassy nests, in which are usually two eggs. The females

were sitting at the time of my visit.

Plialacrocorax carunculatus, Shag.—Was also incubating. Dr. BuUer,

who saw my specimen, named it as above.

Prion banksii, '' Night-bird."—Makes its nest in bm^rows under the tus-

socks, where it can be heard during the day cooing like a dove. It leaves

its nest at night and picks up its food at sea, a short distance from the land.

Platycerciis nova-zealandm, Parroquet.—Same as New Zealand form.

Occurs in great numbers round the shore. Makes its nest under tussocks.

Ocgdromiis, ** Maori Hen."—I only saw one specimen of this bird. Its

plumage was of a bright reddish-brown colour.

Rallus inacqiiariensis.—Much smaller than the '' Maori hen," and not at

all uncommon. There seemed to be two varieties—one, slightly the larger,

was reddish in colour, the other was black.

Lestris antarctica, " Sea Hen," '' Skua Gull."—Most of the eggs of this

giiU The nests are, as a rule, at a

considerable elevation above the sea. The adults are ns savage and pre-

datory as they are in other parts, and it is not quite safe to go inland with-

out a stout stick.
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MisceVanfioiis.

I clid not see any nests of the ordinary white gull, which is also common

on the shore.

The sealers told me that teal were occasionally seen on some of the

little lakes among the hills. I did not, however, see any.

I was also informed that an alhatross nest was once found on the high

land towards the south end of the island. This was some years ago, and

none had been observed since then.

Mammals.

There are no land mammals peculiar to the island, but the ubiquitous

rabbit was introduced a few years ago, and now swarms at the north end,

where it feeds largely on the thick fleshy roots of the PleurophjUum. Very

few rabbits were originally landed, and these, I was told, were all of the

tame parti-coloured kind. It was curious to observe how their descendants,

in the process of reverting to the wild type, had all become one-coloured

black, or white with pink eyes, or yellow—while many had become regular

wild rabbits in colour as well as habits.

Morumja elephantina^ " Sea Elephant."—This is the largest of the seals,

and receives its name of '* elephant " from the curious manner in which it

elongates its nose when excited or angry. It is regularly hunted for its

blubber, which forms a thick layer underneath the skin. Macquarie

Island is the only place near New Zealand where these elephants are found,

but they are common on the shores of Kerguelen Land and the neighbouring

islands, and occur even as far north as Juan Fernandez.

I judged some of the larger males I saw to be over 20 feet long. The

females, however, are very much smaller. They are thick in proportion

and are huge unwieldy creatures.

The usual colour is a yellowish-brown, some, however, are redder in

colour. The young ones are almost black. For about one week after their

birth they retain a beautifully soft furry coat, also black in colour.

The main peculiarity of these creatures is the mobility of the nose.

This, when the animal is asleep or undisturbed, presents no peculiarity.

Irritate him, however, or see him naturally excited, and you will soon see

the curious change which rage produces in his face. He invariably, how-

ever young, rears himself, sometimes at both ends, and opens his mouth to

its fullest extent, sho^nng all his teeth and uttering a peculiar barking roar.

At the same time the nose in the adult males undergoes its peculiar change.

It is, partly by air being blown forcibly into its elastic-sided cavity and to a

certain extent by musculai' contraction, puffed out in great sacs above the

animal's head. It elongates as well as swells, and hangs down as a trunk

for some inches in front of its mouth. None of the plates of sea-elephants

which I have seen, represent this nasal swelling at all as it is. I was for-

tunate enough to see two large ani als thoroughly angry.
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I was not able to observe much of this auimars habits during the few

days I spent on the island. I usually saw them lying asleep in groups on

the shingle, or in the long tussock near the beach. I sometimes saw them

gambolhng in the shallow water among the kelp, and occasionally I noticed

them fighting in a half-hearted sort of way. The scarred hides and broken

tusks of the old males, however, show that they sometimes have savage

encounters. In fighting they rear themselves against each other and try

to seize their opponent with their large canines. These are the only teetli

they could use for such a purpose, as the others barely pierce the gum.

They are never to be seen feeding on the island, and during the breeding

season live on their own fat. Little or nothing in the way of food is ever

found in their stomachs, but these and the intestines are infested with

parasitic worms.

The island is never entirely deserted by the sea-elepliants, but by far the

greatest number are to be found after October, when they come up to calve.

The period of gestation is said to be eleven months.

The cows, I was told by the sealers, suckle their young for three weeks,

and then wean them by desertmg them for a time. Whether this be the

case or not I cannot say, but I certainly often saw very young animals lying

on the beach apart from the adults.

The sealers say that a bull is not worth killing for its blubber till it is

three years old.

The tongue of these animals when well cooked is excellent eating.

No fur seals are found on Macquarie Island, though they are so common

ou the Auckland group.

The only other seal is the Stenorhynchus leptonyx, or sea-leopard, the

ordinary spotted seal of our coasts.

It is a great contrast to the sluggish sea-elephant, and is the terror of

the penguins.

Art. LXII.—Js New Zealand a Healthy Country I—An Enquiry.

By Alfked K. Newman, M.B., M.R.C.P.

With Statistics by F, W. Frankland.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, Srd February, 1883.1

That " National health is national wealth," has become a firmly fixed

article of belief among all modern thinkers. Much has been written upon

the resources of New Zealand : authors have described in glowing words

its boundless mineral wealth, and the luxuriant fertility of its rich soil. A

few have touched upon the healthiness of the climate, but these latter have
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made statements chiefly consisting of vague and shadowy beliefs, and not
the results of patient enquiries. Upwards of forty years have come and
gone since this colony was founded, and since 1874 the censuses have been

w

so many and so acciu-ate, and the population so large, as to afford us a suf-

ficient supply of facts whereon to base the statements made by us. In the
childhood of the colony several army surgeons collected statistics of the
healthiness of the troops stationed in it, and compared these with those of
our soldiers (luartered in other parts of the globe. These statistics, though
few, pointed strongly to the fact that the climate of New Zealand was good.

In conjunction with my fi-iend Mr. Frankland I proposed to examine
carefully what were the grounds on which this beHef was based. We
agreed to contribute a joint paper. Subsequently this plan was slightly

changed, but the statistics in this paper were all supplied by him, and of
their accuracy there can be no question. Mr. Frankland's great mathe-
matical powers and his long and thorough acquaintance with the vital

statistics of the colony are an absolute guarantee of their con-ectness.
Any physician investigating the question whether this colony is or is

not healthy, would make search for diseases, old and new ; for diseases
well known to him and for diseases hitherto unrecognized. He would
draw up a hst of prevalent diseases, just as a botanist or geologist would
prepare lists of plants and rocks.

Subjoined is a list (No. I.) of diseases known to exist in this colony and
another (No, II.) of diseases not yet imported, whilst the last list (No. III.)

shows the hst of diseases peculiar to these islands. Though I have taken
great pains and made many enquiries for the purposes of making these lists

as accurate as possible, it must be remembered that no such hsts as the
first two can be perfect. Of one thing we are certain, viz., that all the
diseases named in No. I. have actually obtained in New Zealand. It is

possible that a few in No. II. may also have existed. These Hsts are com-
piled from various sources. The Eegistrar-General's retm-ns are valuable
only for diseases which kill ; they take no heed of the others.

An examination of these lists shows us that people coming to this colony
have no need to fear that they run a risk of catching new diseases, for the
only mdigenous diseases are the bite of the hatipo, and very rare deaths
from the eating of two or three different kinds of poisonous berries. From
the Maoris, the original inhabitants, we have not acquired one single disease.

Earher writers on the colony
talk of a disease called ngermgere, but this is merely a variety of pure

own

Polyn
isles. It presents no feature worthy of notice, except that it is fast disap-
pearing, and is far less common now than it was forty years ago. Probably
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there are not above twenty-five cases in all New Zealand. This disease

has not been communicated to Europeans. It is true leprosy occurs in

the colony, but it is the sporadic leprosy obtaining rarely in Great Britain.

The Maoris, the original inhabitants of these islands, never at any time

formed a dense population, consequently the soil was never polluted with'

excreta and the dead as in older countries.

The European emigrants to these bountiful isles, come to lands free

from any new disease, unfortunately they have brought most of their own,

and in time will bring more ; but it is a remarkable fact that in the country

itself there is no new disease. Neither soil nor water, nor atmosphere, pro-

duce specific disease germs, or new diseases due to other conditions.

Had it been possible to maintain a rigorous and perfect system of qua-

rantine, these isles might have been kept for ever free from typhoid,

measles, and other zymotic diseases. It should be one of the chief aims of

the Government and the people to prevent the introduction of those not yet

brought hither.

LIST I.

Diseases existing in New Zealand.

Zymotic Diseases,

Typhoid (under a variety of names, as swamp fever, colonial fever, bilious fever, gastric

fever, low fever, diarrhoea, dysentery, and probably other aliases).

Measles.

Eotheln.

Hay asthma.

Ague,

Scarlet fever. Chickenpox.
I

Diphtheria. Co^'pos.

Croup. Eoseola.

Erysipelas. Pertussis or whoopingcough.

Hospital gangrene. Influenza.

Puerperal fever.

Chest Diseases.

Phthisis, tubercular, fibroid, probably every variety.

Pneumonia, every variety. Bronchitis, all forms.

Pleurisy, hydrothorax, empyema. Asthma*

Cmistitutional Diseases.

Tuberculo

Struma.

Syphilis.

Kachitis.

Chronic rheumatism

Rheumatic fever.

Cancer.

Gout.

Heart Diseases.

All forma. Angina pectoris

Kidney Diseases.

AU known fonns except parasites,

Suprareuiil capstdes.

Addison^s disease.
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Lymphadenoma.

Hodgkin's disease.

Lympliatics arid Spleen,

LeucocythoBmia

Sliin Diseases,

Acne.

Pemphigtas,

Eczema.

Psoriasis.

Lupns.

Urticaria.

Mollusca contagiosa

Lichen-

Impetigo.

Pityriasis versicolor.

Herpes.

Onychia.

Tinea, various forms.

Alopecia.

Lepra grsecorum.

Ecthyma.

Parasites.

Ascaris vermicularis.

Demodex foUiculorum.

Acarus.

Phthereasiasis.

Ascaris lumbricoides

Tffina solium.

Hydatids.

Triocephalus dispar.

Neii:ou8.

Insanity, every variety.

Epilepsy.

Diabetes.

Tetanus.

Paralysis agitaus.

Chorea.

Facial paralysis, both varieties.
i

Apoplexy due to all known causes

Locomotor ataxy.

Hemicrania.

Migraine.

Exophthalmic goitre.

Pseudohypertrophic paralysis.

Various forma of paralysis and paresis

Insular sclerosis.

Scriveners' palsy.

Hysteria.

Uterine,

All the forms known to exist.

Cirrhosis, common.

Tuberculosis.

Liver Diseases,

Jaundice

Calculus.

Miscellaneous,

MoUities ossium. Soft chancre.

All common forms of bone and joint dis- Common catarrh

ease.

Meni^res' disease or labyrinthine vertigo

Cataract.

Iritis, pustular corneitis.

Glaucoma.

Ophthalmia.

Dyppepsia, every variety.

All varieties of tumour.

Alcoholism.

Gonorrhcea.

Bubo.

Aneurism,

Laryngitis.

Goitre.

Tabes mesenterica.

Diarrhoea.

Dysentery.

Sunstroke.

Scurvy.

Atrophy.

Dental affections.
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List IT.

Diseases not known in New Zealand

Yams or yaws,

Leucoma,

Yellow fever.

Trichinosis.

Madura foot.

Typhus fever,

Charbon.

Cholera,

Beriberi.

Pellagra.

Eemittent or intermittent or starvation or Favus.

relapsing fever.

Malaria.

Smallpox.

Malignant pustule.

Hepatic abscess.

Acute yellow atrophy of liver

Ague, unless actually imported by the in- Elephantiasis arabum.

dividual. Trismus neonatorum.
Dysentery, unless brought in the person of Plica polomca.

a RuiTerer.

Dengue.

Plague.

Aleppo or Delhi boils,

Guinea worms.

Cretinism,

Zanthelasma vitiligoidea.

Hydrophobia.

Hydatid.

Equinia mitis or grease.

Diseases from manufactures, as Sheffielders' asthma, phosphorus necrosis, arsenical copper
poisoning, &c.

List III.

Diseases peculiar to New Zealand.

Bite of katipo.

Disease among Maoris from eating

of lampreys at wrong season.

Poisoning from karaka berries.

Cutaneous eruption due to rancid fat of

pigeons, peculiar to Maoris.

Poisonous mushrooms.

Poison of tutu plant.

Gastric disturbances arising from the eat-

ing of half-dried semi-putrid eels and

half-rotten maize, disease peculiar to

Maoris.

Stroke of Gijmnotus electricus (?)

Remarks on the Lists.

It Las been stated that smallj^ox and typhus have both existed in New
Zealand, and there are in the Eegistrar-General's reports lists of deaths due
to the latter disease. After careful

typhus as English physicians call it.

enquiry

I thiiik tlie

typh

in diagnosis. (2.) Inability to distinguish between typhus and typhoid by
certain men on the register of practitioners. (3.) The fact that foreign

terms typhus and typhus abdomi
anc

About rotheln there seems some doubt-

Agjte never springs up de novo in any one in New Zealand, it is always
iported by the sufferer

32
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Other diseases, as beriberi, pellagra, cholera, yello\Y fever, starvation

fever, have not yet shown themselves. True dysentery is, like ague, im-

ported in the person of the sufferer and is not acquired in the colony.

The only epidemic diseases ^vhich trouble us are scarlet fever, typhoid,

measles, diphtheria, croup, whooping-cough and influenza. Of these, scarlet

fever epidemics are usually mild. Diphtheria is very common and fatal, as

elsewhere* Typhoid, sometimes recognized and very often not, goes by

many names, e.g.^ colonial fever, low fever, gastric or bilious fever, blood

poisoning, swamp fever, etc.. It is a pity that this disease is not called by the

graphic name '* filth " fever. It spreads so much because Xew Zealand

colonists have scant objection to drinking diluted sewage or having reekin

cesspits either directly under or close to their houses. Of this disease no

more need be said; deaths and illness from it should not be charged against

the climate or soil, but rather to the folly of the people.

Chest diseases,—Of all our diseases, phthisis is the worst, the most deadly.

It is more prevalent and severe in the cold w^et south than in the drier

hotter north. Phthisical immigrants, whether in the north or south, in-

vaiiably receive great benefit, and many are perfectly cured. As the

immense majority of these immigrants come from Great Britain they find

the climate most mild and soothing. Their coughs grow easier and less

frequent; they gain weight and strength, and even those who are not cured

almost invariably have their lives much prolonged.

The deaths fi-om phthisis are high, partly because British physicians

strongly recommend these patients to try our climate ; but as against this

increase we must put on record the fact that thousands of people were

imported at public expense and from these many thousands all phthisics

were excluded.

Among the New Zealand born, however, phthisis is rife and very fatal.

Young colonists when attacked nearly always die.

Cardiac affections appear in the same proportions as in Great Britain.

Liver affections, so prevalent in tropical climates, are here unknown.

The commonest form of Hver disease is cirrhosis arising fi-om abuse of

alcohol.

Nervous disorders,—All forms exist except perhaps two or three of the

rarer kinds. Insanity prevails largely ; but statistics are not trustworthy,

because the unfortunate practice long prevailed in this colony of sending to

the asylums all persons suffering from delirium tremem^ a class of cases

which at home are treated in hospitals.

Parasites.—None peculiar to the colony have been observed. All have

been imported. It is doubtful if the tapewoim has gained a hold on the

colony. Like hydatid it is probably brought hither in the person of the
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sufferer and is not acquired here. It is singular that hydatids should not

exist here, for they are very prevalent in Australia, and dogs are numerous

and live in intimate communion with man.

Skin diseases.—Owing to the well-to-do character of the people, the small

amount of segregation and the abundance of good food, skin diseases arc far

less common in the colony than at home. A little acne, eczema or psori-

asis and liver compose the bulk of the cases.

Constitutional,—The tubercular diathesis is abundant and perhaps as-

sumes a greater prominence because the others are rarer. In youag New
Zealanders this diathesis far exceeds all the others. Struma exists but in

modified forms. The population are so well off, and so abundantly supplied

with good healthy food and ample shelter, and lead such healthy out-door

lives that they beget a healthy offspring ; and to this offspring they give

the best of food and raiment. For the same reasons rachitis is but little

seen.

Syphilis for some reason or other is of a very mild type. The true hard

or Hunterian chancre is but seldom seen and when it is seen is usually

imported. Though gonorrhoea is abundant and soft chancre not uncommon,

the Maoris, who suffer much from gonorrhoea, very rarely present symptoms

of syj)hilis.

Gent.—A rare disease ; one which will probably be almost or quite un-

known to young New Zealanders, who in appearance and build show scant

tendency to the gouty diathesis, and in habits and mode of life do little to

promote the spread of this most unnecessary malady. When gout does

appear it is always in the person of an immigrant.

Rheumatism in all shapes is the great scourge of the colonist. "Whether

the wide spread of the disease and its severity is due to climate, or rather to

the hardships and exposure of the settlers, is a question which can be solved

only by time and the elimination of those things which specially tend to

produce it.

Goitre appears in two mountainous districts. Tabes mesenterica,

so-called atrophy, and other childish diseases of defective nutrition are

comparatively rare, as is shown iu the small mortality.

Dental affections,—The chief feature is the very rapid decay of the teeth,

a decay which may be called almost universal among the New Zealand

bom. This prematiu-e decay is seen in the milk and permanent teeth.

Its early beginning and its steady progress till all the teeth are affected

leads to much pain and indigestion through ''bolted" food. The early

decay of both sets of teeth is one of the most noteworthy features in New
Zealand medicine. I am quite convinced that statistics would show an

amount of disease of the teeth that would startle European physicians.
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Alcoholism is a disease that is happily dying out before the spread of

civilization, the absence of hardships, the easy attainment of comforts, and
the lessening dulness of colonial life.

Kemaeks on Diseases yet unknown in New Zealand.
A scrutiny of these last reveals the encouraging fact that New Zealand

is as yet free from some of the most terrible curses which afflict the human
race—viz., smallpox, typhus, cholera, plague, yellow fever. That all

malarial fevers are absent. That no healthy inhabitant will get ague or

dysentery or be mfected by parasites other than those common in Great
Britain,

Remarks on Statistical Tables. By F. W. Fr.\nkland.

"Frequent comparisons have been made between the general death-rate
of New Zealand and the death-rates which obtain in England and other
countries

;
and it has been sought to establish on the basis of this com-

parison the fact of the salubrity of this country. The fact that the annual
number of deaths in New Zealand is 11 or 12 per 1,000 living, and that in
England it is 23 per 1,000 living, has been held by some to prove that,
whatever may be the reason, the human constitution resists death more
successfully here than in the mother- country. Even so high an authority as
Dr. Drysdale, who has done so much for the propagation of sound views
on hygienic matters, appears to have recently faUen into this error. To
expose the fallacy of the reasoning we have referred to, it is only necessary
to point out that in every country the Hability of an individual to death
varies enormously according to the age of the individual. It is, in mathe-

function

with

during

•^ V -cj ' — — '" ^^j
when it reaches a minimum. The annual deaths among 10,000 childi-en,

aged about 10 or 12, would be fewer than those among 10,000 indi-

viduals at any other age of life. With the advent of puberty, the
liabiUty to death begins to increase, and, barring a short halt dming
the early period of manhood, it increases progressively, and with con-
stantly augmenting rapidity, throughout all the rest of life, till in old age
it is higher even than in infancy. It follows from this that the general

death-rate of a country must depend on the distribution of the popu-
lation according to age, and that, until this distribution is taken into
account, it is absolutely valueless as a test of the real vitality of the in-

habitants. A moment's reflection will convmce the reader, and a very
short consultation of statistical tables will bear the conviction out, that in
New Zealand there is a much larger proportion of people at the younger
and middle ages of hfe, than there is in an old fl.Tid sAft.lp/J Ammfr-ir UIta
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England. The smallness of our general death-rate is, therefore, utterly

inconclusive as a test of our real vitality, and it becomes necessary to

a^scertain the death-rate, not merely en bloc, but at all the separate ages of

life. This has been done in the accomx:)anying tables.

" So far as the present writer is aware, only one such comparison has ever

been made before for this colony. It is contained in an article ' On the Addi-

tional Premium required for Eesidence in Foreign Climates,' by Mr. James
Meikle, the eminent Scotch actuary, published in the nineteenth volume of

* The Journal of the Institute of Actuaries.' It may, therefore, be well to quote

the words in which Mr. Meikle summarized the results he arrived at. 'From
the Census Enumeration/ he says,* ' which gives the number of lives in exist-

ence in March, 1874, and from the number of deaths in the year 1873, 1 am
enabled to show the rate of mortality during each quinquennium of life,

and thus to eliminate the effect of immigration, and the consequent irregular

distribution of the hves according to age, as compared with the population

of this country. The result compares favoiwaUy with any other table.i

very much hghter than either the H^^ or the Carlisle§. I have not made
any adjustment of the figures ifl respect of the progressive increase of the

population, or for the deaths being those for the year anterior to the census

The results show an exceedingly liyht rate of mortality.\ When
measm-ed by the annual premium for a life assurance, I should imagine that

the New Zealand rate would require about 7^ or 10 per cent, less premium
than the H"" rate. Before, however, placing much confidence in the

results, they w^ould require to be verified at the next census.' The verifica-

tion which Mr, Meikle here speaks of, we have now accomplished,—and

more. It will be seen that we have included in our tables the results of

the three last census years, namely,— 1874, 1878, and 1881 ; and it is satis-

factory to be able to point out that the larger data we have thus collected,

fully confirm his conclusion as to the low rate of mortality which prevails

in this colony."

It is

* * Journal of Institute of Actuaries,' vol. six., p. 291.

t The italics are our own.

X A table founded on the experience of twenty British insurance offices, and accepted

as the best exponent of the mortality of assured life.

§ A well-known table, accepted as a faii'ly good exponent of average mortality.

1
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This shows mortahty is not simply a result of climate, but is due to

many other causes. Some of these agencies wiU soon he powerless, whilst

others will long exist. To their consideration it is necessary to devote

Bome time, otherwise any person examining these tables will be led into

many errors. It is not right to say, as some have said, that our low

mortahty is due to climate solely, or to abundance of cheap food

alone. The mortality of any country is a result of many interacting

forces.

Amongst the causes leading to a low death-rate in this colony are the

following :

(1.) Easiness of Strugglefor Existence.

To the sparse population of these lands, with their fertile soils and

immense mineral wealth, the struggle for existence is an exceedingly easy

one. Here all who work and practice some self-denial are able, at little

cost to themselves, to obtain all the necessaries and many of the luxuries of

life. All the young get good food and abundance of milk, so that from

childhood to old age there is none of that under-ieedixng^ which, when pro-

longed for years, as among the poor in other countries, causes a lowered

vitahty and an enfeebled offspring. Since all classes find large rewards for

httle labour, adults striving to live undergo few of the worries and hard-

ships and ceaseless anxieties which fall to the lot of the toiling masses

throughout Europe. Here we see the incessant struggle to keep " the

wolf from the door " replaced by the sufficiency for a " rainy day.''

Few of the farmmg, trading, or professional classes undergo much
mental woiTy, and therefore do not break down from disappointment or

over-anxiety. Moreover, the moderate toil and by no means hurtful self-

denial and the general speedy getting of riches beget a continuous cheer-

fulness, by enabling large numbers to obtain luxuries for their sick and

suffering—such luxuries as a change of air, some weeks' holiday, the long

rest so often prescribed by the doctor—and, except in these lands, too seldom

obtainable. It also enables others who have chosen an unsuitable or un-

healthy mode of life easily and fearlessly to change it.

(2.) Artificial Selection.

Durmg several years many thousand people were specially picked in

Great Britain for importation to this colony. None over the age of forty-five

were taken. Only children and young and middle-aged adults were picked.

All the emigrants underwent a certain amount of medical inspection, and
though some unsatisfactory people were brought out, yet many were

rejected, and the immigrants as a whole were a well-chosen healthy lot of

people. Certainly they were healthier far than any like number of free

immigrants.
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Under a system of free immigration tlie people are specially chosen
;

and under a system of assisted emigration a like selection obtains, for

colonists as a rule send Lome money for the pui*pose of bringing out those

of their friends who are strong enough and healthy enough '' to rough it/'

whilst they anxiously dissuade those of their friends who, being in ill

health, might be unable to provide for themselves and be a burden to

colonists. As a rule, too, the people who migrate are those who are strong

and healthy, w^ho feel that they are able and willing to rough it. Early

colonists are a specially picked lot, for only the strongest and healthiest,

only those with the toughest constitutions and the most venturesome dispo-

sitions 'would leave Home comforts for colonial hardships. Delicate men

and sickly women generally would eschew all risk of discomfort and remain

in their comfortable homes.

As against this selection there must be recognized the fact that year by

year this colony is growing in favour as a health resort and that hence

there is a selection aijahui the colony, in the shape of consumptive, rheu-

matic and other invahds flocking hither in search of health. This ua-

favourable selection is undoubtedly an important factor directly as it affects

the parents themselves and more remotely as they transmit some or all of

their maladies to their children.

(3.) Larye Proportion of adult Males.

The large proportion of adult males in the colony will favourably affect

the death-rate, as does also the small proportion of aged persons.

(4.) Abundance of good ClotJuny.

The general prosperity allows even the poorest to be warmly clad, and

hence all are protected from the effects of cold and heat and damp. Tlic

ragged tattered coats and trousers, the much-torn threadbare garments

which cover the poor people in Europe, are here not seen. The children

of our poorest have clothes which are at least warm and continuous, not

merely loosely connected rags with large interspaces. Oar poorest can all

obtain stout boots and warm socks and woollen garments for their children

—a striking contrast to the almost-naked pUght of thousands of poor little

frozen children in Great Britain. This widespread distribution of warm

clothins: saves the lives of numbers of children.

Abundance of

The cheapness of breadstuffs and potatoes and the low price of meat,

combined with general prosperity, give to all abundance of good wholesome

food. The low cost of the production of the raw material offers scant

inducement for adulteration. Good milk is cheaply bought in the largest

towns. This constant supply of sound wholesome food maintains a healthy

condition of body, which wards off most of the diseases arising from defec-

tive or mal-nutrition.
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Experts in social science aver that the death-rate of large classes in

Europe is attributable to their being habitually underfed. The enormously

high death-rate of those earning the lowest wages (such as workers in silk

earning only 2s. 7^d, a week ; kid glovers, 2s. 2d, ; stocking weavers,

2s. 6M. ; needlewomen, 2s. Td.), proves that long-continued semi-star-

vation is an important factor in increasing the death-rate. In France

among the rich 68 per 1,000 of all deaths were due to tubercular

diseases, but amongst the poor and underfed the rate rose to 230

in 1,000.

(6.) Lanje Proportion engaged in Agriculture.

This means that an unusually large portion of our people lead healthy

out-door lives, breathe fresh clear air, live all their days in the freely-blowing

breezes and bask in the strength-giving sunshine. We have no huge cities

with dense overcrow^ding ; our largest towns have a population living com-

paratively far apart. We have no dark dens, no life-destroying alleys ; our

streets are wide.

(7.) Sparsity of Population.

The scattered condition of the people, noticeable not only among the

agriculturalists but also in the towns. The absence of that constant over-

crowding so fatal among older civilizations, which leads to the chronic ill-

health of the poor in large European cities and to the rapid spread of all

infectious and contagious diseases and conduces so powerfully to that chief

scourge of our race, viz., phthisis. Children in oiu: towns look nearly as

healthy as those in the country.

(8.) Paucity of Manufactures.

With the increase of ''local industries" there must inevitably be an

increase in the death-rate. Not to ^uote such vivid cases as phosphorus

poisoning and necrosis among matchmakers ; or Sheffield grinders'

phthisis
; or arsenical or copper poisoning ; or woolsorters' disease ; or

brassfounders' ague ; or, flintcutters' or needleworkers' or filemakers* chest

disease, and a host besides, the rise of manufactures must cause many
deaths. Contrast the pallid wan faces, the bowed heads, the feeble sickly

look of the crowds of factory hands in Great Britain, with the healthy look

town dwellers. Or come nearer home, to Melbourne, and no one

can question the depressing effect of manufactures on the people. Apart

too from this widespread deterioration of the race there is always a certain

percentage of deaths due to factory accidents. The absence of manufac-

tures shows itself in a lessened death-rate.

our

^/
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chest affections. Cement-workers suffer much, and so do all engaged in

the making of pottery. With the multiplication of mines will come multi-

plicity of accidents and deadly disasters.

(10.) Our great Distancefrom the busy Haunts of Men.

Separated as we are hy thousands of miles of ocean and fresh breezes we

are necessarily in less danger of catching our neighbours' diseases.

(11.) Soil

Apart from the foregoing causes of a lessened death-rate must be noted

the effect of soil and climate. These '* Summer Isles of Eden lying in dark

purple seas" possess almost everywhere the most perfect natural drainage.

The swamps are few, and are fast disappearing. They seem almost harm-

less. Among the white people malarious fevers are not caught, though

many dwell on the edge of these swamps. Men work in them and never

get ague as in the fens at Home or in the Maremraa in Western Italy, or

jungle fever as in Asia and Africa. Colonists work and live among swamps

and In forests, and get no evils except rheumatic and chest complaints.

They dig in swamps, but the black upturned humus, though composed of

decaying and decayed vegetable matter, brings them no harm. " No flat

malarian world of reed and rush " troubles the colonist. Neither does the

soil contain other evils for man. The water flowing through sw^amps leaves

it full perhaps of decaying organic matter, but free from germs or parasites

hurtful to man. The soil and vegetation contain no parasites peculiar to

New Zealand, nothing like Bilharzia hsematobia or Guinea worm. As the

black population had invaded these isles only a few centimes and was always

sparse and had few diseases, the soil was scarcely, if at all, polluted, and

consequently we—the white people—when we dig or plough, upturn a

virgin soil, and not, as in many countries, a soil full of deadly organisms.

(12.) Climate,

The climate of these islands, lying in the temperate zone, presents few

features of note. Stretching as they do through many a league of latitude,

lying in the path of the antitrades, with a lofty backbone of mountains

running through each island, the climate is exceedingly equable in each

district, though that of the districts varies greatly. The changes of clhnate

in each have been carefully noted for many years past, and these records

are embalmed in the pages of these volumes. For our purpose the chief

points worthy of note are the equability of the various districts,—^.^., the

continuous dryness and heat of Hawke's Bay and the raininess of Westland,
and the cold of Southland. There are no dangerous siroccos or typhoons,

or pamperos : no pestilential deadly breezes. The winds flowing from the

uninhabited antarctic regions, or from the equator, waft to us no diseases.

The continuous heat of the hottest districts is cold when compared with
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ton-id climates, and the cold of the south is not extreme. The constant
winds blow away all accumulating odours, and keep the atmosphere ever
pure.

Phthisical invahds from Great Britain on arrival here always improve.
They lose their coughs, grow stronger, and in very many cases recover.

Immigrants acquire no new disease due to climate. Those coming from the
tropics always gain new life and vigour. Our statistics prove, apart from
disturbing causes, that the chmate is excellent and conduces to a general
lengthening of life. Whether it really conduces to very old age, and is

really invigorating to those born in it, are still open questions. The im-
portant question what diseases most prevail must be left to a future mono-
graph.

Summary.

Mr. Franldand's statistics show that New Zealand possesses the lowest
death-rate of any country in the world ; and that the conditions favour-
able to life are common to all ages. We have seen that New Zealand pos-
sesses only a moderate number of the Lnown diseases, that many of the
most deadly are always absent, and that there are no new ones. To the
enquiry, *« Is New Zealand a healthy country ? " we have brought ample
proof to show that it is as yet the healthiest on the face of the globe. As
the country becomes more populous, the death-rate will increase, unless the
people malv-e earnest and continuous efiforts to lower it. Even the present
death-rate might be greatly lessened, by a little care and a little cost, if we

phthisis.
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE.

Fourteenth Annual Eeport.
The Board held meetings on the 28tli July, and 11th November, 1881,

The retiring members, in conformity with the Act, were Messrs. W. T.
L. Travers, T. Mason, and the Hon. G. E. Johnson, all of whom were re-
appointed by His Excellency the Grovernor.

The elected members under clause 7 of the Act are : Mr. Justice Gillies,
the Hon. Wni. Eolleston and Mr. James McKerrow.

There are now five vacancies on the roll of honorary members.
The members on the roll of the Institute now number

:

••• *•• »va

m m

Honorary membei's

Ordinary members

Auckland Institute

Ha^vke's Bay Philosophical Institute...

Wellington Philosc

Westland Institute

Philoso^jhical Institute of Canterbury

Otago Institute

Southland Institute

25

« V *

* » • • • # #

« • > • « #

301

107

277

100

197

213

65

1,285
The Nelson Association having withdi-awn from incorporation, the

number is nominally less than that for last year by fifty members.
The printing of Volume XIV. was commenced in February and completed

early in April, a portion of the edition being ready for issue towards the
end of May. The volume contains seventy-eight articles, also Presidents'

Addresses and abstracts of papers, which appear in the Proceedings and
Appendix. There are 610 pages of letter-press and 39 plates.

The following is a division of the contents of the volume for comparison
with last year's work :

Miscellaneous

Zoology

t * «

••• **• ««• •••

Botany

Chemistry

Geology

Proceedings...

Appendix

• • • *

•' ••• ••• •«« »•«

ft •

• m

• • • • • * « V •

1882. 1881.
Pages. Pages

200 170

144 79

104 147

16 4

52 21

54 42

40 40

83 610 603
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The volumes of the Transactions now on hand are—Vol. I., 410;

vol, II., none; vol. III., none; vol. IV., none ; vol. V., 50; vol. VI., 50;

vol. VII., 150 ; vol. Vin., 20 ; vol. IX., 160 ; vol. X., 10 ; vol. XL, 70
;

vol. Xll., 70 ; vol. XIII., 70 ; vol. XIV., not yet fully distributed.

From the Hon. Treasurer's balance-sheet it will be seen that there is a

balance of £5 lis. lOd. to the credit of the Board, against which there is

the balance due to the pubHshers of £12 13s. 2d. ; on the other hand there

is a considerable balance from the sale of volumes in the hands of the

London Agents.

The Annual Reports of the various departments connected with the

Institute are appended.

Jmies Hectok,

Approved by the Board, 8th August, 1882

;

Manager*

Eandall

Ghauman.

Accounts of the New Zealand Institute, 1881-82.

Eeceh^ts.

28th July,Balance in hand,
1881

Vote for 1881-82
Contributions from Wellington

Philosophical Society (one-
sixth of annual revenue) .

,

Sale of volumes

£ a. d.

49 2 1

500

20 19 10
19 19

EXPENBITUBE.

£590 11

Printing Vol. XIV
Purchase of second-hand Vols,

of Transactions of New Zea-
land Institute, 5 vols., <fec. ,

.

Miscellaneous .

.

Balance in hand

£
582

B.

2
a.

2 5

2
5 11

1

10

£590 11

Arthue Stock,

8tli August, 1882.
Hon. Treasurer

Museum
The number of names entered in the Visitors' Book during the year is

19,000 (week-days, 10,000 ; Sundays, 9,000) but, as mentioned in previous
reports, this gives no adequate idea of the number of persons visiting the

institution, as comparatively few care to sign the register. The usual
average daily attendance is about fifty on week-days, and 150 on Sundays.

Natural History Collections.

The additions to this section have been somewhat extensive ; but the

excessively crowded state of the Museum Department renders the exhibi-

tion of recent acquisitions quite impossible, until further accommodation is

provided.
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Mammalia,—Amongst the animals recently added to the collection, and

specially worthy of notice arc : (1) two skins of the Tasmanian devil

(piaholus nrsiims)^ presented by Mr. J. B. Poynter, of Poverty Bay ;
per

Hon. G. Eandall Johnson, M.L.C., two hedgehogs {Erinaceus europ(jcas)y one

sahle [Marter sihelliiia)^ one ermine {Mustela)^ one beautiful specimen of the

platypus {Platypus anatinus),

Pisces,—The most noticeable addition to this department is a col-

lection of IGl specimens, illustrative of the Ichthyology of the Pacific

Coast of North America, presented by the United States National

Museum.

Aves.—The acquisitions in this section, though not very numerous, are

nevertheless of a very interesting character. The chief items are : (1)

several specimens of Ralhis affinis and alhed species from Mr. A. Hamilton,

of Napier
; (2) an Australian roller [Eurystomus australis) shot at Akamotu

and presented by Mr. A. Eeid ; (3) a fine peacock presented by Mrs.

Borlase
; (4) a pure albino peacock, by Mr. Harding of Napier

; (5) a mag-

nificent specimen of the bird of paradise {Paradisca ranyiana), by Dr.

Bennet of Sydney; (6) two bustards {Otis tarda) by Mr. Banbury of

London
; (7) twenty-sis skins, New Zealand and foreign, purchased by the

Director.

New Zealand bkds have been presented to Dr. Finsch, of Bremen ;
Mr.

Hague, of London ; and Dr. Buller, Welhngton. A collection of thirty-two

eggs was sent to Mr. A. Gillies, of Dunedin, as an exchange.

Eeptilia.—Only a few New Zealand species have been added to this

branch, but a collection of the forms indigenous to this colony has been

sent to the Bremen Museum.

Invertehrata.—A collection of coloured corals, presented by Mr. H. E.

Liardet, and a very fine collection of New Zealand sponges, presented by

Mr. J. A. Smith of Napier, are the chief items under this heading. The

sponges, however, are very important, as the quality leaves but little doubt

that New Zealand may yet be able to produce sponges suitable for the

market.

EthnologicaL

id under this head. Amongst

the articles more especially worthy of notice are—(1) two Japanese shrines,

500 years old, from the Temple of Kamakm-a, presented by Mr. H. S.

Tiflfen, of Napier
; (2) a large collection of weapons, domestic utensils, etc.,

illustrative of the ethnology of New Guinea and neighbouring islands,

received in exchange from Mr. H. H. Romilly, Deputy Commissioner of the

Pacific
; (8) casts of Maori implements, in exchange from the Canterbury

Museum ; (4) a cast of the celebrated Eorotangi, the figure of a bird carved
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in serpentine, reported to have been brought by the Maoris to Ne-^ Zealand

from HaivaiM, presented by Major Wilson
; (5) two Maori carved walking-

sticks, purchased ; (6) twenty samples of pottery from South Sea Islands,

presented by His Excellency Sir Arthur Gordon
; (7) Hindoo holy writings,

deposited by Miss Woodwai-d.

Miscellaneous.

Amongst the miscellaneous articles lately received are—(1) silver seal

of the Colony of New Zealand, defaced by Her Majesty in Council, pre-

sented by the Hon. the Colonial Secretary; (2) seal of the Province of

^Yellington, presented by the Government Storekeeper
; (3) collection of

timbers, economic vegetable substances, and casts of twelve famous nuggets,

etc., in exchange from the Technological Museum, Melbourne; (4) specimens

of quartz from Te Aroha, presented by the Hon. the Minister for Mines and

Mr. J. C. Firth; (5) eight glass show-cases used at the Crystal Palace Wool

Show, presented by the Hon. the Colonial Secretary; (6) map of Welling-

ton in 1841, deposited by the Hon. W. B. D. Mantell
; (7) iron pipe made

by Mr. P. Bu'ley, of Auckland, deposited by Mr. W. Swanson, M.H.E.

;

(8) one gold, two silver, and two bronze medals awarded to the colony at

the Crystal Palace Wool Exhibition, presented by the Hon- the Colonial

Secretary; (9) portrait in oils, kuowa as the " Molesworth Portrait," depo-

W
Geological

During tlie past year Mr. Cox has been engaged for three months, fi-om

January to March, in an examination of Cape Colville Peninsula, more
especially at the mining centres of the Thames, Coromandel, Waitekauri,

Owharoa, Waihi, and Te Aroha, The most important results which he has

obtained, lie in his determination of the stratification of the rocks at the

Thames. He has shown there that the beds of the auiiferous series consist

of alternations of a moderately hard, compact, pyritous, tufaceous sandstone

(tufanite of Dr. Hector); with less pyritous beds; a similar rock, which is,

however, much broken up into pieces by joints ; and a hard green diorltic

rock, which is of true fi-agmental origin, but which passes at places into

crystalline bands which are never continuous for any great distance. It ia

in the first of these that the reef has proved most highly auriferous, and
while gold does occur in them while passing through the second class of

country, they are not as a rule payable, and where the reefs traverse the

hard rocks, they are absolutely barren. He has shown that several of these

hard belts occur, and that where they are met with in the lower levels of

the mines, the gold is cut off by them, but that other belts of auriferous

country occur below, in which reefs have been worked. His work
generally tends to show that, so far fi-om the Thames beina worked out.
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there are yet, in all probability, as rich auriferous belts of country at lower

levels as have hitherto been worked near the surffice, and that gold will be

found to quite as great depths as it is practicable to work. Besides this, he

has illustrated the structure and behaviour of the reefs by numerous

sections, and has also prepared a plan and section of the Ohinemuri and Te

Aroha Districts.

During part of April he wag engaged in an examination of the IJlue

Mountains, on the northern side of the Shag Valley, with the special object

of determining the position of the Blue Mountain limestones. These he has

shown are interstratified with slate and sandstone of Lower Carboniferous

age, which form the first range north of the Shag Eiver, and are separated

from the Te Anau series of Upper Devonian age, which form the next

W
netic direction, and has a downthrow to the S.E.

Mr. Cox has also made special reports on the Woodstock Gold Field and

the Boss and Humphrey's Gully mining claims on the West Coast, and has

examined the lignite dei)0sit3 at Norsewood, which he reports to be of an

inferior character.

During the latter part of November, and part of December, Mr. McKay

was engaged in collecting moa bones at Motanau and examining the country

between Motanau and the Cheviot Hills. During this work the prmcipal

result arrived at, from an economic pouit of view, was the discovery of an

outcrop of hematite about six feet wide, associated with the Triassic rocks

of the coast range near Motanau. An analysis shows that this ore is

specially adapted for the mamifacture of hematite paint. After this he was

engaged in Museum work during the month of January, and during Febru-

ary and the early part of March he examined the antimony deposits of the

Carrick Ranges in Otago and collected fossils from the coal strata of the

Bannockburn. He reports that there are three lodes which are apparently

convergent, the thickest of these being two feet at its widest part ; an out-

crop of antimony can be traced at places on the surface from Alexandra, at

the Manuherikia Junction, to the hills west of the Nevis Bluff, on Kawarau

Eiver, ft distance of over twelve miles. During April and May he was

engaged, at the request of the Hon. the Minister of Mines, in making a

typical collection of the rocks of the Eeefton District in duplicate,

these collections was deposited at Eeefton as the nucleus of a museum.

While thus ensraered he made a detailed examination of the relations of the

One of

variou He

ained important information

Inangah

VaUey
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levels towards the junction of the Inangahua and Buller Bivers. He also

made a special report on an antimony lode at Eeefton, showing that an out-

croD had been found which was about eierhteen inches thick, and the reef

had been di-iven on for 150 feet from that point without antimony being

found. Heavy lodes of antimony are, however, found in several of the

auriferous claims from Rainy Creek to Boatman's, which, in all cases con-

taining gold, are treated in the ordinary way for the extraction of this alone,

all the antimony and probably much of the gold being thus sluiced away.

An examination of the auriferous cements at the head of Lankey's Gully

showed that tinstone undoubtedly occurred associated with these in small

quantities, but bad weather prevented any attempt being made to trace this

back to its parent rock. He visited Langdon's Eeef, near Greymouth, and

reports that the thickness of the reef, at present being worked, is about two

feet nine inches, which, being less than it was at the outcrop, shows the lode

to be of a bunchy character.

The outcrops of coal in Coal Creek, Greymouth, were also examined,

and he reports that two seams of coal 6 feet and 10 feet in thickness re-

spectively, occur in the lease, in which a considerable quantity can be

worked level fi-ee. In the month of June Mr. McKay paid a visit to the

Terawhiti reefs, and reports that the Albion claim possesses a reef of an

average thickness of from 18 inches to 2 feet, which has been followed along

its strike for a distance of 6 chains, and for a depth of 130 feet. Some
assays of quartz from this claim have yielded over 3 ozs. of gold per ton,

but the specimen brought by ]Mr. McKay gave nothing but traces of the

precious metal.

Publications.

The following publications have been issued during the year: (1.)

Sixteenth Annual Report of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory, together

with List of Additions, etc., and an Abstract of the Kesults of Analyses. 64

pp. 8vo. (2.) Manual of the Birds of New Zealand, illustrated with 39

lithographs and 22 woodcuts. 106 pp. Bvo. The Fifteenth Progi-ess

Eeport of the Geological Survey of New Zealand for 1880-81. By Dr.

Hector. With maDs and sp.ctiona.maps and sections. Including Special Reports on the

Chrome Deposits of New Zealand (Hector, Cox) ; on the Aniseed VaUey
Copper Mine (Cox) ; on the Richmond Hill Silver Mine (Cox) ; on the

Wallseud CoUiery, CoUingwood (Cox) ; on the North Auckland District,

including Thames and Coromandel Gold Fields, Island of Kawau, and
Drury Coal Field (Cox)

; on the Aorere and Takaka Districts, Nelson (Cox)

;

ontheWaitaki Valley, Lindis, and Wauaka Lake District (McKay);, on
the Coal-bearing Deposits near Shakspeare Bay, Picton (McKay) ; on the

Caswell Sound Marble (McKay). An Index to the Localities where Fossils
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have been collected in New Zealand, with their Stratigrax^hical Position, is

in course of publication, and will shortly be followed by the Sixteenth Pro-

gress Eeport.

The Handbook of New Zealand, prepared by Dr, Hector for the

Melbourne Exhibition, is now out of print, and a third edition is in

preparation.

Progress is being made with the preparation of several important

works bearing on the Natural History, Mineralogy and Geology of tho

colony.

LnSRARIES.

The libraries in connection with the Museum have increased rapidly

during the past year, and it was thought necessary that a librarian should

be appointed. Mr. T. W. Kirk has been placed in charge of the Patent

and Public Libraries, the work being performed out of official hours.

New Zealand Imtitute Library.—The additions to this hbrary comprise

about 255 volumes received in exchange for the Transactions from the

various societies and institutions whose names appear in List III.

Patent Library.—This collection remains as hitherto in the lecture-

room, and appears to be greatly appreciated, especially by those engaged

in mechanical pursuits. Thirty-two volumes have been added during the

year.

Public Library.—It was stated in last report that very many of the

w^orks belonging to this library were missing when it was removed to the

Museum. Private inquiry by the librarian resulted in the recovery of

sixteen volumes, and it has now been decided to advertize in the local

newspapers and the Government Gazette rec^uesting persons having in their

possession books belonging to this Library, to return the same to the

Museum as soon as possible ; it is hoped that by this means a large propor-

tion of the missing works may be recovered.

Meteorology.

Meteorological statistics are collected at four second-class stations in

New Zealand, at Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin ; and

observations of rainfall, temperature and wmd-direction are received fi'om

thirty third-class stations. The results are pubUshed monthly, and will be

collected as usual into a biennial report. There is no first-class meteoro-
J. _

logical station in New Zealand having the equipment requned by the Inter-

colonial Conference.

The system of mtercolonial telegraphic weather exchange has now been

in operation for twelve months, and the results obtained and the proposals

for securing earher publication, in an easily comprehensible form, of the

weather changes, will form the subject of a special report.
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The New Zcalaud weather for each Jay is now published the same after-

noon in Sydney, Melboui-ne and Adelaide; and there is no reason why, with

a few changes in the organization of the system, the Austrahan weather

phase for each day should not be published in all the principal towns in

New Zealand on the following morning. By this means from twenty-four

to sixty hours' notice w^ould be given of all the most important weather

changes.

Observatory.

The time-ball service for Wellington is at present suspended, as the ball

was dismounted when the old Custom House was removed. Arran<3;ements

are being made, however, for its re-erection in a prominent position. In

the meantime the Telegraph Department continues to be supplied with

mean time, and time signals are furnished to Lyttelton and to various

private persons by galvanometers.

In reply to an application from the Home Government, arrangements

are being made for organizing a corps of local observers for the forthcoming

Transit of Venus in December, to assist the party of observers that are to

be sent out from Greenwich Observatory.

Laboratory.

The number of analyses performed in the Colonial Laboratory for

ordinnry purposes during the past year is 2G5, and the Laboratory number

now arrived at is 3,285.

These analyses are subdivided as follows :—Coals, 13 ; minerals and

rocks, 58 ; metals and ores, 40 ; examinations for silver and gold, 89 ;

waters, 21 ; miscellaneous, 40. Total 265.

Besides the above, a large number of examinations have been made

under the Adulteration Act of 1880, by the Analyst ; and about the month

of August time was occupied in visiting the Eotorua District, at which place

he collected samples and analyzed specimens of water from the various

springs. The Analyst has also been occupied at various times in verifying

certain sets of weights and measures, in compliance with the Act,

The results of the analyses, which are of general interest, are noted in

full in the Annual Report on the Museum and Laboratory.

James Hectok.
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WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

First Meeting. 26th April, 1882.

Dr. Hector in the chair.

Neiv Members.—Bey. H. V. White, Eev. A. Dasent, Dr. Dakers, Dr. Cole,

Emil Senn, F. V. Waters, J. P. McAlister.

1. *'Does Morality depend on Free Will?" by the Rev, H. Vere

White, M.A.

2. ''Notes on the Katipo, a Venomous Spider of New Zealand,*' by

C. H. Eobson, lighthouse-keeper on Portland Island.

Mr. Eobson "was of opinion that there is a variety on the island with only faint red

markings on the abdomen, having all the habits of the known variety.

No full description or specimen was forwarded, and Dr. Hector thought it would

be premature, under the circumstances, to take it for granted that there are two distinct

species.

3. '^ On the Search for concealed Coal in New Zealand," by J. C.

Crawford.

ABSTRACT.

The writer suggested that search should be made with the diamond drill for concealed

coal measures, which were overlaid by tertiary formations, in the valleys of the Wanganui,

WangaehiT, Turaldna, and Eangitikei rivers, at spots which the Geological Department

might point out ; also that the eastern side of the dividing range might also be examined,

though the borings at Poverty Bay should give an indication of the strata.
r

Dr. Hector did not think that the suggestion was of much use without indications of

the best localities, as it would not be a very wise proceeding to bore at random where there

was perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 feet to bore through.

Mr. J. 0. Harris suggested that Mr. Crawford might have thrown out the idea for the

benefit of future generations. The surface deposits on the West Coast and in Auckland

were known to be so extensive that the colony would be amply supplied from them for

at least five or six hundred years. These must be nearly exhausted before any

operations for concealed deposits could be undertaken with profit.

boring

Second Meeting. Sth July, 1882,

W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., President, m the chair.

Members Irvine

Kirk

1. The President apologized for not being able on this occasion to deliver the usual

owmg He trusted, however, at

subsequent meeting to make a few remarks.
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2, Several interesting communicationg from Mr. J. C. Crawford, now in England,

accompanied by pamphlets and printed notices bearing on the subjects, were read, the

most important being on the " Manufacture of Granolithic Cement," the material for

which, he considered, was abundant in New Zealand,

Dr. Hector considered this a question of great importance, and the information was

most valuable. We had ample material in accessible positions, and he had no doubt that

in time we could ourselves manufacture all the cement and concrete we required in the

colony and of the very best kind. He instanced the blocks now largely used here, and

known as O'Neill's patent flagging, as showing the excellent quality of this production,

which was so highly thought of at the Sydney and Melbourne Exhibitions.

The President endorsed these views, and remarked that he hoped in time also to see

the splendid granites we had largely used in constructive works.

Dr. Newman mentioned the newly-erected cement works in Nelson, which would prove

of great importance, and entirely supersede the imported article,

3. " On Suitable Hedge Plants for New Zealand," by J. C. Crawford.

4, " On Harvesting Crops independent of Weatlier," by J. 0. Crawford.

6. ** On Ensilage," by J. C. Crawford, F.G.S.

6. Archdeacon Stock submitted to the Society a circular sent to him by Mr. Tebbutt,

of Windsor Observatory, New South Wales, inviting assistance from New Zealand observers

in systematic " comet-seeking."

Dr. Hector explained that Mr. Tebbutt was a most zealous worker in this branch of

astronomy, and had been foremost in discovering the southern comets. He had been

requested by the Astronomical Society at Boston, who had established a corps of

comet-seekers, to endeavour to get information from southern latitudes, and hence this

appeal to New Zealand. He (Dr. Hector) knew that there were many amateur observers

in possession of good instruments who might do valuable service in this direction. It was

a pity that we had not in New Zealand a properly-equipped astronomical observatory

placed in a suitable position ; and he believed, if the societies combined in an appeal to

Government, something might be done in this matter. He would suggest that a copy of

this circular be sent to the other societies inviting co-operation in this special matter of

comet-seeking, and in an endeavour to bring about the establishment of a permanent

observatory.

The President concurred, and said he thought such an appeal would be successful.

7. ** On Weather, Health, and Forests in Mauritius," by Dr. Meldrum.

The President pointed out that this bore immediately on the question of forest con-

eervation in New Zealand. He gave a short description of the damage done by the

destruction of our forests, which brought about floods of a most disastrous kind.

Dr. Hutchinson, who had recently arrived from the Sandwich Islands, stated that

there, in consequence of the wholesale destruction of the forests, floods had occurred

doing great injury. The water rushed down the bare hills and through the valleys, and

then followed a long drought and the ground became baked, as there was no vegetation

left to hold the moisture of the previous rain. He was glad to say that the settlers had

at last seen the necessity of forest conservation and great improvement was taking place,

8. Mr. Chapman described a brilliant triple meteor seen by him on Wednesday last.

It was travelling from the south.

9. Several recent additions to the Museum were laid on the table for inspection,

ftmong them being a case of gold and silver medals awarded to New Zealand at the Wool

Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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Third Meeting. 29th July, 1882.

Neiv Members.—Dr. Hutcliiuson, Dr. Keyworth.

1, "On the Thames Gold Field and the Laws which govern the Distri-

bution of the Gold," by S. H. Cox, F.G.S. [See Geol. Surv. Reports, 1882.)

2. "On the Waterspout which occurred in the Neighbourhood of Cook

W
ABSTKACT.

The waterspout was first seen from Lyall Bay, atout 1-30 p.m., and continued in

sight about a quarter of an hour. A squall, accompanied by heavy rain, was passing

from the westward through Cook Straits towards Cape PaUiser. It wan whilst engaged

watching the progress of the storm from the western shore of the bay that I observed the

waterspout clear of the south head, bearing about S.E., and diritiint, perhaps, two miles

on the northern verge of the storm area. It presented the appearance of a cylinder of a

blue-grey colour, several hundred feet in height, and of uniform diameter. It conveyed
r - -

the impression that it was suspended from a mass of lowering clouds, the extremity near

the surface of the sea being distinctly pointed, like a crayon, resting upon a zone of

elevated water in an intense state of agitation, but the gyratory motion was not per-

ceptible in the upper part. The column was slightly curved, being bent over towards the

west, and it travelled in the opposite direction towards Titzroy Bay, and as the movement

was quickest at the base the inclination from the perpendicular increased ; the clouds

seemed to descend and assume the form usual in such cases, that of an inverted cone,

whilst the vapours over the sea were drawn upward, ^vhen the waterspout a23peared to fade

away, the last appearance of the column being that of a light grey streak, contrasting

remarkably with the gloomy background. No unusual sound accompanied the pheno-

menon ; there were indications that it was not the only one formed, but the mist was too

dense to enable this to be clearly ascertained. The storm did not break over Lyall Bay

till 3 o'clock, when there was a great downpour of hail and rain, accompanied by light-

ning and thunder. The points which impressed me most were the immense height, the

symmetry, and the distinctness of the column, and the absence of agitation and convo-

lution in the first stage, save at the surface of the sea.

3, At the close of the meeting the Chairman drew attention to a fine collection of

potteryware, manufactured by Messrs. Austin and Kirk, of Christehurch, being a portion

of their exhibit at the recent exhibition, and which they had presented to the Museum.

They comprised vases and flowers, fern-stands, corner pieces for buildings, and a variety

of useful articles for domestic use. A collection of glassware from an Auckland firm was

also exhibited; the whole of which were greatly admired by those present, and the

President said that it was most gratifying to find important industries like these carried

on so successfully in so young a colony. He understood that these articles could be

obtained at prices quite as low as those imported.

Fourth Meeting. 2Qth August, 1882.

W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., President, in the cliair.

^^ew Members.—Yf. C. Cliatfield, G. S. Evans, J. Walker, T. B. Arnold,

B.A.

1. *' On Hawaii-nei and the Hawaiians," by Dr. Hutchinson. {Trans-

actions, p. 467.)
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Fifth Meeting. 2nd September, 1882.

W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., President, in the chair.

1. " On the Decline of the Hawaiian Race and the peculiar Forms of

hin

W
Sixth Meeting. dOth September, 1882.

Member.—G. Y. Shannon.

Se\-enth Meetlxg, 21st October, 1882.

W
New Member.—H. TnrnbuU.

1. The society nominated for election an honorary member of the New
Zealand Institute,

2. " Eemarks upon the Distribution within the New Zealand Zoological
Sub-regzon of the Birds of the Orders Accipitres, Paessres, Scansores, Columb^,

178.)
(Transactions, p

This paper discussed the distribution of certain birds in relation to the question of
the former connection of New Zealand with other islands of the Pacific

Dr Hector considered this a most important contribution to the statistical branch of
na ural history and that it would form a valuable supplement to Dr. BuUer's recently
pubhshed manual. He thought that the distribution of bhds was very much controlled
by the abundance of their favourite food at periods when they were not engrossed in the
business of uesting,

^

3. - Remarks on some Bones lately discovered by Mr. H. T. Whartonm Caves at Highfield, Canterbury," by Dr. Hector.

f '^TT ^^'''^^^P*^™ °^ ^ ^^l"^We collection of the bones of Aptornis and Dinomis
found by Mr. Wharton and presented by that gentleman to the Musemn. The point of
xnterest was the association of these bones with those of the rat. kiwi, kaka and weka,suggestmg that no great period had elapsed since the deposit took place.

The President stated that he had some years ago found bones in the Collingwood

4. " On a new Mineral belonging to the Serpentine Group," by S. H.
Cox, F.C.S., P.G.S. (Transactions, p 409.)

5. " On the Non-metallic Mmerals of New Zealand," by S. H Cox
{Transactions, p. 861.)

minlf>,''
r. "^'"^^^^'^r

"' *^' P'P'' '^'^^ '""^ I''^'^^^^^<^ ^^^* y^^^ «" tl^e metallicminerals by the same author.

exhib
«; T * 3 T

"^"^ "• "^*t^i^"i 01 lis ormt, and by thea.d of a model save a most lucid and mlercsM-g explanation „t the phase, through Lch
« ha, passed smoo the 7.h Seplember. ,he„ i. ™ tot oh,erved He mentioned! ala
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remarkable feature in regard to this comet, that it had approached morG closely to the

sun than any comet on record, escept perhaps that of 1843, and that astronomers were of

opinion that it was following very closely the orbit of that comet, if not identical with it.

7- Among the objects exhibited to the meeting were two salt-water fishes, Bajus

forsteri (green mullet), and Betropinna osmeroides (New Zealand smelt), taken with the fly

in the Hutt Biver, about three miles from the mouth, by Mr. Howard.

Eighth Meeting, dth Decemher^ 1882.

W
New Member.—J. E. Blair.

1. "Additions to the Flora of New Zealand," by J. Buchanan, P.L.S.

{Transactions, p. 389.)

The three plants described were collected by Mr. H. H. Travers in the CoUingwood

district.

2. ** On Ancient Science," by the Rev. T. Le Menant des Cliesnais.

ABSTEACT.

The object of this paper was to show the origin and progress of science from the

earliest times. Science was largely cultivated, and civilization much advanced before the

flood. Antediluvian men were acquainted with agriculture, astronomy, mineralogy, and

poetry. Chaldea was the cradle of scientific investigation. Astronomy, mechanics, archi-

lecture, and navigation flourished there. The discoveries lately made and so well

described by Botta and Layvard show how, from the most remote period, Assyrians culti-

vated science. The Jews cultivated natural science, poetry, music, agriculture ; but their

knowledge of exact science was limited. Greece was always a scientific nation. The

ancient Greek philosophers treated admirably many questions on the nature of man and

animals, and explained accurately several important phenomena. Sculpture, painting,

music, architecture, astronomy, etc., were at all times highly esteemed by the Greeks.

Among the men who most contributed to scientific progress at Greece, we must not

and the great men of the school of Alexandria. The Romans adoptedAristotle

the ways and manners of the nations they had conquered. They encouraged foreign arts

and scientific men, but produced none. Even the works of Pliny cannot be styled truly

scientific ; they are a compilation without order or taste, an imperfect encyclopoedia.

The President complimented the author on the manner in which he had dealt with

the subject, which he felt sure was highly interesting to those present.

After the paper was read M. des Chesnais exhibited a beautiful series of photographs

illustrative of the subjects on which he had treated.

3. *' Description of a new Species of jEoHs;' by T. W. Kirk. {Tramac-

Honsy p. 217.)

4. " Description of a new Dipterous Insect," by G. Vernon Hudson

;

communicated by T, W. Kirk. {Transactions^ p. 218.)

Ninth Meetino. Srd February, 1883.

W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., President, in the chair.

New Member,—W. A. Gardner.
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1. The President stated that Mr. Martin Chapman, who had been chosen by the

Society to vote in the election of Governors of the New Zealand Institute for this year,

had been duly elected, with the Hon. Mr. EoUeston and Mr. J. M'Kerrow.

2. *'EemarliS upon Mr. Travers* Paper on Sandfising/' by J. C. Craw-

ford, F.G.S,

ABSTBACT.

Mr. Crawford took exception to Mr. Travers' proposal for planting the Pinus maritinia

for this purpose, chiefly on account of the risk of fire, the cost of labour, and the fact that it

would not stand the sea breezes. He recommended, as more suitable, Cupressus macro-

carpa and other hardy pines, and the olive also might thrive.

Dr. Hector thought the Australian wattle would be a suitable tree for such a purpose,

and the Government, he stated, had purchased large quantities of the seed for distribution.

It was found to be profitable in Victoria, on account of its bark, for tanning purposes, and

no doubt it would be so here.

Dr. Hutchinson stated that the Algarohia tree had proved useful for the purpose

stated in Honolulu.

8. '' Is New Zealand a healthy Country ? " by Alfred K. Newman, M.B.,

M.R.C.P, ; with Statistics, by F. W. Frankland. {Transactions, p. 493.)

Mr, Holland regretted the evils arising from the introduction of manufactures and

hoped that some of them might be provided against.

Dr. Hutchinson drew attention to the waste of human life in the colony due to pre-

ventible diseases, arising from the culpable neglect of aU sanitary precautions. The waste

of life from such preventible ills as scarlet and typhoid fevers was scandalous. He thought

diseases among women arising from overwork in domestic life was very large.

Dr. Cole maintained that malaria did exist in the colony and that a true ague was

not uncommon.

Dr. Hector strongly urged that, in place of dull wearisome figures, authors should

exhibit statistical results by means of diagrams. Graphic representations more deeply

impressed and were more explanatory. He said that in the gold mining towns of New
Zealand, where the population had once been dense and careless of sanitary precautions,

the soil had become so polluted that now, years afterwards, the remnants of the popula-

tion are attacked by epidemics, which are severe and frequent, owing to the accumulation

of old filth.

4. Communications by Messrs. Field and Drew were read, giving a description of a fish

caught by the natives at Wanganui and thought at first to be the Californian salmon, but

which proved to be the brown trout. A photograph of the fish was exhibited.

5. A fine specimen of cork, grown by Mr. Mason of the Hutt, was shown. It was taken

from a tree fifteen years old. A draT;\dng of the tree was shown, and Dr. Hector gave some

interesting information regarding cork trees in other countries and of the progress of the

bark growth; and stated that, from the specimen before them, it was clear that cork of

excellent quality could be produced in this country and that the growth would probably be

more rapid than elsewhere.

6. Dr. Hector laid on the table copies of the Alpine Journal, which contained papers

by the Kev. Mr. Green, with an account of his ascent of Mt. Cook ; and at the same time

drew attention to some remarks which had appeared in the Press and might lead to the

idea that he had doubted the accuracy of Mr. Green's calculations regarding the altitude

reached. He had no wish whatever to dispute Mr. Green's statements.
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Annual Meeting. 28^A Febrmnj, 1883.

Dr. Newman in the Chair.

New Members," •'So^Q^-^h, Mackay, M.A., L. S. Reid.

Abstract of Repoet for 1S82.

There have been nine general meetings of the Society held during the year, at winch
twenty-seven papers have been read on the following subjects :_Geology, 5 ; Zoolof^y, 5

;

Botany, 5 ; Miscellaneous, 12. Twenty-two additional members have been elected during
the year, and six names taken off the roll, leaving a total of 319 now on the bookH.

Thirty-seven volumes have been added to the library besides the usual pamphlets and
periodicals. Mr. Martin Chapman, the member nominated by the society to vote in the

election of governors of the New Zealand Institute, was duly elected. The statement of

accounts shows the. balance at present to the credit of the society to bo £105 lis. 7d.

while among the items of expenditure are £53 2s. Id. for books, and £28 17s. 6d. paid to

the New Zealand Institute in accordance with the Act.

The report and balance sheet were adopted.

Election of Officers for 1883 :

—

President—The Hon. G. E. Johnson,

M.L.C. ; Vice-Prmdents—Bx. Buller, C.M.G., F.R.S., A. K, Ne^^^nan, M.B.,

M.B.C.P. ; Council—E. Govett, M. Chapman, James Hector, M.D., C.M.G.,

F.E.S., S. H. Cox, F.G.S., F.C.S., T. King, W, T. L. Travers, RL.S., F. B.

Hutchinson, M.E.C-S. ; Secretary and Treasurer—E. B. Gore; Auditor—H.

F. Logan.

The Hon. Mr. Johnson, the new President, then took the chair, and the

following papers were read.

1. ^'On tlie Lichenographia of New Zealand," by Charles Knight,

F.E.CS* {Transactions, p. 846.)

2. "Description of a new Species of Senecio^'' by T« Kirk, F.L.S.

{Transactions
f p. 359.)

34
^^



AUCKLAND INSTITUTE.

First Meeting. 29th Mmj, 1882,

E. A. Mackeclinie, President, in the cliair*

New Members.—Pw Anderson, J. Banks, E. Browning, 0. E. Bourne,

F. E. Compton, J. M. Dargaville, N. Giblin, B. W. Hanmer, A, G. Horton,

A. E. Isaacs, Dr, Kendcrdine, Dr. Kidd, A. H. Nathan, J. M. Shera, C. B.

Stone, W. Thorne, H. J. Wickens.

1. The President delivered the anniversary address.

2. *' On some recent Additions to the Flora of New Zealand," by T. F.

Cheeseman, F.L.S-" [Transactions^ p. 298.)

8. '* Additions to the Geodephaga of New Zealand," by Captain T.

Broun, M.E.S.

Second Meeting. 26tA Juney 1882.

E. A. Mackeclinie, President, in the chair.

Netv Members.—C. Cooper, A. Grey, T, Melville.

1. "New Species of Pselaphidc^,'' by Capt. T. Broun, M.E.S.

2. *' On the Protective Eesemblances of the Araneidea in New Zealand,"

by A. T. Urquhart.' {Transactions, p. 174.)

3. '' Notes on the Origin of Language," by H. G. Seth Smith.

4. Mr. H. G. Seth Smith exliibited a harmonograph for producing

harmonic curves.

ABSTRACT.

The construction of the instrument is suck that a finely-pointed glass pen, placed at

the junction of two cranks proceeding from the top of two pendulums vibrating at right-

angles to one another, traces curves on a sheet of paper. Attention was drawn to the

endless variety of curv^es produced by varying the length of one of the pendulums ; and it

was pointed out that the curves were then only symmetrical when the ratio of the times

of vibration corresponded to a definite interval in music, as a third, fifth, octave, etc. In

other cases asymmetrical figures were produced.

Thibd MKETDfG. 815* July, 1882.

E. A. Mackechnie, President, in the chair.

]S!ew Members.—F. Lawry, J. Street.

1. '' New Genera and Species of Heteromera,'' by Capt. T. Broun, M.E.S-

2. On some recent Additions to the Flora of New Zealand," by T. F.

Cheeseman, F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 298.)
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3. ''Fiirtlier Exi-^eriments with Sorghnm^'' by Mr. Justice Gillies.

{Transactions^ p, 2G1.)

4. '' On the Effects of Scliool-life ou the Sight," by B. Schwarzbach,

M.D. {Transactions
y p. 472.)

Fourth Meeting. 28f/i August, 1882.

E. A. Mackechuie, President, in the chair.

New Members,—J. McLaren, P. E. Cheal, H. W. Northcroft, J. II. Jnclt-

son, T. Wells, F. E. Webb, Eev. Mr. Gulliver.

1. '' New Genera and Species of CurciiUonhhe,"" by Capt. T. Bronn.

2. *' On the Growth of the Cork Oak {Qiiercus suher) in the Auckland

District," by Mr. Justice Gillies. {Transactions, p. 2G7.)

3. ''The University of New Zealand: its History, Constitution, and

Objects," by the Eight Eev. W. G. Cowie, D.D.

A long discussion followed the reading of this paper, in which Mr. Justice Gillies, Mr.

Halcombe, Mr. Martin, Dr. Purchas, and others took part.

Fifth Meeting. 25th September^ 1882.

B. A. Mackechnie, President, in the chair.

New Members.—R. Eastman, W. Fidler, T. Simpson, W. P. Snow.

1. '^ New Species of Coleoptera,'' by Capt. T. Broun.

2. *' On two new Planarians from Auckland Ilaitour," by T. F. Cheese-

man, F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 213.)

3. " Shakspeare and Euphuism," by J. MmTay Moore, M.D.

ABSTRACT.

This paper was chiefly occupied with a criticism of John Lilly and his worka, and

their influence upon the literature of the reign of Elizabeth. According to the author,

this influence could he traced through many of Shakspeare's plays.

r

Sixth Meeting. 2B/v/ October, 1882.

E. A. Mackecliuie, PrCbident, in the chair.

New Members.—Di\ Edgelow, Eev. Mr, Macrae.

1. " On the Occurrence of Platinum in Quartz Lodes at the Thames,"

by J. A. Pond. {Tramactions, p. 419.)

2. " Note ou the Origin of the Boomerang," by W. D. Cami^bell, F.G.S.

{Transaction, p. 459.)

3. " New Species of Coleoptera," by Capt. T. Broun, M.E.S.

4. " The Visionary Faculty of Mind," by E. A. Mackechnie.
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Seventh Meeting. 20f/i Xovemher, 1882.

E. A. Mackeclinic, President, in the chair.

The Tresident gave particulars of a donation of 127 volumes of books relating to the

early history of New Zealand, presented to the library of the Institute by Mr, J. T.

Mackelvie. and also drew attention to four most valuable oil-pahitings presented to the

citizens of Auckland by the same gentleman, and lodged for the present in the care of the

Institute.

An unanimous vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Mackelvie.

1, " The Naturalized Plants of the Auckland Provincial District," by
T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S. {Transactions^ p. 268.)

.
2. " Our Earliest Settlers," by E. C. Barstow. [Transactions, p. 421.)

3. '' Imaginary Quantities/' by H. G. Seth Smith.

Annual General Meeting. 19th Februarij, 1883.

E. A. Mackcchuie, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and confirmed.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT.

Thirty-four new members have been added to the roU since the last annual meeting.
The total number on the roU at the present time is 321, showing a nett increase of nine-
teen during the year.

The balance sheet shows the total revenue from all sources to have been £103 83. Id.,
the members' subscriptions having yielded £317 23. Od. The expenditure amounts to
£397 8s. 6d., leaving a credit balance of £5 19s. 7d. Among the items of expenditure are
£44 Is. 5d. for books, £26 8s. Od. for Museum fittings, and £32 for taxidermist.

^

Seven meetings were held during the session, and twenty-three papers on various
subjects were read.

hbrary were unusually extensive and valuable.

!um

Election of Officers for 1883 :~President—Vd. EeV. W. G. Cowie,
D.D.; Yice-Preside7its—E. A. Mackechnie, T. Peacock,- M.H.R. ; Council—
G. Aickiu, J. L, Campbell, M.D., W. D. Campbell, F.G.S., Mr. Justice

Eev. A. G. Purchas. M,

Martin

Percy Smith,
F.R.G.S.; Secretary and Treasurer—T. ¥. Cheeseman, F.L.S. ; Auditor
T. Macflfarlane.



PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBUEY.

First Meeting. 9lh February^ 1882.

W
This meeting was called by the Council for the purpose of submitting to the Institute

a revised code of Laws, these were duly considered and an unanimous resolution passed
repealing the existing Laws and adopting those submitted.

Second Meeting. 2nd March, 1882.

E. W. Fereday, Vice-President, in the chair.

New Memhers.~N. Black, C. J. Mountfort.

1. "Additions to the Molluscan Fauna of New Zealand," by Professor
F. W. Hutton. {Transactions, p. 131.)

2. '« On Earthquake Phenomena," by J. D. Enys.

ABSTRACT.

The author desired to place on record the following facts which occurred after the
earthquake of 6th December. The manager of the Grassmere station, about two hours
after the shock, or about a quarter to ten, rode past Lake Sarah, situated at the foot of

the hill called the Sugar Loaf, about a mile from the Cass Hotel. He was astonished to

see, about two to three chains from the shore, two mounds of water being thrown up to

about four feet above the surface of the lake ; and two hours after on his return past the

same place these fountains were still playing. I have known the manager, Mr. H. Carson,
for about eighteen years and can fully trust his evidence and think the fact worth
recording. I can suggest no explanation of the occurrence, unless it be the escape of gas.

I am sorry I have no further account of the length of time which the fountains played.

The earthquake was felt strongly in the Upper Waimakariri Valley and caused con-

siderable damage to stone chimneys both at Craigie Burn and Castle Hill. The hotel at

Castle Hill was much damaged; the south-east corner had to be rebuilt, the northern wall

was uninjured but the southern one was much shaken. The bottles in the bar, the shelves

of which run east and west and face north, were all thrown inwards or to the south.

Third Meeting. 6th April, 1882.

Professor J. von Haast, President, in the chair,

?7\—E. Meyrick-

1. "Notes on a Skeleton of Megaptera lalandii,'' by Professor J. von
Haast. {Transactions, p. 214.)

W^ ^ — f ^

{Transactions, p. 411.)

3. '' Additions to the Isopodan Fauna of New Zealand," by C. Chilton,

M.A. {Transaction, p. 145.)
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Fourth Meexino. ith May^ 1882.

Professor F. W. Hutton, Vice-President, in the chair

foUoTOn '«* That this Society desires to

place on record its high appreciation of the great services that have been rendered to

Darwin

tained through his death."

Mey
B.A. {Transactiom^ p. 3*)

3. '* Notes on some of the Diatomaceous Deposits of New Zealand," by
J. Inglis. {Transactions, p. 340,)

Fifth Meeting. 1st June, 1882.

W. M. Maskell, Honorary

sactionsy p. 141.)

W. Hutton. {Iran-

Meeting-. Qth July, 1882.

W
New Member—Stanley Edwards-

''On some Points of Difference between the English Crayfish {Astacus

fuviatilis) and a New Zealand one {Paraneplirops setosus),'' by C. Chilton,

M.A, [Transactions, p. 160.)

Seventh Meeting. 3rd Atigust, 1882.

R. W. Fereday, Vice-President, in the chair.

1. ** Notes on some Branchiate Gastropoda,'' by Prof. F, W. Hutton.

(Transactions, p. 118.)

exhibited

means of the microscope, for the purpose of showing the presence of stalagmite.

Eighth Meeting. 7th September, 1882.

Professor J. von Haast, President, in the chair.

New Members.—P. Westen

Kn
tacea,'' by G. Chilton, M.A. (Transactions, p. 69.)

2. '' Notes on the Structure of Struthiolaria papulosa, by Professor F.
W. Hutton. {Transactions^ p. 117.)

3. "Descriptions of some new Tertiary Shells from Wanganui," by
Professor P. W. Hutton. {Transactiom, p. 410.)

Mic
B.A. {Transactions, p. 33.)
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Ninth Meeting. 5tk October, 1882,

Professor J. von Haast, President, in the chair.

New Memlm\~Dv. W. H. Gaze,

1. /'Notes on and a new Species of Subterranean Crustacea,'' by C.

Chilton, M.A. {Tramactions, p. 87.)

2. ''On the New Zealand Desyvidiemy Additions to Catalogue and Notes

^F

W. M. Maskell. {Transactions, p. 237.)

m the Eock Shelter of Weka Pass/' bv J

von Haast.

Tenth Meeting. 19th October, 1882,

Professor J, von Haast, President, in the chair.

New Member.—W* Watt.

1. According to notice, the discussion on Professor J. \on Haasfs papei on the Rock
Shelter at Weka Pass was resumed, and was taken part in by Professors J, von Haast,

Hutton, Haslam, and Cook, and Messrs. Fereday, Inglis, and Maskell.

2. ''Descriptions of new Land Shells," by Professor F. W, Huifcon.

{Transactions, p. 134.)

Annual Meeting. 2nd November^ 1882.

Professor J, you Haast, President, in the chair.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT.

One special and nine ordinary meetings have been held, at which 18 papers have

been read contributed by seven authors, viz.,—13 on Zoology, 2 on Geology, 2 on Botany,

and 1 of a miscellaneous character.

Nine new members have been added to the list during the year, and 13 have with-

drawn, making the number at present on the books 16-i-

The Council is pleased to state that valuable additions have been made to the hbrary

during the year. The donations comprise 18 volumes and about 220 pamphlets.

The additions made to the library by purchase numher 128 volumes, includiiag a

valuable and complete series of the Annala and Magazine of Natural History, and also

Emelin's Handbook of Chemistry.

The Council deemed it advisable in the early part of the session, to appoint a com-

mittee to revise the Eules of the Institute, and the changes were adopted at a special

meeting of the Institute held 9th February, 1882.

The Council has corresponded with the other affiliated societies of the New Zealand

Institute, asking if they would co-operate in suggesting to the Board oi Gox^emors th«

desirability of publishing the Transactions either quarterly or half-yearly. The majority

of replies were favourable, but as the societies were not unanimous, the Council did not

consider it advisable to proceed with the matter.

The report of the Microscopical Section stated that meetings had been held twice a

month duruig the session, and that several of the members were actively engaged in

original woik.
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The Hon. W. Rolleston has been chosen by the Council to vote at the election of the

Board of Governors of the New Zealand Institute,

The Council had nominated for election an honorary member of the New Zealand

Institute.

The balance-sheet shows total receipts for the year £197 19s. 2i.; expenditure £168

5s. lid. ; and balance £29 13s. 3d. Among the items of expenditure are £2 5s. to the

Arundel Society, and £121 10s. lid. for books.

Election of Officers for 1883 :—Prm^^«^—Professor F, W. Hutton :

Vwe-Presidents—E. W W
Secretari/—Geo. Gray ; Council—Professor J. von Haast, Dr. Symes, C.

Chilton, T. Crook, J. Inglis, T. S. Lambert.
The retiring President, Professor J. von Haast, delivered an address on the Early

History of the Canterbury Philosophical Institute.



OTAGO INSTITUTE.

First Meeting, 28?:^ March, 1882.

G. M. Thomson, Vice-President, in the chair.

Neiv Memhers. Wm
The meeting resolved itself into a conversazione, at which the followiBg objects were

exhibited

:

Single and Compound Microscopes—Messrs. Thomson, Gillies, and Chapman.
Collection oi New Zealand Lepidoptera—Mt, P. Fulton.

» MM V9 Colcqpfera—Mr. S. Fulton.

)» „ Australian Graptolites—Mr, F. Chapman.

„ „ New Zealand Fossil Plants—Mr. Montgomery, jua

Preparations and Casts illustrating Human Anatomy, including Brains prepared by

Giacomini's glycerine process—Prof. Scott.

Collection of Invertehrata m alcohol (from Zool. Station, Naples) , Casts of Fossils, and

other specimens recently added to the Muserun—Prof, Parker.

Second Mketi^^g, %th May, 1882.

W. Arthur, C.E., President, in the chair.

New Member

1. " On Macqnarie Island,'' by Prof. Scott. {Transactions, p. 484.)

2. " On the New Zealand Copepoda,*' by G. M. Thomson. {Tra?i.sac-

iiom, p, 93.)

B. /' On the Connection between the Air-bladder and the Organ of Hear-

ing in the Bed Cod," by Prof. Parker. {Transacliom, p. 284.)

*

Third Meeting. IBth August^ 1882.

W, Arthur, President, in the chair.

Nm Members—^Edward MiUand, David Cosgrove,

1* '* Notes on the New Zealand Sprat/' by W. Arthur. {Tramactiom

p. 203.)

2. " On the Diseased Trout of Lake Wakatipu," by W. Arthur. {Tran^

sactiom, p. 198.)

3. " Notes on the Anatomy and Embryology of Scymniis Uchia,'' by Prof.

Pai-ker. {Transactions, p- 222.)

4. The Secretary exhibited the skeleton of a cow and other specimens lately added to

the Museum.
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.

FoTJETH Meeting, 3l5f October, 1882.

W. Arthur, President, in the chair.

1. Mr. J. McKerrow, Wellington, was nominated to vote in the election

of Governors of the New Zealand Institute.

2. An Honorary Member of the New Zealand Institute was nominated

for election in accordance with the Act.

8. " On the New Zealand Copepoda," by G. M. Thomson. {Tram-

actions, p* 93.)

4. " Descriptions of some ne^ Crustacea,'' by G. M. Thomson. {Trans-

actiom, p. 93.)

5. ''On the Gravid Uterus of Mnstelits antarctictis
,'

' by Prof. Parker.

{Transactions, p. 219.)

6. The Secretary exhibited the disarticulated skeleton of a turtle having the cartila-

ginous parts preserved by the glycerine jelly process, and an injected preparation of the

heart and gills of the skate, in alcohol, both recent additions to the Museum.

Annual Meeting. dOth January, 1883.

W- Arthiu', President, in the chair.

1. *' Notes on the Picton Herring," by W. Arthur. {Tramactions, p. 208.)

2. " Description of a Variety of Celmisia sessilifora,*' by D. Petrie. (rraw^-

actioiis, p. 859.)

8, ** Description of two new Species of Carex,'' by D. Petrie. {Transac-

lions, p* 358.)

4. The Secretary called the attention of the meeting to the circular of the " Balfour

Memorial " which he had recently received from Cambridge.

ABSTKACT OP AXXUAL EEPORT.

During the present session five general meetings have been held, including the present

annual meeting. At these meetings twelve original papers have been read, of which nine

were zoological and two botanical, while one dealt with the natural features, fauna and

flora of Macquarie Island.

At the beginning of this session the Council adopted a scheme for the delivery of reg-

ular courses of popular lectures. Tavo such courses have been given:—one, of three

lectures on " Fermentation and Putrefaction," by the Secretary; and one, of four lectures

on " English Literature," consisting of two lectures by Professor Mainwaring Brown on

" Chaucer^' and two by Mr. Alex. Wilson, M.A., on ''Tennyson." In each case the plan

was adopted of distributing among the audience a printed syllabus of the lectures ; and a

small fee. which was charged to non-members, sufficed to cover expenses of printing and

advertizing. The success attending these lectures has been such as to warrant the Council

recommending their continuance next session.

Six new members have joined the Institute during the session, but on the other hand

the names of several defaulters have been struck off the roll. The total

:

um
is now 177,
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The receipts of the year, including a balance of £15 18s. 3d. from last year, amount

to £195 2s. 3d. The total expenditure is £167 83, 3d., so that there remains a balance

in hand of £27 6s.

The President delivered the Annual Address.

Election of Officers for 1883 :

—

President—A. Montgomery ; Vice-

Presidents—W. Arthur, CE., Rev. Dr- Eoseby; Hon. Secretary—Professor

Parker
; lion. Treasurer—D. Petrie, M.A. ; Auditor—D. Brent ; Council

Dr. Hocken, Professor Scott, G. M. Thomson, F. Chapman, R. Gillies, G.

Joachim, Professor Main'waring Brown.



WESTLAND INSTITUTE.

Annual Meeting. Idth Decenibe)-, 1882.

J. Giles, President, in the chair.

ABSTBACT OF AXXrAL KEPOKT.

This is the Sixteenth Annual Eeport of the Institute. Its financial position is con-

sidered satisfactory, there being a credit balance of £20 14s. 5d.

The number of members on the roll is 90, sho\ring an increase of 10 on the roll for

1881.

During the year there have been twelve committee meetings called and one special

meeting.

A meeting of the Institute was held on the 2nd of March, when a paper was read by Dr.

Bakewell *' On some Difficulties of Darwinism," there was also one read by the same gentle-

man " On the Fallacies of Evolution," being a continuation of his former paper.

One hundred and ninety-one new books have been added to the library, which makes

2,276 volumes in the library at present.

The visitors to the Public Beading Eoom have been considerably- more numerous than

in the previous year, owing chiefly to the large influx of miners to the new rush at Kunu ;

and your committee intends applying to the Harbour Board and Borough and County

Councils for subsidies to supplement the funds of the Institute.

The committee has much pleasure in acknowledging donations to the Library and

Museum and in thanking the donors.

Election of Officers for 1883 :

—

President—W. A. Spence ; Vice-

President—T . 0. W. Croft ; Hon. Treasurer—3, P. Will ;
Sccretanj

Richard Hilldrup.

^L



HAWKE'S BAY PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE.

Annual Genekal Meeting, dth Fehruary, 1882.

The Eight Eev. the Bishop of Waiapu, President, in the chair.

Election of Officees for 1882 -.—President—The Right Eev. the Bishop

of Waiapu ; Vice-President—Br. Spencer; Honorary Secretary and Treasurer

Mr. Colenso ;
Conncil—llessvs. H. Baker, H. R. Holder, J. G. Kinross,

F. J. de Lisle, F. W. 0. Sturm, 0. H. Weber ; Auditor—T. K. Newton.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT.

During the past winter session six ordinary meetings were held, at which nine papers

prepared by members were read.

The number of members is 107, being an increase of 22 on the number of the previous

year.

Throughout the year several zoological, botanical, palajontological, and geological

specimens were collected by a few of the members of the Institute for the Museum.

The audited statement of accounts shows a balance of £271 15s. 7d. remaining to the

w

credit of the society.

First Meeting. 8th May, 1882.

Dr. Spencer, Vice-Presicleut, in the chair.

1. The Chairman gave an address on the opening of the winter session.

2. '* On the large Number of Species of Ferns noticed in a small Area in

the New Zealand Forests, in the ' Seventy-Mile Bush,' between Norsewood

W
F.L.S. {TransactioTiSy p. 311.)

botanical

3. The Hon. Secretary gave a brief address to the memory of Dr. Darwin, lately
— ^ j^ A .. » ^ ^ J^ #

and

wliile residing at the Bay of Islands, when Capt. (afterwards Admiral) Fitzroy and Dr.

Darwin

England from surveymg in the Straits of Magellan.

The address was supported by fitting remarks from some of the members present.

4. Some fine specimens of rare and curious insects, of the orders NenrojHera and

Ortho^tera, in their various stages of transformation, were also ezhibited by the Hon.

Secretary.

Second Meeting. 12th June, 1882.

Dr. Spencer, Vice-Presidcut, in the cbair.

1. "ADescriptioa of four New Zealand Ferus believed to be new to

ence," by W. Colenso, F.L.S. (Transactions, p. 304.)
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Specimens of the same in their various stages, together with those of some other

plants, vrere also shown ; and specimens of all the ferns were reserved for the Colonial

Museum,

2. " On the hacl^neyed Quotation of ' Macaulay's New Zealander/ '' by

W. Coleuso, F.L.S.

3. A fine and extensive suite of nicely preserved specimens of British and European

Sphagna (more than 100 in number), lately received from Mr, Wm. Curnow, of Penzance,

England, were also shown ; and some highly curious teeth and fragments of bones (not

fossil) of some small unknown Mammal, found by Mr. Balfour at Glenross, Hawke's

Bay, were exhibited. These teeth, with their finely cut surfaces of numerous sharp

points, excited great interest; they seemed to have belonged to some insectivorous animal.

The whole lot was sent to Wellington, to Dr. Hector, for critical examination.

Third MEExma, 10^/t July, 1882.

The Eight Eev. the Bishop of Waiapii, Presideut, in the chair.

Netv Members.—Dr. Caro, Eev. A. D. MulvihiU, Wm. Bogle, L. Lessong,

F. Eeader.

W
exhibited

from Hawke's Bay, with explanatory remarks on the nature, varieties, and growth of

sponges.

Fourth Meeting. 14:th Aiigmt^ 1882.
4

The Eight Eev. the Bishop of Waiapu, President, in the chair.

Xew Memlers.—Wm. Balfour, J, J. Drennan*

1. "Historical Traditions of the Taupo and East Coast Tribes, by S.

Loclve. {Transactions, p, 433.)

2. Mr. Colenso called the attention of the members to Mr. Montagu Lubbock's able

paper *' On the Development of the Colour Sense" (in the "Fortnightly Eeview" for

April, 1882), as fully bearing out what he (Mr. Colenso) had last year brought before them

in his paper " On the Colour Sense of the Ancient Maoris," and published in this year's

vol. (xiv,) of the " Transactions N.Z. Institute." He also read several extracts from Mr.

Lubbock's paper in confirmation.

Fifth Meeting. 11th September', 1882.

The Kigbt Eev. the Bishop of Waiapu, President, in the chair.

1. *' On some newly-discovered New Zealand Arachnids,'' by W. Colenso,

F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 165.)

This paper was illustrated by specimens.

2. *' On Nomenclature," part ii., by W, Colenso, F.L.S.

3. Fossil specimens of marine shells were exhibited, found by Mr. John Stewart in the

neighbonrhood of Talvapan, county of "VVaipawa,
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Sixth Meeting. 9th October, 1882.

Dr, Spencer, Yice-Presideutj in the chair.

New Members. W
1. " Maori Legends and Traditions respecting the Inhabitants of the

East Coast and Hawke's Bay," (in continuation), by S. Locke. {Trans-

actions, p. 445.)

2. " Notes on Freshwater Alga', from the District of Hawke's Bay," by

W. I. Spencer, M.E.C.S. {Transactions, p. 802.)

3. " Descriptions of a few new Lidigenous Plants," by W. Colenso,

F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 320.)

Specimens of the several plants were exhibited.

Council Meeting. 1st November, 1882.

The Eight Eev. the Bishop of Waiapu, President, in the chair.

1. Dr. Spencer, the Vice-President, was elected to vote in the election of the Board

of Governors for the ensuing year, in accordance with clause 7 of the N.Z. Institute Act.

2. Nomination was made for election of an honorary member of the N.Z. Institute,

to mi up one of the late vacancies in the list caused by the deaths of some honorary

members.

Annual Meeting. Gth February, 1883.

ABSTKACT OF AXXUAL REPORT

During the past session six ordinary meetings have been held. Ten papers were read

at those meetings, viz. :-One on Zoology, four on Botany, and five on miscellaneous

subjects.

Besides those written papers there were also some suitable addresses and lectures

given-by the Vice-President at the opening of the \nnter session, by the Hon. Secretary

to the memory of Dr. Darwin, and " On the Development of the Colour Sense," and by

Mr. Hamilton, with reference to a coUection of Sponges exhibited by him.

During the year seven meetings of the Council were held-for the election of new

members ;°the selecting and ordering of books from England for the Library; the obtain-

ing a lease for a term of years of a spacious room in the Athena)um from the trustees of

the same ; and for the general advancement and benefit of the Society.

There is a total of 108 members now on the roll, two members having died during the

year, and eleven new members having been elected.

The valuable scientific works, ordered from England in the early part of the year,

amounting to nearly seventy volumes, have been received.

In addition to the standard works in the Library, the Council have agread to order

both fi-om England and from AustraHa several scientific serials—as " Nature," " The

Popular Science Obser\-er," "Knowledge," and "The Natural History of Victoria

(Zoology)."

The statement of accounts shows a credit balance of £215 ; the total expenditure for

the year having been £180 4s. Od., of which no less a sum than £81 lis. lOd. was ex-

pended on books and £75 in hire of premises.
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SOUTHLAND INSTITUTE.

FiEST Meeting. 9th May^ 1882.

J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., President, in tlie chair.

New Memher$.—R. Feldwick, M.H.R., T. J3. Bennett, H. AVild, Ecv. J.

Hobbs, C. Grilbertsou.

1. The President delivered an address on the work done by the New Zealand Institute.

2. '* On the Formation of the Quartz Pebbles of tlio SouthUind Phxins,"

by W, S. Hamilton. (Trmisactions, p. 414.)

Second Meeting, liith June, 1882.

J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., President, in the chair._

New Mefubers,—D. W, McArthur, J. Hain.

1. " On the Importanee of Forestry," by D. McArthur. {Transactions,

p. 461.)

2. " A Chapter on Folk Lore," by J. G. S. Smith.

Third Meeting. 11th July, 1882.

T. Denniston in the chair.

1. '' On Self-registering Windmills," by J. T. Thomson. (Plate XL.)

ABSTRACT,

The author gives an account of the various contrivances that liave been adopted for

obtaining a self-regulating Windmill, and describes in minute detail the experimental steps

by which he was led to the invention of the particular form of wmdmill which he recom-

mends ; the leading features of which can be most easUy understood from the accompanying

illustration.

Fourth Meeting. Sth Aiiyust, 1882.

H. Carswell m the chair.

1. " The Use of the Tramiug Walls in deepenmg Invercargill Harbour,"

by J. T. Thomson.

Fifth Meeting. 12t/t September, 1882.

J. T. Thomson, F.R.G.S., President, m the chah*.

New Members.—John Gammell, Chas. McLean.

1. "The Surface Features of the Earth and Local Variations iu the

Force of Gravity," by T. B. Wakeliu. {Transactinns, p. 4G3.)

35
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Sixth Meeting. 10th October, 1882.

J, T. Thomson, F.R.G.S-, President, in the chair.

W
(Travsactions, p. 477.)

Annual Meeting. dOth January, 1883,

ABSTRACT OP ANNUAL EEPOET,

Duriiig the year six general meetings were held, at which eight papers were read.

Nine new members joined the Institute during the year, the total now being sixty-

two. Apiilication was made to the Government for the granting of a site for the erection

of a building suitable for the Institute, and pi'oviding room for a lluseum, etc., but a

definite reply was deferred pending the settlement of the question as to requii'ements for

the railway station and extensions.

A number of valuable works have been added to the library, and a case containing a

large number of mineralogical and geological specimens purchased in England has also

been received. The books of the Institute are now available for reference by arrangement

with tjie Council of the Law Society.

The receipts for the year, not including a balance from last year of £52 9s. lid.,

amount to £50 8s., and the expenditure to £58 93. 8d., including £37 7s. 9d. spent on

books and periodicals, and £10 on specimens, leaving a balance in hand of £44 8s. 3d.,

out of which will have to come the annual outlay on books, etc.

Two vacancies which occurred during the year in the Council, by the resignation of

Mr. Goyen and Dr. Galbraith, were filled by the election of the Eev, P. W. Fairclough and

^[r. Carswell, and the duties of the Secretary were undertaken by the Treasurer.

It is with regret that we have to record the loss to the Society of two active members,

Mr. Gojen and the late Mr. Cuthbertson, both among its originators.

In addition to the papers read at the ordinary meetings, Mr. J, T, Thomson read a

paper on '* Capital and Labour" under the auspices of the Institute.

Election of Officers for 1883:

—

President—^J. T. Thomson, C-E.,

F.R.G.S. Vice-President~-Ro\\ P. W. Fairclough ; Secretary and Trea-

mrer—'S. C. Thomson ; Council~Dv. Galbraith, Messrs. Carswell, Den-
niston, Hamilton, Robertson, Scandrett.
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XXll. Appendix

NOTES ON THE WEATHER DURING 1882.

Jakitary -A w.t month, with strong S.W. and N.W. winds
; temperature generally

lo.-er than the average. Earthquakes at Wellington on 9th at 2.20 a.m., and on 17th at
10.45 p.m., slight.

FEBKnARY.-Pine weather except in the south, where the rain was rather in excess

;

occasional strong wmds from N.W. and S.W. and at times thunder. Earthquakes : AtWelhngton, on 1st at 2.20 p.m., slight, and at 3.8 p.m., sharp ; on 20th, very slight, about-:dmght
;

on 21st at 6.30 a.m., slight. At Lincoln, on 1st, slight, at 3 5 p.m.
»^ARCH.-^Wet close weather prevailed

; wind moderate, and chiefly N.e'. Earthquake
at Lmcoln on 22nd at 9.10 a.m., slight.

-C-aunquaKe

7 30tm L ^^y^y^'"'' ^* ^-10 P-.. sharp, and at 4.19 p.m., slight ; on 16th at

WelHngL"or 14tw1?.
"' ""*' "' ^'^"'^"•^' ^^'^*' ^^™^^^ ^^^^ Earthquakes atelhngton on 14th at 5.10 p.m.. and 15th at 12.20 and 4.15 a.m., all slight.

e.p^^^ "T' °' "^"^^ ^^^^'^^'^' --^ -- -^pleasant squally weather

A very wet uni^leasant month, with sfron0 c: w n ^ iir • ^
nrp^mirA T?«^ft, 1

Strong b.w. and W. winds, very low

ex« 'i™r7ol"T '"^
:t

""*"• "'" """"^ *™«^' '»-eh tolal rain -o.

2Qth nn^ QAfr
"^"^^ ^•^•' ^^8*1** Biilhant meteors obsfirved on29th and 30th,

NOVEMBEK.

A..ror.s between 17th and 20.h, and „;i!-":,tf' '

"' "' ''* " '»-°'' '>°'- """'•Auroras between 17th and 20th. and meteor on 29th

x^orth, but wet dull weather with light winds in the south

winds prevailing from N.W. in the
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The figures denote the days of the month on wliich one or more shocks were f- It.

Earthquakes reported in New Zealand duriu.g 1882.

Place.
>^
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2
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3
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2
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Tauranga .

.

Gisborne .

.

Napier
Hawera
Opunake <

.

Patea
Marton
Carterton .

.

Wanganui
j

Wellington

Normanby .

.

Nelson
Blenheim .

.

Christchnrcli

Ashburton.

.

Lincoln
H okitika .

.

Oamaru
Kumara
Seafield

Eangiora .

.

Springfield

Duuedm .

.

Greymouth
Queenstown

i*
1*

1*

1*

ft ft

1*
1*

* *

1*,20

21

1*

1*

1

1

1

!
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m
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1

6*, 16
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6

1

f
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1
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i

ft ft

24*

* »

1
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"20*

1

24, 25

1
• •

15
20*

'I'ho St'

with an asterisk affixed were described as smart, those witli a dagger as severe $hucJi^.

The remainder were only slight tremors, and no doubt escaped record at most -•tatioiis,

there bemg no instrumental means employed' for their detection. These tables are

therefore not reliable so far as indicating the geographical distribution of the shocks.
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Clifton College, England.

Libraries and Societies in New Zealand,

Library, Auckland Institute.

Libraiy, Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute.

Library, Wellington Philosophical Society.

Library, Westland Institute.

Library, Philosophical Institute of Canterbury,

Library, Otago Institute.

Library, Southland Institute.

General Assembly Library.

Library, New Zealand Institute.
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